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ABSTRACT
The pucpose of the oversight hearing was to hear from

administration and tribal witneAses on the implementation of the
Indian Self-Determination and gducation Assistance Act (Public Law
93-638), which was signed into law on January 4, 1975. The hearing
focused on five concerns of the legislation: (1) the new draft
regulations pending publication for comment whith amend BLIeau of
Indian Affairs regulations implementing P.L. 93-638; (2) the method
for determining the secretarial level. of funding fora P.L. 93-638

) contract in the first and subsequent years of operaiton; (3) the
adMinistrative, incremental, or indirect cost problems associated
with 638 contracts and recommendations for necesiary changes in the
system to assure continue&tribal desire to apaxate programs; and (4)

the problems associatiod with the indirect cost rate and

recommendations for necessary changes. Thirty-three representatives
offering testimony to the hearing Olcluded spokespeople from:
National Congress of American Indians; Department of Interior; Rock
Point School, ArizOna; Alamo.Navajo School Zoard, New Mexico; .

Association of Contract Tribal Schools; Lake Superior Band of

Chippewa Indians;(Paitamaquoddy Tribe; Fort Hall Business Council;-
Papago Tribe of Arizona; and Penobscot Nation. Written documentation
submitted to the heering is also attached. (ERB)
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OVERSIGHT OANDIRECT COSTS /k.ND CONTRACT PRO-
i VISIONS OF THE INDIAN SELF-DETERMINATION AND

EI1CAT1ON ASSISTANCE ACT
1---

. ..,. I
JUNE 30, 1982

U.S. SEN.VIT,
/ Sp.:UT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

W ashington, D.0.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.m. in room 5110,

lDkk,en Senate Mice Building, Senator William' S. Coll;ep (chair-
man presiding. \

Present : Senators Cohen. and DeConcini.
Staff piesent: Timothy C. Woodcock, stag director$ Peter S.

Taylor, general counsel, and John Mulkey, staff professional.
Senator Conr.N. The committee will come to order.
The purpose of the hearing today is to hear from administration

and tuba) s itnes,es on the implementation of the Indian Self-
Determination, and Education Assistance Act, Public Law 93-638.

The hearing will focus on the following: First, the ,pew draft
regulations pending publkativoi foi comment which,nmend Bureau
of Indian Affairs regulation:4 implementmg Public Law 9-638;
second, the method foi determining the secretarial level oflfunding
for a Public LaW 93-63R-ron'tract in the first and subsequent.years
of operation; thii d: the adnunistrative, incremental, or indirect cost
prohlems associated w ith 638 k.onti akts and rekommendations for neces-
sary changes in the sptem to assure tontinued tribal desire to operate

-nos: and four th. the palms issoeiated with the indirect co4,
recommendat ions for necessary changes.
aring is the first oversight effort by this committee on the

ion of the act since the 95th Congress. The act was signed
January 4, 1975. The ngulations were promulgated and
d amendments are the first diailges in the original

s.
ye that this is one of the most, impOrtant hearings this

%ill hold during the 97th Congress. The issues involved,
the sukcess of the self-determination pohcy urged by previ-

rat e ant
This h

impleme
into law
the pro
regulatio

I beli
committ
relate t
ous Re p'liblli an adm mist i at ions which provided what I believe were,
and remain tdlobe, nwaningful changes in Indian policy.

The committee is once! ned about problems whit h have developed .

in the implementation of 638 whia have been reported to the com-
mittee li t i thai i epiesent at iv vs and other interested parties. The com-
mittee is «m«.ined ss ith a« 'limiting problems w lneh'bt ought a odic,
to the committee lak hist yea! to request the passage of legislation,
whkh authorized the disbursement of tribal judgment funds to bail

(1)
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the tribp ont of a situation of,near financiA collapse in part because
of indicect cosi Inoblems. The committee.,is conceNed with, tribal

employee Vi m king in a vontmeted pnigra 114 Without a ciist' of living
increase since the inception of tlieiprogram ,,eeml 3 ears ago.

We are sure that the administration witneses have some good sug4
gestions for addressing these concerns. We aive particularfy interested
in Tribal suggestions as Aell for addressing tkese.concerns. We look

forward to hearing the views of the scheduled *itnesses on these im-

portant issues,
Our first panel of w nesses will be the Ihinorable Kenneth 'Smith,
ssistant Secretary oiLUie Interior for Indiati

Srmth, please introduce those who are with you?
-

STATEMENT OF KENNETH L. SMITH, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR

INDIAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, ACCOM-

PANIED BY: TED KRENZKE, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN SERV-

ICES, BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS , DICK BALSIGER, DIRECTOR,

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ;

BOB BEULEY AND ARNOLD BARON, OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR

pENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Snrrjr. Thank yon, Mr. Chairma». My name is,Ken Smith,
Assistant Secretary. To my right. is Ted Krenzke, and to his right is
Dick Balsiger.

Joe, do yon want to introduce your people ?
Mr. EXENDINE. I am Joseph Exendme, Deputy 'Director of the

Indian Health Service. To my immediate left is Aohnnielcirkland,

Joe Moran, the Director of the Office of
Progi am Analyst with the Indian Ilea th Seryice, and to her left is

net. and Goas, Health
Services Administration, and to his left is Gem,e o fe, Director of,
the Operations Ihvision, Office of Procurement and Logistics pf the
Office of t be.Assist a nt Secretary.

Senator Conr.N. Mr. Smith ?
Mr. S3ityil. Good morning. My. Ohairman. It is a pleasnre to be

before this committee this morning to discuss the Bureau of Indian
Affairs' contracting witli Indiah tribes under the Indian Self-Deter-
mutat ion Act.

I have already »it rodiieed Mr. Ted Krenzke and Dick Plsiger. In
the andience, at, the committee's request, are Bob Benley a d Arnold
Baron of t he Depai tment of the (mei 101 's Inspector Genet Office

of w hom I am sure t here w ill be sonic quest ions.
My prepared statement waS subinitted to the committee on Mon-

day. With the cono»ittee's pen» L,sion, I NNould like to snmmarize that

st a Lenient.
Senator ,ConEx. AV it hoot objection, yonr prepared statementIril

be made a part of the recold of t hearing.
Mr. Smrr.». Since the Indian Sclf-Dctermination Act was passed
vears,,ago, there has been a steady increase in't he number of tribes

operating reservation program,' limier Sel f-Determinat ion contracts.
Of course, we like to feel that the legislatitin has been successful. I
think there are some minor problems, just hike w ith any new'legia.

latkon, and it takes tmie to streamltne it and to improve the process.

%.1
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From 1977 to 1981, the number of tribes enterinzinto contracts
inevased from .2t/0 tubes to 8) tribes. There werrapproxmtately
80fr coot acts m 1977, compvedlito 1,300 separate contracts in 1981,
show mg a substantial increase.

During the same period of time, the dollar volume of contracting
increased from $100 nitilion in,1977 to $215 million in 1981. Now,
when we are talking about these figures, Mr. Chairnittit, we are talk-
ing about Pieblic Law 93438 coracts. We do have other contracts,
but these are authorized under other legislat ion.

The tribes are emit racting for programs across the broad range of
contraetilde Bureau propane, in hidian sen ices, education, and trust
rezlionsibilities. In fact, a I understand, in our Indian services pro-
grams, tubes are contract mg approximately 50 percent of all those
prdpzrams, so they are making subst ant ial gains.

We la,hei thi.s lot% v int.reasy in. tribal contnicts reflects very sig-niticanti t i Ilya] progi es, in the use of theitymitracting options. The
morease also show, that II iltes ale accept ufg Mole responsibility for
doing things for themselve, and.'in effect, being more responsive to
their own people.

This administration, as well as mself, is strongly committed to the
philosophy and objeetii'es of self-deterinination and supprts con-
tractino. bV tribes. .

I thinkithis is one of the initiatives that we want to push. We think
it is a gocAd process. And I NN ouhl like to see It ibes contract more pro-
grams in the next few yean'i."

We are im the pi ocess of changing oui contracting liegulat ions. The
need for the change is primarily due to the enactment of Public Law
95 .2.n. the Federal Grant and Cooperatke Agreement Act, which
was enacted in 1978. 'Phis act requires that I' leral agencies reexamine
tbe relationships that exist with reripiepts o their contiact funds to
(immune whether these relationships are pro urement or assistance
in nature.

.If the-principal purpose of the action is acquisit ion of property or
services for the direct benefit or use of the Federal Government, a eon-
t ract wo4Ild be the proper instrument of award. If the principal pus--
pose of action is to accomplish a public purpose for support or stimu-
lation. an assistance aw aid would be appropriate, namely either agicant or cooperative agreement.

We ladieve revisions of the regulations providing for the use ofgrants is 4msistent with the gmernmext-to-government re'lation!thip
be't wpm the 1..S. Government and the tribes.

Mr. Chatrman, I want to make it clear that shifts from contrfasto grants does not mean t chafige in the lei of Federal responsi-bility for the programs or tivities involve51.
haft reaulations were first circulated in May 1981, and a revised

draft last September. Continents were received from tribes and tribal
organizations. and their comments evaluated. Consultation meetings
were held on tleese particular reaulations. In addition we hope to pub-lish the draft regulations for comments within th`e next months, and
impleme'nt them as soon as they are officially approved.

We beliee the mei ised regulations will permit the Bureau to ex-pedite the grant proyess as well as allow the Bureau to be more re-sponsive to tribal applications.

5.

j
\
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'e of the concerns aiscussed in my prepared statement has to do
wit i the indirect cost contract support funding problem. I know that

mei bers of the, committee may have questions on the matter of short-_

fall in the contract support fund's budget item. However, I (16 want
to briefly comment on the subject now. I

The amount of our budget request for contract support funds has
, been based, in the past upon an esthnate of the dollar volume of con-

tracts and alp average tribal indirect cost rate. During 'each of the
past 2 fiscal years our budget request, has been exceeded by the amount

requested by tribal contractors. We experienced a shortfall Mir ap-

proximately $L3 million in 1980, and about $1.5 milli& in 1981. Based

on our estimates for 1982, we will haye a higher shortfall than in
previous years.

We will be watching this closely in 1983, and if we determine that

we may have a shortfall problem, we plan to take early action rather
than wait until towards the end of the first year.

Difficulties in predicting the volume of tiibal' contracts and pfob-

lems in forecasting averagrindirect cost rates have been the two,
factors most affecting the accuracy of the B.ureau's budget request for

contract support funds.
,

This matter of Indirect cost il a complex issue. It is not an easy

issue. There are many avenues find Many options that are open to

us..Because of this, we asked the American Indian Law Center to re-

. view the problem and anake their recommendations for 'corrective
action. The report was a good one and provides a basis for change

in the whole arena of contract support funds. ram sure we are wing
to be taking a very good Jook at that report, Mr. Chairman, as, we

move forward in this area, '
Senator Conr.s. Before or after the regulations become effective ?

Mr. Surrn. Well, this rePOrt really addresses`the contract support

funds and &err not address the grant\or the contract. Basically it does

not address regulations. It only addre,sses the cost Tatios and so forth

and how to administer those a little bit better than we lutve in the

past.
Mr. Chairman, I am sure we are going to be-implementing a good

mijority of those reconunendatiens. We think those recommendations

they made are excellent. I have doubts on a couple 'oft them but we

coutd get into those a little bit later. 17
. Mr. Chairman, that concludes my opening remarks. We will be

happy to respond to any questions you may have. .

1The prepared statement follows :]

Pmenseb STATEifENT OP KENNETII L. SMITH, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR INDIAN

AFFAIRS, DEPAliTMENT 01,THE INTFAWIR

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I Am pleased to appear before

yaiir committee today 'to discuss the Bureau of IndlawAftair's administration of

the indirect (lost and contract IWOVigions of the Indian Self-Determination and

Education Assistance Aeb of >January 4, 1975 (Public Law 93-638). In addition

to Acoblems we are addressing in implementing that act, we also wish to discuss

the change required by Public Law 95-224, the Federal Grant and Cooperative

Agreement A.
The Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act was enacted by

Congress "to provide maxinnim Indian participation in the Government and

(lineation of the Indiaii people; to provide tot: the full participation of Indian

tribes' in programs and serv ces conducted by the Federal Government °for
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Indians; and to encouragl db. lit.% eliptumtt of human resources of the Indian
people: to establish a program Id assistance to upgrade Indidn education; to
.siippoft tho right of ImItan ( itizens to iontrol tlwir on ii. educational activities."

'nib. I of P blic Law 93 63S is the Indian Self-Determination Act and it directsthe Secretary if the interior. upon request of am Indian tribe, to enter into a ;contract or co trats nit!' any tribal organization or any such Indian Tribe
to plan. cowl% and administer ikrogranis for the howfit of Indians.Fi ht, tt e tlin It would be useful to miort ni the status of tribal vont racting

, tinder the, ',A.-determination act Though we a e looking for nays «) more effec-
v tively 11111)1(.111Na the act,- ne think 0% erall the' 7-3 enr-old legiAation has been

sucirorftil There 116: been a steady increase in the number of triNs operating.. reszemation progra Ma under self-determination contracts. *
. For example, in fiscal year 19S1. approximately 3S0 tribes and tribal organiza- ft .tionsi entered into 1,300 separate cilia racts n ith the Bureau to operate programsP This is a significant increase over the fisral year 1977 performance when so200 t rdws and tribahorganations entered into approximately 800 separate pro- .gram etintraies During this ,zaine is:riod. tlw dollar volume of cmitraeting in-

.
. creased frion iimirtiximately $100 million to around $215 martin.

The tribes are confracting,for programs across the broad uiue of ebntractible
bureau art ivities ; for example, approximately 50 percent of totiil Indian services
iirogram dollars7-for such prograths,as social services, housing. law enforcement,
tribal governmentare now contracted. Tribes also contract for a significantpart of the Bureau's education proltrams and certain contractible elementsrelated to trust responsibilities.

. -,
,Tribes nithin all bureau geographic areas are participating in Public Law, ley.

93-638 contracting. N.'
"4.-Our heaviest volume of contracting with a single tribe is with the Navajo

Nation .`34 separate coptracts in fiscalrytar 1981 for a dollar volume of $43.5million. .
:Some 37 PacilIc Northwest tribes in the Portland area contracted for ar"

proximately, $31 6 million under sonic 214 separate cdfitracts.
The next largest dollar volume of contracting was by some 33 tribes s'erved

,by the Phoenix area-135 contracts for a total of $24 million and in Alaska,
native,Alaska organization's contracted for $21 million unfler 77 separate con-tracts In fiscal y ear 82. in accord with generally reduced program levels,Arlbal .contracting is down somewhat from fiscal year 1981 total but not significantly.

We believe that-these totals reiket very significant tribal progress in the
use of Pablie naw 93263S contract options. They show tribes more and more
hccept Mg zesponsibility for doing things for themseivea in an effort to Os mbre
'responsive to their people, This also often means jobs for tribal members that

- werramt there before. which is important to 'the economic life of the Indian' community. 3
I would like to add that this administration is #slZry'"committed to the

philosophy and objet thicskof self-determniation for tribes as defined in Public
Law 93-63S. We firmly believe tfiat tribes should recei4 all encouragement and ..

teohnical assistance needed to aid them in contracting for the operation of
Bureau programs and serk-es. The accomplishment of this objectivetribal
contracting under Public Lan 93 638is a main thrust at this administration.

I would ma like to outline briefly how Public Law 95-224 has necessitatedchanges in our If-determination regulations and then discuss some proliems
associated with in ct clitit and contract support matters.

REVISION OF RFAIULATIONS
. - . . . .

The Bureau, in cothpliance with Public LaA 95*-224. the Federal Grant and
Cooperativ Agreement Act, anti hi ficcord mith adminlAration policy to make
self deternilnation for Indian tribes moi-e meaningful, is re% ising Kulations"
implementing PubMc Law 93 qs. the Indian 8eic-Itetermination and FAhication
Assistance Act. to liange the Imsik metlaol of an ard from contracts to grants.

By way of back ound, we note tfiat Public Law 93-638, enacted in 1975. offers
tribes the right,to intrin (nit); the Bureau of Indian Affairs to operate reserva-tion programs or s 1k:es othernise pro% ided ity the Bureau. Appropriate Fed-
eral regulations, imjipnuenImig .11114 Pliblk, Law 93-638 contracting procedure,
lime I en in place slnc 1376.

The Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act, enacted in 'fins, requires
that Federal agencies reexamine the relatimiships that exist with recipients

414

1
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of their contract funds to determine whether those.relationships are procure-
ment or, assistance in nature. If the principal purpose of an action is acquisi-
tion of prokerty or sm.% ces for the direct benefit or usio of 'the Federal Govern-
ment, a contract is the roper instrument of award. If the principal purpose of
the action is 44 accomp sh a puillic purpose of support or sdmulation, art as-
sistance awarais approp late, namely, either a grapt or a cooperative agreement.

In *keeping with the administration's policy to promote Indian self-determina-
tion,.the grant mechanism appears to be the more appropriate assiStance in-
strument to use in providing funds for the operation of BIA reservation programs
by tribal governments or tribal ,organizations. Accordingli, the Bureau is re-
vising its segulatiOns to provide for the use of grants in those programs.

Draft 'regulations were circulated on 'September 25, 1981 to tribes and tribal
organizations for comment. Comments have been recoived and evaluated. Con-
sultation meetings were held with tribal leaders. The draft tegulations were
again revised to-refiect the views of tribal leaders and national Indian organiza-
tion& Publication of pfoposed rmulations in the Federal riegister should occur
in July. After a period of further tribal comment end appropriate revisions; the
finalsErant regqlatibns will be is&ed as soon as Possible.

Tho revised regulations will,,rwe believe, permit the Bureau to expedite the
grant allocation process as well as allow the Bureau to be more responsive to
tribal epplicati s. The major changes resulting from the revisions are: Change
from contract o grant as the normal award procellure; Cooperative atreements
will be used n lere there is substantial federal involvement ; Basic responsibility

. for review, award and administration of the gretnts will be at the reservation
level, with the agency superintendent ; Bureau's responsibility to provide preap-
plicatidn assistance is increased ; Lack orfunding mid inadequate tribal manage-
ment systems are ma(le grounds for declination ; and Declination authority is

, delegated to the area director. . 4 .

iDMINISTRATTVE COSTANDIRECT COST PO)BLEUS

Onrof the concernwe wish to review.with you has to do with what is gen-
erally referred to as 'the indirect cost/contract thipport funds problem. While we
have covered some of this material' in different reports to the Congms, we are
anxious to bring you up to date on the current situation, especially ati it relates
to our 'plans fdr dealing with it. We would like to discuss first, the matter of

shortfalls in the contract support funds budget item.

t CONTRACT SUPPORT FUNDS SUOATFALL

Section 100 (II) of Public Law 93-038 requires that " * * * the amountof
funds provided under the terms of contracts entered into pursuant to sections 102
and 103 shall not bp less ylan the appropriate secretary w01110 have otherwise

, provided for his direct operation of the programs * *

In keeping with this statutory reguirement, the annual budget request sub-
mitted by the Bureau of Indian Affairs includes a separate line item for contract
support funds. When tribal organizations contract for the operation of Bureau
programs, they incur costs for the administration oT the program which go beyond

., those covered in the Bureau program' funds. ,
, Tbus, the principal function of contract.support funds is to reimburse tribes fei*

the additional costs they incur as.a result of entering into a Public Law 93-03§
contract. Since its inception, these funds have been.distributed to tribes on the

. basis of indirect cost rates estaMished through audits made by the Inspector Gen-
. eral or, under certain conditions, lump sum payments for administrative costs

may be negotiated by the Bureau. K
, The amount of the budget request for contract support funds has been based
upon an estimate of the volume of tribal contracting find an average tribal
ipdirect cost rate. During each of the past 2 fiscal years, our budget request

. has been exceeded by the amount requested by tribal contractors.
In fiscal year 1980, we experienced a shortfall of approximately $1.3 million,

and in fiscal year 1081 the shortfall amounted to approximately $1.5 million.

Most of this shortfall, however, was covered through the use of savings in
7 , program funds. 'A shortfall for fiscal year 1982 ivas estimated, based on a survey

of our field offices early this year, to be higher than in previous years./ Difficulties in predictin the voluthe of tribal contracts and problems in fore-

"casting average indirec cost rates have been the two factors most affecting
the accuracy of the bur au's budget request for contract support funds.

._
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INDIRECT (PST RATE/LUMP SUM AGREEMENT FOR CONTRACT SCHOOLS

\ Another concern we hase had relates to lump sum agreements for conitratt
schools Public Law 95-561, the education amendment of 1978, niantiated thelise
of formula funding for program costs of all bureau schools. Accordingly, the
Bureau's office of Indian education programs del eloped% formula which as-
signs weighted flictors that are com ertible to dollars relatile to student popu-
lation, grade levels, ediuntional needs, residential programs, etc. Based on vari-
ables that are incorphrated into the formula to address all bossible costs, each
gchool then operates under a funding lel el that is equitable with regard to, a
compaiable facility in the Bureau sastent. This same formula is also usedto
identify program costs for contract schools.

To complement this formula, the Bureau's office of Indian education programs
prepared draft giblehnet, issued in February 4981. tu Welt were intended o
ideiltify other costs of (Attract schools not coy ered by the formula. A series
of discussions IN ere held 'with contract school representatil es, the guidelines
were revised, seseral times, and reissued on September 25, 1081-Reaction to
the lump sum guidelines has been generally positite although some contractors
have suggested the development el a formula to co er these nonprogram,ivosts.
This is being considered.

.PROBLEMS
POSED FOR SOME TR ES Y LSE OF TIM INDIRECT COST RATE T,ROCBDURE

Procedures associated wit the use of an indirect cost rate, as the basis for
compensating tribes for overhead costs incurred by control:Ong Federal pro-
grams, pose seriou's problems fur some tribes and tribal organizations. Tribes
negotiate an indirect cost rate (IDC), in iNcord with Federal standards, with

the Office or the InNo_ector General. Once negotiated, this nip, '%1 hich generally
is aCcepted by all Fcdealfagencies, is added to the progratp ainount of the tiibe's
Public Law 93-638 (lintract, Within mailable funding, tO Bureau thus pays its
full share of tribal indirect costs generitted by the Bureau contract. However,
sonie Federal agencies place limits on the amount of indirect costs the:4 fund.
When this occurs. tribes and tribal organizations may nut recmer all indirect
costs w hich n ouhl be eXpected by general application of its IDC.

In summary, ne are dealing %%Rh a complex and difficult set of problems. In
recognitioic of this, and following scleral unsuccessful internal efforts to deal
Rah the problem in recent yeark The Bureau of Indian Affairs Issued a contract
on November 20, 1981 to the American Indian Lan Center (AILC) to reviessY this
untin complcx of related problems and to pros ide appropriate recommendations.
The A1LC staff assigned to the effort has had extensive, applicable prior exper-
ientc in matters of direct and indirect costs and related Ftleral regulations and
procedures. o

A draft report Cul ering findinAs and recommendations w as t npleted in early
February 1982. This draft report was reviewed and conmfleutc On in consider-
able detail at a meeting held on MitYcli 11, 1982. The meeting was attended by
staff from BIA auntie Mite of Inspector General , a number of tribal, represeqta-
Us es , national Indian organizations, and members of accountlicg and legal orga-
nizations which lime concerns Citli the contract 'support, indirect cost problems.
After tho meeting, the particIpants were urged to provide additional written
continents for consideration.

A final repoil IN as pros bled to the Bureau in April 1982. This 'report has under-
gone critical res less n Rhin the Bureau. and considethtion Is being Os en to the
implunientatIon of the major recommendations. The most significant finding of
the study is that the root of the problems and difficulties being encountered, in
relation to contra( t support/indirect costs, lies in- the decision to base contract
support funding on tribal ()Aire( t costs and distribute contract support funds on
the basis of tribal indirect cost rates. Sonic of the mununendations in the report
are:

ATO discontinue allocation of contract support funds tni the basis of tribal, in-
direct tost rates, To develop a statistit al method for determining total BIA host
for a particular cont at ted program, by apply ing a statistically derived ratio
(merhead rate) to the program anaftint , To use contract support funds to sup-
plement osts tothe tri es for ols'rat ion of a program only until the ON erhead cost
cap bo incorporated in the BIA program Midget , To include funds, for both
direct and 'Indirect costs in all BIA Public LassP 93-638 contracts; To discontinue
Um use of separate funds for indirect cost, To handle contract support funding
fur contract schools the same way as fur other Public Law 93-638 contracts; Ttv

1
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assist tribes id documenting specific cases of failure by other agencies to fully
fund indirect costs, and To amend the fixed rateicarry forward process to make
it appttcable only to programs incurring an actual over-recovery. '

We have initiated action to Implement most of these recommendations and be-
lieve this will result in constructive benefits to all tribal contractors. We recognize
that thefe will be a need for extensive and continuing orientation and training
for both Bureau and tribal staff in effec ting the planned substantial changes. We

continue to consult uith tribes and tribal organizations as we move forward
in this process.

This concludes my prepared statement. I %%ill be happy to answer any questions
You may have.

Senator COIIENc Do any other members of the panel have statements
to make?

Mr. Surrgr. Yes. Joe Exendine has.a statement.

STATEMENT OF DR. JOSEPH N. EXEFDINE, DEPUTY DIRECTOR,

INnIAN HEALTH SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF fHE INTERIOR, AC-

COMPANIED BY : SOMME KIRKLAND, PROGRAM ANALYST, IN-

DIAN HEALTH SERVICE, IOE MORAN, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF CON-

TRACTS AND GRANTS, HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION;

GEOVE 'WOLFE, DIRECTOR, OPERATIONS DIVISION, OFFICE OF

, PROMREMENT AND LOGISTICS, OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SEC-

RETARY, DEPARTMENT OF THE IBTERIOR

Dr. 'ExExmNE. Tharl you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Dr. Joseph N. Exendine, and I iun the Deputy Director of the

Indian Health Serviee. I apprecWe this opportunity to testify on
the funding of contracts by4the Thdian Health Service under the
,Indian Self-Determination Act, Public Law 93-638.

We have two additional people that I would like to introdUce. The
first is Mr. Sidney Edelman, special assistant to the assistant general
tounsel, Public Health Division. Office of the General Counsel. We
also have Mr. Howard Roach, Chief, Financial Management Branch,
Indian Health Service.

In the recently published report, "1i:fidget Views and Estimates
for Fiscal Year 1983," the committee e*ressed its concern that the
Indian Health 'Service may not be able to pay the full costs recover-
able to 638 Contractors. The concern wasexpressed specifically in terms
of indirect costs rates and our ability to meet the tribal rates. To
be more specific the problem is how the total level of needed funding
is determined and what funds are available to support that level.

The crucial question is, can the Secretary of Health and Human
Services make available to the tribe sufficient funds to enable the tribe
to carry out those secretarial programs for which the tribe wishes to
contract ? Up to now, the Indian Health Service has been able to pro-
vide the frinds necessary to permit contractors to operate at a level at
least equivalent to the level at which Indian Health Service would
have operated had Indian Health Service retained the program.

.There are three interrelated requirements of Public Law 93-63$
which affect the funding of Public Law 93-638 contlicts. No. 1, the
Indian Health Service is required to contract with tribal organiza:.
dons that meet the conditions of Public Law 93-638. No. 2, Indian
Health Service is required tt) makeavailable to the tribe an amount of

money not less than that which Indian Health Service woulthhave

13
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had available for its operation of the irogram. No. 3, Indian Iealth
Service is prohibited' front curtailing sers ices to other tribe as a re-

$?suit of a Public Law 93-63 contract.f t would like to briefly outline the factors which go into determin-
ing the needed funding for the program a tribe wishes to contract for
under Public Law 93-638. The Arst factor is the determination of the

1 statutory level of funding. The statutory les el of funding is the total
amount of Indian I [Nth h Service appropriated funds which the Sec-
retary would have to carry out a program during afiscal year. The
complexity of this determination is affected by what speciRc prograni,
the tribe is requesting to take over. .In any case, there are certainqunds that are relatively easy to iden-
tify because they are exclusively involved in or attributed to the pro-
gram the tribe wishes to take over. These funds are frequently, but not,
exclu-ively referred to as direct or program funds. Other funds in the
statutory level are more difficult to identify because thq are unit coststhat are not exchtsively attributable to the program in question. Again,
they go by a number ()flumes including,admmistrative, indirect, and
ntamfgenwnt. Examples would be the sexpenses for area/program of-
fice,4, am' service units. The key element in differentiatino the funds is
the ability to exclusively attribute them to the Indian ILalth Service
program and not the often conflicting terms used to describe the funds.

In addition to the statutory level, there are certain eosts that do not
appear anywhere in the Indian Health Service budget but whieh the

le contractor must incur. These are referred to as non-Federal operation
costs. For example, the Government is a self-insurer, but if a tribe
Alects to take over an Indian Health Service function under a Public
Law 93-63S contract, the tribe imist purchase liability insurance, for
example, malpractice insurance. The cost of this insurance is a legiti-
mate expense of conduct ino the contract but represents a cost not re-
flected in the statutory levelof funding.

Another example is the depreciation or use charges associated with
amortizing the Avlacemeint cost of equipment and facilities the con-
tractor must utilize in the conduct of the conpact. The Government
(loes not incur these costs, per se, in its own operation, but rather
budgets for replacement only whent.he equipment or facility is ac-tually to be replaced.

A final element in determining the lell of needed funding has

9313A . 'K)
to do with expenses uniq e to the contractor and the Public Law

precess. An examp of this is section U) (2), which re-
quires that, to the extent, practical, the Secretary lake steps to as-
sist the tribe in developing the capacity to take over and effectively
operate Indian health programs.

In addition, there are situations in whiNi, because the tribal con-
tractor does not have the same economy. of scale available to Indian
Health Service, the contractor's cost is greater than that of Indian
Health Service. These expenses are above and beyond the statutory
level of funding for direct "Indian Health Service operation of the
prozram and must be considered to determine the contract level of
funding. Some of thre expenses are one-time costs; nevertluiless,
they are related to the total resource issue.

^ Once the needed level of funding is determined, the process turns
to the task of determining what appropriated funds can actually be
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made available tt the contractor. Appropriated funds directly at-
tributed to the program in question can clearly be made available.

It is the remaining costs that cause the problem. As mentioned
earlier, liability insurance is aJnon-Federal operational program cost
that is not neflected in the app.ropriated amount for carrying out the

program but which, nonetheless, is facing the tribal contractor. A
similar situation may exist where there are costs uniquely related-

torthe 638 proce&s as mentioned above; that is. section 103(b) (2).

Those non-Federal operational costs Nthich can be delayed; that is,
depreciation of equipment and. facilities, become a problem to the

contractor only when the equipment or facility must actually be

repaired or replaced.
Funds that are not eXclusively attributable to the program in

qpestion present another funding problem. Though the contractor .

gr
is entitltd to-receive a portion of.these nonexclusive funds, the Indian

.3, Health Service may nof be. able to free up these funds. The most

commli example o s is fractional employee costs where the em-

ployees involved are uired for other continuing Indian Health
Service responsibilities d, therefore, ,their costs cannot be made
available exclusively to the 8 co rector.

The question arises at this point of the source of funds which either

- represent cos& beyond the current statutory level of statutory level

funds that cannot.be broken out and made availablestothe contractor.

Since fiscal year 1976, Congrest has appropriated special funds to

enable Indian Health Service to fund the additional costs of the

Public Law 93-638 contracts. Prior t4;) fiscal vnir 1931, these special

funds were.identified separately. Sinc6 fiscal year 1981v these special

funds have been included in the hospital and clinical services budget

category. The appropriation§ have also included funds for tritlil man-

agementsupport.
kfter Indian Health Service identifies all statutory level funds

that it. can inkk.e. availa.ble to a contractor, the balance required to

reach the needed level of funding is taken from one or both of the

two abdve sources.. These latter funds atre frequentliy identified as

being available for a tribe's indirect costs, but in reality are only the

additiona.l funds required to reach the needed level of funding.

Sen,ator ColiEN.-What is the status of those funds right now, in

ternts of the application to the 638 contracts? How are they holding'up?-
Dr: EXF:NDINE. Up until now, we have been able to meet 100 percent

1,1; ofall the indirect cgst rates, overhead costs, over and above proffitin

costs. We could possibly run..into sonw problems once the 111irect

'costs rates are readjusted and if they are readjusted upwa lywp
have about $2.6 Million that we could iie toward that.

Now, if additional tribes come in, or tribes which already lave pro-

grams wish to take on additional programs, wa perceive some possi-

ble problems down the road. But up until now, we, have been abk .

to meet these expenses.
Senator Com:N. What about the rate of increase of the appropfia-

tions? Are you going to have enough funds in the supplementil to

cover these overhead costs?
Dr. EXENDINE. Starting in 1981, Mr. Chairman, we changed our

entire budget structure. Let me separate the twO categories. For pro-.
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grams that were run by the tribes or whiclhey started to take dyer,
we took the program dollars and supplemented that with a kitty
that we call supplemental funds to give them the necessmry dollars
over and above what IHS costs were. We transferred these supple-
rAtital funds into the hospital and clinics budget category. We did
that in 7981 in, order that any time we got program increases the
tribes shared those program increases right along with us. That was
more or less to protect thq tribes. And, of course, if we got decreases,
they also shared in the decreases.

senator COHEN. Where does themoney come from ?
Dr. EXENDINE. It is actually budgeted in appropriations.
Senator COHEN. What has been the level of increase in those ap-

propriations for that function ?
pr. EXENDINt. For the most part, it has been running about 9.4 per-

cent. It, depends on the budget category. For supplies, it may be 7 per-
cent. If it is in contract for medical care 'services, 9.4 percent. It varies
from about 7 percent up to about 11 percent. But it is avpraging out
about 9.4 iaercent.

Probably the issue the tribes are faced with is the fact that inflation
in some instances has risen much more drastically than 9.4 percent.

Senator COHEN. So what happens then?
Dr. EXENDINE. The tribes will also share in those decreases. They

share whiites er rate ot increases or decreases ,we get and 'they have to
make adjustments as we do in the Indian Health 'Service. In some
cases, they may cut back on programs. They may cut back on certain
services along thisline.

Whatever we experience, we pass on to the tribes. And I would'say,
With the exception of the $2.6 million in tribal management funds, that
they share in all 'the increases, in appropriations, vith the exctption
of alcoholism and urban programs.

Continuing with my remarks, Mr. Chairman, the resulting Indian
Health Service Public Law 93-638 contract is for the total amount of
funds which Indian Health Service has been able to identify and is
able to make available to support the total program being contracted.
Each contractor has its own accounting s3, stem which designates a par-
ticular cost as either direct or indirect. Regardless of the indirect cost
rate a particular tribe or tribal organization may have, the total funds
made available through.the contract cannot.be for more than the,funds
determined to be available to support the program being contracted.

Categorizing the available funds as either direct or indirect does not
change the above results. If an indirect cost rate would rem* in Indian
Health Service having to transfer funds serving another tribe, the only

,alternatives are to lower the amount identified as direct c% to use funds
specifically appropriated to cover these increased costs. a

. One point of clarifitatiou. Indirect cost rates are never,determined,
by Indian Health Service but rather by a cognizant agency. Fdr the

. most part, the cognizant agency tor Indian Health Service Public Law
93-638 contracts is the Office of the Inspector General of the Depart.
ment Of the Interior.

It is the policy of the Department of Health and Human Services
to pay indirect costs based on the indirect cost rates established by the
cognizant agency.

16'
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As I mentioned, Indian Health SeKvice has so tar been successful in
providing the funds necessary to meet the requited contract funding
level despite problems and questions in applying systems aimed at
difftrAt contracting relationshifg than that envisioned by the Indian
Seff-Determination .Act. We are hopeful that our success will continue
but are keenly aware of the potential difficulties ahead and are pre-
pared to explore other methods.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my opening remarks. At this time I
will be bappy to answer any questions the committee may have.

Senator COHEN. Is the Indian Health Service running into a prob-
lem with these supplemental funds, in the 638 experience?

Dr. EXENDINE. We could probably run into problems. As Mn-Smith
indicated, most of the auditingis clone by the Inspector General's Of-
fice at the Department of Interior. Once the audits are conducted, and
final indiredt cost rateS are determined, and if the result is that the
rates are adjusted up, then we could run into a problem. Also if more
tribes take over the programs, we could run into problems.

Senator COHEN. I have a series of questions I would like to ask you
now and perhaps some for the record, but, Mr. Smith, let me return
to you.

If the ,638 regulations are amended as proposed, to what extent
Vonl4 Ititerior, BIA continue to utilize centracts with tribal
govetinments1

Mr. Sisrmr. Ted; do you want to respond to that
Mr. KRENZKE. I did not quite.'get the last portion of that question,

sir. '
Senator COHEN. Assuming the regulations de go into effect, to what

extent will you,continue to use the contracts with. tribalzovernmente
Mr. KRENZKE. When the new reaulations go into effect, we would

essentially expect that in relation OPublic Law 93-638 contracts, that
when we enter into new instruments of agreement with tribes that We
would change-from contracts to grants, and we would be phasing out
the use of contracts and use grants entirely.

Senator ConErt. One of thO major concerns expressed by the tribes is
the question of whether they will have continued access to General
Services Administration as a supply,source. Will they continue, under,
this ndw grant proceduroas opposed to the contracting procedure, to
haveAccess to GSA?

Mr. BALSIOER. One of the problems that we have in relationship to the
grant procedures is whether 4r not they would have access to GSA
schedules, and we are workinglwith the G.eneral Services Administra-
tion to clarify that point, and particularly so that tribes cnuld use
the GSA automobiles. Basically, you can buy a number of Lugs that
the tribe needs in relationship to other property and other programs
almost as cheaply on the open market as you can from the General
Services Administration. But it is a, problem and it is ono that we are
working on to clear up. 44.

Sellathr COHEN. Well, if you can buy it on the open market as
cheaply as you can from GSA, then why is there a problem?
j Mr, BALMER. Wall, the problem is with the use and rental of
automobiles. That is a cheape,r program with GSA.

. Senatox Comex. But you are saying everything else, other than
use of automobiles-

1 7.



Mr. BAIAIOElt. No, I am saying that there are a numberr of items
on which dui GSA sclwdule and the schedule, ofAtiass buying are
pretty close. . r k

Senator COHEN. Let me ask you this way. What action do you con-
templ te, assuming you cannot work out these difficulties and that
they c mot continue to purchase through GSA, what is the Interior
Departi nt or BIA going to do in terms of dealing with the issue
to make sure that the additional costs,-if any, in purchasing on the
open market are not borne by, the tribes, which would come in the
reduction of services in the programs?

Mr. BALSIGER. We woulia have to maRe that adjustment in rela-
tionship to the amount of the contracts and the contract dollars. We
also would go out .and work with open market purchasing, like in
the automobile situation, to get fleet discounts, which would bring it
back closer into line witb GSA. operations.

Senator CoiiEN:Do I understand then that Interior or MA is mak-
ing a commitment that in essence there is going to be almost a hold
harmless in this transfer in going from,contracting to grants; that
there will be no change in terms of the burden imposed upon the tribes
as far as acces4 to lower-cost items? It seems to me you cannot go
forWard with these regulations and changes unless you are prepared
to do that?

Mr. SMITH. Well, as I understand, that was the only one item that
1, was brought up, the GSA, motor pool, and that is a matter of dealing

. ' with GSA, and trying to get a waiver:
Senator COHEN. Do you not think you ought to,clo this before the

regulations go into effect?
Mr. SMITH. We are in the proce2of trying to get that waiver now,

Mr. Chairman.
Senator CWMN. N9t trying. The question I am asking is, should

that not be done before? In other words, what is going to take place?
We are going to have this all done in a. month's time and we are still
trying to work it out in the meantime and it has not been resolved.
So what I am asking yod is, do you not think there ought to be smile
res6lution of the issue befoi.e the regulations go into effect?

Mr. urru. Befolte welpplement them, you mean ?
Sertttor COHEN. Either before you implement them Or before they

go int effect, either way.
Mr. Sum. That is a possibility.
Senator COHEN. Not a possibility. The question I am asking is, before

BIA goes through this changem er in the sy stem, contracting to grants,
it seems to me that you ought toa resolve that issue-before it becomes
effecti% e. If that is one of the major concerns on the part of the tribes,
they are going to get stuck with higher costs and tliey are going to
have to take it out of the program. Something is wrong with that.

Mr. Sumr. Well, Mr. Cbairman, I think it would depend on what
type of a cost we are talking about. I think if it is a minor cost to the
total contract, :then we are not talking 'about too much. If it was a
material amount of cost, then I would have some reservations about,
irnOementing any regulations.

Senator COHEN. What advantage is it to the tribes to go to a grant
as opposed to a contract ? Why should they be satisfied with that?

v
.4. .
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Mr. Salim. Well, I am looki2ig at it now, since I was on the othe
side of the fence, which I was, and if they want.to term it as a contract
versus a grant, I wOut say, fine,.if you want to cross-out the contract,
let us just call it a grant.

Senator COHEN, Forget about the semantics of it. Call it what you
want, all I am looking at is the bottom line, saying it is going to cost
usmore money if you do itothis way. You call it a grant and we are
going to get stuck because we cannot deal with GSA anymore and we
have got to take those moneys out of the program to deal with these
costs. So, they don't care what you call it. What they really are con-
cerned about is if you call it something else and it changes the nature
of the relationship and it imposes more costs on them.

Mr. Sum'. Of course, as you know, Mr. Chairman, we have to deal
with the specific law that wt.is passed by, Congress and that is the one
that we are trying to comply with. Our Solicitor'S.Offi e has indicated
that they feel we.have to comply with that particu1ap1aw, and that is
the basic reason that pushed us into this particular rena.

Senator COHEN. So you are recommendmg that ye change the
then, tq make sure that GSA is still available ?

Mr. mini. Yes.
Sen tor COHEN. Xs that your recommendation ?
Mr Small. The recommendation is that they should be able to utilize

the GSA facilities and the mehanisms to purchase equipment and
utilize GSA.

Senator COHEN. Even though we call it a grant instead ofAa-kon-
' tract?

Mr. SMITH. Yes.
Senator ColiEx. Would you recommend that we amend that, if you

cannot work it Out administratively? k

Mr. Smrrm You mean amend \
Senator COHEN You said your attorneys have told y6u thai you

have got to comply, with the law tis written and you are going to try
and resolve that dispute over whether or not GSA remains available
to the tribes, and if you cannot do that, that you would recommend
that we change the law to make certain?

Mr. SMITH. I think that would be one option.. If we cannot work
the other items out, I think one suggestion might be to amend ublic
Law 9:6-224 to provide it. That is an option.

. Senator COHEN. If you cannot work that out, then you would recom-
mend to this committee that we undertake to amend that law ?

Mr. SMITH. I have never really thought that one out, Mr. Chair-
man, but that would be ply option,

Senator ConEN. That is one of the purposes of these hearings.
,Mr. Smini. I knoN,i% we discussed this the other day 'with some of

the stafferti. and it is too bad that we did not See this tlimg coming well
before, while this law was bg

Senator COHEN. That is o/ip of the purposes of having the hearing;
not to engage in any kind of antagonism, but rather to explore what
the options are so we can achieve the same desired goal.

Mr. Siam. Ted m?ght respond.
IcitErizitr.. Mr. Chairman, we are aware of tki$ difficulty, and

we have requested waiver by GSA. This issue has not becn resolved

4
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up to the pre.,ent Anne and we recognize this and we also recogniz
that there could be a serious problem as,far as the tribes are concernt .

Our planq are to go ahead and to continue the publication of Ric
regulations for comment and having received the comments we will .

be able to, continue to work din ing that time with GSA. rt would be
our hope that before they came in, in final, tharit-would be worked
out. If not, we would certainly have to take a liar at it in terms of
timing of implementation and consider very distinctly this possibility
of the kind of legislation that we have been talking about here.

Sengtor COHEN. 4' it fair to say that if it comes to that, you would
conic tO the commytee and be supportive, of that concept, that
amendnient?

Mr. SMITH. I'think we would be supportive of that,
SenatorronEx. Thank you.
If it is 'determined that. once the granting mechanism is imple-

44%*\
mented by Interior the tribal organizations will no longer be entitled
tOlet me. strike that. I want togo back. Are you familiar with sec-
tion 274-31 regarding 'the general grant requirements? Do you hav'e
that ? There is a provision that proposes more restrictive conditions
on a tribal grantee where the Bureau has determined that such tribe
Ik Nrn, iolated- Performance requirements or has a management system
that does not.meet the standards set out in 25 CFR part 276. Are you
familiar with this, under the uniform administrative requirements for
grants? k

Mr. Sarin'. I am not familiar with that.
Senator COHEN. Let me send it to you in writipg, but apparently it is

a more restrictive interpretation in dealing with tribes under this sec-
tion 271-31, that when theyhave violated a performance standard they
have a much more restrictive application to the tribes, and the ques-
tion' is, why are these restrictive conditions not.spelled out in the reg-
ulations:It is a more technical question hut I will give that to you with
gime specificity so you can respond to it for the committee record.

[Subsequent to the hearing the following information was received
for the record:1 .

To carry out our responsibilities for delivering programs to the Indian people
and to discharge our responsibilities to the taxpayers it ls necessary that strict
measures be taken sh#n ser/ices are inadequate or IN hen accountability for funds
is in question.

Provisions such as you refer to are entirely consistent with the provisions of
0MB Circular A-102. A copy of the relevant language of that circular is attached.
The regulationacannot adequately specify the %arious forms such special require- .
ments might take since they would be Individually tailored tu spedfic management
problems.

[No. A7102]
Attachment FMatching Aare
Attachment G Standards for grantee financial management systems
Attachment IIMandel reporting requirements
Attachment I Monitorang and reporting pregram pirforfance
Attachment JGrant payment requirenIents
Attaehment KBudget revision procedures
Attachment LGrant closeout procedures
Attachment MStandard forms for applying for rederal assistance
4ttachment NI'roperty management standards
Attachment 0Procurement standardS
Attachment PAndit requirements

9. Requasts fur exception& The Office of Management and Budget may grant
exceptions from the requirements of this circular when permissible under existing
laws However, in the interest of keeping uniformity to th maximum extent,

u
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deviations from the requirements of this circular will be permitted only in
exceptional cases.

10. Exception4 for certain rccipicikts. Notwithkanding the prOvisions ot para-
graph 0 if an applicant/recipient has a history of poor performance, is not (than-

,' cially stable, or its management *stem doeS not meet the standards prescribed
in the Lircular, Federal agendes may impose,additional requirements as needed
provided that such applicant, redpient is notified in w riting as to. (a),Why the

. additional standards are being imposed , and (b) what corrective action is
needed.

Copies of such notifications shall he sent to the Office of Management and
Budget and other agencies funaing that recipient at the 'same time the recipient
is notified.

Senator CULLEN. Can y ou tell me whetheAs_not the Bureau of Indian
Affair. able,tu identify all of the administrative costs for the BIA-
operated programs?

Surrn. Our administrative costs, as I understand, Mr. Chair-
WW1, one of the recommendations that is being made in the particular
study that I mentioned wither is that we utilize,our overhead rate be-

e as.y uu know, undet 638, the amount of,funds provided shall not
b than the appropriate Secretaly would hate otherwise provided

us direct operation of the program. t
. In other woi ds, e should. at least give the tribe costs similar to

those that we incur. We know the direct program costs, but, right now,
I do not thihk we hae doAe i study on exactly what is,the overheacl,of
the Bureau of, Indian Affairs. Whether that would amount to 10 per-
cent ur would conle 011t to 15' percent, thisyarticular'study recommends
that we give a flat rite amont of overhead. .

As you know, oui studS indicated we have ,tribal contract overhead
now varying from tribe-to tribe. It depends on. the site 9f the tribe.
It r aries any place from 4.9 percent, as an overhead, up to 60 percent.
And it depends on the volurne. It depends on the resources of a tr. e.
The tribes with more resources seem to have a larger overhead. 1y
seein to be more sophisticated and better able to deal with it. The
know how to get the higher overhead rate. I am sure the,IG would

t talk about that if he,were asked more qu'dtions about how this mecha-
nism works. ,

It is a complex type 'of situation and I think the i-eport that Xas
submitted. to. us recommending that we should at least provide'the '

- arnount.of money that it would take Us to operate that same prógrpp,
and that might turn out to be, say, 10 or 15 percent isilot unreasonable.
Of cotuk,e, we would still hare tO add the additional costs and reim-
burse the tribe for costs that they have that the Government does not":
have. For instance, they might have general liability.insurance, FICA,
and some other costs, depreciatiOn, 'and so forth, that, the Government

.does not have.
I feel that the biggei- tribes with the larger resources 'with greater

sophistication, can generatil. latger overhead, and tlieir overhead
rates are probably a lot higher than for small tribes. '

Senator COHEN. Has,the Bureau determined the secretarial level of
funding for a program to be contracted in the past ? -

Mr..ICatrizKE. Mr. Chairman, in the past we have not specifically
determined the.secretarial level of funding, We have essentially pre-
Vided the contract support moneys to the tribes based on the.estab,
lishment of an indirect tost rate by the IG's Office.
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We anticipate, in .the future, based on the recommenda\tion of the
repoit that Mr. Smith referred to (n hiS operfing remarks, to go to a
system that would specifically address this issue of the secretarial
level of funding.)loweirer, our,in-house review ofthis situation Ylould
indiccite that the amount of funding that we ag generally proyiding
to the tribes, through our present system, would in almost all cases
exceed the secretarial level.

Senator COHEN. How do you detehnine that in the subsequent years?
What is the formula?.

me MAMIE. We anticipate doing a very compkte analysis in
determining a secretarial level of funding. We recognize it is a fairly
complex matter, and/it might vary a great deal even from prograth
to program within The Blireau of Incli'an Affairs. It also may varT
considerably from location jo location.

-What we -anticipate domg gefore we move in that direction is to
do a very detailed studycof the numbers that are involved in that.
situation. Our anticiAion is that this will probably not be piessible

nhtil fiscal year 1984. -

Senator, COHE:N. Do the contracted programs receive all of the in-
ere.ases or decreases as BIA-operated programs such as cost of living?

KadZKE. The Government, as you know, receives regular sup-
plementals for pay increases, and funding for those pay cost increases,
as,far as tribal employees; are not included. However, in recognition of
that, for at least the past 3 fiscal yeari, we have requested the lippropti-
ations committees and they have provided funding in our regular
budget for pay test increa:ses for t4bal employees. So we do cover it, on
that basis.

SenatorTonrx. So 'the tribal employees who are under contract, as
opposed to a' IIIA-operated program, are in fact receiving cost-4-
living increases? ,

. ' Mr. KRENZKE. They are able tp receive these pay cost increttiesf
generathr based on inflation, but not through the past cost supplemen-
tals of the 'Federal Government, but through the regular appropriationprocess., "

Senatdf COHEN. The comments surrounZling the BIA realinement in-
' eluded some heavy'reliance on increased contracting of the BIA prb,
grams. Mr. Smith, pointed out, there IS going to be even more of an
1tcreasei reliance upoh the contracting. Is the fiscal 1983 budget esti-
mateisttirtient to pntivide the additional cost for contracting?

Mr. Smrrir. In 1983? Yes, it does. In our realinement, there is a var'-
ely of things. As you know, we had-aGAO audit in Septemberitca e
out September 10, I think, 1981that indicated some weaknesses that
the Bureau of Indian Affairs had and the tribes had. We have taken
come action to correct those. I think we are very weak in our contract-
ing, in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. As I understand it, for instance,
One éontracting officertries to administer 125 contracts, and that is just
much too many.

In 1983, we are hoping to reduce that to where one contracting dficer
will manage 65 contracts, which means almost doubling our stall in the
contract arena.

Also, we have got to beef up our Monitoring and our-oversight of
these contracts that we do have wi,th tribes. I think this has not been

B. 6
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Senator COHEN. What kind of figures are you using? What are jou
planning on for the new starts in total cotttracts in fiscal 1983? What
kind of estimates are you working with? , .

4 4

i .

Mr. Bar.stozn. I need the last part of the ques,tion, Senator.
Senator Calm. What I want to know is, what sort of cost estimates ..

are you working with for planning on new starts and these contracts
for fiscal 1983 ? It is going to take more staff ; i4 is going to take addi-
tional costs involved, and I just *anted to kno the numbers. * /

Mr. BALSIGER. What we hav done is realine bi e method in which we
operate in the conttacting fi,ld and placed more responsibility and

. decisionmakin down at the wer level. We have set up in the contract-
mg process at the regional le eVor b6th the oversight function and the
contracting function. .`

What we are doing is, we are just about dotibling the staff one way
.

or another in order to meet the level of contracting that we hitve right
now. We expect that with the number of m4er contracts that might
come in in the next fiscal year that we will be able to adjust programs
in such manner as to provide the necegary staff for the contracting. ..

For instance, Ive have right now several tribes which have requestede
to corAract for total agencies. Those will be new contracts. Part of the'
functions out there are contracted now and if wik contract the total
agency, our organization is flexible enough to take c re of those initial ..-

.. a

contracts. . _
P.;

Senator ConEx. The technical assistance budket estnjatc for fiscal
.1963 has been'cut by 35 percent. Mr. Smith; haw is tha going.to afftibt
the projection inincreased contracting? .... .

Mr. SHIT*. I;this in 1983? . :'

Senalor Con.tze. Yes.
A ,

Mr. K E.'Mr. Chairman, when Public Law 93-638 was firgt --$

passed, stIll qf thb tribes thronghout the country were just gettiag
.. into t le naess of 'contracting with the Federal Government, and

with the Bureriu of Indian Affairs, in particular. As indicated in the, ..,

opening statement, we now have nearly all of the tribes dround the ..
icountry invAved n contracting.and the kind' of extensive technical

assistance that was needed in its initial phases islkot as extensive at the . ,

present tithe as it was initially; Wd would anticipate that the reduction
in technical assistance can be absorbed and stilAsthe resourceAhat
Are lett to .concentrato particularly in thesxe where especrally
some tribes are anxious to contran virtdary their whole operation.

1 ' I think that is. where most of the emphasis will probably be tilting
place in the future, but the general, need for thVechnical assistance on
the ongoing basis is%omewhat reduced by th iv's overall experiertee

' in the contracting effort. .

Also, it is true that most of the' eeductionitha are talking arxiat

in this technical assistAnce has taicen place at the central office level

and there continues to be technical assistance available at drea offices .

throughout the country. .
Mr. Surrn. Mr. Chairman, as you know, in our budget in 1q83, we $

hada .requestcd approximately $17 million lor self-determination
: grants. These grants can be used to develop the, administratii% capabil-

ities of tribes that wish to move int() bntractilig and hit- tiibes to take.
iover some of these pr9grams. This i ney s supposed to be used to

address their personnel system; their Pfrement system; their ac-
t
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counting systenf, and to generally beef up their administrative man-
agement capabilities.. , .

Also, in 19830 we have prAposad a new initiativie. f million that
*hope Will be approxed, to help the small tribes. I think this is Oere
we, have the mbst difficulty in delivering meaningful, technical assist-

.

&lice. We feel that if we can give the small tribes a small amount of
money to hire a manager, hire a. bookkeeper, and ao forth, i.that
this m ill improve these small tribes' administrative and management
capabilities

%Senator COHEN. I appreciate Plat. All I was pointing out is, you
'11 have had a rather serious reduction of 35 percent in the technical as-

sistance program. .

Mr.'Safrrg. Yes. I think, Mr. Chairman, that thid is key. The tribes
refly need help. We have got to upgrade and strengthen their capabil-
ities to take these contracts. And I think this is the direction they are
InOving in, that this is' the direction of this lidministration. I think we
have got to work With tribes, and pe have got tb make sure we have
adequate funds, to be able to help them strengkken their capabilities
to.manage these particular contracts, or grants.

Senator COHEN. Mr. Smith, you mentioned the Indian Law Center
stiidy, and I would like a few comments about the study's recommenda-
fiqns on, indirect costs and contract support. Axe you familiar with
that ?

&um. I think I wo'uld like Ted to comment on that.
Mr..ICRENZKE. Well, the whole, study relates to that subject of con-

tract support and indirect costs. I think the main thrust of the study,
to th extent tfiat they found fault with the ,present system, is that
we ve tied the allocation of the contract support funds to the in-
dire t cast detenninations. One of the major problems wfth this as an
allo tion system of the contract support money 1s been the fact that
the funds pave not actually been available to the tribes until tha in-
direct Cost rate has been estabfishecj. And after it has once been estab-
lished that the'information has cornd into the Washington office add
then the contract support funds have bey ma1 available to the field
often quite late intd the fiscal year.

The essence of the recommendations of the epOrt are to the effect
that we in large part base the future allocation of funds on the secre-
tarial level f funding, plus we recognize that there are some other
factort beyond the secretarial level of funding that the tribes have to
contePd with that the Bureau of Indian Affairs does not contend with.

Senator COHEN. Should there be a statistically designed ratio of
overhead to program costs?

Mr. KRENZKE. Yes. That is what they recomniend and Pverall we
concur in this, although the study probably does not go into the detail
in terms" of recognizing some of the other factors that we recognize.
So we think it has to go beyond just the statistical information pertain-
ing to the secietarial les;el of funding7 but also take info consideration
real cbsts thfit tribes have tIlat are,simply not a part of the Bureau
budget.

For instance, the Bureau of Indian Affairs does not pay any in-
sufance costa out of its budget. In, most chses, the tribes have had
ingurance Nsts in such areas as casualty insurance on facilities,
vehicles, and things like this. They 7Iso have liability insurance. In

0
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some cases for certain tribes, especially small tribes, there is a problem
of economy of sca-lc that bas to be dealt Nith. Sometimes the tribes
need to have some, ledal counsel in association with the administra ion
of some of their progranis. Our leg.al counsel is furnished by the S ici-
tor's Office. It is not a part- of the Bureau of Indian Affairs' buc get.

So all of_ these factors will be taken into consideration, but the end
result, then will be that the tribes will have available and known to
them the amount of nidney to do into the contracting process at the
beginning of a contract period, the amount of contract siipport plus the
program dollars; and the §tudy recommends that eventually these

. be merged. And based on th.ikt knowledge, then, they contract for the
total program, which includes both the direct costs and the indirect
.e9sts.

Senator, Cont:N. Bip ;$, ou indicated 3 ree with the study's recom-
Tendation that you develop some sort tistical ratio, but then you
wenSoon to explain about all the difficulti vith that.

Mr. ICavszxs. It is not going to be a si ple process, but clearly this
whole business of contracting and contr cting supportis just not a
simple process,

Senator Co EN. Are yr capahle of reducing it to some sort of /
statistical for la?

Mr. KlIfIx' . We believe that we ak The Indian Health Service,
.

in essence, is usingthat, I understand. I have had some brief discussion
with them concerning this, and the information I get from them is that
kis not, an easy process. It is similar to what the Bureau of Indian
Affairs went through 'ellen it went to funding education programs
on a formula basis. I think there is a corollary-there.

It is not an easy process but it has been possible to do it and it is
not to say whatever we finally come up with is going to be absolutely
perfect dr satisfactory.to everyone else. I3utx we think it is going to be
significantly better for tflie tribes, especially in knowing the amount of
dollars that they have available going into a given contract period and
I think we, will be itble to administer the whole thing much more

'efficiently.
Senator Comp% Mr. Smith, t think you indicated *ihat about 50

percent of the total Indian. Service program dollars are now con-
tracted. islhat right ?

.

Mr. SMITH. Approximately. Yes, I think that wasj the right figu°re

I used.
.

Senator COHEN. H, there been a 50-percent reduction in BA per-
sonnel who were providing the.direct servicesbefore?

Mr. Snrrir. Not specifically. I think in tiine you will see reductions.
If a, tribe, say, takes over a particular program, naturally you *ill
see people that we, have in that particular program be, reduced. Also
you should ke onr FTE. full-time employees, being reduced as tribes
contracting more and more..

Senator Collin:. Has there bten any reduction ?
Mr. &sant. Yes, there has been. I do not know the exact numbers.

Maybe Ted can respond to that a little bit better Since he has been
here more than 1 year.

Mr. ICimmICE. Mr, Chairinan, if I could comment on that. Over
approximately the past 6 or 7 years, during which this thrust in the
contract area of glie Indian services program has taken place, what
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we have seen is two things. No. 1, we have seen that generally speak*
ing there has keen an enrichment of many of these so-called Indian
-Services programs during that period of time. As an illustration,
there has been a considerable increase in the law enforcerAent capa-
bilities of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in terms of funding of tribal
law enforcement profframs. The same thing for courts and social serv-
ice prooTams and tliings like this, so that at a time when the total
amounr of dollars fov this program has increased, thes, , programs,-
the combination has been a proximately 150 percent o thereabouts
there has been an actual re uction in thnumber of rI3 reau employees
in Indian Services.

The reductions also work oi a specific basis( or instance, at' one
time we operated the law enforcement program on ',the Pine Ridge
Reservation in South Dakota and we at that time had approximately
35 law enforcement personnel on our payroll. Sinckihe contiact has
taken place, the Bureau of, Indian Affairs has one pbrson on our law
enforcement payroll at Pine Ridge who provider_ special assistance
to the tribes and works in relation to the monitoring and technical
assistance in this contract.

During fiscal year 1982, the Navajo Tribe lias taken over Com-
pletely the operation of the social welfare program on. the Navajo
reservation. This is the largest single Public Law 93-638 contract
that the Bureau of Indian Affairs has, approximately $25 million. At
one time WQ had, if my memory serves me correctly, around 100 em-
ployees relating to the Administration of that program. At the pre-
sent time, we have five people monitoring thistspecific contract in
the amount of around $25

So, yes it does lead to a reduction in the number,of Bureau people
the number of people who are 'on the pureau of Indian Alfairs'staff.

Senator COHEN. Are you shifting tRem over to contract monitoring
presently ?

Mr. ICaninsr.. There are tivo things in respect to,contract monitor-
ing. As Public Law 93-638 has been effected, and, we have gone-from
almost ground zero up to 1,300 contracts, yes, there has been an
increase in the number or contracting monitors in the Bureau of.
Indian'Affairs. In terms of the programs, there are, in some instances,
people who bad been involved former& in program administration
and are now what we refe.r. to as Attracting officers' representatives.

The illustrations that I- used at both Navajo and Pine Ridge fit
into that dategory, 'but at 'a much, much reduced 'rate. I would say
generally something like not over 5 peicent of the farmer numbe'r
that we had.

Senator COHEN. Di you establish the indirect cost rates for tribe's?
Mr. ICanisercE. Np, the indirect cost' rates that alp established in

respect to tribes arelestablished by a cognizant agency anditing group.
In reality, most of them throughout Indian country are established
bY the Interior DOpartment's Inspector General's Office.

Senator COHEN. Is anyone here representing theini 4

Mr. SMITH. Yes, we have two people.
Senator COHEN. I understand the rates range all the way from

81/2 to 70 percent ? Can you tell me how that happens? .,

Mr. BIIELEY. Bob Bueley, sir. A goOd part of it depends on hOw
the tribe is organized and how their accounting system is set up/



whether some rograins 'are charged direct. You' know some of the
agencies, som of the bigger tribes, may have enough work in a par-
ticular progr in that they could have their own 'accountants just for
that particular program, and in that case they could be being charged
direct, whereas in a smaller tribe, the accountant could be servicing
several programs and in that case It would be 'an overhead, sort 'of
indirect ,cost item that y uu would spread across the other programs.

Senati;KomN. It is a. %ery complex area but. I am confused. Frank-
ly, I do not know 'how you are going to distinguish, for example, in-
direct costs from incremental costs or administrative costs. How do
you.? ....

Mr. BIIELEy. Well, we have guidelines, OASC-10, which was issued
by IIIIS, and OMB Circular A.-87, which lay out several of the guide .
lines as to the type of costs that wuuld be applicable or allowable and
the type that would be consideied direct and indirect.

Senator COMEN. So those are'spelled out specifically by OAS-10?
Mr. Buitly. The categories. But then you hai'e to look at the par-

ticular situation, As we said, for example, like accounting, normally
. if that accountina service unit:4 'servicing several of the programs, '

.within. the tribe,6they would. allocate that iost to all thiaKograms:'
TherefOrt it becomes an indirect-type situation. .... , ..

,,, But if you hacra big enough .,txjbe thaklpt us say they, had their '
,Ivn acc.ountapt in the housing iniproveinent prograin; because it IS so

largethat could be charged direct to the iarogram money arid in that
. case it is a:direct charge to the progeam,.,It is hot an, indirect khad of

expense. :. ... .

So it depenits on howtJaey are organized, how their accounting"gys.

,
. .,t'ernis setap, and whether that cost as directlyrelated to that program

..
or whether that cost can beit i's .rs -joint kind of sharing, It.is ap-, ,.
.plicable to sevraLprogramsv. , !. . ,

Senator CORM TelLroP again how you get that ra from 81/2 to 70

percent on the indimt..
.

Mr. Bumt. Yinrean notjust. say iii simple terms. IS, basicailY
.depandifig on iKeir directirlabor base and the type of itera they havt,
how lag_ thew hdmirlistrative overhparl. is as far as how many ac-

, countjtnts; lawyers, general kind 6f expense that they have that i har-
ing all programs,' v.ersus. if they haye people being charged directly

,For example, you--the samathing with lawyers. If you havi.s, legal '
,. , . ....

'to a program. .S. r. ° 4.

department-fusua.ily that is Servicing several programs, so ycni are (Es. ,

:
tributing"that cost, whereas' you have"a dipect, say 'a housing officer,1

. he is being charged direet to that liousingptograrn, so he ,has a dire- . :,
cost. -

- , . SenatortOnw, Well, hoW doYOu go abo_ ut auditing something 1
.',.this? It's like- mercury on a mirror. . . - . i -

'' Mr. Bompi, It's not simple, sir.
'.

,.....S.pnatortCortzw. Sliding around, from increvental tia indirect t
aditinistrative and then-cr=

-_- ,,,
Mr. BuwET. I think the fir,st, thing is that the triVes submit a p

Posal as to what they consider their direct cost base and what
consider as their indirect .pool, the types of things, the costs that

, .

. shared for several:pp:grams.
, .,

, s. '= . . ..,-, ..
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Senator Conm Is there any kihd of uniformity within BIA or
among the tribes that yii.can say; for example, insurance premiums
are indirect or not indirect? Is there any kind of standardization ?

Mr. BITELEy. As far as the guidelines in the OASC-10, there is, but
in a case of, let us say, insurance, if you had general liability insurance,
that anybody got hurt on the tribal reservation, maybe that is an in-.
direct type of thinthat all,the programs are sharing. But if you had
an insurance polify that directly related to, let us say, the construction
work, housing i provement, that could be charged direct to the hous-
ing improvemer program.

So those ,typ s of guidelines are in there as to how you want to
charge your cost.

Senator COHE . L there any sort of coordination that goes on within
the Office of the nspector General for programs, whether it is.Indian
liealth So. vice, Ileadstart programs, or something, that you have
some sort of stan ard ?

Mr. BuELEY. We aik all lmsically following the standards that were
published by MIS Mid we coordinate with those standards with the
other Federal agencies.

Senator COHEN. I understand that the tribes attempt to increase the
indirect cost rate to collect funds to offset tribal government costs, is'
that correct ? They attempt to increase their indirect cost rate to col-
lect fund; to offset other tribrifgo ernment costs; do tribes do that?

Mr. 1317ELEY. I do not know that they are attempting to offset it.
I am not cfuite clear on whit that question is.

Senator COIIEN. What I am getting at is, they have ther govern-
inent costs, is it true that some tribes will attempt to ncrease their

Indirect costs in order 0 offset thsts in other program was/ In other
words, increasing the indirect, costs to get Knoney to put into program
costs thamselves? ;. .

Mr. BUELEy. Depending on how yin' classify your costs, you could
do that.

Senator CollEs. Is that-a Permissible device to use?
Mr. BUELEY. Well, in some cases, we may question that it is really

.

an indirect cost N ersus a direct cost, and in that case we would, in the
negotiation process,*bring that out, if we really had a concern that they
were trying to use the process to get more than they really should.
AS a matter of fact, we have,, in our negotiations on indirect cost, ques-
tioned several costs that they then negotiate out before we approve
.the rate.

Senator. COHEN; Well, I have some technical quations perhaps I
'could subniit to you for,the record, but I need a little more explanation,
at least to enlighten ,ine as to hOw it all works or does not work. There
has to, be a simple way of accounting that we can develop.

Mr: Bunty., There is a good, examPle in the study,.the American
Law Group, appendix J to that study,that would help exPlain some of
the rationale on how you derive indireet costs.

Senator ConEN. Who- is prepared to answer some questions on
Ifealth and Itima0ervices?

Dr. EXENDINE. I am. Mr. Chairman.
Senator COHEN'. Would. you describe the method that you use ill

budgeting administrative costs with 638 contracts/
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EXENDINI.- We approach it from IWO different situations. We
recently put in a cost accounting system whereby we can actually tell
the exact cost of a programwhat it costs us to run a program. That is
one segment that we use.
; Then. from that point on. Ise use what we call a provisional indirect
cost rate until the auditors come along. That becomes the base for that
particular pmgram. keeping in mind that at some later date that rate
m'ay be adjusted up or down. It is a matter of establishing from
experiences what'w e call base dollar. That, in turn, becomes a portion
of our budget. justification. Added to that are mandatory costs, which
is an inflation factor.

Now, from year to year. until those rates are adjusted up and down,
they can pretty well count on that hase.dollar, which is made up of the
provisional indirect cost rate and the money it would cost IHS to
actually run.a program. c

Senator COHEN. And then you have the supplemental dollars on top
of that ?

,Dr. EXENDINE. Supplemental dollars will be added to cover the total
,cost of the contract, for example, IT 'they have 'to pay malpractice
insurance. I should point out here, and I would like to suggest to the
committee, that this problem is made more difficult than it is by
terminology think terminoltigyis a very difficult thing, in this whole
process. I,Fiter r may be using terminology that is quite different from
IHS or which ve do not understand. Even within our own system we
fise different t pes of terminology, sueh as "administrative expenses."
Some of then call it administrative, sonie call it indirect costs, some
call it, overhe . some call it by other terms. Even within IIIS we have
some difficulty in terminology.

And, I am sure the tribes are confused.
Senator COHEN. I am confused.
Dr. EXENDINE. I, too, am confused at times. But basiCally, that is

what, we do. We hirve a cost. accountingsystem that establishes What
tho program costs us to run. And it is right doWn to the very penny.
Then on top of that we add any additional cost that the tribe has to
incur in and above our program costs.

As I indicated, up until now, we have been able`to meet those
requirements.

Senator Conr.x. And you anticipate, with the supp-lemental funding
-as it is. and Rrojected, you will be able to continue that in the future/

Dr. It XENDINE. I' woikld say Ave are probably going to be hard
preed down the line tp meet additibnal costs, because we foresee
additional tribes coming in. We are going to be hard pressed in the
future, yes, sir.

Senator Couss. How soon in the future?
Dr. EXENIHNE. Well, I would say that within the next year or so, we

would probably have some difficulty meeting ahy kind of increases
that are necessary because of tribes taking on additional programs
above what they are running now.

Senator COHEN. So what is the consequence of that when you conic
into that squeeze? What. happens?

Dr. EXENDINE. I think when it comes t4Y that particular timel it is

going to be a matter of sitting down with the tribes and determining
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what they want to do, what services they really want to run, where
they may want ta cutback.

Now, I know it is a very difficult situation, but I think it will be one
of negotiating with the tribes and saying, here is the amount of money
we have and this is all we have, and making the necessary adjustment.

Senator C011Q:-. The tribesidre aware that there is going to be a ee-
.

duction in those suppleineffal funds a ailable to them, why would
they nof just elect to let RIA continue to run the programs?

Dr. EXENDINE. If I understand your question correctly, and I
,hava not had an opportunity to share this with Mr. Smith, but,in my
civil personal opinion, I think probably ,one particular agency in this
Federal government ought to have the sole responsibility for dealing
with those indirect cost rates or overhead rates that a tribe deals with.
I think that is the simplest approach V the whole program. Let the
single agency be concerned about the overall financing of the tribal
government, the personnel part of it, the contracting part of it, and
then when the tribes go to aparticular agency to run a program, that
agency only has to be conce*ed with the wst of its program. Let the
overhead costsand I am using the word "overhead' to cover the
management and the personnel systems, things like thatbe funded
by the single agency, instead of tribes getting confused. I think it
would be the simplest approach to this whole system.

Senator CoHEN. Don't you think there is kind of a disincentive right
now as they see the handwriting on the wall that there is going to be a
reduction in tlip availability of certain funding for these purposes,
that they would just say, 10 us let BIA continue to operate?

Dr. EXENDINE. I think hi some cases we are going to see that down
the line , because their buying power actdally is being reduced; because
the mandatory cost increases experienced over the years.are not meeting
inflationary costs. I think the tribeS' buying power is lessened and as a
result probably in some cases they will elect to retrocede those programs
to IHS.

Senator Contx. Staff is just reminding me that what you are recom-
mending fits precisely into S. 1088, dealing with the tribal control.

Dr. EXENDINE. Let me point out, Mr. Chairman, that that is my own

.frsonal
opinion and does not reflect the Department of Health and

uman Services.
Senator COHEN. But it'shoUld, I guess. Letme come 'back to the Sec-

retarial les el of funding being determined for the first year of a con-
tract:How do you determine that?

Dr. ExENotse. We utilize our cost-accounting. system. In our cost-
accounting system we can iddhtify very dearly what that program
costs UkiS a computerized system that very clearly spells out w at, it
costs in that program and then on top of that we add provisional
rates t pal ticular ro ram. That becomes their base dollar. How-
es er, n they get au ite , that base may be audited somewhat up or
down.

After we enter into a 638 contract, we have moved those funds, with.
the exception of $2.0 million, Os er into the hospitals and clinks activ-
ity. Therefore, when we go forward with the budget, thetribes experi-
ence the samc Increases that Indian Health Service experiences, and we
did that because in the earlier years the tribes did not experience those
increases as wedid. ,
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'nen we go up, they get their share of it. When we' go down, they
experience the same thing.

Senator COHEN. That includes pay'raises?
Dr. Ex ExorNE. Yes, sir, it includes pay raises.
Senator Coittx. Could you tell me what kind of, interaction youlhave

with the Interior, Office,of the Inspector General, concerning indirect
costs?

Dr. EXENDINE. In the area prograM offices we do a great deal of dis-
- cussions with them as far as the negotiation of rates. Now, I would like

to have Mr. 'Wolfe, from the Office of the Secretary, address that par-
ticular question. .

Mr. WOLFE. Mr. Chairman, the Department of the Interior negotiates
most of the indirect cost rates for the Indian tribes. Last year we nego-
tiated 18 rates. The Department of the Interior negotiated roughly 105
rates, they tell me.

When Interim negotiates' a rate, and our program people have a
problem .with that rate, feeling that it is too high or, there is soMething
that they feel I's strong with the rate, they will eontact my office, or Mr
negotiators in the regions and we will work together to resolve these
problems.

We may find that there are costs in there that are inclltded in the
indirect cost rate, that our program. several proirranis that are used
by the Indians,do not use this type of indirect cbsCP

I or the people sho work in our regions would contact the Bureau
of Indian Affairs' negotiator of auditor and ask that they 'look into
this matter and in the future these type costs be adjusted up or down
to satisfy our programs.

We do coordinatethey have the cognizant for most of the rates.
We have the cognizant for a few tribes. We try to work together on
common problems that we have in developing and approving indi-
rect cost s.

Senator Com.:x. One of the things I was suggestiv a moment ap
was that there has been some suggestion that -tribal governments in-
flate their administrative costs under 63& contracts in order to achieve
fundin g. for their tribal costs itself. Are you familiar with that ?

Dr. ENENDINE. Yes, I am. I am somewhat familiar with it. Probably
the most recent experience the tribes have had is the CETA program.
CETS did noi permit any indirect costs. There are some State pro-
grams along tile I.,ame line. And. saY for example. the tribe is runnmg
a number of programs for ITT. the Bureau, CETA, and the State,
where indirect costs have not been allowed by CETA or the State pro-
gramsbut'in some cases the tribes have probably tried to recapture
their indirect expenses. But I would have: to point out the fact that it
is not allowable. In other words, we. cannot pick up the indirect costs
ofthe CETA program or the State programs that do not allow, indi-
rect costs.

Nevertheless, the tribes do incur these expenses.
Senator ConEx. Is there a better way of doing it. having some sort

of outright expenditure, direct Mechanism, rather than through 638?
Dr. ENENDINE. I think again I would have to refer hack to my

personal opinion. I think one agency should be able to cover the over-
head costs for tribal government mtmagement. The tribe would tben
have a particular pool of dollars available. So that agency, from that

,
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point on, could budget in subsequent years in ordbr to offset any s rt-
ages tribes may have. I think the single agency would be able to I-
culate pretty accurately what the tribes may or. may not incur in the
forthcoming years and then, they could probably budget for a number

4

af dollars to offset those kinds of problems. It is a pr blem with tribes,
yes, sir.

Senator COHEN. One final question. I am told t t you are having
sonle kind ot budget problem with a $9.3 million shortfall in clinical
services and an $18.2 million shortfall needed for Federal pay raises.
Is that correct?

Dr. EXESDINE. Yes, we are,
SenatOr COHEN. And how are these shortfalls affecting the 638

contracts?
Dr. EiENDINE. To date, as far as we are concerned, only the $18.1

million would affect the tribal contracts because they share in that
$18.1 million, because it is a portion of our hospital and clinic budget
category..

'Now, if we obtain that $18.1 million, the trikes will share in it and
may use it for pay increases for their.bwn empWeei.

Senator COHEN. Is Mr. Baron here? Would von come up? Do you
have any recommendations on dealing with the issues that we are
talking about here, dealing with the indirect costs, contract support,
the dilemma that we arelhaving?

Mr. BARON. It is hard to know what piece of the problem we are deal-
ing with. 'We have made recommendations from our office previously
and to simplify it, I think one aspcct of the problem deals with how
BIA delivers the financial support to the tribes, which is having a
separate category calleAtmtract support. We have taken the position
that this delivery mechanism has created some adverse motivations
and was not entirely equitable because it really did not accomplish
what it intended to do. We have recommended that the contract sup-
port category be eliminated and that.the funding be merged with the
basic program dollar which iS the approach tilt Indian Health Serv-
ice has gone to, and the approach that was recommended in the recent
study conducted by the American Indian Law Center, and which Sec-
retary Smith has previously endorsed, to' you.

Senator COHEN. Do you agree with the recommendation?
Mr. BARON. Yes. I agree with, that recommendation entirely. It is

fully consigent with what we have recommended.
Nim, there is the broader, government-wide problem of the indirect

cost process, if you care to use that, and its applicability .to Indian
tribes. It works for the large tribes who have a substantial amount of

independents resources, such as Navajo, Warm Springs, or any one
withnow they are getting into energy, oil and gas. But it does not
work effectively for those trib%, those Indian communities with con-
tract schools, with consortiunii, who are substantiallydependent upon
the Federal dollar. It is just nota very good way of going about it.

The rules and regulations were intended to meet the requirements
of State and local government who actually have their own tax base.
While the Federal dollar was important, it was.not critical. But if
you stop to look at an Indian tribe that is 99 percent dependent on
the Federal dollar, and something goes wrong, they are immediately
in financial trbuble, and just about evetything can mid does go wrong.

'
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We do not have a partici' ar recommendation that we have officiallY
made to address that issue The INS gentleman indicated that he
would like to see what I perceive is a recommendation for direct fund-
ing that wohld just decide what a tribe ought to have and have one
Federal agency give it to them and be over and done with it. That
is one approach. It certainly would work for a small tribe.

Senator Calm Yoh were shaking your head, Dr. Exendine.
Dr. ExENDINE. Well, I suggested that but ,I think in the process

perhaps I ought to clarify the statement as made. Instead of just giv-

ing it to them, I think there ought to be negotiation as to what they

are entitled to, and let that agency fund them directly. Negotiation,

I think, is criticah
gr. Ruiox. Naturally. We have tried to get something like that

going for the contract schoolsUnfortunately, we again run into this
participation by other Federal, agencies and the fact that no one
Federal agency appears to be totally resfionsible for financing what
you ;night call administrative costs of contract schools. But by-and
large I think we are pretty close there. We have Korked out some
clandestine to use the expression, arranoements with some small

tribes who have, on their own initiative,. Ibiave expressed an interest

toward that. -

I might add that when we are dealing strictly with Indian Heidth

Service we genetally are successful if those are thethe BIA and In-

dian Ilealth Serviceare the fundina agencies predominantly, but the

more we proliferate, the more difliciat it is to get everybody together
because everybody has their own rules and regulations and generally

what we propose violates a, bunclr of them. So- that has not. been. a_

good approacTi so far. We have just had success in very limited cases.

So, I do not have a panacea solution to the problem. I think we

can solve the contract school problem but I just Ile not know, short Pf

moving to n different mechanism, I just cannot see Using the indirett
costs avenue as being very responsive to the needs of those "Indian

organizations which are totally dependent or substantially dependent

on the Federal dollar.
We are either going to have 'tribal government or we are not and

someone has to pay for if. and if the:s; do not have any money, there is

only one, option left and that is the Federal Gevernment.
Senator Conux, Thank you very much. r appreciate your, coming

forward because it is a very complicated area, and we do want to try

and move, and the tribes themselves want to move, into an area of self-

determination and more tribally controlled operations as opposed to

breaking this link between BTA And the tribes themselves.

Two primary concerns, it seems to me, came out of the testimony this
-morni/ng, and one was the question as to whether the tribes will* con-

tinuti to have access to GSA, and it has been very helpful to have

your comments on that. The second is the need to somehow have one

agency consolidating these functions and perhaps having some more

uniformity than we currently have. r think both of those two points

are critical:
SMITIT. Mr. Chairman, I just might reemphasize. I know this

was brought out this morning, about helping the small tribe that has

ta depend 100 percent on Federal funds. And hopefully we have oriened

a door if we get an approved budget with our smipl tribes initiative to
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Ihelp some of the small tribes to build that small core of administra-
tive capability.

. Senator ConEN. Thank you very much. ,
.

Our second panel consists of Mr. Gordon Thayer, Maxine &Imo,
Edward Little, and Ron Andrade. ,

Mr. Thayer, would you care to proceed ?
,

STATEMENT OF GORDON THAYER, CHAIRAIAN, GOVERNING WIRD,
LAC CQIIRTE ORMLES BAND. OE LAKE,SBEHRW CHIPPEW4S,
HAYWARD, WIS., ACCOMPANIED BY BILL CipOTTE, T

i CONTBACTS OFFICER

Mr. TuArrat. Senator Cohen, my name is Gordon Thayer. I am chaIr-
man of the Lake Superior Bandol Chippewa Indians in Wisconsin.
With me is Bill' Cadotte. He is theltribal contractkofficer for our tribe
and is responsible primarily Tor dealing with our problems of indirect
cost.

Historically our tribe has been plagued with the inadequacies of the
. indirect coqs formula and how it is applied to Indian tribes and Specifi-

cally to the Lac Courte Oreilles.
.

Just briefly, before Iget into the actual testimony itselftourtribe had'
to utili7e judgment claims funds in the amount of $150,0N to offset and
to administer grants and contracts. We feel that this was a dire ma-
geney. We had to utilize these judgment cliiims to keep the tiibe afloat.
Had we not used them, we would have been in financial chaos, and I am
hoping and I am very pleased that this committee is addressing this
problem so that next year 01- the Year after our li-ibe doe;s not become
involved in having these judgment claims. Welffo not. have too much
left in that respect. . . '

I am going to be as brief as possible in relating the difficulties we have
exper,ienced since 1979 with .the. recovery of indirect costs associated
with contracting of BIA programs under Public Lav 93-638.

As we started to eontract for BIA programs under Public Law 93
638, we found that where there were a number of services that had to
provide contracts in Order to insure compliance and accountability.as
conditions of contracting. We found it necessary to expand our adimn-
istration from five employees, four in accounting and one in data proc-
essing, to 30, an increase of 600 percent. Thieinereasepartiallycovered
the polieymaking body ; the separation of functionwithin accounting;
the increased demand upon data processing the need fcr personal
services on behalf of the employees; costs associated withspace, mainte-
nance, heat, et cetera; secretarial and technical assistance; as well as
compliance monitoring:

.The under recovery of these administrative costs and theBIA policy
error of proViding contract-support funds to the tribe by indirect cost
rate nearly drove us into receivership: _ . .

During fiscal year 1979,, we had a prov,isional indirect cost ride of 27
:percent applied to IHA contracts at 90 percent of the proposed expensiS
submitted to the Office of the Inspector General. As it turned. out, wo
were finally assessed with an approved rate of 7.6 percent which created
two major problems. _

*

First,' for those BIA contracts which we Were tecdering wits at
a rate of 27 percent, we found cud-selves in a position of over recovery

, 19-891.0 - 83 - 3
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in t ximate amount of $89,000: The difference 8etween VT per-
.

cent a percent. . .

Seco we were unable to collect indirect co-sts from several con-
< . tracts that were included in the listing of all contracts, or the base, for

calculating the actual rate. 'We utilized lines of credit to fund tribal
administration in anticipation that indirect costs would bp forthcom-
ing. That did not materialize and we were indebted in th& amount of
$206,000, plus $89,000 in contract payback for over recovery'of the.
approved rate on specified BIA contracts.

Fiscal year 1980 repeated the pattern of having a provisional rate
granted by the 13IA, which was higher than the approved rate granted'
by the Office of Inspector General. The difference was that this time the
over recove was in the amount of $71,000 and the under recovery was
in the amoulit of $333,000, a 2-year total of $160,000 for contract pay-
backand $5 9,000 indebtedness at our local banking institution.

During fiscal year 1980, we began documenting those Federal depart-
ments that could not pay the full indirect cost rate as approved by the
Office of Inspector General and requested assistance in resolving the
dilemma we found ourselves in. As the documintation developed, we
submitted our proposal for fiscal year 1981 at a rate of 28.2 percent and
held our recovery df cost well below that rate to avoid the over recovery
situation we had previously experienced with the provisional rate
granted by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. This worked as we did not
over recover on any contract during fiacal year 1981.

The Office of Inspector General then approved our rate of recovery
at 28.2 percent, yet we fOund that a substantial number of contracts
did not have the capability to pay the full rate either because of in-
adequate appropriations or because of legislated limitations, as in
Department of Education training grants. The Federal Register dated

'Thursday, April 3, 1980, part 100a.652, Apecifically limits the rate of
indirea cost recoveryto 8 percent for training grants. That statement
is as follows : ,

.(a) The apprbpriate official of the education division may approve an indirect
cost rate for an educational training project at the lesser of : (1) orhe actual
indirect cost rate of the grantee; or (2y 8 percent of the total direct cost of
the project.

Recognizing the inipossibility of this situation, we requeked that our
rate for fiscal year be renegotiated to 17.7 percent, reducing our ad-
ministrative staff and freezing other administrative expanse' as much
as possible and still be able to deliver the effort necessary to insure
compliance and accountability. The net result was that we still under-
recovered our expense and went in debt an additional $218,000 for
fiscal year 1981.

The totals now stand 'at $160,000 due contracts for over-recovery
and $757,000 due to under-recovery of the approved rate. We were
then forced to request tpecial legislation to offset a' portion of this
indebtedness by ntilizing 204 percent of our land judgment claims,
which amounted to $450,000, to prevent foreclosure such that we could
continue to provide goods and services as dictated by various grants
and contracts without going info, receivership. This fiscal yeari we

. proposed a unigu'e,system that was laeptable to the Officeof Inspec-
tor General which dealt with the problem of under-recovery, We h.ave

dealt procedurally with the problem of contract over-recovery in fiScal
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,year 1979 and 1980, and do not expect this particular problem toresurface.
'Die proposed unique system, named Lump Sum-Indirect Cost Hy-

.

brid, allows the tribe to fully recover administrative costs hy isplatingthogvontracts or grants that do not have the capability to honor thefulrlEdirect cost rate. It then becomes necessary to reduce services byindirect cost staff such that those contracts or grants that fully honor
the approved rate do not pay a disproportionate amount for the sameservices: OASC-10, "A Guide for State and Ldcalt Govern e Agent-cies, in December 1979 states

When the maximum amount of costs allowable under a statutory limitationor the terms of an agreement in less thajkihe amount otherwise allocable tothe agreement under FMC 74-4, the amount not recoverable play not be shiftedto other federally funded programs.

The Office of Inspector Generai ti-anslates this to mean that lor all
contracts and grants in the base, the, tribe is obligated to collect and
spend the full indirect cost amount, creating a situation where tribal-
lines of credit has to be utilized to suppoit those contracts thatdid nothonor the full indirect cost rate op face the possibility of a negativecarry-forward. adjustment to a future rate. The end. result a that
situation is a complete disruption of cash flow as the tribe would be

. expected to carry on administrative functions without any recoveryof cost whatsoever.
The presumption of OASC-10, titled "A Guide for State and loeal

Governmental Agencies," is that for goverimental agencies the tak-,ing off of contracts and grants with legislative limitations is sup-' portive Of governmental operations and that through the power of
taxation can support the differences between the approved indirect
cost rate and the limited rate, a commitment. For our tribe, this is
not possible because we do not have that authority. Consequently,twe
aCcepted programs with rate limitations without beilig fully cogni-
zant of the long-range indebtedness they would cause. We do not have
;sufficient marketable natural resources or the power of taxation to
produce independent revenue to make up these differences.

We are, for all practical purposes, totally dependent upon Federal
mechanisms for the recovery, of costs to maintain a suitable adminis-
tration to insure contract or grant compliance and accountability..

There are basically four Federal methods available to the.tribes fov
the recovery of administrative costS. I will mention these four areas
and these methods are further illustrated in written testimony. No. 1
is indirect cost ; .No. 2, predetermined fixed rates for indirect costs;
No. 3, negotiated lump sum for overhead and, No. 4, cost allocation
plans.

-

The first mechanism', indirect cosi, has the flexibility to increase or
decrease administratiye e0Sts to meet the needs- of contracts, yet the

, carry forward adjustments are structured such that the difference te.
tween the approved rate-and actual expense for tribes is usually nega-
tively adjusted in a future rate or tribal independent revenues must
be used to correct the cash dehciency.

The second mechanism predetermined fixed rate for indirect costs,
holds that if a governmetal entity has relatively fixed administrative
cost and relatively fixed contract and grant activity level, based on
past experience,,the fixed rate. could be utilized. For our tribe, this
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is not a consideration because our,a* dministratiye cost; have recently
_approached consistency and contract/grant activity is in a constant
state of flux. With all the cutbacks in programs and the BIA operat-

. ing on continuing resolutions until well within the fiscal year, we do
not have adequate information as to what our grant and contract ac-
tiVity will be in any given fiscal year.

The third mechanism, negotiated lump sum for overhead, fixes ad-
ministrative cost for each Federal department having a relationship
with the tribe. The level of effort needed to negotiate a fixed expense
level to be assessed each agency within each Federal department is,
currently beyond our present staffing patterns in view of the ever
changing level of grant activity within a given year.

The fourth mechanism, cost allocation plans, provide for the dis-
tribution of administrative costs on a monthly basis for each contract
and grant that is in effect for that month. Although this is a sound
mechanism for the recovery of tribal administrative: expOnse, the
mechanism assumes that tribal accounting and data proc&ssing sys-
tems are fully developed and operational. We initiated the acquisition
of computer hardware, yet we foUnd that we nust increlse the ca-
pability of the computer and further elop s ware, that will mekt
all the requirements,set forth by Fed agencies to adequately apply
compliance controls as well as pro ng accurate and dependable
data:

This-year we set down certain criteria.by which we _attempted to
select the best possible mechanism with respect to our present-staff and
equipment,capabilfties. They are as follpws : No. 1, that Federal pro-
grams require a sound tribal administrative system; No. 2, that 'we
must recover all of our administrative costs from State and Federal
programs; and No. 3, that the selected mechanisms stabilized tribal
administration with respect to legislative limitations. 2

We found that none Of the designated systems by theinselves could
satisfy this criteria. We did find a short-term solution in title 25, Code
of Federal Regulations. This 's Negotiated Lump Su for Overhead
which stated t at negotiated a unts:

in Itgn of Indirect Cost will be treat as an offset to total indirect expenses of

a grantee department before allocation t emaining activities. The base of which
such remaining expenses are allocated should be approximately adjusted.

This, in conjunction with OASC-1,0 whiCh maintains equity in terms
of administrative effort, was the basis ,for the proposed hybrid system
which invoked both the indirect cost meChanism for the recovery of
administrative costs and the negotiated lump sum mechanism for said

mcovery. 1.*

The weakness of this hybrid syitem is that the BIA, through'the
contract support appropriation, must allow for full recovery against
all BIA contracts and grants. This affects considerable concern, pri-
marily because in this fiscal year we have experimented the fear that
the BIA would not receive adequate appropriations to cover full
indirect costa as approved by the Office of InspecOr General. If that
occurs, we will find our tribe once again facing .l.vere under recovery
problems and possibilities of negative carry-forward adjustinents or
demaiids upon already, strained lines of credit.

3 7
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,This hybrid system is by no means the answer to Stabilizing tribal
government. It is only a short-term solution de'sign to prevent under
recoveries and negative earry-forward adjustments. With that inmind, we would like to propose the following recommendations for
your consideration : .

No. 1, that the BIA. forgive all over recoveries60,000, due to pro-visioni rates utilized in fiscal years 1979 and 1980.
No. 2, that the BIA: provide gunda,for all under recoveries due toindirect ,rates for fiscal yeart 1979, 1980, and 1981, for a total of$757,000. It should be noted flat we bad to havb special legislation

passed to use judgments for land claim and lines of credit to support, Federal indirect costs associated with ntracting under Public ,Law93-638.
No. .3, that the BIA contract directly with Aribes for tribal ad-

ministration such that we can abandon the use of, the four available
Federal mechanisms to recover administrative costs. This would place
the burden of acquisition of adequate funds for tribal administration
with the technically qualified, experienced staff of the Bureau. ofIndian Affairs administration.

No. 4, that the BIA utilize contract support funds for startup costs
associated with the%contracting 'of ETA programs and other one-timecosta to tribeft already coitraeting under Public Law 93-638, such asoutlined de elopment and comp.iance with pending administrative
re uirements or arants in aid to State, tribal, and local governments.
Circular A-102 revised.

We feel th these recommendations are valid with respect to the
trust responsi ility of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, would have the
net result of tabilizing tribal., governments, and are consistett with
the third statçI objective submitted. by Assistant Secretary Kenneth
Smith and accepted by Interior Secretary Witt on November 18, 1981.

iThat stated objective s as' follows:
- To continue the efforts to promote and encourage strengthening of tribal gov-ernment structure and tribal management capabilities to utilize the Whiles endthe independent freedom of the Indiiin people.

Thank you very much.
Senator COHEN. Thank you very much, MI, Thayer. Without objec-

tion, your brie$nd document will, be mada a 'part of the record of this
hearing.

[The briefing document follows. Testiinony resumes on p. 93.]
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Briefirig Document Outline:
Accumrnulated Cash - Shortfall of The

LAC COURTE OREILLES TRIBAL
GOVEPRNMENT

For Fiscal Years Ending 9130/81.
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LAC COURTE OREILLES

TRIBAL GOVERNMENT

Discussion Outline

A. Key facts regarding the Lac Courto Oreilles Tribe
1. Brief history of the tribe Exhibit /
2. Organization Chart Exhibit./I

11, Tribal enterprise activities - Summitry
1. Ddpeription of tribal enterprises Exhibit /II2. Fiscal 1981 statement of revenue and Exhibit /V

expenditures for tribal enterprises
C. Current financial statements as of Sept. 30, 1981

lc Tribal general fund liabilities as of 9/30/81. Exhibit V
2. Tribal bal.nce sheet as of 9/30/81 Exhibit VI ,

:3: Summary of fiscal 19812grant iativity . Exhibit VII
D. Current tribal indirect cest status

1. Example of indirect co5t4as applied td Exhibit VIII
tribes

2. History of shortfalls, id indirect cost tund- Exhibit IX.ing
3. Reductioh in indirat expenditures Exhibit X

4 1B. Change in banking practice affecting the trib4
as of January 1, 1982
1. Letter fromuF.D.I.C. Exhibit XI

F. Alternate Ways of handling current cash situation
1. Borrowing

a. short term loan
b. long term loan

70M Reduction of the LCO indirect cost budget
,3. Challenge F.D.I.c. - possible litegation,'
4. Cash-flow impact of alternatives,

Approaches to hagdling the long-term cash-situation(s)
I. Less dependericy on indiroggt cost funding,.
2, Economic develoOMent proaticing more net income
3. Tribal asdets sold to others/used more effectively
4. Use of 'tribal endownients/settlements Exhibit XII Cr5. 'Use.of tribal regulations/taxation to generate .revenue
6. Adequate gOveremental funding for program admin-

istrative costs
,

H. Summaiy and recommendations .

1. Probable impact of not solving tHis probleal Exhibit XIII 02. Governmental temedies .

a. Forgiveness for overrecosery on indirect
( ,monies

b. Repayment for shortfall of indirect yonies
c. Fully fdnd indirect'cost 'for fiscal "HI

. (retroactive)
d. Fully fund indirect cost for fiscal "82

3.. 'Interim, assistance provided by ,a Working. .
capital loan

. Exhibit XV4. Suggästed reVision to the indirect cost
';''

Exhibit XV2'
reimbursement funding Approach,

5.- Tribal Resolution

Exhibit XIV

.4
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Exhibit 1.1

LAC COURTE OREILLES

TRIBAL GOVERNMENT

BRIEF H/STORY OF,THE TRIBE 4

A prominent contponent of the Lake Superior Chippewa Tribe,

the Lac Courte Oreilles Band is a signatory to the 1837, 1842

and 1854 Treaties with 'thsollnited States Government. The ratter

.treatV, designated
thra townships (108 square miles), to be set

aside es the Lac Courtt "Reserve Tract". By 1873 the

Reservation- boundaiieS. has been established, by the President of

the United States and the
"allottment" process of parceling out

80 acres to each Tribal Member (full-bloods) began. By 1900 ahd

continuing into the 1950's, Tribal Members were permitted, and

often encouraged, to either sell their' land or_have it put into

non-trust status, which usually
resulted in the land being ier-

menently oUt of atibal_cr Tribah Member Ownership. This resulted

' in the all teo frequent
"-6hecker-board" pattern of land ownership

within the Lac Courte Oreilles
Reservation as hit happened on most

other Reservations.
-

A

Shbrtly.After 1934 most American Indian Tribes reorganized

themse34es pursuant to the Indian
Reorganization Act of that ye

'
Lac Courte Oreilles had a

"Business,ComMittee" of its membeis,

"handling the few minor administrative
matterstof the Tribe, but it

did not have a constitution, ai such.

1 1

.-

-

The major.accomplishment of
the Business Committee of that era,

40's and 50's, was the construction of a Cranberry Marsh in 1949.

Other than that eroject, most
"Tribal" functions were,Cultural and

social in nature, with
legal,....jurisdictional and governmental

services handled through the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Most of the

funding of the Cranberry Marsh, for example, came through the BIA.

By the..2mid'60's, however,,the
seeds of change wore being sown

and cultivated, primarily by Tribal.Membors returning home to live

the "bettei afe". With them they brought new, independent ideas

and the experience.and motivation io follow-throllgh with'the recent-

ly-coined phrases of self-determination,
self-Sufficiency end .

self-government.. With thencthey also

All14.6.111,,
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brought their analytical oyes which saL critucal
Tribe for better housing, education, health, and
opportunities - ill needs best met by the Tribe,
rather than being impoSed upon the Tribe without
TribW1 history, culturjrand goals. .

Exhibit 1.2

needs of the

employment

for the iribe,

regard for

,
The first step was the hdoptioli of a Tribal Constitution.

land By-Laws) in November, 196.E. Therewith, the Tribal Governing
" Board was formed and a Tribal Housing Authority was established the.

foll.Owing year. A Housing Project was initiated and by 1973 the
2 of many units to come (over the next decade), was complete.

Simukikriouhy, with the advent of HUD Houping, the
Tribe.....formng:a benstruction comPany....This was to evolve into a
viable enftrIltm.so, but such.took'ynts:

of training, experience and'
re-organization.first:': .

AL '

Gotrrnment Development progressed, almost
at a break-neck pace. fhe'Tfibal Governing Board began contractimg,
with the BIA and other agencies.

Grant applications were initiated:
numkei2of

prwpmsand.projects....Tri*Liurisdiction was
assorted. Over-ag EciinOmic Developmeie Planrilng Was started.
Control_over,.Tribal resources was begun. tiucgtionalmeedsof'thet.
ibe wire studied andL.addieszedu

Health prog4Mp:Vere ohtained,
.for the Tribe.

4;1?; gs .

'

e'

Tangible results of the foregOing.can be rbported Wwfacts4
We are proud of euvaccomplishments

tp.date and 4n the offing-',
. ..-.:

_

eln.1935 plans were o,grefullOade and fpnding secured.ou
.,

,..:_ 1 -,operate a Triba,i Schooystemilp0%i!i,4ulbrly.Mitady%4e
the'leVel

A j .'
achieveMent of.Tribadents,,to combat txuancypny, auust--...-- ."

. 1. ....,. _ ,4,merst problehs;'tc provide a quinine
CUltural popepon'41:a ,m.:1 Atos-

phere"gd-teAii,qt`the specia1 4441opineedif'6fih'diirsPuddets.
.A commercial bUildinq in our New.Po4t4commuOty Wateomlabled and
aaded on to.during 1975-1976. and haS becomeAlr cl4m4i4y schbol.
In 1978 a noW highsChpol bpildii#rWas

cl.'4.4rifted with.i!$D,..A.
''': '',:.: , 4. < ,,,...,/,1., '..*&'

.%

,
^4w

..:

'
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Exhibit 1.3

funds ($800,000) aad dedicated that summer. Head:Start provamming

began /la a summer project in 1968, became full-fledged in 1970 add

singe 1977, has been an
ever-expanding educational program in our

new Tribal Office Building (completed in
Jan., 107 with HUD

C.D.B.G. funding).. ay Care, as a Complete educational compo-

nent, was rea e in 1920, having been iaitiated in 1977. The

late2t in techni a advances are used in innovativeways in ail ,

levels of the school curriculum. A low teacher-student ratio re-

. sults in personal attention and subsequent growth.and,achievement.

Special education vounselors
and teachers assist each student and

their families. A college is in the plans to take off from Our

present higheeeducation and vocational education efforts.

Health'and Social Service programa
have always been and con-

tinue to be developed as high priority services. Within the new

Tribal Office Building is a medical ahd dental out-patient clinic

facility. Funding from BIA and IHS has assasted in the develop-

ment of a Health Department to meet community health as well ss

health education needs. 'Alcohol and drug abuse kograms are be- N

ing addressed at every level home, school and at work.

Reverence for pnd protective
manageMent of our wildlife led

io the establishmant of oilr Tribal Conservation Department in ,"

1975. A conservation Code, and Tribal Court coda., was correspond-

ingly enacted. Our highly qualified,
will-trained, experienced - .

CoeserVation Department is ready for routine as well as new aild,

:extended duty. .

In 1976, legislation Vas paseed in Congrdss iaturning'over
.

13,000 icres of F.SA, lands within.-and adjOining the ReserVation

ta the Tribe. This inc.geased our Tribal lanNI-ase significantlY

sci that our Regeration ownesrhip
"chodier-bOare'patterq is as

follows-taday:
.4

te

,
, Is
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EXHIBIT,1.4

17,310 Acres of Tribal Lands - In Trust For theliribe
26,185 'Acres of Allotted lands"- In Trust For Lac Courte Oreilles

Individuals
26,220 Acres of Non-Indian Owned Land
6,144 Acres of Meters, Marsh, etc.

75,859 Acres Within Reservation

A substantial number of acres within the Reservation, approx-
imately 3006, was acquired for the Chippewa Flowa-§e Power Commission
Project No. 108 prier to 1921. We are seeking the return thereof
through administratiUe, legal and legislative means. Said project
represents a major set-back'for the

Tribe which has yet to return
any benefits to our Membeis. Damages to the Tribe associated with
said projeet have yeb to be litigated.

The population trend of Tribal Members began in the 60's has
.continued unabated tattle present. In 1970 there were less than

700. Today there are almost 1800 Tribal Members residing en or
near.the Reservation; there are over 2500 Membersaiying stdthin
a 100 pile kadius of the Reseroatioh. This in turn has resOlted
ib a tremendous need for housing. Currently we have the following
HUD Project(s) units:

4
HUD 54-1 29 Units (Including 4 units for elderly)." 54-2_-!' 55 Un,its . _

". 54-3 15 Units (Includirig 15 for elderly)
54-4 55 Uniis (Including 7 for elderly)

* 54-5 55 Units. (Inlucing 8 for elderly)Approved . " 54.4 '25 Units (Not yet Under Construction).Under Construction * 54-7 41 Units (Including 8 Units for elderly)
By12/31/83 257 Units will be Under Management of the

L.C.O. Housing Authority
$

, Although this looks impressive and we are proud of our-neW
housing, we still have many applicants who have real needs for
adequate housing. dnfortunately, economic governmental forecasts
show nothing on the horizon in the way of futUre HUD projects. As
an adjunct over the past 10-12 years over 250 older homes have
been partially re-modeled and weatharized by B/A and other funds.

A

4
4 Ii

h
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Exhibit 1.5

Employment figures of the Tribe show a Seaaonal high, Octo-

'ber, 1981, of about 350. This its not reflective of the over 50%

unemployment rate on the Reservation, as compared **. the-county

figures of about 12%. Economic opportunies are being conStahtly

iexplored. While we have an eye out for the large company to put_

in a good-size, economically sound plant, our approach has nar-'

rowed down to forming Tribal egterprises to provide jobs, goods

and services and ultimately revenues to help sustain Tribal

Government. That, however, ie"down the road aways:'

Lac Courte Orcilles participates on the regional level as

a member of the Great Lakes Inter-Tribal Couilal, the Inter-State

,Indian Assembly; Nationally we are members of National Tribal

Chairmens Association and, the National Congres of'American Indians.

Our leaderi have sioken in angress, have addiessed the public

frequently through the media and are conversant with legislators

and governmental people at all levels. Our educators have national

promincApe and our construction company was recently given special

commendation by HUD.

1

a
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LAC COURTE OREILLES

TRIBAL ENTERPRISE ACTIVIT/ES DESCRIBED

1. Commoreial.Senter

EXHIBIT 111,1

Little sere than'a dream for 10 years, the Tribe wanted a

convenient, reasonably priced, nice place'for its members'and

surrounding public to shop for groceries and basics: Planning

evolved through various phaaes with a feasibility study verifying

we :fere on the right track with a "Mini-mall" concept at the right

crois-roads within the Reservation. Because of'the vagaries of

funding, deve/opmeet in stages has occurred with Phase I complete

mnd Phase II under construction. phase I consists of a 16,634'

square foct orio-stori commercial building housing a complete

grocery store (LCO FairWay), LOC Variety store, and two rental

stores -a restaurant and a'folk arts shop. Phase II will be a

6,000 square fooi building foria full service station and our

Conservation Department. The Grocery and Variety stOros have

been operating for 12 weeks,.with
total gross sales for the per-

iod $50,000 ovor projections. Financing was as follows:

EDA Grant $ 15,000.00

HUD CDBG 315,000..00

EIA Lean 500,000.00

Revenue Sharing 20 800.00

TOTAL 11,A0,000i00

Builders and general contractor: Lac Courte Oreillos Development'

Corporatioh. .

Two more phases aro being planned, including a post-office, credit

union, service businose-and mote stores'. Tla entity ri7sponsibility

for this enterprise activity is
the.Lac Courte Orpilies Commercial

Center, Inc., a corporation formed by the Tribal Voverniri3Board.

which issued its'Articlei of_Incorporation
on November 124, 1979,

2. Cranberry Production .4.*'IN".."

Our firet and oldest Tribal enterprise, the Cranberry HAM.

located adjacent to tho Chippewa.Flowago in our Chiof Lake com-

munity,oras started fromscratch in 1949 and enjoyed continuous.,

but modest, success until the mid 70's. Several lacks...modern

equipment, now methods, proper management and adoqUate'financing

..contributed to crop failures and no harvoating in 19ftana 1978.

4 7
0
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EXHIBIT 111,2

2. Cranberry Production (cont.')
P

Although a fair sized marsh, the production capabilites had not

been nearly realized. In 19.78 the Tribal Governing Board obtained*

funding and management assistance from the regional community dev-,

elopment Corporation, Impact-Seven. A separate corporation was

forrird, an experienced manager was hired and sufficient capital was
made available - up to $100,000. An unexpected successful harvest

in 1979 grossed $99,678.53 DI .rev ue from sales and 1980 followed
with $73,155.45. 1981 harvest proje ions exceed $100,000*. After
the 1982 harvest the Marsh (and corpora n) will be transferred tp

the Tribe accompanied by the new marsh manager, a tribal member, and

profits from the four years' harvests.

* With the total of capital improvements and operating/administ-

rative expenses projected at $65,000 for 1981, a pre-tax profit of

$35,000 could'be realized. Currently the entity responsible is a

Wisconsin For-Profit Corporation with a five ((5) man board of Dir-

ectors - 3 from Impact-Severi, 2,from Lac Courte Oreilles: Upon
return to the Tribe, a Tribal Corporation will be.formed,to taka

over responsibility. The prOsent corporation name is:

LCO Cranberry Producers4mInc.

3. Construction CompanY -

We feel we are justifiably proud of our general.contracting

and consuction firm: The Lac Courte Oreilles Development Cap-

oration, a Tribal Corporation as of March 10, 1980, being a Wis-

consin not-for-profit cerporatilon prior thereto. Originally

managed by a 5 - man Board of Directors, it was recently expanded

to 7, all tribal members. Initially formed in 1972, the corporation

functioned ea a sub-contractor under a non-Indian general contractor

until 1976, primarily to gain experierice and train members. BY

general contracting and fully fUnctioning as a complete builder,

LCO Development has satisfactorily completed the following projects:
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3. ConstructiCre Company (cont.)'

EXH/BIT 111,3

1977 Tribal Office Building
$ 500,000

1978 LCO High School Building 808,000
. .

1980 HUD 54-4,*5i housing.units
' 2,363,462

1981
Commercial Centor - Phase I 715,000

THe following are wider coAstruction at this time:

HUD 54-7, 41 housing units $2,7§4,077

Commercial Center - Phase II, 200,000

.

',Hecreational Center Building
138,500

Graphic Arts Building
50,000

Funding is reserved but to be.under(onract within 90
days for

,HUD 5,4-6,25 units, .

$1,850,000

. st
:11

I

Profitability is just now beginning to be
realized, primarily due

tostrong independant management, assembly-lins type construction

methods where possible,
Ceasonablh wagb rates and extremely careful

financial management,.including very low debt ratio. LCO Develop-

ment is fully bonded, insured and enjoys an'extremely high work-

manship evalUation from
HUD'and EDA, as well as Pm Ha'.

...

,t

4. Forest Products
r

Facilitated through a Dep;rtment of Labor-graining grant in

BY 1974,
"Loggin,0" operations:by the Tribe under the auspices of

the Tribq. Govarnihg Board have been subject to tRe vicissitudes

of the'wood-buying
trrket.oInterest rates, housing'starts and

weather combine tb create_the traditional "Feast or Famine" Cli-

mate to which loggers are subject. We are"no exception.°Besides

being physically dangerous and demanding, harvesting and haulira/

tiees requires close co-ordiation with various authorities and

blusinessthent good equipment in excellant
repair is a mutt.

4 0-'1

In short, we must rejort but Forest Products enterprise, Lac

i
Courte Oreilles Forest Pr

ducts Corporation, formed as a Tribal.

corporation in November .1 ', 1979, As not operating up to expecta-

tions.. We have not.yet found the right combination of employees,

*

r

a.

49
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EXHIBIT 111,4

(4: Con't) '

management and'financial support to be able to turn a subptantial

profitat this time. For FYNonding 9/3'0/8.1 although gross sales

recoipticaro $88,k95, a loss Of $279 is ropOrtod; also known is

that monthly.paymonts op noteslpayable are in arrears and repos-

session is boing.threatonod. .

* '

While the Tribo 'does r;ot havoa goneroua abendanco of timber,

there appears to be a realistic exPictation that 'erica
0

buying market sttenothons under consistent Itnagoment oh; Forest

,Products enterprise' can turn a mOdest profit.' Me.will allo be

seeking technical assistance from the DIA to provide 4n analysis

of our total situation and to provide a forecast o operating

expectations.

%
U

5. Games ;
.

Bingo and similar iames are popular with Indian people - LCO
*or

is noleacoption. Sinde Febrery, 1979,"the Tribal Governing Board

has conduCtod.bingo gamos'for its members and the public, Proceeds '

aro used for charitable, educatiorl, cultural/social and other

philanthropic purposes. FY 1981 e,howa, a not roVenuo intake of

$40,253, after nightly prizes, etc.' Donations, contributions,

loans to Worthy organizations dhd individuals totalled $22,912

outstanding.
'44*

Recently, Arough a BIA loan, construction began on a new

building to houso. not only the bingo games but to accomodate

roller skating and other recreational activities. 'The $100,000

loan will be paid back in 51/4 years, 'Complete catih-flow, profit/loas

and balance shoots wore submitted to and approved by tho DIA in

conjunction with the loan. The 'bottom line future of Tribal_games

looks very:good.

Managerially, begun as,an informal,committoo,..in February, 1979,

in November of ehat year tho Tribal Gaverning Board appointed 13

Tribal Members, mostly,women to serve as the "Board of Directors."

On July'6, 1981, their structure was formalized into a Tribal

I op. s;

,OT

19-0391.0 - 83 4
0
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XHIBIT 111,5

'
-

enterprise corporation complete
with articles of incorporation

and a management plan.
Theie legal name is:

Lac Courte Oreilles Tribal Games Committee

6. Graphic Arta

Begun in 1977 as a small print shop to put out our Tribal. .

newsletter, Aix operation has grown into a competitive, full-

service business.
Incorporation, es a Tribal enterprise, on

'November 12, 1979, Graphic Arts has $35,000 worth of equipment

and supplies, which, during FY 1981 proauced $54,000 in sales.

With its now 4000 square foot building, they projee5e88,000 in .

sales for FY 1982, $106,000 for '83 and $125,900 for '84. Con-

sidering the growth from $14,574 in 1979, to $43,708 in 1980 lind

this years-$58,.226,4plus $10,000
in accounts receivable), we

think the growth projections are,very reasonable. We expect con-

tinued success from this enterprise. Their work is top-notch and

they serve both 'government
agencies as well as the private sector.

They continue to produce Our news - now a, maq xaged month* -

and also most our in-house needs.

7. Failures

We must report the "passing on" of twO ventures - a beauty

A
shop which lasted only A fow months and a cafeteria fervour offia

building which did not justify continuation Ihs.a convenience loss.
a

We discontinued the beauty shop trircause oi'lekk of business and

before a loss occurred. The cafeteria sustained a $3438 loss for.

FY 1981rand we coveted by return and sales of sUpplies on hand.

VP.

S. Proposed

OUr Overall.Economic Development Plan sets f;rth a number Of

proposals for enterprise development of profits. We outline here,

J

,

<$4.st

"...;(5417;

4
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EXHIBIT

(B. Con't)

briefly, three of those plus one more.

a) Fish Hatchery

A full feasibility study ohe by., nationally recognized
.

experts wat,coitipleted o r 4 years ago. The product

remains viable, subject to funding.. The B/A has shown

new interest in this project and we are putting this

back on our "laundry list." ,Up to date costs are toeing

developed

bY Historical, Authentic Chippewa Indian Village

Continued interest in this project demonstrates its

potential as a tourist attraction. Authentisity of

every detail and a good location will Make ,this on ed-

ucation experience as well. Our plans call for it to

be near the Commercial Center. ,Estimated costs will

likely ho over $150,000 because Of high land acquisition

apricots.

Cr Sand/Gravel/Concrete Company

Since Jay, 1980, e this concept was expressed by the

Development Corporation, wo potential sites have been

located. Feasibility studies, market eva/cations, site

examinations, twill borings, equipMent ana1ys0O, production

plannihg and financia/ studios must be made. With a

component to produce a product conCrete blocks, patio

stones, chimneys, etc* - YearTround emploiment will be.,

possible. 'T is can be a vital business to provide capLtal

formation f the Tribe. ,Eatimated capialiratidOneededs

$500,000.
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EXHIBIT IXX,7

d) Wild Rice Production e

. Prior to 1920, Lac Courte Oreilles produced 25,000 pounds

of wild'rice per year. It was a staple, one of the su,

sistence buildling blocks. While only in the "looking at"

phase, particuliarli in connection with the Chippbwa

Flowage situation, we are highly motivated to restore

this commodity to our tables'and

)

perhaps to others.

9. Explanations of Accompaninq Statement

The following table does not include data as to the Development

Corporation and Cranberry Marsh. Separate audits are being prepared.

Since the,Commercial Center has.been under way for only 12 weeks no

firm figures aro yet available.

As to the items entitled "Tribal Garage and Gas Station", these

shall soon be within tho Commercial Center's operation as soon as the

new builliing is constructed. The "Smoke Shop" is already,combilned

with and integrated into the Commercial Centers_opeiation. '

4
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. 22$

11.101

21.442

,,4,,,r
$.414

410

14.431

22.112

.

.

30.106

, 3.401
.

4.447

14.731

264

1.141

1.410

, .

.

.

177

10.514

44

217

.

.

.

. 11.111

4411

1.177

.

101

. _.'

4,3ee

411 ,

17$

1.447

101.472

.

$1

. ..v4

$4

.

150

17.344,

1.017

2.221

$1.220

7.740

.14.04

'4.174

'171.243

1.304

2007.

31.134

24.te0

11101
:

24.401

ToTAl. expv001TOSS 411.774 440.244 447.141 411.144 421.114 4117.441 420.174 420.714

ASVDRCOVER
130 S40I10R35

.

.

.12701 12.042 12.170)

.

11.4111

1

113.7412 , 6.442 1.3/1

.

,

3,474
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Lac Cour& Orcilles

Tribal Government

S.

.'. Exhibit V'

7Sisamary.of General Fund Cash Register

As of September 20,1981

(Deficit)

<

0
General Fund - Bank Balance $ 493,487 )

Accounts Receivable from other funds 116,000

Less:

Payroll tiabilities ( 37,600)

Payable to OtheeTunds (241,200 )

Notes Payable 7 Shirt Term ( 21,300 )

Notes Payable - Lbng Term ( 20,210 )

3200.10

Net tgsh Position 697,797

Loss,: .

Potential Paer Years Indirect Cost.
Over'Recovery Laibility ( 160,090 )

Cash Position $( 857,887 )

I I

4r7f.
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$49,500 11,500. $25,604 $13,200 $21800

99,0

148,500

$19,704 $42,400 (493,5001.'

,

16,100 116,000 373,200

25,600 23,200 2,600 * 35,160 42,400 1377,5003 431,100

$1411,500 $9,500 525,600 $11,200 52,800

$5,600 $3,604 615,200

1,900 "$10,600 7,spo

A

$35,100 $42,400 - $ 377, 5001

$35400

$21,300

1,900

2400.
29,600

3,100

82,200 1 100 21 000 11,(400 241 200

61,500 $92,100 1C,,417 $44 ta S1,000 515,430 -0- $330,100

$2,690,700 2,692,700.

1,308;400 1,303,400'

$3,999,i00.4,4)2,200

$21.3.00

.60,300
-

.24,400,

1e30

29,600

3,100

359,,(01*

4 -
$20,0 ,b 420,206

,

57,5(11 692,800 $6,100 64A,300 61,600 $15,400 -0- $12.4300 S..010.4

141,000 I94,100110,541 01,1091 1200 400

51'3,500 $3,500 25,(10 $11,210 $l odb S)s.poo

42.400 1697,9001 3,999.100 3,I40,e00

$42,400 if377,500) $3*,910,100 4,432,2:4
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EAU! VII

. LAC 01U1TE OREILLES 1115AL ZURNIttn
StMAXY OF FISCAL,51-51,CIANT ACliVITY (ACtIVE CONIRACtS)

Division Title Award Amount

'Less , Cash Available
Cash Received Indirect To ?regrets

s

Total
Einem()

Excess otessh
ReCeived over
Pita ay.

Ceintract.AgardOvir

(Under) Expenditures

Health Division 666,651 535,070 32.117' 505,15 526,409 ( 21,426),. 107,155

-

Education Division 4.977.449 3,051,505 241,506 2,540.299 2,359.744 4(033 2,346177

Indi"
AttaIn . 384,694 25,029 356,665 . 316,149. .40,516, 70,605

Depart:4st of lalpor

.414.876

415 467 343.530 - 3,565 339,965 317,433 (47,465) 24,460

Social Service
**

Divislon 432,404 341,152 11,35$4 329,794 346.149 (14.375) 74477. .

Tribal lilac. trosrans 5,734 534 534 1,254 '( 722 ) 4.475'

Adoinistrecive Support

011.4410A 139,779 426,857 126,557 101.542 -23:315 -36,237

. SuIrlotel 4 7,052,270 4.116.642. 317,345 4,495,297 4.070.924 42$ ;373 2,664,001 -

CoestructiOn trojetts $10,000 719,666 719,6(6 714,017 5,579 115,913

TotLI $ 7,552,270 5,536.305 317.345 3,218.963 4,755.011 433,552 2,779;914

(1



Exhibit VIII.1

LAC COURTE'OHEILLES

TRIBAIdOVERNMENT

EXampieS of indirebi cost as applied to tribes

THEORETICAL OVER-RECOVERY: EXIMPLE %).

. VDEFINITION: Theoretical over-recovery occurs when the actual expense of the I/C pool is.less
than the amount justifying the approved rate as determined by the Subseguent.OIG.
Audit. . . .

.
.

AUDIT:
t. Approved Approved Actual-- Negative

FY Rate ndget, Expense Difference'
81 '. 28.2% $94,000 $600,000 350,000

*41
ACTION: Rate for fiscal year 1983 is negatively adjustedby 350,000, thus:

'-

Adjusted Additional
Proposed Approved Adjusted I/C Pool Actual Tribal

FY Rate Budget Rate Income Expensea Debt
83 0% $700,000 (10%) $350,000 $700,000 t$350.0001,

AFFECTi The Tribe would be expected to spend in Fiscal Year "82 $700,000 while only being
, allowed to recover $350.000 due to the adjust for the $350,000 not spent in theit prior fiscal year. 'This creates a situation where the Tribe must find an independ-

ant source of revenue or gb in debt if it has no other sources of revenue.

This case assumed that the budget was fully funded (950,000) even if in fact it .

was not and is required if the Tribe wantS to avoid actual over-yebovery on grants
which they drew indirect cost at 28.2% (Fy "81) rate.

Oth, 5.8
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Exhibit VIII.2

THEORETICAL UNDER-RECOVERY: EXAMPLE #2

4(
DEFINITION: Theoretical under-reCovery occurs when the actual expense of the indirect coit pool

exceeds the amount justifying the appoved rate as determined by the subaeguent'OIG

audit, .

,

.
#

,

AUDIT: Approved Approved -Actual', PositiVe

FY Rate Budget, . Expense Difference

12 .20% $600,000 $800,000. . ' $200,000

ACTION: Rate for Fiidal Yeei "84 ii positively adjusted by $200,000.

4 Adjuited

Fi
Proposed Approved Adjusted , I/C Pool Actual Cash

Rate /ncome ExPenses Credit
Rate Budget

.

, .

84 .20%_ $900,000. .25% $1,000,000 $800,000 $200,000
- -

AFFECT: .
The Tribe would be expected to spend $800,000 While redo4r3.ng $1,000,000. This

, .

would have the tendency to inflate the expenses such that an ever increasing rate

would occur. However, as the rate increases the 4ifficu1ty of full recovery. at

.that rate becomes increasingly difficult anA thus i moot istsee.

000 59



EXHIDITliDLD4

ACTUAL OVER RECOVERY: EXAMPLE 113
.

DEFINITION: Actual over recovery Occurs when a individual contract payspore than what the approved

Indirect Cost rate allows.
-

":.

CONTRACT: , NAME DEPARTMENT.- FY APPROVED APPROVED ACTUAL . ACTUAL"'

RATE RECOVERY RECOT/ERY OVER-RECOVERY
Johnson
O'Malley B.I.A. '80 20.9t $14,324 $25,593 - $11,269

AFFECT: The Trfbe i..n.this case received,$11,269.00 more than they should have creiting pay-

back liability which must'surface during the closeout process. It would be left up

to the funding agency to iniElite the mechanism for paybacoA as the liability bas no
relationship to the carry -forrard adjustment on any future indirect boat rate. '

This happens when the actual recovery rate,($) was at an indirect cost rate 0)
big-her than the finally approved rate. The two rates are an outcome of under fund-

ing the, original Indirect ,Cost budget.

4.

,\

4.



ACTUAL SHORT-FALL (UNDER -RECOVERY): EXAMPLE 14

DEFINIT/ON4 Actual under-recovery or shortfall occurs when an individual contract pays less than

.14tat the approved 'Indirect Cost.rate allows...

' 3

EXHIBIT VIII.4

CONTRACT s NAM DEPARTMD1T FY . APPROVED APPROVED 'ACTUAL ACTUAL

RATE .RECOVERY RECOVERY IINDER'-. RECOVERY

Title / B.I.A. '80 20.9% $13,759 -* -0- $13,579

Voc. Ed., Ed. '80 20.9% . $38,007 ' $23,305 $14,702

AFFECT: These two examples show no recovery at all and partial recovery. The difference be.1,

Wean the apprOved recovery and the actual recovery is approximately $28,500 where the

Tribe must provide the cash either through independent revenues or go into debt. If.

the Tribe does neither, then the difference reauce4 the cash available"foi the indirect

cost, pool which would create a negative arty-forward adjustment in the future indirec't

cost rate.

In this partipular case, the Tribe went in debt.at our local tank through the umbrella'

arrangement for offsetting deficit accounts because we needed this level of administia-

tive support to effectively'administrate federal grants and contracts.

6 1.
-



THREE YEAR HISTORY OF SHORTFALLS IN INDIRECT COST

57

I

SUMARY

Rzhibit

History of the last three years of Indirect Cost activity Mew

the folloving:
* Actual spending equal to the ;a-proved

budget plus, in 1979 and 1980,Win over-
recovery of Wirect Cost from soma
programs.

Actual funding'öf the Indirect'Cost Pool
to be much smaller than tho approved bud-
get plus over-recovery, leading to large
deficits in all years. Those deficits
are cumulative.

FISCAL APPROVED APPROVED* OVER TOTAL ACTUAL SHORTYEAR RATE BUDGET RECOVERY SPENDING FUNDING PALL

1979 7.6% $267,691 $88,636 .$356,327. $150,464 ($205,863).
1980 20.9% 565,322 71,454 636,776 ?03,660 ($333,116)
1981 17:7% 599,146 0 59f,146 380,668 ' ($218,478)

,

TCIAL, $1,432,159 $160,09p $1,592,249 6834,792 ($757,07)
!Budget compared to

actual funding 41,432,159 (8834'092). 6597,367

_2§2.a./12
6757,457

41$

The Tribe has'made significant-Cuts In its adilnistrative1mdget

for FYv1981 in order to reduce the Indirect Cost rate to 17.7%
from 28.2%. For the-most part, salaries have been frozen at PY

1980 levels, and eliiination of vari,oUs TositiOns and cuts amost
departments have been affected sinceFebruary/March 1981.

Details asIndirect Cost funding by program appears on the folloWng
Yrpages.



Exhibit X

LAC COURTE OREILLES

.TRIBAL GOVERNMENf

Reduction in Indirect Cost Expenditures.

Line Item
Original . Actual
Approved First Quartet
FY "81 Indirect Expenses
Cost,Budget , ,06tober 1 - Dec. 31

1980

Revised
FY 'Sr
Indirect
Cost
Budget

Actual
.

Last Quarter
Expenses

dull, 1 - Sept.'30
1981

Total
Annual ,

Expenditures

Salaries 6
Wages' 153,632 6127,747.07, 101,270 $72,333.60 96,713

Fringe
Benefits

,
.23,752 12,490.08 16,750 7,481.11 12.788

Travel 17,362, . 15,349.13 7,970. ,40i90.24 10,029

,

Sitplies 13,410 . 8,736.48 6,059 724,151.01. 10,827

Utilities,
Maintenance,
Other 28,898 15 509.86 17,297 13 062.96 18,01IP

$237,054 $179,832.62 $149,342 $121,218.92 $148.4367

1

Monthy Basis

Annual Basis

679;018 $59,944, $49,781 $40,406 $49 475".

$948 217 "12,1,330 $597 368 $484,815 093,421

TOTAL ANNUM4 B;DGET (EXPENSES) $597,269 5934721

ACTUAL AGENCY FUNDING ,380.668 380,668

SHORTFALL $216,700 '6213,053

0.)( 63



July 14, 1981
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EXHIBIT XI 1

Rate Mans( of chanzmonei
P O. Box 69 Drummond. Wisconan 54832 Phone: 715439-6222

Mr. Gordon Tha7er
ChairMan
LCO Tribal governing Hoard
Route 2 ,

Hayward, WI 54843

Dear Cordon:

With some dismay I must report to you that beginning January
1, 1982 we will no longer be abls tp merge the various accounts
of the Tribe into one balance. As you'know, during the past
10 Months ehls program hasenablcdthe Tribe to Utiliie all
funds on deposit with the Bank without having to make trdnsfers
to cover overdrafts in the general fund. This, hats been a cost
savings procedure both for the State Hank af DruMmond and for
*the accounting department at-LCO. However, es the enclosed
notice from the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation indicates

no longer be able to offset over drafts against accounts
ehat haye funds, even though they are held in the same right
and capacity. .

I would appreciate if yog would make provisions to handle this
.

practice as soon as practical wiin yotir accounting department
as I believe it should be institated prior to January 1, 1982

-'to insure it is working smoothly.

If you have any questions dr if
4 plOrpd feel free to ontdct me.

.Sinpely,

,t417
PayT.ond 1 .

!resident

fldli/vV

CC: Dar0,11 Coons
Duane Slayton

enc.

Diamh Officer

I can be or any. aasiatance,

Blunt% WiSconsin 715495.404
Wq.eorvin 7j$496.36411 .

L. 64
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EXjIIBIT XI, 2
. ,

FE.OERAt DEPOSITINSuRIlift CORPORATION.ww.eywkot 20421

' 4'
.h.

oer1/4c.tr,to i; 1 H E..noxi ntei..:1E Fr

,

, ?*'-'
.

. I- ,..? '''' Zee`
`f

,: : ' ,.
-REPORT OF COUDITIbir

. .'

.i... . . ..

. 1 .

.. ,e
.0". . BL=43:81.

Firt.,

. .4i.. July R. 1981 :

.. .1,,:.' . , - . '..
',

.,. ... , ;..-
TO:. ''CH1EF EXECUTIVE OFFICEiS OF INSURED BA(KS

. 1- .

2 e,..

SUBJECT!' Offsetting of:Overdrafts:1n Accounts

%- Held in the Tt Wit did Capacity'
, '.. e. %

* . . ' .

A rovtew'of,reOok7ni procedures-and
;equirein'ents under7thh,leder11.6eposit

. .
. .

-,Insur-ance:ACt hav,revealed-tbat
a-practicellrat has been algowed ferea number

4 4

of yeal.vfOlates the 'statbte.
Thit practidels the offsetting in Reperts of

Condition of overdrafts in one accoUnt ag'ainst'funds in ano4er_account if

the accounts asp held jn the same right and cgvicity. Section'X(a)(4) of the

Act states in part:

I

.

"....each iosurcd.haok tall report the total

,

amount of itie..liabiri-t1

of the bank fdr deposits in the main office and in any branch....with-

outanv deduction for indebtedness Of depositors or creditors (empha-

. sis added)...."
.

. .

'

.

.
, .

.
.. ,,

-.

All overdrafts must be reported in future Reports of Condition INN gross basis

with no offsets between accounts even
'ff they arc held in,thevsame right and'

,capacity. This will be the case for both commercial and trust accounts.

,

This revised reporting procedure will become effeCtive on Jiinuarkl, f02,-and .

will apply beginning with the.harch 31, 1982, Report of Condition. If youave,:"
any questions on this matter, please call the undersigned toll-free on 800-

424-4334.. extension 735.
g

bz,y
J. David Shaffer

Fiscal Agent

Distribution:
Insured Commercial and Mutual Savings Banks

65 Al
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Pride Of the Ojibwa.
Rout() 2 perward. %%mond:154843

(71536344134

March 14, 1980.

. 1 s State Bank of Drummond
Drummond, Wisconsin

BE: Tribal Bank Account(s)

*.. Attention: Raymond Budnick!, President

EXHIBIT XI.3

As your largest customer, we have an urgent requirement to ask of your
* bank:1

.

,
-Except for our Housing Authority and Tribal Enterprises,
the sug total of all our accounts with you must daily pe

l' coniidcred as apithaeticelly conmaidated.

t .

An over-draft, for example% would only come to the fors.whon the sum
total of ell cheCks.presented exceed deposits. This allows us to
propqrly dIgposif to the requisite accounts and yet know that an under-
draft in o q account permits an over-draft in anothor. Upon a consdlidated
over-draft position, notes or other line-of-tredit ehort-term arrangements
can_be_made to_cover that.inierim_shortage-likewise_this,would_lessen_ ,_ _
the probabilities of transfers and similar aajustmcnts.

. .

Not ost thousands but millions flow through your bank as generated by.
us. We (eel this request is consistent with banking principles and
guldalines. If you see some legal difficulty with providing.us with this
courtesy', please adyise immedidtely.

/

A
, -

Sincerely,
_ -

It: 'Nano. tlayton

Wcang Executive Dlrector

19-89. 0 - 83 - 5
66
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EXhibit Xls4.

RESOLUTION NO. SO-6a

Passed July S, MO.

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING DEPOS/IORY BANK
TRANSFER FUNDS AMONG OHAFKING ACCOUNTS,

By the lac Courte Oreillee Band of Leke Supierior

Chippewa Indians 9f arderally racognized Indian

tribe, here,and after referred to. erTribr4r.

WHEREAS the undersigned has designated the Stati Bank

of Drummond, Drummond
Wisconsin, hereinafter referred to as

"Bank" as the depository bank for the4unds of the Tribe, and,

WHEREAS the Tribe presently.maintaips.numerous

acceunts including checking,accounts
at said Bank and mayf as

needed, establish additional
accounts at said Bank, and,

WHEREAS it is in the belt interest of the Tribe that

said Bank be authorized and empowered to transfer funds from Tribe
!

accounts, including,checking accounts
presently maintained, or

to be establishedinto'other
accounts including checking accounts

pre'seWtly maintained or which are established in the future,

IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED that said Dank is authorized, and

empowered to transfer funds from any Tribe account or checking

accounts into any other account or checking account of the

Tribe, presently maintained or which are established iWthe

future, when in the sole discretion of the Bank itis deemed

desirable for banking
purposes; provided that the Tribe Shall

be given notice ocany transfera and deposits .within'a,reasonible

time after any transfer is made.' For purposes of this, reSolution

oply, notification in the monthly checking account statement shall

be notice within a reasonabra time.

IT /S FURTHER RESOLVED. that the Tribe assumes full re-

_
sponsfbility and., Ilolds harmless ',e Bank:for any and'all transfers

made pursuant to,this resolution.

67



Exhibit on, 5

IT IS FURTHER RESOLVED that this resolution supplements

and does not replace or repeal any previous resolutions of the

Tribe,relating to deposits with the Bank.

Lac Courte Oreilles Band of.Lake Superior Chippewa Indiins of

Wisconsin, a Feilerally recognized Indian Iilabe.

BY:
Lac Courte Tribal Governing Board

clAtt.ct1)
nairman

A477.:017( e.
. Vice Chairman

Secretary Treas.. -r

044 20'
Courti Mcnber

1:34,41.1
Counsel Pica:pea

-41

o
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LAC COURTE OREILLEt

TRIBAL GOVERNMENT

Tribal Asset Usacm

Tribal

rachlbit,XXX:i

a

Timber Example.

Annual
AceumUlated

Allowable Cut
Allowable Cut

of Timber on
as of .

- Sustained 7
1/1/79 of

Yield Basls-
A/1 Timber Tvoes****

-Pulp/firewood: 10,362 cords**

rNwlogs 475-MBP***

10.

0' Includes Timbhr on all 17,000
.acre$,,of which only 10,000 .

acrosAre suitedto modern, .0.,
forestry, sustained-yleld ractices

*"' A *cord* is a unit or=sure-,
went of logs 4
piled 8* x 4' x.4*-

MP stands for thousand.board foot,

a board foot being 12" x 12 x

But does not include hemlock and

tamarack
Approximate "stumpage" value $396,435

(sale of *standing tiMber"$.:

90,238 acids

3,349 MBP

*

*

41W

o'
1

1. 4

69
9,,

4.14

Approximate
Currentaair
Market Value
of Accumulated
Allowable Cut

92,785,940

*.$3-,I1E-,--2B2******
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Exhibit XII.2

LAC COURTE OREILLES

TRIBAL GOVERNMENT

Tribal endowments and Settlements

Lac Courtc Oreilles Tribe participated in )udgement
claims awarded by the Court of-Claims for,daMagcs to the tribe
involving the sale of land-undcr the 1837 and 1854 treaty. These
'Claims arc called; Docket 18-C STd. Lac'Courte arcilles share
of the total:award is approximately 3.3 million dollars. Many '

othallaands of Lake Superior Chippewas andlMississippi Chiftewas
participate in this award. In addition to these dockets there is
Docket 18-S and 18-0 which have not been appropriated.

Docket 18-C was appropriated in 1974 and Docket 18-T was
appropelated on October 31, 1972. The principle'amount for Dock-
et 18-C and 18,-D Was $1,1?2,603.84. The total interest on these
two (2) dockets as of August 31, 1981 was $944,416.93. Thus,
the total of 18-C and 187D principal plus interest as of August
31, 1981,equals $2,670,020.77.

By statute there is mandatCd that 20% cv4the judgeMent Claims
award must be directed toward Tribal Government. Ptior to use of
tliese judgementclaimsmoney, it is imperitive that the Tribe come
up with a payment roll and a distribution plan voted upon by..the
membeys of the Tribe in a referendum called for that purpose.

OTHER XITEGATION

Lac Courto'Oreilles Tribe is presently in setticMent negoti-
ations with Northern State Power Company and others regarding the
Chippewa FloVage which is partially ipundates the Lac Courtc Ore-
ipes Reservation. As a zasult of flooding for power'purposcs
the Lac COurtc Oreilles Tribe is damaged by that action which dev-
astated a rice crop which has been stipulated to of been 25,000
pounds Per year. Thc marhet rate for wild rice today varies be-
tWeen $5.00 and MOO per pound. Although it is too early to pre-
dict the outcome of this matter, it is clear that the Tribe has
suffete'd damages fOr over 61 years for the loss,of rice,, which4
must be addressed. Also the Tribe continues to suffer the loss
of rice every year thatsthfl pe,wnr dam is operated for power pur-

, poses. ,

. Finally, thl:::14 Courtc Oreilles Tribe is alpo suing a vendor
for a fraudulent sale of equipment to the Tribe.This complaint

1 entails damages in the amount of approximately $370,000 dollars.
'Again it is too early to tell whether the Tribe's demands will bo
met.,

0.

,
V

41.
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EXHIBIT XIII

LAC COURTE OREILLES

TRIBAL GOVERNMENT

PROBA13LE IMPACT OF NOT SOLVING THIS PROBLEM
-

The affect of not receivinc), Immediate Tommie Relief i quite 41antiliC.
1013 have cited kelp/ a nurber of events which cculd cccur, for instance;

1. There would be a freeze on Federal. Program Funds Of
approximately $600,000.00, which'are now in other

accounts in' the State Bank of druzmond to off-set
therein the General Fund Account now-in deficit in

that amount.

2. In order to continue opecatiens for the next 6 tolt* -

months would require minso of these Federal Program

Funds. Approximately June of 1982, there would ba
Complete shut-down of all grant and contract activities
as a rosult of the State Rank of Drummond freeze. As a

result of bein4 a defaulted contradter, we may not be

eligible for subsequent program funding for FY 1982 - 83

and future years.

the Education Program, and the 'tainted school employees
and Children, would be shut-down'as a result, about 300' 4
students would-be required.to-gd into local'schoql dis-
tricts with corresponding increase costs tothe school
districts: federal funding wou141 be requIrod to'give Indian

Children a proper cducatien. Buildings, which ha've pro-
santly been paid for would not be effectively used.' In

addition, ebout 100 employees and instructors Would not
bi oingloygd, of which, about 50-are non-Indian.

4. Unemployment compensation 'and other forms of financial
aid would be required for approximately 2000 Tribal Members.'

S. The Tribal Enterprises provide the ability for the.Tribal
Government to.enjoy thp economic multiplier effeet. Me--
believe the multiple affect is at le4st 21/4 to 3 times the'-

initial levol ofcfederal prdgram funding. The annual,

Tribal Midget is $7,600,000 to $8,000,000.00. On thks

basis the minimum economic effect is between 20,060000
to $24,000,000 per year.

6, Discontinued 'Tribal Operations. would ke a waste of

past expenditures for various buildings, goods and -

services and personnel. Major inventmepts have been

made in personnel training to admInistiler an effective

and efficient Tribal Government and the rolated Feder.s1

Progrd:ss. In addition, the cost. of Tribal Operations'
would require a major rebuilding of tlTtibal Govern-
ments goals and ojbectiyes without changiellt the oyerali,

costs to the Federal Government.'

7. We anticipate the Bureau of Indian Affairs woiild be
forced to administer variotni grants and programs 'Such

as the P.Lll.8 activities. .

-41r-
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LAC.COURTE 0 GILLES
TRIBAL OOVWMR1T

TY 1982 INPIRECT COST BUDGET

DEPARTMENT
BUDGET

EXHIBIT XIV

PERCENT IHDIRECT
CHARGED TO BUDGET
INDIRECT

'TRIFAL COUNC/L

SALARIES .. 4148,700.00
FRINGE swarm 24,600%00
OTHER 67 500.00

SUBTOTAL TRIBAL COUNCIL $240,800.00 50% $120,400.00

ALI"CCONT/NG

SALARIES '175,285.00

FRINGE.BENEFITS ;9,000.00
OTHER 15 000.00

.

SUBTOTAL ACCOUNTING $219,285.0b 100% $219,285.00
1

DATA PROCESSING

SALARIES 32i400.00

FRINGE,DENEFITS 5,400.00

OTHER . , 21 500.00

SUBTOTAL DATA PROCESSING 59,300.00 100%. ' $ 59,300.00

ADMINISTRATION /
SALARIES 108,235.00
FRINGE BRNEFITS I. 17,900.00 .
OTHER ' 34 450.00

v.

'SUBTOTAL ADMINISTRATION ', 160,585.00 100% $160,585.00
\-SPACE COSTS

SALARIES , 41,2qst0p,

FRINGE BENEFITS 7,937.00
OTHER 35 000.00

..

* SUB!,ALSPACE COSTS 91,178.00_, 47.6V $ 4p400.00

'SWITCHBOARD

.SALARIES

1
, 9,460.00..!.'

TRINGS BE11E TS '' 1,564.00'

OTHER 32 000.00

=MAL SWITCHBOARD 43 024.00 4' 30%. 012,900.00
TOTAL AT.' $814,172.00 $615,876.00

' 7 2
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EXHIBIT XV

LAC COURTC OREILLES
TRIBAL GOVERNMENT

EST/MATED NET INtOMES OF TRIBAL ENTERPRISES

Commercial Cantor

Cranberry Marsh

Development Corporation

FY 81

$47,000
..te
N/A

N/A **

°TY 82

$162,500

135,000

250,000

TY 83

$ 82,500

30,000

150,000

* Forost Products
(279) 50,001)*** 75,000***

Gams 12,092 41,000 6,600
-;.-

Graphic Arts (2,970) 1,500 15,000

$55,143 $640,000 $359,100

50% 27,921 820,000

30i 16,752 192,000

.179,550

107,730

* Deferred to 1982

** Profits Carriod Forward

to TinancliNow Projects

*** Inckuding *Stumpago" monios

returned to Tribe

73
)3
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LAC"cOURTE OREILLES

"TRIBAL GOVERNAENT

. Exhibit XVI

4uggented revision to thendirect Cost Reimbursement FundingApproach.

Recommendations for OPiscussitol / t, e/
1. For fiscal year 11, intervene to secur..e full funding for con-,

tract support at the rate negotiated and approved by.the. Offide
of InspectorGeneral. Modifications to individual contract per
each federal funding agency would be required.

2. Contract support funding in'the form or-"Cost Allocation Plans"
arc not being approyed by DIG for medium to small Indian Tribes',
although such plans maybe more Workable by tribcs such as ours.

3. The Cognizant Agency should also function as the lead funding
agency by supporting.the Tribe with i..ts.indirect cost bUdgeted
funds and then seeking reimburement from the other funding
agencies.

14, prif,1/1./ 0

1 74
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CoVER03444?

Pride Of Hie Ojibwa

ROuto 2 Hayward. Wisconsin 54843

(715)4344534

RESOLUTION NO.

WHEREAS, the Lac Courtc Oreilles Tribe has experienced phenomonal

growth in the past 10 years, ineteasing our population

on the ReserVation by 100% and going from a Tribal Budget

Of $1500 to now over $6,000,000 per year, and'

WHEREAS, the Tribal governmental
employment has gone in' 10 years

from no full-time employees to a seasonal high of over

300 pZ-Oplel, and

WHEgEAS, implementing and developing the conceptt of sovereignty,

self-determination and self-nufficiencv takes an adecuate-

ly funded, strong, well-organired Tribal Governing Board

and central administrative staff, and

WHEREAS, the main moahn of funding central Tribal Governmeneis

through U.S. Government procedures undet "Indirect Cost"

program(s) which the Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe began to

increasingly participate in over the past 4 years, and

WHEREAS, tho annual budgetary needs of Lac Courte Oreillen central

Tribal Governmca is $77650,000, but even protected fund-

__ _ing has Aallen woefully short qf that figure, and

WHEREAS, ,demands on central Tribal Government continue to increase

as the population grown and more and better services are
requested by Tribal MembeEnj and

WHEREAS, indirect cost funding consists of the application of a

governmently authorized percentage of revenues attributalnle

to garious governmently
supported programs which is pre-

sumably reflective of the common utilization of central

administrative services by the yarious programs, and

WHEREAS, the TrA,be dying recent years has been assigned varying

indirect cost rates,- and

WHEREAS, despite the aniignment of a particular inairect cost rate

the various agencies of the Government which contract

With the Tribe may or ray not apply th& established rate

to program funding and upon their initial utilization of
particurar rata may adjust thp rates sohereafter due to

limitation of funds, and

'75
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WHEREAS, the Bureau of. Indian Affairs has asserted an ability to
pay only approximatelyone half of the Tribe's approved
indirect coat rate in recent years, and

WHEREAS, any deficiency in contribution toward the central admin-
istrave expenses by any government agency means that
the fund, if projected correctly, will be inadequate to
meet the needs of the central administrative services of
the Tribe, and

WHEREAS, the problem has been greatly compounded because those
agencies which have alloucd an adequate contribution to-
ward central administrative government arc authorxzed
thereafter to seek a rebate if expenses utilized by
central administrative government exceed the projected
amount, and

WHEREAS, the above procedures arc especially adverse to Indian
Tribes because of the Wide range of administrative detail
and the many agency programs associated with a fully
functioning Tribal Government, and

WHEREAS, the above procedures,impair the proper functioning of.
tribal government and impair adequate projections and
accountability in that (1) Indirect Cost funds cannot
fOkm an adequate basis of administrative services of
an Indian Tribe unleSs all agencies with whom the Tribe
deals honor U. Indirect Cost rate Zstablished by the
appropriate federal agency (2) some agencies becatse of
their internal policies or because of their limitation
of funds do not honor the rate but rather set atlesser
rate thereby creating a deficit in monies.'neceSsary to
run the establiLhed programs (3) upon the creation of
a deficit those federal agencies that do contribute in
accordance with the established rate or less ihan the
established but more than +he averadB-contribution arong
the agencies, thereafter seek a rebate of funds or re-
duction during the following'year's funding (4) the
above creates a downward spiral that can be resolved
only through rqduction of progxam services, federal
agcnoios honoring the original commIttment, or addit-
ional monies being brought ilkto fill the void, and

WHEREAS, the cash flow problems that Lac Courtc Oreilles is cur-
rently sufferAng results from the transportation of in-
ter-governmental accounting within a single agency under
a standard rate to the application of governmental funds
from many agencies, with many different standards and
diffCrent policies, tribal affairs, and

WHEREAS, thy mmnitary problems at Lac Courtc OreilleS have been
exave.rated in the pest three years due to accumulaCing
,undsr-recoveries each year, and.

76
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WHEREAS, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has recently based it's

indirect cost rate attributable to Lac Courte Orcilles at

a proportional share less than other tribes because of

Lac Courte Oreilles' conservative
estimates of it's

forthcoming expenditures thus resulting in a proportionate

disadvantage to Lad Courte Oreillest while, however, at

the same time the Bureau of Indian Affairs at its reduced

rate paid a indirect cost rate to Lac tourte Oreilles in

excess of other agencies, and

WHEREAS, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has specified that due to its

paying a rate greater than other agencies, it is entitled

to a rebate, and

WHEREAS, the problems inherent in the fallacious reasoning behind

indireet cost accounting do not arise in any manner from

the policies, practices or provams of the. Tribe, and

WHEREAS, @the Tribe's banking institution, State Bank of Drummond,

has been in the practice of considering all the various

accounts of the.Tribe as one account for purposes of
aseertaining'a daily balance, and'

WHEREAS, this procedure has been ayiproved and permitted by the

Witcontin State Banking CommisGioner, and

WHEREAS, all of the accounts of the Tribe are held by the tribe

in the same right and capacity, to wit, the authority of

the Tribal Governing Beard over the fiscal activities of

the Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe, and

WHEREAS, the indirect cost cash shortfall as aforesaid hat resulted

in one Tribal.bank account, the general fund account, to
be-operatIng in the red for a number of months, althbugh

offict by a positive balances ir 11 eihatelfeedUnts AS

totalled, and

WHEREAS; as of January 1, 1982, the FederalDeposit InsUrance Corp-
orationis not permitting th raetice of off-setting

to continue, and

WHEREAS, there appears io be no way being legally exempt from this

.recent determinatibn of FDIC, and

WHEREAS, this recent ruling will result in a chaotAe and crippling
situation come the first of the 7 car in 1982, and
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-WHEREAS, since the current,financial difficulties of the Tribe
wore created throngh application of governmental pro-
ceduies, it is appropriate that the Tribe seek assit-
ance from the federal government in addreshing-ih a
fiscally responsible manner the current deficit, partic-
ularly since the Tribe has no-tax base upon which to
draw, and

WHEREq, the Las Courte Oreilles Tribo has sought technical
assistance from the Bureau of Indian Affairs in addrets-
ing inadequate contract support funding on numerous
occasions in-prior years, and

, WHEREAS, the Buieau of Indian Affairs has failed to actively
,..

address Lac Courte Oreilles request for.technical assist-
ance,on the inadequacies of indirect cost funding, and

WHEREAS, the lack of teehniCal assistancetalls compounded and con-
tributed to the problem of underS4Whding indirect cost
funding by the Lde Courte Oreilles Tribe,. and

WHEREq, the working relatioqship between the Office of Inspector
General and tho Lac Courte Orreilles Tribe has deteriorated
,in prior years because of a lack of adequate understanding
of indirect cost principles, and'

'

WHEREAS, the Lac CourteOrnilles Tribo has now begun to comprehend
the cemplexities and inadequacies of Indirect Cost funding

'and has implemented necessary corrective action i.e. rc-
duction in tribal adMinisgtrative staff., reduced administ-
rative spendingillevels,Addced the FY 1982 Indirdct Cost
Rate, testified-to the House Idterior Appropriations
.Committeo with detailed documentation on the harships
baused by the inadequacies of Indirect Cost funding,

I .
WOW THEREFORE RH ITIRESOLVED, that the Bureau of Indian Affairs in

conjunction evith its trust responsibility to federally
.recognized tribes,assist the Lac Courte pweilles'Tribo
: through this financial crisis created by the inadequacies

of Indirect Cost funding, by considering the following
proposals: % /..

1% Provide long term (104yeaT) low interest
loan to.the Lac Courto Oreilles Tribe
that would include thc $650,000 doficit
created by inadequate indirect cent fun07
ing and $150.400 necossary for,operatinka
capitol foeFY 1982, and

2. Write off ehe actual over-recovery
deficit_of $160..000 created in PY 1979,.
1980; and 1981.

1.
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3. Take a propriatc actiOU to prevent

furth' linancial shortfalls created
by the inadequacies.of the Indirect

Cost funding formula

CERTIFICATION

Z, the undersigned, as
Secretary-Treasurer of the Lac Courte Draillos

Tribal Governing Bcerd, hercby certify that'the Governing Board is cci-

posed of members of whom, 4 being present, constituted a quorum

at a meeMi thereof duly
arra, convened, and held on this day

of ,
1901; that the foregoing resolution was duly adopted

at said meeting by 'an affirmative vote of members; against,

and that said resolution has not been rasa-GMTEr amonder=iny way.

James M. Schlendex, Secretary-Treasurer
Lac Courtc Oreilles Tribal Governing Board.

7 9
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United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

141511CAPOUS ARCA orrice
IS totnu in 11 flown'

MINSLAPOUS. MINNESOTA LUM

--Cordon C. Thayer, Chairman
Lac Courte Oreilles Tribal Governing Board
Reute 2
Hayward, WI 54843

ISEP 3 0 1981

Dear Hr. Thayer:

This letter is in:reply to several questions yceu asked in your letter of
August 7, 1981.

Additional funding to the amount of $36,000.00 has been made available for
continuatilen of your contract with Coopers and Lybrand. These funds have
been obligoted under Contract NO. F50014201915.

You express concern over which bank could force your government into
receivership which would come under the federal proceedings contained in
the Revised Bankruptcy Act of 1978, P. L. 95-598, 11 U.S.C.18 101-1482.

It is our Solicitor's Opinion that a tribal government may not be a debtor
under Section 109 of the Federal Bankruptcy Act. That section provided that

'only a person that rocided in the United States,,or hni a
domicile, a place of business, or a municipality may be a debtor
under this title!'

101100e

Person is defined as "individual, partnership and copoiation, but does
Jet include governmental unit.",_11Y,S,C, 10/(30).

.

Municipality means "political subdivision or public agenci"or instrumenta-
lity of a state." 11 U.S.C. 5 101(29).

They further state,..."It is elbar, then, that a tribal government does
not fall within the provisions of Section 101, and therefore, the Bankruptcy
Act does not apply."

They also mention that AB to a tribal 'corporation the conclusion it the
same,'bUt less direct. The Solicitor states corporations aro "persons"
who may be debtors under Section 109, but tribal Lusinesses incorporated
under tribal law have spacial characteristics. - chiefly owing to the
limitations on their susceptibility to suit - which effectively preclude
appltcation of Abe Bankruptcy Act. Tribal businesses chartered under a
tribal conetitution may have some.assets specifically pledga to meet the
debts 6f the corporation. Other properq not specifically plegad or.
assigned is not generally available to satisfy debts, however.

0

4,1
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The question as towhether the bank can collect monies from your other

accounts to satisfy a delinquent account, however, wou1,51 be Applicable to

O Ptc-and_lederal_banking statutef%
Banks nominally in the course of

sound business practICCI"i:Eiiitie depositors with more than one account 0
to sign statements allowing them to secure funds from another,account to 1..Cs.

satisfy a deficit account.

We should point out.that the Bureau of Indian Affairs has no requirement

that you maintain separate bank accounts for leech program and that the

administrative funds be kept separate. A contractor has an obligation

to spend the funds in a contract for the purposes of the contract, ace

29 CFR * 271.74 (3). Our fiscal accountability requirement is'that a

contractor's accounting records meet acceptable accounting_spAndards, see

25 crR s 271.46. This,is to provide.an audit trail on all the /vine items*

in'eaCh contract. The onlx0xceptien to the above iscsomeNeducation

programs.

Contracts and grants ynIier P. L. 93-638 arc cost reimbursable and as such

funds should be advanced only enough to cover fr.-ectiqp needs. Since you-

are under the letter of credit system to litisii expenditures under your

contracts the regulations of the U. S. Treasury apply. Chapter 2000,1;2025

of the U. S. Treasury Hanual states "Advances - shall bo limited tw.artimem

Amounts necaslary for immediate disbursement and shall be timed tollm

in accord bnly with the actual immedate cash requirements - in carrying

out ehe purrose of an apprevA pretra.l."

If has eNtessIvR,,amounta_of-taall onttend beyond their immediate

needs, they would bc in violation of the above segulstiqns which could lead

to a suspension of their Patter of credit.

,If a contractor had received advances of funds for a contract and lost

control:or these funds this would not excuse the eontractor from perierming

ehe contract. Failure to'perform vould bets breech of contract, cce.

271.75 of 25 CFR.

(The dilemma in which you arc now faced is caused, snd.it appears ye arein

/ agreement ort this, that is has been brought about by an excessive litdirect

cost.rate in prior years lending to large Mooants of over.cocovecY.

7c-review of your accounts receivable from previews years to present sifts

f. that you are making good progress in extraditing
yourself from the problem.

"_.

We would suggest that for Fisesi Year 1982 careful attention be given in

budgeting administrative COSLS for each proIra4. It would also,sppear that

yeti are probably going to have to make a determination as to whether a

reduction of administrative and program staff may not be necessary in order

tb further reduce your accounts.payable.
It seems fairly certain that there

will be further program ctiti-this coaag year and if it is &fixable to

maintain past service levels°as much as
possible,staff pay have to bereduced.

9
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The fact :that other government agencies do not provide full indirect costs
for their.contracts is a problem with many tribal contractors. We arc %
asking the, Central Office to bring this,to the attention of Congress with
Soe4 possible solutions.

If we can 6C-'of further help in aiding you in this problem, please advise.

'""'"'P.-:*
e Sincerely,

1,9-891 0 83 6

.

14.
I.

.11111.1
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SUMMARY

Reductions in FY '11 Indirect Cost Spending

October 1, 1810 - September 30, 1911

L.C.O.
!TIDAL
DEFT.

APPROVED
BUDGET
1621.2%

NET RENEGOTIATED
REDUCTION BUDGET

1 17.7%

ACTUAL
EXPENSE

thru 9/30/81

ACTUAL
RE-

DUCT=
COMNENTS

!ribtl ,

..../

:ouncil $ 173,705 $ 59,010 $114,695 $189,114 ($16,179)
4

Wcounting 207,720. '7,207 200,513 159%814 $ 47,176

egal 61,330 11,457 12,873 12,440 55,190

Data 4....

Processing 93,460 46,719 4 46,141 31,174 17,486

8dmin. 277,415 128,393 149,022 41,340 236,075

Space
:osts 1.2.7,517 13,749 73,131 . 154,239 ($266,52)

AL

i
i _941,217._ $ 350,535W $187,612 .$583,721 $354,496

8
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DETAIL BY TRIBAL DEPARTMENT,
REDUCTIONS IN FY 81 INDIRECT COST SPENDING

October 1, 1980 - September 30, 1981

Approved
-Line Budget
Iter 8 28.21

Tribal
Council

,

Salaries 109690
hinge 16959
Other 47056
Sub-Tot. 173705

'Acct. .

'Sa1aries 160640
'Pringe 24815
Other 22245

, 80b-Tot. 207720
,

Letial
-Salaries 4I10.0

Prige 4355
Other 20875
Sub*Tot.. 68330

Proc.'
33137igs 43780
Pringe , 6768
Other ', 42912
Sub-Tot.'. 93460

Admin.
Salaries 207140
Fringt 7,32025

Other 18250
Sub7Tot. 277411

S1;ace

Inge 8066
alaries 52179

her 67342
S. -Tot. 127587

TOTAL 948217

.

Renegotiated Actual

". liefBudgeti Exsp. Actpal

.Reduction 8 17.7% thru 9/30/8A Reduction Comment

(23476) .

40190 69500 133166 ,

5464 11495 11007 ( 1049)

13356 33700 38711$ 8345

59010 114695 189884 (16179)

4

(260) _ 1609d0 127390 33250 .

(1778) -- 26613 17370s - 7465

9245 13000 1A084 7161

7207 2b051.3 1598.44 4787Et

32067 . 9033 - -. 9033 32067

4861 "*--I494 - *1061 , , 5294 4 4- ,
18529 2346 2346 18529

55457 12813'-------
12440 55990

..c'

18603 25177 24604 19176

2604 8164 2717 4051

25512 17400 4653 34259

46719 46741 35974 57486

92140 115000 34475 172665 Excludes only

13003 19022 4054 27971 Grant Adm.

21250 15000 2211 35439 Personnel Mgr.

128393
.

149022 41340 236075 Rxecutive Dir.,

5

20520
2829

31659
5237

58425
7943

(6246)Actual Includ
123 Safety

30400 36942 87871 (20529)Switchbo4rd, - 46s,

53749 73938 154239 (26642) Other
Categories

1,

350535 597682 593721 354496

8 5
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SUMMARY

THREE YEAR HISTORY OF,SOORTPALLS IN INDIRECT COST

Sistory of the last three years of Indirect Cost activity shows

the following:
1

Actual spending equal to the approved
budget plus, in 1979 and 1980, an over-
recovery of Indirect Cost from soma
programs.

Actual funding of the Indirect Cost Pool
to be much smaller than the approved bud-
get plus over-recovery, leading to large
deficits in all years. These deficits
are cumulative.

.

?ISCAL
"YEAR

APPROVED
RATE

APPROVED
BUDGET

OVER TOTAL ACTUAL SHORT
RECOVERY SPENDING rumaNG - FALL

- "

196
081

1

2,61,...e

. 20.98 '

17.78 ?;...

42$7,'49t

565,322

599446

"'"4414e6W

,71,454

0

-5353217 "w$150;464 (285,863)
636,776 303,660 ($333,116) '.

- 380 668 MU 474.599,144
a ; - - .. ' a IC ..-14'

TOTAL

Tudget compared to
actual funding

$1,432,159

61,432,159

$160,090 81,591,249 $834,02

($834,792).

($757,457)

$597,367
-1§21.1112
057,457

- ,-
The Tribe has.made significaei cuts in its adhinistrative budget

for FY 1981 in Order to reduce the Indirect Cost rate to 17.78'

flea1.28.18. For the most part, salaries have been frozen at ff

1980 levels, and elimination of ,various positions and cuts in most
4departments'have been effected since February7Mareh 1911.

Details of Indirect Cost funding by program appears on the fotlowing
pages.

,
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THREE YEAR HISTORY OF INDIRECT COST FUNDING

DEPT or
INTERIOR

APFMNED APFROV-D ACTUAL :WORT OVER.

INOIRMT INDIRECT FUNDING FALL RECOVERY

COST RATE COST
BUDGET

r TY *79' 7.6%

I.T.A.C.
I.T.A.C.-D.P.
I.T.A.C.-C.E.D.
Self Dot.

Nigher Ed.
Adult Voc. Trng.
Direct EmploYeent
H.I.P.
Road Maint.
Title I
VIA- PP

13626
15296
4124
1359

:271:

2988
97$

1976
1520
5723
29271

$UB TOTAL

20.9%PY*80*

- 89121

Adult Voc. Ed.
. 2888

4"4"1"19#12P9t
42,

#

0 . 0

0
13626
15296 0 '.

0
III!

-0

0 1.
V 'f4106

9122
10388

03997
. 0 4.373425

749 229 0

2754 0 778
5400 0 3880

5074 0 2185
340 . 19 0

112862 44648 04300

, 0 5723 0

106149 0 . 7687$

.

4-'1' - 0. ,:.-* lilso4.1x.14 , 3.mi4k ,Bicihee Ed.,
o 1540

, A

I.T.A.C.
25101. 4(7.7

v.rtt..?). a47.Y.....5556,....... ;I

J.O.M.
14324 '

25593 0 11259

IS.I.A. - P.P. 103356 146402 0- 43046

Title X
13759-
8213H.I.P.

Conservation
579

Road !taint.
1220

Audit
3950

Carden Project
209

Youth Consv. CorPm.
742

Rights.Prot%Otron
25

Self Petermtnatio5 3498

2415 Clammi . 6169

Sumner Screening 1873

SUE TOTAL

PY *81" 17.7%

Adult Voc. Ed.
Dfrect Employment
Highor Ed.
I.T.A.C.
J.0.11.
School Operations
Title I
H.I.P,
Road Maintenance '
Zorestry
Rights Protectioe
Indian Child Welfare
Self Determination

0 13759 0

8236
.

_ 0 13
0 579 0

5400 0 4180
0 3950 '0

0 209 0

0 742 0
:50 2 0

0 349
0 5169 0

0 1873
ill 0

188199 225106 30893 67800*

4432 4432
1108 1108

14691 14691
2221$ 22218
13895 13895
110204 110284
17798 0 17 98

'5398 5398
3717 3717

' 4878 4878
30621 30621
3532 0 3 3i

7912 0 7 12

SUB 'DOTAL.

A

TOTM

240814 211242 29642 0

I.

S1%264 720 Ig;1:1 !".". %5
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, DETAIL BY FEDERAL DEPARTMENT

TULE YEAR HISTORY OF INDIRECT COST room

our roR APPROVED APPROVED ACTUAL SHORT OVERPUBLIC INDIRECT INDIRECT FUNDING FALL RzoovERr
WNW:WASTING COST RATE COST

BUM=

rr 479- 7.it

bone 0 0 0 0

FT "BP . 20.gt

Broadcasting 2075 0 2075 0
broadcasting Corp. Iffi 0 1996 0

TOTAL 4072 0 4072 0

1
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DETAIL SY FEDERAL DEPARTMENT

THREE YEAR HISTORY OF INDIRECT COST FUNDING

0EPT or
COYMERCE

Arritono
INDIRECT
COST RATE

Arrroyeo
INDIRECT
COST
BUDGET

AcibAL
PUNDING

sookr
PALL

OVER
. RECOVERY

1PY .79' 7.6%

None 0 0 0 0

C,

FY .40* 20.9%

N.T.I.R. 11177
\ 0 1477 0

Z.D.A. Planning 376 0 376 0

A.K.A. Planning 574 0 574 0

. .

sui vTAL 21127 0 - 2427 0

77 'SI 17;64

None 0 0 ,
$

total 2427 0 2827 0

4411,
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DETAIL DY FEARAL DEPARTMENT

TYREE YEAR HISTORY OF INDIRECT COST FUNDING

DEPT. OP
EDUCATION

APPROvTD
INDIRECT

COST RATE

APPROVED
INDIRECT
COST

BUDGET

ACTUAL
FUNDING

TY 79' 7.6%

Readstart Oper. 4485 0
ileadstart M/C 1586 5 o
Pre-School 4220 o
Title IV 22115 o
Teacher Training 4924 2488
Voc. Ed. 11735 11982

SUB TOTAL 51165 14470

rY 'SO* 20.9%

ABS-GED 13651 o
leadstart B/C 301 o
leedstart Oper. 15204 . o
Pre-School 24770 28184
Headstart T/TA 961, o
Teacher Training 23285 o
Titlo IV 70487 o
T1fli IV Libviry 2324 , o
Voc. Ed. 380e7 23305

SUB TOTAL 189002 51449

FY '81. 17.7%

X.I.R.E. 3135
,
(3135

ABE-GED 16977 6738
Readstart H/C .690 o
Headscarf Opor. 20178 0
Preschool 18050 6875
Meadstart T/TA 912 0
Treachor Trainihg 21934 9418
Titlo IV 30684 14260
Voc. Ed. 29141 ' o
Day Care 25442 10924
C.A.I: 21323 4920
Title IV-A 3884 o

SUS itirrAL 192351 5127-o-

TOFAL 4 525 122229

r

SHORT OVER
FALL RECOVERY

4485 - o
1586 0
6320 o
22115 o
2436 o

o 247

36942 247

, 13651
301

15204
O.

961
232%5
70487
2328
14702

34 6

140919 34

o
10239
690

20178
11175

912
12516 '
16428
29141
14518
16403
3818

136 NW

313949 . 3653

90
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DETAIL DT VEDERAL DEPARTUENT

THREE YEAR HISTORY or INDIRECT COST 1114DING

DErT OF HLALTO APPH.VLD

i MAN mutts isoliticr
COST RATE

APIROVED
INDIRECT
COST
DUD=

ACTUAL
FIRMING

SHORT
FALL

OVER
RECOVERS

rr drr. 7.61

3535
1154

3132
0

403
1134

0
0'Mealth Management

L.P.N.

SDI TOTAL

rr no"

461, 3132 '1557 0

' Nealth Management
9342 9590 0 241

L.T.N.
5496 5496 s . 0 . 0

Water & Sewer 1119 0 1119 0

SOO TOTAL
16657 15016 1119 241

. tY *11* 17.7%

Malth Management
14797 . 14797

CNA/MCH , 15726 15726
0

Contract Health 17570. 17570

Social & Nutritional Derv.' 7070 7000

SUB TOTAL 55001 . 55991 0

TOTAL 77337 74207 3376 241

91 .
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DETAIL Hy FEDERAL. DEPARTMENT

THREE YEAR HISTORY OF INDIRECT CIVT FUNDINa

DEFT OF APPROVED APPROVED ACTUAL
.

SHORT
.

OVER
INDIRECT INDIRECT FyloING FALL

.
, RECOVERY

COST RATE . COST
sumer . .

.

r
4 ,

. .
rr 'roP 7.116

.
>

..1 4 i f

. 55189
0 '

'. 5,5LIT

V
0co.o: -h51.'.. J 4.4 -- )12

11.11.0. 54.44. . o i',.... o
.

,
SUPITOTAL 1

; 56101 . - 41.
'

$6101
,

s
'*"1"/ °SO* Tz 20.911 : 1.,....

.
,:, / .4 '0

S.. . Planning . 0 r ' 402 , .4.
tfiCr.D... 541 -II 7), 63.M.- ' "2I ce. 's :1.1106' FL' , . , )1 s,.4. :' . "r

%

AA
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' DETAIL DY FEDERAL DEPARTMENT

THREE YEAR HISTORY OF INDIRECT COST FUNDING

\.'
I

DEPT OF AFPROVFO AePROVLD ACTUAL SHORT OVER

JUSTICE 4 - IMIRECT INDIAECT FM4DING FALL, RECOVERY

COST RATE COST
. BUDGET

7:41.

20 .95

17 .7%
,4 }. .

0

1827

340I3
'

34063

1827

0

Non*

FY °BO.

L.B. A.A.

FS

°44164*Aative Ed.

7011.2.
35890 34063 1'1827 0,

.4

0;
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DETAIL DY FEDERAL DEPARTMENT
-lek

THREE YEAH HISTORY OF INDIRECT.COST FUNDING

.

o

DEPT OF
LABOR

AFFIXED
INDIRECT
COST RATE

APPROVED
INDIRECT
COST
SUDGET

ACTUAL
,FUNDING

SHORT
FALL

OVER
RECOVERy

FY *79" 7.6%

Title II 15146 15146 0
'Title III 10216 10216 0 r
Title IV 22042 22042 0

6.Y.P. 2461 2461 0
Y.CT.P. 3120
Y.C.C.I.P.

.. aellmNma ....."404.--.,....itas 1615 c
...`

0
TO
1615

Ir. .. .O
0

SubTotal' 64106 0 64106 0

FY NM° 20.1%

C.11.P. Admin. 120 0 120
' C.E.T.A. Admin. 11471 ,

.9
11471

SUBTOTAL 11501 0

PY *11" 17.71s '

C.g.T.A. Admin. i23$0, 12310 0

,-.

TOTAL 16715 12310, -14405 0
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DETAIL DY FEDERAL DEPARTMENT

711AEE YEAR HISTORY OF INDIRECT COST FUNDING

-1

DtPT OF
TReASURI

7 /

APPAOVED .. APPFOVED ACTUAL SHORT OVER

INDIRECT , INDIRECT FUNDING, FALL RECOVERY

.COST RATE COST
' 0 BUDGET

4

FY '79' 7:S1

It
R...Nuo Oaring

ry 480* 20.91

o Sharing .. - ' 45.07 0 4901 .0.

....

'....-- ----..,...- w ci...

1,7%"01 . . 17.7% ---...

Xavenua'lharin.
e

...g
o

1009 11109 0

4

I.

,

ft

4316-

-e 0 0

6316

Ale
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DETAIL BY OTHER DEPARTNENTS

THREE YEAR HISTORY,OT IXDIFCT COST. FUNDING

STATE Or
WISCONSIN

APPROVED
INDIRECT
COST RAFE

APPROVED
INDIRECT
COST

BUDGET

ACTUAL
FUNDING

..

SHORT
rsu.

S.

OVER
RECOVERY

TY *79°

BOWE
,

0 0 .0 0

' *so* 20.9% cAR

3511 0 3611'
Day Care 16205 0 14205
Alcohol .

Drug Abuse . 6564 2671 3115
Agency on Aging 3764 0 3764

'Youth Center 1194 '0 154
Bummer reeding 4414. 15761

0
9300

4414
6461

-

Weathorisation ,
A145

90
0
0

4145
90

Upward Bound 149 0 141
17,3 0 1713

t Tv*.40

SUS TOTAL 56167, 1117, 44111 0

'TY ..411" 17.7%

22710 -, 0 22710 0
H.I.R.E. 4422, 23506 .2072 0
Alcohol-1
Drug Abuse 5011 2757 2254 0
Agency on Aging 5760 0 5760 r 0
Eneygy 4013 0 4013 0

12143 5615 6521 0

sus TOTAL 54129 10722 43407 0

TOTAL 110296 2270t 17515 0

'
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DETAIL Hy..OTHER DEPARTMENTS

THREE YEAR HISTORY OF INDIRECi COST FUNDING

STATE OF
HISCONS1A

APPROVED
INDIRWT
COST RATE

..

APPROVED
INDIRECT
COST

BUDGET

4 ACTUAL
FUNDING.

SHORT
ram.

. OVER '
RECOVERY

FY 79* 7.61

NONE 0 0 0 0

FY '80* 20.98

I.X.R.E. 3688 0 3688
Day Care 14205 6 14205
Alcohol i
Drug Abuse 6564 2678 3885
Agency on Aging 3764 0 1764
Youth Center 894 0 884,
Summer Feeding 4414 0 4414
RaLI.P. 15761 9300 6461
0.M.A.N. 4845 0 4845 '

Weatharization 90 0 90
Upwar$ Bound' 141 0 141
X.P.A.-- 1713 o 1713

SUS TOTAL 56167 11171 44188 0

PY *el 17.78

W.E.C.C. . $ 22710 0 22710 0
N.I.R.E. 4422% 2350 . 2072 0
Alcohol &
Drug Abuse 5011 2757 2254 0
Agency on Aging 5760 0 5760 0

Energy 4083 0 4083 0
R.N.I.P. 12143 5615 6528 0

'

SUS TOTAL 54121 1072 43407. 0

TOTAL 110296 2270A $7595 0
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Senator Co Ms. lidino?

STATEMENT OF MAXINE EDMO, M4MBER, ED:UCATION COMMITTEE,
FORT HALL BUSINESS COUNCIL, FORT HALL, IDAHO, ACCOM
PANIED BY HOWARD FUNKE, ATTORNEY

Ms. Eimo. Good morning. I ani Maxine Edmo, from the Shoshone-
Bannock Tribes in Fort Hall, Idaho. I am accompanied by Hohyard
Funke, our tribitl attorney, to my left.

The testimony w hich I will give is in opposition to the implementa:
tion of the grant Trocess ih the manner in which the Federal Gov-
ernment cari iez, out its historical find special legal . relationship with,
and resulting responsibilities to, American Indian people.

I think our resolutions state our points best so I have written testi-
mony here for those of you on the panel.

Senator Co4.x. Your written, testimony will lie made a part of the
'record of this hearing.

gs. Elmo. The Indian Self-Determination and Educational Assist-
imce Act 01075 is a complete Indian bill and I belies e that tribal
aovernments puefer this act. I quote from our resolutions.:

The 17.*. Department of Interior has prepared draft revisions to the regnla-
Owls implementing Public Law 93-648, the Indian Self-Determination and;
Educational Assistance Act of 1975 ; arur . ,

Whereas smh draft recisions 'would eliminate the existing contracting au- ,.
, thority under 93-038 and replace same with grAnts and cooperative agreements,

and i
Whereas such draft recisions.areAsed upon a, legal opinion by the Deputy

Solicitor of the Interior Department, dated April 2S, MI, which concludes
that elimination -of existing /contracting 'procedures under Public Law 93.-63gt
is mandated by Ile Federaf Grant and Ccioperathe Agreement Act of 1977,,
Public Law 951.224; and .

Whereas tht; foregUing Deputy Solicitor's opinion is legally unsound and un-
wise as a matter of policy ; and- .

Whereas any unilateral limihation of the contracting program without the
consent of the Slo;hone Bannock tribes and other affected federally recognized
Indian tribes is vlolativp of the letter and spirit of 93-638; and

Whereas the SlmslioneBannock tribes 4rungly.0esire to retain the option of
contracting (undetr"Puhlic Law 93-6.38 as the most effecticte apprbach for achiev-
ing the politkal, cultural, and economk self-deternanation guaranteed to the
tribes under the 1808 Fort litt'idger Treaty,: Ther it

Rcsoltcd by thc Business Council of thc Sho onc-Ranno ribes, That.
One. the Couhdl strongjy opposes any change in existing Public Law 93-638

regulatiomi NS h e re by the contracting option would be eliminated withdut the con-
'sent of affeeted tribes; .

Two. the C'ounell would strongly support reNisions in existing Public Law 93-
(13S reguhitions V, hic h retain the contra( ting option and which streamline current
cdiltractineprocedures in order to ruaximize tribal self-government as envisioned
by Public Law 93-638. '

This is our resolution in l'egard to the block grants, the consolidated '4. tribal grant program:
. .

Whereas, in accord w HI), the adrrtinistratIon policy and hudget initiative, the
Bureau 4/f Indian Affairs last year,had proposed n consolidation of 10 programs
under one block grant called the consolidated tribal grant program and that thoge
programs nuohl also undergo budget redm thins and consolidation of funds, and

Whereas. 9 of the 10 programs are on the bandAnaly sis or Indian pr1orit5 sys-
tem and Janson O'Malley Is distributed by A formula required by law, , and

Whereas. the CTGI' pros hied for no consultation *ith tribes. Some education .
programs were included in thic&PGP without minsulfation to determine it tribes
wanted, education programs included in the consolidated grant. In the case of

19491 0 8 3 - 7
0.
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ilitnson-O'Malley, the inclusion of JOM n1oneys in CTPIlirectly violated exist-
4

ing JOM regulations, as detailed in title XI, Public Law 95-561 and elsewhere;
t and '

Whereag, the BIA,,in its attempt to carry out a proposed CTGP, b $ apparently
drawn its authority from Public Law 95-224, appears-to be,contra to the Ian-

. gunge contained and set forth in Public Law 93-638 and Public Law ,95-561 ; and
Whereas, the BIA maintains that this consolidation would be more effective and

in no way disrupt the Tribal-Bureau relationihip nor will it deviate frOm Public
t,aw 93-638 and self-determination; and

Whereas, for fiscal year 1983 t& BIA plans to expand tbe consulidated block
--4-igrants programs to include three blocks of consolidation.

The fira consolidation is education,. the second even goes into
trust areas, which we are really conberned about, and, the third will
be community and social services.

Whereas unanswered by BIA are questions about the level of funding. recipe-
-ticin in force. method of adminf-tering. availability of administrative or contract
support funds for tribes, legal mechanisms for contracting or granttng funds to
tribes. .

And then our tribe went in opposition and sent in our resolution
in opposition to what they are doing. We feel this is merely a vehicle
for cutting services, staff, funds, at the reservation level. I further
quote: ,-

Whereas the tribe should continue its efforts to oppose the attempts by the BIA
to-amend regulations regarding, and implementation and administration reqUire-
ments of Public LaW 93-638 by substituting and provision of grants-in-aid for the
contractual prpvisions required pursuant to this act, recognizing the alleged ille-
gality and the potential harm to Indian tribes, Indian school boardkInd other
Indian-entities, If these regulations were to be so-amended.
.

In ourresolution we stated.that :
Be it further
Resolved, That.the BIA,should be mandaNd by Congress to restore funding to

the 10 programs to the-line items where orilinally funded and to continue funding
programs through the existing line items for programs in fiscal year 1983 with no
reduction in service, staff, and funds.

One of the reasons for the concern that we have is that we see ihe
current revision of "6382' reguliations to conform to the requirements clf

95-224 and establish a system of assistance grants in place of Indian
self-determination contracts. It provides BIA. with a paperwork vehi-
cle compared to that of the U.S. Department of Education foi. render-.
ing Federal aid to education.

Its initial stated ,purpose is Indian self-determination grants42ut
only a few changes would have to be made to cpnvert it to Indian-edu-
cation grants to State school systems, and this is one of the concerns
that we have also.

In the reorganization attempts also, the I3IA is becoming increas-
Ingly, limited in its scope and ability to 'provide services to Indian

' people.
itWe 'feel that the logic behind the reduction of personnel ceiling's in

the BIA is pressure being placed upon tribes to contract under 93-638,
and if you contract, you really have np need forthe positions. And in
our reorganization statemeint that was submitted in writing to this &Olt--
nlittee, we stated also tharwe prefer that the BIA continue to' adminis-

, ter these progiams because in thest.times,, withjimited: administrative e
funds to tribes, we see no need in contracting by our tribe.
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'We will submit farther testimony in writing at a.later date and Iwould like to turn the time over to our attorney ufiless there are ques-tions by the committee.-,

1Senator COHEN. Thank you very much. Would you state your nameaga in ?
--Mr. FuNKE.My narne is Howard Funke. I am a member of the

NKeweenaw Bay Band of Chippewa tip in, northern Michigan. I amtribal at torney.for the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes.I welcome the opportunity to comment on the proposed revisions "toPubhc Law 93-433g. 11.T believe these revisimis are unwarranted and-uniwceary and illegalAnd a matter of poor policy. We urge that theseregulation* withdrawn from consideration. il'o us it is another at-tempt by t e administration to effect substantial changes in programsat tribal le ,el without any input from the trrbes, vithout any inputfrom Congt ss, and the legal unalysishat the Department of Interioruses to justify the revisions in these regulations is a familiar process.It is a Massical ea-e of the Depapment deciding where they want toIo with a program and then gomg out and finding the legal criteriar the legal justification for it.
In this cake it is based on sonwof the weakest legal analysis I haveseen in a long time. It is unsupportable by any legal1standard that Iknow of. It totally disregards established rules of Indian'law, yerysimilv to the decisions in Oliphant and the Crow case.A's fo the practical effects of the, provisions at tribal level, for_thelast 9 months we have experienced severeproblems back on the reserva-tion due to changes in major programs within the Bureauthe reduc- ,tions in force, the phase-downs, the personnel restructuringand weare also suffering from a substantial loss of tribal' revenues due to the

veconomic situation generaljy. k N.,
We cannot afford to have bureaucratij mess-ups. We are operatingright now with all of our tribal funds beino. poured into tribal serv-ices and tribal government. We can not affOrd to take chances with

4new jirograms.
People back home are confused and they are nervous about what isgoing to happen. Morale is very low, Everybody back there is awareof the economic situation in this countr3x and they are also aware ofwhat the administration strategy is in cutting programs and cuttingbudgets.
The tribe is not opposed to fiscal accountability. We just want achance to determine for ourselves what programs we will have, and

4how we willadminister those programs.
With all the cutting going on, the tribe is' very leery of what the

real motivation is behind all of these revisions. Last year, the Bilreau.proposed comprehensive development grant programs and these werenot approved by Con,gress. Shortly after that, they came out withthis. They unveiled this dubious legal theory, and they suddenly 4want to turn all the contracts over into a grant system. We believe
that it is just a ploy to achieve reduction_in fan

tilelfunktr---1-119fitiii2'6T-91 . y an oca control and efficient, ,.,
1tulministration.

,Senator Coms. Yoq do not disagree with the desite to have morelocal control or flexibility. "What you art, saying is that it is really a. guise to achieve budget reductions and calling it likal control?

I Ou
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Mr. FuNia. I do not think they are really being honest. I do not
think they are giving us the straight dope. They talk about increased

local control and increased flexibility,'but I think reading between

the linesI do not think you have to read between the lines the real

goal is to reduce the amount of funding available to us at elle tribal

level.
Why else the big problem over, determining exaCit'y how indirect

costs or support servires are gont to be handled ? ,We do no,t know

to this day exactly how that.is going to be, how they .are prop6sing to

4
assist us in administering our prograns. 4

The Bureau grant program presently has no system similar to the

one under the grant program. There is nd jrogram support money.

The budget and the Bureau request no rñonér any such assistance.
This tells us that the operating subsk.ies will have to be taken from

our service moneft Due to the cuts th1,trwe have already experiencpd

- at the local I vel, and already reduced ribal realenues, We do not hive

the ability absorb these costs.
,Vc Since the inceptipn of 638, the rales and t;egulations promulgated

-11- by the Department have done nothing but set the tribes back, in my
opinion, in their attempts to run the progrwris. Even under the con-

' tracting program, they insufficiently fund tribal programs as it is,

and then ask us to be accountable and run effective programing with-

out sufficient moneys.
BIen if this operations cost problem is remedied, realistically I do

not see how the Bureau can go through a major reorganization or
basically its entire departmetiOmoving around all it's personnel, re-
'structuring all the responsibilities, moving offices, and all the attend-

ant confusion that goes with, that, and then embarking on a new

economic development program. Then, at the same' time adjusting

to all the funding cuttbacks that they are experiencing and sometimes

the total elimination of programs. And now they pick this time to

change the major fundtng sourcethat we use as a funnel for Federal

dollars into the tribal gstems.
They want to do OW all by the beginning of the next fiscal year.

I do not see how they min accomplish that, realistically.
We d'sk the questieWgrith all this confusion in our key programs,

how are we expecated to move forward, and they keep asking us to do

long-range planning. Tho'se three or four major undertalpngs they

are considering within the next 3 months is not long-range planning

to me.
In addition to the dubious legal analysig that they have come up

with, lied the cost operatotons problem, and the logistic impossibility

of all this change, Mink the most 'important thing is, the Burean

and the administration have abandoned the purpose behind the Indian
Self-Determination Act. That act was designed to turn over dolivery

of direct services by contracting those to the tribes ts a means of

"Teducing Fedelal responsibilityand administrative costsewhile allow-

ing the tribes to determine th.eir own destiny and being accountable

to their, own constituents. The act was intended to be a process and

not a program. The Bureau has in reality turned that into a prograM.
They have made it a program designat to be administered by them,

thereby justifying their inerased administrative costs and the growth,

1 01
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of their function whiclLis contrary to any intent of the ac,t'in the
first place.

In',,point of fact, the Bureau's administrative' cost; have nearli
doubled since 197.2when the act was put into effect. The whole.pa-
pose'tehind that act was to reduce costs, reduce administrative costs,
and, Tet the tribes have more responsibility, and say in how they
adrnitigter those programs. '

DotibIing of admini4rative costs is not e%idence of fulfilling of the
congeessional-tribal intentx The 13IA. administration, under 638, is
suppOsed to be reduCed and not increased. Their actions have thwarted
the intent of Congress and the intent of the tribes in passing 638.

Due to ofir powerlessnes.s on the tribal level and congressional
hhdication of its responsibility to insure its laws are carried outjn
the manner intended, tribes are caught in a catch-22 situation where
we must come back tq this Congress and battle against the same en-
trented power structure, ,over these very same issues, -which should
have been decided back in 19i'5. We are constantly evaluated and
scrutinized on our 'ability and our effelctivenuss in implementing the
intended goals tuvd 'objectives of our contracts and our grants. We
challenge this committee and Congress to inaire that its agencie4are
subjected to the same scrutiny.

Congress can go -oil passing laws whiel: Indian people adatinintly
support, but.without critical and effective oversight by Congress of
these la'ws, and their implementation, it is worse than passing no
laws at all.

I believe we have a good law on the books in Public Law 93-638
already..The problem is the self-serving and paternal interests cir-
cumventing that law% which they are supposed to enfOrce. Thanklmu.

,Senator COHEN. Thank you very much.
Ms. Edmo, your prepared testimony will be entered in the record

at this point.
[The statement follows. Testimony resumes on y..1.08.]
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,PREPARED TESTIMONY PRESENTED BY MAXINB5EDMO, SHOSHONE-

1

pANNOCK EDUCATION COMMITTEE, FORTatALG.INDIAN'RENSERVATION

'The tesrmy wtich I will give is in
oppOsition.to the implementation of the

gran,t process in the manner in which the Federal Government
cirries ctit its

historical.and special legal 'relationship
with,'and resultipg.responsibilities

to American Indian people Several points need to be considered:

o

(11
The relationship between the United States Government and the

,

various tripes of American IndiAns i, s a unique and special one
'

that cannOt be equated with the
relationstip of the Federal Goverpment

and the States that
collectlioely make up the govegnment of the

United States of America. The relationship between the Tribes and

the Federal Government issthat
of One sovereign to another.t Since

this is the case the application of P.C. 95-224 which applies to

the relationship of the Federal
Government to the states does not

apply to itsvrelationship to die Indian Tribes.

(2) Under P.1 93-638, Indian Self-DetermimatOn and Education

Assistance Act, the Congress of the United Stites acknowledges the

special historical and legal
relationship that exists between the

American Indian people and the
government of the )tnited States and

affirms its position to promdte the
maximum Indian participation

it education
and'other Federal services to Indian communities. The

implementation of the grant
process'will maximize the invorlvement of

the Federal rovernment through
the Bureauof Indian Affairs in the

carrying out of
the4deral responsibilities to the Indian petple.

(See. Section 6, paragraph 2 of.P.1. 95-224) These two ideas are in

opposition toeach othei and cannoi be reconciled. 'Since the impact

of the earliest.law (P.L.
93-638) must dicatate the policy of the

Governiment (Federal Government of the United Statet),and its relation-

ship to the fribes as
representattyes of the Indian people, th'e grant

moess cannot logically* be implemented.

(3) By its very definitjon
the.word contract defines the relationship

that exists between the
Federal Government and the Indian Tribes.

(i 3
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A contract is "a binding agreement btween two or r:io're persons or

Parties " 4 agreement issnegotiated between ehe parties and as ,

such reflects the desires and wished of bothoparties involved.

This is is essential to ensure the maxifium involvement of the

Indian people as'stated 19 P.L. 93-638 A grant dn the other

hand, implies a gift or giving of something from one party to

.the other. One (the contract) is'a bi-lateral agreement while

thpoother (the grant) is unilateral in nature

"(4) The Congress of the United States Government has acknowldeged that

there is a special relationship between the Indian People and the

United States Government. It should be noted that this relationship

Was established by.lreaty (1868 Fort Bridger Treaty in the case

of the Shoshone Bannock Tribes) This relationshib clearly established
.

the politica4, economic, and cultural rights of self-determination

for the Indian people ,The maximum involvment assured by. the contract-

ing option is essential ?Or the continued progress df the Indian

people toward these goals

,(5) It should be carefully noted that the:United States Government

wiqlingly'accepted the special responsibility that exists'towand

the Indian peOple There is ho moral or legal way for it to

escape this responsibility. The Indian people must be given more

Tolvment, as promoted by the negotiat,ions of contracts not less

as promoted by the grant process.

light of these.considertions, and as representative of the Shoshone-Bannock

T9bes, I ask that the contracting option be retained as the one which will

move the trigs towyd the goal orselfJdetermination. It is nomore just for

the government to impose requtrements upon the Tribes unilattrally through the

grant process, than it would be for the Tribes to arbitrarily impose require4nts'

upon the Govsrnment of the United States. We must continue to negotiate in .

ordeit to ensure fair and equitable treatment to all of the American Indian

people Att!ched is 0 copy of a tribal resolution expressing the off)cial,

position of the Shoshone Bannock Tribes.

A
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TPIIBAL BLOCk_ GRANT f

The proposed Consolidated Tribal
Government Programs must De addressad The

P' . ,,otC-tyUe 'or Pr 1982 was conceived by the BIA without.input or opportOyy

. taefore or,;Phtation to the,Tribes If contract schools are included in

tqmproto-type Operation.the primary
effect will be to deny individual contract

schools

direcc access tO the contracting agencies Fiscal control. administralive over-head

cost recoveries and possibly
educational program control,will be lost to the individual

contra-t schools

There are 6ua1 ,y ,Omoellinq reasons tO
retain the Present cbntract relationship

between tneiBIA and IndividGal contact
schools fOr the benefIt of the TrlbeS The

gover.prieni may not deny
their,responsibilioty to provide adequate educational opportuni;

ties to Cndian children

The 6IA must cOntIbue Its oversight and management responsibilities
The Block

Grant to Tribal Governments will.. only create an additionq and costly administrative

level

The B1A is proposing to expand the
Block Grant concept in F 8 1983 tO include

three (3) sections of block grants
Our Tribe has passed a resolution which outlines

our concerns regarding
this"latest attempt at eroding.federal

responsibilities to

Indon people
.

.

In conclusion. we must have the support Of this committee and
Congress, ds we :

ave in the past, in order to insure the realization of true Indian self-determination

Without adequate education you can never expect a population such as Ameritan Indians

to truly be self-sufficient
and responsible for Its own direction. Our,fmture and, the

evtntual success of all your good work
in the past rests now with your decision.

, .

Again, let me.say emphatically the
contracting mode of operation is essential

to the achievement of
self-detOmination foe American Indian'people. Please do not

allow the delay or'erosion of progress
that will occur if the grant procedure is-

implemented s

We will request that the
record remain open for further testimpny

from our Tribe.

Thank you

en

S.
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W:4E=E:5, In acoo.; %.1-n 'd7;nr.stration Policy and Budget initiat-
tve.treN3urep, Affairs lazt year had proposed a,consoli-lit:,:- o' ten''ps-,;rhs rcez one block grant called the Consolid-ated rr.;.al Grant P:C,d's that'those programs included wouldalso a,,c.er 90 t,.1. :et re:f.actiols.and con5oldation of funds; and

WHtREAS, nine o.f the t-,n progrrns are on the pand analysis or
Indian priority sy,aten and Johnso,n O'Malley is distributed by aformula requirTA by laws"; and.

A
WHZ.RZAS, the tCPGP) provided for no consultation yith Tribes.'Sdme education prolrans were InclAed in the CTGP without consult-atiOn to determine it Tribes, wanted educavon programs included inthe Consolidated Grant. In the case of Johnson O'Malley, the
inolJsion of JtM monies in CTGP directly violated existing JOM
regulations, as detaited in'Tr:.le XI, P.L. 95-561 and elsewhere;and

wdEREAS, the BIA, in itstttempt tocarty out a proposed CTGP, hasapparently dra.n its SuthOrity from P.L. 95-224iappears to be con-tary,to the larjuage containq and seb -forth in P.L. 93-638 andP.L. 95-961; and

wn!,s, the BIA maintairy,s that this consolidation would be moretffect.ve ana in no way d.isrupt the
Tribal/Bureau relationship nor'

will :,t,deviate frog P.C. 93-638 and self Determination; and

WHEREAS, for fisa4year 183. the BIA plans to expand the consoli-
block gr:,rts :,rograns to include three bl6cks of consoliclat-

ion; 'and'.

WdEREAS,*tre first proposed block iz "education" and includes
r nigher es...cation scho),arships, 'adult education. Johnson O'Malleyfunds ahd triSsl,ctrolleeCommunity College funds undeiNP.L.95-471; and -

tne.secors c,-;,ol.Bation will te designated "Community,-,cOnonic and Natural resoarce development", and BIA programs
scnedtled for inclusion will be Adult Vocational Training, direct ,

'employment, wild.life program funds, real estabe, ecomomic plann-ing and dvelopmene, aid to Tribal Governments and grants under
Section 104 qf the Indian Self-Determination and Education
Assistarice Act; and

WHEREAS, a third 0.ck wIll be "Commanity and Social Services",
Law Enforcemeht, Housing, 'ocial Services, Trj.bal Courts and fire
protection are some of the prOgram which will be slated for
tnclusion, but cather services &Ad f.nds would be added to this ,consolidation; and

.
' ao

1

er,

EDUC-82-9854

'
. 4

1,
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Resolution EDUC-82-5854
Dated 17th, Karch, 1982
Page V

r

WHEREAS, dnanswered by BIA arb questyons about the level of fund- '
ing, reduct:on in force, method of administering, availability of
admvnistrative or coatracr support funds for tribes, legar nkCnan-
isms for contcacting or granting funds to tribesy- now

,.;

THEREFORE',, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BUSINESS COUNCIL OF,THE SHOSHONE
BANNOtN TRIBES, that we.opposed ally program Consolidation becadSe
of the following reason's;

Little or no Tribal Consultation
This is merely a vehicle for cutting s4rvices, staff
and funds at the reservation level. . '

The Consolidation 6iolated the ConsgreSsional intent
of Title XI, P.L.95-561 and p.L: 94-638.

This Consolidation,qs a flagrant violation of the
trust responsIbIllty.

BEIT FURTHE RESOLVED, that the BIA must comply with'25 CFR 31a4
(a). (1) (/), which requires that there be ng net/ policy establish-
ed nor any existing police changed or modified without consult-
ation wyth affected Tribts and Alaskan Natives tntities and en-
sures thatthe Tribes and Alaskan NtIve entiEies guide policy
formulation' and funding priorities:

(a) Tribes and Congress contitue its efforts to oppose
attempts by the BIA to amend regulations reg,ardleg
and Implementation and administratation requirements
of P.L. 93-648 by Substituting an& provision of
grante-in-aid for the contractual provisibne re-

, quired pursuant eN that Act, recognizing the alleged
Iklegality and the 'potential harm tO ndian Tribes,
Indian school boards, and other.Indian entities, ,

laere these regulations tobe so amended.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the BIA shguld be mandated by '

. Congress to restore funding'the.ten 40rograms bo the line items
%there originally funded and 6 continue,fundlng ftograms through
the exiiting line i.Cart eor programs xn F.Y: '83, with no reduction

service;'3taff and funds.
.

Authority for the,foregoing resolution is found'In the Indian .

Reorganizatiort Act of 'June 18, 1934 (48 Stat., 9841 as amended and
undet, Article MI, Section ) (a,r) of the Constitution and By Laws
of the Shoshone-Bannobk Tribes of the rortiHall Indian (
Reservation, Idaho.

Dated this 17th iag of March, 1982.

BMX-82-5854

L

.
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Resolution EDUC-e2-5954
Dated 17th., March, 1982
Page 3.

SEAL

P-7.7

KesIty Ea*, Chairman
Fort HalVBusinesc Council

1,

CERTIFICATION

I HEREBY CERTIFY, that the foregoing resolution was passed yhile
quorum of the Business Council was present by a vote of 4 in
favor, 2 absent, and 1 not voting on the date this bears.

/

enife Christy, Execu
Fort 11 Business Council

4UC-82-5854

Secretary
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RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, the United'States Depar;ment of the Interior has

Arepared draft revisions to the regulations implementing
PublicoLaw 93-038, the Indian Self-Deeermination and'Educational

Assistance Act of 1975;.and

WHEREAS, such draft revisions would eliminate the existing

contracting authority under Public'Law 93-638 and replpce same

with grants and cooperatiye agreements, and 4
WHEREAS.,such doft revisions are based upon A legal opinion by

the Deputy Solicitor of the Interior Department, dated April

28, 1981, which concludes that elimination of existing contracting

procedutes under Public Law 93-638js.rnandated by the Federal,

Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act 1977, Public Lair 95-224,

approved February 3, 1978, and

O
WHEREAS, the foregoing Daputy Solicitor's opinion is legally

unsound and unwise as a matter of policy; and

WHEREAS, any unilateral elimination of the contracting program
without the consent of the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes and other
affected Federally-recognized Indian tribes is violative of the

letter and spirit of Public Law 93-638yand

WHEREAS, the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes strongly desire to retain

the option of contracting under Public Law 93-638 as the most
effective approach for achieving the political, cultural and

ecnomic self-determination guaranteed to the Tribes uhder the

,
1868 Fort Bridger Treaty (15 Stat., 673).; now

St

THERE.FORE, BE IT RES9b/ED BY THE BUSINESS COUNCIL OF THE SHOSHONE-
BANNOCK TRitES, that '

-

(1) the Council strongly opposes any change.,in existing

Public Law 93-638 regulations whereby the contracting
option would be eliminated without the consent of

affected tribes;

(2) the Council would strongly support revision; in exist.*
Public Law 93-638 regulations'which retain the 'contv4W
ing option and which streamline current contracting

'procedures in order to maximize'tribal self-government
as envisioned by Public Law 93-638:

(3) the Chairman of the Council is authorized to sign the

attached letter to Ken Smith,'Assistant Secretary of

Indian Affairs, which explains more fully the Tribes'

opposAtion to the proposed revisions of existing Public
Law 93-638 regulations and to thg reasoning of the 1981

Deputy Solicitor's legal opinion, and

(4) the Chairman is authorized to contact other affected

a

at
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03-31.0,-131A 77317113ci
,

11:1`t"

nove,her 23, 1981

1"0,4

12.Cel, 'FS -cao

Mr. Ken Smith, Assistant
Secretary of Indian Affairs
Office of the Secretary
United States'Departrent
of the Interior

,Washington. D. C. 20240

Re. Opposition to Rezised Regulations
Implementirg Public Law 93-638

Dear Mr. S'ith

FCRT HAL- 6.,;S,'.EZ-5 C;.*-C .
P 0 :VA 3C6

FORT h. B32C3

In your letter ef Seotember 25, 1981 to Tribal leaders you
requested comments regarding draft revisions to Department
regulations irplemeoting Public Law 93-638. the Indian Self-
Determination and Education Assistance Act of 1975. The essence
of theSe revisions is t6 abandon the existing Tribgr-RIA
contracting program under Public Law 93-638 and to substitute
Federal assistance programs (grants and cooperative agreements)
as the means for vxocuting the Act.

As evidenced by the attached resolution of the Rusiness Councif
authorizing this letter, toe Sooshone-Bannock Tribes adamantly
and totally ooposc this unilateral attempt to eliminate .the
establiabed contracting procedures under Public Law 93-638, For
the reasons detailed below, webelieve that the proposed
revisions are both illegal and unwise as a matter of poliCy.
Thus, we urqp that such revisions be diopoed -immediately from
constderotion or, at a minimum,ethat all affected Federally-
recognized Tribes be afforded,a meaningful opportunity to express
their theton.

The laroposed revisions are the apparent result of a legal opinion
issued by the Dnputy Solicitor of the Interior DeOnrtmene On
April 28,, 1981. That oninion conclndes that a shift from
controcttno to grants and c000erative agreements under Public Law
93-638 is mandated by the Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement
Act of 1977. Public Law 95-224, approved. February 3. 1978, we
find thp legal rationale for that conclusion to be extrexely
saspect. Moreovor, we are highly disturbed that the Bureau of
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Indian Atfairs initially soight and now sOpports this dubious
1;?g31 position.

First, the Deputy Solicitor's opinion acknowledges that Public
Lay 95-224 does 'not refer exoresslv to Indian tribes. ID

addition,' the oPinion does not cite any legislative history
sh.iwinq that Congress intended by t1aat statute to alter the
contracting" proceoures authorized under Public Law 937:638.

Nevertheless, the Deputy Solicitor adopts the sweeping position
that Public Law 95-224 must be read to require rePlacement of

existing contracts undr Public Law 93-638 with grants and

cooperative agreements.

This position ignores tte unique legal status of Indian tribes as
well as the sPecial trust refationship owed to tribes-by the
Federal Government. Gl-en these longstanding princioles Of

Federal Indian la,.+ and the Congressional objective of furthering
Indian self:determination via contracting under Public Law

. 93-638, it is unreasonable to assume that Congress silently.
Intended.,IO tne 1977,Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act
to gut the contracting procedures it had expressly endorsed
shortly orior thereto ,in'the 1975 Self-Determination Act.

.
.

Ne suggest that Publc Law 95-224 may be fairly interoroted to be
in apollcable to 638 contracting. Indian tribes 'are not "Stat'e

and local governments" under SAction 2(b) of the'1977 Act. To
the iontrary, tilt}, are soverign entities separate and' distinct

from the StAtes and their subdivisions. Nor can tribes
reasonably be eguated, without explicit Congressional statement
to this eft , with "other recipients" of Federal programs. In

addition, tie ,urposes of the 1977 Act --- to streamline Federal
administrative prOcedgres --- would hardly he served bv

eliminating t blished 638 contractina procedures in favor of a

lk
new grant mecha

,
I.

Thus, we urge that you see% 'a re-evaluation of the Deputy

Solicitor's opinion in light of the above considerations. That

re-evaluation should properly include.tan assessment of the
critical policy issues at stake as well as the legal principles
ignored by tho opinion. In view of the complexity of the matter,
the major alterations.proposed by the dr ft revisions, and the

(tip,
need for meaningful tribal input, al4 af ected tribal governing
bodies nhould be allowed ample time to y thoir position on
the policy" 115u^s.

WC suggi.t, theretore, that each affected tribe be contacted as
sonA al cossay so that all goYerning bodies may Wicate their
consent or o sition to the elimination of existing Public Law
93-638 cont. ting procoduros, Since the correctness of the

Deputy Solic tor's legal opinion is not fixed in coficrete. all

impacted tribos should be afforded this opportunity.

111
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0
As exbres,..ed in the attached resolution, we firmly suocort a
conti^uat.cn of the contr.:ctin; option under the. 1975 Self
determination Act. We believe that ootion must be retained f
the goals of the 1975 Act are to be realized. We perceiare the
proposed revisions as an w.enue leading to more, not less, BIA
inwolvenent An tribal government and as a mdans of reduct:ng
necessbry funding for operaTion of effective tribal oroarams. In
brief, the aoandonment of contracts 04111 frustrate the self-
determinatiori,noals ahderlying Public Law 93-638. In so doino,
the Federal Covernm,nt will further delay the achievement
meaningful political, ecoonic and cultural self-determinlat
guaranteed to the Snasnonl-Bannock by the 1868 gerFort Br
Treaty.

As also evidenced in the attached resolution, the Shoshone-
Bannock Tribes would favor revisions of existing regulationswnich are designed to s:reamline contracting procedures and
thereby to enhance Tribal control of contrasted programs and
services. It is'this tvpe of 0051tIve change that the Interior
Department shouldv'be iddressing. In thts respect, we view
Cnvorably those portions of the proposed revisions whicp focus
accountability gn implementing Public Law 937638 programs ar the
Agency, rather than the irea Of4ice level.' This pr000sal should
be coupled witn a retention of the 'contracting mode of
operation.

ior the reasons set out herein, we ask that you suspend any
iurther etforts to. puolish the proposal regulations pending
receipt of views fro)....411 affected tribes.

Tha-.i you for. your nronpt attention in this vital matter.

Sincerely,

(
Kesaev ha,Crman
Fort Hall Visiness CoASil

1:F/cp . w
attichment
cc: U. S. Sen.ge Apnrobriations Committee,

i;en.,tor ..larres .1cClure and Senator Hark Hatfield

U. S. House of Representatives Appropriations
committe,,, clo Representative Sidney Yates

.... U. 5. Senate Select Co-mittee on Ind0n Affairs a

II'
c/o Senator Willia- Co'.en and9Peter Taylor, Chief Counsel

U. S. i.ouse of Representatives Interior Committee,.
c/o kenre:entatives 'orris Udall

.8

.5)
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STATEMENT OADWARD LITTLE, EXELuilvt ASSISTANT'TO4THE
CHAIRMAN, ALL INDIAN PUEBLO COUNCIL, °ALBUQUERQUE,

N. MEX.

Mr. Lrrri.E. My name is Edward Little and I am with the All
Indian Pueblo Council which represents the 19 pueblos of the State
of New Mexico.

Mr. Chairman, today I come to make a statement on a problem that
exists amongst most tribes and tribal organizations throughout Indian

country.
The problem is inadequate fonding to administer Federal progr

During till past decade. the Federal Government has encouraged,
forced, and sometimes almost intithidated_tribes and tribal organiza-
tions to strengthen their tribal governmenti fdlie more accountable
programmatically and financially.

'In response,. tribes and tribal organizations like the All Indi
Pueblo Council have gone through extengive reorganizations.
All Indian Pueblo Council, in 1975, consolidated and centralized its
accounting systems, established central purchasing and pelsonnel of-
fices. An indirect cost rate was established. We realized a substantial
savings by doing this.

These systems will work for us and reduce administrative cost over-
air However, the same agencies that encourafr

l.
ed and forced these sys-

tems upon us are now making it faithrough short-f4lls in contract
support dollars, primarily in the 638 area. _

Other agencies lave failed to meet their obligations to provide us
with .the negotiated rates that re have negotiated with our cooperat-
ing agencies.

Mr. Chairman, as an example, All Indian Pueblo Council has main-

tained a negotiated,indirect cft rute 'since 1975; Each year we have

experienced an under-recovery due primarily to short-fails in the con-

tract support urea. For example, this past year alone, the BIA indi-

cated to us at the start of the year that we would receive 100 percent

, contract support Mars. As late as December, they informed us that
thesd`funds would be reduced to 75 percent. In essence, for us-the

A translates to about $200,000 in under-Tegovered dollars.
Yes; these things can be bumped, carried forward through various

indirect/ cost rates. Earlier I was listening to some of the testimony

and I would like,to just briefly expound on that because I find many

of these people very ill-informed and this I think goes down, clear

down to the area offices. Most of our contracting officerido not Tinder-

stand the cdmplexities or the mechanisms of indirect costing..
I noticed, as you asked some of the gentlemen from the Bureau

what they understood about indirect costing, well, Mr. Smith alluded

that the tribes were trying to get higher rates, and that is a fallacy.
The larger the tribes, the more volumt you have, the less your rate

should be. The smaller the tribe;the less.volume, the higher your rate

is going to be.
_

Rates are-based on different things. There IS a fixed price cost-ear'.

lied forward rate. There is a provisional rate. There is a lump sum

rate. Some can be based on total cost. Some can be based on total cost

- of personnel. Basically what the provisional idte does is, at the end of

the* year, you aiu allowed to adjaryour rare. For example, if you have

lip
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a rate of 10 Nrcent of your total °est, and at the end of the year your
actual rate is 11 percent, you are allowed to adjust that rate.

A fixed price carried forward rate is one whereby you areigiven a
rate at the start of the year. You operate with that rate. For example,
if it is 10 percent, at the end of that year, if you exceed that rate, you
are allowed toyou end up.with, an under-recovery that you are '

allowed to carry forward for the next 2 years. In the ensuing year,
your rate goes up to account for those under-recovered rates.

The lump sum rate is probably the one that we will probably be
going to because it seems to prokct us more than any other. It is one
that allows us to have like an allocated figure when we submit our
proposal, so we have, one budget that we will operate throughout the
year.

Some of the problems with this, and where our problem lies with
the Bureau of Indian Affairs is, when we have a fixed price carried
forward rate established, our aduanistration.through that 3 ear spends
at 100 percent. We operate at 100 percent. If our programs do not
spend at 100 percent, then we do not get the full 100-percent recovery
that year.

Anil with the Bureau of Indian Affairs it is even worse because they
are always coming up with shortfalls and posrof the time it is too late
to go into a program to recover any of thoses costs and make them up.

So in essence the Bureau of Indian Affairs, with the 638 contract
support program, if it were a v alid oneI understand they are always
saying thatthe3 always project too much money. Well, they always
end up w ith less money. I think one of the reasons is that the contract
.;upport dollars arc used in other categories that are often hidden, and
o consequently, most areas fall sho'rt. Primarily, F would imagine,

they are used as vhscr et ionary funds for whatever purposes they might
want.

So consequently, Mr. Chairman, most tribes are going bankrupt
trying to operate Federal programs. Some of the other groups have
suggested various things. One suggestion that NN e ould have, wbuld
be that the Bureau of Indian Affairs also establish an administrative-
category to pros ide tribes with funds to defray any administrattva
cost& That wouhl be one.suggestion.

The other would be also for us to start a new slate for the Bureau of
Indian ffairs to wipe-out or forgivttall the under,recoveries that
tribes are presently involved with now.lf not, we are still faced with
those costs. We still hav e high rates. And it creates a cash flow problem
for most of us and I would N emit urelo say that we will be retroceding
the majority of our 638 contracts in another year or so if we do not get
any relief.

The block grants also are going to create a further problem. Most
block grants, if they go throbgh the State mechanism, do not provige
for any indirect costs or a.drumiarative overheads in most States. Most
States, as they are set up for municipalities, and Other governments
have other sources of income, where tribes and tribal orgimizations
have to rely on Federal dollars only.

The other issue is one of the changes in the regulations frnm grants
to contracts. We have operated under the 638 mechanism since 1974.
We have contracte4 a.school, we have contracted other programs from

lg-891 0 - 133 =7.8
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the Bureau of Indian Affairs. One is always aware of the lack of fund-
ing to operate theseprograms.:

jWe feel that it is ust a mechanism whereby the onus ivould be placed
on the tribes' organizations of accountability. Right now, through the
contracting method, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has a certaip amount
of responsibility to its contractors,under the provisions of 638. With
the grant process, the Ribes and tribal organizations who go through
the grant process will have most of the responsibility of accounting,
accountability both programmatically ana physically.

We submit that the present 638 regulations allow for a tribe to have
the option to ask for a contract or a grant. We are the offerors. The'
Bureau of Indian Affairs is not the offereror. They are not offerin to
'contract with us. We are offering to contract with them. And we
that we should have the opportunity to exercise that.

Thank you.
Senator COHEN. Thank you very much; Your prepared statement

will be Mcluded in the record at flus point.
r

[The statement follows i]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DELFM J. LOFATO, CHASZMAN, ALLINDLAN PUEILLO
. COUNCIL, SUBMITTED BY EDWARD LITTLE

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs,
my name is Edward Little and I am Making a statement for Mr. Delfin Lovato,
chairman of the All Indian Pablo Council, which is comprised Of nineteen (19)
New Mexico Pueblo tribes.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I come before you today to pre- °
sent testimony on a problem that exists among most tribes and tribal organiza-
tions throughout Indian Country. The problem is one of inadequate funding to
administer Federal programs. During the past decade the Federal Government
has encouraged, and some times forced tribes to strengthen tribal governments
to be more accountable programmatically and financially. In response, tribes and°
tribal organizations, like the All Indian Pueblo Council, *have gone through
extensive reorganization.

The All Indian Pueblo Council, in 1975, consolidated and centralized Its account-
ing system, established central purchasing and establishing a personnel aloe
An Indirect cost rate was established. We realized a substantial savings in over-
all administration. This system will work for us and reduce administrative costs
both direct and Indirect. However the same agencies that encourage and enforce
these systems upon us are now making It fail, through short falls in contract sup-
port dollars for Public Law 93-638 contract and grant dollars; while other agen-
cies refuse to provide or approve dollars to meet our negotiated indirect cost rates
Many of our Pueblo tribes are on the verge of bankruptcy.

The Indian Health Service on many of pur 93-638 projects does not pro)lide
contract support funds at all. Consequently, we must take indirect dollars, from
program funds minimizing our program effort which does not coincide with the
intent of Public Law 93-638; whereby we are supposedly funded at the, same
program level that IHS would have employed to administer the same prOgram.

Mr. Chairman, as an example the All Indian Pueblo Council bets maintained
a negotiated indirect cost rate since 1975 and fm 1978 to, the ',resent tlnie we ,

have experienced an under-recovery due primarily to short falls in contrad sup-
port and lesser rates by Individual ageacies who .baslcalry did not hozibt'otir
negotiated rate [a chart reflecting this under-recovery is attached]. ;-

This year alone in BIA and IRS 93-638 contracts we will under-recover approxi-
mately $200,000 due to a short fall in BIA and Ins contract support funding.
In October of fiscal year 1982 when bur programs started we n e given i(10 per- '

cent contract support dollars, only to have It reduced In late I mber to 15 r-

cent and by then it was too late to adjust funding levels to nWke up tlfe sefi

Which in out case, will result in ab under-recovery of approximately ,

Due to the fact that inter-tribal organizations, like ours, are' largelyeteaeratly ,

funded with virtually no other assets; we consequently start to experijsge cash
problems when these short falls occur. 04''
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If these short tithe in contract support funds continues, the All Indian Pueblo
Cutincil will be forced to retroceed its 93-638 eontra(ts and close down its other
operations and cease its advocacy for the 19 Pueblo tribes, and during these criti
cal times this could prove disastrous for the Pueblo Nation.-

In conclusion, we would like to offer two recommendations toward resolv4ng
these problems. (1) The BIA provide supplementary funds to tribes and tribal
organlzatOns, eliminating all ,under recoveries , and (2)ovide administrative
grants to tribes for the high cost of administering Federal,programs and allow
maximuni;use of program dollars.

Thank you for thi opportunity and we respectfully request that if there is any
further informatIun needed that 3 uU please cuptact the All Indian Piwblo Council.

ALL INOIAN PUEBLO COU1C11., SCIEQULE. OF UNCNR/OVER RECOVERY FOR INDIRECT COST FOR

FISCM. YEAR 1976-80

I Period
'Fiscal

year
Totat

funding

Indirect
total

costs

lndi'rect
total

allocations

Under/
(over)

recovery

July 1, 1975 to June 30, 1976
%uly 1, 1976 to June 30, 1977 ...
July 1, 1977 to,June 30, 1978 .
July 1, 1978 to Juna,30, 19/9
)1,1y I, 1979 to June 30, 1980 ...
)uly 1. 1980 to June30. 1981

Subtotal -
JulY tr, 1981 to June 30, 1982 .

Total s
.._

.

.

..'
.

.

197'6
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

r. 1982

6, 198,
12, 268,
10,623,
19, 461,
11, 658,
10, 410,

7, 567,

821
454
726
282
827
428

871

281,
655,

1, 069,
964.

1, 166,
1, 202,

805,

897
996
688
003
915
014

000

281,
655,
756,
965,
937,
649,

685,

897
996
705
436
208
5611

0
0

312, 983
(1, 463)

227, 133
552, 431

000
1, 091, 114

.120,,OOP

1, 211, 114

' $1,091.14 plus arNpu-nts ^footnoted (1) and (3) on attachment 1 equal the total of $1,097,844 as
reported on t e June 30. 1981, financial statements.

Note -The amount for fiscal yar 1982 are estimated based on historical data as of Mar. 31, 1982. The
allocation is substantially less than costs because of a lessei rate by th individual funding agencies. mainly
BIA, which wu less than the rate approyscLby the cognizant aunty (DOL)s

401
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)
Senatof COHEN. Mr. Andrade. '

STATEMENT OF RONALD P. ANDRADE, EXEcIITIYE DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN noun WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. ANnyt/ins. Thank you, Mr. Chairman..
In tht interest of tame, Mr. Chairman, we have submitted our itate-

merit andl will try to move wry fast. I would like to note that with m&
is Mr. Atun Parker, who has been serving as a special Counsel for the
National onflress of American Indians todag on this testimohy.

Senator o N. Without objection, your full statement *ill be made
a part of the e rd of this hearing.

Mr. ANDRADE. One of our prime interests todity,he change in the.
638 contractiqg process, from contracts to'grants. Ns was mentioned
earlier in the testimony today, by the BIA, they stat5c1 that it was going
to be good and there should be no problems, but they were going to try
to solve this GSA problem for ybu. . .

It is surprising, in the February 3 memo of the Assistant Solicitor,
he mentioned tha ere wOuld be a change in form only, not substance.

ollowin ine of reit ting, there should be no problems vith
would seem to us tiirbe unreasonable an the one hand for the

Solicitor to 113; that there are not gbing tp be an_y problems in this, and
then on the other hand, vo haVe a ptoblem in GSA. with property.

Ife also said it should phance, rather thim diminish the authority of
the tribes. Again, that in our opinion.ffuld seem to say thatathere
should be no, change; no change at all.

In the same sense, though, Mr. Chairman, there iS no'evidendeeven
in reviewing the Solicitor's opitionthere is no evidence that Congress
specifically considered the tribes in this change, in the 000perative
grants act Change: There was,no.indication in any way that we could
find that they had, particularly consideved. the status of the tribes, espe-

,. cially the status . of the tribes under 638, and under the education
, amendments, title XL There were no indications they did. I seemg to
be purely # decision made by 'the Solicitor that it chies apply, that it is
mandated.

I would bring uP another major problem that we see in this in that,
on a personal note aod as an example, in a meeting that we he/d earlier
this 3, ear with the 13IA fel,rarding contracts, they told NCAI, that they
wonld no )onger be able to sol&sourcetontracts, that it had to.go to
grants, from the State forward, They also said that that meant com-
petitive grant awards'frbm now on out.

It is our indication in -224 that it is Stated in that fashkqn, all
grants are to be*competi awards. This will totally,frustratb the
tribes. If the tribes now to go to competitive awards for every
grant they are to receive from. now on out, this means that the only
thing that is going. to increase is the grant;rnaking antliorities, pro- ,
posal writers, proposal consultants, who will now have td be lfired. by

'the tribes to write competitiv.e grant awards.
It seems to us to be just an undue bukclen to place on the tribes at this

point.
,

The contiacts procedures under 638 weroto be a way' of lessening the
'Federal paperwork. It was to Make it much more easy for the tribes
to assnme programs. But if Inthrior is going to implement the full
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language of 957924, then it does menii competitive grant awards for
these tribes, and we think that is just an unfair burden to place on the
tribes.

Additionally, in that cbonge, thetribes have, tir.?iit last 10 years,
been r% ade to set up new administrative structures to apply unden 638.
They e changed their whole grant-making auth
grant-op rating auorities to comply with 638. That was'

their wh
heraldedth

orities

one of the most vajor acts ever for tribes. President Naon at that ti
heralded this as the greatest thing that could be done, to turn over
greater control to the tribes, and the fastest method.

If BIA. is now saying, 10 years later. that we are unherilding 638, I
Plink that should be gaid. If this billif that has been a failurethen
I can understand the reason for change. If the only reason it, Tau@
change is that their Solicitor has rule that the tribes, that 638 must
coMply with"95-224, then, fterthat is a different state, that is a wholly
"different cimsideration, and 'q think that then becomes a congressional
decision, ifot the decision of the BIA. I do not believe that it is in their
purview to make the decision.

Under the contracting support, sation 106 (h) of Public Law 93-638
authorizes a funding level for tribally administered BIA and MS
services under specific contracts and not less than the appropriate
fluids the Secretary would have otherwise provided for, his direct op-
nration.of the program. This, has not occurred.

It is evident from testimony, both by the tribes here and by other
testimony in other meetiirgs and -every other kind of consultation

. mechanism that the Bureau has.had, that they have failed to provide
sufficient funds for the tribes to operate these programs.

Mr. Little mentioned in his testimony, it is very difficult for the
tr. b to plan their contract support funds with indirect cost rates

. wh they do not know when they am going to be funded. It is physi-
cal impossible for them to plan forward enou h when they do not
know whgt their agency-level fnndina level is ing to be, whether
their contract is going to go throught'and at w at level. Then they
enter in and say, well, we have a.shortfall in our contract support_
funds, so not only did we have to cut back your grant, but now we are
going to cut back your contract suRport, the indirect cost rates.

So the whole method that they hate utilized' for the tribes has
failed. Now to place that onus again on the tribes and.say, "It is your
fault ; it is your fault because you overran." That is really false.

'Additionally, I was really amazed by one of the respondents to
your question regarding how do you identify what is an indirect eost
rate, What is an overhead cost, what is direct operation cost ? There
are no guidelines for that, and they leave it in that method. I think
rou caniksk any bne of the tribal members hero itho will teStify, what

it means to get an audit charge, because they incorrectly identified that
as an indirect cost or an overhead charge or a direct charge.

A, Additionally, CETA and some of the other Federaprograms have
'specifically mandated that they will not pay for certain costs even

though it apinared to be within the purview of their program. CETA
used to put out an indieiftion that they would not pay for an ac-
countant unless he was wholly hired by CETA. Many tribee'did that
anyway. They shared time. CETA rejected them. As a result, they
lost the cost. They had to pay it back.

112u
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And yet he responded, well, it is whatever way they kind of work it
out on their own. They are causing thectribes either to go to a short-
fall or else have them get into an audit situ ation.4

Senator COHEN. What I gathered from that was, it is up to the
tribes to determine whether it is indirect, incremental; or adminiStra-
tive, and then they come in later and say it is wrong.

Mr. ANDRADE. Yes. They have both sides. They can make u's do it
wrong and then they come and audit us and tell us it is wrong, It is a
great situation for them and I guess it keeps them in business.

I think our concern is that there has not been adequate guidelines,
either developed by the BIA orthe Inspector Generals or anyone else,
to determino what is ditect and indirect cost; what they consider
allowalA costs under an. audit ; what they consider to be reasonable
charges. They have not done tha ere are no guidelines now in
existence that we know of. I think ruly unfair of them to come in
find say, well, if is kind of what the e decides, because we can point
out a whole lot of audits where the ibe incorrectly.decided, iMd no
One ever goes back and says well, it as the Inspectot General's fault
in the beginning. They just call us i competent. I think it is really
unfair fathein to do that. .

The last thing, Mr. chairman, we would liketo offer a suggestion as
a followup to the American,Indian Law*Center report. I also want to
mention that. One of the other questions you asked of one of the people
from Interior was about the American Indian Law Center report, and
they said, yes, we are very much going to implement them, we are going

I

.to move ahead. .

not bring these blue Linders to look like a Bu,reau official. They
a s bring their little binders. This is a report, we`provided for the

Bureau in 1980 on contract support funds. It is essentially covered
again in the American Ihdian Law Center report. Our report went ihto
the files of the BIA,nevcr to be seen again in the light of day. They do
notaiTen-tion it now. They have not mentioned it in the<last 2' years.

I really question it on one part, that is, whether or not the Ameri'can
Indian Law Center report is not going to go into that same file along-
side of ours. They paid for this report. TMs was paid under, eontract
'with the Thireau of Indian Affairs, for NCAI to do field consultation
with the tribes in 1980, which we did, and provided to them ateport on
contract support.

As I said, nothing was done. I was glad to hear them today say that
at least the American Indian Law Center report, they intend'ed 'to
review it some more. But I think that isone recommendation is that
we will see them actually imi5lement it.

We would recommend, that this committee take every action avail-
'able to influence the administration to create a working group whose
task should be the resolution of thoseproblems relating7,o terminology
confusion and interagency coordination, especially in regard to the
contract rt, indirect cost rate issues.

This effor s e conducted with the full support and participa-
tion of the OMB anti the deadline shOuld be the beginning pf fiscal
year 1983. Stating with the effective analysis contained in the Amer-

ican Indian Law Center report, working groups should be able to put
procedures, policies, and guideline changes into effect by the end- of
1982. These goals are achievable and there is no reason, why such an

4
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effort slrould not be..given the highe4 priority. After all; this admin-
istration has consistently and strongly supported the policy.of Inditm
self-determination. To leave these issues to the BIA to deal with alone
is to relegate them to the back burner and only token efroets will be
made. \

.

AIK we further recommend in the strongest possibletterms that
this cothmittee work closely with the administration on this effort and
schedule a followup hearing immediately after the Labor Day recess to
hear progress reports from the administration on this iority matter.

Clayification of the use of terminology in OMB ci irlars and Fecd-
eral agency cost allowance guidelines should make tjbssib1e to resolve
the interagency coordination problem which ha esulted in Iravy
financial and other burdens on tribes attemptinTo eprcise their self-
determination rights. k,

To end this, we do want to join with the other peOple testifying to
draw the committee's attention to the short-fall in qiefiscal year 1982,

.contract support budget. We fear that we will See only more tribes
coming befere this committee to discuss the short-fall, discuss how
they are going to recover thht money, and why are we paying to run
Federal contracts when we are Supposed to be working together, we
thought, with them. As a result, we hope that we can get .some of the
recommendations begun on immediately, kr. Chairman.

Thank you very much.
Senator Corms. Thank you very much for your testimony and I

agree with you entirely on the subject of fOrm versus substance. If is,
is only a question of form, going from confaut to grant, there should
be no problem. If there is a problem, then we shogld not be changing
the form. I was at least pleased to hear Mr. Smith say that they would
try to resolve that issne before the regulations become effective, if they
become effective. But 'second, cf they pin not do that,that they ivould
support a Change recommended by tht Congress, if we have fo,do so.,

I agree with you on that particuRkpoint. . .Mr. Parker, do you have a statement ? . .

Mr. PAN1SEN. I am here to accompany Mr. Andrhde.
Mr. ArriptthE. For the record, Mr. Chairman, we have backup -

ments showing Federal agencies, each contract with each agency, how
our indirect cost problems were developed.

Senator Consx. Thank you verywuch.
[The statement follows

PRUARED STATEMENT OF RONALD P. ANDRADE, EEECUTIst DIRECTOR,
CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS t. 0Mr Chairman, my name is Ron Andrade, executive director of the National

Congress of American j'ndians, on behalf of our 180-member tripes, we extend
our thanks toyou for agreeing to schedule this hearing on the implementation
of the Indian Self-Det4rmination and Vducational Assisg Ker. . . o ,...

Since the implementation of Public Law 93-038 tr g yerninents have ex- .0'.-
activities under t reimbursable co
perienced in'a compl x ultiplicity of problems in carr ng ourRIA programs and

qtracts. Thes prOlemstipclude financial /
discrepancies an losses as well as administjativej and logistickqntanglements ...'at the tribal and Federal leveL Specific areas of encern involve,-an uncoordhi
nated and contradictory indirect cost system, ina Nutley approprikion levqii,
time consuming negotiations, and reimbursement id auditing procedul'es.untier
03Fi contracts whiCh create nnnecessary and unfair urdens for tribal contractors.

We realize that much attention has focused oi these problems and the often
grail:* financial situation tribes have experience1 in regards thereto. Conseqn-

' 1iii .1 ? 2
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ently, we will confine pur remarks to those major areas of concern which have
been identified as constituting the most serious obstacles to fulfilling the essen-

..r-tial purposes of the law., I. In regards to efforts designed to change the 638 cont cting process (here
is currently under consideration proposed revisions wlthi,6 tile BIA regulations
which will diange ti3b contracting .to a grant process. If has been stated that ,

these changes are mandated by Public Law 95-224, tile Federal Grants and
Cooperativ'e Agreements Att of 1977. This committee *1st be cognizant that
Indian tribes are not mentioned within the hinguage at Public Law 96-224
and there is nb evidence that congress considered its impact on the unique
consideration surrounding tribal administration of federal service responsi-
bilities as provided for under Public Law 93-038. The Indian Self-Determina-
tion and Educational Assistance Act of 1975 in contrast to the Federal Grant
and Cooperative Agreements Ket represents clear congressional intent of estab-
lislung a tribal right to contract for BIA and MS programs and services.
Ncverthehb,s, if the proposed regulations changes fall within the legal param-
fters of the authorizing legislatidn, then the 'major concern that must be ad-
dressed is to insure that they enhance the existing financial and administrative
capabildy of the tribes.

Although we have reviewed previous versions of the proposed regulations,
we are not prepated to offer particular comments at this time but would prefer 6
to examine the actual versions when and if they are published in the Federal

, Register. In the Interim, there are a number of general concerns and issues'
we would like to bring to the cbmmittees attention. For example :

Consideration mist be gh en to anticipate problems that emerge at the agency
level if the majority of the responsibility is placed upon agency implementation
in the granting process. Sufficient autonomy should be provided to prevent the
delays involved in agency communication to either area or central offices in-
volving the solution of Tribal specific problems.

Should reclassification of contracts to grants occur, guarantees must be given'
to insure that Tribal access to G.S.A. equipment is not jeopardized. It is the
BIA's responsibility to obtain a waiver which wIll allow utilization of Govern-
ment equitment in tribal activities when necessary.

Specifi ribal inquiry has also indicated that there is an tukeratinty about
the differences between contract od. grant, and what their differences will
mean where' 638 funding is concerned.

There is concern about potential conflicts between the proposed regulations
and mandates of Title XI, Public Law 95-561. Q i

We have also reeelved tribal questions about the safeguaras DOI will imple-
ment to insure that tribes which are forced to compete for limited services from 3 -.

their agency offices will be adequately and effectively served under proposed
. changes. .

2. Section 106.(h) frf Public Law 93-638 authorizes a funding level for
tribally administered BIA and IHS services under specific contracts at not
less than the appropriate secretary would have otherwise provided for his
direct operation of the program. This standard is the key to successful im-
plementation of 638 and must be given the broadest interpretation, This in-
terpretation should be implemented to include a requirement to insure logistical
and administrative support of tribal contract activities to the same extent
such services are available to the BIA and HIS when they administer such
programs. An inventory of the services available to the BIA in Operating pro-
grams and projects subject to 638 contracting will provide d'backdrop in de-
termining the extent of allowable activities anti accompanying cost that should
be made available to tribal contracting initiatives:.

3. The confusion and inequities iqvolved in computing allowable expenditures
associated with contract support must be overcome. The allocation of costs into'
the categories of direct and indirect has, to date, not been accOmplished through
any consistent process designed to insure that all trifiaPeontracting activities
are fully 'supported. Requirements that tribes negotiate indirect rate, in order
to obtain contract support has imposed over recovery'losses, Costly negotiations,
disallowed cost controversies and deficiencies in Other agency program support.
Further confusion has resulted from definition of terms. Indirect cost h een

given vastly differing meanings and a common understanding has clt n
lacking as between federal agencies and tribes and federal officials.

These problems and others have been well documented and disci] the
final study on indirect cost prepared by the American Indian Law Center as

,
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support dialog for suggested recommendations therein. Prior to discussion of
these recommendations it must be stated that tribal governments articulating
their most severe problems have indicated that federal piograms outside of
DOI/BIA have been the primary source of tribal financial drain. Those agencies
who do not'pay their fair share of indirect cost or contract support services
have placed a severe burden on the already depleted tribal revenues. Imple-
mentation of considered iolutions must be targeted toward full Federal parti-
cipation.

Accordingly, we are in agreement with the American Indian Law Centers
recommendations 1 through 3 directed toward clarification of terms, recommenda-
tions 4 through directed toward pragmatic" use of BIA indirect and cost support
moneys , recommendation 9 regarding regulatory amendment. Recommendation 10
should be implemented fully to resohe other agency shortfalls in funding pro-
grams We are further in agreement watt recommendations 11 Quough 13 de-
signed to support tribal finandal capability. We believp that consideration of
recommendations 14 through 16 should invOlve extensive consultation with af-
fected schools and education personnel. We support recomm6ndation 17 which is
designed to accomplish the original intent of contract support funds.

We offer the following as our suggestions as followup to the aforementioned
recommendations. As pointed out in this testimony and that of tbe other tribal

delivery of BIA and I services under_Public Law 93-638. Even the most com-
witnesses, tribes are airily being penalized fur assuming respongibility for the

petent of tribal officers en) fully comply with all applicable grant and contract
regulations are snot always able to make the system work as Congress inleaded,
We are ionvinced that the problem is not in the law itself or in the ponies
adopted by agency officials who are determined to frustrate the law:As you have
heard today, this confusion has existed from ,the very outset in implementing
Public Las% 93-638. It exist* at all levels of*the Federal and tribal government
and has resulted in curyiktIng, inconsistent and contradictory policies on the part
of the Federal establishment. Of course, there have also been serious funding
deciem has and a constant lack of technical assistance and other types of support
fors tribal efforts. But, a resolution of the Os o., fundamental problems identified
abovei.e. clarilkation bf tern/166o and interagency coordinationwould al-
low- tribes and the Federal agencies to deal directly with the subsidiary problems.

Accordingly, it is our recommendation that this committee take every action
available to influence the administration to create a working group whose task
should be the resolution of those problems,related to terminology confusion and
inter agemy coordination. This effort should be conducted with the full support
and participation of the, OMB and its deadline should be the beginning of fiscal
year 1983. Starting 'with the effective analysis conteined in the AILC report, the
working group should by able to put procedures, polides and guideline changes
into effect by the end of fiscal year 1982. These goals are achievable and we can
see no reason why such an effort should not be given the highest priority. After
all, this administration has conOstently and strongly suppprted, the policy of
Indian self determination. To leave these issues to the BIA to deal with alone is
to relegate them to the back burner and only token efforts will be made,

Further, we recommend in the strongest possible terms that this committee
work chmely with the administration on this effort and schedule a follow%) bear-
ing immediately after the Labor Day recess to hear progress reports from the
administration ori this priority matter. Clarification of the use of terminology in
OMB circulars and Federal agency cost allowance guidelinewhouhrmake it pos-
sible to resolve the,inter agency coordination problems whin have resulted in
healy financial and other burdens on tribes attempting to exercise their self .
determination rights.

Should this committee agree with thiS recommendation and succeed in per
suading the administration to commit itself to sucb an effort, it should include
a meaningful opportunity for tribal consultation from the outset.

Finally, we would like to join with the other tribal witnesses in drawing this
committee's attention to the anticipated shortfall in the fiscal year 1982 con-
tra. t support budget. A8 pointed mit in the MA's own report, this is a recurring
problem which impacts a, great many tribes who have expended their own funds-
on appruved indirect costs only to find that the DIA simplisdoesn't have enough
moneys left In the contract support budget to fully reimburse them at the end
of the contract or fiscal year. We understand that the BIA currently anticipates
at least a 15 percent shortfall in this budget yet no request for fiecal,year 1982
supplementing funds has been presented tu the Congress. Continuation of each

1
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a practice after these problems have been brought to light is not'only unaccept-
able but outrageous. If the BIA approi'es a negotiated indirect cost rate. and
related tribal contract budget, and then simply throws up its hands at the end
of the fiscal Year and claims that the funds are just not available, then tribes
can only conclude that the IPA is trying to Ofeat Indian self-determination.
While we recognize that this is not an appropriations committee, we hope that
every effort will be made to insure that tribes are not penalized foe exercising
their self-determination rights in thh, manner again ths year. Perhaps a formal
request from tins committee. in conjunction with the Interipr Appropriations
Subcommittee, to the BIA for documentation on the steps that are being taken
to insure that, this problem does net rpoecur again this year may be given serious
consideration.

Mr. Chairman, we thank you again for the opportunity to present testimony to
this committee on these vitally importadt matters. We believe that with your'
strong interest and support real significant rirogress can be made Inresolving
the obstacles to implementation of the.Indian Self-Deterniination Actas intended
by Congress.

Senator COHEN. Next we will hear from panel three.:We hope to con-
elude ibis panel at 12:30 and then we will recess until Senator De-
Concini can come back, at 1,1or the remaining peopk *ho will be
coming from Arizona. Senator DeConcini would like to be present
during that time, so we will go 'until 12 :30 and then we will eecess
until 1 .

Mr. Love?

STA MENT OF TIN LOVE, GOVERNOR, PENdSCOT NATION,

INDIAN ISLAND, OLD TOWN, MAINE

Mr. T4t. Yes; thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We h5ve prepared testimony which we would like to submit for the

record- and summarize the major points in order to allow time for
others.

Senator Conm Without objection, your prepared statement will ke

made a _part of the record of this hearing.
Mr. LOVE. As you know, the Penobscot Nation has contracted with

the BIA and IHS for the administration of services under Public Law
93-638, since 1977, and we believe tlfat we have developed; since then,
an effective and responsible financial management system that_ fully
complied with relevant regulations and guidelinei.

Yet each year that we have contractesi, using'an approved indirect
cost rate, the BIA has not reimbursed all of the indirect cost expendi-
tures owed to the tribe. The cumulative total since 1979 of reimbursed
indirect costs owe&to the nation by the BrA now amounts to4121,936.

We project, baso4 on the BIA's accounts shoitfall for the fiscal year
1982 contract suppbrt budget, an indirect cost deficit of $42,000. /got-
withstanding this projected shortfall, the BIA has not requested any
additional contract support funds for fiscal year 1982, nor have they
requested authority to reprogram moneys in order to reimburse tribes.

Senator COHEN. Could I interrupt.you just for a moment ? Could you
tell me, whetrwcre-you apprised that these indirect costs would not be
reimbursable, at what point in time ? In other words, we go back to 1976,
and now we are in 1982, at what point in time*was the Penobscot Nation
put on notice that these types of costs are not reimbursable under so-
called guidelines by BIA ?

Mr. 1VE. Each time that it occurredit occurred first in 1979: it
was during contract, negotiations with the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
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At that time; they stated that, we will,give you the direct cost funds,
but we do not have indirect cost monv,) available to us at this point.
They had stated thatthis was with the eastern area officethey
stated that they would request additional money.

Well, at that time the money was not a tot. And then it occurred
again in 1980 and 194, and in both of those eases it w as the same thing.
Here is your direct costs, but w e do not has C any indirect costs. We
asked them, well, what shall wp do to adniinister and manage these
contracts ? Their suggestion was, take it out of the direct costs. And we
foundwe were quite surpristA because it was our understanding that
if we had negotiated'an indirect cost rate in good faith that they would
honor this rate and provide the funding that is required.

Senator COHEN. In other words, they did not tell you that the
indirect costs that you had incurred were not allow able, they just said
they did not have any money to pay for them?

Mr. LOVE. That is exactly right. And that is what occurred in all "
three of those years and that is why we have, what we consider a sub-
stantial deficit dint is finely catching up to us this year. We are in
the position, as many oth6 tribes are, wlftre we: are going to have to go
out and borrow money or 116e tribal funds. I would point out that the
Penob;Cot Nation, over the past 2 years, has injected over $200,000 in
tribal funds to operate tribal government, because we realize there are
areas that thq Bureau has no responsibility for and we have taken that
upon ourselves.

But there are other tribes, I am sure, which do not have the luxury
of having some type of income. We have just been fortunate. But it is
not, our responsibility.

Senator COHEN. Where are you going to come up with the $121,000?
Mr. Low:. We are probably going sto have to go to the bank and

borrow it. I mean, to give you an example just one other point: The
past 2 yeat's, the BUreau came in here and asked for $168,000 t4 run
a liaison office in Matne, -and they provided $150,000 in indirect cost
money. Well, if we can run several contracts with $150,000, how much
would it take them to run those same contracts? Not $150,000. They
wanted $168,000 for three people in Maine. It 'is crazy.

Senator COHEN. Why don't you proceed with your statement?
Mr. LOVE. OIc Notwithstanding this propcted shortfall, the BIA

has not requited additional contract support funds for fiscal year
1982, nor have they requested authority to reprogram moneys in order
to reimburse tribes indirect cost funds legitimately owed.

I hope this committee can monitor the situotion to insurethat tbel
Penobscot Nation and othors similarly situated are not financially
penalized yet' again this year for exercising our self-determination
ruAiarahteed under the law.

airrnan, the other major point I would like to bring to yOur
at n is the need to clarify tte ineaning and the use of such terms
as in irect versus direct ;- administrative overhead versus program
costs ; contract support versus grant administration; et cetera.

'Different Federal agencies has e interpreted and applied these terms
in different, sometimes conflicting ways, that ultimately work to the_
disadvantage of tribes wishing to administer such servieest

We would support the recommendations made by other tribes-and
organizatiotis that a priority effort be made by this administration,

6
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which. bits fully supported the policy of Indian self-determin'ation, to
clarify the usage of these terms and enforce the necessary coordina-
tion between these major Federal agencies the tribes mudf deal with.
These are matters bevond the control of the MA. They-met be under-
taken by the Office cif Management and Budget.

Senator COHEN:Thank you very much.
[Th.e prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. TIMOTIIT LOVE, GovERNOR, PENOBSCOT INDIAN NATION

Mr. Chairman, members of the Select Committee on Indian Affairs, on behalf
of the Penobscot Indian Nation I would like to express my appreciation for the
opportunity to present testimony on implementatron of the Indian Self-Determ-
ination and Education A:-sistance Act, Public ,Law 93-638. As you are aware, the
Penobscot Indian Nation has attempted since 1979 to fully exercise the vitally
important rights of assuming responsibility for delivery of basic governmental
services provided for under this law. We would like to commend you for agreeing
to schedule these hearings at a time when the willingness of Indian tribes to
continue along the path of self-determination Is being subjected to tremendous
fiscal pressureslind adversity. If we are mot able to rely on the Congress for.sup-
port and directiim at this crucial time I am concerned that the PenobscotNation
along with many other Indian tribes may be so overwhelmed by the bureaucratic
obstacles and financial penalties associiited with exercising our contract rights

-.under this law that we will be forced to abandon the goals of self-determination
as defined hy-the law.

In my testimony I intend to adtess the folldwing majciVoints wliich I believe'
are crucial to a resolution of the major problems anti obOtacles aSsoctated with the
exercise of tribal rights under the Indian Self-Defermination Act : The need to
establish a uniform definition for the term "indirect costs" and to standardizepro-
cedures associated with the syslem of approving and 'allocating indirect costs
under 638 and other federal grants and contracts. Closely related to the Problem
of terminology is the ceed to achieve an on-going mechanism to achieve Inter-
-agency coordination in federal grants and contract procedures. Certain questions
must be clarified regarding MA's proposed "contract-to-granth regulation changes.
The impending shortfall or Mciency in BIA contract support funds for fiscal year
19t42 threatens to again result in the impdsltion of it significant financial penalty
on the Penobscot Indian Nation and other tribes similarly situated.

INDIRECT COSTS e -
There,absohrtely must be an immediate clarification of the terminology essoci- -

ated with the concept of balked costs in Order to achieve both a necessary uni-
formity in policies between the major Federal agencies which Indian tribes must
deal with and a consistency in the procedures for allotating budget support for
tribal indirect costs eliminate the inequitable penalties imposed on tribal con-
tractors simply for e cising their 638 rights.

The Penobscot India Nation has consistently complied with all applicable pro-
cedures regarding the formulation of indirect cost allocations including tilt estab-
lishment of an approved indirect cost rate with a cograzant Federal agencythe
Indian liealth Serviceand regular auditing of Federal program expenditures.
Yet, like so many other tribes, we are penalized for developing such a cost efficient
financial and management rnformation system by being required to constantly
struggle with Federal agencies other than the cognizant agency, including tlie
BIA, because of differences and discrepancies between the definition and aPplica-

- tion of such terms as administrative costs, overhead, contract support, etc. We
have had the opportunity to review the draft report of the American Indian Law
Center prepared for the BIA on the problems associated with indirect cost issues
and fully support it s recommendations to expeditiously pursue steps to eliminate
these unnecesSary discrepancies. The burden should not rest on Indian tribes to
resolve these problems. They are the result of a lack of communication and coOrdl-
nation within the federal system and only the federal administration can initiate
the necessary steps to resolve these matters. According to the AILC report the key
agency with responsibility to take this initiative is the OMB and the appropliate
steps should be taken as soon as possible to review their own cireulars and guide-
lines in order to bring the Other federal agencies intocompliarfeW

1
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INTIM-AGENCY COORDINATION

Along with the priority effort to clarify the meaning and usage of such terms
as direct versus indirect costs, program versus administrativ funds, ete., tbe
Federal agencies with Indian service responsibilities must lie required to in-
stitute a minimal level of coordination so to relieve Indian t ibes of the unfair
burdens of adjusting to the inconsistent and often contradicting grant andcontract policies of different Federal agencies. At present, Indian tribes are
exposed to great financial risks in the auditing and cost allowance systems which
penalize tribes for following approved budgets and guidelines.

Such an effort shbuld be an integral part of the definitional or terminology
clarification Process discussed above. We are convinced that the groundwork
has been effectively provided by the AILC report and a response by the admin-
istration shnuld be initiated as soon as possible. The administration has pointedly
embraced the fundamental policy of Indian self-determination and it is time to
translate promises and rhetoric into practical, concrete courses of action. In
this context, self-determination can only mean enabling Indian tribes to exercise
their rights to provide basic governmental services effectively and without the
bureaucratic obstacles and bindens caused by the lack of coordination on thismatter. We fully concur with the recommendation made by the National Con-
gress of American Indians in their testimony that a special, priority effort mustbe made to create a working group or tagic force under the leadership of OMB
to identify the concrete steps and procedures necessary to achieve such inter-%
agency coordination. With the advantage of the record created by this com-
mittee's oversight hearings and the study of the AILe, the directions for such
an effort are effectively laid out. Significant progress is possible by the begin-ning nf fiscal year 1983 if the administration will demonstrate the commitmenttn assign a high priority to this matter and not simply relegate it to BIA whichlacks the power of enforce implementation across agency lines.

1 .
DIA CONTRACT TO GRANT REGULATION CHANGED

- ...
Althotigh the present status is unclear, the BIA continues to press for 638regulation changes which would transform 638 procedures from a contract togrant system into order to comply with the 1977 Federal Grant and Cooperative,

Agreement Act. Since thetfinal version of these proposed regulations are not
officially available, it would be premature to attempt a specific critique, however,
there are certain alarming aspects to this proposed regulation change which callfor comment. ,

One year ago, the BIA proposed to implement a consolidated block grant of63g programs before Congressional appropriation committees. This proposal was
justified on cost efficiency and tribal self-determination grounds despite the factthat no pnsultation with tribal leaders had taken place and concrete evidencenf the orkability or advantages of this proposal was not provided. Not surpris-Ingl , the Congress rejected this proposal as being too speculative and withoutleg foundation. It is noteworthy that an important aspect of this proposal
wa. the call for an across-the-board 25 percent budget reduction in those pro-gram. ble for 638 contracting, Subsequently, the Associate Solicitor of
Interior for General Lawand n9t the Associate Solicitor for Indian Affairs
developed a legaPopinion concluding that the 1977 Federal Grant and Coopera-
tive, Agrenments Act required that 638 contracts be changed to grants. This
legal opinion was then attached to a series of mailings to Indian tribes in the
summer and fall'of 1981 along with proposed regulation changes which wouldmake the contract to grant changes Our legal representatives have analyzedthe solicitor's opinion and advised us tllb&there are substantive questions which

1 were not addressed and that the author es relied upon by the golicitor are
questionable Briefly, their .conclusion is tha he Department of Interior could .have just as easily concluded that 638 shoul regarded as an exception to
the Federal Grants and Cooperative Agreements Act, especially if the act is to
be interpreted as superceding 638 and would then have the effect of diminishing
Indian rights to contract. The rule of law is well established that general Fed-%
eral laws should not 'be applicable to Indian tribes if doing so would diminish
or deny Indian rights unless Congress expressly intends that effect. Adminis-
trative discretion should be exertised to give effect to both Federal laws to avoid
a diminishment of the Indian right. These questions were not all addressed in
the solicitor's opinion. Finally, if the Federal Grants Act clearly applies, why_did the department wait 4 yeari before discovering this and then announce tbis .,

18
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conclusion undsr circumstanes w hitt give iill the appearances of an after-the-
fact rationalization for their goal ofeenNerting eq8 to a consolidated block grant
system. We can't see why the same objectives of flexibility and cost-efficiencies )

in the 638 system can't be acldeved without concluding that the 1977 law super-
cedes 638 and possibly doing damage to tribal rights in the future.. FISCAL YEAR 1952 CONTRACT SUPPORT FUNDING DF.FICIF.NCIES

't
,

According to the best avaihdrle evidence, the Ill.t.now estimates a 15 percent
shortfall in contract support funding for fiscal year 1982 yet no request for
either a supplementar appropriation or teprograming,of NAN has been' sub-
mitted to.the Congress. Is the absence of either type of request. the Penobscot
and many. other tribes will clearly be unable to recover indirect costs at the
level already approved by the BIA for fiscal year 1982. In short, this tribe and
oth6rs similarly situated will again be penalized for exercising their rights
under 638 by not being reimbursed for real, approved. indirect cost 'expenditures

t despite our full compliance with all applicable regulationt; and procedures.
In order to get a true picture of this problem I believe it would be helpful for

the committee to understand the impact of these BIA contract support de-
ficiencies at our tribal level. In 1982 alonewe are projecting a deficit of $42,000
while the cumulative total since 1979, the year we began exereising our 638
,rights. amounts to $121,936. These amounts are truly significant in our perspee-
tive while I'm sure the cumulative total nationally must be upwards of $5 million
just for this fiscal year. Although BIA contract officers have beeir willing to
allow an adjustment or reallocation of costs from indirect to direct, this has
the effect of reducing our direct cost base for the succeeding year. This translates
into an overall budget reduction for the tribe thereby reducing our ability to
meet service and resource management needs. This system clearly operates to

defeat the self-determination policy and penalizes us for exercising our rights.
I understand that this chronic shortage in contract S-upport funding reflects

a basic fault with the process and a frhstration of intent of tift law. In section
106(h) of the Self-Determination Act. Congress mandated that the level of
funding for tribally administered services should be at least as much as the

agency wonid have allocated. Since this necessarily Included administrative sup-

port or oterhead. the expectation was that there would be a reallocation of the

budget from BIA administrative to tribal contract support. This simply has
not happened' and the result is g system that doesn't work. Congress is under-
standably reluctant to continually increasing the -contract support budget when

they see no evidence of a concomitant decrease in BIA administrative expendi-
tures. 'Clearly, the only solution is to force a reallocation as intended by', the

law. While the Congress and this ccenmittee will hopefully pursue the necessary
long-range changes to correct these problems, we sincerely request that attention
also be directed to the impending fiscal year 1982 contract support funding
deficiencies. If no action is taken, you can rest assured that the BIA Will not
fully reimburse fiscal year 102 indirtoct costs for yet another year. However,

if the issue of contract support funding deficiencies can'be effectively addressed

for fiscal year 1983 and succeeding years, then a special last time effort,and
commitment, must be made to fully reimburse all legitimate fiscal year 102
tribal indirect cost expenditures so that a fresh start can be madb.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement and I shall be pleased to answer

any questions.
Senator ,ConEN. Ms. Tomah.

STATEMENT OF VIRGINIA TOMAH, TRIBAL COUNCIL MEMBER AND

DIRECTOR OF SOCIAL SERVICES, PASSAMAQUODDY TRIBE,

PLEASANT POINT RESERVATION, PERRY,' MAINE

. Ms. TomAn. I am Virginia Tomah, tribal council member at the

Passamaquoddy, Pleasant Point Reservation in Maine.
. Some of the things that I would like to address are: No. 1, that-

638 was implemented for self-determination of Indian people and
passed on to the Bureau to follow to its fullest, and it has not. None

'of the laws and the regulations have been followed. They have violated
. . ..

1



them by, first, the proposed draft. The tribes were not consulted.as to
.whether they would go contract or go through grants. We were told

ithat we are to go grants and that s it: . ..

Before the draft grants were released, I called Dale Heald and
requested a copy and he told me that I could not have a copy and
he said that I would see them when they were in the Federal Register
and that I would have 60 days to comment on them. None Of our input
was considered; our viewn;-were not considered. They are Whip-, us
what to do again in their own way. Theyvare letting us thi '.ihat
we lnive se4f-determination, but yet pullihgland taking it and hing
us in every corner and saying, here you are little. Indian, iere is a
little ,;elf-determination, letting us feel that we have'it and weio not.

I was, thinking last night in my room, we are: the first Americans
of this country, but I really feel like, I am a second American because
my rights are being violated-left 'Mid right. .

We like the regultitions, the 63S regulations, the way they are now.
They are workable. They are familiar to all Indian people, And
Kenny Smith says, the only major change that he knew of was the
GSA problem. So why spend all that money on staff, Bureau money,

. .and doing all the regulations? When the first law was broken, 271,
the trihes were not consulte,d.Their views were not taken into con-
sideration. How coutd ,they do this'? They broke the first law ang
imanine what they are going to do with th)s. -Contracts verais grants,
conrrat ts are more iegttl and more binding. We all have to live up to
them legally. We have a recourse. In this our recourse is very unclear.
Where do we go aftrr our fair hearing? Pdssibly nowhere.

4
Grants, you have to .have. points forthey are very, very corn

pet iti% e. Again, the Bureau is going to haVe Indians fighting amongst
Indians, instead.of working together in unity. They are hurting -all
the Indian people by; this. Insnfficient funds, the rules and regula-
tions, not giving TA.. I have never been able to get TA from the

. Bureau. Instead, I haw been telling them what some of their rules
and regulations are and they do not pay me. Each time I go to the
Bureau office'tninking I am going to talk to this person who was
dealing \-N it h it and establiAi. a Vif orking relationship, the next month
I go back, it is a brand new person and we are startingback from day
one. Tha have got so many staffers in so many positions that they
switch ai any point that they want, and it, is so frustrating.
. I really wonder; and I do not understand how they ctOn do this. It
does not make sense, waSting all that money, and breaking.the law
doing it', not letting any of us have our input. And when they say
we have our input, they listen to us, but they do not take it into con-.
sideiation. ,They will send another guy down to the meeting and the
other au) v% ill go through the whole thing again and they do not know
what we, are talldng about. .

So we are back at labil one and we have been stayingsat bldl one,and
not getting furthe s weems thit we ha to fight every step of the
way for self deteration which the Senate passed for our benefit.

. The Burem giNeth, the Bureau taketh, and that is what they will do
if w'e gegrants. In 5 years down the line, there will be no self-'
determination for Indian people. I. feer like they are going to send
me on a slow boat to China and I wil/ never return:4

..Thank you. . - -

19-891 0 - 83 -
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Senator COHEN. Thank you very much. .
, .

Virgihia, u have indicated you like 638 the way it is, but that is
a little bit of overstatement, I suspect.

Ms. ToarAn. .th a few minor changes.
Senator COHEN. OK, because it isand I miderstand being familiar

with one system and wanting to stay with that--but even as we listen
to the evidence this morning, there are some problemk associated with
the lack of guidelines. Mr. I..ove was just indicating that we have no
guidelines. 'They say it is up to yOu to determine what the indirect
costs are, and then come in later and say : No. 1, those are mot allow-
able. and No. 2, NAN& not have any money. We do have some problems

. with' 638 that should be corrected.
Ms. Tomeir. Yes, they do need changes.
Senator Calm. Please proceed. .

Mr. McLaren-mi. Mr. White Lighining is going to present our
testimony. V 1

r
STATEMENT OP Atr,EN win LIGHTNING, TRIBAL COUNCIL

MEMBER, STANDING ROCKt SIOUX TRIBE, PORT YATES, N. DAN...

ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT W. McLAUGHLIN, SPECIAL ASSISTANT

TO THE TB:IBAL CHAIRMAN ...

'Mr. Wnrrn LionmNo. Mr. Chairman my name is Allen White
Lightning-and I arn the chairman of the Standing Rock-Sioux l`ribe
from Nbrth Dakota, the finance committee of that particular tribal
council. I have with me today Mr. Robert W. McLaughlin, special
assistant to the tribal chairman, and also Mr., Alan Parker, who is one i
of our tribal advisers. .

I wish- to thank the committee for this important opportunity to
provide tribal testimony on issues concerning the indirect cost policies
for tribal government. We have attached detailed written testimony
described probleins and suggesting policy recommendations which we
believe .ean minimize the negative effects now 'built into existing
regulations.

enator COHEN. Without objection: your detailed Written testimony
will be made a part of the record of this hearing. -

. Mr. WHITE Liarrnarro. The Standing Roek Sioux *I'ribe, since 1977,
has utilized indirect cost procedures to finance, in part, tribal govern-
ment overhead expenditures. Year after yoar, we have been faced with

, the 'same recurring problems which are built into current regulations
whieh I am sure the chairman and the committee are aware of.

Unless corrective action is taken by the Congress and the adminis-
1., tration to reduce the impact of inconsistent regulations, tribal goVern-

,, ments will suffer not only management setbacks but real fmancial set-
7-°-- backs as well. t

Congress and th'e administratiOn, like the trilie, must grapple with .,

balancing expenditures tvith revenue, btit unlike Congress and the
administration, our tribe cannot exceed total revenue by, total expendi-

tures unless we are willing to face the consequences of defaulting on

financial commitments wg. r,
have with many individuals and

-. ,

organizations.
1 (

We of course, have chosen to balance ourannual budget. llowever,
this eask, which is difficult under ordinary circumstances, becomes .

. .
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almost impossible when sudden shifts in financial obligations of Gov-
ernment agencies to the tribe take place.

'The history of these shifts has always been on the short-fall side
of the ledger, thus burdening the tribe to replace incOme alteady
earned with income which must be taken away from other tribal
budget accounts. It has always been surprisingto me that the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, the agency which constantly calls for improved
tribal management, is the very same agency which is most guilty of
throwing the tribal budget process into disarray. Other Federal agen-
cies, as -we have clearly pointed out in our written ttstimay, are

'also responsible for contributing to reducing the effectiveness of tribal
management.

Standing Rock, therefore, recommends that this committee ask.the
Office of Management and Budget, in conjuncticd with the Inspector
General's Office, to immediately set up a task force to address serious
problems and deficiencies of the indirect cost regulations. This task
force should be required to submittheir findings and recotnmendations
in a followup hearing before this committee no later than by the end
of the figcal year. W6 realize this is a minimal amount of time but
we believebtribal governments and the Inspector General's' Office have
at hand the solution needed to solve this serious problem.

We further suggest that any theoretical assessments to the tribe
resulting from fixed carry-forward provisions be suspended. -

Finally, Senator Cohen, we also recommend that, if possiblei Con-
gress appropriate supplemental funds to cover the short-fall amounts
in the Bureau of Indian Alfairs Contracesupport program. We only
suggest this because the tribes have actually earned this income and
described problems and t-,uggesting policy recommendations which wehave already expends.d..,

Mr. Chairman, al this time I wou like to request that Mr. Mc-
Laughlin add-some comments to my testimony. .

Mr. McLAunimix. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just have a couple
of comments. One is with respect to the American Indian Law Center
report. We disagree with that report on two items. First, we do not
think that the Bureau or the Inspector General's Office has the capa-bility to develop a statistically reliable ratio that will be applied to all
tribes. We think that the situation is just too complex and the present
analysis of tribal government expenditures by the Inspector General's

-Office actually is not a bad system. We are infigreement with that.
Senator COHEN. I thitk one of the gentlemeh testified earlier this

morning and indicated Nit that is a complex area and that it is not
subject to an' easy formula or resolution by cost ratios.

Mr. McLArouux. The other comment, witIrrespect to the report, is
that we _thoroughly disagree to dO away-With the contract supportlpro-
visions. In theory, it does not sound like a bad idea, but in reality we
think that we are-going t6 be on the short-felt sideagain if that wereactiially carried out. It would be literally a reduction in total injec-
tions of revenue to the tribes and we believe it would come out of the
direct cost base.

Finally, and I gtiess this is a question to the committee, if the
Bureau of Indian Affairs came in and said were going to defaultif they did have such contracts, say witlf your Bath Iron Works inMaine, and not pay tfiem overhead thia,t they negotiated tbrough a
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cognizant audit agency, uhich I believe they doDefense Department
contracts are constantly negotiated with respect to overhead allow-
anceswhat would be the committee's reaction ? The Bureau is simply
not going to pay you for what you have earned. They are legitimate
costs, you have earned. them. Gentlemen from Bath, we just will not
pay you. What would be the committee's reaction?

We are proiiding a service to the United States, the tribe is. I sort '
of resented the Inspector General's comment this morning_that, we arp
funding tribal governments. They are not. We are providng a service.
The United States through the 13ureauof Indian Affairs and Federid
agencies and passAhrough through State governments, is paying for
that service and also paying for a legitimate and negotiated indirect -to

cost rate. We earned that. Weare wondering why the United States is
not paying us for what we have earned.

Senator COHEN. What is surprising to me is how we can conduct a
system not having any specific guidelines. The notion that each tribe is
going to set what it considers to be itf indirect costs to me is surpfising
.to say the least.

What we ought to have is sOme sort of uniformity that lays out with
specificity 1,hose kinds of costs th will, in fact, be reiMbursable and
there perliaps is the difference ween the analogy that you draw
between Bath Iron Works and t Defense industry. There, there is a
fairly specific set of guidelin* ere we do not appear to hive any.
What we appear to have is some sort of loose understanding that cer-
tain costs will be reimbursable and others may not be.

ItMr. Love is correct, that the', only statement he received is that we
simply' do not have the money, that adds another element to it.

What I think we have to have is some identifiable set of rules. The
rules tell you what you can do and what you cannot do in terms of
what will, in fact, be reimbursed. And if you do not have thobe, then
you are really at flay, because you do not know what kind of service
you,san'Iprovide and whether or not it will be reimbursable; whether
you will have to eat that cost ciming out of the cejptral program. r

Mr. MCLAUGHLIN. Senator, I think those comMents are excellent.
There are.such rules in the existkg,..systeni but they are not being
plied in this instance. We havt- legitimate expenditures which are
allowable, where we earn payments from the Government on those
pakicular accounts. And the Inspector General's Office and all the
audit agencies that deal with us have judged those to be allowable.

In our situationI cannot speak for other tribes, of course, I am
not familiar with Mr. Love's situationin-our instance, the Govern-
ment simply tells us that,, we are not going to pay you what we told

you we were going to pay you. All of our cost.items are legitimate and
allowable according to the Inspector General's Office.

Senator Com-N. .And what is the rationale they offer?
Mr. MCLAUGHLIN. Simply; we- are out .of money.
And then we have to inject or infuse those short-falls from our/

tribal bud , and I guess we are fortunate. I think this is what other

testimony day was referring to, especially the testunony that you
rdceive rom Mr. Thayet-. They simply had to take from their claims

mbney to inject that and I am assuming that Mr. Thayar's accounts

were so allowable accounts.

1,33
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, Senator COHEN. Your prepared statement will be entered in the
record at this point. . . .

[The statement follows. Testimony resumes on p. 135.]

JUNE 30, 1982.
Hon. WILLIAM S. COHEN.
Chairman, Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs, Dirksen Senate Office

Building, 4Vashington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR COHEN : The Standing Rock Sioux Tribe is pleased to have

this opportunity to submit oral and written testimony on problems surrounding
earned indirect cost paments to the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. Since 1977,
the tribe has utilized the indirect wst accounting rate to determine overhead
expenses allowable undqr OMB Circular No. A-87 and OASC-10, issued by the
Departmeni.of Health and Human Set.% ices. The cognizant audit agency which
determines our indirect cost rate is the Inspector General's Office of the U.S.Department of Interior.

Essentially, our problems have centered on the refusal of Federal agencies
to fully honor the rates established between the Inspector General's Office and
the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. This, of course, can throw the tribal budget
significantly off course during the year as shortfalls occur in indirect cost pay-
ments to the tribe. An intbility of the tribe to budget effectively usually results
in a less efficient tribal management capability.

The present testimony offers suggestions for your consideration on how Con-
gress and the administration may improve, from the tribal point of view,
Federal indirect cost policy for Indian tribes.

Sincerely, ii

PAT MCLAUGHLIN, Chairman,
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE STANDING ROCK SIQUX TRIBE, sunurrrEn ay
PAT MCLAUGHIAN, CHAIRMAN

Over the past 5 years, the Standing 112,ck Sioux Tribe hil's experienced serious
Problems of management and effective budget control directly resulting from
the complex and inconsistent agency interpretations of Federal regulations
governing indirect cost payments from State and Federal agencies for the admin-
istration of contract'and grant programs. The tribe, because it has developed
centrtilized administrative and financial functions, is allowed to .assess each
grant or contract award from the State or Federal source an indirect cost rate.
Tile percentage allowed for tribal overhead costs is determined by regulations as
established in the Cost P inciples and Procedures for Fmtablishing Coot Alloca-
tion Plans and Indirect ost Bates for Grants and Contracts with the Fhderal
Government, OASC-10 (h reinafter called. OASC and OMB Circular No. A-87. -'
OASC-1O is normallk administered by the Department of Health and Human
Services for State and local governments by their Office of the Inspector General.
Because of the special trust responsibility of the United' States ilcfr tribal assets,
the Office of the Inspector General, the U.S. Department of the Interior has been
assigned the role of Federal cognizant audit agent for tribal governments.

ale tribe's written testimony will be presented IL two parts. The first part
wf!!' describe in a brief manner the developments leading to problems we now
face with the indirect cost rate delivery system. The second part will he an
analysis' of problems which stem from inconsistent Federal requirements, and
direetiies during the actual yearly administration of the indirect cost program
by the tribe. This part will also include suggestions on how the program could
be improved from the tribal point of view.' I

Our testimony has 'been written apd prepared by tilbal stat and elected
officials directly involved in the day tb day decisionmaking or problem solving
actions necessary to administer the budget and accounting function of the tribe.
NO outside consultation or assistance was required or necessary in the develop-
ment of this report. We chose this presentation format so that the committee
could receive, testimony from an entirely, tribal prespective. On the other hand,
the following testimony cannot be considered as representing problems perceived
by the array of State and Federal agencies *hich contract with the tribe to
provide program services. The report was prepared by Mr. Clayton Brownotter, .,
chairman of the economics committee, Mr. Allen White Lightning, chairman of
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the health, education and welfare committee , Mrs. Thgresa Pleets, name officer ;
Mr. Joe Keepseagle, Jr., administrative officer ; and Mr. Robert McLaughlin,

.

special assistant to the tribal chaaman.

nem:wimp

The growth of Federal transfer payments, the self-determination act, centralized
tribal government functions, and the cost allocation plot and indirect cost
rates ..

,

Prior to 1960, the Standing Rock Sioux tribal government had minimal 40x-
penses of tribal government. Most expenses were treated as direct coke, to
operate the tribal council and chairman's office effectively. Support staff work,
when required, was provided by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in an indirect
manner. With the advent of Public Law 85-915'In 1958, the Standing Rock
Sioux Reservation Oahe Rehabilitation bill, tribal government began to expand
services.

The payments received by the tribe for lands taken for the Oahe Dam Plus
additional rehabilitation funds provided by Congess for social and economic
deyeiopment caused tribal government operations to grow significantly. For over
a decade, the interest earned from the principal deposits of the..rehabilitation
funds was sufficient to pay for tribal government when combined with moneys
the-tribe earned from leases on tr/ibal grazing lands. However, this began to
change when great society programs increased the real overhead expenses of
tribal government during the late 1960's and early 1970's but did not provide the
government with any eost reimbursement to cover such expenses. The principal
of indirect cost accounting was at that time still a foreign concept to tribal finan-
cial management. During this period, the acquisition of each,new grant program
placed an increasing strain on tribal finance but it.was not recognized as the tribe
did not have a sufficiently soppisticated financial operation which could a4locate
tribal management and other costs to their original sources, when they were of
the os'erhead or indir t nature, Also, many Federal agency programs during this
period ...required the ibe to provide in-kInd services or contributions which

further depleted tribe cash resources. Because Standing Rock residents rely
i

heavily on income maintenance transfers for income, there was absolutely no
taxation during this period. Furthermore, the economic sector which made up the

only source of productive income, aside from lease income tO the tribe and
individuals, ranching enterprise, was subsidized by the tribe to'encourage its fr,

development and growth. By 1974, the tribe had exhausted its surplus funds from

the Oahe Rehabilitation bill primarily as a result of hidden costs to tribal gov-
ernment to pay for the management of Federal grant and contract programs.
During the next several years, the tribe overran its budget and drew from prin-
cipal balances to pay for budget overruns. By 1977, even the principal balances
were depleted and either the tribe balanced its expenditures with its receipts or
facedlinsolvency and receivership at the hands of the Department of the Interior.

Faked with the necessity to balance the budget, the tribe, utilizing Public Law ,

, 93-638 self-determination management capacity building funds, initiated a major

program to reorganize tribal government and centralize the accounting and
finance functions. Standing Rock was encouraged in tffis effort by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs'and other Federal agencies as they indicated that *indirect eoSt

payments to the tribe could be sufficient to pay for allowable Costs for tribal
overhead eXpenses if the tribe could identify such costs in a central service cost

. allocation plan and indirect cost proposal. 1977 was the first yeaf the tribe partic-

ipated in the new indirect cost and contract support Program Excitement sur-
rounding the new system soon turned to disenchantment And th n disbelief when,

in 1978, the Bureau of Indian Affairs underestimated the demand for indirect
Cost 'payments for tribes by over 50 percent. At that time. the Bureau sent the

area offices lindlribes official nWEllication that there would be a major reduction

ih contract suppOrt funding and in the case of Standing Rockbecause we still
had not negotiated a new rate or billed the BIA indirset cost pool for any

incurred coststhat our allotment was already depleted as it had been paid to

other tribal governments who applied earlier on a first come, first serve basis. .

The tribe would receive no reimbursements for overhead expenses, the BIA

inforined the tribal chairman.
The tribal management staff sv s shocked. The tribe had just completed the

full-scale implementatiOn of a confplete reorganization of tribal government in

an effort to improve management japability and capacity. A centralixed account-

1 3 3
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ing system 'Mang new coMputer t
centralized fplministratlon and perso
agement activity was called for unde
Act, so that the tribe would have ti
Federal programs with a certain
officials and BIA directives. Con
integral to funding the overhea
they woald be available, said B1

With no BIA contract sup
of collection for indirect costs
additional news from the In
parently would not Collect th
Bureau of Indian Affairs, w
tiations as a remedial acti
lived carry forward provisi'
,over 300,000, negative a
indicated Wpat had b n proposed by the BIA in 1976 as a silk purse had
suddenly becdme a sowVear in the mind of tribal officials. '

The tribe immediatdly moved to reduce its indirect cost pool expenditures for,
fiscal year 197R by closi the administrative and personnel offices and reducing
finance office functions. hi
duration c\f fiscal year 78. At the end of the fiscal year, Congress passed a sup-

st resulted,in ineffeckive tribal government for the

plemetdal appropriath9s 'bill which restored partial indirect cost funds to
the Bure t's contract dhpport fund for that fiscal 5 ear. The tribe was eventually
rehnbur. d a percentage of the actual expenditures for overhead expenses as
a result, of the supplemental appropriations bill. However, by this time, the tribe
learn the litrd way about the inconsistencies and potential danger of the
indlr t cost program. In the meantime, the Inspector General's Office, realizing
the tribe was not a fault, made adjustments which forgave the tribe the now
ret eed penalty for over recovering a ,theoretical $300,000. By fiscal year 1980,
th 'tribe reestablished an indireet cat pool which included expentfitures fo
t e original finance office staff, the ortginal administrative /lee, and personne
ffice functions.
During the last 2 fiscal years, the tribe continued to learn by experience the!

problems assotiated with the indirect cost policy of .State and Federal agencies
We ulll now turn to those is.15Ips. Although we are now able to manage the triba
admioistratise budget murq successfully than in fiscal year 1978, many proble
associated with indirecf wst payments result because of actions or inconsiste t
regulations beyond our control. It is such actions which hitve placed' in jeopa y
once again Standing Rock's fiscal year 1982 budget process.

nology wag put in place. New offices for
nel were established. This range of man-
Public Law 93-638, the Self-Determination
capability to take ol er the management of

gree of efficiency and effectiv,eness, said BIA
act support and indirect cost ,payments were

expenses required bnder this new direction so
managers before tha tribal reorganization.

t funds available to pay legitimate tribal bills
te intu. the fiscal year of 1978, the tribe received

wctor General's Office that since the tribe ap-
rate which we had finally notiated from the

would be severely penalized in future rates nego-
, according to regulations. This is the theoretical

n. The total assessment to the tribe would be well
ustment for fiscal year 1979, the Inspector General

TEIE FISCAL YEAR 1982 TRIBAL BUDGET

The tribal indirect cost proposal and an analysis Of inconsistent Federal ctions
and regulations with recommendations for a Federal ppiicy chang

lreet cost
ftsets, of
and pro-

roposed and
lished at 20.4

r each indirect
direct cost nego-
nspector General

the attached Agree-
direct costs applicable

ollected must be funded
he amount of the carry-

1 indirect costs applicable

sts approved by the cognizant
ents, and agencies, However, as

section II of the agreement, use
e subject to statutory limitations.

are subject to the availability of

For fiscal year 1982, tire Standintg Rock Sioux tribe established an i
pool budget- shared administrative overhead expensesminus
$697,809. The projected direct cost basetribal grants, contrac

grams is estimated to be $3,413,002 fur fiscal year 1982. The
accepted rate to the Federal cognizant audit agency was est
percent. As of October 1, 1981, the tribe began to expend funds
cost pool ficcount at the budgeted $697,809 budget level. The
tlated proposal accepted by the tribe and DOI's Office of th
,included the standard clauses listed below :

Main prorision--By accepting the fiscal year 1982 rate
ment, 3 on agree it is your responsllIllity to collect the
to each of your programs. Any such Costs that are dot
with your own funds. For the purpose of computi
forward for fiscal year 1 -, we will assume that
to all programs have been covered.

Other provisions--"8. C-10 provides that
agency will be recognized by all Federal depar
pointed out in the limitation paragraph und
of the rate on some Federal programs fnay
Additionally, indirect cost reimbursemen
funds for the pirticular funding agencies '
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General provisions"O. Changes: If a fixed carry-forwaid or predetermined
rate (s) is contained in this agreement it is based on the organizational structure
and the accounting system in effect at the time the proposal was submitted.
Changes in the organizational structure or changes In the method of accounting
for cost which affect the amount of reimbursement resulting from use of the
rate(s) In this agreement, require the prior approval of the authorized repre-
sentative of the responsible negotiation agency. Failure to obtain such approval
may result in subsequent audit disallowances."

"D. The fixed carry-forward rate(s) : Contained in this agreement, if any,
is based on an estimate of the cost which will be incurred during the period
for which the rate ppplies. When the actual Math for such period have been
determined an adjustment will be made in the negotiation following such deter-
mination to compensate for the difference between that cost used to establish

the fixed rate and that which would have been used were the actual costs known

at that time."
ThL4 fiscal year, the tribe manages, in addition to general government func-

tions, 42 contracts, grants, and tribal programs. The breakdown is as follows:

(a) 16 BIA contracts and grants; (b) 4 BIA education title I contracts; (c)
Indian public health Service contracts; (d) 7 other Federal agency programs
Health and Human Services, Agriculture, Energy, Commerce, Labor, and Trees-

ury ; (e) 6 State contracts;.and (f) 2 tribal programs included in the indirect

cost base.
The current direct cost base is approximately $3,5 miltion. The projected in-

direct cost payments.to the tribe if all direct cost base accounts are fully utilized

would be apptnximately $700,000 at the enil of the fiscal year. The adjusted

projected income actually received by the tribe due to Federal program actions

and inconsistencies la now projected to be $605,200. As of today, June 30, 1982,

we are projecting a shortfall of $94,800 by the end of the fiscal year. The tribe

is now forced into one of two necessary, actions: (1) to inject tribal general

funds (which do not exist) into the indirect cost account in :tamount of
ed$94,800, or (2) ruce drastically the employees and services ich make up

the indirect cost pool to cover the indirect cost shortfall. The first action" would

place the tribe in jeopardy while the second action would cripple the tribe

administratively. Nevertheless, without concessions from Federal agencies or
supplemental fundl to opr indirect cost pool, the tribe must take necessary action.

To pinpoint the problem, we will discuss in turn Indirect cost shortcomings asso-

ciated with the Above listed agency categories.
(a) BIA grants and contracts.The major problem the tribe has experienced

after several years of working with Bureau of Indian Affairs grants and Con-

tracts Is that agency's inability to project contract support funds accurately.
This is not to say that the tribe is not in agreement with the Bureau for request-

ing special contract support allocations but that the3 should, if they propose to .

utilize this special classification, attempt to predict them with far more accurtity

than they have in the past. As in 1978, this year in May, the tribe received.word

from Mr. John W. Fritz that their is less support funds available than-needed to

satisfy tribal indirect cost proyisions. Ilksays there is only 85.2 percent available.

This reduced the effective indirect cost rate on Bureau programs from 20.4 per-

cent to 18,percent. The losS, if the tribe permitted the indirect cost rate to be

depressedIn this fashion, would have been $63,000 in Bureau indirect cost pay-

ments to the tribal government. The Bureau action now ,requires the tribe to

extensively. modify 14 contracts, to assem. each contract the full, amount of
approximately 12 percent per contract out of the direct cost allocations and real-

locate these funds'to make up the loss and bring the effective rate back to 20.4

percent. Of course, this requires each tribal director or program supervisor for

Bureau grant or contract funds to reduce their program expenditures for services

to the people by almost 12'percent. This lack of agency capability in projecting

Indirect cost capabilities also causes apparent problems with area office contract-

ing officers, Mr. Robert Whitefeather. Aberdeen area office contract specialist,

supervising tribal contracts, states, "the present system presents a nightmare to

My office during a 'contract support shortfall situation." Another problem area

with respect to BIA. contracts is an administ aye opinion that tribes cannot

assess social services grant funds to pay fo ired and approved Indirect cost

injections. This is a problem which we will tuts later which is applicable to

other Federal agencies as well. Essentially, the tribe does nbt believe that'existing

stAtutory provisions prohibit tribes from utilizing social service grant funds via

modification procedures to pay for indirect cost requirements. There is an incon-

137
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sistency between the main pros ision above AN hich requires the tribe to collect
every indirect cost applb able to eat h contract or grant and in the other provisionabove, part 5, which indicates that cognizant agency approved rates "will be
recognized by all Federal departments and agencies." This inconsistency has led
to currently onresolvable conflicts between the tribe, the cognizant audit agency,
and Federal contract and grant agencies.

We recommend that the Bureau develap flexible policy to compensate for any
shortfalls in contract support funds durjng the fiscal year. One solution may be
a mandatory transferring of Bureau athninistrative funds from their account to
the Tribal contract support funds account.

(bi Bureau of Andian Affairs Title I Coat racts.Serious problems exist with
contracts such as the Bureau's Education Title I Projects. Agency officials in
charge of these contracts indicate that they itre prevented by Federal statutory
exclusions th pay any more than 8 percent administrative costs. Howexer, the
tribe seriously questions this interpretation of existing statutes. We refer here to
a report issued by the Bureau titled. Public Law 93-638. Indirect Cost/Contract
Support Policy Procedures and Practices of March 1982. This report, prepared
by the American Indian Law Center, Inc., t'OIK bided that there is a confusion
caused by um hear definition of terms on what maximum percentage Federal pro-
gram agencies can funil indirect costs in support of grants and contracts. We
quote from this report. However, it should be noted that we have been unable to,
identify a single Federal assistance program available to Indian tribes that is
prohibited by' enabling legislation from paying its full share of indirect costs.
The legislative prohibitions hre usually in terms of limits on the cost of program
administration. administrative t osts. or overhead, ail of ss hich are quite different
from inaf rect costs as defined in A-87 and OASC-10.

.The jtI I misinterpretation of the statute alone results in a shortfall at
Standing Rock of $36.000. This is a heavy burden which the tribe isbeing asked
tn pay for what many consider imprecise administrative judgments. We will
recommend to Congress that the Issue be clarified by Congress or the administra.
tion so that the cognizant Federal audit agency rates can be paid in full by this
agency.

(c) Indian Public Health Sen ice contracts.The Indian Public Health Serv-
ice, like the Bureau of Indian Affairs, has worked hard to enable the tribe to
receive 'adequate indirect cost payments. As a matter of record, every contract
the tribe now holds, with one exception, is paying the full indirect cost rate
tn the tribe The one exception and one we must question is a program function,
the director of tribal health programs,,cvhich is being contracted to the tribe
out nf IPIIS indirect cost pool funds. Officials of the IPIIS have determined
that they cannot pay indirect cost payments on funds originating or identified
as indiret t cost pool funds (contract support funds) at the agency level. We
believe this situation should not be excluded from hav ing tO pay neeessary costs
incurred by, the Tribe to administer and Serv ice that cost account Rem.

(d), Other Federal agency programsThe tribe currently contracts with the
Department of Health and Iluman Services, Agriculture, Energy, Commerce,
Labor. and Treasury, These non BIA and IPIIS special Federal contracts and
grants pose serious problems to the-tribe. They, like the title I education con-
tract, tiaLm special statutory language in their authorizing legislation which
preveiits them from paying a full indirect cost rate t4I the tribe. The tribe, never-
theless, must administer every such contract nu differently from BIA or IPHS
programs which pay the tribe the full rate. Our recommendation, fur example
in the instance of the LOIN Income llome Energy Assistance Act of 1981, Title
XXVI, the Omnibus Budget ReConciliation Act of 1981, states that, in section
2605. subpart A. Hie tribe may use for planning and administering the use of
funds at allable under thls title an amount not to exceed 10 percent of its allot-
ment under its title for such fiscal year. We believe, as above, that such statu-
tory language does not apply to the Indirect cost requtrement set forth by the
cognizant Federal audit agency. Again. NN,e request that all like determinations
by Federal agency official§ be resolved In favor of the tribe (receiving its full
negotiated indirect cost rate.

fel State contrat ts. The tribe has experienced difficulty with Federal con-
tracts %hitli pass through the State governments. To completely alleviate these
problems. the tribe has gone on record since 1972 requesting direct Federal fund-
ing a all programs to the trlbe..Uosueser, several grant and cOntract programs
continue to pass through the State funding hierarchy. The tribe considers these
passthroughs to be Inefficient attd not as effective as they might be if directly
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funded to the tribe. The tribe currently has six State contracts of which three
tyty the full indirect cost rate and three do not. The tribe reads OASC-10 to
require that the State fund the full indirect cost rate to the tribe. We quote
from seetion 1, page 4, the following. In some instances, the lower tier organi-
zation may itself be the direct recipient of Federal grants oecontracts and will
have had its,central service and/or indirect costa approved bi the 'Federal Gov-
ernment. In such cases, a higher tier State or locality may generally rely on the
determinations of the Federal Government and should contact the Federal
agency which approved the costs to assure that its determinations apply to the
higher tier 'organization's situation.

It is our de mination that the above requires the State to rely on the
Federal nt audit agency's determination of the tribe's indirect cost
rate. We e Congress and the administration should clarify the State's
obligation to the full indirect cost rate to the tribe under-this regulation.

(f) Tribal programs.The tribe pays the full assessed rate of 20.4 percent
on every tribally funded program it ad.ministers.

on Relations with the Federal Cognizant Audit AgencyInspector General's
D01.Over the past 5 years, tbe tribe has had amicable relations with

the Office of the Inspector General with regard to the indirect cost program.
We believe the OIG has treated the tribe fairly, but has been constrained by
certain inflexible regulations in OASC-10 and OMB Circular No. A-87 Congress
and the administration should consider modifying these regulations to take into
consideration several unique aspects of tribal governments. First tribal govern-
ments have varying rates of income dependency. Income dependency is measured
by the per capita percentage of income maintenance or transfer payments neces-
sary to maintain minimum standards of lying. At Standifig Rock,.the income
dependency is unusually high and estimated to be about 90 percent of tptal
income. Because of this fact, tax revenues to tribal government are miniscule.
Other revenues are limited. Therefore, the relationship between indirect cost
payments and other sources of revenue are not similar to the ratio existing,
for instance, at the State level. Because of this unique condition, shortfalls in
earned indirect cost payments to the tribe have a mueh greater impact on the
tribal budget process. To allow for unforeseen-Changes in indirect cost remit=
bles, the regulations should be modified to permit a much greater flexibilit7

to change the approved indirect rate easily through a simple negotiation during
tha fiscal year. In addition to this flexibility, regulations and guidelines should
be drawn up which eliminate any theoretical over-recovery losses which could
be asseesed the tribe. In the development of new regulations, careful consulta-
tion with the OIG is critical. The cognizant audit agency. atleast in region VIII,
understands the tremendous burden existing regulations place on tribal govern-
ments who havo'high rates of income dependencr.:

RFICOMMENDATIONEI FOR THE SENATE SELECT POMMITTEE ON IND/AN AFFAIRS
OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON =mum omit

1. It is recommended that OASC-10 and OMB Circular No. A-87 be revised

to take into consideration the unique aspects oi tribal governments under income

dependency conditions. Increased flexibility to adjust the direct cost base, the
direct cost pool, and rate should be allowed as funding circumstances change
during the course of the year. Less ettention should be given to adjustments
aYter the fiscal year such as require4 by the fixed carry-forward regulations as
they result in large theoretical adjustment balances assessed the tribe.

2. The Bureau of Indian Affairs should develop policy which will eliminate
mid-year dr end-year shortfall announcements. Mandatory fund transfers from

regular Bu'reau administrative accounts should be made to the tribal contract

support account if shortfalls develop. At present, the tribe sees only tribal con-

tract and grant Program services being curtailed when shortfalls occur while

seemingly the Bureau continues without reductions in force or administrative
overhead reductions. In theory, Bureau supplemental overhead should be re-
&iced as tribal contracts are put in place. This has not always been the caSe

and a mandatory funds transfer would make this me:fifty while preserving

the integrity of thetribal budgeting process.
8. Congress and the Administration shoud move to correct administrative and

agency misinterpretations of statutory provislons which apparently do not re-

strict the payments of agency to tribes for indirect cost purposes. A study by

the American Indialr-Law-renter haa indicated that there are no legislative
prohibitions,which limit agencies from paying their full share of indirect costs.
The, regulations for agencies which administer the CBTA, LIHEAP, Headstart,
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Weatherization, WIC, and Elderly programs should be clearly drawn up so that
these agencht pay their full indirect cost rates to tribes.

L Federal grants should be funded directly to tribal governments. State pass-
through grants only result in greater cost to the federal budget, a move awayfrom tribal self-determination, unnecessary bullimucratic inefficiencies, and at
times, conflicts which lead to sour relations betw een state governments and tribal
governments During the interim, however, all pass-through grants should be
required, as provided in OASC-10, to pay the full Tribal indirect cost rate.

5 The Standing Rock Sioux tribe agrees with other tribes and national tribal
organizations in recommending that an OMB les el task force be immediately set
op to deal with the problems tribes now face with the indirect cost program. This
task force should be required to submit to the Senate Stitect Committee oelndian
Affairs their recommendations s ithin 2 months, during a followup hearing to
this present oversight hearing. This is possible because the tribes and the I spec-
tor General's office have already given .considerable and detailed thought o thismatter.

6 Because or'the extensive shortfall payments existing hi the Bur au of
Indian Affairs and other Federal agencies, tribes should be forgiven any negative
theoretical fixed, carry-forward assessments.

T Congress should, 'as in 198, contemplate a supplemental appropriation to
the Bureau's contract support pool to pros ide tribal governments with indirect
cost funds for expenditures already incurred by tribal governments.

Senator COHEN. Ms. Zion?

STATEMENT OF ROSEMARY ZION, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, NAVAJO
DIVISION OF EDUCATION, WINDOW ROCK, ARIZ,

Ms. ZinN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. My name is Rosemary Zion and I am
here on behalf of the Navajo Tribe's Dh ision of Education. I am here.
in place of Mr. Lawrence Gishe who is the executh e director of the
Division of Education. I am his assistant. Mr. Gishe sends his regrets
that lw is unable to-he herein person today. -

I would fike to comment to the commatee both alxmt the proposed
changes in the Self-I)etez nation Act regulations and the prelfosals
for changes in funThng bidi ct and other administrathe costs, both of
which are being considem by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and are

. befOre this committee.
3

, I think I would like to preface these remarks liy tAying that many of
the complications that we are hearing about toby, and many of the
unansweredque4 ions that are flmting about today could be simplified.
.I am'not going to say diminat ed. but could be simplified if. on the one
hand, the Bureau of Indian Affairs NN'erC to follow the law in the way
in which contractors with the Bureau of Imlian Affairs are required
to follow the law under tlie Sel f-Determination Actand I will
explain what I mean tlwreand if in fact the consultation promss
between the Bureau of Indian Affairs and tribal governments and
tribal organizations who contract with the Bureau were conducted
effect ively.

in preparing Ow testimony that' we have drafted for this committee,
the 19h isiop of Edit& at ion has followed the practice of consulting very
actively with other education contractors within the Navajo Nation

,

who, are affected by these 638 contracts, and we get. a lot. of good in-
formation, and w e clarify a lot of misunderstandings, and we tend
to come out of those consultatke meetings with a better idea of what
we are doing. ,

I would really recommend that process which we have used in
developing our testimony to the Bureau of Indian Affairs in develop-

14.0
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ing iti recommendatiOns, mid in developing its procedures for 'fund-
ing indirect costs. It works very well. That has not been what.has
happengdin our experiencei

As an example, the way in which we acquired a draft, what I be-
lieve is the latest draft, May 21, of the proposed Self-Determination
Act regulations, is that somebody I knew, knew somebody, who got
a eopy of them and Federal Expressed the thing to me. I got it Mon-
day of last week. It was available to start to be worked on Tuesday
at last week.

Mr. Dale Heald from the BIA had. been out in Flagstaff, Ariz.,
last February discussing the Self-Determination Act regulations. At
that time, the division allied him when we could have a copy of the
most recent draft. We were told the same thing that Ms. Tomah
was told, when it came out in the Federal Register. If we had fol-
lowed that., we would have had to come to this hearing to testify
about these regulations without seeing them. That is not consulta-
tion as we understand it. It poisons the-water of the whole working
relationship between the Bumau a,nd the tribes. You just feel uncon-
fortable with regulations you have to get that way.

, It-is harder to get an understanding of what they mean. This has
been our experience and I really think it is a tremendous compli-
cating factor in this whole questiou of changing the regulations and
in funding indirect costs.

Now, we have prepared written testimony on both 'these matters and
have developed some. recommendations. I would like to go over, in
particular, the recommendations. Our testimony gives our general

It.reaction and we have also undertaken an analysis, point by point,
of the American Law Center report, and the recommendation-it makes,

and of the proposed Self-Determination Act regulations, which I will

not go into, but I would encourage the committee and its staff to lbok

at because there are a, lot of questions that have been raised in our
minds by going over these documents.

Senator COHEN. Could I inquire what ybur time schedule is? I
know I was going to recess this meeting at 12 :30 and then allow Sena-

tor DeConcini to come and listen to your testimony. I was wonder-
ing if 1 p.m. is bad for you ?

Ms. Zrort. No.
Senator COHEN. I would like to have you withhold it since I know

that lie would like to hear the testimony of some of th6 western tribes

and cannot get here before 1.
MS. ZION. I am certainly more than willing to wait for Senator

DeConcini.
Senator COHEN. Thank ery much. I appreciate
Your entire statement and the studies you have submitted will be

made a payt of the record of this hearing. 4

[The material follows. Testimony resumes on p. 151.1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF 'THE NAVAJO DIVISION or EDUCATION, PRESENTED BY

ROSEILART"ZION, ASSISTMVT DIRECTOR

INTERPRETING THE INDIAN SELP-DETERMINATION ACT : A CONLWENTART ON THE

PROPOSED NEW "93-638 REGULATIONS

Members of the select committee, for almost a year, the Bureau of Indian

Affairs has been announcing its plans to make significant amendments to the

regulations implementing the Indian Self-Determination Act, Public Law 93-658.
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These plans have been based, at least in part, upon a solicitor's opinion holding
that the Federal Grants and Cooperatis e Agreements Act of 1977 requires that
agreements betwten the Bureau of IndianAffair§ and Indian tribes and tribalorganizations for the administration of prrams otherwise operated directly bythe BIA must be in the form-of grants rather than contracts. This opinion hasbeen questioned by many Indian tribes and organizations for reasons which willbe discussed in this testimony.

Any change in the rules and procedures for administration of the Self-Dete -mination Net k a matter of .great concern to tribal education agencies such as
the Naclajo Division of Education, amigo community controlled contract schools. operated under Self-Determination Act ontracts. With any change in procedures,
there are a number of questions which must be answered before tribal educa-
tional agencies and contract schools can determine if their situation has been
Made better or worse. What will be the effect of the new regulations on eligibility' for related service (such as GSA. vehicles, facilities maintenance) ? What willb the effect on the ability of tribes and tribal organizations to-Vake policy, use
money effectively, d al with problems of carryover? .

Often these ques ions cannot be answered by merely reading the new and ohl
regulations They require discussion and interpretation of the effect on other lawsand regulations 0 ten the tribes and tribal organizations are more sensitive to
the relationship btween the Self-Determination Act rules and other Federal
laws and regulatio s than are the Federal officials.

Under these ci umstances, it is clearly unreasonable to expect Indian tribes
.4Wr and tribal organ ations to go along with and given their approval to any new

regulations undef the Self Determination Act unless they have been involved in
)the develmopent of those regulations in a meaningf t l way. I almost hate to use

the word "eons Ration". It has been so often mis sed. Briefings after the fact
, have too often I emi called consultation. Information sessions in which no informa-

don is exchared and no ideas accepted from the foot have been called
consultation.

Actually, some of the best consultation the Navajo Division of Education had
1> with the Bureau, has !ken the unofficial acquisition from non-BIA sources of

BIA documents not jet scheduled for public release. This is how we first learned
about BIA proposals to close 3eYeral BIA-operated schodIs on the Navajd Reserva-
tion This is how we learned about the ideas underlying the BIA 1983 education
budget proposal And, most recentb, this is how we have obtained what we be-
lieve is the most recent draft (May 21, 1982) of the BIA's proposed. new Self-
Determination Act regulations. Only a cynic or a humorist would eall such aproces.s consultation.

There ore, the first thing we would request of you as the committee charged
with ov rsight of the BIA is to hold that organization to its obligation to workwith In ian trifles and organizations in hnplementing the Self-DeterminationAct It i not enough to present a draft and hold an information session after itis writt n, as was done last fall with an earlier version of these regulations, It
is not' e ough to offer verbal assurances to tribes and tribal organizations that
their co cerns will be addressed while failing to provide them with the actual
proposa for the regulatcons. This latter was our experience last winter when a
BIA rei resentative addressed a'gathering of Indias. educators in Flagstaff, Ariz.
Bather, the BIA must be prepared to sit down with Indian tribal representatives
and rei resentlitives of Indian organizations and Work out implications of pro-
posed r gulatory changes. Unless this is done, it is unreasonable to expect Indian
tribes ind organizations to accept changes in one of their basic working docu-ments or dealing with the Federal Government.

cAs 4 ated earlier, the Navajo Division of Edncation obtained the draft of theSelf D torinination Act regulations upon Ahich we base these commehts unofil-
eially, from a source outside the BIA. We receised it only last week. It has been
impos. iblo so far to give the document the careful analysis it deserves. There has
been io time to hold work sessions.with other Indian education leaders or tribal
(Ifficia 4 or even all the key members of our own staff to give the current draft ofthe p noosed regulations the thorough going over it requires. Therefore, theset eomm nts on those proposed regulations most be based upon the hasty analysis
whicI the Navajo Division of Education has undertaken in-house and on shortnotic

Thd gist of the BIA argUment for changing the system of contracts to grants
is that the change is required by the Federal Grants and Cooperative AgreementsAct al d that the changes are merely procedural in nature, not substantive. Wes .are

no certain that either of these cOntentions is correct. ...

. 1 4 '2
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It is not at all clear that the Federal Grants and Cooperative Agreements Act
requires the change from contracts to grants for the,Self-Determination Act.
Appended to this testimony is an analysis of this issue undertaken by the Division
staff (Appendix B). This analysis.demonstrates that solid legal princip s sup-

., port the, unique status of Indian pffairs legislatiep such as the Indi n Self-
Determination Act, and its legal protection from implietl repeal or am ndment
by laws ot general jurisdiction.

It is timpqrtant to realize that Indian affairs statutes are the successors of
treaties between the United States and Indian tribes. They are the means for
spelling out the unique relationship between. the Federal Government and Indian
peoples. If they can be altered in their implementation by statutes which do not
even mention Indian tribes, or the affected Indian laws,, then these treaties can
be unilaterally altered or eliminated without any notice to the Indian tribes and
peoples who rely on them. We do not believe that this is consistent with the cur-
rent state of Indian law, or with the rights of Indian peoples in dealing with the
United States Government.

In addition, we are not convinced that the Self-Determination Act contracts
to provide services otherwise provided directly by the BIA fail comfortably
within the deflation of "grant" contained in the Federal Grants and Coopera
tire Agreements Act: These contracts are for tribal and local administration of
programs which the BIA would itself have to administer, but for the Self-Deter-
mination Act contracts. The Self-Determination Act specifies "contracts" for
these agreements, and "grants" for the ancilliary agreements available to help
tribes and organizations plan for self-determination act coNtracts. We believe It
is significant that the Indian Health Service of the Department of Health and
Human Services has come to the conclusion thitt "because of the service-delivery
nature of its programs, the utilization of contract agreements under Section 103
(25 U:S.C. S460g) of the act is consistent with the Federal Grants and Coopera-
tive Agreements Act" (a quote from the introduction to tfie proposed amend-
ments to 25 CFR Part 276 in the "unofficial" copy of that document). Certainly
the same arguments which justity the position of the Indian Health Service apply
to the delivery of education services in BIA funded schools and educational
progra ms.

'Finally, it is not at all clear that the change from contracts to grants carries
no substantive changes in the basic terms of the relationship between Indian con-

. tractors and the Federal GovernMent. The original draft of the regulations con-
tained many substantive changes in that relationship affecting rights of appeal,
ability to carry forward funds, availability of government propegtr.marhe more
recent draft has corrected many of the problems which Ore earlier daft created.
But it is still not clear that the change to "grants" will not affect program...-.

Some of our contract schools have been told that as grantees they are not en-
titled to GSA vehieles. Use of GSA vehicles fs critical to helping some of these
schools break even. While appeals rights have been improved over the first
draft, it seems clear that grantees will not fall under the coverage of the Con-
tract Disputes Act of 1078, which, absent the change to grants, would be appli-
able of Self-Determination Act contracts under the provisions of 25 U.S.C.
S450j(a). In the absence of a comprehensive review of the consequences of
"grants status" and "contract status" of an agreement, it is impossible to know
what additional unanticipated effects the change may have.

As stated earlier in this testimony, the late acquisition of the most recent draft
of the Self-Determination Act regulations has left the Navajo Division of Educa-
tion little time to analyze and interpret the draft. Therefore, any comments on
the specific language of these proposed revisions will of necessity be cursory
in nature. We would urge this Committee to make copies of the latest regula-
tion draft available to Indian tribes and Indian contractors before the regula-
tions are published in the Federal Register and to keep the record of this hearing

open for a reasonable period of time to solicit more comprehensivescomments on

the regulations.
We do want to cover a few points, however, in regard to this draft. Many of

the worst-faults of the earlier draft have apparently been cerreeted. Grantees ere

no longer required to choose between a formal and informal hearing if they ap-

peal a local decision. The obligations of the Bureau in regard to retroceded
grants have been reinserted. The right of Indian people to have access to the

records of the programs that serve them has been reinstated. We have discukRed

these questions in the comments attached to this testimony as appendix A. We

hope you and your staff will review those comments with care. However, a cur-

sory review of these proposed regulations identified a number of remainiffg Prob.'

lems and questions.

14,3
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CONCLUSION

In coulusion. we would urge this committee to reject the Bureau of Indian
Affairs 'fi,rgument that the Federal Grants and Cooperative Agreements Act
;equires a change from contract to grant as the basic mechanism for implement-
ing the Self Deterkination Act. This argument has already been rejected by the
Indian Health Service as idappropriate. It should be rejected for BIA education
programs (and other contracted programs) as well.

In regard to those amas where more specific changes are proposed in the
regulation, tho Bureau should be required to wark in concert with Indian tribes
and tribal organizatbao, to dev clop appropriate changes in the regulations. There
are some weloune changes in the proposed regulations. as.well as many question-
able ones Efforts should be taken to preserve the best of the proposal while
eliminating the inappropriate parts. While effective consultation is admittedly
time consuming, it is surel, less tedious than/drafting proposals in. isolation only
to have them rejec ted time after thik by the persons who must live with them.

o wouhl encourage 3 011 to leave the record open for a time and see that
the BIA sends copies of its proposed regulations in their current form to Indian
tribes awl tribal organizations so that you may receive more complete and effec-
tive commentary.

Accompanying this testimony is a summary of the reCommendations of the
Navajo Division of Education regarding amendment, of the Self-Determination
Act regulations. I hope you will give them serious consideration. Thank you.

Arevvictx A COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC BIA PROPOSALS FOR AMENDMENTS OF SELF.
DETERMJNAIIION ACT REGULATIONS

I. PART 271

Most of these cdmments will deal with the changes to Part 271 of the regula-
tions, since this part is the heart of the existing contracting procedure. In review
of, this part, we have identified the following concerns and questions:
1. Role of the arca director and area education director

The draft regulations we reviewed are consistent only with the pretrealineMent
structure of the BIA. A number of functions are Identified for thc Area Director
or the Area Education Program Administrator. If the BIA does complete its
realignment, all these provisions will have to be changed to refiecathe new
administrative structure.,It is not completely dear to us how the realignment will
affect procedures under the regulations for moving a controversy up one level in
the BIA hierarchy. Where will the Area Director's, functions go? To the agency
or the region? Will the role of the Commissioner be delegated to the region or
rentain in Washington?

2 ffrplaconcnt of specific contract applkatton requirements unth OMB circulars
This Is a great coneern to Indian contractors. At this time contract application

and administration requirements are spelled out in the Self-Determination Act
regulatb Ms They cannot be changed w lthout a notice being published in the
Federal Register, an opportunilly to comment, et cetera. An GMB circular can be
amended Ns ithout notice. 'tomments. or publication. In addition, these circulars
are not necessarily applicable for the kinds of contracted programs with which
the Self Determination Act contractors are involved. (We do not-know of any
other Federal grants that are given for tile complete operation of an elementary
school or high schaol ) We fear that this cliplige will invite misunderstanding.
We also wife that the specific requirement GM agency and area directors provide
to applic ants forms and information on all application requirements has bt,en
deleted We would suggest reinstating this provision so that applicants can be
assured they hal e been fully informed of the requirements to which they ,can
be held.
3. -holding information

'We note from this draft that the Bureau is still not willing to commit itself
to supplying potential contractors (or grantees) with information about all
funding "the appropriate Secretary would hale otherwise provided tor his direct
operation of the program", as required by the Act. This information is essential.
4, Convenience to grantee

While grants are usually described as-slinpler for the grantee than contracts
are for the contractor, the proposed .regulations actually/pike) more specific
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management reqkirements on the grantee than the existint regulations dd on
contractors. Some of these requirements may be a good idea,,but their growth
seems inconsistent with one of the rationales for changing to grants. In addition,
the regulations appear to make it more difficult for tribal organizations to nego.

-date three year agreements, by increasing the specificity with which the tribal
government resolution must approve a three yearttgreement.

5. Powers of the agency director, area director and Commissioner
The new draft clearly places greater power with the agency director and area

. director and reduces 4.116 role of the Coalmissioner of Indian Affairs to essen-
tialfy an appellate role. What will'be the effect of realignment on 'this proposed
distribution of power?
6. Role of the area director for the Navajo area

14e Navajo tribal government has a particular problem in dealing with the
BIA7be.uuse there are five agencies Within the Navajo Nation, a situation faced
by no other tribe. For individual° contractors within the Navajo Nation, it is
clearly appropriate to deal with the agency director in regard to contract or
grant applications. For the Navajo Tribe, however, it is clearly more appropriate
to be ableto deal With the area director and area education program adminis-
trator for any contract application. It is not clear from the draft that the tribe
may ,.do so. In one place the regulfitions state that application is made to the
area director if a tribe has more than one agency within its boundaries. But in
other places the regulations seem to state that appfications can be made to or
decisions made by the,area director only if more than one.tribe is involved in the
contract' or grant and is located in the area.

-

7. Starting date
The proposed regulations set the starting date for a grant as the atter of t he

next beat year or the starting daze on the applrcation. This could cause diffi-
culty for education contracts or grants. The Federal 'fiscal year is terribly
inappropriate to the school year. The school year starts in August. The fiscal
year really should start in July. These regulations can result in a contra'et or
grant which either starts well into the school year or must be delayed for an
entire additional year to conform to the starting date requirement. The present
requirements that an application be made 120 de's in advance of implementation
if BIA Personnel are affected shotild be sufficient.

8. Savings
The language-about wkat Is done with "savings" has b4en changed. The regula-

.

tions currently proVide that any savings shall be used to provide additional serv-
ices. The' proposed regulations state that savingS may be used to provide addi-
tional services. It is important to find out if this language change means that the
BIA may require savings to be returned to the federal governmcint, a position
which appears.inconsistentwith 25 U.S.C. 84150j (h).

9. Direct and indirect costs
Although the proposed new section Mentions ind irect costs in the heading. It

does not address indirect costs in the body of the regulation. When an appropriate
plan for funding direct costs is developed, it should be incorporated into the
regulations. Again, the proposed regfilation appears to shortchange contractors
by authorizing them to receive direct costs not less than the Bureau would have
provided for direct operation of the program, thus omitting the "secretarial level"
funds which are reqpired,by 25 U.S.C. S 450j (h ).

10. Use of government property
It is good to seetthat the BIA has &instated in this draft the right of"granteesP

to nee government property. However, it is our understanding that the GSA

continues to Maintain that as grantees, contract &boob will not be entitled to
GSA vehiclee.

.11. Appeals
Ad stated earlier, this draft reinstates the right of a grantee who seeks an

informal hearing on his case to later have a formal hearing. It would appear that
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs will serve basically a review function, rather
than offering de novo consideration of a dispute. It should also be noted that con-
tract dispute.mechanisms provided for by federal law Will-probably not be avail-
able to a grantee.
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It New school start*"
There is a whole new subpart dealing with cOteria for school expansion and

new school starts. Since the whole section is so new, it is difficult to comment
on it We would like to receive a great deal more information on what this sub-
part really means, how It will be implemented. We are concerned that any criteria
for new school starts find expansions be developed in'close consultation with
Indian tribes, community schools, and communities. Some of the criteria con-
tained in ibis part would be very hard for a small community school to satisfy
because the Indian Student Equalization Formula is not designed to provide
adequate funding to small, community day schools. Yet, small community day
schools may be the most appropriate-form of elementary education for our chil-
dren Some language in this subpart could be used to justify "dumping" Indian
children on public schools rather than constructing new BIA funded schools.
It is important to make sure that school stait criteria and funding forinulas are
supportive of apptopriate educational environments for Indian children in their
actual situations. We would like to see this section stress a great deal more the
role nf tribal educational planning in determining the appropriateness of a new
school expansion It should be the Indian people and their government and com-
munities who determine the appropriateness of different kinds of schools for
Indian children. Missing from the section is a BIA commitment to provide ade-
quate schools and schooling to all eligible children seeking such services.

II. PART 272

We have few comments on this part, since It dents basically with grant pro-
cedures fix- what the Self Determination Act also calls a grant. We would reeom-
mend, however, that the comments on the role of the agency director, area direc-
tor and Commissioner, and the particular situation of the Navajo Tribe, discussed
in regard to part 271 be applied to part 272 as well. In addition, we would suggest
some specific provision in this part for identifying certain grant funds as avails
'able for education programs, and specifically grantable through the office Indian
education programs and its agents. This would conform better with Public Law
95-561 and published BIA policy and would alleviate some problems we have
had in the Navajo area with personnel outside the education line of authority
deeiding on education grants.

III. PART 273JOHNSO4 O'MALLEY PROGRAM

We have not had time to review the proposedvregulation with the Johnson
O'Malley Program staff for the Navajo Division of Education or our local sub-
contractors. Some of the proposed changes are welcome, such as the greater
specificity in education plan requirements, and the clearer delineation of who is
responsible for what. However, we feel that efforts should be taken to shed more
light on what the rules are when, as in our case, an Indian tribe has the prime
contract for Johnson O'Malley programs for its children and local schopls and
Indian Education Committees subcontract from the tribe. Questions as'to who
must have an Indian Education Committee (must the tribe have one also?),.who
holds insurance, who approve9 program items, could use soine refining and
clarifying.

IV. PANT 274scgoor.. CONSTRUCTION

This part contains some positive changes, most particulart; the .recognition
that Sp a rural reservation area minimum school size must be kept small if
community schools are to be a reality. This part should be coordinated with the
new subpart 0 of part 271 on new school starts and expansion, particularly to
assure that the recognition of the need for small schools contained in part 274
is a gbiding influence for new school starts as well.

V. PART 275

We have no comments applicable to this part at this time. The changes appear
merely technical..

. VI. PANT 276intnro1ic ADMINISTRATIVE. nvenztlatrrs rou moms

There is a great deai of concern with this section. Rather than spell out grant
requirements, it bisically refers to different sections of OMB Circular A-102.

19-891 0 83. A 10 146
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This circular is subject to amendment without appearing in the Federal Register,
without notice of change, or opportunity te comment. We feel that this is an

, inappropriate way of dealing with Indian contractors. We are not prepared at
this time to review all the ways in which the attachments to the OMB circular
create new or different requirements for Indian education contractors. We do
feel, however, that these new requirements have been developed essentially for
agreements different from Self-Determination Act contracts and that they may
be changed without input from Indian contractors. This clearly makes the change
from regulations to circulars inappropriate.

VU. PART 277-PUBLIC SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION

We have no comment on this section except to note that any changes in this
section ring it little hollow in light of the Bureau's failure to seek any funds for
public school construction. What is needed is construction funds.

APPENDIX B.Tan Ramo:mire 'BE-maw THE INDIAN NELF-DETERMINAT/ON
ACT AND THE FEDERAL GRANTS AND COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS ACT'

AN ANALYSIS BY THE NAVAJO DIVISION OF EDUCATION

The Bureau of Indian Affairs proposes to make major amendmentsto its regu-
lations contained in subchapter Y of title 25 of the Code of Federal Regulations
the regulations implementing the Indian Self-Determination and Education As-
sistance Act. The occasion of these proposed changes is an opinion by the DePtItY
Solicitor for the Department of Interior that the Federal Giants and Coopera-
tive Agreements Act of 1978 requires agreements entered into under any part
of Public Law 93-638 to be in the form of grants .or cooperative agyeements rather
than in the form of contracts. The changes proposed in the draft regulations,
however, Igo beyond the mere redesignatipn of "638" contracts and "Johnson
O'Malley" contracts as grants. In the analysis of the proposed regulatory changes,
a question, must be raised as to whether the change from grains to contracts is
either required by the Federal Grants and Cooperative, Agreements Act or per-
mitted by the Indian Self-Determination and Educational Assistance Act. Anal-
ysis of that question is the purpose of this paper. ' 6

I. is THE CHANGE FROM CONTRACTS TO GRANTS REQUIRED BY PUBLIC LAW 95-224 OR

PERMITTED BY PUBLIC LAW 93-838?

The-basic rationale for the proposed regulatory change'is that the change is

required by Public Law 95-224, the Federal Grants and Cooperative Agreements

Act. A major thesis of this analysis is that this change is not required and is, in
fact, prohibited by the terms of the Indian Self-Determination Act.

The, Federal Grants and Cooperative Agreements Act is a law of general appli-
cation, intended to regularize the way in which the federal government enters
into agreements With states, local governments and other entities. It is meant to

create "uniform statutory, guidelines for the sense of Congress on when executive

agencies should use grants rather than contracts." 2 1978 U.S. Code Congressional

and Administrative NewsLegislative History, p. 12. TheL committee .rOport

which accompanied the bill stated: "The requirements contakied in the bill are

intended to prevent certain abuses, clarify s6me of the confusions and reorder

inconsistent Practices that have resulted from this lack of central Oidance." Id.,
p. 12.

The law sets up three bask ealegories of agreements: contracts for the pro-
curement of goods and services, grants of assistance, and cooperative agreements

(grants of assistance where substantial Federal involvement is anticipated). It

requires, with certain exceptions, that Federal agreements with states, local

, governments and "other recipients" conform to one of-these three'categories, as

described in the act. The law contains general language, which absent specific

language of the Self-Determination Act and principles of statutory construction

applicable in Indian law, would aepear to apply to any statute dealing 'with

transfer of funds to another entity for assistance or Service programs: "Not-

withstanding any other provisions of law, each executive agency authorized by

law to enter into contracts, grant, or cooperative agreements, tar similar arrange-

ments is authorized and directed to enter into and use types of contracts, grant
agreements and cooperative agreements as reituired by this clutter." 41 U.S.O.

See. 506(a).

4 /
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The question is whether this language, occurring in a statute of general appli-
cability, constitutes an implied amendment of the Indian Self-Determination
and Education Assistance Act. The legislative histomof the two laws and appll-, cable principles of statutory construction suggest that it does not.

The Federal Grants and Cooperative Agreements Act is the product of several
years of congressional effort to formulate a law which would atldress arbitrary
choicps of cmitract or grant agreements by executive agencies. Earlier drafts of
the legislation were before Congress prior to the enactment of the Indian Self-
Determination Act and during the year that the Self-Determination Act was
pa'ssed Thus, it is clear that the congressional committeefi and members of
Congress involved in the drafting and passage of the Se lf-Determlnation Act
were aware of the problems involved in the misuse of contract and grant tate-
gorW in federal agreements. They were aware of the reports of the congressional
and executive committees working on the problem, and of the pending legisla-
tion It was in the context of this cong'ressional.concern with the misuse of con-
tract and grant categories that Congress passed the Se lf-Determlnation Act.
It is significant that this act specifically distinguished between those agreements
which should be entered into as contracts and those which should be entered intoas grants.)

Official oiCiDits to the Federal Grants and Cooperative Agreements Act
istrengthen the conclusion that it was not intended to eliminate the distinction
"between grantable and contractable activities carefully built into the Self-
Determination Act. While recognizing that some existing program authorization
statutes would be affected, the official comments state. "The proposed legislation
does not automatically change the type of instrument authorized by statute,
hut rather authorizes the agencies to use other instruments if appropriate and
consistent w ith this buil. The legislation is not intended nor will it eliminate
specific pri gram or administrative requirements placed by Congress in individ-
ual program statutes. It also will not eliminate specific requirements applying,
for example, to grants in such Organic statutes as the Work Hours Standards
Act. Given the foregoing understanding, it Is not practical or necessary to Iden-
tify all the statutes whin might be somewhat affected." Id., p. 20-21.

This statement strongly suggests that a distinction fundamental to the struc-
ture of a law, such as the distinction between cOntractable and grantable activ-
ities under the Self-Determination Act are not impliedly repealed by the Federal
Grants and Cooperative Agreements Act. .

The Indian Self-Determination and Educational Assistance Act was passed
to provide a more flexible system for turning over to tribal control programs
operated for the benefit of Indians and tribal groups by Federal agencies such
as the Bureau of Indian Affairs. It was intended to encourage tribal self-
got ernment by establishing a coordinated system for the transfer of operational
control of un-resersation programs to the Indian tribes and tribal organizations
affected. The programs .which are subject matter for the self-determination
provisions of the act are those services which federal agencies such as the DIA
have a statutorl obligation to provide to Indian people. A significant number of
these programs are those authorized by the Snyder Act.

The unique aspect of the Selfcpelermination Act Is that It authorizes the trans-
fer of operational control of prog c ams which are a Federal responsibility to
tribes and tribal organizations will mt. extinguishing the federal responsibility.
That re sponsibility, based upon stat e, trust and treaty, remains dn JklIgation

.of tl e federal,government regardless of how long the prograNs are operationally
ad nistered by tribes. The act is an example of the unique felationsivip between
t federal government and Indian tribes. It is the uniqueness of that relation-
ship which exempts the Self Determination Act from the requirements tf the
Federal Grants and Cooperative Agreements Act.

When Congress passed the Self-Determination Act, the sponsors of the legis-
lation specifically intended to take self determination agreements out 0 the
restrktive context of Federal law applitable to contracts and other agreements.
The official committee report states . VA/ more flexible authority is needed
in order to gis e substante and credibility to the concept of Indian self determina-
tion . . . The rigid procurement and contracting laws and regulations of the
Federal Gov ernment are either made inapplicable to snch contracting or can be
waived in the discretion of the Secretary /of Interior/." 4 1974 U.S. Code Con-
gressional and Administrative NewsLegislative History, p. 7782. See also 25
U.S.C. Sec. 450(j) of the Act.

1 4
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The contracts,grants distinction established in the Act was inextricably inter-
, twined with the overall statutory scheme. The comments explain : "Grants are

made in order to facilitate contracting by tribes and tribal organizations under
the terms of the act." Id., p. 7783.

Grants, under the act, then, are made in aid of the contracting-of basic pro-
grams which is at the heart of the act. The regulations being propotl by the
BIS seek to extinguish this diStinction by regulation.

Because the Indian Self-Determination and Educational Assistahce Act is
a law expressing part of the unique relationship of the federal government and
Indian nations, it is protected from implied repeal or amendment by particularly
stringent standards of statutory construction. The United States Supreme Court
has expressed great reluctance to interpret statutes of general applicability as
altering the provisions of statutes dealing specifically with Indians. See, for
example, Morton vs. Moncari, 917 U.S. 535, (1979) 91 L. Ed 2d 290. This is be-
cause the high court recognized the unique plaee of Indian programs and of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the Federal scheme. As the court has stated :
"The legal status of the BIA is sui potato." Univeraity of California Board DI

' Regents ve, Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 304, 57 L. Ed 2d 780, footnote 42 (1978).
This reluctance to interpret general statutes as applying to Indian 'tribes is

_particularly strong where "traditional notions of sovereignty and , . . the
federal policy of encouraging tribal independence" are affected. Merrion, et. al.

, vs. Jtearilla Apache Tribe, et al., 59 U.S. Law Week 4169, 4175 (1982).
In sum, the history of the enactment of the two laws, their respective pur-

. poses, their actual provisions, and the standards of statutory construction ap-
plicable to statutep affecting Indian tribes all argue against the BIA position,

REbOMMENDATIONS OF NAVAJO DIVISION OF EDUCATION REGARDING PROPOSED CHANGES
IN THE SELF-DETERMINATION ACT REGULATIONS

1. Recognize the special nature of statutes defining the relationship between
Indian _tribes and the U.S. Government. These statutes must not be subject tO
amendment through general statutes not dealing directly with ,Indian affairs.
In particular, reject the argument that a general statutes such 'as the Federal
Grants and Cooperative Agreements Act can modify the plaln language of the
Indian Self-Determination Act and eliminate the use of contracts under that
law.,This is an issue with ramifications which go far beyond the Present ques-
tion of new regulations.

2. Require the BIA to undertake effective consultation with Indian Tribes
and tribal organizations in developing any proposals to change the Self-
Determination Act regulations. This should be lime than just providing "in-
formation meetings" to tribal representatives. It must involve tribal representa-
tives and tribal contractors in the actual development of the propesals.

3. Hold off any ch lige in regulations until the question of realignment is set-
tled so that the re illations will reflect the actual structure of thg BIA.

4. Make certfitrhat any rule changes do not result in a loss of availability of
propertt, services or remedies to Indian contractors. As an example, a change
in regulations should net result in GSA property becoming unavailable to con-
tract schools% -

5. Place all contract and grant requirements within the regulations or ap-
pendices to the regulations, rather than referring to OMB circulars. These re-
quirements should not be able to be changed without notice, without being pub-
lished in the Federal Register and without an opportiinity for comment being
provided.

0, Make certain that any new regulations address the situation bf an Indian
tribe with more than one agency within its borders. This is the situation of the
Navajo Tribe. It creates Contractink preblems for the tribe unless it ii clear
that the tribe, in its contract and grant applications, can apply direcly to an
official whosOrrisdiction covers the entire reservation.

7. Make some provision für conforming discretipnary grant procedures under
the Self-Determination Act with the requirenients of Public Law V5-561, so that
decisions on applications for grants for educational projects will be made by

BIA education of:Weis.
8. Review the proposals for new school start and expansion criteria and school

construction criteria. These proposals should be related to each other. In addi-
tion, they should be guided by the educational planning and policies of thindian
tribe involveti and the identified needs of the local community. It is important
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to make edu i ation funding and construction mechanisms supportive of small
community ay schoOls as well as larger schools and boarding facilities.

INDIRECT COOTS FOR SUP-DETERMINATION ACT CONTRACTB-TIIE IMPACT ON

&moots

Members of 24ie select committee, I am plensed to have the opportunity to dis-
cuss with you the issue of indirect costs for Self-Determination Act contracts,
particuiarly contracts for the operation of schools. As you realize, the Self-
Determination Act, was intended to.,ancourage Indian tribes and tribal organize-
tfong to take control of the BIA-operillted programs to foster self government for
their own people The a t provides4that when a tribe or tribal organization under-
takeg the operation of a m Previously provided by the BIA, the contracted
program must be funded at "not iess than the appropriate Secretary.would have
otherw Ise provided for his direct operation of the programs or portions thereof
for the period covered by the contract . . ." 25, U.S.C. Sec. 450j (h). Any savings
on this amount is to tie spent in providing additional services under the contract,
rather than as savings returned to the Department of the Interior.

If this provigion of the Self Determinative Act were currently being complied
with. the question of indirect costs would not be the critical issue that it is today.
The price of a contract would be determined by computing the value of the direct
funding which the B1A recei% es to operate a program and the value of services
available to the Secretary of the Interior from all sources in support of the
operation of the program. This same amount would then 'be available to the
contracting Indian tribe or tribal organization for operation of the program. As
any Self Determination Act contractor can attest, this is not how contract funds
are being computed.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has long insisted that it can neither determine
nor allocate the amount of funds av ailable to the Secretary of the Interior in
aupport of the operation of any BIA program. This claimed impossibility is based
upon the .suppused cost to the BIA of assiaiiqg in contracting and providing non-
contrmted seri, Ives and upon the suppusedunidentifiability of funds expended
In support of a program other than funds specifically earmarked for that program.
Neither of these reasons justiffes the continued failure'of the Department of the
Interior to meet the plain requirements of law in Tegard to funding Self-Deter-
mination Act contracts.

As long ago as 1978, the Office of Management and Budget specifically rejected
the BL1 contention that it could nut pro% ide the full amount of funds required
by the Self Determination Act in support of contracts or that it could not reduce
its own ov'erhead costs as contracting was eirouraged (Letter of James T.
McIntyre, Jr. to Honorable Cecil D. Andrus, April 13, 1978). In addition, any
manager worthy of the name would have to reject the claim of his subordinates
that the ,costs attributable to a particular product line or company activity
could not be determined from the overill company budget. It is inconceivable
that a governmental agency should be Mowed to rely on ..w,Lat is essentially a
eiaim of incompetence to a% oid comply ing with the requirMents of laW.

Because the Bureau of Indian Affairs has never identified or funded the
full costs of operating a program which goes from BIA operation to contract
operation, it has been necessary to de% elup procedures, formulae and strategies
uf various sorts for determining the amount of money a contracting tribe or
tribal organization will receive to operate a program. Some of these formulae
and strategies are very complicated. All are inadequate. And all arise from the
fundamental failure of the Department of Interior to do what the Self-Deter-
mination Act bays 'about funding contrWs. In addition, the Bureau's budget
requests to Congress are flawed by the same lack of basic financial information.
As a consequence, inadequate sums are appropriated for thise "indirect costs"
and contractors can suffer a shortfall of these funds.

The Department of Interior has now contracted with the American Indian
Law Center to develop alternatives to the present ways of computing and pay-
ing for "Indirect Costs" associated with Self-Determination Act contracts. It
is difficult to know how to respond to this effort. Certainly it is an improvement
to move toward greater certainty and predictability ij, the provision of funds
to meet the indirect costs of contracted program's. rf the BIA' is allowed to
continue to ignore the law in regard te full funding costs of contracted Pro-
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grams, this greater certainty and predictability may be the best tribal con-
tractors eon expett from the misting situation. However, any approach to,fund-
ing the indirect costs (or,the direct costs) uf a Self Determination Act contract
is fundamentally.fiawed and inadequate unless it begins with a determination
of the amount which -the apprupriate Setretary would have otherwise provided
for his direct operation of the programs or portions thereof for the period'
covered by the contract."

Unfortunately, one of the firstpremises of the report to the BIA of the
American Indian Law Center (AILC) is that it will not question the "policy
decision" of, the Bureau Of Indian Affairs to ignore the requirements of 25
U.S.C. Sec. 450j(h) and, to determine funding on a "maintenance of effort" basis
rather than an equality of funding basis. This premise must be rejected. We
urge this committee to insigt that as a first step in 'developing afiy equitable
procedure for funding of indirect costs, the Bureau of Indian Affairs be required
to determine the full "Secretarial lever costia providing program services to
Indian tribes and Indian people. This deterMination should be made through
the use of personnel independent of the Department of Interior and in con-
sultation with Indian tribes and organizations, which could assist in identify-
ing funding components. If the Bureau continues to fail to identify these pro-
gram c(os we urge this committee 'to request a through, expedited audit by
the General Accounting Office to identify the full vnlue of funds and services
a% ailable to the Secretary of Thiterlor in support of BIA-operated programs.
-While the failure of the AILC^'report to call for identification of all funds

expended in support of a BIA-operated firogram is a substantial defect in the
repoft.there are many other aspects of the report, both positlie and negative,
which merit additional comment. We would agree with ,the developers of the
report that the failure of all concerned to employ the term "Indirect cost" con-
sistently has created numerous problems. Somewhere along the line "indirect
costs" and overhead costs" have gotten confused. It will be an jmportant step
forward to ca/1 the various costs Involved In operating a prdgram by their true
name for contract purposes. We do caution yoir, however, to be certain that the
valuable redefinition of terms does not result in having some category of costs
slip through the cracks of contracl funding categories.

A contract to operate a BIA-funded school should, if the'school is to be funded
comparably to a BIA-operated school, involve four categories of costs (In addi:
Hon to funds for categorical programs such as title IV, title I, et cetera). It
should include program costs (funded through the Indian Student Equalization
Formula). direct administrative costs4that is, the cost of those direct admin-
istrative services available to a BIA-operated school from funding sources other
than ISEF), indirect costs (that is costs Incurred in support of more than one-
cost objective. and not readily attributable to a sbecific objective without undue
effort), and contract support costs (that is, the incremental costs to the con-
tractor caused by the requirements of the contracting proceis, which are not
costs for the BIA lu n directly-operated program).

In facto contracts for school operations have,not included funds from all of
these categories. Instead, schools have received "ISEF funding at the same rate
they would if they were BIA-operated, and "indirect costs" from the Contraet
Support Funds line item, which was required to cover everything else. If a
stricter definition of "indirect costs" is adopted without addressing the question
of adequate direct overhead coats, and if contract support funds are phasedput,
then contract schools may end up ten worse off than they are now. Again7 we
must stress, new formulations ab substitute for identifying the actual funds
and value of services available to t e Secretary of theInterior to operate a pro-
gram such as a BIA school and fun-ding Self-Determination Act contracts at that

The Navajo Division of Education has reviewed the recommendation() con-
ealned in the AILC report with representatives of. the various contract schools
'located In the Nnvajo Nation. We would like to share with you their reactions
and concerns to the report in general, and to the specific recommendations in the

report.
In the first place, the school Personnel were unanimous In feeling that in-

direct costs procedures need an overhaul. They were concerned, however, that
they were being asked to support Implementation of the report when they do
not know what form that implementation will take. The rePort makes many
recommendations and Identifies various options. It has not yet been accepted by
the BIA, nor has the Bureau indicated which options it will follow or_according

to what timetable. Contract school leaders feel that it will be extremely difficult
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to put,changes in the indirect cost procedures in effect for the 1983 contract yearwithout creating confusion hnd hardship. They recommend that any implementa-tion plitns be developed in conjunction with Indian tribes and tribal organize-tions involved in contracting and that implementation commerce with the 1984contract year.
Cotitract school officials agree that greater certainty in negotiating indirectcosts (and all overhead costs) will be beneficial. They all stressed, however, thatthis predictability must be combined with- adequacy of funding, based uponanalysis of actual secretarial-level cost of BIA-operation of pcograms. Certainly,in the interim, these funds should be available at least at the higher of thefiscal year 1981 or 1982 level in fiscal year 1983. In addition, I e interim, theBIA should take steps to adequately identify the "ind ost" and "contractsupport" needs it is likely to face in fiscal year 1983. ""r "7; ate funds should besought to avoid a repeat of the shortfall which is apparently urring this year.4Our smaller contract schools are concerned that any new formulation of in-direct costs or of fidministrative costs generally recognize the need to establisha base cost for small school%operations. Since eny trend toward day +schools inthe Navajo Nation will necessarily involve a trend toward small, communityschools, it is important now to begin developing financing formulae which createan adequate financial base for operating a small school (we addressed thispoint' in regard to the ISEE formula in our testimony to you in May of this year).In regard to the specific recommendations of the AILC report, we have drafteditem-by-item comments after consulting with Navajo contract school officials,These comments are contained in an appendix to this testimony. We lope youwill give them serious consideration.

concLusfon
In conclusion. w e would encourage 'this committee to developY directives forthe Department ot Interior and other agencies providing contract funds. toIndian tribes and tribal organizations to assure a fair aljocation of indirectcosts, according to fair and predictable procedures. But we urge you to gofurther by requiring the Dertment of Interior to meet its legal obligation tofund Self-Determination A contracts at their full legal entitlerdent under25 C.S.C. Sec. 450j(h). This will involve, of necessity, an unbiased evaluationof contractable programs, eithef by an independent source secured by the BIAor by the General Accountina

Office, to determine the amount and value of serv-ices available to the Secretary of Interior in support of contractable programs.We ss (mid also encourage Congress to require that the Department of Interiorundertake its revision of the "indirect cost" procedures with full involyement;and consultation with the Indian tribes and tribal organizations affected. Theseprocedures should be implemented according.to timetables which give all partiesa reasbnable time to understand new procedures; iron out problems, seek ap-.
propriate levels of funding and make budget plans.Attached to this 'testimony is a summary of the recim6endations of theNavajo Division of Education in regard to the funding of Indirect Costs. Wehope -you ,will find them ialuable in developing COngressional policy, on thisissue. Thank you.

APPENDIX A:COMMENTS OF NAVAJO DIVISION OF EDUCA*ON ON AMERICANINDIAN LAW CENTER 4ECOilI1ENDATIONS ON InontEcT COSTS
AILC t.contmendation 1: Formally request that the Office of Managementand Budget and the Department of Health and Human Services aniend A787and OAS('-10. when they are next revised, to clearly distinguish the differencebetween "indirect costfr and other accounting or management terms that some-times have other meanings.
Comment: Tl1s recommendatton is concurre&in. It is important, however, tomake sure that the revisidns recognize and make provision for costs such asadministraffve overhead whith in the past ,,have -incorrectly been labeled"indirect".
AUX' recomriendation 2: Issue a Bulletin or other release for general dis-tribiltion that calls attention to the unique meaning of the term "indirect costs'and directing that all official issuances recognize this uniqaeness by eliminatingthe use of other terms. when the intended meaning is "indirect hosts."
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Comment: It wIll be helpful to issue this bulletin. At the same time, care

should be taken in revising existing bulletins and regulations, especially the

Self-Determination Act regulations, to provide consistent terminology and to

make provision for funding of all the kinds of costs associated with contracting.

A 1 LC recommendation 3: Develop and implement a plan for purging all exist-

ing directives and training materials and the annual budget Justification ma-

terials or terms that are used when the intent is to discuss Indirect costs";

develop a glossary defining terms used in respect to Public' Law 93-638 costs.

Comment: This recommendation is concurred in. It is recommended, however,

that any glossary be developed in consultation with existing Self-Determination
Act contractors to make certain that the terms and definitions conform to the

actual situation of the contractors and that the consequences of definitional

changes are understood.
AUG' recommendatiOn 4: DisContinue the use of contract support funds for

tribal indirect costs, as such.
Comment: This reCommendation should be implemented. However, it should be

done so with adequate lead time and budget development so that the appropriate
indirect costs and overhead costs (other than indirect) are adequately provided
for from some other line item.

AILC recommendation .5: Develop a statistical method for determining the
total BIA cost for a particular contracted progran% by applying a statistically
derive ratio (overhead cost rate) to the program amount.

Comment: Some method for computing cost of contracted programs must be

deeloped. It should be developed, however, with full consultation with Indian

tribes and tribal organizations engaged in contracting. It should also he designed

to identify all resources "the appropriate Secretary would have otherwise pro-

vided for his direct operation of the program.. . ." The phrase nBIA cost" used

in this recommendation is a nebulous and inadequatelerm.
AILC recommendation 6: Use contract support funds to supplement costs to the

tribe for operation of a program (depending upon Public Law 93-638 grants for

one-time costs) only until'such time aS the full cost can be incorpOrated into the

overall BIA budget.
Comment: Contract Support Funds should continue to be provided for their

original purpose, namely the payment of the incremental costs associated with

contracting. This is and *ill continue to be a separate and distinct need of Self-

Determination Act contractors. Use of these funds to pay "indirect costs" or
"overhead costs" should be eliminated provided that an alternative mechanism

and budget authorization is provided to fund titese costs that are now funded

.out of Contract Support Funds.
A1LC recommendation 7: Include funds for both direct and indirect costs in all

MA Public Law 93-638 contracts, and discontinue the use of separate funds for'

indirect costs.
Comment: The idea of including "Indirect costs" in a Self-Determination Act

contract is certainly acceptable In the case of contract schools, however, it will

be necessary to assure that these costs are added to the funtls which are available

to contractors directly under therian Student Eqtfalization Formula and are

not taken out of ISEF funds. As scribed above, current ISEF procedures do not

Inlude a factor for the additional direct or indirect administrative costs of a

contract school. This disadvantage must not be compounded.
AUX recommendation 8: If a separate budget item for contract support is con-

tinned. confine the use of the funds to supplementing tribal costs only untiLsuch

time as they can be incorporated in the regular innual budget process.
Cominent: As stated above in regard to recommendation 6, contract support

funds should continue to be provided for their original purpose, funding the

incremental costs of contracting.
A' recommendation 9r Amend BIA regulations and tssuances to clarify the

BIA position in support qf OMB Circular A-47 and implementing directives.

Comment: This recommendation iWoncurred in.
AILC recommendation 10: Assist the tribes in docuMenting specific cases of

failure to fully fund indirect costs end
A. i'se the office of the Secretary of the Interior and inter-agency forums on

Indian Affairs,to call attention or other Federal agencies to the financial prob-

lems of tribes and attempt to negotiate a maXimum compliance witit indirect cost

guidelines.
B. To the extent that high level contracts and negotiations fall to obtain full

funding for tribal indirect costs, call on the Office of Management and Budget to

assist in resolving differences.
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Comm(4n The II1A should assist all contractors (tribal organizations.as well
as tribes) in documenting cases of failure to fully fund indirect costs. In addition,
the BIA should recognize that in the case of a program directly operated by the
DTA, the failure of another federal agency to contribute to shared, indirect costa
of necessity results in this cost being picked up by the BIA. Therefore, in the
ease of a program contracted from the BIA which receives supplemental funding
from another federal agency and which receives a shortfall in indirect cost sup-
port from this agency, the BIA, under 25 U.S.C. Sec. 450j (h) should be making upthis shortfall.

AILC recommendatfon 11: Amend the fixed rate/carry forward process to ap-
ply the adjusted rate only to those programs from which there has been an
actual overrecovery.

Comment This recommendation id concurred in regard to fixed rate/carry
forward methods of providing for' indirect costs. As will appear below, there
are other'approaches to this problem which should be considered.

4ILe recommendation 12: Document the alternative procedures that can be
applied to alleviate inequities and financial deficiencies resulting from the pres-
ent process and provide criteria for their use, disseminate to both tribal and
BIA personnel for application.

Comment: We agree that the alternative procedures to current methods of
computing indirect costs should be documented. One concern raised by the
present report is that it falls to document or even mention the procedure de-
veloped by Lee Sherfel of the Lakewood Office of the Inspector General. This
method, which utilizes a "lump sum" method of establishing a fixed adminis-
trative base for tribal contractors, was received quite favorably by Navajo
contract school officials (although they did want to have some questions about
its implementation clarified). It was generally understood by participants in a
meeting with AILC personnel in Albuquerque that the Sherfel proposal would
be included in the final report. The proposal should be provided to the BIA and
to this Committee for consideration in any discussion of better ways of funding
indirect costs.

AILC recommendation 13. Provide training and informational material for
the tribes that will assure that they are fully aware of all of their direct and
indirect cost options, and particularly the disadvantages of the fixed rate with
carry forward process, and the potential advantages of returning to a direct
cost approach.

Comment We agreekhat training and information should be provided to all
Self Determination Act contractors to assure that they can make informed
choices amcmg the direct and indirect cost options available to them, -We are
not cunvinced that under the present conditions or the recommendations of the
AILC report a "direct cost" approach is necessarily more advantageous. If a
"direct -cost" .method is developed which is well thought out and provides an
adequate level of funding, it would very possibly be acceptable.to tribal contrac-
tors, such as contract schools. We question, however, identifying this approach as

_ the more advantageous until It is worked out in detail.
AILC recommendation 14. Handle the contract support funding (contract

administration costs) for contract schools in the same manner as other Public
Law 93-038 contracts in accordance with earlier recommendations.

Comment. There is no inherent problem with handling contract support fund-
ing for contract schools the same as is done with other Self-Determination Act
contracts provided the need for.supplemental funds to pay for the actual incre-
mental costd` of contracting is recognized, and provided another category is
developed to provide funds for the cost items now paid for out of contract
support funds which are not contract support items. Since contract schools
are totally dependent on federal funds, they cannot afford to "absorb" costs
which the BIA fails to4irov1de forThere must be dmtecure guaranteed base for
educational program operations and funding for necessary administrative and
other overhead costs before the restrictions on the use of contract support funds
can be required without impairing the education of Indian children.

AILC recommendation 15. Reetaluate the need for the lump sum guidelines.
Comment. The feeling among Navajo contract school officials is that the lump

sum guideines should be rescinded but that the lump sum option should be
retained under appropriate guidelines.

AILC recommendation 16. Consider the advisability of Contract schools, par-
ticularly single program schools, using the direct cost system in,lieu of a direct/
indirect cost Process.
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Comment. As stated above, the substitution of a direct cost system for the
presen laed direct,indrect cost system is acceptable only if the system is

tndesign ty meet e real overhead and administrative costs of contract school
operati ns without requiring schools to raid their program (ISEFY money

AILC recommendation 17. Implement the initial changes for fiscal' year 1983
by making both contract support funds and program funds available as a lump
sum to Cover both direct and indirect costs.

Comment. This recommendation should be rejected as totally unworkable. As
stated in earlier comments, it is complettly unreasonable.to make changes in
the relationship between, contract suppolt funds and program funds for the

. 1983 fiscal year. Contract negotiations are already in progress on these con-
tracts. It is totally unreasonable to expect Contractors to play by a new set
of rules when the consequences of the changes cannot be determined by either
the BIA or the contractor. This recommendation could result in a Severe under-
funding of administrative costs, indirect costs and contract support costs.

It could cause schools to have to raid program funds to make up their over-
head. Any changes of this nature should commence no earlier-than the 1984
fiscal year. They. should be preceded by a comprehensive process of consultation
with Self-Determinatioii Act contractors. They should be based upon data
identifying the true cost to the Department of Interior of directly operating the
contracted. program and Upon proeedures designed to provide funding at that
level to the contraetor. Lumping together all funding sources without this data
will just result in costs and "savings" which hurt education.

AIM recommendation 18. Develop a detailed implementatien_ plan- to assure
a systematic, orderly approach to accomplishing necessary changes in the total
Contract Support/Indirect Cost process.

Comment: This recoMmendation is concu-rreein. It is essential, however, that-
in ddveloping this implementation plan, the Bureau of Indian Affairs seek the
direct, prior involvement of Indian tribes and tribal organizations involved in
contracting. A cover letter to the Division of Education (and, we suspect, to
other participants in the "consultation" on this report) from Theodore Krenzke
leaves.the distinct impression that the bureau is developing an implementation
plan without this input and consultation.. ----

41LC recommendation 19: Develop presentation materials and sUpporting
-documents for conducting top-level information seminars for the Central Office
and each BIA Area.

AILC recommendation 20; Develop training materials for workshops for work-
. ing level tribal and BIA eiaployees to train them in the revised processes.

Comment: The same comment is applicable to both these recommendations.
First the "revised processes" must be carefully developed in consultation with
Indian Tribes.and tribal organizations. Then training mIterials must be devel-
oped for everyone involved so that everyone has the same understanding of the
new procedures. It is,not clear why different training materials should be devel-
oped for "working level' peoPle and "top level" people. The information should

) be the same for both. In particular, the information provided to BIA personnel
of any level and to tribal personnel and local contractors should be the game.

Aux recommendation 21: Conduct seminars and workshops in Washington,
D.C., and in each area prior to full implementation for fiscal year 1984.

Comment: Workshops will tindoubtedly be necessary. As stated above, how-
ever, an adequate period of developing the procedures that will be the subject
of the 'workshop is-also essential. ,It seems more likely that fiscal year 1985 will
be the date for full implementation 'of these yet:to-be-developed 'procedures.

RECOUMENDA'TIONS OF NAVAJO DIVISION OF EDUCATION RESARDINO l'UNDING
INDIRECT COSTS or SULF-DETZSMINA'TION -ACT CONTRACTS

1. Base any new proposals for funding of "indirect costs" or direct administra-
--tive.costs_npop the requirements of 25 U.S.C. Sec. 450j(h), which requires that
Self-Determination Act-contract Lands be provided to contractors at not less than

. the appropriate Secretary would have otherwise.provided. for his direct, opera-
tion of the program. ,

2. Either require the Department of Interior to obtain the infotmation re-
quired tedetermine the full funding which should be associated with Self:Deter-
mination Act contracts, utilizing an indeperklent analyst and involving affected.
Indian tribes and tribal organizations, OR commission a thorough, expedited
GAO audit to obtain this information.
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3 Identify and fund a financial base for direct and indirect administrative
costs needed to Operate small contract schools (fewer than 100 students).

4 Continue the use of contract support funds as they are currently used until
a new system of funding indirect costs and direct administrative costs is imple-mented and in place After that, continue to use contract support funds for theirintended purpose, that is, paying for the incremental costs involved in
contracting.

5 Evaluate the different ways of meeting the direct and indirect costs of
contracts in a sufficient, predictable manner. This evaluation must be under-
taken in consultation with the affected Indian tribes and tribal organizations.
It should inciude consideration of rate, formula and lump sum proposals. The
procedure developed by Lee Sherfel from the Office of the, Inspector GeneralI should,be considered In any such evaluation.

8 Develop plans for the introduction of any new funding proceBures for
indirect costs with such tinlelines hnd stages that the necessary budget author-izations can he obtained, procedures perfected and information disseminated.
This plan should be developed in cooperation with affected Indian tribes and
tribal organizations from its initial stages.

7 Be certain that any rates Or formulae w hich are developed for indirect costs
are developed on a program-by-program basis so that they will be valid for each

, program This is particularly important to contract schools, which have rela-tively high administrative and indirect costs.
,8. Do not implement any major changes in the indirect cost and contract sup-po unding procedures for the 1983 fiscal year, since contracts for this year arealrea eing negotiated andothe budget for this year las been submitted toCongresq ether, plan to commence implementation no sooner than fiscal year

1984 and f ly implement no sooner than fiscal year 1985.
9. For ft. al year 1983. seek funding of the contract support line item at noless than th higher of the fiscal year 1981 or 1982 levels. BIA. should begin n,owto ascertain at its indirect cost funding needs will be for fiscal year 1983 and

if necessary, provide supplementary infoimation to Congress. By not projecting
future contracting activity, /MA has produced a shortfall of these funds thisyear and in years past.

STATEMENT OP CLIV DORE, LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR, PASSAMA-
QUODDY TRIBE, PLEASANT POINT *SERVATION, PERRy,
MAINE

Mr. DORE. Senator Cohen, my name is Cliv Dore. I am lieutenant
governor for the Passamaquoddy Tribe at Pleasant.Rmitlt.

It is withgreat pleasure that I represent my fellow Indian people
ihere today, n the hope that I can share the same concerns and hopes

that we all came to express as this meeting.
As the lieutenant governor of the ttibe, from the State of Maine,

I have followed very keenly the eroding of funds and sovereignty of
my people. We are told to contract for those necessities of life, essential
for tribal government to operate and its people to exist. However, we
are still puzzled ever the process.

We are told that a government-to-government relationship exists,
that we are unique within this Nation, lind we enjoy special powers.
Yet at every turn of the page of history, we find the paternalistic atti-
tude of the U.S. Government more evident.

We are virtually fiscal slaves of the Government, unable to break
this dependency bondage which has enslaved our people for 300-odd
years.

In an effort tp appease us, 'Public Law 93-638 was enacted. Its inten-
tionq were honbrable, I think, but its execution left a lot to be desired.
We are given money, but little if any assistance in the administration
of it.

4
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, However, we get a lot of assistance when we mismanage it. The
icurrent situation of proposed changes to the contract process s a fine

example of an attempt to frther the paternalistic designs of the U.S.
Government, essntially in one department. Where was the. tribal
input? Why has a fruitful imagination of one man been so powerful,
surely not in the interests of serving the Indian population?

If the Federal Government needs assistance in saving money, why
is it corning to us? We ha've very little to save. We know where some
of the waste is and it surely is not incluiled in the meager allocation
to our tribes.

Ve, as a tribal government..need a certain amount of funds to run
tribal governments. If tliat amount of funds is not available, we are
bankrupt. We are defeated by the very r,kstrictions placed upon us in
the so-called contract or grant conditions.

If there are insufficient funds to administer the job, then the job,
cannot be done. We cannot print our own money, as the Federal Gov-
ernment can. Before indirect is placed in the grant situation, extensive
study as to the availability of funds and basic needs of tribal govern-
pients has to be addressed. I am sure that the ramifieations ol such a
proposal were not considered.

Indian education is suited 'to the contracting process, as well as the
Indian Health Service delivery system. We are all faced with high
unemployment, alcoholism violence, broken homes, and a very high
dropout rate. We as tribal leaders have several reasons for these fail-

, urea of our people.
Seventy to eighty-five percent unemployment rate on our reserva-

tion is common. How does this compare with the Federal Govern-
ment? Are there 65 percent of your people alcoholics? Ours are.

Does 1 out of 10 people go without, or neglect to receive.medital at-
tention because-of so-called lack of funds? We do. Do your people
experience 80 to 85 percent dropout rate from grammar to high school ?
Why is it that 75 percent of our families are single-parent families?
Will the grant do anything to remedy these situations? I doubt it very
much. More than likely it will add to it because t)eey are self-destirre-
tive in nature.

Only adequate funding of tribal government and respect and con-
sideration of our way of life will combat this e l among us. We are
few among many. We are a proud part of this untry. We are rich-
in legend and culture. Do not destroy us. Help us. 0.*

I would also like to comment on some of the this t h a enswe sai d
this morning by the BIA and IHS officials, and enlighten you on a
little bit of the indirect process, if you want to call it that,.that we have
experienced over the past few years.

There was a statement, I believe by Dr. Exendine, that IHS has met
the indirect rate request of the tribes by funding them. I guess I have
to agree with that in part. But they say, you are going to take the
indirect moneys, then which program are you going to cut? Cut con-
tract health care? Are your going to cut out some of your services? Are
you going to cut out dental care?

To me thkit is a self-defeating way of funding anything, especially
wlien the needs is so great.

' We had a rate change from 131/2 percent to 14.1 percent. Prior to
that, we had a 221/2-percent rate under indirect. When we went from

15 7
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the 221/2 percent to 13/ percent, we got a. bill from the 'Federal
Government.

Senator Contx. Did you have to read about it in the Congressional
Record?

Mr. DORE. No; I did not. This is what we experienced when we went
through all the gyrations we have to go through.

Senator COIIEN. They did not tell you to wait and read it in the
Federal Register, did they ?

Mr. DORE. No; they did not. They immedlittely sent a bill for $59,000
and some-odd dollars.

So the tribe, at that time, I think we had a major layoff and could
not fund some of-the essential things that were requimd to fulfill thegrant conditions.

Well, it turned around that we got the rate readjusted because of
errors that were. done in the original 13-pereent study and the ratewent up to 24.1 percent.

Well we went back to them and said, well, we got your bill paid,
nee;I to get that indirect rate that was erroneously takeh from usin the provisional rate, now that we have a final of 24.1 percent. And

they said, well, we cannot do that because it was a different program
year.

.

I said, what's going to happen to the $59,000 that you owe us.now,which you had billed us for pwviously, and that was lost, ,evidently,
iit still s.

And then with the advent of the new rate increase, we hadI
asked them, OK, now that we have to forget about the $59,000, what
are we going to do with the new rate increase, where we need the ad-
ditional moneys? That is when they told me I had to take it out of my
program funds and cut my medical services.

That is just one example. There are many of those that we have had
throughout the tribe.and it has all re'gulted in the tribal councilgoing
to the bank. We borrowed $150,000 ori one occupation.. We have gone
hark, thrinigh the land claims moneys, we haNe appropriated nearly
$250,000' of loan moneys. And it is all because of the various grants
that are nof self-supporting, that are coming from the Federal Gov-

.dinment. That tovers both grants and contracts.
We have been told by 13IA that all those finds are available foi

indirect, yet, when I negotiated the indirect contract, the contracts
with MA, and gave them a copy of the new indirect rate, they had
the' same response as MS, that, well, here is your money, you figure
out who you are going to fire. And that is e&sentially the tenor of the

-negotiations. I find that very, very degrading to say the least.
The catastrophic funds have been cut from IHS, I have been ad-

vised, are not going to be available for 1982. .
The GSA problem, I think, is focused on vehicles, but I would like

to find out whether that is going to affe:ct the GSA supply of medi-
cines and drugs which are supplied to the Indian Health Services
pharmacies and all of the things that the tribal government is eligible
for through the Defense Supply Agency and all that. I do not think
airy of those questions have been answered so far in this hearing. .

might add that our ambulance is a GSA vehicle and without it.
wo would be really lost in that part of the State.

eNIL.
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If we do go to, are forced intla the grant situation, il1 that affect
our relationships with the Publ'ic Health Service facilities through-
out the country, and also the Veterans Administration hospitals, and
that process of securing drugs and medicines that we need for our
tribal members?

I am deadset against a flat rate for all tribes on the indirect pro-
posal. I heard that; I believe Mr. Smith mentioned that. A 5, 10, or 15
percent indirect rate for a small tribe is self-destruction. I think one
of the fallacies, of the indirect regulations themselves is that they are
designed basically for a community that has a tax base because I know
ourselves; if we are to keep abreast of any tax,*any indirect rate that
we are awarded, then we need to borrow nearly 2 years ahead of time
beCause of the audit requirements. By.the time that rate, we have gone
through the rate and the audit is done, it is nearly 2 years before we
know what was spent, and that results in more than likely a payback
situation on the 2rtf ,the tribe. 'Whereas, I believe a community that
has a tax bas.c4fl increase taxeg to cover that and then recover it 2
years later.

We do not have those resources.-
Here is a question I would like to ask. I do mit think you can answer

it now, but, are we treated.the same way as the States, as far as, when
they are given a contract? Arethey in the same situation as we as far
as the restrictions and conditions and all those requirements that are
placed upon us?

Senator COHEN. Well, that is one of the questions. I asked, whether
they havehopefully we will get it for the recordthere is a muCh
more restrictive interpretation applied to Indian Tribes than other
groups, which would include States. I do not know the answer ter that.

Mr. DORE. One final point, I have several, but I -do not want to take
up the entire afternoon. Technical assistance, as provided by either
the Indian Health Services or BIA, I think, should be totally con-
tracted out to, the tribes so that we can take *hat money and go find
the people necessary, that know what they are doing. I think thatlype

...dassistance would be enhancing the Federal dollars that come-to us,
because I find in most of the situations that a lot of the officialsthat
we are dealing wiTh really do not have the ,expertise they should have.
They are either shifted so many times or they are always claiming they
are so shorthanded and they can not handle requirements or needs on

a local level,
Thankyou very much, Senator.
senalor COHEN. Thank you ver
Ladies and gentlemen, I am ot su're whether or not we can gret a

task lorce put together to file a eport abopt indirect costs by Labor
Day, but one reeolirmendation t at wis made is that we have some
follow-up hearings by this ,comm tee immediately after Labor Day
to see what, has been done, and I agree with that recommendation.
What is of concern to me is that we have tried ; not ()illy the tribes but
the Congress wants to break that uniltical cord to some degree..bef-----"
tween the BIA and tl,ribes and have self-determination. That was
the purpose behind tlid1975 act:-

We have gone from that throilgh this contracting process and now
we are going to a grant process, but it occurred to me during this morn-
'ing's hearing, as I was listening to the testimony, that if we proceed
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in the fashion that we currently are, with a good deal of ambiguity
and a lack of specificitythat word was coined many years ago
that you are going to end up with many tribes saying, it, is not worth
self-determination. I would rather, if I am going to be cut back and
have the indirect costs taken out and not reimbursed, if I am going to
have this program cut back, if we are not going to have the GSA, if
we are not going to haye medical services, drugs, and so forth pro-
vided, then it does not make any sense, it does not make any dollars
and cents. And we come full cycle fromThe BIA to the self-determi-
dation to the contracts to the grants and back to BIA again. Because,
that is what the option is going to be.

Many tribes will be looking at their own self-interest and saying, it
just does not add lip for us, and we are better off going back to the old
sykem, which everybody said we wanted to change in the first place.

So we will look at this very carefully and'I can assure you that we
--will try and get some clarity and some further testimony to elucidate
the items that were raised today.

, With that, the committee will stand in recess until 1 :00.

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator DECONCINI [acting chairman], The hearing will come to
order.

We would like to aik all the witnesses if tliey can come forward now
and be seated at the table.

We are going to start with Rosemary Zion. We will also have Enos
FranciscO, George Jim, Ben Barney, Bruce Hoffman,Roger Bordeaux,
Birgil Xing Straight, and Jiiy Moolenijzer, alorig with DIorothy Yaz-
zie, and also Dr. Bill BerlinA

We thank you for being here promptly today. this is a continuation
ni the hearings called to order by Chairman Cohen on indirect cost
and contract provisions of the Indian Self-Determination and Educa-
tion Act, Publ ic Law'93-63e

We will start with Roseinary"Zion.

-STATEMEN7 OF ROSEMARY ZION, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, NAVAJO
DIVISION.OF EDUCATION, WINDOW ROCK, ARIZ.

Maalox. Thank you, Senator. To preface my remarks, I am here
on behalf of the Navajo Tribe's Division of Education. I am standing
in for Mr. Lawrence Gishe, the division director, who was called away
and was uhable to present the testimony.iHe sends his regrets to the
committee.

Me Navajo Division of Education has a concern with the proposed
changes in the Self Determination Act regulations and the proposals
for indirect costs, not only because of their dire& effect on the division
and on tribal government, but because we are concerned with the effect
on the schools with which we are involved that contract under the Self-
Determination Act. Many effects that might be tolerable to a tribe the
size of the Navajo Tribe may not be tolerable to a school the size of
Black Mesa, for example.

Therefore, in looking at the proposals which the Bureau has devel-
oped in regard to the Self Determination Act regulations and indirect
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costs, we have be'en concerned not onlywith, how would this affect a
large tribal goN ernment, but how is this going tO affect thi; delivery
of education on a community level to those Navajo communities which
have taken control of their own school ? And would like to addre.ss
both these issues in this testimony.

As I said when Senator Cohen was here, I really feel that many of
the difficulties I am going to be addressing could be resolved by follow-
ing the law of the Self-Determination Act, if the Bureau itself would
follow that law, particularly that law which deals with the money the
contractors are entitled to receive under the Self-Determination Act,
and if there were effecth e ongoing consultations with Indian tribes
and tribal contractors about how the regulations should be developed,
how indirect costs should be computed, and how the whole act should
be carried out. The people engaged in running programs on contracts
have a lot of knowledge and they hitve a lot of vahmble information
they could be giving to the Bureau if they were consulted in a timely
manner, rather than getting information sessions at which you are
told, this is what we are going to do. P.S., this is the consultation.

It is too late then. It is at the development stage that consultation
could be useful instead of just being the burden that it seems to be to
the Bureau. There is something that could be drawn from talking to
people who are working out there in the field on the receiving end of
these contracts.

In regard to the Self-Determination Act regulations, we have a
real concern that the whole underlying theory as to why this change
needs to be made, a theory that the Federal Grants and Cooperative
Agreements Act requires the change.

One of our recommendations to this committee is that it recognip
the special nature-of statutes defining the relationship between Indian
tribes and the U.S. Government.

These statutes are different from the average statute. They are the
successor of treaties between the United States and Indian Tribes,
and their special status has been recognized by the Supreme Court and
by Congress.

If an act that does not even mention Indians or Indian tribes or
the SeliPetermination Act, can make changes i procedures by
which that act is implemented, then I think w a very serious
erosion of the Federal Go% ernment-Indian go er it relationship.
It means, in a sense, your treaty can be amended and you do not even
know it is on the block. And that is what has happened if the theory
is bought 'that this Federal Grants and Cooperative Agreement Act
has amended the Self-Determination Act without ever even mention-
ing it.

And so we feel there is a fundamental flaw in the whole theory that
has led to this change. We also question whether. in fact, even under
the Grants and Cooperative Agreements Act, the change from contract
to &ant iS appropriate.

It is intere.sting that the Indian Health Service has determined that
because it is involved in service delivery contracts; grants are not ap-
propriate. Well, contracts to run schools are also service delivery con-
tracts, and fam somewhat at a loss to understand why contracts are
the appropriate njechanism for the Indian Health Service when it is
contracting delivery of services, but grants are an approprate mech-



anism when you are tal/cing about the delivery of ethication services.
I do not think that makes a lot of sense, frankly.

In our written testimony, we have a more detailed analYsis of this
whole legal issue of the'relationship between those two laws in the con-
text of Indian law, which I would commend to the committee for its
perusal:

If tbere is going to be a change, either because this law requires it
or because there are some desirable changes which ought to take place
in the Self-Determination Act, we would recommend to this committee
that it require of the Bureau effective consultation with Indian tribes
and tribal organizations in developing any 'proposals to change these
regulations.

This has to be more as I said, than just providing an information
session after the work flas been done. It must involve tribal representa-
tives and contractors in the actual development of the proposals.

We had a situation in February, as a matter of fact, where Dale
Heald from the Bureau of Indian Affairs was out in Flagstaff at a
meeting at which the division of education also had representatives.
We were diussing the changes in the Self-Determination Act regu-
lations. We were told that many of our objections had been taken care
of in tbe nev' draft. Then we were told we could not get a copy of the
new draft, that is would be out in The Federal Register.

How could we possibly respond, "OK, we are satisfied," when we
conk! not see what we were talking about. We eventually got an un-
official Cb`py, Federal Expressed to the division last week, not from
the Bureau, but from a friend of a friend who got a c9py. That is not
consultation as we understand it.

There are some changes in those regulations which I would like to
see discussed with the Bures.u. You can read them and not be sure what
they mean.

Just to give you one example.- The existing regulations say that any
savings recognized 1?)7 the contractor 'shall 'be applied to the delivery
of additional seri ices. Theproposed regulations say thosewings may
be applied to the delivery of additiontil sei4tices. Now whit precisely
does that mean? Does that mean that th6 contractor has the,choife as
to 'whether.or not to &that or 'that tle Rureau May draw beek those
Ravine and say, no, you can not use them to prdvide additional serv-
ices, we are goingto take them back ? WIlitt is that chimge from;shall
to may?

It Miard tolnow what your reaction is to,that kind of a rule change.
unless you know what purpose it is serving; what it means. And there
are a lot of other small "matters that could become biggnatters within
thoAe regulations which need to be explained and discussed before it
is possible to take a position on them. , ,

We'also feel that any change in regulations should be held off until
the question of realintinent is settled. The regulations keep talking
about the role of the area director. We understand there is not going
to be an area director. Where'are those responsibilities going to go?
Up to the Commis, 'oner? Down to the agenc ?

t is, again, h d to form a reaction to t 'ese regulations when the
structure that t y perpetuate is one that you are king told is going
to disappear1Ve are very concerned that any rule change .not result
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in A loss of availability of property;, services, or remedies to Indian
contractors.'

And, again, I am not convinced that the Bureau itself knows the
ramifications of changing from contrast to grant. We heard this morn-
ing that there is a problem with GSA vehicles that is being worked on.
We did not hear whether or not it can be resolved.

We ourselves have discovered the existence of the Contract Disputes
Resolution Act which it appears sAuld not be applicable to resolving
grant disputes. What, else is out tilde ? We do not Icnow and r am not
convinced that the Bureau knows. It is very difficult to accept this
_change from contract to grigit unless you know what, later on down
the line, you are going to be-told is a consequence of going 'from one
way to the other.

We would like to see all contract and grant requirements placed
within the regulatipemsefves or appendices to those regulations
rather than in OMWEhttilars.

OMB circulars can be changed without any notice being published
in the Federal,Register, without any opportunity to' comment. They
are not regulations. They are just policies. And we feel that a sig-
nificant loss of .eonsultation, and even inforniation is going to occur
if the gtsu of the process a

i

applying for grants or contracts is con-
tained n these circulars rather than the present situation where it
is either in the regulations or in the appendices to the regulations,
published in thf!' Federal Register there right in front of you, but
requiring notice before they dan be c ange .

Now, the Navajo Tribe ha's a particular sit ion which we-do not
find addressed in these remulations, and that is t e situation of a tribe
which has more than one agency within its ju *sdictiOn. Contract
schools do not have a problem here. 'They apply to-the agencfi&hen
they want a contract. To whom does the Navajo Tribe apply ? Un
the existing regulations they would apply to the area. Under the
proposed regulations, that seems to be the sense of what some of the
language in part 271 says, but ther% is other language in part gn,
and the other part says that you go tO the area only when there is
more than onelribe involved.

.

If we have to apply agency by agency for grants, we will have to
apply five times for every one act, and I know that is not what is in-
tended, but it needs to be clarified in there. We would have told them
this before it got to this forum, too, if we had been effectively eon-
sulted when these re&lations were being put together.

From the point of view, . of education, we, would like to see some
provision made for conforming the discretionary grants, the 272 part,
of the Self-Determination Act through the requirements of Public
Law 95-561. Under that law and under BIA policy, the Office of
Indian Education Program line of authority is supposed to' be de-
ciding on education grants, yet our experience is that that decision
is being made by the BIA. operations side, because thereis no identifi-
edition of which funds go to the education line and which funds go to
tha other line.

In fact, we recently had a Situation where there was virtually no
involvement of BIA education officials in deciding on a grant appli-
cation of the division of education. So if the regulations are going to

.163
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clarifml, it is an. a,rea where some effective clarification could takeplace.
There is a whole !new section in these regulations on new schoolstarts and on school construction and expansion. Again, there aresome valuable things in there but we would like to have more dis-

cussion, more consultation, rpicfbe sure we understand what they really
mean.

Reading them one way, they could result in pushing BE& students
into the public school system whenever there is a public school around.Rding them another way, they could give tribal governments and
tribal communities a stronger role in educational planning, which wethink wolikl be a very desirable result. But they are going to need
refinement before they become law, and we would like to see this proe,
ess of refinement and consultation undertaken.

In regard to indirect costs, I think one of the biggest concerns we-
have here is that the Bureau has failed to fully identify its own pro-
gram delivery costs, or rather the Department of the Interior has, andthat is required by section 450(J) (h) of the Indian Self-Determina-
tion Act. ---'

Because the actual value of direct delivery of services by the Bureau
is not known, it becomes necessary to go to very elaborate formulations
to try to get the money out to Indian contractors.

I um not saying this could be made simple, but it could be made
simpkr if we knew what kind of dollars we were dealing, with at the
Bureau level, and if that is what we are talking about funding, as the
law does. -

I have a number of other comments in the indirect cost area that Ido not want to over take my time.on. Our biggest concern, as I say,
there is the whole procedure that has been developed to date that as-sumes that you can not know how, much money the Bureau has to run
programs. That is an assumption that is denied by the Self-Determina,tion Act and I think it would be denied by any manager of any busi-
ness anywhere if any of his line pepple came to him and said; "We can
not tell you what this product costs thecompany, so we can not tell if
we are making a profit." That would not be accepted,in business. Itshould not be accepted in the management a the Bureau of /ndianAffairs.

Whatever is done in the area of indireet costs, and we have a.,number
of specific recommendations we have made, I would strongly urge this
committee to encourage, force, whatever it takes, the Bureau to do it in
a staged, and reasonable, and planned-out manner.

There is talk about implementing changes'in the indirect cost pro-
cedure before there is any.real discussion of What those changes will
be. There are a timber of recommendations in the American Indian
Law Center's report, but they all require further development before
you can know exactly'what implementa,tion changes that would pro-
cluce. And yet the cover letter, when we got the .report froM the Bu-
reau said, we arc in the implementatien stage how. How do you feel.

-about it ?
Well, implementirig what? You din not really tell from the report. tt,And we feel that especially for the 1983 eontract year, if there is refz--rushing into a whole new way of dealing With indirea, costs without

yet knowing what kind of dollars you are talking about at the Bpreau
, -
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level, without having figured out whether when yetu take something
out of one line item you have another line item to pick up the actual
cost of it. , ,

You are going to have chaos and co'nfusion and simplyPwill- Ave
replaced one bad situation with another. We very 'much hope that
will not occur.

One final request we have made of the committee is to see that
this information on costs be developed independently of just Bureau

' in-house sources. Mr. Smith dilmay this morning that tley were
going to be looking at what m costs wee. I would suRest
that if this is to be done, it bejdone etJer by the General Adcounting
Office or by an independent a$iyst.

The Bureau has consist ntly failed to identify costs outside the

Bureau at the Secretary of Inte-rior level as appropriate in the con-
sideration of the cost of itt progiams. . .

I think you 'will end up with a lot of time spent on an unreliable
fesult unless this is done independently and Credibly.

Thank you very much. . ilk
Senator DECoNaNi. Thank oti tety m
We want to be sure th$ everyone has unity to have'their

statement's submitted in the record and ird will remain open
for a period of time after the hearing. ve only an hour this

. afternoon, so let me ask lgr. Franciscç if he hus any comments or
:response, or if he would like to add so ething new to what Ms. Zion

has giyen us?

SyATENENT OF ENOS FRANCISCO, JR., VICE CHAiRMAN, PAPAGO

1...TRIBE OF ARIZONA, SELLS, ARIZ., ACCOMPANIED Bt ROSITA

RUIZ, TREASURER, PAPAPO ThIBAI COUNCIL; AND BARBAM

.. EMMONS, DIRECTO% EARLY CHIIDHOOD PROGRAM

Mr. FRANCISCO. Thank fou1Mr. Chairman. -

My name is Enos Prancisco, Jr. vice chairman of the Papago
Tribal Council of the Patio Trilx: of Arizana. Also here with me
to testify are Rosita Ruiz, who is the treasurer of the Papago Tribal/
Council, and Barbara Emmons, who is the director of the early child-

!

hood program.
I want Otthank you fo?this time that has been allowed for our tribe

to testify here,' and I am also glad to see that this committee is still

interested in the Indians and their tribal members.
Mr. Chairman, we do have a presentation, and my comments will

be based`on what is in that testimony.
Senator DECoNcrxr. Your ,fUll presentation will be included in the

record of this hearing.
Mr. FRANCISCO.

Commenting.on.what has been said here this morn-

ing by the Bureau of Indian A.ffairs, and the Indian Health Service,

and also wjiat has been said by the other-tribes, it seems to me that

what is causing all the problems are the same problems that have been

causeil before over the years; and that is the Indian Health Service

and the Bureau of Indian Afrairoure just refpsing to go along with

, self-determination. They go through with all kinds of acts and maneu-
4t,

.,,)



vers and they jfist do not tell us the truth about what is going on and
what they are going to do.-

We as a tribe, from the j'apago Tribe, are determined ta take ad-Ventage of the Self-Determination Act and Public Law 93-638, but
we are afraid that what is going to happen is the Papago Tribe and
other tribes are going to begin retroceding and when this starts hap-
penin, i wander what is going to become of us as a whole. I wonder
what is going to happen to the BIA and the Indian Health Service
when they see these thino start happening.

From what the KA and the Indian Health Service said here this
morning, they are saying that everything has beer*all right, every-Ithing is going to continue to be all right, and all we are doing is a few
minor changes, yet everything has not been all right. It is still not
right and thq are gding to go through another change and it is still. not going to boright.

The same thing goes for their realinement. They did not consult usand they have not consulted us. They have just mentioned it to us and
that is all, and as l'ong as the BIA and the Indian Health Service goaround doing things like this we are never going to see any self-
determination.

Thank you.
Senatar DECONCINI. You have Mrs. Ruiz and Mrs. Emiiions, who

Ifave statements included in the material you have submitted. We will'
be glad to have them summarizethem. I do not have the time for them
to read them. All the statements will appeat in the record.

Mrs. Rriz. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. My name is Rosita Ruiz.
I am the tribal treasuger few the Papago Tribe in Arizona.

As tribal treasurer, I would like to address some of the problems
which the tribe has _encountered in trying to administer Public Law
93-63R. In particular, you were not here this morning, but we listened
tothe testimony from the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian
'Health Service to the effect that everything was in compliance and
there were no serious probleMs in terms of past administration of con-tracts and grants.

In my testimony in the packet that we are submitting for your
review, we have included a packet which we prepared in A.pril 1981,
at which time the Papago Tribe suffered a very severe cash flow prob-

.. ..lem,.so severe to the effect that' the tribe had had to borrow from
minmg royilties to keep operating the tribal government .while we" *ere trying to recoup moneys from the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
the Indian Health Service in administering the contracts and grants.
. One of the problems that I wanted to point out to you is the fact
'that the tribal government suffers the consequences of inadequate ad-
ministration on the part of the Bureau and on the part a the Indian
Health Service in administering contracts and grants.

One of the problems that I want to bring out in terms of the Indian
Health Service has been the fact that they testified this morning.that

- they include in their appropriations requests for pay raises and cost-
of-living increases for employees that are under contract, and that
eve y receives this cost-of-living and merit increases alang with
the Federal employees. That was one of the reasons why we had to
dig into our mining royalties, was the, 'fact that the Indian Health

t's '
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Service would not modify the contract to give us cost-of-living in-
creases which was already programed into the contracts themselves.

It took' a trip to Washington, D.C.,.to address that issue and to turn
it around. Giving us the cost-of-living increases would not have taken
away any additional moneys,fr9m Indian Health Service but they
refused to go ahead and award thiSor make-the thodifications in our
contract..

On the realinernent, they talked about making contracts into grants.
Too many, questions remain about" the intent of changing the regula-
tions at this point. Not enough input has been received from tribal
people to address the problems that are inherent in changing it from
contracts to grants.

One of the things that I wantto go into again_, and I know this is
re petitive but I feel that it is important, it is the only opportunity
that we are going to have to address a serious problem about the ad-
ministering of contracts,and grants, and I want to deal with the prob.
lem of indirect costs. 4%

Before I can deal with indirect costs, I would have to deal with
the direct costs. In the rules and regulations of CFR 25, it is man-
dated, or it is stated, that the Bureau is supposed to let the tribe con-
tract for moneys that it takes to operate that program, but also '

the moneys that it takes the Bureau to administer it, and that is
separate from the indirect cost that is allowed for the tribe to claim
in administering the contl.acts and grants.

We have never been given any additional amounts of money that
would be identified as Bureau's axlministrative cost money, that they
would have Used tp administer those contracts.

All the contracts and grants that welavenegotiated have been based

on tentative allocations specificallyfor that program at the agency
level. So I am really concerned abaft the hidden administrative costs
money that is not applied into the contract once the tribe takes dver
that responsibility of administering the program.

I want to touch very briefly on-disallowed costs because that Again

is, some of the issues that were breiftght out this morning about the
tribe padding their indirect cost rates, and I want to let you know

that we are just as concerned, if not more so, about disallowed costs

on contracts and grants.
There is no way that we are going to be padding what our indirect

cost rate will be because we do the negotiations with the Inspector
General's Office during the fiscal y'ear, that would be applied during
the following fiscal year, and if the auditorsthe auditors scrutinize

all the costs that the tde includes irtheir pool of indirect costs:
You will notice in our chronologies that we are submitting that the

Bureau nitpicks all the line items in our contract budgets that are pre-
pared for each contract and for each grant. An inordinate amount of

time is sgestzi.letters and correspondence justifying and rejustifying

and submitthTdocumentation to back up every cost, practically, on

each coixtract.
A lot of this could be resolved by more involvemenlby the contract-

ing officer representative. We have never seen any orthe Bureau per-
sonnel step into the tribal accounting office to look at the internal
controls that the tribe has developed in insuring and safeguarding
Federal funds, because in tlie end, not insuring that we are safeguard-
ing the Federal funds falls on the tribe to repay disallowed costs and

1 f3"1
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we feel that we have developed to that eitent, where we are just as
concerned.

One of the things, in closing out my statement, I would like to bring
out is that I feel that the Bureau of Indian Affairs is reluctant about
turning over accounting and budgeting responsibilities to tribes, and I
feel that the position that we hage taken against changing the regula-
tions at this point in time needs to be senously considered:

More of the problems that we run into in contracting with the. Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs will be presented by Barbara Emmons.

Thank you.
Mrs. EMMONS. Mr. Chairman, thank you for allowing us to speak

' very briefly and I will keep my remarks brief. We have submitted
the written testimony and the chronologies on the contracts, as stated
by the tribal treasurer.

We would submit that what is needed at this point in time is not.
a change of regulations but compliance with existing regulations on
the part of theBureau. We would submit that the problems that we
have come from noncompliance with regulations and we have cited
some of those regulations.

Our concern, one of our primary concerns is, do we just have con-
tracts eliminated ? Do we contract for services, provide these services,
and then have the contracts eliminated? I am referring here to the
community education contract, which, when Congress told the Bureau
they should eliminate element 10 contracts, we have been told it was
not Congress' intent that tribal programs such as the Papago Tribe's
program would be eliminated but that happened.

We have not been allowed to rerograrn moneys- from contracts
that were eliminated such as the TAC contract for agricultural
services.

We have had difficulty with the Bureau redesigning programs that
the tribe has decided, this is the program we want, and within the
law this is what is laid out that we can design our own programs, and
the has been redesigning those programs.

The ildren's home is included here as an example of that.
And nally the early childhood program is included as an exam-

ple of the frustration in attempting to contract. We includes!. .1
chronology for that dating back to 1974775. Community Ed was the
very first contfact that the Papago tribe had. It no longer exists.
Early childhooa education will- probably not exist after this week
because, of the moneys that were supposed to be allocated to the
program : we have received only $74,732, and we are ceasing opera-
tion without further assistance from the Bureau. We havn tried to
go through, as we were told at the central office level, you must go .

through, your ae.a, your agency, we have attempted this, and we are
still Staring at a blank wall at the end a this week. So we submit that.

We sincerely hope that the members of the committee will review
these chronologies, will be aware of the difficulties inherent sin con-
tracting and the trap and the pitfalls that are set for tribes in doing so.

I thank you. In the interests of time, I guess the vice chairman will
not read the recommendations, but they are included.

Senator DECONCINI. I have had a chance to review your statement
and we thank you for the time you have pht into it and the recom-
mendations. As I said, the entire statement will be printed in the
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record and will be available to us. We appreciate the recommenda-

tions you are making.
Mr. FRANCISCO. That is the end of our testimony, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you.
Senator DECoNcINI. Did these recommendations precede the pro-

grams that you are talking about.?
Mrs. EMMONS. Yes, sir. The testimony and the recommendations

are in the front of the packet and then the chronologies.
Senator DECoNcINI. Did they retrocede, the program that you were

talking about, back to the BIA!
Mrs. Exam Ns. Which program, sir ?

Senator DECoNcINE The one that you were just discussing?'
Mrs. EMMONS. Early childhood!
Senator DECONCINI. Yes.
Mr. EMMONS. At this point, with no ftirther money to operate a

program for fiscal year 1982, and with the cut in the interim funding
level that we are supposed to be getting in 1983, I would love to re-
trocede it and see them run it on what we have tried to run it on.
But I am afraid they would wipe it out.

Senator DECoNcINI. What are you going to do ? What is the tribe
going to do ? Are you going to wipe it out ?

Mrs. EMMONS: We do not know. A study committee hos been ap-
pointed and the tribal council is meeting on this issue next week.

Senator DECoNcm. Thank you, ladies and gentleman. Your pre-
pared statements will be made part of the record at this point.

[The statements follow. Testimony resumes on p. 235.]

vs,
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T11E APAGO NRIBE OF AnIZONA
Box 137 1:40,hosie 0121 30.1221

, IeUs. Arizona 1301

June 36, 1982

The Honorable illiam Cohen
Chairman
Select Committ e on Indian Affairs
United States enate
Washington, D. Ic. 20510

Dear Chairman hen:

My name ii Enos J. Francisco, Jr., Vice-Chairman, The Papago
Tribal Council, the Papago Tribe of ArizOna. Also here with me to
testify are Ms. Rosita Ruiz, Treasurer, the Papago Tribal Council,
and Ms. Barba a Emmons, Early Childhood Director.

Thank yo , Mr. Chairman, for this time that has been allowed to
the Papago Trihp of Arizona ta present testimony on the Public Law
93-638, The Ind.tan'Self-Determination and Education Act of 1974. I
am glad to see that the Select Committee on Indian Affairs cAtinues
to-be-Concerned about the Indian Tribes and their membaks.

The Papago Trifx has participated in the spirit and intent of
P.L. 93-638 because of our desire for self-determination and because
we realize the need to be more responsive to.our communities. Lae
many other tribes, we were not sure what tha new laQ was or what it
would moan to us. We anticipated that ehere would be problems and
situations in its implementatiog, but we were also willing to help
solve the problems and ease the situations. We made up our minds
to make the law work to our benefit so we began to get involved- To
date we have been deeply involved with contracting programs and
receiving grants to administer others. Specifics on these programs
will be given in our testimony. Our involvement produced many
concerns and àtuod situations that were complex and confulling to uS.
We realkae that this was partially due to some of.our misunderstandings.
However, We als realize that it was also because we were not being
given the fulles of cooperation. The Bureau of Indian Affairs is

idr
one entity that sAailed in this area of responsibility. Some of
these failures a ere included in our testimony.
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I now want to mention a few specific areps of concern. One area

is the changes in regulations.
They are given to us'at times and

in such a manner that they confuse us. Another concern is the

subject of indirect cost. The vay they are applied does not help the

gontracts as they should. The third concern is disallowed costs.

The consequences of costs that are disallowed are not the same for a

tribe as they are for the Bureau under the same circumstances.

Finally, there is the administrative problem that the Bureau does

not folloW'requratIans in the'processing of conitracts. .

Despite these constant discouragementa and lack of cOncern for

implementation of P.L. 93-638, we intend to continue our effort to

work with people like you and tha, Committee who are concerned. With

you, we want to discuss and identify problem areas Which effect both

the Tribal and Federal Government in the implementation process. For

the next fiscal year, perhaps our joint efforts will produce

mechanisms that will truly bring P.L. 98-638 into reality.

EJF/rEa

1 7i

Sincerelx yours '

(/

Enos J. Francisco, Jr.
Vice-Chairman
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THp INDIAN SELF-DETERMINATION ACT,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

UNITED STATES SENATE,
JUNE 30, 1982

Honorable Chairman and Members of the.Committee, my name is

Rosita N. Ruiz, Treasurer of the Papago Tribe. As Tribal Treasurer,

I would like tO addresS some of the budget problems which the Papago

1.5ibe has experienced in the administration of Public Law 93-638

.contracts and grants.

In the packet which we are submitting today, I have included

the packet which was prepared on April 29, 1981 whitch dealt with

the issue of late contract/grant awards. I would like to present

briefly what the situation west In fiscal year 1981, the Papago

Tribe suffered a,severe.cash flow problem as a result of carrying

Bureau programs. The Tribe had a great deal of difficulty in getting

contracts and grants negotiated and awarded by the Bureau and, as a

result, was unabld to draw any funds'to recoup the costs incurred in

operating these programs. The Papago Tribal Council took a position

and passed a resolution which stated that the Tribewould nqt carry

any Bureau programs unless there was a signed contract/grant award

on file in the Tribe's Grants and ContraceW Office. For fiscal year

1982, thb Papago Tribe, for the.first time, was, able to negotiate

and receive contract/grant awards before the beginning of,the fiscel

yoar.
NO,

The Papago Tribe has invested a great deal of time and money on

staff training in Public Law 93-038 contracting: This has resulted

in the Tribe being able to challenge and to force the Bureau to try

to meet tribal needs. The success in our efforts"to get the Bureau

to negotiate contracts and grants on a timely basis for FY-82 is only

one example.

A
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When the Bureau talks about changing the rules and regulations

of Public Law 93-638, we are talking about costs. We are talking about

time and money in terms .of retraining staff for the new regulation

implementation. We are concerned that the Tribe wOuld have to incur

this cost and we are concerned where the Bureau will he getting the

funds for-the training of Bureau personnel. &'this Bureau cost,

again, going to mean'less amounts availablesat the local level?.

Is the Tribe, again, going to experienee delays in contract awards

due to changes in format and/or inability of the Phoenix Area Office

staff to deai with the changes?

This brings me to the other proidem of tribal costs which is

incurred for administering contract/grant programs And for which

there id little or noTecovery.

In order to speak about indirect cost, I must first speak

about direct cost. Section 271.54(a) talksiabout this as follows:

"Direct costs under°contracts for operations of programs'or'parts

shall not he less than the Bureau would have provided if the Bureau

operated the program or part during the contuabt. Direct costs shall

include the Bureau's direct cost for planning, administering, and

evaluating the program or part and shall not be used to reduce indirect

costs 0.therwise allowable to the.tribal organization."

The Bureau negotiates with the ribe purely on 'tentative allocations

for the prograL The Bureau has never programmed ani funds which they

budget for the administration of the contracted program. In addition,

the Trite is not informed of the administrative costs which are budgeted

either at the Agency or at the Area Office that should be included into

the contracti'budget when awarded to the Tribe. ii our negotiations

with the Bureau on the Law Enforcement contract, which is a new COntract

.
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for fiscal year 1983, we wpre informed that the Phoenix Area office

budget Includes nOnies for vehicle replacements for the Law Enforce-

ment program. The Tribe was informed that they would have to program

this cost in the Agency allocation for the Law Enforcement program.

Although this problem has been resolved forliscal year 1983, we are

concerned about whether or not this cost will have to be picked up

as'a program cost out of Agency allocation and not out of the Area

Office budget as is ctirrently handled. It has..become more and more

apparent to us, that not all funds which the Bureau receives for

the administration of Bureau programs is turned over to the Tribe
a

once the Tribe contracts. The indirecilkst monita are, apparently,

suppose to cover these'costs. In reality, the funds which,ate

programmed'as indirect cost funds are not suf'fitient. We are again

facing cUts in 'this area. For fiscal year 1981, we were informed

that the Papago Tribe would not be paid any indireut cost because

the Phoenix Area Office had obligated all the indirect cost monies.
,

^,

This was later changed andye werd able to collect on this: For

tbis fiecal.year 1982, we WeYe informed that rie can coliect only,

85.2% on indirect cost. We are very concerned that the Bureau is
,

_cutting contract 'dollars and contract support dollars while Bureau

employees continue to receive cost of living increases and premotions.
/-

Itastly, I wouAd like to touch briefly on the Problem of disallowed

_ costs. You can see by 014 chronologies which are submitted today,

that a grelt deal.of_tim
et

is spent on "nit-picking" of line items that

are budgeted. The Tribe is not given credit for having an accounting

'systemirthat will check for:exoessiive 'costs or for costsilwhicb might
0

bo "disallowed" on audit.. To nate,ithere has ngyer been any Bureau

person61 that has steiped into the YO(bal Accounting-Wice to,Monitor.
I .

the internal control as it relattstto ay of, the Bureau contracts.

.

.6%.

f

I ,

,
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Instead, t,here is an inolinate emount el time spent on telephone

calls and written correspondehce on contract budgets whictrcOuld be

resolved with a more active involvmeni by 'the Bureau's Contracting

Officer's RepreentaMe. The Tribe is just as, if not more so,

concerned,about costs,which might be'disallowed on audit. It is my

understanding that BIA Agencies have always had five to eijht percent

purchases which could be disallowed beCause of irregularities in small

purdhasest i,e., two bids instead ol three, verbal instead of-written

bids, or challenge of sole source purchaes. When these. irregularities

. are dtscoVered, the responsiblp person is required to justify his

action and if not justified and thq"cost is extensive, is given a

, letter of reprimand. When this happeni*to the Tribe, the Tribe is

. given a bill of collection. There is no mechzinism sot up,' within the

Bureau to handle appeals from the Tribe ori disallowed costs. With

a
other,agencies, the Papago Tribe has been- able to subStantiate

disallowed costs. With the Bureau, there is no such option. This

creates a..Iinancial burden for the Tribe and.thp Bureau does not

take any.responsibility even though the Contractng Officer Represent-
,

ative is suppose to monitor apd check fer theso types of costs during

:the progre;m year.

It is my feeling that the Bureau is reluctant to turn 'Ova. the

budgating and accounting respOnsibilities to the Tribe. This'attitude

on.the part of the BureaU Is hampering the "orderly transition from

.Federal domination of programs for and Services to Indians to effective

and meailingful participation ly t.he Ipdian people in the planning,

conduct, and administration of those programs and services." Thib is

further illustrated by the problems which the Tribe.has encountered

wlign Alealing with the Bureau on the administration.of contract programs.

This will be presented by Barbara Emmons.

.

:,,, .
I I
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OVERSIGHT HEARIN& ON THE IND/AN SELF -DETERMINATION,ACT,
SELECT COMMWSE ON INDIAN AFPAIRS, . .

UNITED STATES SENATE,
%JUNE .30, 1982

Honorable Chairman and Members of the Eommitteea MY' name is

Barbara Emmons. As a contract program-director for the Papago Tribe

of Arizona, / woula like to'address some of thp administrative

difficulties the Papago tribe has had in Centracting. C.F.R. 25
-

5 271.4 states in-part that "/t is the policy' oA the Bureau to
!

facilitate the efforts of Indian tilbes/to Plan, conduct, and

administer programs, or portions thereof, which the Bureau is

authorized to adMinister for the benefit of Indians...." This policy

statement, plus s 271.1(c) (3), "Nothing in these regulations shall be

construed as permitting significant reduction in services to Indian

people as a result.of this Part," would seem.to eliminate the

posSibility of the kinds of adverse actions we have experienced

with contract programs.

However, it is no't ihat possibility which.is eliminated. It is

contract programs which are eliminated 'with a resulting loss in loft

services. Once contracted, a program should net be eliminated,but

rhe Papago Tribe has had rtro pontracts eliminated. One is the '

Community Education Program which provided counseling services foi

Papago students in higher education and in boardingsschools. We have

been assured that the elimination of Element,4 contraas by COngress

was not intended to eliml,nate ;rogirai.os Such ps the Papago prograT,

but the.Bureau has Made no eflbrt to help the Tribe continue to
,r

;..
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provide these very necessary services. Another example is agricul-

tural services. .When I.T.A.C. was zeroed out by Congress, the Tribe

attempted to reprogram money which was already allocated in order tro

continue veterinary and range management services. Tribal people

had been trained to delier these services which are critical tO the

economy of the Papago. The Bureau not only did not help in this

situation, but instead seemed to block every effort we made to

resolve the mattes.- As a result, those skills and the benefitS to

the people which accrued from them are no longer available.

In addition to the.blimination of programs, we have experienced

undue influence in the design of programs. The Papago Chadren's

Home is a prime example of this. We believe that once contradted, ,a

program should not be redesigned by the Bure'au. If there are to be

changes in programs, they should be inititted by the Tribes those

programs serve, not by the Bureau. "Maximum Indian participation"

!implies that the people being served are most knowledgeable about
k

the services they need and desire. 'bur experiences with the

Children's Home contract have led us to conclude that the Bureau

neither accepts nor respects that knowledge. Instead of planning '

with us, they attempt,to direct us.

We have Odressed the issues of elimination of programs and

redesign of programs. Now we should like to address the issue of

new programs, Unfortunately, the Bureau's narrow definition of

regulations have made it Sifficult, if not impossible, to initiate

programs which serve real and pressing needs of Indian people.

Papago Early ChildhoRd was denied a contract at the Agency level
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' 'even though regulations (5.271.12).def' ntraCtible Bureau

programs As "Programs or parts,of prograr services that Ake
.4 .

authori/ed ba.not:qurrentk operated...or previded.by,the Bureau,*

Earjy Childhood was authorized,.but the Agency's justification was

that 'It_was not operated_bx the'Agenci; therefore, it could not bek

edntracted. °This attitude con.tinmed even after an allocat1on was
.

made foYthe Papago'program. Itvas only.through the intrventiOn

of:Central Office ihat440 wereicble to:get our initial contract

eiice Area Office supported'the.AgOOcy positiOn.

This non-supbertive,-nondooperativeTosture of the Bureau

often continuet throughout'the life,of the contract. In,fiscal year

.1982, the.Senate Appropriations Committee directed the Bureau to:

provide Papaw EsF,ly Childhood with $272,000 oui of'PhoenixArecA

-

,'admAsistration to,cOntinue mut program! To date we have received,

only 814;732 frpm Phoeiax.Area: An .additipnel $60000 was allotted
A

.

frdm monies.doncted to tha BIA

Area Director proPoses tr0 make

dueand contends the Bureau is
'

aantonal $62,558.72. Of the

for the benefit of IndansThe,
. ,, .

furtherdeductions from the balance

i'
only obligated ta proVide in

an'ount ha prOposdo to deducti

ki FY81 carryoveT.. This is clearly in -;;i0lation of 25.
' -

CFR i 271.55, "Sivings ctrried Over'in,to.a succeeding fiscal year'

shall be 'added_to the contract.altult. for' the't fiscal year. The'
-

savings shall-not reduce the amount that would haVe been made

evallable if there had been no savings," Otler'deduCtidns include

ihe amounts already ihentioned'plus,S3,376.21 contract,indirect.cost.0.

and 67,470.99 Johnson-O'Malley supplemental, He has refused-to.

;
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negotiate. Iff addition, he has stated that Phoenix Area does not

have these fupds available and that they will ave,to come ftom the ./

Agency- Ag'iin, services'will be reduced to the Papago people.

Even as we sit here today, ones more Papago program, Early

A*
Chi1,471,77; facing eliMination. We have faced closure six times

thi; year. Now we are facing our seventh anh perhaps final closure.

We cannot help but ask: is this self-determination? It would

appCar to us thaithe intent* of Congres; has been subverttd by the

Bureau of Indian Affairs. That intent is .plearly stated in S 271.4

'The Congress has necognlied the.obligation Of*the United States to

resgend to the strong.expression of tie Indian people for self-

determinat' by assurjAg maximum 7:Khan participation'in the

direction bf educational as well asAther,Federal serv/Feh to,
\

.0.,.-4111d1anAedmmu.nibies -sc.:tato-render such services moreorespginsive to

the needsrdesires of those.communities.' There is strong fear

that self-determination has become a battleground.for Federal
1

dollars. The traditional Bureau role as advocates for Indian tribes

-.seems to have changed into an adversary role. This is,not a fight

we .have chosen. FLOM past experience it seems tb he a fight in

which .Tribeecan only lose: We appeal to you to review the,

documentation attached to 'this report and give your favocabie
4 ,

consideration to the recommendations our Vice-Chairman will me:sent.

41, 44
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE INDIAN.SELF-DETERMINATION ACT,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

UNITED STATES SENATE,
JUNE 30;-1982

'RECOMMENDATIONS The Papago.Tribe of Arizona respectfully

the follot;ing,recOmmendations for your consideration:

submits

p
1. Prior to contracting, allow the tribes to review Sure3Ti

00

programs in order to determine which orthose programs

are filling tribal needs.

2. Make available to tribes budget information which clearly

shows the total coat of operating those programs as

opposed to program allocations..
3. Allow tribes to request reprogramming of.Bureau money

, 4
into programs which 'fill tribal needs.

4. Make a more equitable evaluation and distribution of

indirect costs and prohibit arbitrary OUreau decisions

. to reduce those casts.

S. Set up an appeal board for reviewing the equity and circumr

stancea surrounding disallowed costs.

4,1

,6. Anon+ retroactive contracts and codifications in those ea:set

where the delay of award'was caused by faildre of the BureaU'

to meet timetables'apecified by regulation.

7. Allow automatic extensions df contracts which have been

issued in such a tardy manne'r that there is insufficient

time to complete the contract prior to the end of the

contract period.

o
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8 . Provide more and better informed tetpnical assistance

at the Agency level by reducing or eliminating mid-level
, t

management.

5. Establish a workable system.of budgeting'which woul&

allow more meaningful tribal input and prevont Bureau pro-

gramming or reprogramming which is made at the expense-of

tribal contract progiams, '-

Finally, most of.these recommrdations are covered in existing

regulations. Therefore: our final recommendation is that any pew

regulations should not omit them and that the BUreau be compelled
y '

to comply with them.

'244-

I
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DENISE OP;

PAPAGO COMMUNITY EDUCATION CONTRACT.

2969 - Tribal Education Coordinator position generated by Phoenix Area Office
under a Buy Indian Contract using Title I obney with'Titlo I writing
the job description. hest wore under tho supervision of the Agency
School superintendent. CO Ramo tho position was supervised by the
Tribal Chairman. f

,

Purpose ol Buy 7ndian:

1. Used by the Bureau to circumvent the hiring freeze.

2. Bureau created tho positions.

3. They funded the Tribes to hire Bureau people.

4. Coattail effect was'to hire people and put.them under the Bureau.

.y.70-71 Audit to investigate that practice also discovered that the Education
COordinator had begun to work with scholarship programs, providing
guidance, counseling, etc. This placed contracts in non-compliance

grants.'

.with Title which was for E-12 so Bureau picked up the costs Out of
hdghor education

A

9

1973 - Change of personnel and of job title. The Nucation CoordinatOr'bocame
4the Education Direttbr: pEUàoI iiWBZ2s itenr9ev4seppe -of work began to change.

1974-75 - Community Education became the first 610 contract (clement 70) awarded
to Papago Trde. Scope of work broadtned to include counsolineServices.

1979 - program moved into ComWunity Edunation Building. Construction was funded
through E.D.A.

1910 - All adXdnistrative positions Nod functions wore gemovod from the contract .

and it provided counseling services only with attendent costs for thoso
services. PosItionS were 2 higher education counselors and ono boarding
ochool counselor.

1

Contract funding levels element 10:

P.f. 1979 - $140,701
lir. 1910 - 59,523
P.P. 1411 - 52,361
P.P. 1942 - 57,165 - zeroed out

contract eliminated
kik

This contract prcSYided counseling and referral sert:ice to 170 !Wag° students And
-parents: 320 NighersEdycation, 550 Boarding Sthools. It was often the only tangi-
No link with homo that these students had coming as they did from village all ovor
the reservation where there were no modorn communication facilities. That link is
broken now and alternative sorviteS can not apd aro not being provided by tho Bureau.

5.
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Agricultural Extension Servides -- FY82

Chronology

1981

June 30 Submission FY82 Agiicultural Extension Contract to Agency

July 10 Letter fronkAgency asking for rewritten proposal.

July 17 Letter from Tribe to Agency revising Scope Orf Work.

July 17 Lett-ei from Tribe to Agency revising contract proposal.

Aug. 20 Letter from Tribe to Agency submitting Plan of Work

.
(Agriculture Communications) as requested per August

, 18, 1981 meeting with Superintendent Verndh Palmer.

Sept. 15 Letter krom Area to Tribe stating the contract review

- was completed. Requesting more clarification on budget.
A

Sept. 22 Letter frOm Tribe to Area providing clarification as

requested in September 15, 1982 letter; also states tilat

budget/clarification had been previously submitted to

C.O:R., Papago Agency.

Sept. 25 Contract documents from Area to Tribe asking for review

and Chairman's signature.

Sept. 28 Luke Abrams came to Papago an signed off on tontract

documents.

*Oct. 23 Letter from Area directing Agenc to shut down

Agricultural Extension activities by November 20.

. Oct._26 Copy of memorandum received stating budget cuts and that

Agricultural Extension Program was eliminated.

Letter not received by the Papago Tribe's Grants 6 Contracts Office

until February 5, 1982.

Th 3



Jan 8.
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InforMation from Washington that Agricultural Extension
was not eliminated!

Jan. -18 Received information frostAgency that Papago has $17,100,

Indian Action monies, that need to be p'rogrammed.

Jan. 20 Telephone call from Jim Battese, Phoenix Area. Wr.

,Battese stated that October 0, 1981 all Agricultural

Extension programs were cancelled. Agency Superintendent

should have notified Trib76. He did not believe we had
a signed contract. stated to go ahead and invoice and

he would call next week (when Luke Arams got back).

Jan. 21 Telephone call from'Ben Nevumsa re! Indian Action Team
monies, $17,100. Tribe requested to reprogram these

funds and decision on this is due it Central Office on
January 20, 1982. Area Office receiyed memorandum and

sent a coPy to the Agency the next'day.

jan. 25 Letter to Agency Superintendent from Tribe notifying BIA,

that the Tribe requests that the $17,100 Indian Action

monieslse placed in Agricultural Services.

Jan. 26 Letter from Tribe to Area asktng for confirmation of

contract number for AgricultUral Extension -- no response.

February 05 Lotter dated october 23, 1981 from Agency Superintendent

to Tribe that Agricultural Extension was eliminated and

should shut down pAgram as of November 20, 1981.

Feb. 23 Letter from Agency to Tribo that Tribe should recOnsider

their choice of Indian ketion Team Monies into Agricultural
and change it to the Program.

Feb. 24 Letter from Max H. Norris. Chairman, Crystal Ann Smith,

Grants 4 Contracts Administration,,to Eugene Tashquinth

. shutting dowg program as of liebruary 24, 1982.

f



March 5

March 12

March 17
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Telephone call from Ben Nevumsa re: Indian Action Team

monies, Ben stated that, nationwide, toe much money

had been put into Agricultural and not enough to the

H.I.P.'Program 'and that the Papago Tribe's request to

reprogram IAT monies to Agriculture Would be held up at

Ceneral Office. That the Tribe was to disregard

teletype of October 7th which stated, Ben stated, that

Indian Action Program had been reduced by 75% of which

$6,200 was lour allocation.

Re: Agricultural Extension. Ben stated that this program

had not been eliminated.

Receiveesecond phone call from Ben Nevumsa - he stated

to disregard everything he 110 'said about Agricultural

Extension, he did not know01 1)..had the contract.

Letter from Tribe. to Area: notificatiop that Tribe will

be modifying 1Y82 Agficultural Extensioh dantract to use

AC flingspf,A17,190,00. -

Letter from Tribe to Area: MOdification No. 1 - to

include $1,,100.00.1TAC funds making a contract total of

$151,000.00 on AgricultiriV1 Extension Services.

March 31 Letter to Curtis NOrdwall fequesting T/A -- no response.

To this date, we have not received a response to the letter of March 17,

1981 Or Mareh 31, 1982.

Invoices have been submitted, held up at the Agency.

*N.



June 23, 1980

June 24, 1980

July 01, 1980

August 21, 1980

181

cnnouoLoov rOR THE CHILDREN'S HONE

Received Tribal Counctl approval to recontract under 638 -
resolution was passed.

Original propOsal for Children's Nome was submitted to
Agency/Area - before June 30 deadline.
Amount $136,766.00. Due to salary adjustments and in-
creases, the contract budget was acliusted to $146 884.40.

Notifie dby Agency that the contract format changed; that
all contracts had to be reworked into new format. Agency'
was supposed to have handled this, but the Grants and Con-
tracts Office reworkedthe contracts Snd submitted'them.,

Letter received from Mr. Blackwell, COR, Social Services,
Papago Agency that he had Neceivedthe reworked :Chileeh'S,
Rune Contract, for his review.

September 05, 1980 Letter received from Suck. asking that bUlget be cut' to, -

$112,000.00 due to the past years low placement of child-
,ren. ,

September 26, 1980 Second budget was reworked and resubmitted to-Agency in the:
amount of $116,960.60 (which *aS rOck bottpm.costsj: .

October 15, 1980 COpy of letter erom Acting Area Social.Noiker tO Area,618,

'CoordinatO was received'stating that,the,ptoposal. haZ been
reviewed and that additional cuts had to 40 made in the areas'
of Unit Cost; StaffLand Cost.for, Facilities; COO-went.;

.

Supplies & Services. So that the revised budget would not
exceed $108,000 direct edits. ,

.

October 24, 1960 Contract doctments were received by Tribe for Cha1rmtn's4'
signature: also, the responses weri.needed,, (re:10/16/80 letter);

November 19

,Decembler 18% 1980 lieMorandums were recieved aiking for signe4 eOntriet docu-
ments and responSeS to be returned. to',.t1tie Area Office,.

**NOTE: Due to the amountlof InformatiOn reluested, it took time to prepark
the resposos.

December 29,

,

4 '
1980 Contract documents ind reSponses were signed by Chsirman.and ,

. mailed to Area. ,.

,

f.'

-*
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January 21, 1981

1./

January 22, 1981

January 28,

rebruary 5, 1981

;

.;

182

The Children's Home Director eeceived a copy of letter from

Mr. Blackwell written to the Area with recommendations that
therd be a cutback in staff,.which would mean the closing of

one bome. .

,
,

'

The qvildren's Home Director also met.with,Mr. Blackwell -on

this.

We were given verbal notice that negptiationi for the child-
ren's Home tontract would be on Wed., January 28, 1981 at '

the Area Office.

A meeting was held with Mr. Blackwell, Oildrenls Home and
Grants and Contracts at:which time Mr. Blackwell,-'again,
went over his letter of recommendations orrstaff Cutback

for thy Children's Home._

,

The Papago Tribe, fepresented by the Administrator
of the Grants S Contracts Office, the Children's
Home airector, Lle twokey bookkeepers for the

,thilla,44:s Hp.* and the.Tribal Treasurer niet:with

the PAbenix Area Office. The Tribe is not negotiating'

the Children's Home at $86,000.00. The Phoenix Area

Office agreed to see what alternatives could be worked
out to try to cover the Tribe's proposal,for 4116,960.90.

The Papago Tribal Council reviewea tho Children's Hone
proposal and went tiver the problems onthis contract...-

the lack of assistance from the flureau'in getting pudget

information to tie Tribe in a timely manner.

94.1981 Papago Tribe resubmitted the chilArerililiiome contraci

'and the proposed plan to feet the_contract sureof $31t,,960.90.

.VOTE: This contracts has,since been awarded.
,

.
. .
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.42 an appuzimati amount oS $53,000." And, Sunthen that "A neductiono15 thnee '.;'

, 4.ta,515 at the Home would attow Son two tive-in howsepanent4 at each home and
al6o the Dinecton and UsiAtant Dinetton. Depending on positions, the amount

, oLaavinga would varty Sum $24,000 up". This inSomation um given to the
. Tube Souk (4) umiung4 day beim the date Son ne9otiat40n6 on th96 conpact. ,

At no time um the Tnibe given any idea oS the Sunda available &A the
Papago Chadun'er Home conttact. Non MA the Tnibe given any alternative's

a.
,,.,.. .

as to whete to tap into Sok additianal I5unds to Meet the tnibat ptoposat. It .t.,,...,

um only at the Tnae'4 4n4i4tance at the negoltdtion tabte that no negotiatione'
canabe held until altennative4 can be woded Out that the Fa4e4a Sinalty took ' *

4ome-4.44 to a44i4t the Tnibe in thi4,matten.
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; Irl
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CHRON0LOGY-PAPAGO EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAM

1974 - Proposal to contract Early Childhood Program denied, agecy

Sopt. 1975 - Tribe notifies BurA-u of intent to contract Basic J.0:H. for Early

Childhood Program.

Feb. 1976 J Acknowledgemnt of intent to contract and promise of technical assis-

'..
tance from Acting Area Director.

July 1976 - Clarification of contract requirements and offer of techni

tance from Area Director.

'Sept. 1976 - APproval of application to contract Basic J.O.H. from AsSt.'Area

Director,

, ,

1976-77 - Initial funding granted under Basic J.O.H. A

1977 - Request for assIstance directed to:Director of Indian Education Pro-

gramm - no response.

July 1977 - Letter refusi assistance technical or otherwise from Administrat'er,

Indian Education Re urea& Center, U.S. DOpt. of Interior, B.I.A. Office

of Indian Education ograms, Albuquerque, Now Mexico.

July 1977 - Request for ass tance directed to Asst. Area Irector - Education,

PeA40. - no respons

1977-78 - 638 J.O.H. Contract supplemented by CETA.

1978-79 - 638.3,0.H. Contract supplemented by CETA and Right to Read.

Jan. 1979 - Acknowledgement of Early Childhood funds appropriated for F.Y. 1979

from Acting Deputy Commissioner. (This referred to interim funding pre-

kindergarten).

Jan. 1979 - Request to contract denied - Agency level.

June 1979 - Senator DeConcini requests informatIon ft-om the BUreau regarding

possible funding for Papago Early Childhood. Response: No funds are

available from the H.I.A. to support Earl&Childhood Education Programa

'such as at the Papago Reservation.

Juno 1979 - Sendtor DeConcini requests speeial Appropriatinn for Papago Early

Childhood. Bureau capability statement recommended against theappro-

priatien - "This is an isolated effore% It should be a part:of thc total

comprehensive plan of the Phoenix Are, in cooperation with the Tribe."

Oct. 4, 1979 - Senate Appropriations Committee Report - "The Committee mnder-

stands an early childhood program begun on the Papdgo ReservWon with
CETA funding has been both -successful and popular. Within av5i1able

funds, the BUreau should make every effort tO support and expand this

program."

1979-80 - J.O.H. Contract supplemented by Tribe, CETA. Tribal support_based on

future I.S.E.P. formula funding.

Nov. 1979 - Tribe ledins of the Repor,t language
through_awchance meetinj with

SenatOr DeConcini's aide at National Indian Child Conferenco in PhOonix:

Jan. 4,.1980 - Tribe receives written confirmation of Report languago.from

Sonator DeConcini's office.

1

,
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..Jo. 4 ,"1980 - memorandum freO.AFAA,
44rOctoi lit Sducatppn eo Agency Superintendentcontains-proi4t.ed bUdgat for PhOdnix AMA?* s*owleg Elemont 10 contracts intho amount of $135,323:. yentalvt

F.Y, .1980 jdlotmenta:.Pro-Kindergarten
Program lists $75,800 for Papagc,

-(Cmto'sio budget was 12/20/7511. Tr.kbe WaSnot notified of aVailabiliby of funds for contractingaarly Childhood.
'

,..
,Jan. 22. 140'- ApplicatiOn

for Allotment or Change id Allotment, Office of Indian. .
Education piograms,.1/22/80, cAn4os 1154 Papag0 Agency foe:pre-1C programfrom Eicitent 10 to Element 44.

Tribe stillinot notified of aVailaSility
tract.of flles or,lnvited to con 1:

. ,

..

.
.F4. 10, 1980 - EducatiOn Director gOts eo Ri'shingcon to clarify issue.

Feb. 13, 1980 7 Request
directed to:Acting Aroa Director fin.' aseistance in 'obtain-. ,.ing Early Childh6od funds - no response.

. .

Feb. 15, 1980 - Lotter from
Chairman tO Arca Directly roaffirming.in'adt io con-

%

tract: .
.

....
.

.Feb, 19, 1980 - Letter from
Agency.Superintendent denying the Papago,Agency had* received an allocation for Early Childhood but stating that he had re-ceived worcifrom Phoenix Arai

pffice that.eame dty. that $75,800 would beallotod to Papago and suggeAing
rhot a.cOntract proposal be prepared for- 0 that amount.

i'...-.
.

fob. 19, 1980 - Memorandum
Area Director to Agency.Superintendent

indicates..05,800 was available to tho PapOgo Tribe for contracting Early
Childliood-. '-in F.?, 1579 bat goes on to

state the informaiion Wes Incorrect as tho-'4"-aMisane as daecontricted In 1979. (The 7Tibt was ngpor notified that,funds wero available for contracting iri 1979.)
, ,,'.Feb. 20, 1980 - Lotter from

Agency Superintendent explaining thdt
tho'Ramoranclum-, from thh Acting Deputy Commissioner

"F.Y. 1980 Element-.10and 14 Peritonea ,"allotments" was in error when
t showed $75,800 available for Papag6 etr

contract Early Childhood and thaehe
had only received word tho day before.that the money would bo

forthccaing apd would be used for the merly Child-

-

hood Program.
.

6'Mar. 19; 1980
- Certified student codAt f6r Papago

Early Childhood submitted by .,Agency superintendent of
rduaation/accompaniea by programwdescription andc budgot matorjal prepared by program director to assist o.I.s.p, in estab-lishing pro-Xindergarten weight.fictors.

14
I,

. . .'Apr. 11, /980 - Tribal ResOlution
429.40 tuthorizes and requests the luieau tocontract with the Tribe tor early

childhood education/sorvices, ---
Apr. 28, 1980 - F.7.41140

contract proposal Submitted for $75,800.
Juno 19, 1980 - tetter from

Acting Area Property and Supply
Officer koquosting 'additional data..

. .

.'July 22, 1980 - Contract awarded ler F.Y. 1980, $75;800.
July 22, 1980 - COR designated. ,

,.. -
.Jmiy 21, 1980 - SignOd

ackpowledyement rbcolpt on-COR appolAtment returned8toProperty and Supply.
.

t-
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Oct.'7, 1980 - Tribal Resolution 97-80 cites P.L. 95 -561,25C-37117.',4rnd directs

the Bureau to insure that it'neets the legislative mandates to Provide full

funding for the Tribe's Early Childhood Program sn F.Y. 1.982.

Nov. 1980 - Early Childhood certified student count submitted. 6

Nov. 17,4980 - F.Y. 1981 Contract awarded, $75,800.

Feb. 12; 1981 Lotter to Director 0.I.E.P. stating Tribe's concern that it could

not continue to support Early Childhood (Tribal income.largely dependent

.
on comet-mines) and requesting status of I.S.E.P. formula funding for pre

kindergartens. Resolution 197-00:attached - no response.

Mar. 26, 1901 - Comprehensive plan for including early childhood programs within

B.I.A. Education program submit,ted to Sen. Jame3 McClure.. Cost per child

cited, $2,992.00.

Apr. 20, 1981 - Certified.sprung student count submitted.

Apr. 17, 1981 -"C.O.R., Papago Agency, Technical Evaluation', F.Y. 80, Early Child-

hood Education Program - "It is ny'opinion that the-Papago Tribe MI Arizona,

Papago Education, and the Tribal Accounting Department did an outstanding

jolz of'administering the contract within its terms and provisions, especially

when,the late receipt of funds and the short term of the contraot aro taken

into,consideration...To the best of my knowledge, obis contract was operated

withih its outlined scope, both substantiv?e1y and fiscally." (The C.O.R.

who signed ihis evaluation was different from the one the Tribe had acknow-

..** dodged and there was no notification of change. In addition, the Program

wcs never,visited or monitored.

Nay 4, 1981.- tribe receives Apr. 23 memorandum addressed to Agency Suporintendents

of Education and Aren Education Program Admihistrators ffom,the Directbr of

0.I.E.P. titled Approval of NOW Programs and New School Starts for F.Y. 1982

ontaining draft interim procedural guidelines for commont. .

Nay 26 1981 - In a telephone call related to foregorng entr; Education Director

earns or first time that formula funding for pre-kindergartens

be in place in F.Y. 1,902. .

. May /919 - Tribe submits Calments on Interim Procedural Guidelines for Authori-

zation of Now Programs and New School Starts for P.P. 1982 Indian Education

Code,F04 - no acknowledgement.

June 15, 1981 - Letter to Director of 0.I.E.P.
stating Tride'b dismay at failure of

maBureau to meet legislative ndate to fund pre-kin rgartetliin F.Y. 1982,

giving history of Papago Carly Childhood and funding difficulties, and re-

questing advice and assistance in obtaining adequate interim financing.

(Attached "were copies of Tribal Resolutiop 898-10 and the previous lbtter to

him on this matter.)

June 15, 1982 r Letter from Head Start Director stating inability to Centinuo co-

operation of Head Start and Early Childhood Programs if per child funding

was not equal.

(4 r1 )

.
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June 17, 1981 - Memorandum from Acting Director 0.I.E.P. to Agency Stperantendents
for Education and Area Education Programs AdministratorsonP.Y 1982 tenta-tive 'allocations for Element 14 (pre-kindergarten ) - same levql as hi
F.Y. 1981. Mena also stated, 'This may be the final year for this program
since it is proposed that in F.Y. 1983 this program be subject to formula
distribution.'

June 17, 1981 - Memorandum from Acting Director 0.I:E.P. to Pomo Agency Superin-
tendent of Education referred to phone cony-ersation with Early Childhood

4 Director and stated in part, "CUrrently, the PapagoMlbe operates a pre-
kindergarten program which as not funded directly from the I.S.E.P. There-
fore, the Tribe is not currently operating a tribal school, as defined In
25CFR31h. should the Papago Tribe establish At tribal school wtiich contains
those programs funded directly from the I.S.E.F., ibe tribe could apply
for a P.L. 93-638 Contract to operate tho tribal school. (This is an
erroneous statement since the Early Childhood Program not only meets the
definition of a tribal school it is also already contracted-)

June 17, 1981 - Tribal ResOlution $68-81 cites the failure of the Bureau tO neat
the legislative mandates in 95.-561 and places top priority on the task dY
securing adequite operating revenues for Early Childhood by compeling the
Bureau to complimPbY requesting the asSistance of the Arizona Congressional
delegation as well as the Interior Secretary, and the AssistaU,secretery
of Indian Affairs, by considoring all possible funding sourdos with the
exception of Papago Agency funds, and by directing agents of the Papogo
Tribe to acctmplish the purposes of the resolutibn.

MY 1981 Senator DeConcini requests special appropriation for Papago Early
ChildhoOd.

July 1981 - Bureau responso to proposal amendment for "$272,000 in F.Y. 82 to
provide full funding for Papago pre-kindergarten, supploment to $75,800
made available through 638 contract.' Capability Statement7 "The total
'$272,000 being requested of theAppropriations Committee for full funding
of the Papago pre-kindergarten program is not included in tho Sureties
budgetrary (sie) request F.Y. 1982....Full funding for the early chdld-
.110od program is highly desireable and is fully supported by-the 3.I01:4

July 5 1981 - Letter from Morris K. Udall, Chairman of Douse Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs stating that he had asked,the Assistant Secretary of
'Indian Affairs to look into the matter.

July 21, 1981 - Education Director and Early ChildhOod Director go to Washington
for Scnato Appropriations Committee meeting on final report.

July 23, 1981 - Senate Appropriations Committee, Interior Veering approVes,Peport
Ian4uaget "The Cdimmittee directs the EUreali to provide sufficient funds to
continue tho Papago Early Childhood Program in F.Y. 82 and expects such
funds to be made available from the monies allocated to the Phoenix Area
Officd for administrative purposes.

19-891 0 - 83 - 13
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July 28, 1981 - Letter from

'Director of 0.I.E.F. in response to Tribe's letter of

June 15afated addftiona1 regulations coeld not be Implemented until

academic and residential standards were in paace. Ho noted that funding

level would remain the smite and suggested
contracting other government and

'
private agencies as possible sources of funding.

n

Aug. 6, 1981.- $347,100 contract proPosal hand carried to Phoenix.

Aug. 12-13, 1911 -'2ribc1 Grants S Contracts Administrator S Program Director get

review and approval of proposal.

Au9. 20, 1981 - Letter from Director of 0.2.6.P. td Represontativirtiorris K. Udall

in response to Rep. Udall's lettor of July 22, assures Rep. Udall that the

bureau will provide sufficient funds to the
Napo Tribe for the continua-

tion of the tarly Childhood Program.

Sept. 10, 1981 - Lottpr to Actip9 Area Director clarifies understanding of amoUnt

of funding and source and expresses
apprCciation fbr review and preparation

of contract in amount of $347,800 to be awarded on passage of the Appropria-,

tions

Sept. 20, 1511 - Submitted revised recontracting
proposal for $75,800 since Area

would only sign contract in that amount - contract perioolpet. 1, 1981 -

DOC. 18, 401.

Sept. 22, 1981 - Letter from Area Director in response
tp Tribe's letter of Sept.

10 stating Aureau could not enter contract in excess of $75,100 until

pasSago of Ipreau's F.Y. 82 budget.

get. 1981 - Senator GOldwater supports
6272,000 for Pam° parly Childhood on the

floor of the Senate.

Nov. 20, 1981 It iiraft Standards.includes
provisions for pre-kIndergarten.

Nov. 23.27, 1981 - Centers closed dee to lack of Continuing resolution. '

Nov. 1981 - Certified Fall Student Couni submitted.

Dec. 15, 1981 - ContAa closed. Stoff placod on 2 weeks leave without*.

'Lle:e: 23, 1981 - interior Bill signpd into liw.

Jan. 4, 1983 - Staff return ,to aork....,Conters reopen.

It

Jan. 5, 1982 - Letter to Area
piroctoirequestinmpocution of contract for fuli

amount to.pretient closure of School on Jar:. 15.
'

Jan. 15, 1982 - Letter from Aral Director, In responie to Jan. 5 detest Acting

that 'Area Office had not received any ofticial
Information or instructions

from Central Office on the matter.

Jan.'21, 1982 - Early:Childhood COntract expdres.

Jan. 22, 1981 - TitarnKr Nook Grant
contract awarded for children under age of 3

in.the program.

Jan. 21, 1982 7 Lotter to DarpLty Assist:lit Secretary for Indiin.Affays requesting%

assistancb in resolving issue and stressing the urgency of 016 matter -

no written response.

Q
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Jan. 29, 1982 - Resolution of Parent policy Council stating their Eoncrn and re-
questing the assistance of the Bureau to insure that the program continue

' operating.

Jan. 25-29 - Education Director goes to Washington to pursue issue. While there
he met with Director of 0.2.E.P. and staff who stated program should not be
funded from education funds since that would be contrary to the Report lang-
uage, Also net with Asst. Secretary for Indian Affairs and staff who stated
itireau was not obligated to fund papago Early Childhood. Finally the Ass
Secretary offored to give the program $20,000 frem Phoenix Area Office an
to take the balance from 1.1.P.L. (.1.W.P.L. funding would require Council
,approval since ownership those funds was being co?tested.1

Jan. 27,4982 - J.O.M contract modified to pay staff salaries and keep the program
open one more month.

. .

el,. 5, 1982 - Tribal Ordinance 11-82 set up emergency interimilfunding in the
amount of $31,377 from District accounts to belivailableshould the
Bureau fall to meet the Congrtssionarmandate to provide funding and direct-
ed the Tribal Attorney to do all things possible to expedite the mandate.

Feb. 8, 1982 - Letter to Acting Director 0.2.E.P. asking status of standards 0
regards I.S.E.P. formula funding for pre-kindergartens.

mar. 2, 19t2 - Letter from Acting Director 0.I.E.P, in response to Tribe's letter
of Feb .8 stating that to date pro-kindergarten had not been deleted from '

thq standards but that pre-kinderiarten programs will not be included in
I.S.E.P. funding formula until educatIoh standards are promulgated (not
before'1901). As to standards: "Talks aratcurrently underway at the ASS2S
tant Secretary's level which wo hope will expedite the publication of the
standards."

Max. 9, 1912 - Memorandum from Tribal Treasurer explaining
2.14:P.L. issue and the

contested ownership of those funds.

Mar. 10, 1982 - Tribal Resolution 126-12 regarding proposed useage of 2.M.P.L.
funds to meet tureau's obligation of funding the progran'and. requesting an
imediate accounting of funds in the Agency's I.M.P.L. account as well as
cyrecting that tho issue of funding Early Childhood be kept_seperste from
the issue of the funds in the I.M.P.L. account.

Mar. 21, 1982 - Tribal Vice-ehairman, Education DirectoT and Ear19\Childhood Direc-
tor go to Washington again to.try to resolve Out problem of urf.ding the
program.

mar. 22, 19l2 - Tribal Attorney joins delegation in a visit to the Assistant
Secretary's office. Assistant Secretary would not meet with total group
but did meet with tAlerribal Attorney.

Mar. 23, 1982 - met with Director of I.H.P.p., Head Start.in
an attempt to find out

possibility of expanding papago Read Start Program to pick up 'SOW) of the
children currently funded by Early Chlldhood since'MKUStart was already,
at its maximum enrollment of 219. Early Childhood was funding 152.
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MP. 24, 1982 - Het with Child Welfare
Specialist; SIR. Social Services to ex-

plore possibilities of funding from that soured. She Atated it was too

. late for P.Y. 83 but the possibilities of funding werp good if the proposal

addresses specific objectives and criteria as outlined in Section 701,

Criteria 3. (Earlier in the year we had been toliinfornally at the Agency

that there was.no money in Social Services for khich we could apply.)

Mar. 24, 1482 - met with Director of Division of Exceptional Education, 0.I.E.P.

to request help for the Papago Infant Slimulatiou Program which had been

defunded by Indian Health Services. Heitold us to submit a proposal

through the Agendy Coordinator of Exceptional Education and ho could a4-

post guarantee it would be accefted and fundad within a matter of two to

three weeks.

Mar. 24, 1981 - Mot with Early Childhood Specialist, 0.I.E.P. to bring her ep-id,

date on our efforts and to give her ddditional materials on Papago Early

Childhood. Alsoket with J.0.14. Specialist to check on status of per

student allocation for J.O.M. She stated that the information had gone

out of Area Office but we have received no information from that source.

mar. 25, 1982 - Returned home.

max. 26, 1982 - Mot with Assistant Secreta6 in Sells. He committed himself to

provide us with $404000 immediately-anti to,appoint a member bf his staff

to seek the balance of the funding.

Apr. 22, 1982 - Attended Bureau Policies arid Issues workshop in Phoenix conducted

by Deputy Assistant Secretary - Policy and Finance. Submitted a formal

request for information on status of standards since wo had been informed

they wore at the Assistant Secretary's level - wo reply received iiither

verbal or written.

last week Apr..1982 - Received allotment of $60,000 from the Assistant Secretary's

-office.. Source,donations to tho BureaU for the benefit of Indians. This

,
alloyed program to remain in operation until July 2,1982.

May 26, 1982 - Met with Aire: Director to follow-up on Assistant Secretary's second

commitment. were.told by Area Pirgetpr that ho and the Area Director of

Education would pose tho question to the Assistant secretary when they wero

in Washington 'the following week. Requested memorandum to thee effect.

(two weeks passed with no memorandum roceived.)
,

JUne 11, 1982 - Hand carried letter'to Area Director refuesting results pf his

visit to Washington. Were told that the Assistant Secretary had acknowledged

tho Bure.iu was obligated to provide the program with $272,000 but denied it.

WIS in addition to the.contract allOcat4on of $75,800. Instead ho indicated

that ho was,only 'looking for' $64,057.77 an amount which represented the

following deductionl from the $272,000: $75,800 contract allocation, $14,732

allotment from Phoenix Aggi Adeinistration, $14,092.02 F:r. 1941 carry over,

$2;376.21 contract indirlit costs, $60,000 allotment from contributions to

the eureau, $35,172 J.O.M. supplemental. He refused to discus* his decision.

Reques5ed a memorandum containing the foregoing information - memorandum re,-

ceived showing another reduction refleCting an amount due (according to Area

Director) of $62,558.78. Ho concrete plans fur providing money.

Sr

oftlik
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June 14. 1982 Received copy af menOrandum to Agency Superintendent of Education
regarding may 26 meeting with Area Director.

.June 18, 1982 -"Tribal Resoldbion 878-82 demanding bolance of funding - to date no
response.

'Rote: All of the foregoing information is supported by documents. It does not
begin to represent the total amount of tiMe and effort expended k, the
Tribe in seeking redress from thodureau to correct their non-compliancd
vith P. L. 95-561 regulations and their failure to serfqrm their duties aV
outlined in P. L. 93-638. There have been innumerable phone calls, meeAc
"ings at the agency levd4, meetings at the Area level as well as the corP8s-
pondence and 'meetings cited here. A brief, synopsis of contract activiiies
which reflects the crisis points the program has suffered in F.Y. 1982
follOwsi

Sept. 2$ i 1982 Contract awarded for $75,800 - PeriOd of ope;ation covered Oct. 1,
.1981 to Dec. 18, 1981.

hSlification MI - Extension of contract closing ttme frol Dec. 18, 1981 to Jan. 21,
1982 - No added money. 'SavingS effected by staff taking leave without pay
for two Weeks at Christros.

Modification 12 - EAtension qf contract closing time f{om Jan. ,21, 1982 to marcb 1,
1982 - Made iSssible by modifying J.O.M. suppledental contract to cover
staff salaries for }bac period. Amount sdpplemental use4 for this purpose,
$28,774.72.

k
Modification Added allotment of $14,732 from Area Adoenistration and,extended

contrac closing date ftom,Nar. 1, 1982 to Mar. 31, 1982.

Modification 14 - Added F.Y. carryover of $18,062.02 and extended contract closing
date.fmom"Mer. 31, 1982 to Apr. 30, 1982.

1
Modification 15 - Added allotment of $60,000 from contributions to the Bureau for

Indians and'Oxtended contract closing date from Apr. 30, 1982 to arly 2, 1982.

Modification 06 - submitted May 17, 1982 to add $19,146, 0.F.E.P. 94-142 sonny for
Infant Stimulation projecb. 71D dai'e no approval hits been received on this
modification, however

Modification 16 - Procured by the Area contracting office to reduce indirect cost
hag been forOtrdecnfor the Tribal Chairmre's signature.

l
60,
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rflE PAPAGO TRIBE OF ARIZg.NA
1%0., Uvc Sn Telephone ainl:s3'r-31

Sas. Arizona S$t31
April 29, 1981

N.

.

The Papago Tribe of Arizona respectfully requists your assist-
ance in addressing an area which iS causing, the TribioLLgreat

deal of concern.

The passage ofublic Law 93-638 Indian Self-Deterejnation
ancS Eduation lbSsistance Act with it's concept of,..:tribal

authority": "tribal initiative", "tribal direction", and
"continued fedesal support", has enticed the Papago Tribe
into a bureaucratic 'saner& from which .there does not seem to

be any escapc--a snare whictl'is not only sapping the Tribe's.

financial resources but is also malting it impossible to
develop sound working relationship with the Bureau Indian

Affairs, Phoenix Arca Office..

The problem which we wish to bring to your attention is that

the Bureau has failed to award contracts and .grants within

the timeframe required by csibal operations. Thil i'educt to

the unhelpful attitude acropted by'the contracting office of

the Phoenix XrC3 Office it regards to "638" ceatracting--an
'attitude which Mew in the face of the Indian Self-Determin7

ation Act

In someicases, it can take as manytas six Isonths Eor She

Bureau to proet0 the most straightforward grant or contract. '

The SaWle is true of recontracts'wh'ich'by. their very nature

shouitenot require.as mueh time ai ofw contracts, tie have

attached seven chronologies oi*our dealings wfch thelBureau 4

on selqcted grantskand'contracts, and we respectfully refer

you to them now. Tour review of :these attachnents will 'show

just how long it can take to woek a contract or grant through -

the Bureau.

\
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;hese delays cause very serious disruptions ia the operation
of tribal programs and (arce the Tribe to choose between having
no prowam at ally,funding theprogram out of it; own lirite4
tevourdts, or giving up and lettihg the Bureau provide servicesdirectly. You can casily.imagine the.effects on staff morale
and overall program operatiens'when we are ,foreed to aneounci
that, due to BOreau delays, a partidular ;rant or contract sill
be weeks and even months late. People don't knqw Whether they
will'get paid. Administrators can't plan .program Punctione ormake personnbl decisions. Most invortantly, the Indian people
who sro,supposed to benefit from rhcmoncy do not. .

Bureau depys also cause largeepenses for the Tribe. In0 those instances when the fiscal year'of a "638" piojcet endsanti ehe grant or contract for
the next fisc8l year is hum; up'

at the Bureau, the-Tribe mist u'se its own .limitcchfunds tooperikte the activity om an interin basis,,sometimerfor as'many as six months. When this happens, the Tribe suffers
serious cash flow ptoblems. ,Non-638

tribal-functions--like
eclential governmental meetings--arc,cut

baeh.,orpeliminatedaltogether. .The Tribe unable to pay its vendors andthe
*flow of goods and services to the.Triba s'tops. Sodadoge to the Trpe's standipg with its vendors ii irrepata
Moreover, tribal administrators ard'reqmired to spend excessive
amounts of time dealing Gith the consequences of ill of this.

.

TRis Situation exists, tile Bureau is aware of this.;
aut no solutions ot alternatives have bk)n provided.

.

the Tribe'iS firmbelief that the Phoenix Area Office
'deliberately eautcs thane delays and that major changes inpolicy and attitude' art necessary'in order to realize the
ippent of the Indian Selt-Deternination Act, The Phoenix,
tire!. Office belleves that 5618",cootrgctios is'just Another
forit'of procureRent. That is, it bclibves.that the Bureau isbuying sone'thing from the trkba:rather than transferring authority
and responsibility from One government tO another. The Area
Ctint;cting staff-has failed tosbsorb the philosophy embodied
in th "638" regulations: that there is a presumption in favor

4 -of &weeding, centracts$ thai changes in program operations from
year toikyear ere tot be encouraged, that the burden& of the
contracting ptocess are to be mimimized. Instead, tic contracting.
.office nit-pieks'contracts to denth and fighti'any4innovativc
approaches a tribe proposes. The ofliec shows a mentaldty it. developed from protecting the Overnment's financial interests
on procurement contracts over, the years--1 mentality totally
inappropriate for processing "638" contracts.

'rm
.We feel there arc o easy answers to these Problems. ihey are ....\,

entrenched in the B reau structire. Drastic measures will be
tequired to make any progress and we therefore urge you to

.. consider with.us arrangementssuch as placing,most

f

'
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of the contracting and venting functiOns at rhe %gency level-- r.

in the coning renths. -But ;bur assistance in this way %ill not

help us vith the innediate pro6ler of getting mil pmeent frants'
A

- ',and contracts fulfilled.
Th6roforz,, we also ask you to use your

good offices-W. accelerate Bureau processIng of the follwing

grants and contractk: . .

1,Contract: The Papago farns

Grants: Personnel, Employee Training
O'Odhan Communicztions
Trib111 Cara&

.0 ..

Thank you for Your continuing interest in our publems. Your

efforts to her, are apprecOted b'y the Nipago people.

Sincerely yours, .1
'ar e'n4,44-e.t)01.

4.t,.,...,4-,

Max H. Noiris, Chairman
The Papaio'Tribe of Arizona'

Attacpments

ot
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TdE .PAPAGO TIII,BE OF ARIZONA
r.o. nes sn Telethon. (GO) 3$2.221

Sens, Arizona $3033

CHRONOLOGIES

Forthe following

GRANTS AND CONTRACTS

Undet

Public'Lay 93-638
Indian Self-Determinatiorf and Education

Asslstance Act

.

CRITNTS: Tribal Employee Training
Tribal Carage
O'Odham Communications
!dult Court '

CONTRACRS: Children's Home.
Agriculmitural.Extension
Papigo.Farms

4
I.

,

Prepared by the ",tafI in the,Papago'l'ribes Grants & Gontracti4Office
V April 30, 495l,..

ft/

0
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June 24, 1980

'Jane 30, 1980

July 7, 100

I

/(4
August 7,, 1980 - The Prpago Tribe resubmftted all,the FY-80

and FY-81 Grant proposals im the revised
format with a tribal request for technimal
issistance "immediatele if the grint 'pro-
posaks did not meet the Arca Office's;r1quire-
sieqta.

September 18, 1980 - The Phocni Area Office sent a letter to the
Tribe seat ng th'at "we hat). completed our

af our 11-81 Setf,Determinaribnfgrantreview
' application. Tie followtngfconstitute our

findings'by'project title."

B. Traiming Program

The Approach section of this program
Does not relate directly to'the Needs
and Objective section.

It is'true that the Tz'vining Office
will work with aerthin agencies, but

198

hronology for the

TR SAL EMPLOYEE TRAINING
FY-81 Grine Proposal

he'PapagO Tribal Couqcil reviewed,all the
grant proposals sumbitted for funding und'sr
the FY-80 and FY-81 1..L. 93-98 Grant fundi.
The Papago Tribal Council approved all th'e

propesals submitted which includes the
Tribal Employee Training proposal for
$23,758.00. 4

The Papago Tribe submii,ted the FY-SO and
FY-81 Grant proposals to the Papago Agency.

- /he Plioenix Area Office sent a memorandum
So the fapago Agency ('SIA) chanting the
format for preparation of grant proposals.%
The grant proposals were ieturned to the'
Tribe for rewriting into the new forwat.

NOTS: Therewritin& of the Tribe's proposals
was the responsiblity of the Agency.

,

in what'manner will the wek be done?
Who Will do,the work? What will be
the end rbsult? Bow many tratning"
sessions can be expected for PY-818

1.

Mr Budget rela4es.to two (81 employees
While those emOloyeex do not re4ate to
the grant narrative. In certain in-
stances the job descriptions presented %.
are better grant narratiRes than the
program itself. °This needs work.

Fringe benetits art.not addressed 'in-the

Budget justtfication. What percentage
of fringe is being utilised, and What
corprieee'that'percentage?

.

1

21t3
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Again we ask the Tribe how long Je are
expected to fuP.a this program9 See our
remarks regardtr2 this issue in program
A. -They are pe":irent to thtc program
as well."

NOTE: The rematAs for program A states:
"It is not the ....tent of P.L. 93-.63$ to
provide fundtng an an on-going ba
At Come potnt tke Tibe must assume re-
sponsibility for the program. If funded.
thts year, the EAreau will have supported
the program for suer two (2) years. The
maximum length 0,-' funding we will constder
is ,three (3) yeg.-s,"

NOTE: The Papago Tribe is aware of the
three year fundilg linitation. This was
addressed in the Tribe's response to the
Phoenix Area Office as it related to the
Papagoeanning and Research Departmeni,
Septemair 22,-19.80. ,(Copy of this letter
is attached.)

9, 1981 The iloenl.yeOffice sent a letter to
the Tribe s acing that the FY-81 Self-Deter-
mination Grant fundi had been reduced from
$274,800.00 to +155,900.00 as a result of
budgetcutd and that "In order to avoid-
the problems ';',,,Tp2rienced at the end Of FY-

, 1980, we ask that the Papago Tribp,of
Arizona submit it$ final grant program by
May 30, i981."

NOTE: All the grant budget.:s which could
he reduced were reworknd to reflect the
budget cut.

December-15, 1980 - The TLibe eceived a notice of eeceipt
from lhe Phoenix Area Office on the,
Tribal EmPloyee Training application.,
The Area-Office has 30 days to review.

Februaey '2, 1981 The Training Coordinttot for the Papago
Tribe submitted a listing of on-site
training sessions scheduled for fiscal ,

year 1981 to the Phoenix Area Office.

February 6, 1981.. The Phoenix Area Office sent a letter
to the Tribe notifying the Tribe that
they had completed their review of the
Tribal Employee Training piopoinl and
stated the following:

pebide us a list of thessixteen
11 (16). on-~ training sessions ami.'

expected attendc-ce ,by position. In
Odition incluse apptoximate aostd and

4;11
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where the funds are coming from to do
this training. It is noted that tuition
oosts are not part of this proposal
and the Tribe 'has not addressed this in
the tribal budget.

Also the Standard Form 424 does not
indicate the length of this grane'or
its beginning date. Please provide
this information. If start up is
prior to award, incurrence of costs
will have to be 4ocumented.

Further, we are not pleased to be paying
for aposition again 'this year. The
Self-Determination Grant was not meant
to subsidise tribal employment. Costa
of this nature ray be appropriate to
the indirect cost proposat to be sub-
mitted to the Office of the Inspector
General for FY Z982.

You are formally notified tWat we will
not consider funding this position in
PY 1982."

NOTE: The Papago Tribe Fs aware of
the "subsidizing" of "tribal employ-
ment". She Tribe is attempting to
address the arca of personnel manage-
-rent which is one of the systems which
the Tribe must have as "condition" to
receiving federal, INS and BIA, funds.
An'Ossessment has to be made of the
training needs as well as the need for
technical assistance. This would help,
thy Tribe cut down on4costs for traigiit
and technical assistance by either tapping
into available T/TA sources or bringing
the traininy "on-site."

February 13, 1981 - The Papsgo Tribe sent 4 letter to the
Phoenixrea Office responding to the
request for thrschedule of on-site _

training sessions and a breakdown of
the cost incurred under the Tribal
Employee Trainin,

February 18, 1981 The Phoenix Area Office sent a letter to
the Papago Tribe notifying the Tribe that
the "Self-Determination grant application
in the area of Tribal employee Training
is hereby approved.

The Cantraoting Officer will be getting
in touch with goy/shortly to negotiate
the grant agreement. You wiZZ be provided
all doouments to be used in the negotiatione.

, 20



March 6, 1981

April 8, 1981

April 9, 1981

April 17, 1981
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Approval of this cppZication is based on
tentattve fund.-g levels for FY-61. The
amount ray vary when FY-81 ftna2 allocations
are recetved later in the fiscal year. If
funds sa this program area are reduced, the
grant will have to be reduced.

Ye wish you eve-y success with the proeiam."

- The Phoenix Area Office sent a letter to
the Tribe enclosing the Grant Agreement
for the Tribal Employee Training and request-
ing the Tribe to review this agreement and
sign off on the documents.

"We are requesng that you submit additional
justification w.d support for budget line
items Offtce Eq.!ipment and Travel. Travel
needs to be bro%en down into cost determina-
tton categor:es such as Per Diem, Airfare, etc."

- The rapego Tribe submitted the Signed docu-
ments for the Tribal Employee TTaining
program together with

"1) A revised budget arid budget justification
including additional justification for
the Travel line item. Please note that
the Office Equiiment line'item has been
eliminated.

2) A listing of expenditures incurred
from October 1, 1980 through February
1981."

- The Phoenix Area Office sent a letter to
the Trebe stating "your amended grant docu-
ments for Tribal Employee Training under
P.L. 93-638 for F7-81 was receifed in this
office Aril 9, 1981.

We will get back to you shortly regarding
our final determination."

- The Phoenix Area (Alice sent a letter to
the Tribe stating.the followirig;

"The tribe's P.L. 93-638 grant package for
Tribal Employee Training and the requested
additional justification for Office equip-
ment and Travel was received on April 16,
1981. Mileage Ander Travel was found io be
inadequately eu,ported. Listed below are
questions we feel should be addressed and
tubmitted before further processing can
continue:

1. How did the Tribe arrive at the
$742.00 allocated for mileage? ,
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April 30, 1981

#

4

4

2. What is the Tribe's mileage rate'

3. Who will be paid mileage and why',

4. The daily rileage to be traveled.

S. The number of sessions or meetings
scheduled.

Yhen the above is submitted, the grant
can be processed further for award."

- The Papago Tribe has- not been able to
respond to this latest request for
"further" details.

HOU: The Grants and Contracts Office
of the Papago Tribe currently has only
one staff member who works with all
contract/grant natters--not only the
BIA contracts/grants but also all other
federal, sstate, etc. contracts and grants.

t
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June 24, 1980

June 30, 1980

July 07, 1980

August 07, 1980

eptember\18, 1980

December 09, 1980
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CHRONOLOC for the

TRIBAL CARACE Grant Proposal

P.L. 93-61 FY-81

The Papago Tribal Council reviewed all the grant

proposals submitted for funding under the FY-80

and FY:81 Public Law 93-638 Crant funds. The Trib;1

Council approved all the proposals submitted which

Includes the Tribal Carage proposal for $26,500.00.

The Papago Tribe submitted the FY-80 and FY-81 grant

proposals to the ,apago Agency.

/ The Phoenix Agea Office sent a memorandum to the Agency

changing the forrat for preparing grant proposals. The

grant proposals uere returned to the iribe for rewriting

into the new format.. The rewriting of the Tribe's pro-

posals was the responsibility of the Agency.

The Papago Tribe resubmitted all th.e.FY-80 and FY-81

grant proposals in the revised format with a tribal

relluest for technical avistance "immediatelf.' if the

tgrant proposals did not meet the Area Office's ;pquire-

:Rents.

The Phoenix Area Offics sent I letter to the Tribe stating

that "Ive gave coo?teted owl Pievt010 06 youA FV-i1 Set6-

Detemsenat4on gua arptAeati.on. The lottontug eowstaute

ou4 kndin'y6 by ploject

F. Tkibat Ga./wasp

T1i44 pvtogtam cvUtten ttw .seprvtate glanth tecth

a budaet V.Cs u4// have to be Ptecoutten dA one

Wpam.
No budget justiSccatcon 0 noted. Pfcase tett us

hag costs um corpited.

The Phoenix Arca Office sent a letter stating that the

FY-81 Self-Deteminstion Grant funds has been reduced

from $266,124 to $255,900 as a result of budget cuts.

NOTE. All grant budgets that could be reduced werg re-

weeked to reflect these budget cuts.



December 09, 1980 The Pspago Tribe resubmitted the revised Trihal

Garage grant proposal.

January 29, 1980 The Phoenix Area Office sent * letter to the Tribe

stating that their office had received the Tribal

Garage grant proposal snd that "we now have 30 days

in which to lieticco the apptication, notiSy you oS any

additionat inSotrItion which.ony boineeded, and advise

you 06 OUA aecommodation."

February 11, 1981 The Phoenix Arca Office sent a letter to the Tribe

stating that "yowl Set6-Detetmination pant application'

in the auct oS Adutt.Couat Lo heacby appaoucd. The

Contrumling 066iceAjoitt be getting in touch with you

shoat-4 to negotiate the pant apeonent. You wittibe

pemvided att documents to be used in the negotiations.

Appkovat o6 4144s application is based on telplive Sunchug

Levels Sot FY-11. The amount nay tufty ahen FY-11 Scoot

attocations mte xeccived tatert Zn the Siscat,yeam., 16

6und4 in this pecovam naea_aac aceluced, the guilt tectt

have io be aeduced."

March 04, 1961 The Papa.go Tribe received the proposed grant packet for

the Tribal Garage from the Phoenix Area Office which

4

requested that eke Tribe review mid, if in agkement,

Align snd return the packet. The Tribe was also requested

to eompleto all of Part II, Project Approval Information,

Sections A 4 and further: "We aite at-so AutLeAting -

additiphat'justiSiCation Sok the Exhaust PeaSotmance

Anatyzelt, plus tiibat account numbeits los each tine item.

Remembea, the occuxement in:the ploposed ConstAucyon

Imp4ovenents to,the TUbal Gartage,witt aequite comptiance

to the 4onditions as lutlinedmidck Appendix,A oe the

Genesat 'Condit-tr.:S."

MITE: The Papago Tribe is unable to get any clef"

response as"to what the purpose is.for Eilling out the'.

"Project Approval Information, Sections A & B," and why

this is neiessary.

2
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March 19, 1961

March 31, 1961.

April 07, 1961
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.- *The Papago Tribe sent a letter to the Phoenix Area

Office along with the signed grant documents for

the Tribal Garage. This letter included the additional

justification requested plus the tollowing:'"We dtd not
drOWCA Pant //, Psoject Applovat Injimmatitn, Sections

1

A 6 8 bccause,tho land is in the pnocese oVbcing turtned

overt to the Trtibe. The 1.4be mill have.a supportting,

auncit Resotutien beSone actuat constnuction begins."

- Telephone call from the l'hoenix Area Office to the Tribal

Grants and Contracts Office. The Area Office stated

that "the inptmation subputtcd i inadequate and that

.t4c Pnoleet Appnovat IniconmatAen sheet would have to be

6itted out,'

The Grants and Contracts Offize maintained that theeTribe

did not hale po fill out the forms because the land is

being turned over to the Trilv and actual constructi?n

will not begin without a Tribal Council Resolution. The

Grants and Contracts Officer:was asked, "Age you saying

\that you rteSuse to comptete the Prttct Apprtovat 14ortma-

tion sheet? " The answer was "Ve4:'' The Area Office

then stated "theq you tacit not,..eceive.a pant awand!"

- Telephone call from the Phoenix Arca Office to the Tribal

Grants and Contracts Office.. The Araa Office asked why

the information had not been received as.requested., The

Grants and Contracts Office stated "we atitt do not Lee

that it e4 rtetevant to the gnant tt have the Onm sub-

mitted. Ai &ILA ILS the additionat justiSication on the

exharast peniceunaacc,anaty:en, Ltcn a necesaaty piece o4

equipment and has atrtehdy been just4Sied an to how it

(vitt be used, etc. The Glants and Contrtacts ()Wee was

then ashia to bleak dmot how many vellictes the Trtibg olo'ns;.

teases; how many Laws to Tucson, etc., etc.

At this point, the Area Office stated that "the pant

date ahoutd be rwved Lom Oetobcn 1, 1900 to a mone

nuitabtc date; ahd that it cooutd Stitt be a tine yews. a

. .

19-891 0 - 83 - 14
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April 17, 1981

April 24, 1961
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gAant. That the,TA4be ucutd not have suatcient time

to camptete consitaction beime the pant pettiod

up, 9/30/S1.

The Tribe still maintained that they wanted the grant

date to remain the same - October 1, 1980 through Sep-

tember 30, 1981.

Another conversation with the ThoC4x Area Office in re-

gard to Tribal Garage grant. Again, the Area Office

stated "tiutt justiVcation bteakdown i4 needed on thi

exhaust pet6otmance anatyzeA and Iluxt the pant awand

date shoat/ be changed Opm 0c2o6tit 1, 190 to a mote

cument date."

The Tribd maintained that we wanted the date orgraot

remain the same and, if need be, we would requet an

extension.

- The Phoomix Area Office sent a letter stating the fokinm-

Ing: "This 4 o dceument the discussion in this oce

%batten GeAxubd Knox and youA.ContAacting and atants

Dg6iceA, M. Ann South on Apat 17, 1911, AegaAding put -

Tnibat Gauge gtaat and the Aequested budget just26icati.on.

The submittedvaddittonat in6oAmation wds gound to be

inadequate.. We atilt need the Sottowing:
1

I. Juatigication Sol the puAchase oi the Exhaust .

PutioAmance Anatyzet. We Reatize the saving in

miteage and time, but the numbet og ',chides p be

autvieed needs to be acytessed. How man9 og the

vehictes aAe tea.sed andltuho is Aesponsibte Solt the

test uith teased vehictest Wt.tt peAsonat'vehictes be

tested aiso9 IS so, mitt theAc be a chaige? HistoAi-

catty, with what itequency have tjourt vehicles Aequined

Westing' .
2. Attached i4 Payt 11 - PRoject Apoovat InSonmation,

Section A and S. This ioAm is a paAt oi tile pant

s

21
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applicaton azd mustls completed beSone

iuntheA'pnoctssing cap take ptace.

YThe cifective date oi OctobeA 14190 should be changed

to a moat culutent date. IS the Tube has incoUted epstA

pom that date cot afly date ptiok to amtd, tonSiimation
4.
must be made by the Papago'Agency SupetZutendent. The

above matexiat wa.# nequested by telephone on Manch 31,

19:1 aa Aptit 197, 19:1, with no ne,spolue. Shoed:the

Tkibe'hequine wiztonce, i'ltase Seel lace to contac.&

titiz oiice. Submit the above as soon az poisible."

To date, ehis information has not been submitted and we still do not have.our

TrOal Garage Grant Award.

NOTE:. Copies of all cdrrespondence fol the Tribal Garage Grant
Proposal Is on'file in the Papago Tribe's Grants & Contracts
Office. No duplications were made for inclusion in this chrono-
logy due to the volume or documents.
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CHRONOCOGY FOR THE

0'ODHAM.00Yr:NICATLONS

Grant Proposal

The Papago Tribal Council reviewed all the grant
proposals submitted for funding under the FY-80
and FY-81 Public Law 93-638 Grant funds. The

Tribal Council'mpproved "O'Odham Coonunicatfons"
proposal for $25,418.00.

June 30, 1980 0 - The Papago Tribe submitted the FY-80 and FY-81

Grant proposals to the Papago Agency.

July 7, 1980

August 7, 1980

September 18, 1980

December 9, 1980

The PHIsrenix Area: Office sent a memorandum to the
Papago Agency, 211,t, stating that the grant.appli-

cation fornat 8ad bee4hanged end that all the
proposals had to be redhtten. The propOsals

were returned to the Tribe for revatting into

the'new format.

NOTE: The responsibility for reurittng the
grant proposals Into the new Porrat was the
responsibility of the Agency.

- ThcPapago Tribe resubmitt& all the FY-80 and
FY4Sl grant proposals in the revised format

with a tribal request for techOcal assistance'
"Immediately4 if the trant propocals did not
meet with the Arca Office's requirements.'

r ReCeived a letterkfrom the Phoenix Area Office
stating that "we ;-ave employed our resiew of
your 17-81 Self-a:tern:nation grant applsoation.'
The Pllowing constitutes our Pmdings by project

title.

E. O'odham Communicattons Inc.:

This program has no substance at. aZZ. There

appears to be no objective other than'to Aire

staff. The Approach section should at least

address what theee 'Nipple do.

In addition,. there is no liedget Justification

included. This wilrlieed to be written and

submitted.

.As,is written it appears that this prdgram is a
private enterprise; reference Inc., in titts.

' Re ars not authorised to subsidizt private
enterprises unh Federal monies.

As wrieten, te wouid not fund this program

for FY-81."

The Phoenix Atea Office sent a letter to the Tribe
notifying the Tribe that the allocation foithe
Self-Determination Grant had been cut fro* $266,124.00

to $25%900.00.
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NOTE: The grant hudgets which cmuld be reduced
were reworked to reflect the budget cut.

February 16, 1981 The Papago Tribe resubmitted all the_tevised
grant proposIls including the O'odham CommunAca-
tions.

February 26, 1981 The PIVoago Tribe received a letter trom ehe Phoenix

Area Office stating thst they received the applica-
tions.which included the 0.0dham Communications

proposal. now have 30 days in which to review
the application, no4ify you of any,additional info-
nation which may Le needed, and advise you of our

recommendetion.4

March 13, 1981

,M111.

$

I

X

$

The Papago Tribe received a letter from the Phoenix
Aea Oftice which stated the following:

"We have reviewed lour applicalll for a grant in"
the area of O'bdhan Communicat Inc., P. L. 93-
638, F1-81.

At ihis bime we aro disapproving tge application

because it does not meet the requirements of 25
CFR 222.5(c), Statement of PoUoy. This section
of the Code states:

qinder this grant authority the Bureau of
Indian Affairs will achinister a program
of Indian Self-Determination grants which
shall be subject to Parts 272, and 276 of
this chapter.. In acbsinistration of this
grant program, it shall be the Bureau's
policy that 'approbal.of applications for ,
these grcaits cnall Maude a determination
that 'thsre is a direct and rqasonabre rola-

tionehiP between the aoRiCante and EEE-
posed and the Provisions 2,L iection 104ad the Act of 272.12. (BMphasis added by
unagTr ine7P

iwin your application against 25 CFR

272.12(a)-( , Purposee of granSs, W4 aannbt
determine Øt '...a direct and reasonable
relat' ... xist: between the application
and the or ieculations pertaining thereto.
we have enclosed a copy of 272.12 token from
.25 CFR as of April n. Z980 for your review.

'In reviewing that section of the regulations, we
had hoped to'use 272.12(a) (2), 'Improvement of
tribally Anded proigramo or activies.' Namur..

review of the propose!! 1980-81 tribal lidget

/reveals thht the ?Rego Tribe is not Anffing this-

Program.

FUrther, the Papap.Tribe, through 6;dinance No. 5
attached to the apptimation, has ch tared the
Wodhaft Communicattons Ino. a pr vats organi..

21 1
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zation. As dn orniza(ion, which exists aa am
inappropriate for us to Pftvide support with ,

Federal funds. As,a private organtzation, O'Odham
Communication:. Ina., is not related to the tribal
government for wh:ch these funds are speciAcally
intended.

If you have quect:ons regarding this decision please

do not hesitate to contact us. Technical assistance

is availablesfrom the Papago Agency in writing a 01"

grant proposal whlth meets regulatory requirements
and jz.intent of :he Act itself,"

NO : The Agency should have caught this problem
area when the Tribe first submitted this Otoposal
and offer "appropriate technical assistance as may
be ehquired to overcome any problems or deficiencies
in the application."

March 19, 1981 - The Papago Tribe urote a letter to the Phoenix Area
Office stating the following:

"This is in reply to your letter of March 11, 1981
wherein.you disapproved the above application.

Although the Tribe does not monetarily support the
O'Odham Communications Inc., it does support it
with in-kind contributions such as: office space
and equipment video equipment; phone service,
maintenance and trash collection: This.support,
in our opinion, wculd qualitY as being a
Tribally fdndpd activity.

ik* A

Further, O'Odham Communications is chartered udder

the Tribe and not under the State and is therefore
regulited hy fhe Tribal Government and its laws.

066hametommunicatiods Inc., also receives fuilding
Ve National Telecommunications and information
Administaition for development of a radiotstatiOn.

CFR Sec.1172.33a states that:

'grant funds...may be used as matching
shares fOr.sny otHer Federally or non-
Federal grant programs which contribute ,

to the purposes specified in 272.12.'

Hopefully, this clarification vill enable you'sto
reconsider the enclosed proposal."

April 17, 1981 - Th Papago Trite received word from the Phoenix
Area Office, Contracting Officer, that the O'Odham
Gommunications, Iv. grant proposal had been sub-
mitted to the Solicitor's Office fer a logal opinion.

Apfil'30, 1981 - The Nino Tribe has not received the graift award '
for O'Odham Commanications not any information
regarding this'gr#nt proposal.

NOTE: This has been referred to the Tribal Attorney

0 for follow up. Eased on ;est experience with the

Bureau's Solicitor's Office, this "opinion" couX4
take months to years.,

2 1
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CHRONOLOGY for the

ADULT COURT Grant Proposal rts.-
L. 937-638 'FY41

1

The Papago Tribal Council revieqed all the 'rant

proposals submitted for funding under the FY-80

and FY-81 Public Caw 93-638 Grant funds. The Tribal

Council approved all the proposals submitted whichA
ineludes the Ad'Ult Court propogal for $59,751.110.

Juni 30. 1980 - The Papago Tribe submitted the FY-60 and FY-61 grant

prop6"sals to the Papago Agency.
July 07, 1981 - The'Pho/ix Area Office sent a memorandum tp the Agency

changing the forrat for preparing gtant proposals. The

grant proposals were reperned to the Tribe for rewriting
into the,v1w forFat.,. The reUriting of the Tribe's pro-

posals vas the.responsibility of the Agency-.

The Palligoaribe resubmitted all the FY-80 and FY-81

grant propopals in the revised..format with a tribal

request for, tecHniCal assiitance "immediately" if the

grant proposals did not meet the Arca Office's require-
.ments. '

The Phoenix Area OffiCe sent a letter to the Trike

stating 'that.' "Wi have comptged owt Aeyiew o youA FV-11

Seli7VdDlination gAant application. The Aottowing

conatitue ouA girdingn by puject't.itte.
.

V. ,Adutt Count:,

Thin pAogAam,is-Intitten in two pakt4 and it doesn't

make nenne a that goAmat. It.will have to be Ae-

,wAilten in such, a ,niannee an that 'at objectives and

appnooehed dela& to Ihe bUdget.

How doen thin wtopeun'Utate to the Judiciat SeAvite4

FAVLam pneacntty undeA contAlet and being AecontAActed

FV-41?

A ponition descAiption 404 Count BaitiSi/PnoceS3

Sedvt tu not inducted.

August 07, 1980

Septe6ber 18, 1980

21 G
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Fut:then justiatation Sol the taaitek pukehase is

ceded. How did ne Tkibe compUe costs? (Oat vehtate

is be,Zng teased, How nrts th.bs cost compUed? 066ice

equipment will hate to. be deSined by item,ed rate.

Sow, o6 the items listed do not appeal to be equipment

as etaseed by the GoveAnment. Atso, see OUR comments

itegautimg Ptinge befe6its 4.11 sections A, and C."

NOTE: The fringe benefit question in' A, 6, and C is,

as follows: "P/14.9e EeneSi/a ale not addtessed in

the &gig& Justtitcation section. What pekcentage oS

6/tilactis being L.:di:zed, and tthat compaises.that pet-

eenr:ge?"

"In the Job Anno:Atem es need attention. Does

the paobation occeA 6 tate conclittons o6 paolnition

(See 4:tein 6.)?" Item 6 1 the Job Announcement states

the following! "Plompt, our:tem:4, and havi,an undek-

standing o6 the Ctiminat Laws on tht Papago Reseavation."

This lone of th'e qualifications required for the

position of Probation Officer. "Othe't dutie.A ph assigned

shoutd be cleaned. It appeau that this eoutd be a majok

Sanction: e.g.. LS we inad a Ptobaiion 066icea we Route'

not expect /o hate the.incumbent doindseeketagiat type

wokh on a oqulla basis 60 a iyyge."

NOTE: Underscoring is the Papego Tribe's asphasfs on the

" presumption of the Phoenix Area Office determining the

utilization of the Tribe's human resources. This section

,.on duties and responsibilities which the staff is carrying

out,in.thv Adult Court is for the benefit of the people.

"On the Secketavirkanstatok position we ean see no keason

to iteinine knoaCedge oS bookkeeping paotedukes as n?thing

'in the duties aci.ates to that knowtedge. Atso, theke is

nothing ketative to aoahing aikeetty in the couat upich

leputd aecotine ttaastatok skitts."

2
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Deccmiier 09, 1980

January 19, 1981

Janjary 2, 1981

January 29, 1981

%February 11, 1981,

p.

. March 05, 1981

N.4

;a

Masse gtve u.s 4 ind(eation o$ how tong the

Bmeau atilt bz expected to 6und thio pkogaam.

As it ts watten, we nvad datkone we dAC tooking,

one yem." A

-The Phoenix Alca Office sent a letter stating that the

FY-8i,Self-petermiration Grant funds has been reduced

from.5266,124 to $255,900 as a result of budgct,cuts.

NOTE:' All grant budgets had to be reworked to eflect

these budget cuts.

- After reworking tle Adult Couit grant TO al, the

*ego Tribe rey:litted the proposal to the,Agency.

The Papago Aiency reviewed the grant proposal, and

wrote their submittal letter to the Phoenix krca Offic4,

bie Phoenix Atea Office sent a letterlo thiF Tribe

stating that their office had received the:Adult Court

grant proposakanJ tha4 "we now.have 30 cays in which

to $teview the apptiotan, nott6g you o6 any additi,onat

inSolmation whi.ch sly be needed, and acpise you o6 OWt

neconmenation." .

The Phoenix Arca Office sent a letter to the Tribe '

skating that "gout SetS-0eteAsnation pant application

tn the meet oi AdEtt CouAt a hCACby apploved, The

ContAacting OSSiczA witt be getting in touch with you

ahoktt to negott:xte the vantlmeement. You?witt be

plovided att docutents to be us&I n he negotiations.

Appkovat o6,tkis,apptication ia based on tentative Aunding

tevets,Sot FY-81. The lint may vaky when 4-81 gnat

attoeations ,...zecaed taten kn the Neat gem. 16

Onds in this pkt3tom mea cot neduced, the oant witt

hgve to be Aeduccd."

The Papago Tribe received the propeact ;rant packet.for

the Adult Coutt froo the Phoenix Area Olfice whieh re-

nues:ted that the Tribe review thoroughly and, if the

Tribe agrees to all the eerms and conditions,,tvain off

1-' a
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and return entire package to the Phoenix Area Officd.

Also, the Phoenix Area Office requested additional'

clarification and-justification for the following line

". I. 0615ice Equifmzat - Imatcati.on oh the

puachttae o6 too typeartiteAa with one

Sechetam/I4teApietei being hiAed.

2. Vekitte Lease - Otscuption and type oS

vehicle to be teaaed.

3. Vehicle 1144.4te4d4Ce - A btoakdoult 06 CO4t

dements inctuded in the totat allocation.

taw Sooka/Pz.tioditata - List the type oS

mate/flat to be puAchased by tate and coat."

March 20, 1981 The Plpago Tribe sent a letter to tho Phoenix Area

Office along with the signed grant documents for the

Adult Court. This letter included the additional

clarification ant justifications requested. '

Week of March 23, 1981 - Several phone calls took place between the Phoenix Area

Office and the Papago Tribe's Grants and Contracts office.

The Phoenix Area Office wanted to know why/who was going

to use the second typeuriter. That, adcording to the job

sheets, the Probation Officer and/or Tribal Prosecutor

did not have clerical duties listed and the Phoenix Area

Office did not feel that the typewriter would be.used

full time. The Phoenix ArCa Office also questioned the

grant period. Did the Tribe still want the grant to

be backdated to October 1, 1981?

March 30. 1981 The Papago Tribe sent a letter to the Phoenix Area Office

clarifying the use of the second typewriter and stated

that the typewriter would be assigned to the Bailiff/

Prootas Server and tha two court clerks.

March 31, 1981 The Papago Tribe received a letter from the Phoenix"Area

Office stating that the.signed grant documents for the

Adult Court had ieen received. The following is an ex-

cerpt from this letter:
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"The budget justiiication# appeaA to be sati#/actoAy,

except OA the VT, typemiteA4. You atated that OnC

machine will be ihaAed by the PAobation OSSicen4 and

the Tnibat Paosecutok, yet the job 4hcet4 you have

pAovided thest psotions do not tut typtng d4 a
\,

duty, non me the incumbent# Aequ'ined to be quali/ied'

typisto. How much utilization tt,!utd the typenstitena

ge.t? Coutd the .Sulds be betten utilized elhenheAef...

The eaectiue date cs/ Octoben 1, 1910, will ncquine

change since'alm:st latCoS the paopoied gnant peAiod

ha# etapaed. IS the TAibe ha# incuAked coatis eaCt

Octoben 1, 1980, a mitten conSinmation nitt be nequined

Sum the SupeRintender.t c/ Pepago Agency."

Week of April 6, 1981 Another phone call took place between the Papago Tribe's

Gra& and Contracts Office 1Ed the_Phoenix Area Office.

ThellT&nix Area ()Mee stata again that they did not

feel that the Bailiff/Process Serler and two court clerks

would utilize the typewriter 100% of the time and that

there was no documentation that the court clerks were

0 covered under this grant. The Grants and Contracts Office

stated that this grant was for the "strengthening of

tribal government" and that the court clerks were already

part of the illivystem. The Grants and Contracts

Office further stated that even though the job sheets did

not list clerical duties, the Chief Judge, who supervises
,

the Adult Court staff, stated that the staff identified

to use the typewriters would utilize the typewriter 100%

of the time. The Phoenix Area Office.stated that the

Tribe would have to write letter of justification of

who was to use the second" typewriter and also submit

weitten conflroation from the Superintendent of the'

Papago Agency dust costs were incurred from January 1,

1981., The grant would not be awarded until this was

done.

22u
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A phone call was recciv'ed from the Phoenix Area Office

to the Grants and Eontracts Office which notified the

Tribe that they (?hoenix Area Office) had not received

.any documentation from the Tribe regarding the ise of

the second typeuriter and/or confirmation that costs

were incurred from January 1, 1981. Present ih the

Grants and Contracts Office was the Chief Judge, Henry

Hanuel of the AduleCourts who answered the questions

which the Phoeni Area Office was requesting. Judge

Manuel assured the Area Office that the court clerks

snd Bailiff/Procems Server would be utilizing the type-

writer at least 1102of the time due to Ne workload-

which the Adult Courl carries. Judge Hanuel:also assured

the Area Office tmat costs have been incurred from

January 1, 1981.

NOTE: iredrants and Contracts Office currently has

only one staff person' who works on addressing all the

problem areas in not only the MA contracts/grants but

also all other federal, state, etc., contracis and grants

for the Papago Tribe.

The Papago Agency Superintendent sent a 16tter to the

Phoenix Ares Office to verify that the Papago Tribe

incurred costs under the Adult Court grant since January

1, 1961. Also, on this date, ihe Administrator for the

Grants and Contracts Office handcarricd the Agricultural

Extension Services Contract to the Phoenix Ares Office

and tried to request that the Adult Court grant package .

be put together so that this could be handcarried back to

the iapago Tribe. The Phoenix Arca Office stated that it

still was not in grant award form and that it would be

mailed when completed.

- The Adult Court Grant Award was received by the Papago Tribe.

THIS GRANT HAS SEEN AWARDED. COPIES OF THE CORRESPONDENCE WERE NOT
DUPLICATED FOR INCLUSION IN THIS CHRONOLOGY.

L
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CHRONOLOGY for the

Agriculiural, Stock and Range Management
Extension and Education Services

Contract go. H50C14202293

Contract Amount' $135,400

FY-81

Submission of ey-81 P.L. 93-638 Recontract Proposals

to the Papago Agency for the Following:

1. Papago Children's Home, 2. Agricultural Services,

3. Tribal Court, 4. Enrollment Program, S. J.O.M.

Education, 6. Renabilitation Center, 7. Tribal Work

Experiencyrogram (13EP), 8. Community Education:

9: Detention and Dispatching Services, 10. Early

Childhood Education, 11. Papago Farms

Resubmittli of FY-81 PA.. 94638 Contract Proposals,

all the recontract proposals were resubmitted to the

Area Office in accordalce with the new formet mandated

by the Phoenix Area memorandum dated June 25, 1980

with the exception of the JOH Contract.

- Papago Tribe received.the signed contract award

for Agricultural Extension Services.

2",.
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CHRONOLOGY for the

PAPAGO FARMS

Contract No. HSOC1402297

Contract Amount $926,044

FY-81

June 25, 1980 Submission of FY-81 P.L. 93-638 Recontract Proposals

to the Papago Agency'for the following:

1. Papago Children's Home, 2. Agricultural Services,

S. Tribal Court, 4. Enrollment Program, 5. J.O.H.

Education, 6. Rehabilitation Center, 7. Tribal Vork

Experience Program (raP), 8. Community Education,

9. Detention and Dispatching Services, 10. Early

Childhooa Education, 11. Papago Farms

August 18 1980 - Resubmittal of FY-81 P.L. 93:638 Cont'ract Proposals,

all the recontract proposals were resubhitied to the,

Area Office in accordance with the new format mandated

by the phoenix Area memorandum dated June 25, P§80

with the exception bf the JOli Contract.

oHarch 06, 1981 - Pomo 'ribe received the signea pontfact award for

Papago Farms.

2'
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POSITION PAPER ON PROPOSED NEW REGIUTIONS COUCERHIG P.L. 93-632

The Papago Tribe of Arizona would like to poindout that in the past, regulgtions

pubhshed in the Federal Register allowed 45 days for comment, thereby allowing

sufficient time for adequate researdh. This has not been the situation this year.

We protest inadeqUate time for valid and appropriate comment.

Our comments on the Ploped.Regulati.ims art as follows:

We are concerged that the changes in 93-638 to accommodate provisions set

forth in 95-224 are in violation of the self-determination concept as

mandated in.P.L. 934638. P.L. 95-224 does not address Irdian sovereignty

or procedures to grant directly to Tribal Governing bodies thereby following

the concept of Federal Trust Responsibility and Historical Direct Relations.

One possibility is-to recognize the tribal entities as the 51st State and

accept the Secretary of Interior as Governor for administration of Block
'Gran'ts. However, ue are reluctanm to accept the Bureau of Irrtian Affaini

as Block Grant administrator because of tlieir loss Of credibility with the

Tribes, i.e., their rost recent arbitrary and capricious actions in
dealing with the budget cuts..

We feel that the BIA administrations self interest has became pararount in their

actions. They have failed to clarply with pnbcedures mandated by Federal Regula-

tions and are refusing to attempt to comply. Example: BIA.Educaticaluas to have

ISEP (Indian School EqualizatiOn Program) Formula FUnding in place by 1980 for

Early'Childhood Programs on the reservation and budgeted for those program in

FY 1982. This was not acomnplighed and no plans are forthcoming to accomplish it.

Perhaps ow co.n.nts on the present changes in regulations will also be an exercise
in futility. If our comments reoommendatiors are included, will they be

implemented or patently ignored as may many of the present regulations.

This is either a result of tragically ipept andrinefficient administration or a

deliberate attempt to subvrfbe inlent of Congress.

We endorse Secretary Watts statarent in the letter dated May 8, 1981, signed by

James F. Canon:

"Ln conversion from a contract (i.e., procurement) rode to a grant

assistbnce) posture we will bring about a subtle though rajor

cluumge in the internal ranner in which the Bureau will carry out its
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monitOring and fiscal accountability responsibilities. The line officers

of the Bure:u will have primary respo-sibility in the grattE,pre-application,

-application, award and post award precssses Involved. The award of the

grant will be made by line officers ra:ler than the contract officers."

.111cse line officers should be agency superL.tendents responding directly to the

Tribe and to the Cconussioner in Washingtcm. Area Office should only furpish

,technical adtistance if requested.,

The Papago Tribe also requests that this agnoy be furnished with a competent

superintendent acceptable to the Papago Tri-e rather than an acting superintendent

wh6 is at the agency only one or tio days pF,r. week. This condition has existed

over 14 months.
*St

We have reviewed the solicitors opinions of April 28, 1981, on "Indian Self-

Determination and Educational Assistance Ac7." While we find the learned

,solicitors opinion well founded in,lvs stat:zent of the law, we take issue with

has opinion that P.L. 95-224 must prevail as a later expression of Congress,

since in nb section of the law does it ex-,x-c,ssly refer to Indian Tribes directly

or by inference.

Attachment B f

271.6'nefinitions
,

"References to Tribal Government and trust deleted, Repetitive of

overall BIA Policy."

We definitely opvcse the above. Law and regulations art redundant by nature but

they do provide a specific mandate while policy is as concrete as a vagrant breeze.

We require specificity in references to TrLOal Governbents and trust responsibility.

271.3 We app.ro%e of this section and insist that,it be complied with, especially

"(a) consulting with Indian Thibes, end national and regional Indian

organizations." Howeve, delete the words, "to the extent practicable."

This leaves an open opportunity for the BIA to meet only with those

captive orginizations that will always agree. (b) change "341 days" to

read 45 days.

271.12.Add (7) Programs or parts of progrws determined by the Tribal Goverang

Body to be in the bes3pAnterest of the Indian Tribe where sufficient funding

I.

2
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is available or where funding can be made ev.illable by discontinuance pf

a Bureau program not within Tribal interest. '

271.14 (4) add "copies of agency monthly bidget prirtouts and Arca Office budget

print outs."

271.16 Add to (a) 'Iribal originated progrTs to replace or supercede present

Bkireau Programs."

271.19 Delete ard insert following

0

A. Superintendent shall award ard administer grants in accordance with

policy and procedur6s published 25 un zp, Grants under Section 102 of the Indian

Self-teterrawation Act, and in this Ninuel.

B. ApplicEition Comolete - No Declination Issues. When'the Superintendent

deterranes that the tribal oigani4ation has submitted a completed application, that 14'.

no additional information is required, and that no declination issues exist, he

shall provide written notification of this,to the tribal organization and/or 411,Sel

., governing body. The,.Superintendent shall begin negotiations and award a grant

,within 30 days of the notification to the ap,plicant unless a later date is mutually .

agreed upon.

C. Negotiatiors. The dictionary definitionof negotiation is "to confer,

bargain, or discuns with a view to reach an agreement." In the broader Federal )

procurement sense, procurement Itr negotiation is the art of arriving at a cormn;n

understanding through bargaining en 4he esse.ntials of a contract midi as deliverg,

work requirements, pricae and terMs.

Tile Bureau's technical and administrative personnel, including Grunt Offieers, may'

be called upon to assist tribes An. (1) dev2loping their "638" applications; (2)

'rectifying declination issues, and (3) estaalishing tribal management systems.

The most -j,ajn misconeepTion is that mant price is the only negotiable item. For

example, a given tribe knowledgeablé of the available dollars for a Bureau progian

may want to develop its c&n program reqLirernnts. Once their application for a

grant is approved:the tribe may conclude tbit any subsequent negotiation is fruit-

less. On the contrary, the eebtiation of the work statement describing the plan

of operation: the special and general provisions is equally if not more imporiant.,

a

t.

19-891,0 - 83 - 15

'
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Negotiations are necessary so that both parties are in agreerent and haN'te a clear

understanding of.how, n and where the work is to be percdrred as well as the

respective rerrionsibils of the Bureau and the tribe.

D. Award Process. At the cqrpletion of the negotiations, the grant

doCument will be prepared in accordance witn any agreements reached. dire will

-be takeruto assure that the grant document accurately reflects what was agreed

tO during 'negotiations, that ell required or special clauses have been included,

and that f copy of the authorizing tesolation(s) acrm the tri:Al governing body

is attached to and made a part of the deoeFent.

Men the auth-orizing resolution(s) require(s) review of the pant by the tribal

governing body prior to Award, a copy of the grant will be sent to the 'tribal

governing body in accordance with the resolution pridr to submission to the

- tribal organization for signature. If the tribal governizNg body's resolution

does noi require review prior to award, this step will be omitted.

AV

A copy of the transmattal letter to the reviewing tribal governing body Shall be

sent to the applicant if different than the tribal governing body so that the
. -

status of the grant process can be communicated. In the transmittal to the tribal

governing bodyNen indication of the time rmaining f4 the Bureau to award a grant

,

without violating the time constraints imposed by the regulations Shall be given.

:This time,can be extended only at the request of the applicant, but thelippilcant

Should be aware of the tribal governing body's review requim-ents in the author-

izing resolution and will have requested sufficient time to allow for this review.

The authority for grant approval is conditional until the tribal governing body

hasAgreed to the document itself. Upon receipt of the gnant danznent, the tkbal

gOverning body should complete its review in accordance with.establishediribal '

irocedures.

Comments or suggestions on the docirrent must be made in writing to the Superintendent.

Copies of these comments may be forwarded to the applicant by the tribal governing

body if it so desires.

Following the review by the tribal governing body, the pent document and any

comments made by the tribal governing body will be sent to the applicant tribal

organization for its review. 'If the tribal governing body's camments are not of

a substantive nature, the Superintendent ray incorponate the carments by modifying

Ns4
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the grant document....Hwever, the applicant must be mdde aware of these minor

modifications.= the letter transmit;log the document and the tribal governing

body's ,00rrents If the comment,s are substantial and generate major revisions

to the grant, the applrcant and the grant office uall re-entersegotiations. If
the tr&l'goveining body wishes to re-define the scope of the grant to be

something different than'originally authorized and defined during the original

negotiation of the contract,..it can do so only through a resolution passed by

the tribal governing body.

In cafes.of disagreement betueen the applicant tribal organization and the tribal
governint body, these differences must be reklved by those two parties before the

Bureau will a.ard a grant.

Uherithe tribal organization has completed.its review of the grant document and

there are no problems with any moSifications that may have been made on the basis,

of'tribal governing bdy comsbnts, it should sign the grant ard return it to the

Superintendent." If 4er e are modifications_which rust be clarified or with which
t the applicant does/10 agree, it should coriact the Superintendent tctresolve any

differences prior to igning.

UpOn receipt of.the signed grant, the Superintendent shall review the document to

see if any modification has been made. If there are no changes, or if there have

been only manor changes which do not sebstantially modgy the grant and thus do

not require further negotiation, the Superintendent shall sign the grant on behalf

, of the Bureau and distribute copies in accordance with local requirements.

E. Appointment of Grants OfficerRenresentatives.

1. Pre-Award Duties. The Superintendent is responsible for ensutirt

that grant agreements are reviewed and4ecuted in accordance with'ePplicaibe laws,

regulations and sound b'usiress practices. The Superintendent is responsible for

admanitaring grant projects until completed and is responsible for ensuring that

additional actions are taken prior to closing out grants and retiring grant records.

Certain tasks may be performed by staff under supervision of the Superintendent and

certain functions may be delegated to a resresentative of the Superintendent-provided

that such responsibklities a6 clearly defined in writing. Seth representatives are

designated as %Grants Officer Representatives" (G)Rs).
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'
The GOR ray,be appointed from Area Office staff or from Agency staff depending

upon the nature of the grant proueet, Area and Agency staff limitations and

individual expertise. Appointment of the GOR is a responsibility of the

Superintendent but appointment sttould be rade with approval of the Area Director

if Area personnel are involved and should be ccmpatable with the Tribe. It is

advantageous to appoint a GOR during the application reviewprocess. An early

appointrent affords the GOR an opportunity to becore familiar with the proposed

project and tc; provide assistance in resolving preauard problers. All of the

following procedures shall be included when establishing responsibilities for GOR's.

2. Insofar as practical, the Agency Superintendent, will appoint an

employee to serve a's GOR at the tire the Superintendent receives the grant applica-

tion or letter of intent from the tribal organization or tribal governing body.

That agency employee should participate in the Agency Office review of the applica-

tion in order to gain maximum familiarity with the project pr to funding.

3. The Superintendent will forrally appoint the DR by letter. The

GOR shall sign and return a copy of that letter, sitnifying und tending and

ac6eptance of the responsibilities.

F. AgencySuperintendent for EducailL Section A, B, C, D 6 F apply

to the Agency Superintendent for Educatioe--

The Agency Superintendant provides admirdstrative support services to the Agency

Superintendent for Education.
1

G. Indian Teehnical Assistance Center. When the Superintendent deter-

manes that the tribal organization has submitted a completed application to enter

into a grant agreement for all or part of the Indian Action Team pAgrun, the

Agency Superintendent will forward the original file to Chief, Indian Technical

AssistanceCenter for review and a copy of the file to the Area Office for

information purposes.
4,

After receiving an appliCation to grant for all or part a the Indian bition Team

program and the comments and recoarendations of the Chief: Indian Technical

Assistance Center,on the application, the Director, Office of Tribal Resources

Development, shall take all actions required of an Agency Superintendent by para-

graph (B), (C) and (D) of this section.

223
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H. Constructicr, Bulldin&erel I"rilities Progrtm. When the Stfrintendent

determine:3 that the tribal organization ha; submitted a completed application to

enter into a grant agreemE.nt for all or part of the Construction, Building and

Utilities pmgv,1111, the Superintendent will forward the original file to the Division

of facilities Engineering for review and a copy to the Area Office for information

purposes.

After receiving an application to enter irro a grant agreement for all or part of

the Construction, Building and Utilities program which is mu'itable under this part

and Olich the responsibilitrof the Division of Facilities Engineering and the

comments and recommendations of the.Chief, Division of Faciliti4 Engineering, on

the application, the Director, Office of Acministration, shall take all action of

an Agency Superintenaent by paragraphs (B), (C) and (D) of this section.

271.20 Delete and Astitate the following.

A. Criteria for Declination.

(1) The Commissioner may decline to award a grant only for the

specific causes given paragraph (b) of this section. Thi burden of proof is on

the Commissioner to demonstrate, through st:bstantial evidence, that one of the

specific grounds for declination exists ard that, therefore, the applicationmuat

be declind.

(2) The Commissioner may deeline to award a grant when:

(a) It can be demonstrated by the Bureau by sUbstantial

evidence that the program will yield result's which will be deleterious to the

welfare of the Indian people to be served.

(b) The application indicates that the applicant has no

procedures to assure that services and assistance shall be provided to the

Indians affected by the grant in a fair and uniRmmimarrer.

Such procedure,, includ2 eligibility criter:a for a tribal member.to rrceive services;

recordkeeping adequate to verify the fairness and uniformity of services in case of

formal complaints, and ach;quate complaint procedure available to all Indian affected;

and those rights the individual will retain following the complaint.

(c) Adequate protection of trust resources is not assUred.

Criteria for determining if there is adeeNate protection of trust iresources are

give16271.34.

23



(d) The proposed project or function cannot be properly

completed or maintained byethe Ooposed grc.ht.

(e) The application is,rot within the.purview of P.L. -638,

Section 10? (a) and 20 BLN4 1.6, definitionL.

.

(3) In arriving at his frhding, the Commissioner shall 50onsader

whether the tribal, organization would be deficient in lerformurce withfrespect

to the fact= gsted in this parugraph.

(a) Equipment, buildings and facilitied. The 'sine standa s

with regard to buildings, facilities, or equipment shall be applied/to triba

organizatiora that have previously been apolied to the Bureau. As/provided in

271.44 the Bureau shall make abarlabIe the use of all equimentwIfich has en

allocated to the operation of the program by the Bureau in the palt, unl s the

Bureau proves the provision of the equipment 0.11 seriously intertre th the

Bureau's.gbility tOprovide services to Indian people in nongrantekk gnrns.

Where equieuent )s shared by the prograrrs to be uanted and otheP ted ,

promama, equipment-sharing or other suitable arrangements shall Ated in the

grant agrecment.
/

(h) Bookkeeping and accounting procedges. It must be clearly

dernonstrated by the Bureau that the Tribal orgardzation does t have cr cannat set

in place, an accounting and bcokkeeping system which Will be adequate. Actual

performarce of tribal.lookkeAing and accouiting.systems u er prior year will be

considered in this determination.

(c) SUbstantive knowledge of the'p gram.

(1) %here the tribal organiza ion proposing to grant is

the tribal goverrung body and the program.function to granted is a tribal

governmental function, there shall be an absolute pre umption thai the tribal

governing body has substantive knowledge oc the pro am or function.

(ii).Where the tribal org ization is not the tribal

governing body or the program or function js not a tribal governmental function,

the tribal organization sha31 be presumed to have substantive knowledge of the

program if the tribal organizatioh meets one or re of the following conditions:

' (a) the tribal orga ization has.a9cpuately managed a

1!
program before.

'
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(b) The tribal organization which is to markage the

project po-sL,,es by virtue of its krmledge and/or experience substantive tridt4-

ledgo of.the program.

(c) The...tribal organization has been a Consumer of

such scrvice,, in the past and thus hi, developed an understanding of the issues

involved With the prczran sufficient to en,ble-it to effectively carry out the

operation, and, the trital organization car secure through the resources of

Bureau Staff or other resources, the training in the,particular subject area

which will develop its substantive )Qnowledge of the program.

(d) Community support. Before the Bureau can enter

into a grant. thde nust to,..! a request made in accordance with 271.15. The tribal

governing body's resolution under 271.15 shall be pr.suned to demonstrate that

there is &immunity support for the proposed grant. Unless it can be demonstrated

by substantial evidence that thure is a lack of commanity'support for the grant and

the lack of support will result in unsatisfactory services, inadequate protection

of trust resources or impossibility of service maintenance, the tribal governing

body's resolution shall be deered Conclusive..

(e) Adecpcy of trained perso4el. The adequacy of

trained personnel availaLIP to the tribal organization to carry out the proposed

grant will be pre3umed if any of the follc.ing conditions exist.
'ON

(i) tribal organization has a peponnel °

system that prescribes miftirrum occupat opal qualification standards whi& insure

equal access.to all qualified tribal members, procedures for the selection of

personnel on the basis of such stand1Rds; and the personnel to be used under the

proposed grant are to be employed under the personnel system.

(ii) If there is no tribal personnel,system, it will

be assumed that the personnel to be employed under the proposed ;want are adequately

traired if the tribal organization has estEllished position descriptions for key

personnel to be anplo*d under the "i7ant and avees to establish a personnel system

sindlar to the one described in paragraph (c) (5) (1) of this section.

(f) Other necessary components of grant performance.

(i) All other necessary 'components of grant perfor,-

mancq...will be deemed to be met unless a tribal organization:

(a) DCes not agree to develop an adequate

1
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, personnel syitem thit provid'. select ion ,,taradards which insu..-e equal accs to

all qualified tribal rt-rbers,

(b) H3.: not aueed to establiSh and suintain
aprcc,,sey ranagemeut system as required in 25 CFR Part 276.

(c) Has not agpe,d to keep such records and
rae rrt rriuired by 25 CFR Part 276 c- to pal-e such rerorts and information

avallabl,. to Indian cliPrItsia,. required by the grant agreement.

,(11) All ""othr necessary ocrponents" have been speci-,-
fica:ly identified in this 'Section. No ot'er ccrporPnts shall be defirsd which ray

as a hasi.; for decl pat ion unlert tt y are added to theses regulations by

revi 5i or ar.-2rxt-ent of th,,,regulatiors.

(d) Preiram plans and,designs of tribal organ-

izat cywation of Bureau rLoTrars or parts ray be inconsistent with
oth,r parts of this chapt-r if a waiver is obtain,-,d hew the Ccerniissioner.

.InLon-,isten ies b.tsn such plan, and def,:zn\and Bureau manuals, guidelines or
othr proce..lure. that arc appropriate to frOgrarz or parts of programs oierated by

.the B iru are not grdurds for declination.

(e) Trizes; or tribal orTanizations acting under
dele;ated auth-,,uty pir-,,,alt to 271.1; (b) (2) (vii); may request frbm the

Ccrrsiorer i ',mi." - unitr 25 CIR 1.2 of any regulations in this Napter.

.(f) &u'iai officials ray rot decline to enter
into a mant with a trib-tl organization because of any objection that could be

overcs,ne thrcugh the grant.

With,n 60 day, after reec,iving the application, or renewal, the Bureau will approve

the r.,,41.e:st, unle^,-, the Co-.-missioner P.-Alf:es the applicant that the request cannot

be accepted hecau3e there are in.afficient furris or there are declination issues

(see Se.:. 217.20) involved Tn., notice :1)41 be in writing and shall contain:

,A. IdentifIcAt ion of the specif objectiorr; that thi grunt cannot

be entered into.

B. ,Specif le roYttkndationi , on act ionsn,quired by the applicant to

overc,,re ohjection?: ard.a descsptiornf t-e nature, ^..cop., and source of the

technical a,ssitAce which will be available to overocre objections.
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C. Superintendents Recommendations to decline.

1. If the Superantendent, the applicant and the tribal governang

body fail to resolve the declination issues, the Su7.erintendent shall prepare,a

written recommwndation to decline and submit same to the Tribe prier to forwarding.

2:" This recommendation Shall contair at a minimm, the following

information-

(a) Identification of specific objedtions, categorized under

one or more of the declination factors set fcrth in 271.20.

(b) Specific recommendations on actions required by the

applicant or tribe.to overcore objections.

(c) Eescriptions of the natime, scope arelegetree of the tech-.

.nical assistance which has been provided or offered by the Bureau to assist the

tribal organization to overcome declination objections.

(d) Copies of all ccrrespondence between the Agency, area
and applicant:

D. .The writ:ft room:mei-dation to decline to enter into a grant agrearent

shall be forwarded to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs thrzugh the Arta Director.

E. Agency Superintendent for Ed..cation. Section A and B apply fp the

Superintemlent for Education.

The Agency Supdintendent and the Area Office EdUcation Program Administrator

provide suppuct4services to the Agency Superintendent for Education.

271.21 Change to read:

271.21 Approval.

Within 60 days; after receiving the 4plication, or renewal, the'Bui'eau will

approve the request, unless the Commissioner notified the applicant that the requdst

cannot be accepted because there are insufficient funds (in such cases available

I M P L fund's may be used to augment apt.-ooriated funct.) or there are declination

issues (See Section 271.20) involved. Theinotice shall be in writing and shall

contain:

4
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Add the following:

I. Insufficient Funds.

A. Insufficient Funding. If funds are not available at the Agency to

adequately flrynce the proposed went withcrt significantly reducing services under

the nongrantecl programs or parts of program, the Superintendent shall so notify

the applicant in writing and offer alternative solutions to the funding problem,

The applicant ray propa- alternatIve solutions to solve the fendisg prOblem.

Upon receiving wriii) tice of the applicant's choice f alternative(s), the

Superintendent and tht Ube shall determine whether the alternative(s) Chosen will

solve the funding problem. If the applicant's Choice of alternative(s) is sufficient

to solve 'the funding problem, or if the solution involves mi.:ogre:mum which

requires congressional action, the Superintendent shall take the actions in para-

graphs (2) (d); or (e) of this section, as appropriate. If the applicant's chaboe

of alternative(s) will not solve the funding problem,,the applicant Shall be notified

in wrating and will be asked to reconsider the matter and select another choice.

After the applicant has reconsidered and notified the Superintendent in writing of

its second choace of alternative(s), the Superintendent Shall determine whether the

applicant's choice is sufficient to solve the funding problem. If the Superintendent

determines that the applicant'S second Choice o alternative(s) will not solve the

funding problem, or if the applicant refuses to a selection, the Superintenclat

will refer the funding problem to the C sioner fOr a decision. The Superinten-

dent shall notify the applicant of the ferral in writing. An additienal 15 days

Shall be alloued for the Superintendent rry to resolve the funding problem. The

alternative offered by the Superintendent ray include the followinguhich can be

used alone,or in coMbination to solve th fanding problem:

(1) The Bureau ray make ;'r';i4lablr'a:iditional funds resulting from

savings in other &wow prograins, subject to established reallocation or repro-

gar:ming procedures or I I PI, Funds may It used to augrentzsporopriated funds

(2) I.M.P.L. funds may also be used to augment inadequate appro-

priated flats.

(3) The tribe(s) ray obtain grant funds under part 272 of this

Chapter to cover any ini`tial "start up" oost included in the proposal.
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(4) nhe Bureau may redesign or corsolidate operations involving

nongranted progrers or parts of program.

(S) The tribe(s) may redesign the grant proposal or consolidate

all Or 1.arts of the pro1 with other tribal programs.

(6) Th.. tribe(0 may obtain adlitional funds from sources Outside

the Bun?au to supplement the Bureau funds available to finance the proposal.

(7) The tribe(s) may accept lowqr service levels under-the proposed

grantor usder the nongranted prognims or parts of programs, except where such

lower L1& are inownsistent with the requirements of regulations or statutes,

through reallocation or reprogormning of Bureau funds.

(8) The tribe(s) may choose to withdraw the contract proposal and

allow the Bui.eau to continue to operate the program either ap presently operated

or as redesigned by the ;ribe(s).

If funds are available at the Agency to adequately finance the proposed grant ,

without significantly reducing services under the nongrented prognims or parts of

progrars, 'he Superintendent shall mak% in ta-i.ing to the pplicant and the tribal

governing body those recommendations which *le determines are needed in order to

void possible declination and ',hall indicate the technical assistance available
.

frci th Agency Office to correct any defic:encies. This action shall also be

taken within 30 days after receiving the application.

B.' Agency Superintendent for Education. Section A is applicable to

the Agency Superintendent fartducation.

The Agency Superintendent and the Area Office Education program admanistrelqtwa.

provide sunort services to the Agency Superintendent for Education.
'

271.23 Appeals

Delete 413) as unacceptable and arbitrary

271.32 (4) (vaii) Determination of kand of livestock to be grazed on tribal land. -

This is.too paternalistic and Bureaucratic and violates tribal sovereignty.

.
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271.32 (4) (ix) "Establishment of grazing fees."

This is also a,tribal prerogative.

Delete 271.32,(5) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) also violates tribal sovereignty and

self-determination.

271.33.(a) (1) (2) this Information will be furnished to the tribe by the BIA.

271.41 Applicability of 25 CFR 276

Specaal rant corrlitions more restriFtive t!*en Part 276 may not be imposed by the

Bureau. Delete (1) and (2).

Since we are revising regulations the PapaF,_ Tribe feels there are portions of 272

grants under Section 104 of the Indian Self-Determination Act that could be improved

as follows ptmsuant to 272.4 (f).

Part 272 Revisions

Add272.12 (b) (c) Funding of Tribal operated Education prognirs and schco)s

tribally owned and operated.

Delete 272.17 (a) and replace iCwith:

A
(d) Approval authority for acroval of a rant application under

this part shall be with the Superintendent cr Agency Superintendent of Education

when the intent, purpose and scope of the grant proposal pertains solely to an

Indian tribe or Trabes located within that s.perinterdent's administration juris-

diction.

Add 272.17 (c) (3) as follows:

,I.M.P.L. funds or funds appro?riated under other activities as

agreed upon by the superintendent and the tribe.

Delete 272.19 (b) (5)

Delete 272.21
27).22

772.53
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25 CFR PAM 273 - FliMUION Mars UNDER JCIMCN O'VALLEY ACT

0

No need is being served and no point is beim gained by including Johrson O'Malley

educaticri function:, within UOI's proposed Consolidated:Tribal clovernmental Program.

P. L. 93-633 vrovided an adequate, time-td, tribally supported, proven mechanism

thro.Igh ,.,h1(.h DOI/OIEF funding fur Indiaq Education sorvices can be Trade available

to tribel 1).L. 93-638 is cost-effective, zt.rce the expenses of program management

are included in each cont ct or otherwise .btiorbed by the tribes--not by the BIA.

The proosped consolidatio\n of progr..im violat,c.s Congressional intent of P.L. 93-638,

since it is not clear that the federally-recognized tribes and Alaskan Native

entities want such corsolidation,'nor has tl-e BIA sought or heeded tribal opinion

to clarify tribal pcsitiona on this matter. The proposed consolidation likewise

'violates the Congressional intent of Title YI, P.L. 95-561, since section 1126 of

the Act rake the admini,.tration of al) Lrl;CIEP.p-o,:.ymr. ind4endc.nt of the other

functions of the BIA. Congressional intent, like tribal sovereignty, should not

be callously disregarded by the Consolidatic; proNs;1.
.

273.5 Eligible Students

Charge to read Indian children fro, age 0 thrrwh gade 12, (rest of

paragraph as stated).

Age change from 3 years to 0 will be consistent with 62 SIAM 4.1 A (1)

(2), B (1) (2) (3), D (1) (a) (b), E (2) (a) (b) (e) (d) (e).

273.11 Purpose and Scope (Comment)

(b) The "on the near" population of tne Papagcrreservation has been

determdred byccurt decision.

273.40 Appliczb,lity of 25 CFR Part 276

Delete ,.1.(cia1 grant conditions (1) (2) (3).

276.18,(a) change "recipient organization" ta read "Dribal'organization," the

Papago Tribe believes that pursuant t P.L. 95-224, the two should be

held equal to the states and'not be classified as other.
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.1101ete 277.21 (1) (2) Speci,i1 Grant conditions

telete 277.25 Our review has been curscTy and research in depth was not possible,

th'Acting Secretary's letter waS written on May 8, 1981, and not received at the

tribal officalinii1 May 14, 1q81, therefore, within the 30 day review procedure

we have untiI±re 14, 1981, to mail our cc-rents with an additional 5 days for

mall tire. We believe that 45 days would be more aPproPriate in the future.
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SenatOr DECONCINI. We will proceed with our next pameL

STA

SCOM

BEN
NU
SCH

SCH

SCH

OF GEORGE MC PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF NAVAJO
Y CONTROLLED SCHOOL BOARDS; ACCOMPANIED BY

BARNEY, ROCK Pula COMMUNITY SCHOOL , JAY MOOLE-
R AND DOROTHY YAZZTE, BLACK MESA COMMUNITY

OLS, /ROGER BOliDEAUX, ASSOCIATION OF CONTRACT
OLS, AND BRUCE HOFFMAN, ROCK POINT COMMUNITY
OL

Mr.. i. Mr. Ben Barney= will introduce the rest of our panel.
Mr. : ARNEY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce the rest of

the pa el members. We came and worked together on our presentation
so we ould like to coordinate within the time that we have so that
some f us will.just be presenting statements that we have written and
the re of us i1l be proceeding thiough.

I w d like to present Jay Moole.nijzer and Dorothy Yazzie from
Black esa Community School in Arizona and Roger Bordeaux who
is repre nting the association of contract schools, with a numlier of
members f contract schools,.and George Jim, who is the president of
the Associ ion of Navajo Community Controlled School Di oards, and
Bruce Hoff n, who is rePresenting the Rock Point Community
School, and m self representing the Rock Point School. We will just
proceed in the irder that w e hale told each other to present, if it is all
right, and we 11 start with George Jim.

Senator DEl @Nam. Let me just caution you. We have a time con-
straint and I ealize you have come a long way and put a lot into this.
I can assure ou your full statemints will be put in the record. If you
can summari.:, though, it will. give us an opportunity to hear from
everyone.

If you will p oceed, Mr. Jim ?
MI. Jut. I a George Jim and I im representing the Pass Contract

chool and I al- I am president of the A.ssocihtion of Navajo Com-
munity Controlle School Boards, which has nine members.

I have a stateme t on the records and recommendations on the con-
tract school overhead costs under Public Law P3-638 to submit later.

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you. We will be pleased to receive your
statemeAt for the record.

[The statements follow :].

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE JIM, PRESIDENT OF THE ASSOCIATION OF NAVAJO
COMMUNITY CONTROLLED SCHOOL BOARDS

Mr Chairman, members of the Select Committelind staff, thy name is George
Jim. I am a Nth ajo Indian from Littlewater, N. l ex. I am about as grass roots
as you can get. My first language is Navajo, so I ask yoU to please be patient with
me while I try to speak in English on behalf of the people back home.

I has.e been the president of the Borrego Pass School Board which contracts
unaer Publh Law --,93 638 for the past 3 years, and am dew President of the Asso-
ciation of Nal ajo Cummunity Controlled School Boards, representing nine con-
tract schobis serving the Navajo Reservation.

I base a prepared statement P.hich I am submitting fur the record including
four recurrungrulations un contract school overhead costs. I will nut read it here.

Instead, let me summarize by saying that BIA has created more confusion
than eser by its efforts to establish guidelines fur contract school iiidirect costs
and at the same timb Lut down bn- the need fur contrfft support funds. We see
no end to the problem yet, and we do not trust DIA to solve it.
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We believe that we re entitled to the resources to provide all the overhead
functions that BIA provides for- its own schools. .

We bellee that the only way we will ever really get these is if the Congress
itself mandates an overhead cost formula to be added to the Indian School Egan li
zation Formula for contract schools.'

In addition, we need some way of securing a fair share of these costs from the
other Federal agencies, such as the Department of Education which fund pro-
grams at the school, and the indirect cost rate does not seem to be what we need
for this. purpose. It has too many problems In it.

And finally, some other chntract schools may want to keep their indirect cost
rates until a new system has been proven workable. They should have the right

,..to do so. ..

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
.

PREP STATEMENT or GEORGE JIM, DESIDENT OF THE ASSOCIATION OF
NAVAJO COMMUNFTT CONTROLLED SCHOOL BOARDS

I have asked to testify on contract school indirect costs. This is not a sim-
ple subjeç The American Indian Law Center prepared an analysis of BIA
Indirect cost procedures and practices in March of this year. In this inalysis
the Law Center said that 'very few people w ithin BIA, in the tribes, and in the
related organizations really understand the processes" with which we are trying
to cope. This is true. There is much confusion. I can only give one view of the
matter. I will use parts of the Law Center Report to simplify even that.

We were a contract school long before Public Law 93-638 was passed. Back in
the early days, all our funds twere program funds, in exactly the same arrange-
ment the Law Center now recommends. BIA expected us to pay all our overhead
costs out of the same funds that a BIA school had for services to children.
BIA turned a deaf ear on our argnments that their schools received many services
under other budgets than their education funding, so our director kept the finan-
cial records, knd our bus drivers did the maintenance, and so on.

We, have been there. We are suspicious of BIA's tendency to suggest that con-
tractors take overhead costs out of program funds. We will continue to be
suspicious Unless BIA also amends the equalization formula to include the "over-
head cost of contracted education programs" required by Public Law 95-561.
Such a formula would give us a fair share of BIA's overhead budgets comparable
to those a BIA school would have for services tostudents.

We do not see them developing such a formula.
Instead, we see a frightful combination of open competition between contractors

for a shrinkingpot of money, and vague contradictory guidelines giving BIA offi-
cials almost unlimited discretion as to who gets what. We are ithw in the final
Countdown to negotiations ft& a new contract and lump sum agreement, and all
BIA has to guide the contracting officer is a set of interim guidelines issued in
September of 1981, in which the Law Center recommends major deletions from
and then says the utility of the remaining portions is "highly questionable."

In the meantime, our contracting officer has told us that he will probably not
be the responsible party for negotiations, since BIA is converting to grants instead
of contracts. lie says education personnel will be responsible for negotiating
grants and related overhead costs. The Law Center Report also called attention
to the fact that a new and different set of Federal regulations probably governs
the overhead costs for grants, for nonprofit organizations such as ours. And
finally, the area director has just given us a whole new set of management criteria
to be met in our personnel, property, and financial management systems, under

the new grant making pfocedures.
Mr. Chairman, the Law Center has a good grasp of what must be done in the

long run. But they seem to-be blind to BIA's ability or willingness to do it. A year
or so ago we asked the committee to take the matter out'of BIA's hands, and to

get an independent agency sueh as the Library of Congress research staff to
establish an overhead cost funding formula for the contract school. We recom-
mended that' GAO or a similar agencY establish tivactly tbe *kind of "BIA over-
head cdst rate" for BIA programs which the Law Center recommends, and that

this be used tolund the formula. And we' recommended that the formula also

include "the additional costs of contract* which BIA would not have spent oper-
ating the school directly, justas the Law Center recommends.

Nothing we have seen from BIA itself has given us any reason to change these
recommendations. We do not believe that BIA's bureaucrats are competent to
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handle the praleiti 111(111w-hes. They hate too much conflict of interests over
breaking up their ailiiiiiiistrakte empires. They created the contract support
fund, and all the problems the Law Center traces to it, in order to keep their own
overhead departments immune from contracting, and they hat e nothing to losP
by maintaining the present level of confusion.

As a result, I would like to make the following recommendations for your
considera Hon.

1. That the Committe, require BIA to publish immediately an official descrip-
tion and protedures for iiigotiating a lunip-suin agreement for those oNerhead
operations not cot ered by the equalization formula, which are prolided elsewhere
in BIA s budget fur BIA operated schools, as a contract school option for fiscal
year 1983.

2. That the Committee require BIA to include, as a further option for those
csiittract schools uhich also operate nun BIA federal programs, an adaptation
of the lump-sufn agreement under Minh BM establishes the total overhead costs
for the contract Jr, and assists the contrak tor in negotiating a separate pro rata
share lump-sum agretment 1th each federal agency basing a program at the
school, based on that agency's proportionate share of the contractor's total
program.

3. That the Committee take NN hateNer actions are necessary to require BIA
to Incorporate adequate funding fur the cierhead costs of contracted education
programs in the equalization formula uithin a year, including placing the mat
tk in the hands of agencies under direut control of the Congresslf necessary.

4. That the C9mmittee assure those contract schools csishing to continue in-
direct coit rate arrangements that they hate the option to do so uhlit adequate
alernate procedures hate been established, deficiencies identified, and remedied to
the Committee's satisfaction.

Mr. BARNEY. M. Dorothy Yazzie, school board member of the Black
Mesa Community School,

STATEMENT OF DOROTHY YAZZIE, SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER, BLACK
MESA COMMUNITY SCHOOL, ROUGH ROCK, ARIZ.

Ms. YAZZIE. Mr. Chairman, my name is Dorothy Yazzie. I represent
my community as a chapter secretary and also represent my school
is the new director of the Black Mesa Community School, and I speak
for Nativ e American parents across the Nation, as the mother of a 6-
ycar-old whose education and future depends on the decision that you
and the BIA will make on these policies.

With the enactment of 93-638, the Congress of the rnited States
recognizes and establishes the right of the American Indian to in-
fluence and control their affairs. These rights include the right to pro-
v ide for the education of their children. Further, Congress mandated
that our children be able to live at home while attending school, pro-
vidMg a provision for a day-school education.

Tlies.e light:, I fed, are thieatened by the proposed rev ihions in the
638 and the indirect cost plans. As written, these proposals under-
mine our school. Most Indian communities are small. We do not live
in large cities or in large populations. We live in rural communities
spread out and often very isolated.

The only way we can keep our children at home'as part of a family
is in small community schools. The other alternative to this'is to send
our little children away to boarding schools.

When I was younger, at age 6 I was sent away from My family to
attend a boarding school and did not see my family for as long as
9 months out of the year. Being far away at a young age did not
strengthen iny family ties, my community ties, and certainly did not
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encourage my self-image or concept. It alienated me from my family,
community, and my people.

It is amazing that some of us go through this and still come out being
able to deal. with the life that we face, but many of our people do not
make it through. I do not think my child or any other children from
my community or any other Nathe American community should
repeat what I have gone through.

I am a new director at Black Mesa Community School on the Navajo
reservation so I am not really familiar with the protlems that a small
school faces in trying to continue the program. But as a community
member I know that we have fought a long time to get a school and
liow important it is. And I know many of our neighbving communi-
ties and also other Indian communities would like to start their own
community school, too. But with this funding system and allocation
and all these other procedures that are coming through, it seems like
it is working against us, but rather ,works for larger boarding school
operations.

As small school we face a lot of crisis, insufficient funds. and we
barely ovide enough to operate the educational program. We never
have eno gh money for operations and maintenance programs. We
also end ipjaving to use direct moneys to cover the short-falls.

I believe pa ts and children have the right to live together as a
, family. I believe dian communities have the right to a local day

school. I believe Congress mandated these rights to be respected. 'I
ask, how firm is your commitment?

Thank you.
Senator DECorrcm. Thank you.
Mr. Moolenijzer, do you have a statement or comment ?

STATEMENT OF my 400LENLTZER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, BLACK
MESA COMMUNITY SCHOOL, ROUGH ROCK, ARIZ:

Mr. MOOLENIJZER. MT, Chairman, I will try and be very brief. We
have been asked to speak on this panel on issues that small schools are
facing.

As you know from my discussions with you, we have been.facing,
- over the last 3 years, one crisis after another.,These are basically, an
inadequate funding system and insufficient funds in the system. The
proposed "638" regulation changes make a system that was inade-
quate more inadequate. Specifically, in the section on new school starts,
and other areas, as Ms. Yazzie brought up, the administrative burden,
the burden of the application pioccss, small schools are threatened.

'the Bureau's indirect cost plan makes no special provisions for
the small school and rather than get into a lengthy discussion on it,
my point being that both through our direct prograth and our indi-
rect administrative expenses, please, let us establish a base funding
'level so that we cawget about oux business, and that is educating
children in our communities.

Thank you.
Senator DECorrcuri. Thank you very much.
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STATEMENT OF ROGER BORDEAUX, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ASSO-
CIATION OF CONTRACT TRIBAL SCHOOLS, ST. FRANCIS, S. DAK.

Mr. BORDEAUX. Mr. Chairman, my name is Roger Bordeaux. I repre-
sent 31 contract schools that belong to the Association of Contract
Tribal Schools nationally, from Arizona all the way up to Maine, and
down into the Southwest.

First .of all, I would like to commend this committee for their recent
1 budget recommendations that they sent down. It appears that they

listened to us the last time we were up here and I hope that this coin,
mittee follows through on those.

Our association is really concerned about the discussisin we are
hay ing today on indirect costs and also on the "638" revisions. I think
the main thing with indirect cost has been stated almost all morn-
ing, from tribal representatives, that if the Bureau would follow
through on the different regulations and some of the circulars and
everything else that they have to follow through on anyway, I think
a lot of the problems that we are having would be alleviated.

In regard to "638," I think, when the legislation was passed in the
1370's everybody felt that this was going to be the way to go and this
was going to be it. It appears that the Bureau does not want to take
on their half of the responsibility and they want to add more respon-
sibility to the tribes and tribal organizations. As long as they keep
trying to do that, the self-determination concept is never going to be
fulfilled.

Thank you.
Senator DECONCI NI. Thank you, very much.
You know, it sounds to me like the problem is getting worse, rather

than better, and it just cannot help but occur to me as we listen, year
after year, that I have been here, the BIA nonfunctioning is directed,
in refusing to consult and counsel. I cannot help but think that maybe
the BIA is a mistake to have. If I could figure another way of dis-
bursing the funds and arriviiii at the need, I sure would like to try it.
I do not know if anybody h any suggestions.

Mr. BARNEY. Next we have Birgil Kills Straight, and Mr. Bill
Berlin, and ourselves.

STATEMENT OF BIRGII KILLS STRAIGHT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
LITTLE WOUND SCHOOL BOARD, KYLE, S. DAK.

Mr. KILLS SniAmirr. I am Birgil Kills Straight. I anfthe executive
director of the Little Wound School in Kyle, S. Dak.

Also here with me is Walt Hernandez, the chairman of the board.
He is not up here at the table.

What I want to do is send a detailed response to %some 9f the things
that cc ere discussed here. I haN e not had the opportunity to look at the
report that has been conducted by the American Indian Law Center.
It was only yesterday that I received some of the information that
was discussed here.

Little Wound, however, is the largest contract school in the Nation.
We were able to pull together another area which in the past had
never been done before. It was in the area of construction of a new

VI
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facility by the local board. I have several issues that I want to
address.

No. I, insurance. It has been pointed out that the Federal Govern-
ment owns the building. In our particular case at Little Wound School,
we have had, a roof of a gym burn approximately 4 years ago. It was
diringthe wintertime and the" tloor of the gym did not quite dry until
that summer and when it did the floor warped. If we were not a con-
tract school, we would have operated those 4 years with a gym and a
dining room without any roof.

Fortunately, we had another program which dealt with adults in
a vocational training program who had repaired the roof in that un-
fortunate incident within a couple of months. The insurance part of it,
is that if we had insured it, I am sure it would have been taken care
of back'then. Howe% er, we are allowed to insure only for liability mat-
ters in our contract and we werNinformed that the Federal Govern-
ment is its own insurance agent and will repair major problems in
facilities. Four years would have been a long while to wait.

No. 2, transportation. It takes us approximately 2 years to receive
any buses that we may have wanted through the OSA process. If we
went outside of it, we had to pay for the vehicles from sources other
than the school operations contract. Currently, the title I program is
going "to begin giving us our funding based on contracts that- we have
executed, and the new terminology is front-end loading. They will give ti

us so much in advance.
We prefer that much more than expending the money first land then

receiving it later. In some cases, it is never received at all.
In regard to the buses, we felt that these were GSA buses that were

initially given to us under the contract and in order to replace them, if
we chose to, we should be giren the chance to negotiate for funding
on top of the contract instead of deducting it from the contract.

No. 3, plant management. There are several other areas like improve-
ment and repairs, including plant management. We are forced cur-
rently to operate a large building complex with approximately a
$126,000-a year contract. The BIA themselves admitted it would take
no less than $310,000 a year. Ideally it should have been around $800,-
000-a-year contract.

[Subsequent to the hearing the following information was received
for the record :] -

The Bureau of Indian Affairs acquired the building from the general con-
tractor on April 23, 1982. We assumed the responsibility of the operation and
maintenance of the facilities in April with the understanding that our contract
funds will increase by half of fiscal year 19828 budget figure of $183,000 (BIA's
estimate). We learned that there are no funds available at this time.

Mr. KILLS STRAIGHT. In the proposed regulations, I came across
one item where the Federal Go% ernment wanted to increase their role
for the'aren office anti superintendent. Ever since 1071, when we became
involved in the whole contract school movement, it has been our
position to deal directly and work directly with the centril office.
()ther offices, such as, the Aberdeen and the Albuquerque offices, have
alsiays been a hindrance. They are more of a problem than a help.

There is a current discussion going on where they want to realine.
We do not want to see a realinement. I personally would like to see
them axed, get rid of them. You will be insuring that the taxpayer
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moneys reach our levelthe level for which it was intended and
where it is needed.

Approximately $4,000 per student was allocated, yet, by the time
the funds trickle down to our level, we receive $1,900 per student at

Little Wound school.
The issue that dealt with the Cooperative agreement, we felt that

for some schools and for other associations it may be all right, but
we prefer woiking directly with contracts. When you have a con-
tract, it is ironclad. As long as we felt there is a need for it and it
is written in the contract, we are sage that we are going to receive it.

Heretofore the schools have operated under grants appropriations,
thsiough the band analysis procedures by the,Bureau of Indiart Affairs.
They always have shown a major difference between what we tibtually
see and what has always been requested. Also by the time that we re-
ceive it, most of it, as rpoiffted out earlier, iilost on the way.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to probably comment on more of the
specific items. However, I feel that I have spent more than 5 minutes
here already and I will turn this over to the next gentleman who is
here. We will follow this up, as I said, with a more detailed statement.

Thank you for the opportunity tospeak to yoli.
[Subsequent to the hearing the following information and accom-

panying resolution were received for the record :]
The Little Wound School Board is a member of the Associaton of Contract

Tribal Schools and It supports the action taken by the ACTS membership. (See
P. accompanying xesolution.)

Furthermore, It is my position that additional time is definitely needed to sit
down with BM and congressional officials to study the 638 regulations more
thoroughly before moling ahead with any amendaients. This consultation must

>be made now.
It is also my position that : (1) PubliC Law 95-224 be repealed (2) develop a

central office Office of Contract Schools whose sole purpose for existence will be
to monitor and work with the 60 or so contract schools throughout the country,
and (3) to conduct a study that will be the basis for developing a law that will
Ark only with contract schools. This study must be conducted under your au-
thority with the work done by officials of ACTS and the BIA.

ea

REsoLITTIoN OF THE AssOcIATIoN oF CoNTRAcT TRIBAL SCHOoLS, INo. To THE U.S.
SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS REGARDING PRopoSED CHANGES
To ImPLEMENTINO REGULATIONS UNDER PU13LIO LAW 93-638

Whereas :
1 The Association of Contract Tribal Schools, Inc. (ACTS) represents a mem-

bership of 31 contract 'schools operating under Public Law 93-638, and
2 The contract schools are historically the catalyst that brought about the bon-

tract process and the Indian Self Determination and Education gssistance Act
of 1975 (Public Law 93-638) and

3. The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) has proposed to revise 25 CFR 271 ff
which implement Public Law 93-638 ;Itncl

4 The BIA has failed to follow present regulations requiring Bupau consulta-
tion with tribes and national and regional Indian organizations regarding the
need to change such federal regulations; and

5 The BIA is proposing to violate Public Law 93-638 with the erroneols and
malicious application of Public Law 95-224, the Federal Grants and Cooperative
Agreements Act, which would change the federal relationship from an obligatory
contract relationship to a supplemental and discretionary grant relationship;
and

6. The proposed changes would, at minimum
a. Distort the federal treaty obligation to' provide essential services to Indian

peoples;
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b. Extinguish rights, privileges, and protection prekentry found available under
Public Law 93-838 contracting regulations ; and

c. Provide Area and Agency administrators with additional 'Power and author
ity to discourage Indian self-determitiation, increasing the inherent conflict of
interest in the Bureau contracting itself to Indian peoples ;

d. Diminish present responsibilities of the Bureau tovvard Indians by terming
Bureau programs as assistance to Indians ;

e. Eliminate a% ailability of GSA servkes to Indians without plans to identify
resources that are required to fulfill sec. I68(h) of the Act, i.e.,Becretarial Cevel
Funding.

7. There is no requirement,under the U.S. Constitution, federal law oi regula
tion demanding such an initiative ig the Bureau, and such proposed changes have

ed s the Bureau: and
erv of the De

been arbitrarily acce
8. The Indian Hea

Ices, also,required under
clearly decided nkt to cha

9. The proposed change
without regard to the Indi

Resolved, that:
1. The Association of Contr

tment of Health-and Human Serv
ec. 1 a to conflict a ith Indian peoples, has
ge to a grant-type reltitiodship ; and

are poorly written, ambiguous, obtuse, and drifted
n peoples affected. Now, therefore, be it

ct Itribal School, Inc. (ACTS') vehemently opposes
the proposed change from co tracts to grants, for reasons Kiarily, but not
limited to:

a. Such changes are not required by law, and are in direct violation of the
mandate in Public Law 93-838 that the Bureau contract with Indian peoples.

b. The cbanges reduce tribal initiatives, rights and protections, with increased
responsibilities and administrative effort required to meet the grant regulatory
requirements.

2. The ACTS, Inc. requeSts the Congress nnindate the BIA implement present
regulations under the Act, including the consultation requirements.

3. The ACTS, Inc. requests the Congress forbid theBIA from further develop-
ments and implementation of the proposed changes.

/ 4. Th6 ACTS, Inc. requests the Senate authorfze and request comments and
recommendations on present regulations from Indian tribes and tribal orga-
nizations, and national and regional Indian .organizations, so that changes can
be effected to increase the self-determination potential of Indian peoples.

5, The ACTS, Inc. requests the Congress teehnically amend Public Law 05-224
to clarify that Public Law 95-224 does not apply to Indian tribes and tribal orga
nizations, and the Indian 9e1f-Determination-Act of 1975.

CESTITICATION

The Board of Directors of ACTS, Inc, was authorized, by a vote of 5 for and
0 against to prepare and preSent oral and written testimony on Public .f,aw
93-838 regulation changes and the indirect cost problems.

Room B =mu's, President.
Jamul C. BEGAT, Treasurer.

Dated: August 9, 1982.

- Senator DECONCINI. As I said, we will welcome your statement for
the record..The record will be available for 30 days to reCeive addi-
tional statements or any additions ,that anybody wotdd like to submit
to ns.

Mr. BARNEY, Mr. Chairman, I would like to say- a very few words
and then I would like to turn the remaining time over to Mr. Bruce_
Hoffman. _

STATEMENT OF BEN BARNEY, ROCK POIk SCHOOL, ROCK POINT,

Mr. BARNET. Mr. iloffman. and I are both from the same school,
the Rock Point Schoel,, up near Chifile, Ariz. I would like to suggest
that the BIA begin to implement the intent of Public Law 93-638 and

.. that in doing so that it 'consult with uito speak with us about some of

2 4
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our reactions and borne of the problems that we would encounter in
making these revisionslo fhe hrw.

4
At the same time, they should consider the kind of timeframe they

would be going on in coming up with these new -regula,tions.
That is basically what I have in my statement and we will file a siate

inent.' I would like to turn the remaining time, over to Bruce Hoffman.
Senator DECoNcira. Thank you. We will be happx to receive your

statement andplage it in the record 'of this hearing.
{The material follows. Testimony resumes on p. 270.]

See also, Appendix, p. 425.

..*
..- .
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ROCK POINT COMMUNITY SCHDOL

(m) CHIME. AZ 86503

PHONE ofa 659-4224 L 31 5 rx 12 22

July 8, 1982

Senator William Cohen
Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs>
The United States Senate
Room 1251 Ditksen SOB
Washington, DC 20510

ATTENTION: Ms. Jojo Punt

Dear Senator Cohen:

We would like to extend our sincerest appreciatftm for your
efforts to bold an versight hearing on the proposectactivities
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs regarding changes in FL 03-638
regulations, and the continuing indirect cost problems of Indian

contractors. Our representatives have reported to us the substance

pf the government testimony and that of the Indian witn sssss . We

are impressed at the depth and grasp of the issues that you and

Senator DeConcini hold, and your ympathetic understanding of the

tribal viewpoint*. We hope that you will be able to use your

influences to change the direction the Bureau administration Is
moving in, so that the great gains. made by Indian people under the
Indian Self-Determination Act will continue, increase, and prevail

over bureaucratic self-interests.

We are enclosing at this poin fur written testimony regarding .

the changes In 25 CFR 271, the bas e.contrset/grant regulations.
We will shortly submit to cur writ en testimony on the indirect

cost problem. We hope that this iforp.ation will be helpful in

your Analysis of the problems and hat important changes can be

made to the present contracting egulations, which would improve

upon them, and leave them intac

Again, thank you for your kind invitation to testify, and we
nill continue to inform your office of developments in Bureau

policies and procedures in'this area.

../".1.1.
1Rim L. NI Chairman

/e
Kee PAHE, Vice-Chairman

71,ArevrA4 evo-e-,
%

Tapiha BEGAT, Irec.17reasurer

Sincerely,

CLi ii9
furry Tso REGAL

2 4
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ROCK POINT COMMUNITY SCHOOL

Mil CHIME, AZ 86503

PHONE (602) 6594224 RECEIVED JUL 1 51982

JUI. IS I:11 It 22
July 8, 1982

Senator John Helchi;

Senate Select Committee'on Indian Affairs
Room 253 Russel SOB
Washington. DC 20510

Dear Senator Helcher:

Enclosed please accept a copy of our written testimony. in
support of the oral testimony presdnte'd by our representative last
week at the hearing held on June 30 regarding the changes proposed
bv thr Bureau of Indian Affairs in the implementing regulations
of PL 93-638.

As our oral and written testimony reflects. ye are completely
opposed to the major change from a contract relationship to a
grant relationship. We know of no Indian tribe or community that
aupports such a change. We hope that this written testimony will
reflect to you 'wine of the major problemm we forsee should this
change take place. We ask for your suppoit in attempting to re-
verse the process that the Bureau's administration has started,

and we recommend that changes within the contracting regulations
be made to insure that our rights are protected. and our ability
to fulfill the self-determination mandate of PL 93-638 is increased.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify befort this Committee.
And we will attempt to keep your office inforded of Bureau pOlicies
and procedures thac affect Indian people. \

Sincerely,

The Bock Point Community School Board

%iLee
Kim L. NTH, Chairman

Kee PARE, Vice Chairman

ii'ft,;(
at:la7:11tAY. See./ easurer

qq
Harry Tso IEGAY. Reaef <

250
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ROCK POINT COMMUNITY SCHOOL

ma) cAltas. Az usa3

PH0tii)1602) 6594224 1./.< :C. 22 AM la 48
JulY 15, 1982

Senator William Cohen '

Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs

The United States Senate
Room 1251 Dirksen SOB
Washington, DC 20510

ATTENTION: Hs. Jojo Hunt

Dear Senator Cohen:

Enclosed piease find a copy of our written testfMony as

follow-up to our oral presentation to the Committee on June 30,

1982. This is Part II of that written statement, regarding the
indirect cost problem area. .(We have previously submitted tO

.the committee our commentary on the proposed revisions in

25 CFR 271 regulations.)

We realile that the whole issue of federal funding of India%

programs Is a complex issue. We hope that through continued

hearings such as this Committee has held, we can better communicate
the realities of the Indian world to the Bpreau of Ipdian Affairs,
for the improvemeit of Indian self-determination.

Thank you for your interest and support of our school,and for

Indian contractors everywhere.

Xjc.th
'Kim L. Nih, Chairman

e/
-

Kee Pahe, Vic / Chairman

v-42:;rpo',14,1
ha egay, ec4'reazirer

Sincerely,

THE ROCK POINT COHMUNITY SCHOOL BOARD

lizt,(ntni (fme..4,44
arry TOb Begay, O

cier!'
/

2 51
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ROCK POINT COMMUNITY SCHOOL

(m) CHINLE. AI 86503

PHONE (602) 6594124

I.

Testimony of the Rock Point.Commudity School board to
The Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs

June 30, 1982, Dirksen Senate Office building. Washington, DC
Written Testimony as Follow-up to Oral Presentation, June 30, 1982

4

PART II THE INDIRECT COST PROBLEM / SECRETARIAL LEVEL FUNDING / INDIAN
CONTRACT SUPPORT FUND

I. INTRODUCTION The bureau of Indian Affairs (2.1A) has had recurrent

shortfalls in the Contract Support Fund lint item,

eausing.concurrent under-recoveries of administrative

costs by PL 93-638 Indian contractors who use the

indirect cost rate. The NIA was requested-by the '

Congress to insure that this situation be corrected.

For FY 83, the projected deficit for ICSF fa estimated

a $6,000,000.00, four times'the FY 82 deficit.

COMMENT. The bIA has failed to implement the funding provisions of

PL 93-638. with its failure to fund the administrative lests.of contracted

operations at 100% of contractor indirect cost rates or lump sum agreements..

Se5retary Smith admits a shortfall of $1.3 million for FY 80; a shortfall

of $1.5 million for FY 111, and a shortfall of som.e $6.0 million,for 82.

The problem is getting worse. Sec. 106(h) of the Act calls*for the funding

of a contract operation at the same level of funding that the bureau would

have otherwise operated this program.

I.
Secretarr,Smith points out in his written testimony to this Committee

that there has been significant increases in tribal contracting, and that

presently, nearly 502'of blA service program dollars are contracted for
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under FL 93-638. tut we do not see lax significant decrease in the

Bureau's administrative buttget! One shoLd suEmise that from such a

dramatic initiative in self-determination, there should be aome reduction

in the BIA's own administrative costs. However, we see Just the opposite
J,

happening. F,Lgures have been generated by others (and Tzbmitted to this

committee in.March, 1981) that show,BIA administrative budgets rise by

200% over.,the past four years! Why do Blkadministrative costs rise when

more and more programs are tontracted by Indian5?

2. The BIA teatificd on June 30th that in analyzing its indirect costs,

and the amounts requested and alloted to Indian contracts, the BIA estimate

indirect cost rate was 10% or 15%, whereas Indian contractors with higher

rates-were probably overfunded on the Secretarial Level Funding

FL 93-538.

COMMENT: We should like to see the figures Mr. Smith uses to come to

the conclusion he does. First, there has been no provision for BIA

administrative dollars to Indian contractors for Indian administrative costs.

All Indian administrative coets have had to be drawn from the Indian Contract

Support Fund (ICS6, which well intended to cover only those costs not generally

incurred by the BIA at any level of its administration. The BIA has managed

to deceive the Congress and Indian peoples that the ICSF was designed to

co/er all Indian administrative costs, so that no part of BIA administration

youth need to be ceded to tndian contractors.

Second, by reviewing BIA budget requests to-the Congress, fer z%1 areas
0

of operation, we estimate that the BIA overhead rate, if computed per the

indirect cost guidelines OAS&10 that Indian contractors are regulated by,

the BIA wdald have an indirect cost rate of aver 30%.

25:3
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r
Contract schools have repeatedly called fot an independent audit of

the BIA's exPenses and cost-allocation plan to determine just what overhead

the Bureau pays for to determine what indirect costs are incurred by the

Bureau, and to e to an indirect cost ratio for its programs.

3. The BIA has failed to resolve this problem in the past So years, even

tho'ugh.5xtensive data collection and work has gone on by many Indi4in groups

and affected contractors.

COMMIT: Mr. Andrade earlier testified lhat NCAI has completed an

extensive review of the indirect cost problem, had offered its rep rt to the

BIA and had never received any feedback on it. Many Navajo co ract schools

have been deallng with the issues for several years, supplying data and info

on contractor coats and BIA administrative costs. Rock Point Community

School, in 'attempting to obtain its FY 62 indirect cost rate, supplied to

the SIA extensive documentation as to BIA adeinistration services programs

to education (parts of which were supplied by BIA education igency offices.)

Mt. Suage'e of the BIA met with representatives of some 40 contract schools

and tribes in July, 1981, and promised everyone that he would carefully

consider our opinions on the issues, and'incorporate them into the draft

guidelines for lump sums which the BIA was pressing for at that tine. None

of our input was included in the revisions to be guidelineetl Hi. Curt

Nordwall, who became the "primary author" of the guidelines informed a meeting

of Navajo contract school peisonnel that he had never received the questions,

and tformation that wit school people old Itim had been submitted to Hr. Suagee.

RON,
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Mr. Nordwall htedbnly three documents from tavaje schools, after several

years of work. (The story goes that Mr. Suagee save a BIA secretary all of

our notes, and she, no!' knowing what to do with them, disposed of them,

unbeknownst to anyone else!)

The ZIA has accepted a report on the indirect cost prOblem prepared

by the American Indian Law Center (AM, NM).

k

COMMENT: Although a fairly comprehensive report, the AILC report

fails in several re4ects to address the whole problem. Several of these

4

problems were addressed to the AILC panel in March, 1982, at a meeting of

BIA, AILC. and Indian cont;aciors. We are offended that the final report

ignored some of our concerns.

5. The AILC repo-t suggests throughout that Indians are the cause of

the problems of indirect cost.under-recoveries and problems with the indirect'

cost rate.

COMMENT: /his slant in the report may have some basis for some tribes,
.

but as a summary conclbsion, it is erroneous. Most contractors can manage

the ole, if the funds are available. The AILC repprt finds no statuory

restrictions that reduce indirect costs to fixed amounts, or to limited rates.

The report notes that these restrictions are developed by eager bureaucrats

who go beyond the letter of laws, to reduce federal spending. Such restrictions

could '41s0 be corrected by Ole same bureaucrats, if the Congress would

coordinaCe an effort to restrain bureaucrats from doing so. The report

iv
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recommends that Axe flexfbility,be exercised by the Office of the Inspector

General (OIC) when applying rates on actual expenditures, and the recording

af indirect cost recoveries. Present regulations, such as 0A9C-10 do allow

fo'r 'multiple rates for those contractors who would otherwise suffer an under-

recovery situation on a reetricted'vate program. 'However, the OIG responds

that they don't want to isspe multiple rates, because it increases their

audit vork.(yet such rates would eliminate under-reccnferies bitribes).

We et Rock Point have not failed to recover Ty...Indirect cost funding

from any funding source, except for the BIM Each year we receive less and

less of What our rate requires we recover. FY 81 allowed only 96% funding;

FY 82 looks Like it will.provide only 85E to 92% funding, pending availability

of funds. The A/LC report indicates that only other funding sources cause

under-recoveries, false! It is the DIA that has caused our greatest financial

management problems.

6. The AILC report was generated by March, 1982, with its final report

form in Hay, 1982. Hr. Krenzke's cover latter indicates that the EU has not'

established a plan for resolving the problems. On June 30, ye asked Hr.

Krenzke what the plans 'are. His.response was that the EU would select

those recommendations that it'wished to implement, and not some of the

others.

COMMENT: For its weaknesses, the AILOreport does put together some

good recommendations. We see the recommendations as an integrated plan. We

are suspicious and concerned when we hear that some reCommendations will be

implemented, and others won't If past experience is worthwhile, we are

rit
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fearful that the BIA will take those recOmmendations that reduce its burdens,,

and increase those of contractors.

7. PL 95-561 was passed by the Congress to establish a fair and uniform

method of diStributing BIA Basic Service education appropriations, to both

BLA operated and contracted programs. The law calls for a formula for the

administration of contracted

'COVENT: We understand the language of 14. 95-561 to mandate the BIA

to do something about formulping administrative costs for contract schools.

This has not been done, And we understand not even started. The,BIA appears

to feel that such a formula is an option to them.

We believe that the BIA must be responsive to our public laws. There

is a demand,for an administrative formula. We fail to understand why the

BIA does not perform its obligations.

8. The MIX report suggests that the BLA develop a atatistical method for

determining its own overhead costs.

COMMENT: We agree that this would be one condiete and prudent yay to

proceed, in order to concretely determine what BIA overhead costs for education

are. However, we feel the report falls well short of reqUiring an outside

agency to do this for the BIA. We cannot rely on the BIA to do it properly.

Our request to this Committee is that an agen,y outside of the BIA perform the

mechanics of determining what would otherwise be called the BIA's indirect

cost ratio. If no outBide agency (such as the C.A.0.) can be found to do so,

2 5
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the BIA should be directed to set up a task force with equal representation

of government employees and contract school/tribal contractors to sit with

the BIA and to review their work and 14ogres5. We Tid like to ask this

Committee to direct the BIA in such a way that objectivity can be included

in the process, and that this Committee review the final results with Indian

contractors.

9. The BIA has failed to fund contractors at 100% of their established

needs.

COMMENT: It is unnecessary for the BIA to fall sht on Indian Contract

Support Funds. We have been told,by BIA central office staff of how someone

"forgot" to budget $7.5 million fOr OTC audit costs one year. In fact,

former Otil Director James McIntyre directed to ,BIA to find the coney it

needed in FY 78 to avoid a shortfall in the ICSF by locating savings within

its awn administrative appropriations. The Bureau succeeded in so finding
--

the mone.

We pointed out and submitted to the AILC a copy of that memorandum from

Mr. McIntyre for inclusion in the report-- but the AIkC team declined twice

to include this "relief mechanism" in their report.

10. The AILC report recommends thatthe BIA discover its overhead cost

ratio by the beginning of FY 83.

COMMENT: The suggestion is incredible! We already'have reliable data

for the amount of time, effort and resources it takes to develop al\indirect

19-891 0 83 17
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cost proposal, and to identify costs at the iocal'level. The Bureau'i

task is all that much greater. The BIA has had recurrent problems in

dealing with direct costs under the PI. 95-561 formula. We see a start-up

date of the BIA plan by Oct. 1, 1982 as unfeasible; if rushed, the 8IA

will perform this critical bperation poorly.

In conclusion, we would like to once again extend our sincere

appreciation to the meMbers of this ccabiltee for their concern and care

for Indian education and Indian self-determination. We believe that Pi

93-638 has boen the best law for Indlan peoples, and we'hops that the Congress

will help provide the encouragement to the adminisefation to insurp that

this law is implemented and fulfilled in the nearluture.

25 j
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Testimry of the Rock Point Community School Board to

The Senate Select committee,on'Indian Affairs

lune 30, 1982, Dirksen Senate OffiCe Building, Washington, DC

Written Testimony as Follow-up to Oval Presentation, lune 30, 1982

Fart 1 PROPOSED CHANGIS IN 25 CFR 271-277, Regulations Implementing PL 93-63B,

The Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance'Act of 1975.

INTRODUCTION: The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) is proposing major

changes in the federal regulations affecting Indian'Self-

Determination, by changing the relationship between the

government and Indian contractors from a contract relation-

ship to a Alfas felationshoip!

1. The B1A proposes to revise 25 CYR 271 ff to bring the BIA into alignment

with PL 95-224, the Federal Grants and Cooperative Agreements Act of 1978,

and to increase the self-determination potential of Indians to manage their

awn programs.

COMMENT: Nothing appears to b farther from the truth! We believe that

the proposed changes area pareof the BIA's intent tO dininieh federal

obligations to fulfill trust and treaty responsibilities. This would appear

to be a part of a greater plan to terminate services to Indians. The BIA's

earlier proposed CTGP (Consolidated Tribal Grant Programs) plans were also

designed to reduce Indian initiatives, Ind the CTGI' was roundly rejected by

tribes everywhere. The BIA proposed Area office re-alignment also is

structured to fragment tribal unify.

In specific, we point out the following:

2'6
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Su6ntantiye rights and obligations under FL 93-638 are being watered

down.:le,nat eliminated. FL 93-638 directed tbeSecretary.ol the
,

Inter:idr'fat,well ai the Secretary of (EW, or Health ant Human Services)

to cOntract.C,o 'indian tribes and Communities for ihe piovision by

fAdians,of 'dense services that the federal is obligated to perform..,

4 The Congress Nal considered both contracts and grants at the passage

r.
;of'the act, and knowingly committod the government to contracting

witb.fAciltn'peoples. The Secretary of HHS has not proposed to revise

ita.regulatiens.implemeaving Sec. 103.of Ehe Act to conform with "

, 'LL 9*..pA. We g the 111A initiative to do so as means to reduce

reigonsibilqiem to Indiins.

Coiletacht or gyant as defined by FL 95-224, as propose& in

,

the.revieldbripplies to the unique relationship 'the government

and Iddiana..qe agree witOkhe ISLA that the. gov Aot buying

t serrILM when contracting with tribes/organizations', agree

th'e concept thai.the government is simply p;ovidini

: s

t . - ,;fAnsncisl assistance' totribes in the first/place: the government

.. .,..
..

.".*7 is obliged to provide certain seivices. FL 93 -638'provided a mechanism

:-.. r ..: '

L'''' ,-"3-

,:_yter InAans .tosfulfill this very federal responsibility. Ey propoing". c

., -1.-.;
.

....
.

o- os a Ararat relationship, the EIA proposes eb dramatically change the
. -.0

relatfisAship of trust and,treaty responsibilities to that of soca sort
.. .

.
.

of discretionary 'financial aisistance ss defined under PL 95-224. It

a ; .

is a proposed 'sleight of hAd,' at it essence, 'to change this historical

relationship.
.

2. Thelureau proposes new policy statement (271.4(h)). that in any conflict

between these or other,regulationi, the Act (93-638) shall prevail.

S.
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=WENT: We asree.vith.this policy statement. Howtyer, ve see an

imvliate conflict with these proposed revisions to a Ella relationship,

that it iS in direct conflict vith the Congressional mandate under

93-638 Co contract for BIA programs, rather than to establish\i'grant__J

relationshipi They change the Actl

3. Tbe BIA proposes to utilize OMB Circulars, A-102 and A-87, as the. functional

edminiStrative regulations for implementing this new relationship.

'COKMENT: The Act (Pl. 93-638) instructs the BIA to publish for review,

request.comments and to consult with Indian peoPles,prior to amending

requi;ements under the Act. By placing substantial aahority in general

federal_guidelines, the BIA diminl6hes the unique relationship between

Indians and.the,government. 0H3 circulars may be changed, without notice

and without consultation, at any time., This effectively by-passes Indian

input and responfibility for self-determination. The Act does not require

'uniformity with other federal agencies,' as suggested by the Bureau. This

proposed change would simply redute present protection and flexibility in

favor of greater BIA control and rigidness. There are numerous examples

of this Wks:: loss of Part 14H-70 contracting requirements, which provide

for :tie use of OSA serviCes and motor pool, increased effort ertribes to

learn other federal directives that would substitute for already known and

',..trkable directives under present regulations, directives in OM circulars

that are nOt otherwise applicable to BIA-operated schools.

4. The Bu.teau amends the declination crieria in several important aspects.

Funding limitations are now co be considered matters for declination.

Alb

41,

i"
v."
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COMMENT: We agree with the Bureau tLi funding limitations should be

a'matter to be resolved under tge declination proceedings. This is one

change that we feel will be helpful for Indian contractors/grancees in

determining the availability of funds (i.e., on a nation-wide scale) for

Indian programs, and the limits of funds can now be examined under the

declination procedures, ubject to the hearihs and appeals procedures

authorized by the Act.

5. The BIA proposes to amend flexible regulations re. personnel management,'

property management and bookkeeping procedures.

COMMENT. The revision prlWoses to eliminate present,protection and

opportunity for tribes and tribal organizations to establish themselves

through the self-determination process. Prrsent reg. 271.15(m)(5) insures

that tf a personnel system is not in place when a contracted program begins,

the contractor can agree (MUST AGREE) to establish one dpring the contract

period, meeting cer.tain acceptable standards. Revised 271.20 does not

provide for this start-up process for Indiad organizations. An organization

must have its personnel system in place before even receiving a grantl It

increases the burden of the organization to perform even prior to tik

receipt of funds..

Similarly, present reg. 271.15(c)(6) allows for organizations to "agree(d)

to establish'and maintain a management system" to protect government

property, the revision es not a ow an recipient any space to establish

itself: it must already be established.

4 Finally, rev. reg. S 271.20(c)(2) states that the SIA mus't demonstrate

that the rrtbal brganization which will undertake grant "does not have,

2 6 3
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an adequate accounting and bookkeeping system." This dissolves the

strength of the original rbgulation which states:

". . . It must be demonstrated by the Bureau that the tribal
organisation does not have or cannot set in place, 221Eg
contract funds . n accounting and bookkeeping system which
will be adequate." (emphasis added)

6 The BIA proposes to eliminate protective language that limits BIS demands

for additional information or "other components" not specifically addressed

in the regulations.

COMMENT. Present reg. 271.15(c)(6)(D4(ii) clearly states that no other

components can be used by the BIA for declination, the revised grant res.

simply eliminates this clause, leaving the door wide open for the BIA to

create new issues for declknationl
Some schools have bets told they must

comply with BIA educational'stgndards, which PL 95-561 not only does not

require but clearly allows schools to establish their own standards.

7 The Bureau eriminates the requirements for,an application under FL 93-638

by providing in Part 276 the use of standard forms for federal assistance.

COMMENT Present regs under Part 271 idclude all details that will be
A

required, with the stipulation that "No further detail is, or shall be,

required." This language has been deleted. Indian contractors have had

clear dir ions. Now, uinder the proposed grant regs, this simplicity is

lost. Pa 276.16 instructs applicants to use the "short form" application,

unless in the judgment of the grants officer, "supplementary pages are

'required for i pro44 program or fiscal accountability." This leaves a

great deal of discretion in the hands on lower level bureaucrats who may

2
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not be experienced in operating unique end individual Indian programs,

to demand arbitrarily additional information, perhaps, to meet BIA criteria

that are not found in the regulations, but found elsewhere in the ETA system,

such.as Ln i'Manual or memo/instructions. It is unclear if there are any

rights to hearing or appeal should aUch anticipated problems occur.

^

a. The RIA proposes in Rev. Sec. 271.41 to add additional requiements for

grant management chan chose found in Part 276 of these implemehing regulations.

COMMENT:. Under the present contract eystem and imPlementing regulations

(such as present Part 276 and 41 CFR 1411-70) conttactors have clearly,defined

responsibilities and the IIA has limits on its authority. The revised 'reps

give the RIA additional autfiority to impose special and more stringent grant

conditions when grantees have violated grant conditions or has a management

system which does not meet regulatory standards. Although subjea to the

appeal procedures, time delays and money transfer delays will ensue under BIA

restrictions further discouraging' Indian initiatives. If a tribe is not

given the opportunity to establish the managesient system during the grant'

period, these regs will insure either the Laposkibillty of tribes of

establishing the management s;stems arigequired, Or will delay administrative

proc sssss to the point of total frustration.

9. The bureaulproposes to add "special conditions" under a cooperative

agreement, rev. Sec. 171.23.

COMMENT. While FL 95-224 allows for cooperative agreements under certain

conditions, the ILA appears to have widened the cope of that provision

by not indicating it obligation to prove with substantial evidence"
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that such special'cbndftions do, in fact. exist. Presently, under the

declination crite'ria, the BIA has the burden of proof. Thts change would

further reduce a tribal iniiiative for self-determination whirein the

government could issue a ctioperative agreement, when in fact the tribal

agenv hsd applied for a granttlnstead, There is wide room for bureaucratic

manipulaiion. Again, the right to !appeal on a negative BIA decision here is

unclear.

10 The Bureau proposes toSodify the language of present reg. 271.54 (Contract

Funds) with rev. 271.43 (Direct and Indirect Costs).

COMMENT: The new language is unclear in its specific intent, in view

of the glA's consideration of eliminating completely the distinction between

direct costs and Indirect costs funding, one prime recommendation in the

American Indian Law Center Report of May, 1982. That reports ugge;ts that

DC and IC be collapsed. We strongly recommend against such-a collapse of

distinct funds, esP. since the government operates its own schools with distinct

and separate funding. :n addition, the proposed language deletes reetilatory

protection presently found in the regs, when it eliminates the following

provision. Present reg 271.54(a) states that direct costs supplied to an

otganization for planning, administering, and evaluating "shall not be used

to reduce indirect costs otherwise allowable to a tribal organizations."

By deleting chit language, and by accepting and initiating.a.plan to eliminate

the difference between direct costs and a eparately identifiable indirect

cost line item in the Contrpct Support Fund, the Bureau wiil be able to

reduce funding to levels that would discourage any organization from

attempting self-determination. All administrative service costs will become

direct costs, and 4he Secretarial Level Funding provision of PL 93-638

(S 106(h)) will be again be unrealized.

266
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The Bureau proposes a new'policy regulation, rev. 271.4, indicatpg that they

will provide for both direct am4 indirect costs.

COMMENT: Although some may say that this is 'noble' of the BIA to finally

address the necessity for the government to provide for 69th program (direct)

costs and administrative overhead (indirect costs), this Odic), appears to

be in conflict with its own report on the matter, also under review by this

panel. The AILC report indicates that the notion of indirect costs should

be eliminated due to confusion. The Bureau is wending Indian peoples

s

confusing signals on what its policies are. It tan only lead to more

suspicion and confusion on the parts of tribes tc; understand what the

government expects, When attempting to function under FL 93-638. It

appears ihat Indians are challenged not only to perform 4ell under a

contract or grant, but also to figure out what the BIA is anticipating.

12. The &vats proposes several regulationt with no specific.criteria for

B1A employees to use in making positive/negative determinations in grant

issuance, special conditions, additional information needed. Specifically,

the "New School Starts" section (S 271.72) ie loaded with such statements.

COMMENTS: The BIA fails co identify any criteria for use as basis for

declination of a new school start or program expansion. Such ambiguity is

found elsewhere in the revisions. Some examples:

a. S 271.23(a) "Under specified circumstances the Commissioner may

prescribe the award of a cooperative agreement rather than a grant...."'

(No "specified circumstances" are.indicated.)

26T e
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b. S 271.23lb) '-:The Gommissioner may order the use of a cooperative

agreement when, in hfs ludgment, performance would be improved by Lise of

a cooperative agreement...." ,(No basis for judgment indicated.)

S 271.61(a) "Special Arent conditions more restrictive than those

required .by Part 27§ may be imposed...." (Should be specified, for

appeal purposes or declination issues.)

d. S 271.73(b) "Proposed programs and program changes shall be of

sufficient quality to offer promise of providing edddational benefits...."

(The meaning of this is left tOlheliscretion of Agency Superintendents

or Eaucation Line-Officers.)

e. S 27I.73(b)(4) "Whether the size of the student population to be

served appears to be sufficiently large, and stable...." (Without

flgurei or specifics, we ask: In whose eyes? The DIA or the local

commUnity?)

f. S271.73(b)(.6) "Whether there are other adequate education alternatives
. .

currently available to the students to be served...." (Adequate can,

certainly mean diffezent things to different people. Contract schools

respond to community' initiatives, no other chool could be considered

adequate if Indians want to hvie their children attend a community-

controlled contract school.)

13. The Bureau proposes to eliminate the protection as found under federal

.contracting law as much as 4# 1411-70, and the loss of GSA services.

COMilENT. Presently. Indian contractors have, as a last resort, the

procedures and processes found under federal contracting laws, specifically

41 CFR 148-70,-and the Contract* Dispute Act of 1978. If a contractor feels

26S.
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that after hearings and appeals (administrative relief) nothing has changed

to the correct errors or wrongs to the contractor, the,Indian organization

can seek relief under the Contracts Dispute Act. Unfortunately, we know of no
6

such protection proviued by the Congress for relief under grants. In addition,

the loss of GSA services, including both motor pool and other services, will

cripple many, if not all contractors presently relying on uch services.

Rock Point estimates that to replace the GSA busses it uses to provide_bx

day school transportation, the Bureau would need to fund the transportation

segment of the "funding formula" nearly four times higher than the level it

presently receives for transportation. Should the Bureau succeed to eliminate

GSA services, and not provide transportation funds to meet,basic day school

needs, Rock Point may have to cut educational services below basic levels,

or close the school completay. Rock Point, as well as other day schools,

feel that the Secretarial Funding Level as demanded by Sec. 106(h) of the

Act requires the government to either provide the subsidized GSA services

OR funding to meet the lieed. With the failure to,provide either the GSA

services or adequate funding, the ve'eaning and concept of community controlled

Indian schools wilI'Vanish!

14. The tureau recommends, to increase the authority Of Area DireCtors and Agency

Superintendents under the proposed grant system.

COMMENT. Although it wold appear that increasing the authority of local

BIA administrators might uggest a better communication between grantee and

the BIA, qhe reality of the ystem clearly would not provide for this benefit.

a. There is a conflict of ieterest in BIA4'bmployees contracting Out to

Indian organizations its programs, when the loss of jobs, funds, power

26 j
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and influence will be realized. This has been highlighted in several

G.A.O. audit reports on the SIA's implementation of PL 93-638. The

reader should confer the following:

-"The Indian Self Determination Act-- Many Obstacles Remain"

,(3/1/78),

-"Still No Progress in Implementing Controls Over Contracts and
4

Grants With Indians" (9/10/81)

briefly, we qUote from this latter report the killowing:

The situation (implementing PL 93-638) preSents adilea
or inherent conflict for SIA employees who, if they are
successful in implementing self-determination, may well be
liminating their own jobs. Therefora is not in
the BIA employees' best interest to e age tribesN
to use self-determination contracts sinEe by doing
so they may be putting themselves out of a job.
(9/10/81, p. 27)

We, at the local level, therefore see that in providing Agency and

,

Area line officers with adaitional auZhority to decline grants, and to time

ill, ambiguities in regulatory language as noted'above at their discretiono

tribal organizations will uAdoubtedly continue to suffer from the Bureauts
9

reluctance to "cut itself off." The G.A.O. hid recommended that a separate.

office be established to assist tribes in taking over bureau programs,

because Bureau offinials had continued to do such a poor job in contracting

itself out in the first place.,

b. TheiBureau is presently not taffed or trained to handle the

committements and sesponsibilities,dmanded by PL.93-638 and its

regulit.ions under the present system. This is not only reflected

' in the experience of.miny Indian contractors, as. testimony to,this

committee has indicated, but also in the G.A.O. reports listed above,

and additionally inAhe Eureau's "Indirect Cost Report" prepared by
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the American Indian Law Center (May, 1981). There were at leas;_nine ,

specific recomoendations in that report that the BIA get itself trained

to provide accurawinformation, technical ssistance, and to clarify

the mess that has developed over in:direct cos (see the second part

of this testimopy, follbwing.) Even though the present regs have been

operative for more than six years, the &menu has not developed the

expertise to do the job right. Many tribes organizations are reluctant

to request SIA tectnical assistance, because of the ineptness, inadequacy,

and erroneous ;dvice that comes from BIA fi'eld and central office staff.

It is amusing, and at the same tine discouraging to read of.the BIA's

pride in now offering pre-application TA under these proposed grant

regs, when their performance has been so inadequate in the past.

Should the SIA be allowed to implement these grant regulations, we

predict the BIA will proliferate its personnel and resources to meet

thesz additional administrative needs within itself, absorbing funds

earmarked for Indians, rather than making them available for additional

contract mypport funding om for 647.1ementing new Indian programs."

41)

IS. The Bureau recommends that ONE C. A-102 Attachment be utilized in gi-ant

closeout procedures:

COINENT. It is unclear what the relationship of A-102 is with these

proposed regs.. Sec. 271.54 and other regs provide clear procedures for the.

withholding of funds and re-assumption of payments. If literally followed,

A-IO2 would diminish the protdct(on found /in the 271 regs. Inexperienced

andtor uneducated federal employees may follow the wrong procedures; at the

same time. A-102 does not provide for the hearings and appealoAou'ild in 2.71.

This would have tops cleared up.

2 71
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16. nit Bureau proposes to increase thstiO'review authority on grant Continuation

modification, per. Sec. 271.22.

COMMENT* Many Indian contractors apply for multi-year grants, under the

present system, in order to reduce the administrative burdens associated

with re-contracting. Although the revision does allow for grants for up

to three years, the BIA is propostng to add additional review authority not

*resently found.under the present system. Presently, if a contract is

awarded for more than one year, the'succeeciing year modifications Are

reviewed for budget considerations and changes of scope of the programs

contracted. °If there are no changCs in,scope, then budget modifications

arc the only aspect revietied.
0

However, under this grants system, revised reg. 271.22 states that the

continuation proposal will be "reviewea in the same manner as initial

applications and evaluated according to the same criteria." This is onerous.

It makes a tremendous difference at the program implementation level to

negotiate only budget modification, as compared to having your program

questioned at every aspeCt as under a new contract application. The

government already retains authority to terminate and/or reassume a contracted ,

program for sufficient reason, such as malfeasance on the part of the contractor.

There is'no need fof additional annual authority to evaluate a continuation

modification. This can only discourage self-determination. This.:reflects

to us the BIA's desire not to contract/grant out its programs to IndIans;

it reinforces pur convication that the BIA wants to control.

Se

2.72
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17. The Bureau plans to use grants rather than 'contracts.

COMMMNtc The implication'found in between the lines of the new regs,

and in using OMB Circulars for irants, is that grants under FL 93-638"

could become discretionary. If tho BIA did not have enough increased

control over.self-determination initiatives, the uSe of a grant mechanism

increases that sense of Bli discretionary powers. S 271.22 givei'the BIA

additional power to not continue a grant that has been awarded for three

years with additional reyiew and evaluation proadures not presently allowed

for under the contract relationship. ,Contlietion grants could ecome

discretionary.

18. The Bureau, in.the written prepared testimony of Ass't. Secretary Smith,

60
states that,"Consultation meetings were held with tribal leaders."

C018113T: Although this may be factually true that meetings were held,

- we understand that the meaning of reg. S271.3,has not been adhered to by the

BIA. S271.3(a) states that the Secretary shall "Consult with Indian tribes

and national and regional Indian organizations to the extent practicable

about the need for revision or amendment end consider their views in

preparinx the proposed revision Of amendment:" (emphasis added).

Ve are a member of A regional Indian organization (The Association.of

Navajo Community Controlled School Boards) and national Indian organization

(The Alsociation of Contract Tribal. Schools/ACTS), and we have not been

consulted. The Navajo Tribe has testified that it has not been effectively

consulted. Ve are asked.oto comment, but cannot obtain copies of the revisions

2'73-
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from Mr. Heald's office. Consultatton becomes nothing more than a superficial

notification of what the Bureau has already intended to do, no matterwhat

Indian peoples think and desire.

We know of no Tribe or Indian organization or contract school chat

supports this proposed change from contracts to grants. In meeting with

other contract school boards and officials, the oPinlon is virtually

universally against these changes. We ask that this Committee assist Indift;

peoples in returning the Bureau to,the essentials of PL 93-638 and Indian

Self-Determination. (We do note that Saretary Smith did not testify that

Indian peoples wanted these changes; he argued that another act, PL 95-224

was forcing the 5IA to do soil) As Secretary Smith has teptified, more Indian

[rides and organization are attemp&ng self-determination, and we know the

rules and what is expected. Making such a massive negative change at this

time would discobrage further contracting and self-determination. We request

this Committee to require of the Bureau effective.consultation with Indian
3.

groups who would be affected by these changes, and co listen to our concerns,

and not adopt a grant relationship with the First Americans. .

,Thank ylel.rar your attention and concern with these issues.

-*;

1.9-891 0 83
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OF BRUCE HOFFMAN, ROCK POINT SCHOOL, Reta
,g OINT , ARIZ.

Mr. HOFFMAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator, this morning w'e heard extensively from the Bureau on

their position on things, but we do not, find the Bureau present here
,

right now j.ehesv us. We are kind of disappointed with that. It re-
- /fleets* la& of consideration of our points of View.

. Senatdr DECONCINI. L, there anyone here from the Bureau? .* ,
1 rNo response.]
, Senator DECONCINI. Thank you. It is a good point. I assure yOu

,_

. that they are.going tctlhear krour us ard they will have a c py of this
testimony sent to them. .

-, - Mr. Hommi.,-. Thank von, Senator.
'We heard that one &if the big issues is the laelt of GS t serVices

available to us under the grant system. That is a big problem but it is

. nOt the only pro .

ThF,re are sub ntial otIr problems such as the loss of protection
and rights und r the new grant regulations. F,or example, presently-
a contractof tan ,establishfa m ominaeent system for personnel find
finances diming_the contra4 period'''. Under the proposed regulations,

, you vviould have to have them established before you take on a grant.
That .is impossi'ble for your small school when you are trying to self-
deterMine.

,
The present regulatiens set clear- limits as to what the Bureau can

4 demand a§ far as information Is concerned. The new regulations say
.**, that the Bureau can ask for any kinds of information at any time.

That would definitely hold up the proceedings of getting contracts
olgrants to.tribal.organizations.

, ..The 13IA proposes using OMB circularl Avhich can be amended
-. at any time by OMB without going,through a review process, that is

.demanded by the act itself.
-- , - The present.contract regulations provjde specific criteria that con-

. tractoni st put in for applyjng specific enteria which the Bureau
l.,._

t cafiluse f declining Er contract.
TInder the new grant proceklures, specificity -is lost ana we wind

,.
7 with gtatements such as, suppleniental pages can-be requested. If

.. equate protection is found of Government resources, then That is

to be adequate on the-contractor's behalf, then tluit
.. is-it. A11 z theSe are vague and'grive much more coittrol to the Bureau

in gieterinining. Aat theyr feel the Indians should have.
., .. ,The 13LIkis going to give additional atkhority to the area. director

and the .sUperi*endents for determining whether or not a grant is ap
proPaeor,not. This is definitely in conflict with fhe GAV audit re

. port which- indWated that the , BIA is reluctant to contract out its
. programs because .of conflict .6f, interest. Oh ing More power to the
.area dp.ector is,,going to, incretse that conflict, lie does not want to
give uP hisostaff, his programshts powor and authority, but yet the

0 .. grao i5.giving more iknver-to:hiikto do sn.,
In tams of the indirect cosr problem, till) BUreau admitted that

they,have contracted out about 5Q perdent of their programs. If that
Atrue, why has nipt.their administrative cos,5 gone dovin by, say, dose.. -

.. . . .,
. . . ...,

..., ,

-. , 1 .
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"to 50 percent. It hp ias not. In fact, over the last 4. years, it ncreased
2,00 percent. ,

The BIA estimates its own indirect cost rate, or its own overhead,
to be around 10 or, 15 percent, as Secretary Smith suggested this
morning. Our anal) sis shows their rate to be over 30 percent, just by
using BIA appropriation data.

Senator DECONCINI. Excuse me, Mr. Hoffman., I am reluctant to
interrupt you but there is a vote on the floor now and they have just
,ignaled us for the last few minutes of that vote. I am going to have
th leave, but because we are almost finished today, I am going to ask
Jan Mulkey, my staff assistant on the comniittee, to hear the balance
of your testimony and also the testimony from -Dr. Berlin. t also
have a number of statements that without objection will appear in
the record, so please continue. Mr. Mulkey will stay here.

Ms. ZION. Senator, one question I would ask since I think a num-
ber of tribes and contractors hale not )et even recen ed the latest draft
of the -638" regulations, I would request the committee to keep the
reeprd open long enough so that that draft can be gotten out to them
am) they can have a chance to look at it and to comment. I also would
appreciate it if tbe committee could direct the Bureau to disseminate
that draft aiul not wait until it is published in the Federal Register,
which is what they are telling us they are going to do.

Senator DECONCINI. We .will attempt to do that. Are you suggest-
ing that '30 days is not long enough fdr the record!

Nis. ZION. I would go b what the panel baS to say.
Mr. HoEPmasr. I would uggest 45 days.
Senator DECoNcINI. We annot make them but we will urge them

along and we will take your suggestion and }cave the record open for
45 days.

.

Thank you. . -
Mr. I forrmA N. Thank you, Senator. '

. I just wanted to note that the AILC report, which has been ex-,
te,usively *discussed, we asled Mr. Krenzke.this morning before the
hearing 'what his plan of operation is going to be and lid indicated
that he is going to ,elect certain recommendations and not other recom-
mendations. I think that is inappropriate since the report interrelates
all recommendations. You `Cannot take some and not the others, we
do nol know.wliat the Bureau's intent is there.

The AIM' report suggests that other Federal agencies are. the cause
or contract, schools underrecoyering. It is not our experience with
othei agencies. Eiery agency has paid 100 percent except the BIA.

. I think it is time that the IAA own up to its responsibility.
---Tlle A Ifie report also suggests that the problem has been caused by
I mliatis, Ind Vve do not think that, is true. We think it has been caused
by Bureau ineptness.

For example, Mr: Zweige Omitted he forgot $7.5 million in an
appropriation request. Well, that is a lot of money to forget and blame
its for not having enough money.

Public Igaw Wi 1:IfIl orders the Bureau to establish a funding formula
for overhead'of contract operations. Secretary Smith's written testi .
mony qays that is an idea of the contract schools. Secretary Smith
might well read the law.

4 27Q
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The AIIA' repoi t suggests a statistical nwthod of determining the
Bureau's o erhead elpenses. Wdl, that is a good idea, but we cannot
trust the Bureau to do that itself. It needs either GAO, an outside
a,Lrent , substantial km el sight of this committee and other committees,
and Indian input.

The Bui eau has pi escnt ly a nwchan ism to preN ent indired cost short-
fall-, foi contiadol s. In 197s, OMB Diredor McIntyre ordered the
Bureau to make up the short fall out of its own money. The Bureau
an do that this yea!, and it has not. It couhl ha\ e done it in past years,

and it did not.
I wouhl like to condude with perhaps a rid.inle, but if contractors,

such as our school and other ti ibes, are.to operate at the le\ el of com-
poez . y that tlw BI A is operating, we would be closed down and our
cowl acts woul& . be tuken aw ay .'We ask this committee to give as niuch
review of the Bureau's activities as they give of ours.

Thank you.
Mr. MrI,KEY [act ing chairman]. Thank you.
Mr. Beslin ?

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM BERLIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ALAMO

NAVAJO SCHOOL BOARD, INC., MAGDALENA, N. MEX.

Mr. 14 MAN.. I am Bill Berlin and I am executive director for the
Alanw NaN ajo School Bum d. I am a member of the same association
as these other sthools that have preceded me.

I appreciate the ()ppm (unity to present this testimony and we harie,
prekented our NN ritten testimony for your consideration.

Mr. Mt LKEY. We ha% e received your written testimony and it will
be referred to the, committee for inclusion in the record of this
hearing.

Mr. I NN ill t onclude today 's remarks for this panel. I would
like to touch upon a few points that I do not belies e have been men-
tioned in tlw course of the day , or if so, were missed by me and I
apologr/e for reiterating them.
, We do concur it ith most of the points that have been made with
regard to the t k i eaM. in funds, the lack of opportunity to plan, the
lack of opportunity to modify, the definitional problems, this long
litany of problems that have been enumerated here.

In addition to those, I NN (mid suggest that one of the problems that
has not been mentioned that the negotiations foi the administrative
overhead lump sums that many sA hool contractors use, rather than
haN ing an indirect cost rate, are a ery expensk evprotracted, and sub-
jective process

An example, in fisci)l y ear 1 9s1, ow fi st contact with the contract-
ing (Ater tts imide in August, our final negotiation was not con-
cluded until February of the follow Illt,er calendar year, and at our best
estimate, at a cost of approximately $21,000.

The past year, our latest negotiation, including four roundtrips
from Alamo to Gallup, and the associated costs, WV estimate at $5,600,
all these funds tould be used to defiay much more needed,expenses.

A secT4 point I bdiore that has not been dwelt upon is the results
of the interpretations. Now , the wrong interpretations, the
definitional problems, bate been mentioned at somelength. but little
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has been said ak,ut tlw te,ults. Recalling the past year, because people
have ill-defined induct t osts. %se hav e had innumerable meetings at
a significant cost to the Bureau and to the contract schools, in trying
to resolve these definitional problems.

Mr. Zweige came more than one time to New Mexico and Arizona
to diseu,s these iSSUCS and attempt to bring these pi oblems into focus.
Our association has spent, staff members have spent, endless hours
try ing to get togethei over long d istam es as frequently as possible. The
costs here have been inestimable and it is because of the improper
definitional problems that have arisen.

My third point that I believe has not been addressed is the lack of
polity and direction that would hav e resolved this at the beginning. As
we heard this morning, there hay e been some attempts made to think
about policy and direction, but as the status with the GSA vehicles,
they are still working on it,

I hre been involved in indh ect cost problems since my advent into
Indian education in 1973 and have struggled since 1977 at all levels,
including the central office level. So these problems are not new and
they have been exacerbated rather than ameliorated over these past
years, and I fear that much of what is projected may well contribute
to more of the same because and if, as some of the gentlemen from
the Bureau testified, they do implement some of the recommendations
frail the recent study conducted by the American Indian Law Center,
they ate merely substituting another ratio for an old ratio. The prob-
lems are with ratios. You cannot project adequately on the basis of a
variable rate what your funding needs are going to be, so we will be
facing the same problems down the road with this system as we face
with the current system of the indirect cost rates. .

These are essentially the points I feel were not touched. I would like
to voice our 'recommendations for the committee's consideration. It is
our lwlief that the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs
liould be' insti tared to include in the proposed regulatory revision to

Public .Lai93 638 the prov iso that contract schools and Bureau of
Indian Affairs educational administrative costs be treated separately
in budget req,uests to the Interior A p prop r i at ion Committee in accord-
ance with tlw conference report language that ,was created last
November 5.

We further recommeml that to insure that :aich funding is stipulated
therein to be allocated to eligible schools that a formula be developed
as mandated in Public Law 95-561, at section I128(A) (2) (d).

We thank you for your patience:
Mr. MMKEY. Thank you, Mr. Berlin. Your prepared statement will

be included in the reconlat this point.
:-,tatement follows. Testimony re;mmes on p. 298.]
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REGARDING INDIRECT COSTS 0../

ADMINISTERED UNDER PUBLIC LAW 93-638
30 JUNE 1982

..)

. .
Mr. Chairman, we appreciate this opportunity to appear before the

- , Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs. This Statement is on behalf of the
Alamo Navajo School Board, Inc., a not-for-profit organization chartered by
the Navajo Nation and by the State of New Mexico for the purpose ot oper-
ating a K-12 day school on the Alamo Navajo Reservation. In existence only
since October 1979, the school currently- enrolls 304 students, including
preschool.

',

My name is Bill Berlin. I am Executive Director for ANSB. 1 wish to
comment on the problems that "contract schools" encounter in obtaining
administrative overhead costs through the Contract Support Fund line item of
the Bureau Of Indian Affairs budget. These administrative overhead costs
are incurred in the operation of any school program, and the problems
encountered here are distinct from problems tribal governments experience
with indirect cost recovery. My statement supports the intent of Congress in
its passage of Public Law 9$-561, the Education Amendments of 1978,
specifically Section 1128, by recommending.that the Indian School Equalization
Formula (15EF) include and authorize for appropriation the administrative
costs necessary to adequate operation of a school through a PL 93-638
contract. This would be as mandated in Section 1128(a)(2)(D) of the,Act and
as recommended subsequent to analysis by the National Conference Ilf State
Legislatures -- Education Commission of the States, the organization that
developed the ISEF under contract to the Bureau Of Indian Affairs during

\ t978.

Rather than providing funds to underwrite administrative overhead costs
through that fornula, as Congress intended, the Bureau adopted Contract
Support Funds as a budget line item included in the yearly appropriation re-
quest beginning with fiscal year 1976, as tribes and tribal organizations
began contracting BIA programs in increasing numbers after the passage of
Public Law 93-638. Resulting from this decision have been the many problems
encountered by contractors attempting to recover administrative overhead
costs through Contract Support Fund allocations, In the absence of a precise.
allotment formula, as mandated by the Congress in the 1978 passage of Public
Law 95-561. contract schools cannot be assured, at the beginning of the
school year or of the fiscal year, of an exact amount for overhead in that
fiscal. year even after concluding negotiations with the Bureau's Contracting
Officer. As the equivalent of a Loai Education Age.ncy (LEA) dependent
entirely upon PL 93-638 contracts for its existence, a contract school's
financial stability and possible continuance is therefore jeopardized each year.

..
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The sixty contract schools now in existenck nationwide undoubtedly
share a similar predicament, such that the following lqine items, agreed upon
as significint probiems at a recent convocation of Association of Navajo
Community Controlled School Boards, are advanced in supdOrt of this con-
tention. The following hit pertain to difficulties extiersenced in receiving
funds through the ,Contract Support Fund line item in amouhts agreed upon
through negotiations with Bureau representatives. These nine Impediments to
effective school operations are as follows.

1.- Alamo Navajo Community School has experienced a yearly decrease
in Contract Support Fund allocations. If the recent directive to Area Offices
from the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs - Operations is carried
out 'as stated in Attachment A. we will have fewer dollars for administrative
overhead costs for FY 1982 than in FY 1980., the first year of our contract --
this being in contrast to the school's enrollment doubling during these three
years of operation. For FY 1980, ANSB received 96 percent of the negotiated,
overhead amount. This amount (4 percent iess than that awarded) then be-
came the FY 19131 base, from which negotiations were then initiated. The FY.
1981 appropriation shortfall further reduced the amount of ANSB overhead
costs actually underwritten to 90 percent of tNe negotiated figure. Similarly,for this fiscal year, the base for negotiation purposes has been computed

-from the actual amount of administrative cost allocation received for FY 1981.
It is extremely difficult to administer. programs when, after reaching agree-
ment with the Contracting Officer on an amount equal to thte FY 1981 figure
(subject to availability of appropriated funds) to..be notified in the third
Quarter of FY 1982 that we muSt hbsorb an additional 13 percent cut from the
negotiated base as cumulatively reduced. (Reference Attachment B. Contract
Support Fund FY 1976 - FY 1982 regarding the Bureau of Indian Affairis
increasing ifficUlty In requesting adequate amounts .for indirect costs asso-
ciated with Public Law 93-638 Contracts.

2. Planning for an adequate administrative support structure at the
beginning of the school year, without advanced knowledge of the amount of
money available for this function. Lack of adequate pfanning and adMinis-
trative stability jeopardize the school's ability to retain quality personnel and
to operate educational programs of satisfactory quality. This was not the
intent of Congress as expressed in Section 1128 (a)(2)(D) of Pubre. Law
95-561, where it is stated that...

The Secretary shall establish, by regulation adopted in accord-
ance with section 1138, a formula for determ)nitig the minimum
annual amount of funds necessary to sustain' each Bureau or con-
tract school. In eStablishing such formula, the Secretary shall
considv...(2)(D) overhead costs assodated with .administering
contralted education functions.

Yet contract schools are forced to wait, often itntil the end of the- First
Quarter of the fiscal year befoSe the Bureau niaWes Contract Support Fund
allocation Information available, and only then do negotiations for specific
amounts begin with the Area Offices' Contracting Officer. For example, as a
result of these yearly negotiations, Alamo Navajo, School Board has had to
undertake significant administrative staff reductions midway through the
school year, with predictabIV adverse results for the academic program --
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those of declining staff and student morale and nntivation, and, therefore, a
questioning of administrative competence by community parents and members.

3. Negotiations tor determining the amounts for administrative overhead
c_usts to be funded from the Contract Support Fund line itern for Ft 93-638
,ontr.icts ha,le provi-Ta' to be very expensive, protracted, and subjective.
rhis situation re-fte-CIS the need for an allotment formula "...f& overad
costs associated with administering contracted education functions..." as

referenced in $2 above. A precise allotment formula would eliminate the
subjectivity of the Bureau's officials insofar as determining which items of
educational administrative overhead warrant inclusion in a PL 93-638 contract.

As an xample of the costly,. protracted procedures encountered, FY
1981 negotiations for ANSB were not cOmpleted until February, 1982 fully
eight months after the initial contact with the Contracting Officer, and at an
approximate cost of $21,000.00 to the school board. For FY 1982, including
four rouncltrip? from the Alamo Reservation to ihe Gallup. Area Office, a

distance of 4 7 0 miles requiring Over eight hours. Vying time, our adminisr
tratiy. e overhead cost negotiation was concluded at a: cost of approximately
$5,600 and at a level of $25,000 less than for FY 19811 but with an assur-
ance to restore the funding to .3 100 per cent level should such amounts be
available after all contracts .were finalized during the year. , (Reference
Attachment C which is afi agreement between the School Board and the Area
ölfice Contracts Officer for fiscal year 1982, depicting the manner in which
the Bureau enters into such agreements.)

Further, , despite having wrtrten to tpe Bureau's Deputy Assistant Sec-
retary for Operations on May 24 regarding his April announcement of a FY
1982 Contract Support Fund shortfall, we have yet to receiye either his
vritten response or official communication from the Area Office regarding the
proposed Fourth Quarter reallocation of Contract Support Funds from "sur-
plus" to "shortfall" areas "...with the greatest 'unfunded Contract Support
needs...," (Reference Attachment 0, page two, ANSB correspondence to
John W. Fritz. Deputy Assistant Secretary Operations.)

The matter of reducing the administrative overhead cost base through
yearly shortfalls in the Contract Support Fund line item is exacerbated by the
lack of consistency exhibited by Bureau negotiking officials in interpreting
the current "Interim Guidelines for Lump Sum Negotiations." Foe example,
despite the considerable attention given to the incorporation of these guide-
lines into FY 1982 negotiations by Bureau Central Office officials, a single,
passing reference at the outset of the initial negotiating session with Area
Office officials was the extent of their incorporation inth the determination of
an administrative overhead cost figure. (Reference Attachment E, 25 Septem-
ber 1981 Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary Indian Affairslnentorandum en-
titled "Guidelines (or Negotiation of Lump Sum Agreements.") In fact, the
single consideration by Bureau officials at the negotiations was how much
ANSB.was requesting and how much they could allow,us. No discussion per-
taining to the content of our request, or comparison with the September 25
"Guidelines" for inclusion or exclusion of hne Items, *as conducted. This
example is cited In order to convey to this Committee the salutary effect the
prescribed administrative overhead cost allotment formula would bring to these
yearly negotiations, as well as to a probable reduction of traffic to the door
of the Interior Appropriation Committee at mark-up time, Inasmuch as the
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BIA's estimate of an amount to request of Congress, in Its January budget
submittal administratwe overhead costs under PL 93-638 awards, would be a
considerably closer to actual dollar aKtments authorized by the formula than
has been the case previously.

Ne otiations for underwritin administrative head costs throu h
the Contract pport ui. line item provi e no opportuniti ti
,n administrative approach. for personnel expansion due to Ichool enrollment
increases, or for adaptation to unforeseen circumstances that occur during
the first semester of the school year. The Inaian School Equalization For-
mula, through which funds for direct instructional programs are allocated,
provides for tentative allotments for the coming school year based upon a
count of students conducted in February and March of each year. Thus, if a
school's enrollment changes significantly during the first six months of
school, it would be discovered as the result of the Spring counting process
and appropnate adjustment in tentative fund allotment would be made for the
subsequent school year.

No such equitable modification procedure exists for adapting to changing
circumstances for administrative overhead costs. Each negotiation for these
funds is discrete and tends to be final for a given year. As noted In 01
ab ve, ANSB has experienced reductions in the administrative overhead cgst
ba e across the term of the contract. This has occurred despite large school
enrpIlment increases and increaies n Kogram operations and administrative
res onsibilities, such as Special Education and the kevelopment of our sec-
ondary curriculum.

it is an additionally well-documented fact that contraa tchools have had -
to reduce administrative overhead costs through reductions In personnel and
in prevision of support services. The effects of these actions are very
discouraging to schools considering contracting under PL 93-63(1. As contract
schools are forted to reduce these necessary personnel, "self-determination"
becomes a hollow phrase and retrocession of entire educatlenal programs is a
pessiblitty subject to undertaking.

5... As a contracting organization. ANSB faces stiff competition with
tnbes, tribal organizations, and other schOols for the perennially insufficient
Contract Fund Rppropriation. This competition is unnecessary and is con-r-
Vary to Coygressional intent in enacting `PL 93-638. Qrganizations already
possessing sophisticated operations with skilled negotiators are able to in-
crease their allocations at the expense of small, under-staffed, contrast
schools. If tribal governing bodies 'choose to exercise their prerogatives,
schools and organizations ,would have practially no access to COntract Support
Fund allocation* as long as the educational administrative overhead cost
appropriation is not Areated separately in a formula as mandated by PL
95-561,

6. Contract school problems of insufficient administrative overhead cost
allocations resuitin% from the Bureau's failure to separate out its own admin-
istrative costs level and to request appropriations for contract schools at that
same level. This Ts as mandated by Sectiop ,106(h) of AL 93-638, as follows:

The amount of funds provideci,u`nder the terms of contracts entered
into pursuant to Sectionst102 and 4,03 shall not be less than the

22'
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appropriate Secretary would 'have otherwise provided for his- direct
operation of the programs or portions thereof for the period cov-
ered under the contract. Provided that any savings in operation
under such contracts shall be L11.1-d- to provide additional services
or benefits under the contract.

The Bureau's oontinued lack of compliance with this specific legislative man-
date is de.troimental to the performance level of the sixty contract schools now
operating natiornmide. T.he Bureau's internal, administrative capacity has
never been reduced as a result of appropriation shortfalls. (In this regarclo..^
It is heartening that 'the Conferee/Ss on the FY 1982 Interior Appropriation bill
agreed as follows on the need for the -Bureau to identify its proposed costs
for administration under separate line item, and stparately to identify funds
budgeted for administration of education programs. (Reference Attachment F,
Report., No. 97-315, dated 5 November 1981, 97th Congress - 1st Session, at
page 18 )

This Bureau's lack of compliance with the Congressional mandate con-
tained in PL 95-561 is a critical deterrent to the educational self-determination
envisioned b%Congress in its passage of PL 93-638. .

7 Problems of defibition and use of terms in connection with
administrative overhead continue to hamper contracting organizations. 'this
has resurtedin an exceedingly complex nomenclature, such as "indirect
costs," "Over/under recovery," and "theoretical overrecovery" which then
makes recovery of contract school administrative over=head costs practically
inextricable from the Contract Support Fund Ime item.

-
Implementation problems prompted the Bureau to allow schools to abandon

the "rate" approach and use a "lump sine agreement method. ClUidelines,
again hastily drafted during FY 1481, Oere issued on an interim basis to bo,
used by BIA contracting officers during PL 93-638 negotiations with schools.
The guidelines, and their* subsequent mid-year revisions, were criticized by
contract schoois right up to the issuance of the aforementioned September 25
memorandum from the Central Office to Area Offices, prescribing their inair-
poratiorv into FY 1982 contract negotiations. Contract schools; including
AldrrIO, submitted written comments and mdt with BIA Central Office staff to
try to reach a wockable accommodation with the interim guidelwes.; Based
upon my own exibrience in negotiating a FY 1082 contract Under the purview
of the interim g-ilidelines, only the formula as mandated by the CongreSs at
section 1128 of PL 95-561 can rescue contract schools from the mOraSS. suc--
rounding the identifiLation and recovery -- of administrative oyerhead
costs allowable , under PL 93-638 awards. An allotmeRt formula a'nd dsri
.bution system using the same procedures and mechanom as already used for
the Indian School Equalization Formula (ISEF) itself, is critically needed.

8 It is our opinion that the Bureairs erroneous interpretation .and
continued a iication of the term "indirect cost" in PI. 93-638 contrtatt 'award
negotiations has resulted in a ewer o ars Or schools' adrMnistrative
oveFhead costs than intended in the assage-of a 9S-561 an& (IA very "Costly
aT-IJ inconclUsive studies and man unnecessár meetin s invoTvin Deartment
o t e nter or 5 Sff,ce of s ector eneral, t an contract sc s The
results rom all this activity ave een counterpro uctive to contract ichool
educational attainment, and have served to forestall resolution of. the central
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Issue that of projecting a realistic figure as a line item in the yearly
appropriation reittuest from which a timely distribution of that subsequent ap-
propriation could be made through a precise formula process.

"Indirect costs" is an accounting concept and is very useful In that con-
text. It is distinct from "direct costs." Both are definable nd may be
applied to an, accounting for costs assoctated with ""administrative overhead"
costs of operating a schoel -- the term that is' more truly descriptive of these
kinds of expenses. Schools are eligible to receive administrative, overhead
costs reimbursement for programs they operate. The major portion of these
administrative overhead costs are directly identifiable and can be allocated to
direct cost pools in the administrative bLidget, the remaining costs. not read-
ily separable and assignable to spedfic areas of the Aministrative budget,
are true indirect costs. Use of "Indirect cost rates" as a method-of deter-
minmg the administrative overhead costs for contractors has been, and is,
tbtally inappropriate.

9. The lack of polic_y direction from the Office of Assistant Secretdry
for Indian Affairs, regarding 17.dministrative overhead costs for schools con-4
tinues, as evidenced b,y the failure of the Bureau to promq9ate a mile fOr PL
95-561 tclucational Standards. ...This is also as agreed in the Interior Appro-
priations Committee Conference Report for FY 1982. This failure, .is nrited on
page seventeen of Report No. 97-315, dated 5 November 1981 as follows.:

The managers further agree that the Bureau must complete
work on its pr'oposed educational, standards, ,so that an adequate
base for School funding can be determined in the future.

It is unlikely that any resolution of this probleth ill Occur until clear
direction and policy are developed. .In view of tbesa problems created for
contract schools in obtaining adequate administrative overhead c'ests, resulting
from BIA interpretation of the. PL 93-638 mandate concerning administrative
overhead costs allocable to those awards, the following re'cornmendations are
made for this Committee to consider, in its dellberatiOns concerning regulatory
revisions to the Indian Self-DeterminItIon and Educational Assistance Act:

1. Instruct the Office. of Assistant Secretary' for. Indian Affairs, ,
Department of the Interior, to include in the proposed regulatory
revision to 'Public Law 93-638 the proviso that contract School and

'Bureau of Indign Affairs' educational administrative costs w# be
treated separately in Budget requests to the Interior Appropriation
Committee,,in accordance with.the Conference Report janguage cited
at page 44144, item 4ive above: arid

ve
Ensure that such funding as stipulated,above be allocated to eligible
schools through use of a formula, as, 'mandated in Public Law
951561, Section 11211(a)(2)(D).

4We are most appreciative of ,thls opportunity to present our recommenda-
tions to this committee,. We thank .yoy for yoCtr copsideratibn of these com-
ments. ,

4.
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In such an instants, funds appropriated for Seidel Service grants,
taployeent Assistance grants., and other federal assistance grants
funds*propriated for specific Surest* programs,. nay net be utilised

'to coVer thib shortfall. However, if tribes wish to reallocate Self
Determination grants funds to iever.contract support costs, they nay..
Reallocation policies'and prOccdures mat** adhered to, and thu impact
sn tribal Vevelopment of management systeno and other priority tribal
needy east bc,fully aaccssed.

Those Ales Offices which requested a specific allocation to covet
_separation costs are required to submit supporting documentation
such. soots to-thia office innediately. Funds allocated for this purpose
by the Advices of Allothent being processed, ate to be cpuidercd
tentative until the needs projected for'neparation costs are subitanti.-
ated. If au Area cannot substantiate the need as requested, funds will
be withdrawn te the levil that is justifieeand the balance tiallevited
to a general Centract Support Funds "pool'. This office will then
apportion those surplus fund* te the Areas with 64 greaten unfunded
Contract Support needs. .

/- 7/e

Attachment

FY 19t2
CAtract Support Funds

Allncations.
* * * *.*

Aberdeen Arna Office 1 .4,405,132

Albuquerque Area Office 1,9n,405'

'Amsdatke Atea'0;ficie $43.,422

tillinfs Arca Office. 1,122,400

Eastein Area-Office 870,058

Junints Area Office 3,172422'

Ifitinfop01111 Ate. Office 1,219,462

Muskogee Area Offiee 430,176

Navajo Area Office 3;166,010

Phoenix Area-Offico
,

2,741,200

Portland Area Office ) 5,461,716

Sacramento Arta Office 51 Si7

027,322,000

28 sG.
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Computation Basis for CIllaal VIII 'Need* not given bi 81A as that figure pertains to the COlumn IX Indirect coit rate figunt.
?`. Colon VII *Awards' and Column VIII 'Pied' not providtd'by ITA Self Dettrination ServiCes Division Chief.
N/AV - Fiscal Tear 1183 data not available beyonrJansia6 6udget request as aT 14Z Jine 1142 hearing date.

,

Nk.

)

2 b:11

The Jan, budgerrequest over.
estimates by,31,249,000 rirp
WITIFrrost 14191 it Anal.
rate of 11005,

TheiJan. budget request under...,
qatinates by 31.6118,000.rtr7
direct cost need at an avg.
rate of 12,92%

Coaract 5uppert Fund 'ShoiSrall
lowers the r4 1883 Contrictlase
for indireCt cost netatiations

Not availabli due to iimelag
betweenliquest;apprOarletion
and tabitartat FIscaIrlear hoard.
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ATTACHMENT C

Alamo.Navajo SchoolBoard', Inc.
0 *04

uAGOALEMA,NEWMUIP3$71r4
11031 84344343

0 Mi. Douglas Seklestewa
Contracts,Officer

'NavajaArea,Cffice
Bureau of indoian Affairs
'P.O. 8x. 1060

NeW ?.";1.02 $7,30 1

*

t

Dear Mr. Sakiettews:

January 28, 1982

,

Pe: Contract IN039O 1420 8553

After meeting with ycu and your etaff,,including the Agency Superintendent
for Education, Mr. Holman, the AlaMo Navajo School Board and the BEA agree
cn a ltrp am moult of $381,000 to cover the indirect (overhead) costs of
this prggram during Malays* 1982.

4
Tnis agreenent is sublect to the following understandbvs:.,

1. 'Of the agreed amount, only $35,000 is presently available for
obligiition. It is therefore understool,that the above centractwill be
modified nod cny in ate:ardente with the $356,000 level. Ile balance of,
the agreed accent will be added to the oontract whsn and tf Ole Area
elite° itkperiences a surplus in the contract stsvart line item this fiscal
year or 'if other funds v4ILCh may be used fcc these purposes becomes avail-
able through advice of valotrent or otherwise,

2, By entering Jan this agreement, the 4tamo Navajo School Etard
OceS nos.taive any rights it may have to challenge the basis tor or theproa5 oseel.in arrivingat the agreed aMount(s) by thel,BIA. Furiler,
by entering into thiS agreement, the Alamo Navajo School Boutimakes no
admission that the agreed amount is adequate or reasonable considering the
scopepf its pitgram and its location.

, 3

3. The =ties recognize that the WM-formula used in,distributing
dirett education program trades by the DIA makes db allodanob for the cost
9f rentina classrcaie or other education facilities nor does it imlude monies
for operation and maintenance of facilities.

if the lxnuage above =irately recorrls the understanding.ahd agreesent
read* with you today, please sign in em swum provided halo.: and return
a sigmed copy tome.

,

.
We appreciate your courtesy ancitooperation metier../"

. . Sincerely,
1.11(1:13:

I.,

seaXit FACiaTO
_,,rdidept

7/e4111"KUM 8MLW
Acting Direetor

88 \
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United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
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ATTACHMENT D

Alamo Navajo.School Board, Inc.
P 0 SOX 107
MAGDALENA NEW ME XICO 27525
MOM 854.2543

24 May 1982 .

John W. Fritz, Deputy Assistant Secretary--Operations
U.S. Department of,the Interior
C Strtet between 18th and 19th Streets N.V.
Washington, D.C. 20240

Dear Mr. Fritz:

Navajo Area Director Dodald Dodge has informed Alamo Navaft School Board
of his March request to you fof supplemental appropriation for the purpose
of purchasing nine portable school buildings which are currently being leased
by the Alamo Navajo School Board pending an appfopriation for construction of
a permanent campus. (An Architect-Engineer contract to complete "Design of
Construction" documents for a 54,000* square foot campus at Alamo, at a
projected construction cost of $8.5 million, has recently been awarded by the
Bureau of In4ian Affairs), We now understand that Area Director Itodge's
request will not be part of HR 5922, the fiscal year 1982 Supplemental Appro-
priations Bill, reported as amended by the Senate Appropriations Committee on
May-18.

'We, therefore, want you to be aware of the serious financial burden which
having to pay the yearly $112,200 building rental, from the instructional
program allotment under the Indian School Equalization Formula, creates for
the School Board. (It is our opinion that if chi educational standards called
for in Public Law 95-561 had been submitted for Congressional approval as
mandated, that the language concerning "overhead costs associated with admin-
istering contracted education functions" would make provision for underwriting
rental costs of these necessary temporary facilities. This P.L. 95-561
language 'appears at Sectioq 1128 (a) (D). "Allotment Formula", and is in
accordance with P.L. 93-638, the Indian Self-Determination and Educational
Assistance Act, where Section 106 (h) states that "the amount of funds pro-
vided under ... contracts ... shall not be less than the Secretary would have
otherwise provided for his direct operation of the pros ... for the period
covered by the contract.")

In this regard, 4e understand that the lack of the proposed ?A. 95-561 -
Educational Standards rule, was raised during the recently concluded House
Interior Appropriation Subcommittee hearing on the BIA FY 1983 Budget, and,
that the prepared remares of the Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs noted
the absence of these regulations as a "Shortfall" of his administration. So
that Alamo Navajo School Board's budgetary shortfall of $112,200 -- resulting
from the absence of P.L. 95-561 regulations -- can be alleviated, I urge your
'consideration of a Fourth Quarter/Fiseal Year 1982 reprogramming within the
Construction, Buildings and Utilities Activity for the purpose of underwriting
this overhead cost:

9()

19-891 0 - - 19
,
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The above predicament. combined with your April notice to Area Directors

that P.L. 93-638 Contract Support Funds are projected at an aggregate level of

85.21 of total need. will. -- lf not remedied -- create in,additional School

tclard budgetary shortfall approximating 555.000. I. th4refore, further urge

that) the, Fourth Quarter apportionment of surplUs funds, as stated in your

memorandum. include this 555.000 for the Navajo Area Office to allocate to

Alamo Navajo School Board.

If forced: to continue to underwrite the above-described financial burdens

from direct instructional monies provided from the Indian School Equalization

Formula, our School Board may have to accept the realityAthat ittempting to

educate an increasing number of Navajo scudents -- currency 300. 1.n!,this

Spring Semester -- with decreasing dollars, is inviting failure at the risk of

these Navajo children's futuce. (This realization will certainly come to pass

when the consolidation of school facilities, as envisioned in the Navajo Day

School Study, funnels an additional 100-200 students to Alamo as a result of

closiir; of the Hagdrlena Dormitory.)

Your responfe reflec5ing the gravity of our financial situation will be
.

appreciated.

Sincerel

William.Berlin. Ph.
Executive Director

cc:, Honorable Manuel L9aO (11-N.H.-Ist)
Honorable Harrison Schmitt (R-N.M.)

,Honorable Sidney R. Yates, Chairman

House Interior Appropciacions Subcommittee
Hr. Donald Dodge, Navajo Aret pirector
Hr. Grry Townsend

*,

P.S. The attachedFY 1980.and FY 1981 BIe documents depict the financial

problems described above; the yearly decrease in the Contrail, Support Fund
line iteme and the ambiguity over defining administrative ovelhead costs due

to P.1k. 95-561 regulations not being finalized, are detrimental to the success

Congress envisioned in passage of ths Indian Self-Determination Act.

4
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ATTACHMENT E

United States Department of the Interior
BUREAU OF INDIAk AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON, D C 20215

TAW, TriZ es

SEP ?5
438

04,

To: 1Central Office Directori

GeT
jemorandu

(i; 13E L:l m

Ares Directors ANSB, AC

Area Education Trogram Administratots
Agency Superintendents

Agency Superintendents for-Education

From: Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary Indian Affairs (Operations)
«

Subject: Guidelines for Negotiation.of Lump Sum Agreements

Subjeel guidelines arc attached. Since their initial issuance early in
1981. these guidelines have been rivieved subetantially. Reptestntstiees
of different contract schools, and sartieulart/ those in tbA Navajo Area.
bokh individually and throuth their attornevsheve provided constructive
commensa.

These commontS have been considered, and while an affirmative response
mold not be given to each one, they have been substanlially'reflected

'in these revised guideliees. While centract schools will be invited to
sObnit further coonents. At is believed these guidelinss provide a Leal
istic basis tor.conouctihg negotiation for rY 82 ichoca operations.
Accordingly, they are lo be so used. While yOu are authorized lo conduct
necesary lump sartesentb with Che cnniract schools, please advise all
contra,rore that nny agreement is subject to availegility of f5itilIs.

Your cooperation in 4tAS matter is appreciated.

Attachment

0

Ak-2
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United States Departnient of the Interror
BoatAtilbr INDIAN AFIVES

WASHINGTON, D c 20245

'SIP 2 5 Met

çr
5.

OCT 0 5 1981

ANS?,4NC.

Dear Tribe/ leder:
,

Enclosed is a cppy of tne.revised Guidelines for Negotiation of Lump Son
Agreements as pertains to contract schools. Also enclosed is, oemorandum

sdd 4 to our;kay Alma staff concernidg these juidelines..

As noted in that nemorandwp, wevhave received *useful.end crionitrugive

nascence on these guidelines from contract school representatives.

parlIncligly icon Atm NIVijo APC11. %bile we vero unable to ragpond in an
affirmative-fashion to each comment, sm believe they have contributed -

ignificantly Coward improvement of the guidelines' document. He believe

they nov provide a realistic basis for the negotiatiou of lump =A Weesents#
,Accordgtgly. wa have so informed Qur area ItmfT. Uovever. we would appreciate

further conconis . ihouId tou care to offer them.,

_We also oust note because of budgetary uncertainties, we have advised our

Arca staff that negotiations must be conduoted'on an availability of funds

basis. As soon as this situation Is resolved, Area staff will be !alarmed
snd asked to share the information wittiou.

Your cooperation in this miter is.apprecpated.

Enclogures 4111

#4

Sincerely..

ck
: Awing geputy Assistant Secretary

Indian Affairs (Operations)

293
OM.
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.

. 0.gge:i757-THIC UCRXTARY
Moxivarr.ThAstrr or THIS MAA

Aocr c ""tf.' VE.
WASHU.........b.c.1,..1.....64.03TO it0.24.

interim Guidelines for Negotiation of L'ump Sum Agreements

80

'(
II

V.

Purpose: These guidelines provide guidance for Bureau staff in the negotiatfon of
LumpSam agreements fo !.. the payment of administrative costs of contract schools on
ta cost reimbursable basis.

Contradt schools which operate other non-encation ow'rams will be required to
negotiate an Indirect Cost rate for the payment of administrative costs.

IL General: These guidelines are in accord with requirements published In 25 CFR 276
Appendix A and 25 CFR Part 3Ih (the Indian Sehool,Equalization Program).

Generally,.these guidelines assume that the proeedures and requirements for payment
of costs associated with the operation of schools by the Bureau of Indian Affairs
provide a realistic procedure for determining allot:ability of costs for contract schools
operated by Indian tribes and Indian organizations. .

Definitiorts and cOmments: 11.

A. Program Costs: Costs for activities tor which fundsolre provided to sc600ls
`17perated by or under contract with the Bureau of Indian Affairs in accordance with the .

provisions of the Indian School Equalization Program Regulations, 25 Code of Federal
IlegulatiOns 531h and whicte are costs normally Incurred at schools of comparable size
and.scope opt:rated by ttAftureau.

B. Contract Administration Costs: Reasonable costs for activities which must be
earned on by a, tribal organizationin operating a school under contract watt the
Bureau of Intlip6 Affairs .to insure compliance with the terms of. the contract and
prudent management of the contract but Which are not normally carried on by a schools
of comparable size and scope operatedlby the Bureau of Indian Affairs. ,pet such as
contract management (including management functions of the contracting school
board or trkbal governing body), contract reporting and recordkeeping, contract
budgeting and procurement, finance, personnel administration, insurance, legit and
accounting. Futids for these costs are provided to prevent program deterioration, not
for proeram and administrative enhancement,

C. Lump Sum. A negotiated fixed amount in lieu of indirect costs 'my bq appropriate
under .eircumstances where the benefits derived from a grantee department's indirect
services Cannot be readily determined, as in the case of small, self-contained or
isolated activity. When thus method Li used, a determination should be made that the
amount negotiated will be approximately the same at the actual indirect cost that tnay
be incurred.

e

The lump sum agreemeth will be based on reasonable projection of estimated
administrative costs to be incurred by the tribal organization.

Fee this particular application the provision of 14 tr40.ltr02(b) limiting lump sum
agreements to contracts less than $10,000 and the lump sum limitation not to exeed 10
'percent of the direct labor cost will be waived. C

to
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Iv. Concept of Relsonableness. All cosLt must be considert for reasontbleriess'in accord
with the following definition:

"Reasontible Cost. A cost May be contidered q8sona6li if t rtpture of the
. goods or services enquired or applied, and the amount Involved feref ore, reflect

' the action that a prudent person would have taken under the circamstances
pregalling at the time the decision to incur the cost was ma'de. Major
considerations involved in the determination of the reasonableness of a cost are:
(a) whether or not the cost Is of a type generally recognized as necessary for the
operation of the institution, (b) the restraints or requirements impostd by such

r factors as arm's length bargaining, Federal 4nd State laws and regulation?,
research agreement terms and -conditions; (c) Whether or not the individuals

. concerned acted with die prudence Id the circumstances, considering their
responsibilities to the institution, its employees its students, the Government,
and the public at largt and (d) the extent to Nhich the actions taken with
respect to the incurrence of the cost are consistent with established institution?"
policies and.practIcet applicable to the work of the institution."

V. Implementation of Guidelines:

.. (a) TheA guidelines, may be used immediately as an assist in the negotiation of a
Idmp sum payment for the administrative east of an eligible contrlict school.

t

(b) These guidelines are applicable to all negotiations tsir the 010 and the B1A
contracting officer to determine administrative or indirect cost .of a contract
school.

(c) AU eligible schools are not required to go lump suln. Each school has the option
. of selecting an annual negotiated indirect cost rate by the 010 or enter into 'a

lumplum agreement with the B1A. Once luipp sum agreement or the indirect
cost Method haS been selected this process mnst be continued a4mlnimum of
thee 'iears.1

VI. Categories of Cost:
,

These guidelines will be used fcr the purpose of negotiating lump syM agreements for,
administrative costs of Bureau funded educational programs in contract% school,.
Other funding agencies are responsible for their fro-rata share of administrative cost.

During negotiations, the appropriate officer of the Offrce of Indian Echkation
Programs shall be present to advist the Contracting Officer to assure that all costa
are idetttifled 8.s either la direct program cost or administrative cost. Only those
administrative costs appropriately identified will be negotiated though lump sum
agreem ent.

The lump sum agreement Is subject to The Availability of funds.
.

Any questions of fact during and after tht negotiations shall be handled as a Dispute
covered under the general provisions of, the contract or 25 CFR Part 271, SubTaii

'Hearings and Appeals.
..

1

2Q-
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Price to the contract negotLations except for 1, 2, 5 for Initial contracts the contractor
shall submit the following:

1

1. Actual program cost for price fiscal year;

2. Actual administrative cost for pricr fiscal year;

3. Administrative cost projectionslor current fiscal year;

4. Program cost projections for current fiscal year;

5. Atidit and close out data fee the prior fiscal year.

Provisions shall be made auring negotiations 'for a line item to cover aud\A cost ftir the
Purpost of contract close out. This coat is to be paid for as an administrative cost.
An audit report for the prior schoa year will be submitted by August 1st.

Technical assistance in preparing projected program and administrative cost is
availabll from the appropriate officer of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

I.

:

. r ,I A
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1
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ATTACHMENT F

IIOUSE6OF ItEPRESENTATIVES
. No. 97-315

MAKING APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE %DEPARTMENT OF :rim INTERIOR
- AND RELATED AGENCIES FOR Tf Ir. FISCAL YtAR ENDING SEIYTEMBER

30, 1982 .

Nova/Abaft 5, 1981.-Ordered tq be printed.

Mr. YATFs, from the committee of conference,
- submitted the following

CONFEkENCE REPORT

(To accompany H R. 40351

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the tw6
Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill (H.R. 4035)
making appropriations for the Department of the Interior and re-
lated agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30,, 1982, and
for other purposes, having met, after full and free conference, have,
-agreed to recommend and do recommend to their respective HouSel
.as follows:

That the Senate recede from its amendments numbered 3, 5, 10,
15, 27, 29, 56, 66, 67, .80, $7, 91, 98, 110, 113, 120,,121, 128, 133, 137,
139, 141, And 142. ,

That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendments
of the' Senate numbered 7, 13, 18, 19, 26, 30, 34, 40, 42; 43, 44,.45,
46, 47, 49, 50, 51, 52, 54, 59, 60, 61, 65, 68, 70, 71, 72, 81, S2, 83, 84,
89. 90, 94, 96, 100, 102, 105, 109, 115, 116, 129, 138, 140, and 143,
and agree to the same.

Amendment numbered 14:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendment

of ,the Senate numbered 14, and agree to the same with an amend-
ment, as follows:

In lieu of the sum proposed by s aid amendrnent insert $6,96 1.000;
and the Senate Agree to the same. c.

Amendment numbered 16:
That the Hodse recede from its dliagreemen't to the amendment

of the Ssnate numbered 16, and agree to the same with an amend-
ment, as follows:

In lieu of the sum proposed by said amendment insert
$17,178,000; and the Senate agree to the same.

Amendment numbered 17:
.

297
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(1,838,000 as proposed by the Senate. The increase over the
iwant pitoposed by the Senate restores $115,000 of the reduction

. $230,000 from the state and Federal progr ms.
nk, Amendment No. 39. Appropriates :NO .335,000 for the Aba-

med Mine Reclamation Fund instead of 115,227,000 as proposed
the liouse and $105,335,000 as proposed by the Senate. The in-

' tase over the amount provided by the Senate is $1,000,00 0! for the _

iral Abandoned Mine Progritm. The managers agree that
. 000,000 shall be transferred to the Bureau of 'Mines. 9f this

,
.e.

nount, $850,000 is to be used for exploratory drilling and related
urk in Centralia, PA. The managers expect the Bureau of Mines
id the Office of Surface Mining to give top priority to the lives

0 id property of CentrAlia residents. The managers expect the De:
Lament to develop a workable plan to implement this directive
id report back to the House and Senate Appropriations Commit- X
es on the proposed implementation of this plan within 30 days
ler enactment of this bill.
The managers agree that the 15epartment should formulate a
mprehenshe 'plan to provide for the must effective system for de-
ery of abandoned mine reclamation services. The Department
lould report back to the Ilouse and Senate Committees on Appro--,
riations no later than ,February 15, 1982.
Amendment No. 40. Deletes House language as proposed.by the' ,

enate. The managers are in agreement that funds appropriated to
Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement may be

sed for administrative expenses for a program that includes the
Nirganization of its Geld organizaSion. The managers agree fur-
ier, however, that any reorganization plan shall ndt include the
ansfer of the OSM Western Technical Center at Denver, Colora-

- 0. , ,- .
.,

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Amendment No_ 41: Reported in technical disagreement. The
ianaged'on the part of tbe House will offer a motion to recede,
nd concur in the amendment of the Senate with an amendment as
illows:
In lieu of the sum proposed by said amendment, insert the fol-

wring: $83.5,646',000, of which not to exceed $4,000,000 shall be
vailable fqr grants to the Navajo Community College, pursuant to
5 USX. 640c--1,.as amended, and
The managers on the part of the Senate will move to concur iff

he amendment of the House to thd amendment of the Senate. The
...mendment approptjates $83,5,646,000 instead of $797,3g5,000 as
Toposed by the House and $814,742,51 as proposed by the ginafe.
T ihe net ncrease over the amount proposed by the Senate con-

ists of the following: increases of -$1,754,000 for Indian Sehool
qualization formula, $3;48,0(194r the Institute of American Indian
krts, $998;619 for grants to(newytribally-controlled community 'col-
cps, $2,700,006 for hbusinN44',126,000 for the Office of Technical
1ssistance and Training, $650,000 for _road ;maintenance, $3,450,000
Or ADP procurement, $3,606,000 'for facilities management,
1,515,000 for management and administration, and, $10,060,000 in-
rease resulting from a reduk.tion to the Indian moneys, proceeded
abor (BM) offset;.and decreases of $300,000 to Public Law 93-638
ommitments, $972,000 for Navajo Community College, $2,000,000

- ,
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for social services, $138,000 for law enforcement, $4,257,000 for ein-

ployment ;),ssistance, $500,000 for irrigation and power, and $1,200
for rounding-off IMPL transfer amounts. . .,

The managers are in agreement ttlat the Indian schoYequaliza-
tion formula .includes a transfer of $754,000 formerly budgeted

' tinder P.L; -93-638 commitineks and $1,000,000 budgeted.' under
prograM management for P.L. 93-43 contracts. In the future,:no
P L. 93-638 contract funds should be budgeted under school oper-
ations.- The managers further agree.that the amount provided for
the Indian schoOl equalization formula, $158,466,000, will provide a
base student value of approximately $2,070, based on current esti-
mates of student enrollment, and_that_m_apidaLprgatajakmenu-
merated in the ry 1982 January budget submission, are to be-de-
letecrThe managers further agree that the Bureau must complete
w n its ro osed educational standards so that an ad suate
base for school /funding can .. e etermine in t e uture.

The managers.agree that the reduction of $2,900,000 in the John-
ton-O'Malley / program .is to remove, tribally-controlled contract
schools from t e progranf. The managers'hote that t se schools
pre funded under the Indian school. equalizatibn for ula, and are
also eligible to receiv:e grants under the Departmen of Education's
Indian Education program. ,

The managers are idagreement on a limitation of $4,000,000 ,for
the Navajo Commimity College. The Bureau should take all neces-

,
sary action, including initiating a periodic disbursement system, to

ensure Vie Coljoege'does not exceed this level of expenditure. The
managers also agree that the $4,000,000 increase in the social serv-
ices program is to provide for general assistance payments for
Alaska natives, for a six-month period. This will allow time for the
Alaska State legislature to appropriate state funds to provide these

. payments from thdt time on.,If the .Bureau finds that $4,000,000 is

-not sufficient to provide the level of payments to eligible Alaskq

natives during this six:month period as required based on need, the
managers agree that such payment§ may be rnade from the re-
mainder of the Bureau's.social services program until state funds
become available, but not beyond April 1, 1982. ,

The managers are in agreement that the funds formerly budget-
ed under the -Indian Action program; including the increases of 1..

$4,600,000 tb noosing, 1,4,40,0DEr .to employment assistpn'ce,
$750,000 to road maintenance. $1.4004000 to business enterprise de- '
velopment, $500,000 to agriculture, $323,000 to water- resources, .
and $30CF,000 to wildlife and parks; should be available in FY 1982

at the same location at which the Indian Action money would have_
beenkspent. In particular,Ajte..SgmliAr.29ehlo, Coushatta tribe, and
Nit Hall reservation shouia receive the same level of support as
th.ey received, in fiscal year 1981. The Bureau should develo ) clear
guidelines for the use of these fundA, in line with the receht
tor General's wort, and in future years, should evaluate these
rogthois Tor adherence to the guiddlines for program effectiveness

I efore re egotiating &ntracts with the kmie tribes. The additional
$2,700,0 provided for housing shall be used for priority projects
URder e isting.HIP guOelines. ..

The 1rnnagcrs agree that within the funds provided for law en-
forcem .iit, an additional $70,000 is to he avaable _to establish a ,

p
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,..

ubstation at Dunseith, North Dakota, and to impr ye law.enfor0-
nent activities on the Standing Rock reservation.

The managers are in agreemer4 that a 'total of $57,705,000 is in-
laded for General Administration, including reductions of $60,000
rum the Office of Public Affairs. $1,550,000 from general 'manage-
nent, $257,000 froin the Office of the Contmissioner., and $4,000,000
loin facilities management, and increases or $2;851,000 formerly
nalgeted under the Construction appropriation,pnd $1,692,000 dr.,
nerly budgeted under the ,Road Construction dppropriation. T.lic.
,'anagers also agree that General'Administration should be t eat-
d as a separate budget activity afia should be fully justified in the
i..y 13 budget submission. including a full explanation of any pro-
mis(d changes and also including funds budgeted for administra-
ion of education prog'rains, ..

The managers diiect that" as part ot the fiscal year 1983 bii:dget .
Anission, all non-essential activities currently conducted bY the
)ffke of Technical AssiAince arid..Trainirig,be identified as areas
if possible savings for furtire yliais;

The managers are in agreement that the Bureau may conduct a
iilot project in each of the areas to determine the impact of the..
droposed consolidated grant program. Suchla pilot grant program

'. ...hall be implemerfted only with the concurrence .of the affected
tribe. . . ,

. . .

Amendment No. 42. Provides $57,349,000 for higher education
5cholarships and assistance to public schools as proposed by the
Senate instead of $60,249,000 as proposed by the House.

Amendment No.,43. Inserta codification of the Act cited.by the
House, as-proposed lpy thecSenate.

.

Amendment No. 4 1,.Adds a reference to the sectiond following 25
U.S.C. 450, as proposed by the Senate.

Amendment No. 45. Inserts codification of the public law cited by
the. House, as proposed by the Set, .

Amendment No. 46. Adds a r rence to a 'previously cited Act,
as pr.oposed by the Senate.

Amendment No. 47. Deletes a, statutory citation, as proposed by
the Senate.

Amendment No. 48. Appl-opriates $97,529,0011 (or constructioti in-
.

stead of $112,619,000 as proposed by the House and $79,282,000 as
proposed by the Senate. Ttl.rsieiett increase above the amount pro-

"posed by the Senate cons.'s he following. increases of $200,000
fur the Rosebud Sioux law enforcement facility, 1149,500,000 for the
Ak Chin.. irrigation project; $1,400,000 Tor.other irrigation projects
,ind $1,000,000 for irrigation construction, engineering, and supervi-
sion, and a decrease of $2,851,000 for construction program man-
agement, transferred tO the Operation of Indian programs apko-
priation.

A

The managers are in agreement that fuhds for the Black MEA,sa-
Day School cannot be provkied until submission of the Navajo Day
School Study by th Bureau\sd that the proper size of the, school
can be determined. f this issue is resolved.in a timely fashion, the
managers agree tI.1t a request for supplemental funding in fiscal
year 1982 will be carefully considered. .

The managers are in agreement, that a supplemental request for.
. the Ak Chin if rigation project will also be carefully considered, if

the proje( t 111.1f1.11:e(ti an able to maintain the original construction
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schedule and a ditional funds in fiscal year 1982 are required to

meet the Janu y 1984 deadline for first water delivery.

The manager are concerned with the current method of funding

for Indian irrig tion projects. Beginning with ,the fiscal year 1983

budget submission, the Burgau is directed to submit a legislative

package to the appropriateauthorizing committees for any irriga-

tion constr,uction projects for which initial funding is being request-

ed. A complete justification of the funding required for the projects
should .also be submitted to the Ap ropriations Committees as part

of the budget submissio.ne 14i ." wilt be provided for any pro-
jects for which an6iiithorizati n xeouesf,iias not been submittsd td
the Congress, in tithe to atttw appropriate consideration*.by the

Gpmmittees involved. f%

, Amendment No. 49: Inserts the name and statutory citation of 25

11 C. 13, as proposed by.the Senate.
mendment No. 50: Inserts parentheses and comma after Code

reference cited by the House, as proposed by the Senate.
Amendment No. 51: Inserts a reference to the Act of May 26,

1928, as proposed by the Senate.
Amendment No. 52: Inserts parentheses and comma after Code

,refereace, as proposed by the Senate.
Amendment No. 51Appropriates $49,125,00C) for road construc-

tion iiistead of $48,800,000 as 'proposed by the House and
150,816,810 -as proposed by the Senate. The increase over
amount proposecl by the House is $325,000 transferred from the
Indian moneys, proceeds of labor (IMPL) fund.

The managers agree that .the amount appropriated does ,ncit_in

aude $1,300,000 for the Manila Creek Road on the Colville Indian
Reservation, since tke road is not the tribe's highest priority__

Amendment No. 547Deletes separate General Administration ap-
propriation proposed by the House. . .

Amendment No. 55: Reported in technical disagreement. The

managers on the part of the House' will offer a Motion 'to recede

and concur in the amendment of the Senate with an amendment as

follows:
. .

In lieu Wthe matter proposed by iaid amendment, insert the fol-

lowing: Provided further, That (except in the case offunds held in
trust for Indian tribes or individxols) the funds available for ex-

. penditure-under the "Indian moneys,-proceeds of labor" accounts
authorized, by the Act orMal17,-1926 (Chap: S09, 44 Stat. 560; 25

U,S.C. 155); the Act of March S, 1883 (22 Stat. 532) in the fifth pary-
-graph under the heading "INDIAN AFFAIRS" (22 Stat. 590; 25
U.S.C. 155); and the Act of March 2, 1887 (24 Stat. 449) in the first
paragraph under the heading "MISCELLANEOUS" (24 Stat. 461;

. 25 U.S.C. 155) may be expended until September, 30, 1982, for any

\purpose for which funds are appropriated under the subheading
"Operation of Indian Programs': On September 30, 1982, the bal..

once of such accounts (except for the funds held in trust for Indian
tribes or individuals, and not to exceed 610,000,000 which shall be

available until expended by eligible tribes for purposes'approved by

the Bureau of Indian Affairs) shall be de sited into miscellaneous
receipts of the Treasury to offset outlays A the Bureau of Indiai Af-

, fairs and thereafter no funds shall -be reposited in stall accounts

other than funds held in trust for Indian tribes oi. individuals
.

r),1
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SIDNEY R. YATFS,
(except amendment

No. 97),
CLARENCE D. LONG,
JOHN P. MURTHA,
NORMAN D. Dicxs,
LES AUCOIN,
JAMIE WHITTF.N,
JOSEPH M. MCDADE,
RALPH REGULA,
SILVIO. 0. CONTE,

Managers on the Part of the House.
JAMES'A. MCCLURE,
PAUL LAXALT,
JAKE GAM,
HARRISON J. SCHMITT,
THAD CoCHRAii,
MARK ANDREWS,
WARREN B. RUDMAN, .

MARK 0. HATFIELD,
ROBERT C. BYRD,
J BENNF:TT JOHNSTON,
WALTER D. HU DDLESTON,
PATRICK J. LEAHY,
DENNIS DECONCINI,
QUENTIN N. BURDICK,
DALE BUMPERS,

Managers on the Part of the Senate.

302
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Mr. ilorirmAN. I Would like to ma e ju-kstawmare--commpt-Secre-
tary Smith's written testimony indicates that the shortfall in indirect
for this year is higher than in previous years. It is 'four times as much
as it was last year..It is- $6 million short and that is under a Senate
order to prevent a shortfall. We find that a highly disgraceful
situation.

.

Mr. MULKEY. BIA does not always follow the directions of the '.

Senate, unfortunately.
I want to thankyou all for coming.
The additional statements we have received will be made a part of

the record and the record will be held open for 45 days, as the Senator
indicated, for receipt of additional statements and comments.

The hearing *ill be adjourned..
[whereupon, at .2 :10 p.m.1 the hearing was adjourned, subject to

the call of the ehair.] . .

f

..

.
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APPENDIX

.1

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL RECEIVED FOR THE RECORD

Honorable William S. Cohen:

Box 625 '

Martin, S. Dak.
August 10, 1982

t.

I am writing to you in concern of our Colleges,

not only LaCteek Copege and CETA programs% This concerns

our other Colleges.

This is ny second year of College after having rea...0'

ceived my GED kn 1980. Please, HELPI We need your iuppprt

on these programs..

I went to College with some of my children and at-

tended the same classes with them. Two of my sons and

two daughters are married with families: We,ire getting

an education to betterourselves and help the younger

generation..

Sincerely.:

s/ Rebecca Apple

( 290 )

.30,1
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ASSOCIATION OE NAVAJO CO ITY CONTROLLED
SCHOOL BOARD, INC.
c/o RRDS - Box 217

Chinle, Arizona 86503

August 06, 1982

Honorable William S. CohenoShairman
Select Committee on Indiap Rffairs
6317 Dirksen Senate Officb Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Chairman Cohen:

We, the members of the Association of Navajo Community Controlled
School Boaids, Inc, wish tb fake this opportunity to thank you foF
conducting the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs hearings
on June 30, 1982. Ile two major topics, chatiging Public Law
93-638, regulations and "indirect cost" issues, are of deep, urgent
Concern to all of us. We are most appreciative that our representa-
tives were given the opportunity to express some 8f these concerns.

Please know that the contention relating to these issued is far from
being settled. The BIA apparently is proceeding with plans to
convert "638" contracts to grants and cooperative agreements regard-

less of protestations that this is unnecessasy. Additionally,
information as to the processes for resolving the "indirect cose"
problem will persist if the recommendations the Bureau is considering
are adppted.

Therefore, we are requesting your contimed attentfon and assistence
on theseissues. We are keenly aware of-rhe effacacy of your previbus
efforts and have great confidence in your*abilicy to reach your goals.

We believe'our goals to be congruent witty those you espouse - the

best education possible for ell children in our naiion.

Thank you for your aktention to our request -and for your consideration'
of our concerns.

Sincerely yours,

- A? -2(Z--

,George Jim, siden n
ASSOCIATIO NAVAJO'COHHUNITY CONTROLLED

SCHOOL BOARDS, INC.

'4

3e3

ti*
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RESOLUTION OF THE ASSOCIATION OF NAVAJO COMMUNITY
COMO-MED SCHOOLS ON THE INDIRECT COST

.6HORTFALL I CONTRACT SUPPORT FUND

WHEREAS:

1.. We are an association of eight Navajo contract schools who
presently contract under P.L. 93-638 for the operation of
educational a9d support services programs at our school,:
and

2. Since the passage Of P.t. 93-638, the Bureau-of Indian
Affairs has requested from the Congress funds to support
/ndian Self-Determination administration a* the Contract
Support Funds and

3. There den excessive shortfall in this fund for FY.82,
substantially grelter'than .past BIA shortfalls in this line'
of the SIA budget, at approxomately $6 million for FY.82:
and

4. We have been informed that we would experience at least an
8% shortfall in our contricts for administrative servideS,
either viaia indireCt cost rate or the alternative lump sum
method: and

5. This year's shortfall', as in past years, is not the fault of
Indian contractors, but of B/A mismanagement and incompetence,
and will cause our schools to curtail eesential,services and
to under-recover requirtd.funde on an indirect cost rate, and
will plsee schoOle in fiscal and contractuil jeopardy:

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVEb THAT:

1. The Bureau of Indian Affairs should be required to become as
fiscally responsible with Congressional appropriations as
contract schools must be with Federal funds and to locator

4 within existing resources..the funds needed to prevent a short-
fall in the Indian Contract Support Fund for P.L. 93-638 con-
tractors:

2. The BIA present ity:plan.to Indian peoples for resolving the
historical inequity-of administrative funding for Indian
contractors: and

3. The Bureau of Indian Affairs publish its plan for resolving
the shortfall in the Federal Register for comment prior to
impleientation.

CERTIFICATION

The above resolution of the Association of Navajo Community Controlled
School Boards wax reviewed And approved on rhin. the 27th day of July
1982, bt a vote of in favor and _a_opposed, a quorum being present.

A

orge Ji, Jr.l
ASSOIATZONOF NAV COMMUNITY
CONTROLLED SCHOOL BOARDS, INC.

19-891 0 - 83 - 20

s 04 I

Date 2

Ic Nmeniiim

3 6 ,
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A RESOLUTION CIF THE
44% ASSOCLATION;OF NAVAJO COMIUNITY CONTROLLED

SCHOOL BOARDS, INC.

Opposing the BIA-proposed revisions of regulations implementing
T.L. 93-438 to appiy T.L. 95-224 requirements fbr use of Grants
instead of Contracts.

WHERAS

1. Changes in the Regulations governing India; Self-Determip-
ation under P.L. 93-638, proposed by the RA, are not

-)required by P. L. 95-224,as evideficed by the fact that the
Indian Health Service is not required'to make similar changds
to its Regulations for P.L. 93-638; and

2. These proposed chafiges are complex, are sometimes confusing,
and will affect many areas of the existing Regulations in
unclear ways; and

3. The ISLA has not effectilvelconsulted with national, and
' regional Indian organizations, of which the ANCCSB is

one, in'planning these changes, as required in its currenk
Regulations and in thh Act; and

4. These changes shift authority over agreementi between the
United States and Indian Tribes and Organizations into the
hands of a large number of minor ISLA officialsrand

5. The changes also increase the discretional+ power of these
officials to impose additional information requirements,
and special terms and conditions upon Indian people; and

6. These officials are inexperienced and untried, and tiay not
be as competent to deal with Indian Self-Determinatimn as
BI.A's limited number of professional Federal Contracting
Officers; and

7. Appeals from the decisiOns of these officials would'go through
the RA administrative hierarchy under the proposed changes,
instead of through an impartial professional Contract Dispute
Board; and

8. the proposed changes also adopt "en masse" the general Grapt
Regulations of OMB; and

9. Indian people would be only one group among many interested
in any future revisions of these Crant Regulations; and

10. The Secretary of thvInterior has authority under P.L. 93-638
to waive any Contracting Regulation not appropriate to Indian
Self-Determination, but has no authority umderlaw to waive
Grant Regulations:

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT.THE ANCCSB HEREBY:

1. Exp its considered opposition to the abovw-cited aspects
of the BIA-proposed P.L. 93-638 Regulation revisions; and

2. Respectfully requests the Senate Select Committee on Indian
Affairs to exercise its oversight over the BIA, to require

ro revise its decision to applykthe pnovisions of F.L. 95-
224 to the Intlian Self-Determination Act.

.

.

CENTIFICIION
.

.

The foregoing resolution was presented mna considered in detail by the
members of the Board of Directors of the Associatibn of Navajo Community
Controlled School boards at a duly called meeting arWindow Rock, Arizona
(Navajo Nation), a quorum being present, and was passed by vote of 6
in favor and 0 opposed, this 27th day bf July, 1982.

//'

fr."

eorst-Jii, esidbit
ASSOCIATION F RAMO CONNUNITY
CONTROLLED SCHOOL BOARDS, INC.

,410P

30 7.
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Ai*ios on Ameriasn Indian Affak In

MIMIC LAZAkUS, 114 -
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Gourd aurae
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RECEIVED JUN 2 4 ise
IJune 22, 1982.

Hs. r. BettysJo Hunt
Select Committee on Indian Aifairs
,United States Senate
Room 6313 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510 5

5

Dear As. Hunt:

Office offorwof award
GOO New liormslirr Mom, KW,

Waskinicra, D C 237
Teleploter: (202) 3423503

ta Tam h..Ww
emcmn

AllormOnle"D.Irmirksa
DoolunlaColalliour.Vkr I heirless
Mn.lroq r.1.0... YR*

(watt R. Maim Vkv /*whirm
Mrs. AWor

him Skram.Torrarif
Soma Uwe ,Ifsorrobe Divert

I amenclosing a memorandui whiC:h we have circulated to

,our tribal clients on tb: Indian Contract Support issue, an

ranalysis of the Bureau's proposal developed by our office

prior to,the final BIA-ICS report, and a letterfrom an

accountant quite knowledgeable in this area. .I hope that

the0 materials may be useful to the Committee in Okeparing

for the hearing and I request that they be included in thd

: record.

Sincerely,

'

S. Bobo Dean

Hncls.

ci

SI
8

5

.
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June 21, 1912

MEMORANDUM NO..82-18

Fano. Twis
Sawn. & bipaso*S

Ws WWWW MAW.

MA MOO We TM

WW. 11.W WM.

won.cndocet

Re: 'Bureau of Indian Affairs Plan for Indian Contract Support
I ./

Based on a study completed in March, 1982, the Bureau
of Indian Affairs is planning to change the present system of
providing Indian Contract Support *. funds to Ipdian tribal
contractors under Public Law 93-838. These funds have 'been
provided to assist tribal coOtractors in psyfhg cbsts 4hicb
are not covered hy the BIA funding.of the Prowam under
contract because they tre for serviced provided at a higher
level of BIA operationi or because they,Are for eAsential
contractors' expenses which are nOt incdtredby the BIA in
its direct operation Of the program.

In the past the Bureau'has stated that Much payments, in
additidn to direct progra& funding levels, were mandated by
Section 10i(b) of Public Let 93-638. The Bureiu plans to
change the system by

P

(1) determining the amount of Indian Contract Support fundihg
for each cont6ctor through a BIA-wide program-by-prdgram

, statistical formula, and -

(2) 'adding Indian Contract Support funds onlein the firle year
of operation sp that future years the didtinction
between program funds nd ICS funds .woUld be lost.

This approach reflects a lessening of.the federal commitment
to support Indian self-determihation under Public Law 93-638.
The failure to continue the sAoarate identification of ICS funds
means that it will bteome impossible to identify in
the. Secretarial funding level to which m tribal contractor s
entitl:d as a minimum level under Section 106(h), and highe
contract administrative costs Amy-lead to reduced ptogram fbnding
and a deteriorattng. level of,service.

It
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In addition, developmett.of the prbposed statistIcal fprmura
on a fsir basis will present the Bureau with difficult technical
and political problems. We.understand that the Bureau doss not
propose to have the formula ready by F.Y. 1983 but does eropose
to lump ICS and program funding together in F.Y. 1983. 174-

Whjpie sone problems have arisemsunder the presenttsystem for
a numbOT ortribal organizatiohs, the BIA study.has suggested sev-
eral solutions to those problems, includipg improved coordinat4on
among'federal agencies and better training of federal and tribal
staff. We feel that these proposals are sufficient to address
current problems without the adopkibn of the radical change in the
method'of distributing ICS funds which also is proposed in the
study.

We understand that the Bureau currently stimates a need for
a supplemental appropriation of $6,000,000 in order to cover its .

ICS obligations to 631 contractors in F.Y. 1982. Unless these
funds are appropriated by the Congress, the Bureau to bi
able to pay only eighty-five perment.of such oblige s.

The Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs will be con-
ducting on June 30, 1,82, an oversight hearing on the implemen-
tatibn of Public LaW 93-635 et which contractork under P.L. 93-638
may wisp to present their %clews on this issue. Writteri comments
for inclusion in the record of the hearing should be addressed to:

I,' °A
,

The'Honorable William S. Cohen
Chairman
Sefect Committee on Indian Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Attention: Ms. BettyiJo,Hunt

4

8°
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March 18, 1962

The Honorable Kenneth L. Smith
,Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs
U.S. Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240

/1ww
Satlytk 241 HAW

Pi :or.,
BM". 0. Nol Ni.11.1.

NON NJ.., .. 044/w1.0 ,
2ILI9

6027-1G

Re: Indian Contract Sunport

Dear Assistant Secretary Smith:

On behalf of the trihes and tribal organizations which I
represent I uould like to thank you for the opportunity"to parti-
cipate in the March Ilth meeting in Albuquerque on the draft AILC,
Inc., report "Analysis of Bureau of Indian Affairs P.L. 93-638
Indirect Cost/Contract Support ;Ialecy Procedures and Practices."
Your staff, ALIC, Inc., and the other pirticipaqts llould be con-
gratulated on the constructive dialogue which developed at the
meeting and which could weli serve as a,model process for the con-
sideration of revisions in federdl policy.

40

.er

., .
. .

The purpose of this letter is to summarize in writing for the
benefit ofsyour ptaff the comments which 1 mide on the-repoit at the
meeting. I understand from Mr. Garlock, Mr. Freeman and Mr.,Krenzke
that the draft, isstill subiect to revisionin the light of oommen4

I, As 'OH
submitted prior to March Ilth.

44...... .

A,

The most critical issue presented in the report is the question
of the future arrangements-for covering the cotta to Adian tribes and
tribal organizations of operating BIA programs"finder Public Law 93-638.

For six years the Bureau has utilized the Indian Contract Support,
rund to.pay tribal contrIctors (1) the additional administrative or
overhead costs incurred.LY virtue of being a contraCtor and (.7) for

'the cost of performing certain essential activities which are cirried
on by the Government at a level higher than the program to be contracted

,

4
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reduced as e result of the contract. The Bureau has accomp
when Federal fundiggifor such actiVitica

this purpose by paying from,ICS fupds the.contractor's Indira t
costs determined either by the esfliblishmeneo( an pperhead rate or
the negotiation of a lump num overhead agreement,

,fhe draft report recamends Oat this approach be abandondd
becalisc, (1) it is not a precise methbd of establishing the amount
needed to defray the two type! of costs noted above; (2) the use of
a rate results in unforeseeable fluctuations in the demand for ICS

dollars which make it difficult for the Bureau to estimate with
, reasonable accuracy its ICS need when it requests funds from the

Congress, and'(3) foecertain tribes the use of the rate has pro-
duced serious fiscal problems for which.tribal manageTont is not
'responsible while for other.tribes use of the rate has allowed an
increase in ICS upport which is alleged to be inequitable.

As to (31 above, such cases may lipe taken place but the draft
report fails.to'document the extent td-which either problem is
videsPread. As discussed below, the report proposes solutions which
ma/ largely eliminate dhe risk of fiscal difficulties (for example,
'theoretical" over-recovery) through the establishment of reasonable
coordination.among federal agencies and consistency in t)pir poli-
cies without any change in the present method of distribtibing the
Bureau's ICS funds. In many instances (for example, through the
lump sum guidelines for school contracts),excessive overrecovtry of
ICS funds has alreaay been eliminated.

Points (1) and (2), however, may justify a change in the liesent
system of distributing ICS funds subject to the qualifications noted

The crux of the report's proposed new method for distributing
IQS funds is found in recommendations 4, 5, 6, 7, add 8 on pages 14
to 164 Essenfially, the proposal is (a) to discard the use of
indirect cost rates al a basis for an entitlement to. TCS funds. and
"(b) to develop a staistical method Or formula on 0.pro9ram-by-
Illigrogram basit by'whfch such entitlemont would be established, (e)
o utili'e les funds only for providing the extra fundi established

by the 4rmula in the first year of contracting or '4rabting" -
aaswiin4 implementation of the proposed revisions in the 638
regula one) and (d).to provide after the first year of contracting
a sing e funding level to a 'tribal contractor which would ea iden-
tified 'n the BIA budget and which would include both those colts
previou ly Ymown as "direct program costS" and those which Wave been
variously refIrred to as "incremental.," "additional," "indirect," -etc.

\,
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There are some significant dangers to tribal self-determination
in the'prOposal and the same obTectives can be achieved if the pro-
posal is revisedas explained below.

(a) Abandonment of use of rate.:With the qualifications noted
below, ab57061-Gent of thC negotiated-overhead rate as a means.of
distributing ICS funds maq be acceptable. Tribes should.still be
entitled to negotiate indirect cost rates with a "cognizant federal
agency"; in accordance with established federal procedures for pur- ,

poses Other than determining an entitlement to ICS fundg. Secondly,
in the case of tribal organizations operating financial managemdnt
systems which have been.rated at level one or two by the Interior
Department and which can make a showing that the rate does produce
a distributmin of ICs funds in line with the purpose of the fund,
the continued use of indirect cost ratessshould be permitted.

(b) Formula funding of Indian Contract Su
this approEch could ead to equity and to
consuming negotiation and paperwork for the
bal organizations. On the other hand, the d
tical method of establishing ICS'needs fer a
which would be equitable for large tribes, "so
"unsophisticated tribes, etc., will be a tough
educational funding formula mandated in Public
been fully refined And is still highly controve

rt. In its favor
uction Of tIme-

ment and for tri-
ent of a stetis-,
variety of progrtms

sticated" tribes,"
ssignment. The 4.

w 95-561 has not
ial. If "equity"

is the goal, attention to the specific circumsta ces of particular
contractors is indispensable. A "fair share formula" which is
insaffipiently thought out coyrd, for egample, eliminate the
possibility of 638 initiativee/or tribes, tribal organizations
(such as tribal school boards and similar tribal instrumentalities)
and Alaska Native villAges which are small, remote, or for other,
reasons can be expected to have a high ratio of ok(erheach'eotts'to
direct progcam costs:\euch a formula would be perceived hy Indians
iffsuch situations as n attenpt to undereut the Congressional com-
mitpent'to Indian self-determination contained in the Act. On the
other hand, in some circumstances a formula might also discriminate
unfairly against larger tribal organizations. '

Consequently, this approach, if it is adOptesl, mihould be
developed in full consultation with ILI federally recognized Indian
tribal governments and all tribally sanctioned tribal organizations
which would be affected-EY the change, including 'at a minimum publi-
Cation for comments in the Federal Register as recidired by P.. 93-63g
and be the product of a careful, businesslike diakegue with authorized
tribal representatives.

31 3
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Clearly such a consultation process cannot be completed prior
toOctober I, 1913. .We submit, therefore, that the consultation prom,
cess on this proposal be begun as soon es possible with a target date
for application of tho formula in F.Y. 1984.

On the other hand, the'altornative proposal explained by Mr.
Sherfel of the Interigk ac which, as we understand it, would utilize t
a 'lump sum" method of establishing a fixed administrative Isaac for
tribal contractors, essentially utilizing and refining the lump sum
negotiation method utilized in F.Y. 1982 under.new OIEP guidelines,
could be implemented in F.Y.,.1983.

The advantages of this method are:
J

+:(1) it allows the negotiation of an amount which w u
"Zhcremental" ox "additional." In other words,the eXpe eh.
tribal contractor which are not adequately provided for by the
bureau's own program funds could bo iantified in the dost allocation plan.

(2) It avoids unexpected fluctuations in the amount of t
tribal recovery in dollars which may create problems either for
the tribal contractor ot for theBureau (i.o. its inability to ,,

estimate future ICS neas) and which ire rationally unxelated
any change in the need fordadministrative support dollies.

(3) Thiemethod allows consideratioA of the specific'cir-
cumstancos (for example, the minimum admidistrative fends for ade(,Uate
operatiod of a program in the case of amen. tribes) thup ayoiding a
"broad brush" formula which faiZs to make provisidgfor pa5ticular
cirdumstances.

,,.

...s, There are certain critical questions which need to be clearly
'and carefully answered, however, before tribes should be asked to
utilize the new method. Perhapp the final report ceo Answer these
questions. The method must Produce a system which can bo.utilized
by tribal contrackors in dealings with other funding sources besides
the Sureau. As I understand Mr. sherfel4s ?presentation this is the
case. In addition, the Government representatives ho negotiate
such arrangements must have clear guidance (as is n 5 found for
elementary and secondary education programs in the 0 EP "Guidelines for
Negotiating Lump Sum Agreements") as to those costs which may be class-

' ified al "administrative" and "additiooal" and, therefore, should be
included in a 638 contract over and above tho available 4,
the Bureau,for operating the program at the le el being contracted.

a
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With these qualifications, the use of the Shorfel method may
well go a long way toward resolving the problems which led to the
initiative of this study. Nowever, as noted above, I strongly
urge that Indian tribes, such as the Miccosukee Tribe, which have
neither abused the rate method nor encountered problems in its
adMinistration, should be permitted to continue its use. They

hould not be mfde to shift systems because of problems which

ave,arisen elsewhere. ,

(c) and (d) Use of ICS Fund Only in First Year. The Plan
to inject ICS funds only in the first year of contracting and to

finalize an overall funding level without further distinctidn
between ICS dollars and direct program dollars could asily lead
to the abandonment of the Dureau's.commitment to implement section
1D6(h) of the Act so that tribes war-not be required to absorb

tadditional costs incidential to 6311 contracting from the DIA pro-
\gram dollar.

for xample, additional administraiive costs dife to changes in
DIA 631 regulations requiring additional compliance activities (i.e.
reporting, record-keeping and the like) would have to be absorbed
by the tribal contractor from its program dollars. AdditiOnal or
unusual legal expellees or accounting xpenses resulting from federal
audits or legal claims against the contractor and additional insur-
ance needs would have to be met in the same way.

Furthermore, the elimination of the ICS fund as an ongoing
source for "incremental* funding for 1631 contracting inevitably

must be viewed as being priMarily a method for controlling the

gromth of the fund as a component in the federal budget. While

Indians recognize the importance Of economy'in federal spending, the

degree of the Administration's commitment to the self-determination
policies initiated by Republican Administrations in the arly 1970$

must still be judged by its willingness to commit dollars to proVid-

ing a reasonably viable basis for tribal operations of 63e programs.

Federal budget conomies which impair the ability of tribes to under.-

take or continue self-determination initiatives without reducing
service levels cannot ilelp but undermine tribal confidence in the

integrity of the Administration's commitment to the Indian self-

,' determinition pOlicy.

C.
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I urge that the authors of the report review carefully these
considerations in revising their discussion of the 'single fund'
proposal. The analysis and recommendations in the draft report
on the elimination of the "theoretical or more properp "fictitious'
over-recovery problem and the need for better training and communi,
cation on those issues on the part of federal agencies and tribal
orgahizations are excellent and should be implemented.

I am authorilhd to state that these comments are submitted on
o

behalf of the Miccosukew Tribe of Indians of Florida, the Metlakatla
Indian Community, the Rock Point School and the Oglala Sioux Tribal
Public Safety Commission.

Sincerely,

/i

b. Bobo Dean

cc: Mr. Buffalo Tiger .

Mr. Benjamin Barney
The Hon. Casey Nelsont.r.
Mr. Robert' Chasing.Ha
Mr. Gerald Ono,peAer
The Hon. Harry D. rly.
Mr. Carl Levi

Mr. Ronald Tedrow

,
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RECEIVED APR 2 1982

lourrall) CA.VA00011t01150% McGLADIII A PULLEN

April 19, 1982

Robert,Chasing Hawk
Cheyenneltiver Sioux Tribe
P.O. Box 590
Eagle Butte, South Dakota 57625

Dear Mx. ghasing Hawk:

Thank you for the opportunity.of allowing me to parti-
cipate as a team member at the Mirch llth Albuquerque meet-
ing concerning the review of AILC, Inc.'s draft report
"Analysis of Bureau of Indian Affairs P.L. 93-638 Indirect
,Cost/Contract support'Policy Procedures and Practices".
The meeting was informative with participants from the BIA
Area Offices and Central Ogice, the Department of the
Interior, fice of the InspeCtor General, 638 contractors
(primarily tibes and,contract schools), elected tribal of-
ficials; and attorneys and accountants representing tribal
organization

I am s arizing for your benefit my observations con-
cerning soeJ of the recommendations contained in the draft
*report. S Bobo Dean has already provided you with.a sum-
mary commenting on the salient recommendations contained in
the report and also pointing out some pitfalls in those
recommendatiOns which if implemented without careful study
and consideration may not resolve the isstie of the delivery
of indirect cost and contract support funds on 638 grants
and contracts. I concur with mr. Dean's analysis so my
comments will be concerned primarily with administration of
coniract support and indirect cost fuds at the tribal con-
tractor's level ahd raise questions regarding the proposed
change in delivering those funds by the BIA.

The,report provides an in depth discussion qn various
topics related to the problems associaked with Contract sup-
port and indirect costs. These topics included a definition
of indirect cost; differentiation of contract support and
indirect costs; seParOe funding for indirect costs; treat-
ment of indirect coste,..by other agedcies; overrecovery and

s
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fixed rate/carry forward computation; lump sum plymentsler
contract schools; and, financial lossesattributable to con-
tract support/indirect cbst problems. The report also con-
tains recommendations to solve the contract/indirect cost
support problem;

The report itates that "the root of the prOblems and
difficulties being encoUntered,...lies in the decision to
baSe_Contract Support funding on tribal indirect costs and
distributeCentract Support funds on the basis of tribal
indi;ect cost rates". The recommendations in the report
are "...base'd on the assumption that this approach will
be changed". The proposed changes in the delivery of con-
tract support funds are contained in the following recom-
mendations;

Discontinue the use of Contract Support funds for
tribal indirect costs.

Develop a statistical formula for allocating con-
tract support funds Tr each contracted program.

Use Contract Support funds for additional costs
incurred only in the first year of contracting.

Include fund* for both direct and indirect costs
\\4in all 638 grants and contracts and discontinue the

use of separate indirect cost funds.

If a separate budget item for contract support is
continued, it should be used for only incremental
costs' until such coats can be incorporated into
the regular budget.'

Implement the initial changes for FY 1983 by elim-
inating the distribution of contract supportsfunds
through indirect cost rate*.

The discontinuance oi using Contract Support funds for
indirect costs; developing a formula for allocating such funds;
and consolidation of direct and indirect costs as one contract
amount has some serious limitations. Before 638 contraCting
was implemented, most tribes including Cheyenne River had not
established indirect cost rates to recover central suppOrt ser-
,vices such as accounting, payroll, personnel management, etc.
These types of activities have always been necessary but such

"06
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costs were previously borne by tribal funds or classified
as direct contract costs. The elimination of contract support
funds to pay for activities which provide thesesupport ser-,
vices to 638 programs may diminish the tribe's ability to con-
tinually maintain a fAnancial and administrative management
systeM which meets the standards promulgated by Part 276,
Title 25 of the Cbde of Federal Regulations. This factor
should be carefully considered before it is actually imple-
mented.

The consolidation of direct and indirect costs into one
contract amount could create a situation similar to the one
mentioned above. Additionally, it is conceivable that program
administrators at both the BIA and tribal level would want the
entire amount classified as program services. While it is
desirable to maximize the amount for services to people and
minimize the amount for administration, the supportive acti-
vities still need_to be performed. Adopting a policy of
consolidating the funds may force a tribe to return its fin-
ancial and adminiatrativemanagement system to "pre-638" days
where such costs Would be borne by the tribe or made a direct
cost. The disadvantages of reverting back_to "pre-638" may
result in less control and more inefficiency. For example,
there could be a "duplication of effort" from similar Acti7
vities being performed at both the central level and at
program level. If transactions Are approved, execuiqd, re-
orded and reported by one individual at the prpgrkm-level,

unintentional or intentional errors or irregulSrities occur
which may go undetected. Consequently, proper control does
not exist. Separation of duties would help insure 'adequate
controls and could be best.achieved through separate identity
of the funds.:

The use of a statistical method for allocating contract_
support funds has some merit and could be an equitable approach.
However, to achieve equity between large tribes and small tribes
a complex formula would have to be developed and tested. Those
who would receive less under a formula method.than they are
currently receiving would consider the formula method unfair.
Many variables would have to be considered in develoPing a for-
mula and should include factors such as population, per capita
income, population density, land base and primary service area.
Other items to consider may ee a tribe's capability to obtain

3
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revenue from sources other than grants and contracts and its
orgainzational structure. Before a formula method would be
implemented, questions would have to be answered concerning
minimum funding for tribes. Also an analysis should be made
(by tribe) comparing amounts received under the formula method
to amounts actually received under the present system. The
formula should not be endorsed or implmeneted if such a study
is not available for review bY the tribes.

Generally, these recomMendations parallel the approach
used by other agencies in providing direct and indirect costs
to tribar'cOntractors. However, it appears that the use of
this approach would benefit the Bureau of Indian Affairs by
placing a ceiling on total funding (direct and indirect) of
..6.38 programs and controlling contract support funds. No one
can argue with BIA in trying to better manage and allocate.its
scarce resources (funding) for competing needs, but this should
not be done in a manner where services provided through 638
contracts would be diminished. The implementation of policies
and procedures which would effectively reduce funding would
clearly be In violation of the intent of Indian self-determin-
ation. Therefore, the impact of impjfemeting.any proposed 10
changes contained in the report should be carefully considered
before they are placed in praOtice.

The recommendations also suggest that Initial changes
should begin in FY 1983. This schedule appears optimiltic Al(
considering what must beidone to imalement the changes. These 144.
changes should be tested to insure their viability as alter-
natives to the present system.

Mr. Lee Sherfel of the Department of the Interior, Office...
of Inspector General, explained an alternative to the delivery'
of Contract Support fundskthrough a luMp-sum method rather than
through the application of a rate. The pitfall with a rate
is the assumption that indirect costs ire incurred proportion-
ally as direct costs are incurred. This is not true._ In
practice, indirect costs are usually fixed and do not change
as direct costs are incurred. The advantages of negotiating
a lump.sum include:

Cash flow is improved because overhead amounts are
available as the money is needed and not a* direct
costs arit incurred.

4
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The lump sum method removes the false assumption
that indirect costs are proportional to direct'

' costs.

Budgeting central service support costs is easier
and should require les1 monitoring. 4 ,

Although the lump sum method has definite advantages over
the use of a rate, there are some questions which need to'be
resolved:

OASC-10 indicates that lump sum payments can be
used in lieu of indirect cost rates "wbere the
benefits derived from a grantee department"s in-

direct services cannot be readily determined as
in the case of a small.self-contained or isolated
activity". Will other agencies accept this approach?

As programs are added during the period chump sum
agreement is in effect, can the agreement be amended
to include additional funds to cover a possible in-
crease in support costs?

Recognizing that payments made by the lump-sum method
may be different than actual overhead (indirect) codt,
would there still be some form of carryforward adjuet.-

ment in subsequent years?

If some funding iagencies still do not TertkRipate in
the lump sum method, will this violate the cost
principles because the underrecovery of costs.from 7
one contract cannot be shifted to another grant or
contract?

The draft report does outfine recommendations whia can
alleviate some problems associated with contract support and
indirect costs. But as I previously mentioned any'changes
which willAimpact funding to the tribe should be reviewed care-

fully so a similar, Situation does not occur again.

will be glad to discuss the draft report witkt..you and
answer any question& you may have concerning this' issue. I

321: (
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,

am available to assist you in Atttlyzing any changes being
proposed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and. what impact if
may have on the tribe: I can work with you in developing
the tribe's respotre and views on these matters.

RGT:st

cc: Mona Cudmore
Barbara Twiss
S. Bobo Dean

19-891 0 - 83 - 21

Sincerely,

RONADD G. TSDROVI, CPA

;
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&iodation on American Wan Affak In4

AMUR Lama. JR.
JUCHARD 301IFFEJ{

Gnawer Crmai

Ls2

August 17, 1982

The Bonorable William S. Cohen
Chairman
Select Committee on
Indian Affairs

Room 631s Dirksen Senate
Office Buildirkg
United States Senate
iftshington, D.C. 2010

-*Office of Omni Cowed
get*. Hurphirs AnIkie .N .

Vaimitos. b C. 20037
Tele,. (02)3423303

cualisimp.h.Ww
(1,324%))

AlOrla.PM.1*frost
11.4416C. 0130eik 1P.VI
bin. tag I opiettek no Pm**.
Demi IL Ibe4.611J), Ykr Ponkk.,

lasidales p.m torn,
1*. lans,71

1.. UV. Gaga*, Db."

Attention: Mr.Timothy C.:Woodcock

Dear Mr. Cohen:,

On behalf of the Association on American Indian Affairs,

I Xs pleased to submit the enclosed statement to express our

concern at the failure of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to
'respect the rights of AMerican Ind}an tribes in regard to
Public Law 93-638. ----

. -

We asK that the Committee includiPour statement in the

permanent record ot the oversight hearing held by you on

this issue on June !Op 19112.

May I again.express to th, Committee our deepest appre-
cliticAdor your continuing concern that the rights of American

Indian ildren, families, and tribes be fully respected and
implemented by the Bureau in regard to Public Law 93-638.

Sincereli,

S. &Ai()

Attachment.

3 93.
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STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF

ASSOCIATION ON AMERICAN INDIAN AFFAIRS

BY S. bolo DEAN, ESQ.,

OFFICE OF ZENERAL COUNSEL

AT OVERSIGHT HEARING ON PUBLIC LAW 93-6311

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFIRS

June 30, 1982

Mr..Chairman, my nate is S. Bobo Dean. I am associated with the

firm of Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver and Xampelman, which is. G4neral

Counsel to the Association on American Indian Affairs. I have been

authorized to submit the following statement on behalf of the Asso-

elation. :

4'

The Association is a non-profit corpiiration which is the largest
"

.

Indian-interest organization in the Ulted States with a membership of'

50,000 consisting of Indians and non-Indians. It has taken a Zjor

interest in Indian child welfare and edudation needs for many years

and in assisting Indian tribes in achieving self-detfrmination.

Theissociation conducted studies in 1969, 1974, and in 197i at

the request of the Congress,og the off-reservation placement of Indian

children which led to the enactment of the Indian Child Welfare Act and

also submilted testimony in support of.the Indian Self-Determination and

Eduation Assistance Act Of 1975, Pub. L. No. 93-631, as amended ly the

Education Amendments of 1971, Pub. L. No. 95-561. !err ieveral years

after enactment of P.L. 93-636, the Association operated a technical

assistance project for the DIA under which legal representation was

'provided to tribal organftations im negotiating contracts for the

adeinietrationl.of Bureau programs underlthat Act.

0
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,

The pyrpose of this statement is t express the Association's con-

cern at the failure of the BureaL of Indian Affairs to respect the rights

of /ndian children and their families and communities to s'locally-based

educational system which provides a sound education in safe flcilities,

close to their homes, eo Indian children can live with their flamilies while

they learn. The Association was encouraged by the enactment of section 1130

of P.L. 95-561 which provides that it

shall be the policy of the Bureau, in
carrying out the functions of the Bureau,
to facilitate Indian control of Indian
affairs in all matters relating to

e education.

It Was also pleased that the federal Indian education policies pro-

muilated by,the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to section.r1133 of

that Act 'to serve as the foundation for future Bureau actions in edu -

cation" expresSly provided that the Sureau shall 'promote, respect-and

defend the cohesiveness and inteirity of th airily," that Indian chli-
o

dren shall have "the opportnnity to attend cal day schools and othertr,

school, of choice,' that the Bureau sha promote the community

school concept," and that the Bureau shall "provide day and residential, 4

'

education services as close to an Indian oiAlaska Native4student's home/

.as possible.' See 25 C.F.S. 531a.4.

Notwithstanding these Congressional and regulatory statements, how-

ever, we find that the Bnreau has taken and proposed a tions which

undermine the availability of adequate educatiohal pro ams in an

Indian cnild's own name,community. This "problem is articularly

acute with reference to isolated rural Indian communities. A ky

V.
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school lementary education for such children often and-necessarily means

a relatively small school. The Association has worked closely with a

number of such communities (the Havasupai Tribe, the Pyramid Lake

Paiute Tribe, the Miccosukeil Tribe and the Black Mesa Navajo CommunPty)

to assist them in providing adequate eddcational programs for their

children without separating the children grom their families. Although

in the past,with AAIA assistance, these Indian communities have been

able to operate lOcal day schpols financed by the Bureau under Public

Law 93-638, they face critical difficulties in continuing these pro-

grams in future ye'ars..

First, Congress directed that "size of the schoe*" 'isolation of

the school," and 'the cost of providing academic services wich are'at

least.equivalent to those provided by publie education ilkthe State in

which Me school is loqted" should be considered by the Secretary in

determining the ISEP funding formula. See 25 U.S.C. 62008. Neverthe-

less, as the Bureau has publicly admitted, the Indian School Equaliza-

tion Program regulations issued by the SeCretary under section 1128 of

PublicVt 95-561 do not provide for adequate funding to operate small

schools.

Moreover, over two years ago, the Bureau's consultant, the National

Conference of State Legislatures, recommended adjustments in the ISEP

formula to increase the instructional smal schbol adjustment and

the transportation factor in the 'formula. Both changes would provide a

666re adequately for the financial suppdit of small) rural schools,

It
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such as Niccosukee ind Black Mesa.' Yet, despite the Bireau's

educational policies which seek to provide for a school 'as close

to home as possible.and emphasize the importance of the day-

school option for children, parents end community, one AIA official

has stated that the present ISE? formula not only does not adequately

fund small schools, but it also was Intended to discourage' "the mini-

school.'

No action has been taken by the Bureau to revise t3:.1.9mdula, and

the bureau currently explains the failure to do so on the grounds that

the minimum education s'tandaxis for Bureau schools have not-been iss0r.

These standards are required by section 1121 of Public Law 95-561, which

mandates the.Secretary to propose the standards within eighteen months

of November 1, 1971. They have never been proposed. We are disturbed

that the Bureau's failure to correct the ISAP'formula to adequately

address considerations mandated by the Congreis is a violation of in

express Congressional erectiy*.

tc-'Second, since MS the priority which has been given to Indian

education matters by the Congress simply has not been shared by the

txecutive Branch. As a Consequence, some 100 schools (or about.351

_

of the total number of BIA-funded schools) which have been established

to provide-a day-school education for Indian children in isolated

rural communities, are grOssly under-funded. In addition, the estab-

lishment of new schools'serving small, isolated Indian communities in

accordance with the wishes of parents and Indian tribes has been

rendered impracticable.

4.
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With respect to new school starts in small, isolated co ities

under Public Law 93-63S, the Association also is concerned that certaim

changes proposed by the Bureapoeh the regulations under that Act seam

designed to discourage such schools. While the Bureau claims that the

ch;nge in regulations is required by the Federal Grant and Cooparative

Agreement Act, our analysis of that Act financ such requireLent.

For example, we note that new language is proposed in 25 C.F.R.

Part 271 io establish A;dditional huriles for a BIA school_contract in

the case of new school startm.Wbile we understand that it.is reason-

able for the tureatiabd establish regulatory standards for new school

staits, we.note that the Bureau is imosing overlapping, and more

stringent,, re4uirements in a number of areas which are already covered

for all 630 applications by 5271.15. for example, the present regula-
-

tions provide that "no Righer standards with regard to buildings,

facilities; or equipment shall be applied to tribal organizatiogs than

have previouslyfieen%applied to the.Bureau," but the proposed.standard

for new school starts would be a new requirement that facilities be

'adequate to support the program."

Similarly, under the present regulations, community support iik

INPOresumed undlr 5.271.16 if the tribal governing body request; the

contract and the Bureau must demonsipate "tbat there is a lack of

support for the,contract.and,that"the lick of support will result in

unsatisfactory services. In contrast, in the proibsed 5271.72.the.

Bureau is directed to consider *whether tgere is an apparent desire

4
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for the new school start ... on the part of th Indian tribe and/or

COMMUnity to be seeved.' If the proposed languag0 means something other

than the present 5271.15, the intent is wholly Unclear. Bo suggest the

proposed reitilation it unnecessary; redundant, and possibly harmful.

Again, with respect to new school starts, under the. proposed regu-

lations, the Bureau woulothenquired to consider whether there are

'other adequate education alternitives currently available to the stu-

dents to bp served try; thi new school start.". What are the standards of

adequacy that are to be applied? The Association is disturbed that at

no point in proposed.5271.72 is there-any cross-reference to the federal

Indian education policies contained in 25 C.P.R. ParO lla which, accor-

ding to law, must now 'serve as the foundation for future Bureau actiOns

in education.' As already noted, the application of these policies

would encourage new,schOol starts to assure a day-school operation,

the community school concept and education services as close to a

child's home as possible.' Any new special standards'to be appli4d

in the valuation of new school starts should reflect and be con-

sistent with these policies.

As a final objection to new school start regulations, we not. that,

the Bureau will consider whether 'start-up costs are disproportionate

to the numbers of stUdeints.to be served or the potential benefiis of

the program, as compared with the start-up cost of other applicants.'

We find no guidelines as to hot, sudh disproportion is to be determined.

Certainly, the Bureau must weigh the value to a.child of the maintenance

of ties with its family and comrunity, but can such valueli be allocated

a dollar value and compared with ronetary costs?

1
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Third, the Bureau also is proposing to nate far-reaching changes

in 25 Code of Federal Regulations Part 271, which will decrease the

tribal bargaining leverage in 638 negotiations, prompt- the Bureau to

insist on special, more stringent conditions in 638 grants than ars

now permitted in 638 contracts,and strengthen the hand of the Bureau

when it decides to declinya 638 application. For example, the pre-

ent language stating that the Bureau has."the burden of proof" when

ii proposes to decline a tzibal application is liminated by the

proposed chenges.

Fourth, the Bureau also is proposing to revise Part 274 governing

'construction grants.for contract schools not previously operated by the

Bureau. Those revisions impose a numerical minimum of 25 students per

school "through grade and SO for grades thrbugh 12. W. ere relieved

that the rumors of a minimum requirement of 150 students per school have

proved to be untrue. &Never, the proposed minimums do raise serious

queitionsl. Meity existing Bureau elementary schools do not go as high

as the eighth grade and enroll fewer, than 25 children. Is the same

minimum to apply to a B-3 school as to a IC-S scho017 If so, the mini=

mum enrollment requirement may result in continued placement of very young,

children in boarding schools when a small elementary school would otherwise

be 111 educatiox;elly sound, not to mention socially desirable, alternative.

/011,

Fifth, the Association continues to receive.complaints from Bureau

schools concerning long delays in ieceiving funds to which they are

entitleci. We understand that the final allocation of funds to ZIA

fte

A
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-schools for P.Y. 1912 was not distributed until May, although Congress

aipropriated the funds in December 1911. While the unavailability of a

funding level from October to December was due to Congressional inaction,

the failure of.the Bureau to make distributions from December to May wia

entirely within the control of the Executive Branch. Such funding

uncertainties and delays are inexcusable, and they impoxe particularly

severe hardships on 1 schools without other.funding sources.

Aqnally, the au has also failed to solve the koblem of

providing adequately for indirect costs for contract schools. The

continued controversy over this ipsue and thi apparent disagreements

as to how it should be resolved between various divisions of the Bureau

and the Interior Department's Inspector General are quite difficult to

understand. Most recently, we have been told that one Bureau Area

aa Office has received a 'directive* that the BIA Guidelines for"Lump Sum

Indirect cost Negotiations have been *revoked* although no responsible

official in the BIA Central Office is aware of any such directive.

Again, it is the smaller contxact schools, with a normally high pro-

portion of Overhead.to program costs and no other sources of revenue,

which bear the brunt of such bureaucratic confusion.

' We urge thatt the Senate'.Select dommittee on 'Indian Affairs exert

its influence to encouiage respect and full implemeptation by. the Bureau

of the existing legal rights of Indian communities to develop educational

programs in safe, adequate facilities within the-community, with the

option of a day-school education for all American Indian childreh.

Specifically, the Association recommends that the following steps be

taken by your Committee to diminish the threat which Bureau actions cur-

rently present tl,the achievement of the Indian goal of educational self-

.

deterlination:

3 3
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(1) The rederal.drant and Cooperative Agreement Act should be,

amended to make clear that it does not repeal by modification any
611

provision of public Law 93-631 or xequire the modification of any of

the regulatiOns of the Secretary of the Interior mplementing that Act.

(2) The Committee should encourage the Sena e Appropriations

Committee tO insist on the continued appropriation of a separate

fund from which start-up costs and additional contract administrative

costs for 631 contractors can be paid. If the BUreall .eontinues to move

toward the elimination of the Indian Contract Support fund and the

provision of a single *guaranteed funding level for 631 contracts

without distinguishing between the direct program level and additional

contract adainistrative funding, S106(h) should be amended to make

explicit the nacessity of providing 631 administrative funds in addition

to the funding level of the hureau-operated prOgran..

(3) The designation of knowledgeable central office staff personnel

or outside contractors (along the lines of the Association's project

.noted above) to serve as 'ombudsmen" for tribal organizationssseeking

to isseit their rights under Public Laws 93-631 and 15-561 would also

be desirable. This approach proved useful to tribes in the earlier

years of the implementation..of Public Law 93-631 but has been aban-

doned by'the Bureau in recent years. The Association reCommends that

the Committee seek the re-establishment of this form of assistance to

Indian tribes by legislation, if necessary.

I apprdmiatl the opportunity of presenting the Association's

views on this important issue in Indian affairs.
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Senate Indian Affairs Committee
Oversight Hearings on F. L. 93-638,
Indirect Costs, Cranes and Contract Administration
9:30 a.m. - Room 5114 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Wednesday, June 30, 1982

Tettimony:
Gary W. Donald,'Chairman
Bois Forte Reservation Businiis Committee
Nett Lake, Minnesota 55772t
Telephone. 218/757 3261

: INDIRECT COSTS:

The Bois Forte.(Nett take) Band of Laki Superior Chippeva Indians fa

located in northern Minnesota approximately forty miles south of tho

United States-Canadian border. The band enrollment of the Bois Forte

(Nett Lake) 'Reservation is approximately 1,700, whih includes 990 people

residing on or near the reservation. The Bois Forte band has actively

been acquiring andSdainistoring federal grants and contracts since the

late 1960's in order to provide sarvices to its m'smbers. However, the'

aval of sish grants and contracts to the lois Forte 'Band has lead to a

situation where the band is in serious financial difficulty due to the

indirect costs.associated with them. This stems from the following

situation:

For Indian tribes that have at indirect cost rate, that rate is applied

to grants.and contracts --approved indirect cost percentage rate times
sist-

tbe amount of direct costs of grants.and contracts --and this amount is

Ihe theoretical indirect cost recovery. However, few grants and contracts

allow the full recovery, so the actual recovery is much lass than the

theoretical recoviry. The tribe is still held accountable as if it had

received the theoretical recovery and the indirect cost rate for the

following year is reduced by the ptrc ge to reduce the indirela nose

.
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intone tA makeup the difference between the theoretical and actual

recoveries for the previous year.

Some prograas contain legislation that place restrictions on reimbursement

of costs and same programs are subject to laws that limit the amount of

0 indirect costs that may be charged ipinst them. Other programs negotiate

lesser indirect costs pates when there is no limitation co'r restrictions

imposed. But by accepting the indirect cost rate established pursuant to

the indirect cost proposal, the Bois, Forte'Bend agrees that it is its

responsibility to collect the full amount of indirect costs applicable

to each of its' programs and projects, that any such costs; not eollected

must be funded with iti own funds, and that for the purpoms of computing

the amount of the carry-forward for the next year, it will be assumed

that all indirect costs applicable to all programe.have been racovared.

YeLiv' after year of covIring the differences betwem, the actual indArect

cost expenses and the amount recovered, coupled 41th a smaller indirect

cost rate each year, and in the case of the Bois Forte Reservation,
. 0

where a rate was not negotiated for two years. 1979-80 - 1980-81, leads

to more use of tribal funds to administer federal progtams. State and

local &averments have sources of revenue to cover these costs. The

Bois Forte Reservation does not have unrestricted resources to fund the

indirect costs not reimbursed through the indirect cost rate. As a

result, the Bois Forte tribe, along with Many tribes and'o;ganizationa

are on the verge of financial collapie.

The Bois.Forte Band, for FY-79, '80, and '81, has had indirect cost

expenditures of $702,483.00 sad hes received $285,484.00 indirect cost

reimbursement for a deficit of $416,999.
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These funds were.used to pay oasts of edministering grants and contractm

--,1!!cluding staff and general adminiatration expense that meet the

. ;

regulations and requirements fox the indirect cost pregrci in compliance

with Indiracceoesnusl 0ASO-10.
. * -
, .

We are requesting the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs to provide

legislation that would authorise the Secretary of the Interior to

'reimburse the Bois Forte Band for indirect costs expenditures in the

amount' of $416,999.00 for ry -79, '110, and 411, for the reasons

previously stated in this document. We further request the Senate

Committee on. Indian Waifs to seek changes to the indirect cost

programs that.would make equal.expenditures and recoveries for Indian

tribes.

)We further request that the Bureau of Indian Affairs policy i

allowing only 50402 of indirect cost recovery of grants and contracts

be increased to 1002. I.
. We also oppose the B.1.A.'s recommenaatiams that the 1.1.A. plums out

Contract Support fuods (incremental costs which are costs assocfated .

with getting and operating contract). This change would satin that

all indirect costs.in the future would be funded iut of the pagrem

monies as opposed to add-on to program funds. An exempla of this' is

,as follows:

A. Old System I. ProPosed change

Contract budget $50000 $50,000
*.

lois Forte Indirect Cost $1i,900 $11,900 takeo out of project

Total contract ASOUAt $01,900 $50,000
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THE CONVERSION OF CONTRACTS TO GRANTS UNDER P L 93-638 BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
GRANTS AND INDIRECT COSTS

I would like to 'Ube reference.to s paragraPh in the Act P. L. 93-638,

93rd Congress, g. 1017, January k, 1975, Declaration of Policy, Section 3,

Paragraph C., "The Congress declares its commitment to the maintenance,

of the Federal Government's unique and continuing relationship with

'and responsibility to the Indian people through tbe establishment of a

meaningful Indian self-detalmination policy which wirl permit an

orderly transition.from Pederal.domination of programs for and"Se:iles

to Indians to effective and meaningful participation by M. Indlan

people in planning, conduct, and administration df thopeOrograms

'and services."

It is very clear what the objectives of 93-638 ars and what Indian people

stand to gain by an efficient and effective system of dissemination of

provisions allowed by the Act. over the past couple of years, the Buie=

of Inca= Affairs has taken the initiative of reorganizing add also

initiated steps in changing contracts to grants and 638 regulation:

pertainini lo what Indian tribes can do in obtaining self-determination.

The Conversion of contracts to grants as we are aware will perhaps.be

in effect on October 1, 198i: Obtaining programs and services under

638 grants has very limited advantages, but in my opinion, the

disadvantages outweigh the advantages.

The lois Forte land is in opposition to the proposed Sureau of Indian

Affairs policy change from contracts to grants for the following reasons:

We contend that the proposed change will defeat tbe initial.purpost of

P. L. 93-638. That is to give. Indian tribes the basic and sovereign

4

a
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right to,solf -determine their ovn destinies.

Most.changes in rules and regulatiods woUld allow the Bureau of Indian

Affairs to maks decisions without tribal input, thereby, removing much

of the tribe's.lodal authority. The following are examplei:
. '

cut

dopyrights: Changes uld not allow tribes to use royalties derived

fiat copyx4hts to be ed at thelr discretidn. Tribes would only be

allowed to usevroyalties for program seryides.
P

. .. ' .

rroperty: Under the present 93-638 system, the government is obligated

to furniah property. Change woulcrgive authority/decision not to

e
transfer property. In effect, the government will not 60,re:it:trod to

grant property-for tribal requests.

Disputes: New polity tribe would lois right to ppeal disputes.

Changes in Contract: Under new system, tribes would lOtte riiht to

challenie Bureau of Indian Affairs' decisions.

Limitation of Costs: Nay systma would, require tribes*,to complete

contracts, at their own expense, ;tad government would also impose

Penalties if tribe did not comply. 4

Cancellation of Contrict: Under now system, the Bureau of Indian Affa

would/could impose new reasons for cancellations of contracts.
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The Cheyenne-Arapaho Tribes of Oklahoma are submitting

their testimony on the tmplementation of P.L. 95-224 and its

possible effects on tribal programs. We believe in the concept

of block grants as originally conceived by,the'lureau of Indian

Affairs. This mechanism would allow for the valid and practical

application of the intent of P.L. 93-638.

'There are; hoWever. some areas that the Tribes' take ex-

ception to in the regulations of 638 ind 224 that will be tmposed

on us if our comments are not made and noted.

For this reason, on behalf of our governing body,

submitting the following comments.

Sincerely,

4/1: "
ta

3rd Business Committee

I am
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The Cheyenne-Arapaho Tribes propose that, in accordance wieh

our direct government.to government relitioriphip with the U.S.

GoveramAk (as recognized by P.L. 93-638), we enter into negotia-

tions with the U.S. GovernMent on the question of grants and con-

tracts and their requireMente.

As a sovereign governmtnt, we do not consider ourselves auto-

matically required to ;there to administrative regulations which

are often developed for the state
1

and local,governments. Especially

those regulations that mention tribal governments as an aside.,

The Bureau of Indiih Affairs had the foresiga to begin the

'drafting of regulations that would conform more easily to P.L.

95-224. We maintain that this foresight would have been better

spent by requesting an OM exception to the Act before January

1981 as provided for in this act.

HAny tribes are not financially capable of keeping a grant "

status classification as referenced in the act. In 271.41 of the

638 draft regulations, the Bureau of.Indian Affairs has the deter-
.

mining power to classify tribe's financial system is unstable.

"Unstable" can have many different connotations. If a tribe is

forced into a cooperative.agreement approach becauee of this deter-

mination, more federal involvement will tt'an follow. This is in

direct conflict with the why Of P.L. 9,3-638. '

We would caution the administrative branches of the U.S. Govern:

ment to remember that tribal governments are sovereign entities.. In

accordance with the U.S. Government'eiudiciari..and legal responsi-
,-

bilities to the Cheyenne-Arapaho Tribes, we request that the U.S.

Government recognize that the ttibal government is valid and has

4
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its citizen's interests and welfare as its top priority, as the

U.S. Governments regards its own ciizens. We also remind the ad--

ministrative branches of the U.S. Government to remember that the

U.S. Government is obligated to provide services to the Cheyenne--

Arapaho Tribes with the atipulation'that the tribe be able to ad-

minister those same services for its self-determination without

undue,interference from the U.S. GovernMent.

Through the maze of regulations and policies that govern or

will govern tribe th Tribes are losing their unique status as

sovereign nation y executive order of the President, OMB has

proposed a chang the A-95 review procedure. Tribes would be

01,t under A-95 review procedure through the state clearinghouse,

So as we are here testifying today, steps are being taken to in-

clude the Tribes in at least part of ehe requirements of P.L.

95-224.,

41-

_11

.
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Dibé Irtizhi Habitiin Olta' Inc. Phone

Borrego Pass School 505 786-5237
P.O. Drawer A 786-7211

Crownpoint, New Mexico 87313 ,
August ?, 1982

Senator William W. Cohen, Chairman
Select Committee,on Indian Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20510

'Reference: Oversight hearing 'record, June 30, 1982

Dear Senator and Committee Members:

We thank tRe Select Connittee for leaving the record open in
order to give Indian people and organizations such as ours a
chance to review the complicated issues, and express informed
opinions.

We are in posession of a copy of the draft regulations pending
publication for comment, which amend BIA regulations for P.L.
93-638, dated May 21, 1982. We wish to comment upon ome of
the changes these proposed regulations Would make in the system
under which we now control our own school.

1. The change from contracting to grant-making appears'
needless, and we suspect that MA's claim that it is
required to make the change by P.L. 95-224 is I deception.
In his February 25, 1982, memorandum to BIA on the subject,
the Interior Solicitor clearly states that "we concurred
with BIA" in the position that assistance instrument,s retlect
In16-15ac legal relationship between BIA and tribal gover-
ments under 638. This, together with the fact that Indian..
Health SerVice does not hold that P.L. 95-224 applies to
its 93-638 Self-peterminstion,program, strongly suggests
that MA's lawyer_ is simply coming up trith legal window
dressing to support what ISLA hadalreadydecided,to do,
for other reasons.

Donald D. Creamer
Executive Director

2. This change in instrument masks a much more profound shift
of power within the BIA under the proposed regulations,
from administration of 638 initiatives by professional
Contracting Officers, to administration by BIA Executive .
Service Officers, at all levels. This shift tends to make
the program muCh more of a "political patronage" system,

!".under which BIA's old line bureaucrats will,have greater
power.to manipulate Tribal officials, and fewer constraints
on that power, than at present. It appears to bd a simple

Board of Directors George Jim. Chairman
Bessie Plasero
Tommy Yousie
Nancy Criag

3.41

Thomas Barbone
Glen Lo ley
Grace Bruce"
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...power grab" by the very people Who have the most to lose
if 638 succeeds.

3. Many of the minor changes tit wording redtce Or eliminate
exisOing safeguards in the system against HA officials'
abuse of power, or extend the degree of discretion afforded
these bureaucrats in the use of their power.

For these reasons, 4e-urge the Select Committee bluntly to prevent
BIA from imOlementing these changes, by any means at your disposal.

,

At the same time, we note that many of the changes with Which
RA is trying to "sell" the revisiting, such as greater flexibility
simpler paperwork, etc. could much145re easily be implemented
under contracting procedures, than under grant-making procedures.
The Act giyes the Secretary of th6 Interior virtual carte-blanche,
to waive any contracting regulation which is inappropriate to.,
Indian Self- etermination, but we can find no similar authorillY /
to waive p1nt regulations. If BIA, were really sincere in wanting
to *imp fy, it could take the beneficial rules out of A 87, and
A 102 and all its at*IchmentS,,and put them iirihe 638 contracting
regulations at will. But it has no power to amend these OM grant
regulations at all, nor to prevent future amendments to,the Ole
regulations which.are hositile to Indian interests.

ei

Consequently, we believe that the Select Committee should 1 terally
re uire BIA to use the power it has, within the eiisting s s em
to s mplify Sell7DeTiRrinatiarerIndian people. It shou d do so
ih the contracting process, which the Act clearly identifies at
appropriate to Self-Determination, and not in some distant °greener
pasture" of grant-making. .

Again, thank you for the Committee's genuine seeking for Indian
opinion in these matters. Your clear cohcern and integritY in
upholding the U.S. Government's comMitments to conquered nations
is both honorable and deeply respected.

Board of Directors,
Dibe Yazhi Habitiih Cate, Inc.
(Borrego Pass School Board)

4
5), 41/4,1

:George Jim Freai ept

4-.40G eh Loy. Sr. 1; -ce resident
C/

rice Bruce, Secretary

a

-7.1'rvlipyri C.?
Tommy Yazzie, Member'

omas aar one, mem er

1
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Staff Attorney
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Re: Oversight HeaiN on Public Law 93-638

Dear Hs. Hunt: '

'Esclosed herewith is a statement on problems in contracting
with the Indian Health Service under Public Law 93-63p whioh have
been encountered by a number of our tribal clients. I would be grata-
ful for the inclusion of this statement in the record of the hearing.

I am also enclosing a Copy of our draft memorandum to ovr clients

on the BIA's proposed changes in the 638 regulations. The,mmmorandum
is not yet final as the Bureau has not yet publiShed the changes.

I have checked in red issues about which you May wish to question

INS and BIA witn sssss . Do not hesitate to call if 'you have questions

on these matters.

Encls.

Si

. ,
-ov".'S-r-liobo Dean

era

I . A
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STATEMENT OFf. BOBO DEAN, ESO.,

ON ISENALF OF

THE BRISTOL SAY.AREA SEALTH CORPORATION,

THE NORTON SOUND BEALTH CORPORATION,

TEE MISSISSIPPI BAND OF CHOCTAW IMpIaNS,

THE METLAKATLA IND/AN COMMUNITY,

THEXICCOSOKEE TRIBE OF INDIANS OF FLORIDA,

BEFORE TgE,OVERSIGHT HEARING ON Pinsuc LAW 93-63S

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN Wain,

' June 30, ,1182

Mr. Chairman, my name is Sy Bobo Dean. I am associ:ted with the

law firm of Fried, Frank, Harris, Shrivex and Rampelman and have repre-

sented a number of Indian' tribal organizations.in negotiating contracts

with the Indian Health Service'under Public Lav 93..6318. I have also

served as a consultant to the Indian Health Service on matters involving

tribal rights under the Act. ; have been requested by several of our

clients which are identified below to submit this 'statement for the

.purpose of identifyi4 the most serious problems which these tribal

'organizations are currently facing in their effort to achieve Indian

, self-determlnation in health matters pursuani. to Public Law 93-638.

While the particular instances LId in this statement mly relate to

particular tribes, the overall problems identified are of concern to all

of our clients and affIct the rights under existing federal.law of

Indian tribes throughout the United States.

The most serious probluencountered by our clients in negotiaiions

with'the Indian Health ServiCe has been the es4alishMent of a contriiCt.
'

4.
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funding level in accordance with federal law and elementary prudence

and common sense. Public Ism 93-63$ xpressly provides in Section

106(h) that the

amount of funds provided under the terns of con-
tracts entered into pursuant to sections 103 ind
104 of thiS Act shall be not less than the appro-
priate Secretary would have otherwise provided
for his direct operation of the programs or por-
tions thereof for tHe period covered by the con-
tract, provided, that any savings in operation
under such coretracts hall be utilized to provide
additional services or benefits under the contract.

2$ U.S.C. 5450j(h).

It has proved xtiemely difficult for our clients to obtain

sufficient information from the Indian Health Service to establish

the amount to which they are eniitivd under section 106(h) and, eyan

when agreement has been reached with the Indian Health Service as to

contract.fundihg levels, to ensure IHS compliand-e with its commitments.

0 For example, Our client, the Bristol Bay Area Health Corpora-

tion negotiated a contract under Public Law 93431 with thillIndian

Health Service for the operation_of the Bristol Bay Area Hospital in

F.Y. 1911. IHS and BBAHC agreed,that IHS would provide a funding

level for P.Y. 1911 including the F.Y. 1910 funding level plus the

seven percent inc eeeee requested by IHS to cover inflationary Cost

ve-

in in its F.Y. 1,11 budget request (subject to adjustment

in case Congress provided more or less than the requestid increase).

3 4
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Far into the contract year (i.e., deptembeel, 1911) our

client learned from the Indian Health service that the contract amount

had been based 2,!, the F.Y. 1980 planning amount for the hospital, not

on the adival cost to the Secretary of operating the hospital in F.Y,

1980 which vas substantially in excess of the planned budget. IHS

4414111memimce. declined to adjust the MEC funding level, claiming (incor-
=

re'ctly) tbat the agreement WAS for BIAHC to operate the hospital at

IMP

IHS F.Y. 1910 "operating budget" plus seven 'porcent, without regard

to the fact that.IHS exceeded its operating budget by $100,000.

IHS has further aggravated the funding shortage at the.Bristol

Bay Area Hospital by incorrectly computing-the amount to be withheld

from the BBABC contract for salaries paid to federal employees assigned

to work in the hospital under BBAHC dirociion. As explained in my

June 11, 1982 letter submifted herewith, IRS has deducted frem the

funds available to SBA= the entire amount of the r.y. 1981 pay

raise, although more than one-half of that raise was funded by Congress.

In other words, while no portion of the T.Y. 1981 pay cost supplemental

was added to the Bristol Say service Unit funding level, IHS is requir-

ing the service unit to absorb the ntire cost of the T.Y. 1991 pay

raise in F.Y. 1912. .

Finally, IBS is also deducting from IBABC's contract the 'entire

amount of the F.Y. 1982 pay raise for which Congressional appropria-

tions have not yet been made.
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Altogether, INS' actions in computing the amount available./or

WIC operations at the hospital haVe resulted in grossly unfair

under-funding leading to cutbacks and lay -offs which have signifi-

cantly reduced the level of services below that which existed prior

to the *BANC contract. The drastic financial !pact of these rrors

are indicated in the December 3, 19B1 Table submitted herewith and

to which ISS has never provided any response.

What this all means is that Indian tribal organizations

cannot rely in iteir dealings with the United States under Public

Law 91-63B on full and accurate disclosure of critical financial

information. Bluntly, the Covezmment has short-.changed this tribal

organization by misrepresenting the manner in which the contract

amount was determined. It may be, indeed, that MSC has legal

redress in the courii to compel compliance with the provisións of

section 106(h) of Public Law 93-63B, but self-determination in

Indian health programs cannOt possibly ucceed if it depends on

costly litigation by non-profit Indian tribal organisations to achieve

compliance by the Indian Health Service with bhe provisions of the Act
-

and INS' codtractual comMitments.

. Our client, tha Mississippi Sand of Choctaw Indigni. submitted

an application to contract the operation of the Choctaw Indian Nospital

on January 26, 29B1. Negotiatibn of that contractsproposal has never

'been completed because the Indian Nealth Service has never been ablas

to identify the amount of funds available for operation of the.'bosAal

. program in P.1. 19B2.
.
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INS and our clieat agreed on January 7,-1982, to thr pgstponement

of negotiations until final funding information for T.Y. 1912 could be

made available by the Indian'Health Service. It is my understanding that

IHS is till unable to identify the funding tel on the basIs of which

negotiat ons can be completed. I do not consider it prudent for an

Indian tri or tribal organization with limited financial resources to

agree to operate a federal health facility without a definitIccommitment

from the United States as to the amount.oft dollars available to finance

the operation.

Similar difficulties relating to funding levels have affected the

health programs of the Hetlakatla Indian Community, the Hiccosukee

Tribe of Indians of Florid. and the Horton Sound flealth Corporation.

while Congress appropriated an T.Y.'1912 funding level including an

inflationary cost increase in December 1981, the Indian Health Service

issued a directive requiring expendilurts at approximately five Percent

less than in T.Y. 1921. IHS promised to provide tribal contractors with

a written explanatigb.of the Congressional constrair?tt which mandate this

reduction. However, none has been provided. instead, 2I has explained

to me on the telephone that the_Congressional requirements for staffing

new facilities and financing the Equity Health Care fund leave five per-
. .

cent less money.available fbr on-going hospital and clinprograms in

T.Y. 1912 than Congress provided in T.Y. 1911. I regret that I have not

receivs;\.0kitten confirmation from IRS so that I could furnish complete

documentation of the reasons given for reducing INS.funding Divels in

F.Y. 1.912, ven though Congress has, apparently, provided '42/111111*.

r7.1.
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appropriations to cover inflationary ciit inc . It is, of course,

impossible fOr me to confirm to my Client, the accuracy of the INS' oral

explanation of the need for the reductions.

The cutbacks unilaterally impoled by IHS on the Miccosukee Tribe's

health programs have led to an uigent need for personnel reductions in

order to assure that the program can continue to operate through the

end of the fiscal year. However, IHsihali recently asked the Tribe not

to lay oh personnel in ordar to alloW tine for MIS to develop morie

definite information on the contract funding level,tar the period July

1,-1982 through September 30, 1982.

The implementation of the Congreisional mandate that a 638 con-
,.

tractor has available at least the funding level ;HS would have had tO

operate contracted programs has correctly been interpreted by both IHS

and theliureau of I an Affairs to require the paynent of the con-

' tractor's adnd istrative costs, as well as costs for activities funded

1,9M
by INS at a tvel above that under .contract, over and above the contract'

program funds. While this IHS POlicy has been repeatedly enunciated by

IHS officials, contractors continue to encounter delays in obtaining

payment of such cost For example, the Mississippi Sand of Choctaw

Indians is currently rfencing a deficit of 8188,872 in its F.Y.

1982 indirect cost budget. Unless INS makes good on its repeated

commitments to add these funds to the Choctaw contract, the Mississippi

Choctaws will be forced drastically to reduce seriice levels to cover

these costs.

34
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/
Another funding peoblem presented for many 1.HS contractors under

P.L. 93-638 is the failure of the Indian Health Service'to request funds

to provide inflationary cost inc for 638 contractor employees.

While IHS has agreed to distribute supplemental pay cost appropriations

in F.Y. 1982 to contractors based on their own employees, it has

requested such.funds from the Congress based only on flral employees.

0'
In doing.04 ttdiffers from the Sureau of Indian Affairs which bas

1
routinerk requested and received pay cost appropriations based on 38

contractor employees, as well as federal employees.

t .

The problems noted above have arisen notwithstanding the mandate

Of section 1Q6 (h) and specific proasions of IHS regulations and guide-

lines which require IHS to negotiate a contract funding level which is

subject to subsequent modification only when the AZtractor consents or

whegrfor reasons beyond the control of IHS the availability of funding

is.curtailec6fOr example. when Congress rescinds an appropriation or

requires INS to take actions which limit the amount of an appropriation

which is available for the program undo: Contract). See 41 C.T.R. 53-4.

6013(13) mhich bars contract changes without the consent of the contractor,

Specifically, IHS' existing guidelines (ISDH 81-5) allow a reduction

below the negotiated IHS contract funding level only when

Congress or some Other source.beyond'the control
of the Indian Health Service will make it neces-
sary to adjust ISS program operating funds ....

Under these guidelines tribaf contractors affected by such an adjustment
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decreasing the base funding level will be
promptly advised by the Area Program Dirac or
of the need for such adjustment and will
given an opportunity to discuss the propo ed.
reduction before the reduction is made.

The reduction of five to tempercent blow F.Y. 1981 levels in

"hospitals.and clinics° funding imposed by the Indian Health Service in

F.Y. 1982 failed to conform to these requirements. So far as I am aware

the need has never been inte11igihly explained to 638 contractors. In

the case of the Anchorage Area a reduction of ten percent blelow F.Y. 1981

levels was imposedftilaterally and without discussion.

In response to ab inquiry at IHS Central Office as to why Anchorage

was reducing programs below the level.directed by Central Office, I was

told that Anchorage asserted that the Ala a Natives had agreed to the

reduction. I do not know whethr McIrge really said that (the Area

Director subsequently denied having said it), but I know that the reduc-

tion was imposed by IHS unilaterayly on the Lristol Bay Area Health

Corporation, the Norton Sound Health Corporation, and the Metlakatla

7 dian Community.

ile regulations and IUS policy guidelines it present support

638 cont actors in their attempt to negotiate firm federal commit-

ment on con act funding, the IHS director is proposing to issue new

guidelines expressly authoriiing unilateral decreases in contract

funding levels. This.directive, if iisued, will violate Ills regula-

tions.under Public Law,83-638 which require the contractor's consent

o changes (41 p.r.R. 63-4.6013(13)) w If INS insists on.the inclu-

ion of contract language allowing such unilateral budget reductions,

t would violate NHS regulationt which specify the contract language
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on which IHS may insiSt in e 13111 contract. .See 41 C.P.R. 555-4.5001

and 3-4.5012. I am submitting herewith a copy of my letter, dated

MAy 21, 1,22, which further explains the drastictimpact which theke

proiosed 532 contract guidelines would have in undermining the Congres-

ional effort to assure Indian sigf -determination in federal health

services for Indian people.

Ht. Chairman, the implimentation of Public Law 93-632-is

currently at a critical turning point. Unless the Congress and the

Indian Health Service unmistakably reaffirm the federal commitment

to permit Indian tribes to operate federal health programs for their

members by assuring that such operation can be programmatically and

financially viable, the se1f-determination initiative begun in 1975

will, and should, grind to a halt.

It is unconscionable for the United States to hold out the

prospect of self-determination in Indian health to Indian.people as

a cover for reducing the level of federal financial support so that

Indian tr 1 organizations take the blame for deteriorating

levila of urvic. -- blame which should properly fall either upon

IHS, itself, upon the Congress. ,

N.

et'
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Yet that is exactly what has happened in the case of the

Bristol Bay Area Hospital. The Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation,

a tribal non-profit organization representing the Alaska Native

villages of the Bristol bay region, has been blamed by its service

population for lay-offs and other service reductions resulting from

IHS' failure to provide the contract funding to which BBAHC is clearly

entitled.

111

Other Indian tribe!, such as the Mississippi Band,of Choctaw

Indians, have observed INS' performance and have drawn the obvious

concluXion --- unless you can absorb the budget cuts resulting from

self-determination, don't contract. There are very few Indian

tribes with pockets dee; enough to afford self-determination in

Indian health on these terms.

I appreciate the opportunity of submitting these comments.

If you or the Committee staff have any questions on these matters

or wish documentation to substantiate the statementi which I have

made, I will be glad to respond.

V.

Attachments.
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May 21, 1982 .

Dr. Everett R. Rhoades
Director
Division of Indian Health
Public Heal'th Service
Room 5A55, Park Lawn Building
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20857

Saywz, h JAcouso.

.....

I ON* OO M. ND
?QM OM IlAt

%.111Ce.. VoIt .5

2(12-14.1s99

..... .

Re: Pro osed Indian Self-Determination Memorandum 82-3

Dear Dr. Rhoad s: '

A
I am writi g in response to Ms. Exendine's request of May 4,

1982, for èo1nerçs on proposed Indian Self-Determination Memorandum
No. 82-3, which. an es the procedures tor negotiating 638 contract
budgets aN now pre Obed by Indian Self-Determinetion Memorandum
No. 81-5.

The proposed ISDM 82-3 radically alters the fundamental
principles for establishing 638 funding levels and repudiates
the Indian Health Service's priorcormitment to support and
encourage IHS contracting in conformity with the provisions.of
section 106(h) of Public Law 93-638.

Funding levels for F.Y. 1983 contracts will be negotiated at
the F.Y. 1982 level with no provision for edjustmept to reflect
increased costs although the Administration's budget request to
the Congress includep such adjuptments. See, for example, F.Y.
1983 Indian Health Service Justification of Appropriation Estimates,
16,41.

The prOposed decision comes on top of IHS' iailure to pass on
to 638 contractors the mandatory cost increases appropriated by the
Congress in F.Y. 1982. 41In fact, IHS hai abtlfied 638 contractors
that the funding levels in current 638 contracts will be signi-
ficantly reduced for F.Y. 1982 (for example, a tentative eduction

.of five percent -- which may finally be larger -- in "ho pitals
and clinics" funds for F.Y. 1982). L.

19-891 0 - 83 - 23
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While we understand that IHS explains that these cuts are
required by Congressional directives, the fact remains that the
United States is requiting 638 contractors to absorb inflatipnary
increases in contracted health progrqms through accepting deteri-
orating levels of services. The promulgation of ISDM 82-3 will
crystalize this new federal policy. .

ge

While paragraph 4F,continues a commitment to pass on in F.Y.
1983 increases made by Congress above the F.Y. 1982 level, the

Indian Health Service now asserts the unilateral right to make

t' is radical depar-
changes in contract funding levels durtng the year to ensure
Implementation of IBS funding prioriys. Th
tura from the principles laid dowm_in ISOM 81-5, in the provi-

sions of.536.236 of the Indian Halth Service 638 regulations
and clause,(11) of 41 C.F.R. 53-4.6013 is in conflict with the

spirit and the letter of Public Law.93-638 and the regulations

of the Secretary of Health and Human Services thereunder, end
I will advise my clients against signing any'bontract contain-

ing such language.

Furthermore, ISD24.82-3 introduces a requirement that the
Limitation-of-Cost clause required by ISDM 81-1 include the
phrase "or decreirsed." A provision allowing the Government to
decrease the contract amount unilaterally is in conflict with the
mandatory "changes" clause required by the regulations and with

the existing IHS policy contained in ISDM 81-5(3F) which allows
decreases in the negotiated funding level only when "the Congresa

or some oper source beyond the control of the IHS will make it

neeesstary to adjust IHS program operating funds." I will cer-

ta itill? do my best to ensure,that no Indian tribal organizations

which I represent sign contracts which allow the Indian Health

Service complete discretion to reduce previously negotiated
funding levels during the course pg the contract year. A con-
tractor entering into such an arrangement would be ait hg impru-

dently and risking financial insolvency.
.

The provisions of proposed ISDM 82-3 relating to th payment

of 638 indirect costs and the March 1, 1982 memorandum fcorporated

by reference also involve a far-reaching repudiation of Srior IHS

self-determination policy. As I understand the new procedure,
IHS will add indirect cost funds basecton a negotiated rate to

638 contract funding levels in F.Y. 1982 (and for new contracts
subsequently entered into), but in future years the recurring

base for such contract programs w 1 be presumed to include direct

and indirect costs so that-indirec ost rates would be applied

n

3 5
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merel ethod Rf classifying costs.

his app ach raises the likellhood that future increases
in le timate ontract administrative costs can be funded only
from r decing the level of health services. We consider that
such a devel.r ent, if it occurs, would violate the provisions
of sec on lt6(h) of Public Law 93-698. It also reinforces the
conclus on th t IHS policy is now principtirlly motivated by an
emphasi on limiting the cost of 'health services contracted

ublic Law 93-638, rather.than by the considerations
mphasized by the Congress in sections 2 and 3 of Public Law
93-638, ("The Congress recognizes the obligation of the United
States to respond to the Strong expression of the Indian people
for se).f-determination by assuring maximum Indian participation
in the direction of educational as well as other federal ser-

N vices to Indian communities so as to render such services more
responsive to the needs and desires of those Communities") and
section 2 of Public Law 94-437 ("A major national goal of the
United States is to provide the quantity ancrtluality of health
services which will permit the health status of Indians to be4
raised to the highest possible level and to encourage the
maximum participation of Indians in the planning and management
of those services.") See 25 U.S.C. 55450a and 1601.

In view of this ,proposed shift ip emphasis in IHS policies
it is imperative that Indian tribes and tribal organization;
shoUld not be encouraged to assume the responsibility through
638 contracting for maintaining levels of service notwithstanding
the deterioration in the level of federal financial support for
the programs. We are aware of your deep commitment to the prin-
ciples of honesty and forthrightness in dealing with Indian
peoples and assume that, in case this new policy ds, indeedr
implemented, you will ensure that IHS does nOt encourage tribal
organizations to contract for the operation of health services,
in circumstances whd.ch would place the blame on such contractors
for reducing the 0414ty of health service; or threaten.their
financial solvencle-',..A

If you or you staff have any questions as to these comments
or the accuracy of e factual statements contained herein, I will
be glad to meet with you to provide any necessary clarification.

Copies - see Page Four

eindexely,

LilW:1%.Cetd
/ .S

f.
BObo Dean

St7)
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Mr. Gerald Ivey
Areh Director
Aiaska Area Nat?ve Health Service
P.O. Box 7.741
Anchorage, Alaska 59510

202-342-3St9

WtIKI
else-oca

Re: Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation

Dear Mr. Ivey:

Thank you for your letter of May 3, 1982. I do not believe it
answers the question asked in my letter.of April 21, 1982, and earlier
correspondence (including, in particular, hy letter of September 16,
1981, t6 Jim Danielson).

Basically py question is whether it was correct to deduct
$1,22p,962 from the amount Ayailable in "hospitals and clinics"
for the F.Y. 1982 contract in order to cover federal payments to IPA
and commissioned corps employees. You state that "the F.Y. 1982 funds
available to.BBAHC will be based on the recurring F.Y. 1981 funds made
available through the contract instrument."

However, according to the.last information providldto me the F.Y.
1981 contract included $603;662 in "hospitals and clinics" funds, while
the F.Y. 1982 contract (subject to some downwhrd adjustment not yet
finalized) is supposed to incluae only $386,775 in "hospitils,and
clinics" funds because, as expl ned by Mr. Armbrust of your office to
my client last August, the amou t deducted from the service unit funding
level for IPA and detail personn increased from $1,061,654 (which was
deducted for F.Y. 1981) to $1,228, 2 ( hich was deducted for F.Y. 1982).
'See Table, dated December 3, 1981 pre ously submitted by Bristol Bay
Area Health Corporation.

It

.
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The increase in the total 'hospitals and clinics" funding for

the service unit from F.Y 1981 to F.Y. 1982 mas only $67,137. I

assume that this means that thd level of fundinCWas not adjusted

to reflect the Congressional appropriation of one-half of the

October 1, 1980 pay raise.

Thus, in arriving at thelo-called "recurring F.Y. 1981 funds

made available through the contract instrument," you have deducted

the entire.amount of the F.Y. 1981 pay raise (although one-half of

the raise was funded by the Congress).- The funds provided by Con-

gress to pay one-halftof the raise were, of course, included in the

F.Y. 1981 base figure to which F.Y. 1982 funding level adjustments

(minus five percent) are now applicable. However, no portion of

those funds were included in the IMAM funding level for F.Y. 1981

(which was the Bureau's 'F.Y. 1980 budget plus seven percent," see

Armbrust teletype to Tubbs, dated September 1, 1981).

Together with the further requirement that BBAHC absorb the'

entire amount of the F.Y. 1982 raise not yet funded by Congress, IHS

withholding of the F.Y. 1981 supplemental funds from the BBAHC service

unit means a total cut in tbe 'recurring F.Y. 1981 fads! of $216,887

in hospitals and clinics allfte.

As fully documented by the DeceMber 3, 1981 table prepared by

BBABC staff and provided to yoUr office on several previous occasions,

a similar effect takes place in the ofEer funding categories (sanita-

tion, dental, etc.).

, I have tried, with the able assistance of the BBAHC Staff, to

convey a fairly straightforward point both to you and to IHS, Rock-

ville, for the past nine months without noticeable effect'. I have

spoken to Dr. Stolpe about the December 3, 1911 table on one occasion

and he told me it4was too complicated for him to understend. I have

far too much respect for his and your intelligence, as well at for

Jim Danielson's,,to believe,that the issues raised last SeptemBer

have not long since been made crystal clear.

The question asked last September remains unanswered. If i,ou

or your staff feel that I am Missing some critical aspect of the matter,

I would be most grateful if you would call me about it. In the absence

of further clarification, I will have to confirm to BBAHC that the

December 3, 1981 table dos, indeed, reflect a failure on the part of

the Indian Health Service to comply with the provisions of section 106

(h) of P.L. 93-6384requiring 638
contracts to be funded at the level

which would have bien available to the Secretary to operate the prcagram.

35y
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At this time I also wish to repeat the Zinn position as to
'the failure of /HS to calculate the &mount of the Y. 1921 contract
in accordance with its representations to MAC. Kr. Armbrust stated
in his September 1, 1981 teletype that in the P.Y. 1981 contraiA nego-
tiations it was agreed that the BBAHC contract would be based on the
F.Y. 1980 budget plus seven percent, not the actual IHS funding level
for the program plus seven percent. He admits that expenses for the
program in F.Y. 1981 were at least $69,760 over budget and disputes
the BBAHC claim that the excess was in fact greater on the ground
that certain expense% were of a non-recurring nature.

When we attempted to resolve this matter with you at the
Rockville meeting you declined to.provide any addition41 funding
to adjust the MAC contract to compensate for the under-funding in
the initial year.

The written agreement was (see Article X/X of the contract):

Funds tentatively allocated to the contract as set
forth on pages 4 of 109 and 5 of 109 aXe based on
the President's proposed budget fbr F.Y. 1981,
which reflects a seven (70 percent increase oyez
F.Y. 1980.

-
Based on my participation in the negotiations apd discussiods

with the Contracting Officer, Mr. Peterson, with you and other members
of your staff and with the former /HS Director, Dr. Johnson, and =em-
bers of his staff, I azze absolutely convinced that all the /HS represen-
tatives who were involved, including yourself, believed that the agree-
ment was to provide the actual F.Y. 1980 cost to IHS to operate the
program, plus seven percent, rather than an obsolete F.Y. 1980 plan-
ning figure plus seven percent. I am confident that,there was no
intention on the part of IHS to deceive SSAHC into believing that its
contract provided a funding level increased by seven percent over F.Y.
1980, when that was really not the case.

Nonetheless, the ffect of Mr. Armbrust't-teletypt of September
1, 1982, and of your decision not to consider any adjustment in fund-

@ ing is just as though there had been such deliberate intent to deceive.

, In contracting under Public Law 93-638 Indian tribal organiza-
tions are dependent upon the accuratness aarcompleteness of the
financial information provided by the GovernMent. You have the figures.
We do not. P lic Law 93-638 can only be successfully implemented if
tribes can de d on such full, fair and accurate disclosure.
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Unless these two matters (the E.Y. 1981 pay raise issue and

the initial funding level issue) can be resolvedvithout further
administrative proceedings or litigation, I will be compelled to

reach the conclusion that Indian tribes should be advised to dis-

continue health contracting un4er Public Law 93-638 until the

Govermpent is prepared to negotiate with tObes on the basis of
reasonablY complete and accurate budget data.

I would be grateful for an answer to my letter of May 7,

1982.

Sincerely,

S. Bobo Dean

cc: Mr. Robert Clark
Ur. Richard Tubbs
Mr. Janes Danielson
Dr. Robert Birch
Robert W. Wagstaff, Esq.
The Hon. Ted. Stevens
(Attention: Ms. Mary Ann Simpson)

IOW
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MSEPTEMBER 1. 4141'

TOs R. TUBBS. COWTROLLER. BBANC

TROis 4. ARMBRUSTI CHIEF. ACHCS

REs YOUR LETTER OF 11126111...

.11.00 ARE CORRECT BRISTOL BAY'UGONTRACT VAS NOT FUNDED AT an,
(LEVEL OR 04 THE BASIS OP.VHAT IT COST INS TO PROVIDE SERVICES AI
BRISTOL BAY IN FY81. THE ACTUAL OBLIGATIONS AGAINST THE BUDGET
OF 12.037.300 (ISNE .14 IS NOT COUNTED) VERE $2.1117.11811 OR
S89.160 OVER BUDGET. EQUIPMENT EXPENSES ARE NOT INCLUDED AS THEY
ARE NOT BUDGETED tOR AND ARE FUNDED ON,A ONETINE BASIS AS WO
RECURRING FUNDS ARE RECEIVED TOR EQUIPMENT; THIS ACCOUNTS FOR
S18.695 OP THE DIFFERENCE IU OUR FIGURES. ALSO. SERVICE UWITS
WERE NOT BUDGETED FOR VIP PAY WHICH IS ANOTHER 1118.111111. '

AS VAS STATED DURING NETOTIATIGNS YOUR FY8I CONTRACT VALUE VAS
BASED ON THE 1988 BUDGET PLUS 7 PERCENT. FOR ALL SERVICE UNITS.
WHILE ACTUAL EXPENDITURES FOR PREVIOUS FISCAL YEAR ARE TAKEN INTO
CONSIDERATION IN EETERMINING CURRENT YEAR FINAL BUDGET. BUDGETS
ARE NOT BASED ON ACTUAL EXPENDITURES. AS VAS FURTHER POINTED OUT.
WE IN FACT DID CONPUTE BUDGET FOR BRISTOL BAY AS IF IT WERE STILL
A DIRECT SERVICE UNIT SEVERAL WEEKS *BEFORE WEGOTIATIONS.IEGAN.
THE TY 81 BUDGET FOR .11 AND .95'WOU1.D HAVE BEEN 111.9;3.719 SOME
$111.0011 LESS THAN WHAT WAS CONTRACTED FOR (SEE 40D IIA PAGE 2).

WE FEEL OUR RECORDS WILL CLEARLY SHOW THAT YOU HAVE ACTUALLY HAD
MORE TO OPERATE WITH THAN IF IHS MANAGED THE SERVICE UNIT DIRECTLY.
ADVISE IF HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONWCONCERNS.

AIMS DUN

ST COPY AVAILABLE
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:)1:17:26

:raft

Dzzi.

t:741
, wilTATION (1181) .

14(1401, M 4111A-111A1 111 11,81%1101111t1

12/V81

APPDOPIIIATHINS 1.1.111: IT111S

-(--
1IIS1ITAL & CLINIC+

& CLINICS

itik:TY IPA 6 Pli An. 0101ri Tout. u.FT tor 10 mar dr,
MI &MS PIN:AWL PIRStrital 1 DK IN PIIIERM 0)

010117 Mint2W1 MMTAIN RI MEL

ry-81 1,413,431:D0 (1,061,651.m) (278,115.00) 603,662.00

NM: In fiscal year 81, IRS Hospital T1 Clinics Kid a payroll of 40
arplovces totaling $1,1161,651.110. HNC Kul a direct hire imyroll-
in Hospital & Clinks of 8 esployees totaling $2711415.00.

(footnote: 48 erploYees in Itivital l; Clinks totaling $1,399,769.00.
e Thk wonid leave $1,03,002.00 arailabk for Iliiect Program) G4

1'I-82 2,010,868.110 (1;228,962.0)) (395,131.00) 386,775.00.

Ira: In fiscal year 82, II Iki,.pltal 5, Clinics had a payroll of 35''
tirployees totaling $1,2211,962.09. MINE had a direct hire payroll
in Hospital :nkl Clinks or 13 eiployees totaling $395,131.00.

(footnote: 48 erployees inittspital nreClinics totaling 51,624,091.00.
This would leave $386,775.00 ayailablelor Direct Program.)

.lbspital alkl Clinic recived a.rodest increase of $67,437.00 in their
limit:et. Personnel toqs increa.ed in lkspital awl Clinks by $284,324.00
ankl we; not funded! Ihe IDA ietilt wis that we KM to a1r4orb R216,887.00
in Direct Prograr --ftir the ruy increase.
1$2,D10"SAI $1,945,031.011 * 367,437.00 3284,324.00.s (216,887.00) ) 1216,857.00

,
1

{Y-111 55:101.00 (4tval .00) -0- 14,2011.00

NM.: In fi.-cal %.ear HI, IN Sanitat ion had a paymll of' 2 mincers totaling
.540,1101.011. No Duvet nue.. .

00;)100u:: This left $14,2110.00 tol Direct Program)

I' a 47)
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tpei teletype of 912/1(1) IY-82 55,25S.NI 0.1,111.00) . 8181.110

Niro.. In 11',eal yea' 32, Ilts N.untat ion had a payiull of 2 appliques totaling
454.4;3.ou. Mi ollect

(loutnoie .This. left $300.0(1 101 iii Lct Progrars)

FIltd,WtY: Sanitation received a modest piogiar increase 01 8132:.00 in theirbudget. Per:.01111 Lost4 111:11%1Sed,in .15anitat ion by $11,532.00 and 1435not bladed' 1he net result was tlut we had to alnwib 813,400.00 in DuvetNo(1Ia* dollais lot the pay incioasq.
($5S,21i.on - $55,101.00 $112.00 p 3 ,s32.94) (us ,400.00))

IY-81 101,000.00 (51,889.00) (31,644.00) 19,477.00
NUIE: III i iseal yiar SI, Ilts Dental' had a payroll of 2 esilloyees totaling $S1,889.00.BMW had .1 Dirmt liii e payloll ill Delital of 2 emiloyees totaling 131,064.00.

(lootnoti 4 euvloyees (knit at totalnig $83,553.01). This would leave
$190117.00 available for Direct Prograr.)

105,S14.00 (71,2S1.00 (3o,052.0o) (3,759.00)

(*13,4*1.00)

tiufl.: la fm..al year $2, 1115 Antal luil_a,payrull of, 2 eiplovees totaling $73,251.00.WIC hail a lniekt Due ju> rol 1 iii-lkntal of 2 orployees totaling $311,052.00.
(footnote: 4 erp1ovees In Denta1 totaling 1109,3113.00. hiss would 1Nlye usa plogi.up deli.- it ol ($3,759.00) available (Or Direct Prograr)

Sit MAW: Dmtal eecelieil an inere.o.e of $2,544.00 in their budget. Persuandl costsincreased (Ii Dental bv $25,7511.110 and was not loafed!. lbe net result .r.is thatwe had to alvanli $25,201,1)0 in Direct Plograr dollars to pay forincieases toaneintain 11-31 Ilimever, a% you L.111-%ce, in ail% inugrar, mit haveenough Ilieeet left to the iksy increase. ge reit that we'mild not .nt tt.ht, CIII pu,It IIiiI In alleady "amintenanee program.", we haveplopol.ed, Mid It...VIVO MAI appioval to our Dental budget and ourContract Health Cale Dental boJget t.0111 Imo the Dental prograr.

(105,544.00 - 101, oqo .41u -.2-.54 t.to - 25,750.181 ( 23,2nb.00) )
(23,200.00)
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MOM f tai.ili CARI. 1Y-SI $39,o00.00 -0- $39,600.00

/tellies to 'nitride dental servkes tu live (5) villages in the Bristol Bey
Service Unit.

MUNI III.M.Ill CARL wnAl. IY-S2 $42,188.00 -0- 0- $.12,388.00

NUM Wolk to movitle.dentaI servaces tu five (5) vitlagits in the Bristol. Bay
Service Mut.

SM/MARV: Waal Ns-viml a prograr um:reuse uf $2,788.00 iii their budget. As
noted above. wo have reLeived oral .epproval tu use sure ol these WUSlieS tu
uflset the deficit in regular Irntal. nowever, our existing staff will have
to utterpt tu ph/ op the 5 connected vii lagea. This will less lure
:mutable to the vitalges Ithieli were previably served by BBAIE. (this
includes hillingluvr)
($12,388.(X) $.19,600.00 $2,788.00)

KIPAIR

AIN11.14ANIX 4 Itcpair

IY -81' $30,400.00 -0- 0.
. .

06000.00
. .

MM.: Monies to movude homtlies mid etc., fur Maintenancei ft Repair of the Hospital
rod adjacent facilities at Nanakanik. .

IY-82 $3b,400.00 O O 3'36,400.00
. . -

BM: /lollies to provide supplies and etc., fur /hIntenance 1 Repair of the feedes
located at Kanalow/.

SI10101ABY: te did not its etre :nu increase or decrease in total pmgrior dollars.
llowevr, with inflation cunt twill)* eaj uig wey et JvJ i lah4 ptograir dollars,
end without anyAncreases, we tanoot pOrchase the same voltam Or quality of
ratcriats.

3 ti
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`-C

1)-81 $2,1110.110 .11 $4100.no

Moneis liii eioe4tenev patient and social Worker travel in the Bristol HaysviLe nut.
18.1.111 (travel 00)1_ 11-82 $1,h77.00 -0. 414677-Of

NU: Monies lin evergency patient and Su Lull Worker 'travel In the Br mut Bay
Service Unit .

WNW: Mental Ik.iltlu (trfvel only) received a proglaw.cut or ($42'1.0(I) over our
ip:cal Year 81 blkleyt . this uas tied to the cut*:;proposed by the Ibuse
a)3 Senate.

($1,077.00 - $2,108.181 (412.00))

S11%111101

As Lan be e11 by The abrivt the IIN payroll gets Imger and the number or
eirplovees then P.M oil dee I eases. Alla Lah be contributed largely to the last two
(2) 1edeial Pa411lio %Inch have been passed, but Wilds luve not been appropriated to,tom the pay 101116;Ne... Drogiaws have been instructed to absorb all or part of these
ply int E1151.... IR the thimt 'Me FY-81 pay increase (October VI) W.; to be
Sin tinkled and Ilk 50: absorbed in program. O1A18: had to aborb 1110: of thispav itt. The IN-82 pay (October 8)) was to be absenbed MK in Hirea Program.,
Ihie total antlmni:cd eipplopma eel I MI; (el hhAil is 54 positions, the pay ineTateS
for these ettvloyceS" total $121,614..00, this $321,606.00 had to he abSinbed ie totalI IBM) by plo;parr. 'Me wildest Int I ease 141111.11 i.e reLeived in our prograws (no pital

Sanitat Ion, Dental, Ilk: Dental, niintename ti Repair, and Mental Ikaltb-travel)total 872,478.0n.

The remainder. F521,i2t10(I). is the deficit awl mike up in hospital programs.
to 10,1111t.ph the I Y8I level 01 londuig available to early out huliect Program.

($72,178.0)0 - $321,opo,no (2s1,128,m))

1*

3 6 G
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S.

Please n)te, tlut the do icit of (251,1211.00) does not ieflect any inliation factor.
ising Lost of supplies, travel, sevices and etc., mist be added on top of

this amount, to corivitly relkct our true deficit or wows hich we rust Make up in
uur budget to suintain the l'1111 direct'prograif service available to residents of
Bristol Bay.

0251,128.0N the inflation lattor of 10 to 1Sk ($60,360,00 to $90,549.00) ($311,494.00 to'S341 77.00).

lhe impait thjP11Tflion is having on the rest of MS services or facilities who are our
ieferial coi ors IS also cleating additional f huncial problems. Alaska Motive Iledlcar.
(*Mei 111 tile Nit .11.1s linel.for-the return transportation of all Patknts reforms' to
them lw-our 101All Physkians. lliis will no 'finger be done. The individual, family

members, Iriend, other 3rdlurty SultrteS, or BBA11 Rust DOW lily for this. Also, AIM
has in the past providal 10101 with np to 22 specialty clinks, this cost of transportation
and flier foi the specialist was borne Ily Alaskh Area Rime Health ServiceS. However,
now the mceiving facility mot pay kir these clinics. -)kny role cost contaiment reamiros

rI such s this will undoulatally he instituted by AMC and other refeiral centers, the nut
rishlt being that the indiidiral, family mothers, friends,other 3rd-party soutmes, Or

Coe) luve to absoih the costs. Until an appropriation:: bill i's.lussed by the llonSe
1, Senate, then signed Ily the President, wc will not know what the final funding level will /
be. The litrst inlonwition which we love available to 1r5 proposes OglI MS will talm a- /
Id: cut and iccolding to the terms of our contract, this cut will be passed on to ME. /

0 The potential for BANE to leceive Imre funds than have kvn Indy available to us ietIPS

awC,
very unlikely. He lire in the moves,: of developing, with the assistance of lirnst & hbinney,.
Accounting Iine, .1 3rd pirfy billing and Lollect ions systm llopefully, the increased
ievennes whimili aie generated by Hos iuvroved systow will offset any furtherconwessional
cuts.

co 4144,

Jrn
( 3 6 7
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MEMORANDUMeNO.

Re: Proposed Changes in BAA Regulations.Under

Public Law 93-638

The Bureau of Indian Affairs is proposing changes in the

re ulations under the Indian Self-Determination and Education

Misistance Act, Public Law93-638, which are of crucial importance

to Indian tribes intersted in operating BfA programs under that.

Act. The changes are expected to be published in the Federal

Register and circulated to tribes by the Bureau in the near future.

Comments may be filed with Assiseant Secretary Ken Smith, Atten-

tion: Dale Heald, for sixty days after publication and final regu-

lations will be issued subsequently'to the comment period.

Our Memorandum No. 81-29 discussed an earlier version of the

changes. This Memorandum will identify problem areas in the new

44. mmersion, as well as noeing those areas in which the Bureau has

corrected deficiencies on which we commented in Memorandum No.

81-29. Each tribe shtuld, of couese4 teview the proposed changes

carefully as there may be,,aspects affecting,a,particular tribe's

situation which are not mentioned in the Membrandum.

The Bureau still proposes a shift from "contracts" to

"grants" under Public Law 93-638. It argues that this change, is

required by'the Federal Grant and Coop4rative Agreemept Act, Public

Law 95-224, based onean opinion, dated April 28, 1981, of the

Solicitor of the Department of the Interior. It further argues

that the shift iss



a technical change in form; substantive

rights and obligations under Public Law

93-638 are not being altered by thiu law.

We have concluded that the Department is in error in con-

cluding that Public Law 95-224 implicitly amended P.L. 93-638

so as to require "grants" instead of "contracts" under section

102 of that Act. In section 102 of Public Law 93-638 the Congress

directed the Secret8xy of the Interior to contract with Indian

tribal organizations when certain specific statutory criteria are

satisfied. This legislation is unique and quite unlike any other

federal law providing for federal
financial assistance. jIt is

specific to Indian tribes. There is no evidence in PA); 95-224

or in'its legislative hiE4ory that Congress considered the

special program authoriZed for Indian tribes by P.L. 93-638

when the later law was enacted.

Generally, implied repeals are not favored. See Ism v.

Mancari, 417 U.S. 535 (1978). Furthermore, general legisfation

is not usually held to apply to Indian tribes or to limit Indian

rights in the absence of evidence of Congressional intent.than

it should. menominee Tribe v. United States, 391 U.S. 404*(1968).

In a leading case on Congressional termination of Indian rights,

United States v. Santa Fe Railroad Company, 314 U.S. 339,(1941),

the Supreme Court helf:P.that
Indian rights had not been modified

by Congressional legislation
when there was no "clear and plain

indication" of an ilztention to extinguish tribal rights, observ-
.

,ing "en extinguishment cannot
be lifihtly implied in view of the

""

A

to
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avowed solicitude of the Federal Government for the welfare of

its Indian wards.* 314 U.S. 354. Bryan v. Itasca County, 426

U.S. 373-(1974); Squire v.,Capceman, 351 U.S. 1 (1956).

The curtailment of tribal rights resulting from the Bureau's
-

use of "grants" rather than "contraas" under P.L. 93-638 should

not be given effect in the absence of careful consideration by the

Committeessta-pe Congress charged with spesial responsibilities

in the field of Indian affairs. Curiously, the Secretary of

Health and Human Services is continuing to "contract" under

section 103 of P.L. 93-638 which is identical to section 102

except for applying to ttNes Indian Health Service instead of to .

BIA programs. Thus, even within the Executive'Branch, there is

a difference of view as to whether Public Law 95-224 requires

the use of "grant instruments" under Public Law 93-638.
S.

The Bureau's proposed changes undermine tribal rights

under Public Law 93-638 tn a number o aspects notwithstanding

the assurance that "substantive rights and obligations" are

unaltered.

- 1. Transitten. Tribal contractors under.p.L. 91-638

now have three-year contracts ora right to recontract under

25 C.F.R. S271.20. The Bureau has no discretionary aUthority

to cut off these progriMs which are subject lonly to budget nego-

tiations ind the availability of appropriations. Under proposed

S271.22 these programs till be subject to "continuation grant"

requirements and will be "reviewed in the same manner as initial

applications and evaluated according to the same criteria."

37o
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In'a memorandum, datea June 24, 1982, the Bureau has recog-.

nized thlt the proposed changes cannot be in, place In time to
,.

affect F.Y. 1983 contract negotiations ahd directed that such

degotiations all take place under the existing regulations.-

eSzisoling. ontractors will, therefore, be entitled to all their

extsting rights. However, when such contracts become subject to '

% renewal,.the provisiop of S2/1.22 for review and evaluation under

the new regulations would aildw a declination im circumstances in

140ich it would not riow,be permittad. See 25 C:Fn. S27r.29.,

which eliminates the Bureauts discretion, to decline a reccntract-

ing application o

2. !nor aqed Role for Area Direotor apd Superintendent.
0 \

under the present system, BIA Area Directors cap only recommend

the declination of 638 applications, and contracts are generally

awardei by Area Contracting Officers. Under the new system, Area

,Directors May decline appliCatjons (subject to appeal to the
4

If Ceni.ial afice) and Superintendents will award grants. Trit;es

may-question the desirability of vesting increased authority in

ehe Area Director and whether Agency Superintendents and theiT

staffs"have tile resources and expertise% to administer'the Paper-

work essential..in a.grant program. ,

3. 'Special Octant Conditions" and "CooPerative A4reemets:"

While the mandatory terms of 438 contracts are currently specified '

.v

by regulation (41 C.F.R. Paxt 14H-70), the proposed S271.21 apes

the authority to impose special more stringent grant

gag

-.4

.4PL o

.
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conditions when a grantee has 'violated grant performance require-

ments or has a management system which does not meet regulatory

requirements. Y6ile the impOsition of such requirements is now

made subject to tribal appeal, the 'special conditions' are

apparently to be tailor-made by the Superintepaent or Area

Director.

In addition, und r proposed 5271.23, a cooperative agree-

ment, instead of a grant, may be required by Bureau officials if

'performance would be improved by the use of a cboperatilie agree-
.

.ment," substantial-4mlagaxipgpLvement is required to protect

trust resouraq, technimal,assistance can best be provided through

continued substantial involvement of Bureau personnel or tribal

management systems are inadequate.

While the regulations do apparently provide for an appeal

of 'apy decision affecting an 'application or grant,' ir is not

clear whether the declination criteria and the 'burden of proof

on the Burea0" provisions which are retained from the existing

regulations in proposed S271.20 wothld ap4y in the case of the,

.imposition by the Bureau of 'special conaitions" or a require-

ment for a 'cooperative agreement.'

Tte present,63B systempre-supposes that Bureau officials

may oppose tribal self-determination'initiatives and seek to

limit their discretion while allowing'a declination when the

Bureau can pr uce "subs.tantial.evidenpe' to justify turning

down a ,cont t under the statutory declination criteria. If a

contracb is awarded, the prelleneregulations prescribe the clauses

St

.41
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on which Bureau officials may insist. Proposed 4s271.21 and 27,1.23

substantially increase:the authority of Bureau officials to develop

grant conditions without regard to tribal wishes and (possibly)

free of the need to )ustify Bureau,decisions on appeal under the

declination standards. If allowed to stand, this proposal may be

the most significantly detrimental aspect of the proposed chaRges.
0.

Rvisid...14.ares2Z6 and OMB Circulars

A-102 and A-87. The Bureau proposes to repllce the seandard 638

-contract requirements contained in 41 C.F;TC-PSTt'T4R:070-:by thel,
, .

requirements of OMB Circulars A-102 and 'A-87. The proposed changes
,

in 25C.F.R. Part 276 provide for this chaagp,Zytlich dustiti;6d

*to provide uniformity with other federal agencies to the maximum

extent practical and to simplify the reg6;atorir proteserr.,..

This change would mean that future revisions in these OMB

Circulars wodld become applicable to 638 grants without com-

pliance with'Ne requirements mandated by'secticm 107 of Public

Law 93-638 for changes in regulations uRder the Act. In view

of detailed requirements contained in Circular A-102, the elimi-

naticn of the review process mandated by the Act is sufficient

grounds, in itself, to ob)ect to the substitution of the Circular

for Part 14H-70.

The proposed changes in Part 276 alio include the require-

ments for liability and other forms of insurance now required by

41 C.F.R. 14H-70. We understand that OMB is objecting to these

-insurance requirements nd is holding up publication of the pro-

sed changes for this reas . In our view, deletion of the

379
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requirements for reasonable insurance requirements for 638 con-
.'

tractors (or 'grantees') yould exhibit gross federal irrenponsi-

bility.

The proposed changes in Part 276 as to use of program

income requires interest on advances of fedel*al funds to be

remitted promptly to the Bureau "unless the recipient of the

advance is a tribal governing body or a tribal organization con-

trolled, sanctioned, or chartered by the governing body," but

also applies OMB Circular, Attachment M, which allows interest
"

earneilf on federal advances made to "tribal organizations pursuant

to section 102 of yubric Law 93-638 to be retained by the,con-

tractor. The gist of all thls s that the intprest.can be

retained by 638 contractors as under the preseA regulations,

but the change is confusing.

A more seeious effect of this proposed change is the elimi-

nation of the use of GSA motor vehicles and supply sources

(551411-70.501 and 502). Many Bureau contract schools provide

transportation for students utilizing GSA school buses. Under

the Bureaa's proposed change, buses would have to be purchased

or leased. tontract schools are funded under the Indian School

Equaliiatillo Program required by Public Law 95-561 and must pay

the copt of student transportation from funds allocated under

the ISM,' formula., The withdrawal Of GSA buses would make school

trafisportation finantially impossible for such contract schools.

It..would also violatethe intent of section 106(h) of P.L.

93-638 and the Isets regulations by imposing On fontract school

ra...".'2 .

3 7
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operations a program cost not imposed with respect to schools

°Crated directly by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The elimina-

'tion of GSA supply sources would significantly increase the

costs of 'operating 638 programs for many tribal organizations.

we question whether, these two changes can be made withbut violat-

ing section 106(h) of the Act and: in the case of contract

schools, Public Law 95N561 which requires.the equitable dis-

tribution of financial support among BIA-operated and BIA con-

tract schools.

Tribal s'taff should review the detailed standards fort ,

.4
grant record (Attachment C), Rrogram income (Attachment E),

financial management (Attachment G), financial reporting (Attacht2IN

ment H), monitoring and reporting of program Performahce (Attach-

ment I), grant payment (Attachment J),'budgetreilisron (Attdth-

ment K), property management (Attachment N), P rocurement (Attach-

ment 0), and grant closeout (Attachment L), all of which are

made applicple to 638 programs by the proposed changes in 25

C.F.R. Part 276 and eMB Circular A-102.

New mandatory travel.policies, which must apply io all

the official travel of the grantee regardless of source of funds

are set forth in proposed S276.17. Indian employment preference

requirements novo found in Part 1413-70- are continued in proposed

S276.20, and the general availability of information and reports

to the Indlan people being served is required by.proposed S276.23.

5. Contract Administration Costs: The Bureau's existing

regulations exPressly proVide that the 638 contract

373
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funding level includes the Bureau's costs of planning, administer-

ing, and evaluating the contract program sand will hen be used to

reduce indirect costs otherwise allowable to the tribal organiza-.

tions. See 25 C.F.R. 5271.54(a). The Bureau now proposes to

eliminate the unscpred language. Apparently, the Bureau's inten-

tion.is to depart from the commitment to provide such additional

funding (as-"indirect costs") as is necessaray to pay the con-

...-tractor's costs for those activities which it must engage in as a

contractor and which the Bureau does not perform in its own pro-
.

gram operations (legal, accounting, insurance, etc.). The effect

of this change is dependent on the Bureau's new approach to the___

Indian Contract Support, Fund which has not yet been announced.

5. Improvements in Proposed Changes. In a number of-

reapects the Burea4 has corrected deficiencies which,were pointed

out im the. earlier. versions of the changes. See our Memorandum

No. 81-29. Most of these relake to the procedures for negotiating

or teiMinating 638 grants. .

Any Bureau.decision refusing to approve a grant applicatiop

will be subject_to appeal as provided in 5271.60(a). Such a
9

dectsion based on lack of funding will now be treated as a declina-

tion matter and processed in the same.manner as other declina-

tions in proposal 5271.20. On appeal, the Area_Coirector has the

burden of demonstrating through substantial evidence that a

ground for decltnation exists. The Bureau's' decision to insist

on special coaitions or a cooperative agrIment would also,

aPparently, be Subject to appeal under proposed 5271.60(a).
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However, it is not clear that the Bureau would carry the burden

of proof in such appeals and appropriate language should be

added in 55271.21 and 271.23 to make clear that it would.

The Bureau will have sixty days after receiving an appli-

cation to approve It or to notify the applic'ant of a declination.

Shorter time frames are specified for interim responses at the

Agency or Area levels, and the applicant is entitled to move

the application to the next higher level in case a deadline is

missed. See proposed 55271.19, 271.21 and 271,25.

Grant revisions and amendments are requiti4t to be processed
.

in the same manner as initial applications solfiat the declina-

tion requirements should apply. Apparently, unilaterdl Amend-

ments by the Bureau are not alithorized by proposed 5271.26, but

they are not expressly prohibited as they are by the existing.

regulations. See 514H-70.620. Since Attachment X of OMB Circu-

lar A-102 provides in certain instances for agency approval of

budget revisions, 5271.26 should contain an explicit cross

reference to make clear that 638 declination standards are

applicable to such amendments.

applications will be entitled both to an informal

hearing and, if requested, a formal hearing in declination pro- .

ceedings under proposed 5271.60. The proposed changes continue

to allow no extension of time to appeal. See 5271.60(0)(1).

This differs from the existing regulations and is particularly

signifIcanerin view of the final decision making authority

vested by the proposed changes in the Area Direcisor.

S.*
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The informal hearing would take placb prior to the Commis.:

sioner's decision On the appeal. Following the Commissioner's

deci.sion, a formal hearing may be requested or the applicant

may elect to appeal td the Assistant Secretary for Indian

,Affairs with-out a formal hearing. The formal hearing would be

conducted by the Departmental Office of Hearings and Appeals.

The Administrative Law Judge conducting the hearing would make a

formal recommendation to the Assistant Secretary. The Assistant
4

Secretary would then render a final decision for f.he Department

and could depart-Zrom the Administrative Law Judge recommendation,.

The Bureau has restored language giving 638 contractors a

right to notice, appeal, and a hearing in case of théscancella-

tion or reassumptien bf a 638 program by the Bureau. See pro-
\

posed S271.54. Except An emergency situations, tribal contrac-

tors would be given sixty days to correct deficiencies. However,

this language needs to be strengthened to insure that the grant

closeout provisions in OMB Circular A-102, Attachment L, are

not interpreted to allow the Bureau to suspend or terminate

grants or withhold payments without complying with the 'require-
,

ments of S271.54. In particular, the provision forAermina-

tion for cause" in Attachment L. is inconsistent with 5271.54,

and the regulations must make clear that it is not controlling,.

The Bureau changes include a commitment to continue "as

neArly as possible" programs which have been reassumed or can-,

celled.fbr inuse (or retroceded by A tribe), but the_position

bank reserve established in 1975 to insure the availability of

'

4

3v.
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authorized personnel in such eases would be aboliShed by the

i

1,./..

proposed changes. This change appears to be a brach of faith,

especially to those.tribes which contraqted.under the provisions

of %he existing regulations. See 25 C.F.R. 5271.77.
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FRIED, FRANICHABRIS, SHRIVEN & KANPELNAN

_.< 64

..727"7"'": "74:.**.r
K101.1V

%h., 414

ye(0er.
The Honorable William S. Cohen

.-d Chairman '

Select Committee on Indian Affairs
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

. Nuo 46
StJVC ,000

00 NEW NAMSNINC ANCNUC N
ASIN 70N 0 C 20037

,20Zo 0
C.At7. STS1C WASH tON

yttit 11.100

July .1,3, 198

Norton,Sound

Frith F..41 timms,
Simms h Icossov

11441
....pm 4046 WM4 46,114041

1.60444
11404141

.6040111461414.4444.4

202-342-J589

Health torporatiop

46414441

Alq, 001

4

Dear Senator Coheh: 1.
,.

havo.bCen reguosted by our client,.the Norton,Sound Hoalth
Corporation7, to submit a statement for inclusion in the rocord of
the oversight hearing on Public Law 93-638 held on Juno 30, 1982,
by the sbnate Soloct Committeo on Indian Af4airs relating to the
failure ofl,tho Bureau of tndian Affairs to comply-with, the existing

-regulattons,under P.L. 93-631..
. .

. A
As tho onclosed documentitidn indicatos, our cliont applied

for small soeial services contract undor th procedurelphro-
Scribed by the regmlation1. .0n July 18, 1980, tho'Bureau advised
that it "found no tochnical problems with tho program aspects of,the
proposal which could ,possibly faisoe doclination issuo." and
officially confirmod the availability of $26,D00 for tho contract.

,A guostion of our client's aligIbility as a 638 coftractor was
raised., however, and was rosolvod by a memorandum from tho Office
of the Regional Solicitor, U.S. DepartOnt of tho Intorior on
October 2, 1990, which confamed its-eligibility.

On Docomber 1, 1980, our aionewas.formally notifieq in writing
tgat its applieittico "has been roviewed and approVed in accordance 4

- with 25 C.F.R. 271"apd on January 12,'I981 tho Dureau notified our °

cliont that the".coiftract will be awarded within the noxt 30-45 days."

HoWevor, on Januaxy 21, 1981, tho Bureau notified oUr client
that the. cont4act "its inappropriate for funding undor curront policy4"
Latet by telephono.Norton Sound Health CorporatiOn was told that
soctal servi,ces. for person& with montal problems was "outsiode,

.
,.
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".

the scope of the BIA. Rather, those se4ces propelled in the
contract were authorized only to the IHS:by Congress."

1

.4
,We called the Bureau's attention o the fact that it had

failed in this matter"to comply withj2S C.F.R. Part 271 in many .

respects but were informed that it w considered the application
to be one for medical care, s.tnce rcare and treatment for alcoholism,
other forms of drug abuse Igd men al health seryices were involved.
Out client initially appea ed and a hearing before the Office 9f
Hearings and Appeals qf the Department of the Interior was initially
scheduled for September 16, 1981.

In ler to avoid the. exp4se to our client ofa formal hearing
"1

we then attempted to negotiate A settl nt of the matter by revising

Ilklp
the proposal to eliminate any provisio r medical treatment. While
we devoted considerable time to the dev ent of a revised proposal
providing explicitly for social service counseling and ref rrals, and
no treatment to be financed by the Bureau, the Bureau ulti tely
refused to settle the matter. See enclosed letter d ted ebruary'227 '
1982. Meanwhile, the Office of Hearings and Appea ined,to
authorize the payment of the travel expenses of Norton dd Health
Corporation's legal counsel.

.

fina11y, in view of the relatively small amount involved in the
application, the expense already incu red and the additional expehse
which would be invOlved in a forral h aring; Norton Sound Health

.

Corporation withdrew its request for a hearing.
. .

However, it has auporized be to make this suSmission td you tO
illustrate the Bureau's continued failure to conform to its ewn ,

regulations.under Public paw 93-638. In our view the Bufeau's
eventual position adopted after-approval of the application that
sqpial services counseling may not be funded by the Bureau under
Public Law 93-638 if the counseling can be characterized as treat-
ment of the mentally ill ie legally unsound i well as coldly heait-
less and outrageous.% We ask that yoUr COMmittee ook into the
sAtent to which the attempt to meetihurnan needs of,Alsska Natives'
of the Norton Sound region, as wellias of Indians and Alaska NatiVes
generally, are adveraell, affected by the kind of woo n and compart-
mentalized approach to federal assistance programs Jnon1trated by
thislcase.

.,'

' '

Furthermore, we submit that the Bureau zhou1I concentrate its
attention on understanding and assuring the rights of Indian tribal'
-orgahizatiprils under its existing 638 regulations rathtr than under-

V

P

t
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taking a wholesale revision which purports to enhance tribal
rights but which -- as other testimony before your Subcommittap.
illustrates -- in fact would significantly curtail existing rights.

Sincerely,

FRIED, FRANK, HARRIS, SHRIVER
KAMPELMAA

Encl.

...o.....4........A.9114Kax.CLIAtOn Gray
Ms. Mary Knstspsorr--'..*.4".
Ms. Linda Richardson
Ms. Kathy Johnson

By
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FRIED. ,F RANH. HARRIS. HIVER & KAMPELMAN
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April 30, 1982

Bruce M. Landon, Esquire
Attorney-Advisor
U.S. Department of t Interior
Office of the Regiona Solicitor
Alaska Region
510 L Street, Suite 100
Anchorage, Alaska 9950

Re: Docket No. D-81-2
Appeal of Norton Sound Health Corporation

Dear Mr. Landon:

44
sew .10. OWN

1.404.011100

.141 4.41.3

.1.1141110
4440%00111044.

011.11.

WOW

WoWNWwl

9197.-001

I have been instructed by our client, the Norton Sound

Health Corporation, thatotit is withdrawing its appeal in the

above-entitled matter. 3y this action our cliient mak'es no

concessions as to'the issues involved in the appeal. 'It is

unable, however, to devote additional ressprces to the proSe-

cution of this appeal.

Sincerely,

e
S. Bobo Dean

cc: The Hon. AbigailDunning
Mr. Raymond Butler
Mr. Jacob Lestenkof,
Mr. Clinton Gray
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RECEI1 JAN Itt 19E2
IN TO

Upited States Departmenanfthe Interior

. ALASKAMATIVCCLAWS OARD
0 IBC& ZA

ANC...011MM ALASKA 810

: r4peal of Norton Sound ) ,

I
.k7Atelth Corporation )

'OOket 'No p,D-61-62- ..-- - ), 0-.....,,OtANTING..,CONFINUANC.K..r.-
..., .

'

)

1)

It is my u, nderstanding that settlement negotiations are ----t:itt,..t'Z,
progressing and that, with the concurrence of.the BIA, the -....

appellan;Arishes to continue the hearing in this matter
until at Isast thirty days after the BIA responds to a
r8vised contract application prepared by the appellant. ,....

4 -
Such avhearing date would be indefinite and could be-deter.----
minedt,ps;-the appellant skiggests, ohly by consultation with
the pertits. Therefore. rather than date the continuance
from thevernment's response,- it appears less cumberaoMe
simply to COntinue the hearing until the ppellant requests'
that it':.45reset. It is so Ordered.

.

. k ,

The a nt is directed to advise me of the stapus of
the ne rttO ns within siXty (60) days from the date of

, this if a hearing hashot been requested by that
tim4.

DATED this' llth day of January, 1962, ItAnchorage, Alaska.

ABtGJY. DUNNING
Admi4s6Aftive Judge

DISTRAtlam:
./1

Norton Sound Health Corp.
S. Bobo Dean, Esq.
Fried. Fr k, Harris, Shriyer

K an
600 H4bpshire Ave., N.W.
Suite 10

Washingt. D.C. 20037

Bureau of Indian Affairs
Office of the Regional Solicitor
Bruce Landon, Esq..
510'1, Street; SUite 100
Anchorage. Alaska 49501

courtesy

Raymond V. Butler
Wm. Philip Horton.
Robert J. Martin
David Case, Epq.

r.

TheodoW C. Krenzke
'Actting Commissioner
Bueeau of Indian Affairs
1951 Constitution Ave., N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20245

38-1

c

00.
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OP THE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Juneau Area Office

P. O. BOx 3-8000

Juneau, Alaska 89802

Mr. William Dann
Executive Ilifectoi

Norton Sound Health Corporation
P.O. Boi 966
Nome, Alaska 99762

.

Dear Mr. Dann:

mOkY m VMA

Support Servimes

RECElvff - 1962

February 22, 1982

The-Purpose of this letter is.to respond to your proposal for a 638 contract
to fund one "halt-timcsocial worker. This latter responds to your proposal
as received as well as clarifications provided by your counsel and attempts
we have made with your counsel to modify the proposal in order to obtain a
contractible program. Unfortunately, these efforts have been unsuccessful.
WA must therefore disapprove your proposal and are at a loss, to suggest modi-

fications which would make the proposal acceptable.

25 CFR 271.12 Contractible Bureau Programs, provides in patt that, "Tribal
orginizations are entitled to contract with the Bureau to plan, conduct, and
administer all or parts of any program which the Bureau is authorized to
administer for the benefit of Indians." Therefore, for a proposal to be
contractible by the BIA It must be for a program which the BIA rattier than,
some otheragency is authorized to administer.

42 U.S.C. 52001'provides:

All fdnctions, responlibilities, and duties of the Department
of the Interior, thelureau of Indian Affairs, Secretary of the
Interior, and the Commissioner df Indian Affairs relating to
the maintenance and operation of hospital and heai.th facilities
for Indians, and the conservation of the health of Indians, are
transferred to, and shall be administered by%the Surgeon General
of the United States Public Health Service, under the supervision
and direction of the Secretary of Health Education and Welfare.

The BIA is no longer authorized to administer programs within the responsi-
bilities of the Indian Health Service. Although your proposal described
the program to be contracted by quoting 25 CFR 5 20.14(2)(1) (Family Counsel-
ing and Community Services), we were, nonetheless, concerned that a health

services program was envisionedjor number of reasons. First, the quality

control procedures related exclusively to patient charts, psychological ond
psychiatric reviews, "and success in addressing the needs of clients for

:5
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counseling and xeferral as a component of Norton Sound Health Corporation's
community mental health program." In addition, the statement of need strongly
emp,has13ed alcohol and mental health problems. However, by letter dated

. Decembei 7, 1981, ypur counsel, S. Bobo Dean, clarified that the target popu-
lation of the proposal was all,Alaska Natives of Name and the fifteen villages
served by Norton Sound Health Corporation; that all of the Bureau-funded
activities would be evaluated under the MBO system previously filed with the
Bureau; and finally, the BIA-qunded social worker would definitely assist the
matters related to general assistance grants. In subsequent communications
with your coUnsel, it beca me. clear that the proposal should be interpreted as
a proposal to perform the social'services functions currintly provided by the
%.,me Agency. Such a program would be authorized. However, a number of obsta-
cles eo approval of the proposal in its "clarified" form remain.

First, we cannot agree,thatlhe resAutions aubmitted.with Mr. Dean's letter
of December 15, 1981, are sufficient to cover BIA social services. tIA social
services do not fall within the normal meaning of "health, and related services."'
In addition, the whereas clauses in the resolutionlrelate exclusively to health
matters.' We therefore conclude that the villages in making those resolUtions
did not contemplate the provision of B1A social worker services by Norton Sound
Health Corporation. This cqnclusion is confirped by the faqi that one of the
communities (Nome Eskimo Community) as itself contracted to provide BIA social
services in the'City'of Nome. An exaiple of appropriete wording for a social
services resolution is as follows:

TRIBAL REQUESJ FOR CONTRACT PURSUANT TO 1tTLE I,
INDIAN SELF:DETERMINATION ACT

WHEREAS, the Council is an Alaska Nativ village
recognized by the United States, and/or

WHEREAS, the is an-Alaska Native village organized as
an Indian tribe pursuant to the provisions of the Federal
Indian Reorga4zation

WHEREAS, as such, the Coun il is authorized as an
Indian tribe.ander the provisions of sectio6 102 of the&
Indian Self-Determination Act, Pub1.ic Law 93-638, to
request a contract vith the Secretary of the Wterlor to
plan, conduct, and administer programa or portions of pro-
grams which the Secretary of the Intenior is authorized
to administer for the benefit bf Indians pursuant to tha
Act of November 2, 1921, and any AcC subsequent thereto; and

WHEREAS, the Secretary of the Interior is directed by section 102(a)
of Public Lew 93-638, upon the requeat of any Indian tribe,
to enter into such a contract; and

WWEREAS, the Council is the governing body of the
recosilized by the Untted States; and

3bG°4
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WHEREAS, the is on organi-

ration represeqting the Alaska Nanives of the
region of Alaska established by(the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act and which qualifies as a "Indian Tribe" as

such term is defined in the Indian 6elf-Determination and
Education Assistance Act by virtue of being identified in

section 7 of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement AA: and

NOW, THEREFORE, 1E IT RESOLVED, that the ,

Council"bereby requests the Secretary bf the Interior to

enter into a contract with pursuant to section

102 of Public Law 93-638 and 5271.18 of Part 271 of Title
25, Code of Federal Regulations covering the scope and in
accordance witt the terms and conditiais hereinafter sat

forth

FURTHER RESOLVED thee the scope of the proposed contract is to
contract some of the RI* services and programs now con-

ducted by the Agency office, Bureau of Pfidian

Affairs which are contractible under the provisions of
Public Law 93-638: including housini, education, village
government services, emplOyment assistance, credit services,

and administrative and plant management support of all such

programs, social services, (social casework as

at 25 CFR 5 20.24, Family and Community Service)

FUiTHER RESOLVED that the Executive Directottof be and hereby is

authorized and directed to negotiate and execute the contract

and any amendments, xtelsions of renewals.or additional'

contracts lor the performance of other Buresu of Indian

Affairs programi; the Bureau shall spnd copies,of all contract

documents and correspondence to him(gAnd he :hall file with

ihe Cciuncil copy of any proposed contract

amendment, renewal of extension prior to the execution thereof,

- 'provided that no contract covering services to
CountiX shall be executed if Githin thirty days after filing

with Council shall file a written objection

thereto with the Commissioner of,Indiad,Aftairs and the Execu-

tive Director of

FORTIER RESOLVED that the authorities granted by this resolution shall

be in effect until this resolution is rescinded;

FURTHER RESOLVED that the Executive Director of shall, prior to

executing any sucb contract, present it to the Boatd of

Directors of for review and :pproval;

FURTHER RESOLVED that the proposed date for contract commencement

:hall 64 October 1, , and the contract shall terminate

on September 30, , subject'to the annual:renegotiation

Of the COUtract budget;

3 S
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, FURTHER RESOLVED that the Council hereby requests
that the Bureau.of Indian Affairs furnish information

and technicaloissistance pursuant49 the provisions
. of S271.16 and.1271.17 to Title 25, code of Federal

Regulationl: as maybe necessary in the preparation
of.a contract application to BMA:

FURTHER RESOLVED that the Council hereby authorizes
the Executive Director of. 'to act,on behalf of1

the Councli-ITZtaining all necessary
information'and technical assistance from the Bureau
pursuant to S271.16 and 271.17, Title 26Code of Federal
%Regulations, negotiating fob the renewal of the contract
pursuant to S271.20, prosecuting appeals from Bureau
decisions under S271.26, 271.82, 271.83 and 271.84,
revising or amending a contract under S271.66 and in
all other respects to represent the. Couzicii
in matters.involving contracts or contragrapplications7

with the Bureau of Indian Affairs under Part 271, Title
25, Code of'Fedaral Regulations.

CERTIFICATION

This will certify that the f reg ng resolution was approved at a
meeting held this day of i

, 1978, at which a quorum
of Council members were in attendance.

r

'ATTEST:

Secretary'

President, Village of

.

Given tlie ex,tn1e ifivolved in obtaining new resolutions we have endeavored

to identify any additional obstacles to a contract which might arise Should
the resolutions be obtained. The most serious problema'sre funding and diminu-
tion of services. At present ETA is contracting social services with fi4e
individull villages (including Nome Eskimo Community within the HMG service
area) and lienelek, Inc., which esrves six additional villages. The Nome Agency
is currently funded for only one GS-7 Social Worker who provides services for
Deering and all the villages in the HSU service area except Noma. In addition,
that social worker'monitors the other contractors.. If ETA were to contract with
HSHC, we would have to displace* the BEA social worker. That would leave Deer-
ing with absolutely no provision of services either by a contractor or the Nose
Agency In addition, it would leave the Home Agency with no monitoring ability.

a.

* 25 CFR c 271.21(b) requires a 120-day waiting period before the starting'
date of any contract Ohich would displace a Bureau employee.

,)
8ss
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The Dtpartment has a signed F.Y.'82 Appropriation Bill, (President approved

on December 23, 1981), but as ofothe date of this letter the Juneau Area

Office has not received kts '82 Advice-of-Allotment
for our share, and

hence, cannot prediet precise funding for Social Services for FY'82. Withr

this uncertainty in mind we have studied the problemrand therefore offer our

analysis and conclusions of a review of possible funding altalhatives pursuant

to 25 CFR S 271.22, (c). (1). (i through vii). In view of the foregoing, I

find that your proposal would probably have to be
rejeCted because of a lacki

of fundinf even if the proper resolutions cbuld I* obtained. -

5 271.22, (c), (1), (i through vii)

Funding Alternatives:

(i) The Bureau nay make available additional funds
.

resulting from

savings in other Bureau programa, subject to established reallo-

catioa or rtprograming procadures.,

In F.Y.'82, tht JAI) is being forced'to Conduct operations with less

funding a= that provided in F.Y.'81, or at the'minimum,541 leis

than the '82 planning figurep, and in the absense of the regular

'8I Allotment,, possibly an even greater reduction. At the presint.

time we cannot'identify any additional
funds which we believe will

be savings in any of our other Bureau Progrims. If anything, our

predictions indicate our overall shortfall will adversly affect

'several of our trust and trUsc related functions. Gives the lite

receipt of the acfUal '82 Allotm(zt it is impoSsible to tonsider

any,reallocation or reprograming (savings) possibilitiel because

with almost 1/2 the fiscal year gone we simply do not know if,

there will be any savings inl)ther Bureau programs.. It is not

fiasible to consider this alternative to fund the proposal.

,(ii) Themribt(s) may obtain grant funds under Part 272 of this chegger

-to covir AO initial "start up" costs included in the proposal./

This aPternstilie is not potsiblehecause NSOC is a tribal orgrani -

ration rather fhsn a Federally recognized Tribm,and fS result iS

not eligible for Grant Funds purpuant to 25,CFR, S 272.

'

(iii)' The Bureau may redesigh or consolidate operations°1ivolving non-

contracted programs or parts of programs. ,

The non-contracted portion of the Social Services Program ik the

Nome Agency is limited to one GS-7 Social Worker. 'With, not con-

sider it practicable to redesign, or
consolidate thWoperatiom at,

this time because future ('83 & '84) funding'cuts will probably '

dictate more massive organizatIonal
Consolidations between the Nome

and Fairbanks agencies.
This eonsolidation would involve, more

than just the Social Seraces Program
and as such, to make a one-

3 .
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program, redesign/consolidation effort in order to fund thi;proposal
is at best preistUral and at worst, detrimental to the quality of
direct services prottded because until we know the exact future fund-
ing levels, sueh a decision now may not be in the best interest of
the clients served by the Nome Agency. We do not consider this a
viable alternative.

.

. *
.

(iv) The tribe(s) may.redesign the contract propool or consolidate all
am parts of thi proposal with other tribal programs.c

The Bureau of Indian Affairs does not have any existing contracts
witl. NSHC purfusnt to P.L. 93-68. Since NSHC does not operate
othlr Bureau prograns, under* contract or otherwise, NSHC cannot
consolidate this progrtm with other Bureau programs. It is, there -
iota* difficult to envision a redesigned or consolidated proposal
which would result in funding'sayings.

(v) Th;/tribe(s) may obtain additional f s from sources outside the
-tu eau to supplement tbe.Bureau fun4 available to finance the
proposal. t

.

.1...
.

.. 'It is our understanding lOat NSHC bas already sought additional
.funds from outilde sources. The difficulty in this case is that
there are no Burean fonds Available to supplement these other
sources. We therefore do not viev Otis es a vi'able alternative.

' .

(vi) The tribes(s) may accept lower serVices levels under the proposed
anntract or under the noncontracted programs nr.parts,of prograns,
except where such 164er levels ars inconsistadt with the require-
ments of regulations or statutes, through reallocation or.repre-
grazing of Sureau fends.

.

. Upon analysis and review we have concluded that the level of Direct
Social Services is presently at the lowest service level practicable,
To reduCe it any further would certainly.be a diminishment of services,
particularly to the Nat ve people pf Deering. ,This would violate

section S 271.12,(a), ( )), since we are not in receipt el a request
from Deering, nor any o the other villages provided direct Social
Services from the Nome Agency, to'reduce or lower services as a direct
result of the Norton Sound proposal. We do not consider this a viable

' 4
.

alternative. ,
.

. .

(vitS The tribe(s) may choose to vithdrmathe contract proposal and allow
the Bureau to continue to operate the.Progran either as presently
operated or as redesigned bt the tribe(s).

,
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/

A continuation of the current Bureau-operated program is,'of course, one

-alternative. We are opeo to suggestions for redesignAng that program shoul4

NSFIC have any suggestions.

We regret thiC6,settldoent resolutions have not been fruitful. If you wish

A to obtain new resolutions, we suggestthat you wait until.the Departmental
budget has passed so that we can give xou more prefise incrrtion on the
&variability of funding.

Sincerely,
).

/

<

JaFob Lestenkof
Axes Director, JAO

,3 91
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DI WV VARA TO'
Social Services

'1

=WEI APR 2, 1911

United States DiRttnent of tire Interior
/IMMO OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
WASHINGTON, VC. 20245

'

. APh 161981

A
Ht. S. Bobo teen

Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver and Kampelman
Suite 1000 -

688 NeW hump/shire Avenue, hW
Washington, D.C.h0033

tear Mi. Dean:
. I .

.

This refers to raur March 4 roquese that the pending Norton Sound Health
- Corporation social services application be transferred frowthe Juneau
, Area Office to the Central Office Ilvel irk accordance with 25 CFR 271.28.

The pending application has been transferied as per yo4request and 4e
have now completed our review of the overall file.

. /...

25 CFR 271.12Contractable Bureau Frograsi provides in pirt that "IVibal
organizations are entitled to contract with the Bureau to plan, conduct,
and administer all or parts of any,program which the Eureau is authorized
to administer for the benefit of ltdians."

. ./
.

th accordance with the above weMust advise that the Norton Sound Health
Corporation program as proposed is not contractableftmder 25 CPR 271 -
Contracts Under Indian Self-Determination Act.

. .
.

The reasan this fropos is notcontractable undo; 25 CFR 271 is that the
Bureau is neithe autrized nor ftnded to provide mental health services
end subsequently do. not staff mentil Width positions. In this regard

ewe refer specifigally to the contract applicant's request that the aursau
enter into a coptract to provide euChildgenfly Therapist° in a mental
health letting.

A

It-is most certainly true that thellureau does employ social warkers Who
do provide a certain level of counseling to individuals and families.

.

Sawyer, this counseling is generallrlimited to evident individual or t
family problems Which do not require therapeutic treatment resulting im
significant behavior modification. Bureau sanial warkers aro neither
employed nor afected to wark with clientele cm sabh a psychotherapeutic
level. In order to obtain thls kind of service for its.social services
clientele the Bureau Is obliged to lObk to the Indian Health Service, U.S.

*.
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4ublic Health Service. Under existing law the rndian Health,Service has

responsibility for the medical and-hospital care of /ndian people. Ibis

responsibility includes care or treatment for alcoholism, other forms of

drug abuse and mental healtheiervices.

If the Norton Sound Health Corporation is no satisfied Ndth this oction0

they may request either an informal conference or a formal hearing in
accordance hdth the providions of 25 CFR 271.81.

.

Sincerely,

..'epUty Commissione of Indian Ltffairs1

.N

I 4

N.

4

1

* .
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March 4, 1981

1 O.P11
SW..

Mr. Jose A. Zuni
Area Director
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Juneau Area Office
P.O. BOx 3-1000
.Juneau, Alaska 99802

Dear Mr. Zuni:

104
Rs: Norton mind Health

am

Co fationi

I writin you at the request of o Y client, the Norton
Wind HealthVO tion, to bring to your attention, a matter which
is pending in y ffice and which is apparently not being handled
'in accordance th the applicable Pederalregulations.

On April 16,4ipso our cliedt, filed'witti the Bureau an implica-
tion for a co*tUact to provide social services, including in parti-
cular, family aWbaimmunity services to assist familiee with
childreh in "highiisk" situations dup to inadequate living condi-
tions (parental mental illness, alcohol/drqg abuse, tc.) through
counseling by a qualified child therapist. The.stipmission of this
application followed the Identification of thih program as a high
priority need of the Alaska Native Nome,Agency service population.

Apparently, a question was then raised by the Bureau as to
whether the Norton Sound Health Corporation qualified as a tribal
organization to request a contract under Public Law 93-638. That
question was answered in the affirmatrve by your Regional Solicitor
in a memorandum, datedsOctober 2, 1980 (see enclosure A).

9192-001

. .

r,
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Following' till" advic on October 17, 15410, our client was

advised that the a lit on had been received in your office

. from the Agency and th a 'written decisionC would be'sent to

' it within 30 days. S 25 C.F.R. 5271.25(d). On,Cecember 19,1

19801 our client re ved "formal" notice from you that the

,C.-application had bee "reviewed and.approved in accordance with

m. 25 C.F.R.: 271" and t at the Area Contracting Office would be

.. contacting it to eg tiatetthe terms and conditions of the '

contract. See e clos e B. On January 0, 1981 our client

receiVed iurthe noti of approval from the Area 638 contracts

and Grants Off ter, which apologized for "the long delay" and

stated: "The ta Review Process has been completed and the contract

will,be awar ed within the next 30 to 45 davs."(Emphasis-Odia71-----_ .....i...

Howe rf'on January 19, 1981,.out client received tele-

.Chtphone ca from the Area Director of Admissions and th Agency

Sup:4min ndent and was nforned that the Bureau had ged its

Mind that the appli ation "would,he declined" on the groend

that e scope Of work as "outside .the scope of the B/A." On

Febr ry.2, 1981, almos ten months after submission of the

app cation., our client eceived a letter, dated January 21,

19 , from the Acting 63 Contracts and Grants Officer which '

s ted that the applicat on is "inappropriate for funding under

/4

rrent policy" and furt er expressed sincer regrets "at any

nconvnience this pejec ion has taused you organization." See

enclosdre C. Our client eqfiested A delay n the issuance of a

foimal written declinatio so that an attempt could be made to

resolve_the matter info lly. See enclosure D. Howevebo it

/
was advised on February 5 that the request was too late and had

arrived "after the writte declination letter was isbued." See

'enclosure B.

1

Our client gas reques ed us( to review its legal rights in

the light of this record, 4he provisions of 25 Code of Federal

Regulations Part 271, and Mhe fact that our client, as the

Bureau is fully awarehia epployed a child psychologist for the

progrim since Octoher 1, 19 0 and has incurred subAtantial

expenditures in xe4ance onj the Bureau's formal notice of approval

issued in accordance with 2 C.F.R. 271.23(d)(6). See enclosure F.

We haveCevihwed the r uirements of 25 C.F.A. ;271 and have

reached the following concl sions. '

C

a. 40
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The time limits spetified in 55271.22 and 271.23 for
action on the application at the Agency and Area levels had,
of course, long since expired before formal action was taken
at either level on the application: our client could, there-
fore,have apted under 5271.28 t9 move the matter to the Com-
missioner's 1vel.

However, no such action was taken and on December 19, ,

you approved the application under 5271.23(d)(4). *Under the
regulations the sffect of this approval is a finding on your
patt that "funds are available to adequately finance the pro--
posed contract without significantly reducing services under the
non-contracted programs and there are no declination issues."
Under the regulations you aro required "to negotiate and award
the contract within 30 days of notifying the applicant unless a
liter date is requested by the applicant."

' -

?a the thirty days have expired and our,client has not
requested a later date, our,client is now entitled to move
the matter to the Commissioner's level under 5271.28 for the,
negotiation and award of the contract.

The telephone coal oeJanuaxy 19, 1981 and the latter A.
January 21, 1981,are an apparent attempt to decline the contract J

application out 9f time. However, the attempt to declinejiails
in a Variety.sof respects to conform to the requirements oi.V5
C.F.R. 55271.23 and 271.24, in addition to having been made
following expiration of the 30-day time limit imposed by 5271.23(d).

First of all, youranthority under the regulations does not
extend to declining a contract application-submitted under public
Law,93-638. Your authority is mtpressly limited under 5271.24 to mak-
ing a recommendation to the Commissioner that the application be
deplined. Under 5271.23(d)(5) you are required,,in case you
believe that deolination issues exist which mast be resolved,
to provide a notice to the applicant which (1) lists the dedlina-
tion issues identified by the Area Director, (2) the reasons for
the determination, (3) a capy of any documents used in arriving
at the issues,(4) recommendations for resolving the issues and (5)
the technical assistance available for the purpose. As Ms.
Roberts letter of January 21, 1981 does pot confore.to these
requirements, it cannot serVe as a notice in compliance with
5271.23(d) (5) even if it had been delivered within the required
period.

is

. 4
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At this point I should add that our client has also

received a letter from the,Agency Sunerintendent,,dated

rehruiry 2, 1981, which states the
aiounts available in the .

P.E. 1981 None Agency social
Vervices budget and coullt be

read (although I must steess that its intention is not at all

clear) to state that funds are not avaelable for the program

requested in the allocation. (See enclosure G).

Fideral regulations are, however, vary specific as to the

action to be taken ty the Area Director if he considers that .

funds ars not available to adequately finance /he proposed contract
without significantly reducing services under the non-contracted

programs. see 25 C.P.R. 5271.23(d)2(i).
Axton other things, he

is required to offer alternative solutions to the funding problem.

The letter of January 21, 1981
clearly does not conform to these

requirements and, in any event, has been described by your office

as a 'declination letter.'

'In view of the foregoing we
have concluded that the Bureau is

not now authorized by its own regulations to decline thd contract

application and, on behalf oethe Norton Sound Health Corporation,

we formally request pursuant.to
5271.28 action by the Commissioner

-.05 Indian Affsairs to negotiate and Ward the contract based on the

Area Director's approval of the
application received by our client

on December 19, 1940. We respectfully request that all materials

pertinent to this mat,ter be forwarded by you to the Acting Deputy

Commissioner, Mr. Krenzke, ehd a copy of this letter is directed

to him as an official request for action under 5271.28.

Encls.
cct Mr. William Dann

Mr. Donald Asbra.
Mr. Raymond Butler
Mr. Theodore Krenzke
Mr. Jay Suagee

FRIER, FRANK, KAMPELMAN

By

-1

a

3 9 .1
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

SUREANF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Home Anency Office
P.O. Box 1108

4one, Alaska 99762

ir. Hilliam M. Dann
Executive Director
lorton Sound Health Corporation
P.O. Box 966
Home, Alaska 99762

Dear gi. Dann:

FebruarY 2, 1981

In respense to your request for information on our Social Services
Propram, enclosed is an excerpt from Title 25.

- ,

I have reguesteJ additional information from Juneau Social Services
and they'are sending copies of the manual which I will forward to .

you.
-

,

Presently our '8 udnet is: 456,200 for General Assistance,
1,720 for Chill elfare and 29,500 for Miscellaneous ServiFes.

I-

.

Please note that we do not perform services under Section 20.24
Family and Community Services. Toy cannot contract to use Our
present allocation for services under this section. Ali other
services are contractible and it is probably possible to move monies
from one catenorv to another. I am not sure on this last point, but
it could be established if your interest reaches the contract
neyotiation stage.

Sincerely, f

Walter T. eatherly
Acting Superintendent

cc: Sotial Services, Home
Social Services, Juneau

Enclosure

4.

'REr-

r'.
WA)

(
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N P.0 SOX PK
NOME. ALASKA MU

(>37)MSAMI

HEALTH CORPORATION

Memorandum

TO

CRON

SUEIJECT

BIA Social Service Contract File

sm.-Dann

Teleplittne Conversation with GeneTowers
and Walt Featherly og January 19, 1981

DATE
a I January ZS, 1981

*

'as -

On January 19 1 received a conferench call frpm Mr. Gene Powers, Deputy
Commissioner for Administration, BIA, Juneau, and Malt Featherly, Superintendent

BIA, Home. In the conversation Mr. Powkm indicated that it hid been determined
by the Area Contract Officer that the the scope of work in .the Norton Sound
Health Corporation proposal for Social Services was outside of the scope

of the BIA. Rather, thoid'seryices prepoked_in the contract mtre authorized

only to the THS by Congress.

Mr. Poers indicated that we could discuss with Mr. Featherly the possibilities
of contracting in the future but'thkt this Specific proposal wOuld be declined. 1

A letter confirming this would be forthcoming from his office.

He further expressed his regrets for the extedsive delay of well beyond one

'
year in receiving a final ansutr on this proposal and further regretted
the notification on October 17 and January 12 that our proposal had been

approved for contract.

CC: Sha;on Walluk

.1

39j
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RECEIVED FEB, 0 2
NOME

HEA LTH CORPORATION

.1:

January 28, 1981

IP0 50X 1164'
ALASKA MO
(07)443 5411

.
Gene Powers

Deputy Commissioner for Administration
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Juneau Area Office
Juneau, At 9980

Dee Mr. Powers,

- -

This is to follow up onpur telephone conversation of January 19 in which
ycu formally advised Norton Sound Health Corporation of your intent to
dec44ne our proposal to contract for a portion of the social services
function in the Nome district. At that time. I indicated some concern
as to the legality of that declination given the tire period extending
well over a year since the original proposal was submitted and the fact
that we hid received boo forral notices that a contract award would take
place.

Upon counsel with our attorney, S. 808o Dean, Washington D.C., (firm of
Fried, Frank, Harris Shriver and Kampelman) he recomnerided that I contact
you to request a delay in the formal written declination until such time
as Hr. Dean had an opportunity to dis s the matter with Irou.\In a telephone conversatfon on Janoary 247 follMw up from an attempted
telephone conversation on January 26), I talked with Betty Wilkerson, who
is acting in your behalf, to rtquest the delay. She advised me that you
would be in the office on the 28th and that she would discuss the matter
with the Contract Arministrator on the 27th.

I further advised Hs. Wilkerson that discussions were taking place locAlly

41114040i4

with 4r. Featherly regarding a future contracting possibility.

Your consideration of our request for a delay in the formal notice of
declination is aportclated.

Si erely, 4

CC: S. Bobo Dean

WHD:lk

oVf '

William H. Dann

Executive Director e
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF, INCMAN AFFAIRS

Juneau Ares Office

P. 0. lox 3-1000

.knvisu, Alaska 41803

-January 21m1fitb% sou,3)
HEALTH CCM D/11110N

Norton Sound Health Corporation

Hr. William H. Dann, Executive Directoi

P. 0. lox 966
gime, Alaska 99762.

RECEOED

Dear Hr. Dann:
. -

Per the telephone conversation of Sanuary,19, 1981, it was determined by the

lureau of Indian Affairs Social Services that your PA. 93-638 contract appli-

cation, to provide a Child/Family Therapist, is inapproviate for fpnding

undd the current policy.
.4114

The responsibility for medical and hospital care for Indian people was trans-

ferred from the lureau of Indian Affairs to the Department of Health, Edudation

and Welfare in 1955. The Indian.Hpalth Service, D.S.. Public Health Servirs,

has been created with that depertmeot to assume this responsibility.

Therefore, the'Branch of Contracts and Grants is not authorized to issue a

contract to The gorton Sound Hesith Corporation, se specified in your applica-

tion. It has been deter:11%6d by the Office of the Solicitor that your organi-

zation is anAligible applicant to contract with the Bureeu of Indian Affairs

for programs which are appropriate under P.L. 93-638.

We sincerely regret any inconvpnience this rejection has caused your organ! -

4tatiee, but know you also Ash to.conform to current policies undacot.L.

93-638.
.17

Sincerely,

IA

Carmel Roberts
638 Contracts and Giants Officer

CERTIFIED,MAIL
RETURN MODEM REQUCSTED
N0. 60174284

-

4
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Tgrarn
12005 IDA JUNEAU ALASKA 102 NI-It 0705A AST

RECEIVED

JAM 1 4 1981

NORTON SOUND _
MG EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR PORTON SOU10 HEALTH 03RP4444QMPOBATION

PO BOX !CC 01163 e
.

NOSE AK 99762

RE YOLR 63111 CONTRACT APPLICATION TO CONTRACT FDR PROVIDI143

SOCIAL SERVICE SUPPORT SERVICE. VE HAVE RECEIVED A SOLICITORS

OPINION STATIIR THAT THE ORTON SOUK/ HEALTH CORPORATION IS AN

A ELIGIBLE APPLICANT PIRSUAIIT TO 25CFRE71.11 SO WE ARE THEREFORE

PROCESSI1G THE APPLICATION. WE APOLOGIZE FOR THE L0113 DEW.

THE AREA REVIEV PROCESS HAS BEEN COMPLETED AND THE CONTRACT
. .

WILL BE AWARDED WITHIN THE NEXT 31 TO 45 DAYS. SPECIFICATIONS

*. ME PRESENTLY BEIM PREPARED BY THE AREA SOCIAL WORKER, IMO MAY

BE IN CONTACT IfITH YOU REGARDING THE PROGRAM. IF YOU HAVE ANY

VESTIONS, PLEASE FEEL TREE TO CONTACT OE OPFICE AT 586-72sc.

CARMEL RONERTS, CIS CONTRACTS AID GRANTS OFFICE

11;.A

IP

,19-891 0 - 83 ,46

k.

44
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Aerewh:.r 17. 101n

Paul Stertinn,
i'A Area (vfice

K 90762

Dear 7,r. Sterlinn:

As a fnllow-up on our phone conversation of 12/9/10. re are concfraia
that thecOntracttfo the services nf the chtld psychologist be -

pared as soon AS nossihle, as we have had this individUal on-stiff
for soar tire and need to bill from Octnber I, 19A0. lie Nat there
wil1,be no nrnblen with this although the approval of the proposal
4aeverv late, it was thrnunh no fault of *iron Sound. It was delayed

because I. BIA had nuestions about the status of 'alit as a tribal
orqanftation And ended up Ackfnn fnr the opinion of the Blesolicitor,
whn ruled in nur faynr. 2.) The area sunerintendent poxitien was mein-
whtie (Wed h. Sevool trtrmlarv neonle, uhn felt they needed to review
sht. Proposal IndivIdually. r.) The nropmal Hal 1nxt twice by BIA
n.,0nrcl and we rut tp nrc.mre dunlicatex.

r.

V
cenclusinn. a ...reat deal, tire has passed hv %Ince we submitted the

on,rev.1 orininaliv on 'hril IA. lAn. and wo havt incurred a lot Of 0.0SSS

zr i wsitinn which is [Niptst uti1ize4 very successfully by the community.

'halii nu erv cokh f., ansthinn vnu can dn to expedite this natter and
or that ,r can !.. tort...iced 'non nrtnher 1, 111,1,

elf t. (
7

' "endeunIll
CW:011 tu "07110 cv CC Ppector

s.,

cc* Sharon 'Ulla
Charlec Soxie
Coral Nshert.

11.

BEST COM MIME

4 03
".

`41
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LINITED STATtt
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF HOMAN 4FTAIRS

Juneau Ana (Wipe'

Juneau, Alnico 99602 .RECEIVEDP. O. Box IMO

CERTIFIED NO. 219828
RETURN RECEIPT 'REQUESTED

1 is80,

zwAL,.._._noviirricoloNnroson.unktox

Executive' Director
Horton Sound Health Cortoration
P.d. box 966 7.1
Nome, Alaska, 99762

Aear Sirt ..
This is to formally notify you that your P.L. 93-618 contract application
far providing Social Service Suppott Services has been reviewed and approved
in accordance with 25 CFR 271. Ho Weyer, approval of an actual contract will
not occur until the tern and conditions have been agreed to and signed by the'
Contracting Office.

The applicatiort is presently being procetrd through our 63$ Contracting
Office, vho will be in contact with you i the near future.

If you have Any questions, Please foal free to contact ou>office through
the Home Agency Superintendent.

SinCerely,

"leaA. Zuni
Director

ass'

c,
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IN maim re.

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

SURISAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
'

limo Area Office
P. 0, Box 34000

Juneau. Alaska 99802

0' October 17, 1980 '

Certified Mail No. 0334631
Retup.Receipt, Requested

Executive Director
Norton Sound Health Corporation
P.O. Box 966P.O.

Alaska 99762

r.Sir:

,(.:

is to formally notify you that.your P.L. 93-638 contract
appl ation for providing Social Service Support Services hai
been forwarded to our office by the Home Superintendent.

IS 1 t

RECEIVED

OCT.,2

IJOBTbN

. 4

UN!)REALM qo ?ORATION

;

The application will be reviewed for compliance in accordance with
25 CFR 271 and a written decision will be sent to you withih the
next thirty (30) dayi.

Sincerely,

Area Director

405

4
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.ULotetrStates Ife.partment of the Interior
MCI: OF TIlk SILICITOR

ANOIORACC REGION
Mt. Sinn, So< 4111

Aadwrace. Malta 'MI

Ociobet-'2, 1110

MEMORANDUM

0 Elf

Area Director
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Juneau Area Office

From: Attorney-Advisor .
Office of the Rkgional Solicitor
Alaska Region .

Subject! Status of Nortod Sound Health Corporation
As A Tribal Orga5ization Pursuant to P.L. 43-638

INTRODUCTION

You have asted this o fice for a legal opinion on the status .

of Norton Sound Healt Corpbration as a tribal organization ,
pursuant to the Self Theraination Act. P.L. 93638, 25 U.S.C..
450 et.Ass, and the imp1eenting regulations at 25 CFR 271

et se . Ater a review the materials submitted with your 1

opin on request and a clniideratiOn of the problemsgaised,
we have come to the conclusion that NortOn Souncrilealth
Corporation should be tonsidered an eligiPle,P.L. 93-638
applicant under 43 CF121 271.11.

AiPLICABLE LAW

The pertinent law is as followsg ,

. 4.Any tribal organization Is el ble to apply for a
conract or contracts witEt e reau to plan,
conduc1t. and administer all or ts of Bureau
progr s under sittion 102 of et. Howeve
before.the Bureau can enter into a cOntrict wia
tribal organiiation, it must b requested to do so 1

by the'lndien tribelor tribes to be served by the
vy

. - . ',1

ei4

r
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contract in accordance,wrili424A. (EmphLis
added.) . .

25 Ch"f 271.11.

f "Tribal organization" means the recognized
governing body of any Indian tribe; or any legaliy
established organization of Incli.ans or tribes
which is controlled, sanctioned, or chartered by
such governing body or bodies or which is demo-
cratically elected by theadult members of the
Indian community to be served by such organization
and which includes the maximum participation of
Indians in all phases of its activities; Provided,
That a request for a contract must he made by the
tribe that will receive services under the contract;
Provided further, That in any case where a contract
is 1çt tp.an organization to perform services
UenefTtnng more than one Indian tribe, the approval
of each such Indian tribe shall be a prerequisite
to the letting of such contract,. (Emphasis in

original.)

25 CFR,f 271.2(r). Also see, 25 U.S.C. 5 450b(c).

DISCUSSION

In this instance, Norton Sound Health Corporation is not
only considered the "health arm" of the Bering Straits
Native Corporation (see attached copy of letter of July 14,
1980), which is a recognizqA Indian tribe !see, 25 U.S.C.
5 450b(b) and 25 CFR 5 27117(h)), but the Norton Sound
Health Corporition is controlled, sanctioned and chartered
by other tribal governing bodies. Specifically, the Bylaws

of the Norton Sodnd Health Corporation provide that:

The (ollowing villages shall each be epresentc4
on the Boareby the blection of one Oirector by
each,IRA Council and in theobsence of? an IRA

, Council, by the'City Council: Ill Shismaref,
2) Wales, 131 Teller, [41 Breve,* Mlsskorn, ,.
5) White Mountaen, 161 Golovin, (7) Elim.
8) Gambell, t9J Savoonga, (101 Koyuk,1
111 Shaktoo4k, (12) Unalakleet, 1131 Stebbins,
141 St, Michael, 1151 Kine Island Village,
16) Diomede. )17) Nome Eskimo Community shall

a' elect two representatives. '

r4oriVeen (14) of those laillages have IRA Coucils, while
Teller, Brevigliisiion and Golovin are second-class cities

4

'V

.
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gv.

with city Councils and no'IRA Councils. The Nome City
Council also.elects one Board meiber, three additional Nome
representaeives are elected by the Board of Directors and
thi Executive Director serves on'the Board ex-officio..

'Consequently, 15 Board members arc elected by tribal
governing 60dies while 4 members see elected by City '
Councils and 3 more members are elected by the rest of the
Board.

...

Since the Bylaws for the Norton Sound 'health Corporation
also.spelleout that "Mlle management of the property,
funds, affiiiss and buiinesi of this Corporation shall be
'vested in a Boarg of Directors consisting of..." the members

...

listed above, there can be no doubt that the corporation.is '

controllect.by trfbal governing bodies. Also see, Alaska
Statutes'10!204081 which providcs that 6iifriars of a
corporation shall 'he managed by a board of directors,.

.
. .

WM e 25 CFk 5q27172(r) requires thlit an organization be
* alt rnatively either controlled; sanctioned or chartered by .

'a ibal governiqg body or bodies, in this instance we find
thasNorton SOund.Health Corporation, in addition to being
contrtlled by, is also sanctioned and chartered by such
triba governing bodies. In short, we agree with the con-
clusion set forth An your memorandum of August 12. 1980

..that the resolutions which'accompanied it (the initial
application to contract) satisfied the, requirement that the

, organization be 'chartered by the tribal governing bodies
1 to be served." These resolutions also show that Norton '.

Sound Health Corporation is sanctloped by the tribal .

' governing bodies it serves. Horbover, the representation of ,

the 14 tribal governing bodies on the Board of 'Directors of i

Norton Sound Health Corporation ii further eviaence that the
corporatiOn is both sanctioned andechartered by the appropriate
tribal governing bodies. This reRresentation also shows I.

that the Operation and managelsentiof the North Sound Health
Corporatibn includes the maxImum participation of Indians-in
all phases of its activities. , .

. .

This conclusion is contistent with t e Field Solicitor's
leg

i

1 memorandum of.January 5, 191, hiah found:

On the,basis that the var us TlIngit and Heide
Community Councils are est blished organizations
that are "controlled, sanctioned, or chartered" by
the Central Council of Tlingit an0 Heide Indians
of Alaska it follows that each community council
iS a "tribal organization" within the 'swing of
... (P.L. 93-6383

4 08
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Tljngit and Haida Community Councils and'Second Class City
Ceincils Status Under P.L.,93-638, unpublished Memorandum of
the Field Solicitor, Juneau (January 6, 1977).' This opinion
has been construed to,mean, at a minimum, that:

...nonprofit regional and subregional Native
associations would be included as "tribal
organizations" under the Field Solicitor's
interpretation, so loot as(those associations are
controlled, sancTIOTC aartered'... hy tribal--
governing bodies. Thus, TgieETganizations, as
uiEll as the governing bodiEs with wbkch they are
associated, are eligible to receive grants and
contracts to provide BIA educational programs...and
secvices. (Emphasis.added.)

Case, The Special Relationship of Alaska Natives to the
Federal Government: An Historical and Legal Analysis, 73, (1978).
Since Norton Sound Health Corporation is tontrolled, sanctioned
and/or chartered by tribal governing bodies, it seems quite
clear that they are eligible P.L. 93-638 applicants uhder
the requirements of 25 CFA 5 271.11 and as defined I/ 25 CFR
5 271.2(r),

You have also-asked whether the Norton Sound Health Corporation
i& a "legally established organization of Indians" within
the meaning of 25 CFR 271.2(r) since nontribal governing
bodies (i.e., Nome and-other State chartered 'city councils) 9
appoint members to the Board of Directors. We note first,
that 25 CFR 271.2(r) interprets 25 U.S.C. 450b(c) to include -

"legally established organisation of lridians olttribes"
(emphasis added) Second., other than Nome, appaMitri only
three nontrzbal city councils (i.e., Telfer, Brevig Mission
and Golovin) appoint members to the Board. Tfie 14 other
communities named in Norton Sound's Bylaws are all represented
by IRA councils, which together appoint 15 Board members.

We think it is fair to say that an organization is i "legally
established organization of Indians or tribes" for P.L. 93-638
purposes when tribal governments directly appoint 15 of its
members and nontribal governments appoint only 4 Under the
circumstances, it is irrelevant that the Board itself elects
,diree members and that the Executive Director is an ex-officio
'Board member. The crucial facts are that Norton Sound
Health Corporation is an organization of tribal governments,
and it is controlled by thost governments, not that some of

its Board Members may in fact be racialll non-Native. The

'special status of Native Americans under federal law is
based on their unique political, relationship to the federal

government, not kheir distincti race. See, e.g., Morton v.

Mancasi, 417 U.S. 535 (1974).
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'
This onsistent with the puilose of P.L. 93-638 which is
to promot provide for Indian participation iq projeeti
and service conducted by the federal government for Indians
and to support the right of Indians to control their own
activities. 'See,.1974 U.S. Code Cong. & Adm. News, 7775 and
7776. In shoTt7

-

The deClarations in and legislative history of '

P.L. 93-638 amply show ttat the main purpose Of.
self-determination is to put decision making power
in the hands of those who benefit fiom government
Indian services.

Gross. Indian Self-Determination and Tribal Sdvereignty: An
Analysis.of Recent Federal Indian Policy, 56 Texas Law Rev.
1195, 1419 (1977). This purpose would, howeVer, be frustrated
in this instance if the legally established organization,
the Norton Sound Health Corporation, which is con'trollpd,'"
sanctioned and/or chartered, by 14 tribal goyerning bddies
was denied eligibility to contract under P.Li 93-638.

In additiomiiafeguards to insure against cotracts tieing
entered into y unacceptable organizations e ist At 25 U.S.C.
f 450b(c),'and 25 CFR ff .271.11 and 271.18. In specific,
the tribal governing bodies for each of the trj.bal governing
bodied currently controlling, sanctioning and/or chartering
the Norton 'Sound Health Corporation could prevent the corporation
from contracting for services benefiting their members by
refusing to request br approve the contract. Id.

CONCLUSION

Given thesukonsiderations, this office is of the opinion
that the Norton Sound Health Corporation is an eligible
applicant pursuant to 25 CFR f 271.11.

,6,40/9 rxeteal f:
Dennis J.Ulopewell

Enclosure:

Copy of Letter of July 14, 1980 from
Bering Straits Native Corporation

stu,

F.

'41w
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

liplea.AU Of INDIAN AFFAIRS '
JflMU Ares Office
P. . Box 34300

, Meeks 30032

Norton Sound Health Corpora
P. O. Sox 966
Rolm, Alaska 99762

on

IN PANSY ROPOO111111

Gentleaen:

7tis letter is to confirm el statements go you during our aeetini in Nome
on July 10 and 11 concerning YOUT proposal to contract for a part of the
Sureau's Social Services program pursuant to authorities uader P.L. 93-631.

Your proposal has been reviewed by the Juneau Area office of Social Services,
at the request of the Nome Agency Superintendent. As I understand their
communication back to the Agency, they have found no teanical problems
with the prograa aspects of the proposal which could possibly raise a
declination issue. . During our meeting in Nome on July 10, the Agency
and I discussed the availability of finding to the Agency for Social

Services for FY SI. The Agency did confirm to yOu that an amount of

$26,000.00 did appear available for the propoSed contract. Of course,

as you are aware, funding presently identified as available for FY SI is

tentative at this time and no firm comaitment can be made to you in this

regard until FY SI appropriations are passed by tie Congress and signed

into iaw by the President.

At present, your applicationmust still be reviewed by the Agency Superin-
tendent to.insure its full compliance with all requirements under 25 CFR
271 and to insure that there are no declination issues outside of the
program part. Upon completion of his review, the Superintendent will

then forward the application, with his recommendationst to tht Jtsmau
Area Director for his review and decision to either award-the requested
contract or to recommqpd declination to the Commissioner pf Indian Affairs.
In any event, throyghfut this process, you will be notifiid in writing of
the status and decisions or retomendationsFas required under 2$ CFR.

271.22 and 271.23.

One issue which must be resolvmd before a decision can be lade to contract

under P.L. 93-631 is the question as to whether The Norton Sound Health
Corporation does, in fact, qualify, under the statutory definition,gai a

Tribal Organization. As I advised you, we have had no Irrior relationships.

with The Norton Sound Health Corporation in which this status was established.
Given some of the inforaation we do have concerning the charter, constitution,
by-loh, etc., we do feel that we must ask you to provide io us such docu-
ments as you may have which will confirm, in your view, your stous as a

Tribal 'Organisation. In our meetings, you did agree to provide us with
this material by mail as soon as Possible.

i
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Upon receipt of the above materiel, we shall forward it to the U.S. Department
of the Interior, Office of the Field Solititor in Anchorage and request a
formal opinion as to whether, in view of all available information, the

szistinklegislation and regulations, and legislative intent, The Norton
Sound Health Corporation does in fact_meet the statutory requirements for
recognition by the eau as a Tribal Organization. We shall request that
the Field Solititor co respond to other related questions in this
matter, should that o reach an opinion that The Norton Sound Health
Corporation does not meet requirements. In any event, upon receipt of
a formal opinion, we will make a copy available to you for your inforsation
and so you may also then proceed with any actions you may feel appropriate
to the organisation's best interests. With the copy of the opinion, we shall -

also cite to you any other procurement options (other than P.L. 93-63g) which
may be available by which we might mutually accomplish the progrsm intent of
your organization as requested by resolutions of the villages to be served
under the proposed contract.

Please be assured that, during the period necessary to resolve the above
question, we will continue to process your application throitih the review
process. As I advised you, I presently feel there is suffitient time to
accomplish all of this and, if allowable, award a contract reasonably
close to October 1, 1910. .

Should you have any questions during this period, please feel free to
contact me by phone in Juneau (316-7120). qv

Sincerely,

Robert T. Elliott
Acting Contract Administrator '

7

RECEIVED

JUL 21 IVO

NORTON SOUND
EXAL111 COUTOIL1U 011
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Fert SeliznapCommtinity Council
FORT BELKNAP EDUCATION DEPARTAEgt8 131 29

(406) 153.2205
P0 Us 31

54(( Stlkhap Meaty
31451..), Wotan 55526

RECEIVED JUN 1 8 M2

Honorable John Belcher
The United States Senate
253 Russell Senate Office 6uilding
Vashington. D.C. 20510 '

f,alma antioss.4.....ha* 11.AN INO. IN go . U.. WS.1
June 14, 1982

Dear Honorable Belcher:

Enclose is a position paper developed by Dr. Robert J. Swan, Fort Belknap
Tribal Education Department, concerning problems we are facing with contracting
the Higher Education Program from the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

It would be greatly appreciated if you could submit this.paper to the Senate
Indian Affairs Cocmittee oversight hearing on P.1. 93-638 (Indirect Costs;
Grants & Contracts Administration) scheduled for June 23, 1982. Further,
I am requesting that the U.S. Senate resolve this problem as soon as possible
because the Fort Belknap Reservation has lost $31,392. in program administration
funds for Fiscal Year 1982. . .

Thank you very much for any support you can grant thk Fort Beiknap Indian
Community..

lifiritViro'itfe-(C5i, President
Fort Belknap Community Council
Fort Belknap Agency
Box 39
Harlem, Montana $9526

Enclosure:

mew

4 r)
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PLBLIC LAW 93-638 oavraAcrING PFCOLDIS WITH IHE BUREAU
CF INDIAN AFFAIRS - HIGHER IEUCATICil PROGRAM,'

A. AUTHORIZATION:

25 USC 13 (the Sinder Act of Noventer 2, 1) is basic.authority
under whfch the Secretary provides services, inc'jding duction to
Federally Recognized Indians.

25 USC 450, Section 104a (the Indian Self-Eeterndna icm Act of 1975)
provides authority for grants te tribal governments4for k vide variety of
purposes, including the contracting of the Bleier Educati Program.

B. FISCAL YEAR 1982 BUDGET:-

Ihe U.S. House of Representatives and the U.S. Senate Conference
Cccndttees transferred $754,000. in P.L. 3638 Contract Raids and
$1,000,000. iv Prjj.i Management funds t6 the Indian School Equalization,
fornala (ISEF).

C. anerr 10:

Within the Bureau of Indian Affairs budgeting system, two najor elements
are used bo fund thelligher Educatica Program:

1) Element 10 - Program Management

2) Element 13 - Scholarship FLnds
0

Traditionally, when an Indian trite contracted under Public Law 93-638,
they contracted for the Element 10 (PLogl.wiManagenent FLnds) and Elenent 13,
(Scholarship FLnds). In addition, the trite is provided funds underneath
Public Law P.L. 93-638 for Prap-amsupport funds or Indirect Costs for the
overall administration of the program. Most tribes Indirect (lost rate is
very low and funds are utilized for Central Athenistration, Tribal Council.%
expenses, the general operation of all contracts with the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, etc.

D. MAJOR PROBLEM AREAS:

Ihe Conference Committee decided that all funds fonnally utilized from
the Elenent 10 budget line items for Tribal Cbatracts should he moved into

the Sormula funding (ISEF esiabliShed by P.L. 93-638). Specifically, the

U.S. Congress agreed to have the Bureau moved $754:000. in FLblic Law 93-638

Chatract Rads and $1,000,000. in Program Management fLnds to the ISEF prffula.

{ 4 1 4
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The zeroing out of Element 10 for tribal programs for tribes who have
utilized Element 10 FUnds to administer their Higner Education Program are'
now forced to take admaniitrative funds from the Scholarship Account
(Element 13) tha/ are intended for the education of Indian qtudents. This
decision willoaliVe a devastating effective on tribal self-ddtermanation

during FY83 and future years. It is the belief of this author that after
meeting with the House Commuttee on Education & Labor, the House Appropria-
tions Commattee, the Senate Select Cbmmattee on Indian Affairs and the Senate
Appropriation Cbmmattee in January of this year, that they did not d to

eliminate tribal attempts to.,develop their own admanistrative strdt
systems, and proeesses to carry out a cohesive and successful educati

program on Indian reservations.

It was reported to the author that the intent of the Cbngress Was to
avoid duplication of funding and that tribes could utilize Ologram management
funds within the ISEF formula. Hbwever, since a nuMber of tribes do not

operate sk.hool systems and do Dot receive ISEF funding, it is not approprate

for these tribes to be included in the ISEF budget. The majority of these

tribes depended upon Element 10 funds for the administration of supplemental
education programs, including the administration of the Johnson-O'Malley,
Adult Education and Higher Education Programs at awe local level. Rather

than to correct the program, the BIA has intrepreted the language and Cbnfer-

ence ReObrt to mean tlfat these Public Law 93-638 COntracts Administrative
FUnds were intentionally elimanated by the Conference Cbmmattee. Tb date

there has been no request from the BIA to correct this prOblem.

E. BILLINGS AREA OFFICE MAME:

BIA ELEMENT 10 FY81 F782

Area Office

,

$97,938. $80,754.

Blackfeet r.21,000. $20,242,
Crow 450,650: 451,848.

Fbrt Belknap $ 7,754. -0-

Fbrt Peck $41,000. $28435.

Rocky Boy's $11,230. -0-

Wihd River, $17,838. $15,489.

TRIBAL CON/TRACTORS

Element 10

Fbrt Belknap $30,084. $ 6,446.

Northern Cheyenne 65,490. $15,717.

Flathead $78,510. $19,220.
,

Rocky Boy's $ 9,480. $10,357.

Wind River $12,389. $ 2,975.

415
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F. FORT BEl.KNAP EXAMPLE.

Durihg the FY81 fiscal year the Fort Belknap Reservation U2s funded at
$37,838 for Element 10 During thu FY82 year, unly $6,446. ttas made avail-
able to the Fort Belknap COmmunity COuncil unoer Element 10 to absorb expenses
up to 12-23-81 (the day President Reagan signed the Interior Appropriations
budget). As a result, the Fort Belknap COmmunity Council lost $31,392. in
Element 10 funds uhich must be replaced from Scholarship FUnds (Element 13).
In addition, thi result in approximatefY 12 students being cut from
,the program bepse pftram administration musLjpe absorbed in the Element
13 account.

C. BILLINC:S AREA un ce

ruring the FY81 budget period the Billings Area C/fice wit funded at
$97,938 fram Element 10 for adninistration.of education programs in the
Billings Area Region. During FY82, the Area Office u2s cut by $17,184. to
$80.754 to wininister educaticm prcgrams in the Billings area. Houever,
Fort Peck Agency's Higher Education Program is currently being administered
by the Billings Area Office ind the majority of the S28,135. budgeted for
-Fort Peck is being utilized in the Billings Area Office for admanistratf&i.

lbus, it appears that there U2S no cut made in the Area Office as originally
intended by the U.S. CbngTess,

H. so.ILurals 13 THE PRC6LEM:

1 Bureau of Indiin Affairs transfer Piscal year 1982 administrative
funds to Element 10 for P.L. 93-638 contracts.

U.S. Congress_appropriate sufficient funds toNgeplace'Element 10
funds in figcal year 1983 and subsequent fiscal years for P.L. 93-638
.contracts.

In conclusion, if Element 10 funds ire not replaced try other funds, self-deter-
.

mination LI a farce and Indian Tribes will not be able to successfully develop
Indian Education pragrams.

ET. Hobe J. Swan, Ddrector S;11Dater)
/V

Fort Belkmap Tribal Education repaiprent

4 6
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NATIONAL TRIBAL CHAIRMEN'S
ASSOCIATION

Surte 910 1010 Vermont Avenue N. W, Waihington, D. C. 29005 4949
202 - 732-7011.

Testica>ny Of

,TRE NATIONAL TRISAL CIIIRMEN'S AESOCIATICW

?resented to
The Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs

June 30, 19S2

.0n

The Implementation of the Indian Self-DtterminatiOn
and Education Assistance Act

Mr. Chairaan. the National Tribal Chairaen's Association portion of this

hearing today will focusing major points of interest.' In anoffort to

5

keep our presentation to a reasonably short one we vill sutsit.pdditional

comments in vriting to your Committee within a few-days.

First, vs want to address the draft revisions of FL 93-636 regulstions.

In August of 1961 the Department of the Interior, using FL 95 -224 as the

4
authority, proposed a revision of existing "6311 regulations. The loard of

Directors of !MCA has consistently since then oppds;d the implementation of

the new regulations on several points.

A. Zhey sr, not conv/aced that FL 95-224 was intended to apply to

Indian tribes contracting under authority of PL 93-631.

B. They do not agree vith the BIA contention that changing contracts to

grants vould benefit the tribes or solve operating difficulties.

FL ;3-63S, the to-called Indian Self -fttereination,Act, relresented to the

4 1 7
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tribes a clear and unequivocal statement and coamitment by the United States

to a policy of ailsistance to the tribes in a manner approVed by the tribes

themselves. After all, it is true that the tribes assisted in the development

of the Act itself snd'eubsequently in the writing of the implementing

Regulations. We have challenged the Interior Solicitor's memorandum of

April 28, 1981, which allowed PL 95-224 eupremacy and mandated revision Of the

regulations. It is still our contention that Interior is wrong, else why woUld

Section 271.4(h) be ne,ded to "affirm supremacy of (iL 93:224)"?

'
The use of Pl 95-224 depends upon the amount of federal involvement in the

GRANT or COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT: The tribes should be alloyed to make the

choice between the two for their ovn benefit. It is our thinking that the

smaller tribes might prefer federal help in program management or some other

viy, end the use of a Cooperative Agreement would enable them to build up

their administrative skilim Ind capabilities. -Section 271.23 leaves the

choice only to the Commissioner.
114

Although the Assistant Secretary informs the tribes that the agency Superin -

eendent "vill have ihe authority to.aPprove the grant application" this is

.misleading to the tribes. It subtly implies that the agency cam appreve the
.

grant. Not so. The regulations provide for Area Office review, and.possible

Commisiionen's review before grant approval. 1.

Section 271.21,Approval, merely says that the "Bureau" will approve the'grant

request with no mention of which office would Mae approving. The time frame

for processing the applicatiOns doel not Spimlat to be sufficiently streamlined.
. 4

In Sect4on 271.24, it seem' clear that.the Commissioner must still review the

grant application and declination at that level is still possible even after

review et the Agency and Axes levels. If declination takes place then

19-891 0 83 27.

"

418.
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.

Technical Aasistance Is offered, Sufficient TA should take place much earlier

0 .

In order to prevent declination.

It would seem prudent to us to postpone final approval of those new regulations

pending outcome of,ghe proposed realignment since much of the language and

office authority ie based on past ZIA management structure.

In short, the proposed new regulations are vague, inconclusive, and do eot

seem to improve the'preser'll't 616 problems of isplementation. Consultation and

better planning,need to take place before the regulations are published.

To continue, there have been inherent problems in coniCacting of tribal

proeraas under "636". Not the least of which Is Contract Support Funds.

Section 10611 of present regulations states that the 3IA shall give the tribes

the:same level of funding that would have been necessary had the SIA operated

the/program. This has not been the caee. If ZIA is succ'essful in"winning

congressional approval to accomplish the realignment, then vs recoamend that

the 3IA be required to transfer the tOuted $16 million savings in adainistra,

tion to Contract Support. Th1s category has been used to pay tontract

ae.

Indirect Costs. 1'

-A familiar statement by the 3IA is that because of the possibility of tribal

retrocession of a contracted program they must keep some funds in reserve to

operate that prograa in the'sVent of a retrocession. Why camnot those reserve

funds also be weed fohcontract support?

Contract Support, or, as tribes know it, "Indirect Colts", has been the most

serious problem in contract operation.
Tribes were encouraged to establish an

Indirect Cost rats and at the highest rats possible.
What 1;as not explained

.

41 j
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vas that a 'misunderstanding orthe Indirect Cost process coupled with the

slightest fiscal 'errors could lead to huge deficits, or tvefi Vankcuptcy.

The RA an4 'IBS operation of those same programs were not ill the same danger

because federal agencies operate thekr programa at 100 percent of operational

cost, but in general tribes..Aating those same programs are held to a max-

imum amount which can be used fo; edministrative purposes and to the fixed

Indirect Cost rate. Tribea a4tually begin,to lose money after theirsecond

year o.f.operation of the contracted program. -

Other contractors such as States, Counties, or even Universities, have other

revenue which can be used for Contr f needed, wh hose tribes

wbp were 100 percent federally funded had to sint deeper into debt each-year

by a system which should have never been imposed on them. There is a definite

categorical difference between most tribes and other revenue producing entities.

For tribes without income the Indirect Cost 'vet= guaradteed eventual prggram

failure. This fact was1PoOnted outly Interiors I.C. staff over a year ago ut

the advice.has been conveniently ignored.

;he problem has reached dangergus proportions, therefore,NTCA would advocate

that before spy new regulations are implemented,

that corrective action be taken by all coneerned, and we would hold-

the Office of liana:meet and Budget (who is the architect of de fiscal polic-

ies for the federal agencies) responsible to take the lead in this task. We

offer the following comments and recommendations to this honorable Committee

and to the Office of Management and Budget which are spelled out on the fol-

lowing pages.

/)
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4
The ZIA Indi.iect Cost Process

The lin, Interior Inspector General's
Office, C813 and other agencies

contracting with tribe's have diverse
definitions of indirect costs..

.of what is included within those costs and
che percentages of funds

allowable for them.
Tribeson well as gIA local agency staff, are

nov accustomed to one vay of dealing with this most confusing issue

and must be directly involved in the
revision and in setting up the

new code, and'nles in advance of actual implementation. They must

be made fully aware of plans and procedures during the interim "chanee-

over time" so that they do not continue to lose money by contracting

due to the present interpietation of
indirect net rates by the DIA and

-

the InspeCtor Central's audit teems.
Speciiic time frame, must be set

out for the accomplishment_ol
gal tasks related to the revision of the

638 regulations and indirect coot process 4ith tribes directly involved

in each step.

NTCA fully supports the BIA's
realisation that both ite staff and the trifial

leaders must be wall informed of Changes in the PL93 -638 regulations and

'specifically as they relate to the indirect cost process.
We therefore

recommend that the intonation sharing and direct tribal participation in

the pre-implementation phase .begin immediately.

s

4 2
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Some of the most serious problem areas:

1. Rood for a clear distinction between the tem "Indirect coats" and

other accounting or management terms that sometimes have other mean-

ings, such as overhead, administrative cost, etc.

Recommendation: OMR issue a bulletin or other rolease that calls 9

attention to the uniquo mooning of "indirect costs"

and directing that all official issuances recognize'

this uniqueness.

2. Conti-act Support vs Indirect Costs:

(a) *the majority of tribes have been "persualed" to negotiate in-

direct cost rates In order to obtain Conlract Support Funds.

This has subjecte:1 che'tribes to over-recovery losses; defi-

cienties In other Fedora/ agency program funding; and extensive

4and costly "rate" negotintions, and additional aisallowed toit

controversies.

(b) also, tribes that have not elected to use the direct-indirect

cost'ing approach do not qualify for "Contract Support" funds

and therefore receive no funds for Incremental (indirect) coitm,

ail provided for bY Section 106(Ad of P.L. 93-638. This ha*.been

costly for these tribes since they must pay these costs either

from other tribal resources, carry them on the books as defi-

cits, or clover them temporarily by jugglin4 accounts within the

tribal accounting system.

at.
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Recommeniationi

a. Discontinue the use of Contract Support funds for tribal in-

direct costs ea-such.

b. Use Contract Support funfe only for edi:tional amts. to the

tribes forSperationa of proiram. which depend upod

93-63$ grants for one-time costs until such clue as the 40/

cost can be added te the overall ISA budget.

lb The motivation te shift maximum of costs from the direct to indi-

rect catergory to obtain a maximum share of the SIC Contract Support

Fund, not only created an ever-lucre/ming pressure on ILA to keep

Increasing the Contract Support Fund, it also created greater prob-

.

lems.for the tribes in.rlatfqn to grants and :ontracts from other

Federal AgenCiee. Thi additionalpiobleasoffOntractSupport funding

to carry out Section 10614) of P.L. 93-638, and the lack 'of Clear

definitions of terse, created a complexity and a confusion in mean-

ing that apparently prevented a decision on tho key problem.

Recommendation:

a. Inclisde funds for both direct and indirect Wets in all $IA

l'..1.. 93-63$ contract* and discontinua the use of separate

1
funds fbr indirect costs.

b. (or) If a asparato budget item [0'r Contraet Support la eontinMid.

confine the ue of the funds to the "Incremental" costs Incurred

as a result of P.L. 93-636 contracting until such time as th.y

can be incorporated in the regular annual budget process, and do

not attlapt to equate Contract SuPport to *direct Coats.

423.
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,d. Extent ,snd4Saope of4Tribal financial Losses: In an effort to deter-

mine the approximate dolls:remount of tribal financial 1Ssed, SIA

asked each DIA Ares Office to submit data regarding tribal dsficien -

ciao for FY-799 80 and 81. The information received wad fir from

complete. In handling the indirect cost negotiationsusiogthefixed:

carry forward process. including the theoretical over-recovery, the

standing discrepancies disappear each year as they are rolled forward

into the adjustaent of the newelndirect cost rate. Consequently, to

identify the plass or deficiencies requires a detailed reconstruction

or extensive analysis of the ACcount.

Recommendation:

In ordir to specifically identify tribal financial losses as a re-

sult of the Contract Support/indirect cost problems,SlAsmst issue

carefully constructed detailed instructions to assume that accurate

and complete data can be lc/eloped by the tribes. This data is

needed before any decision can be made with respect to poseible
5.

legislative or other action necessary to'rcmedy the financial losses

that have been incurred by the tribes.

Ibu

"Recoamendations Regarding DIA Indirect Cost Rate Proposal Within thflc

Revision of P1.93 -638 Regulations

1. Thai the DIA begin immediately working closely with all other agencies;

and particularly with 1183 (INS. ANA)with whom tribes CO contract under

Pt 93 -618, their respective Inspector Generals' Offices and 0H3 staff

to establish a standardized definition and implementation process for

administration and management of indirect costs: and

-De
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2. That a task force of tribal contract adainistrators or managars be

astablisluid, in coasultation witkrtribel governments, to participate

.directly ia this process; and

3. That the Unsnap of the resulting product-be generally understandable

English to facilitate comprabansion sad compliance at all levels, thus

41 facilitating isproved tribal-agency communicatioas sifth ritgard to

contract and grants lanagement.

4. That the ZIA, in joint consultation vied all other feisral agenda's

with whoa tribes can contract under 2133-6111, identify with, tribal

governments and ZIA agency leael contract officers their specific

csascitv building trainine needs for takiag ogar the nanigement and

adainistrationof 43$ contracts vith the indirect cost mechanism.

5. That tha Mar ia conjunction with tile other federal agslaies,,,develop

and inplemen;, at the earliest possible date, a capacity building, '

training program to mast those identified needs prior tc%the implementa-

tion of tbs revised regulations for contracting activities.

b. That the ZIA and cooperating federal agencies identify specific budget

linas.and funding'(without reducing tribal proaran funds) for such

capacity b4ilding training. Ter example, the ZIA, under 62,3 contracts

budget, has a.lime its. for "one tima start up funds".r vs vecomnend

that this line item lie revised and expanded if necessaty to include

funds for tba training and technical assistance ;leaded by tribes

ia planning and revising their 4341 contractini activities.

Mr. Ohairnan, The National Tribal Ehaigian's Association will stand ready

as alvays to assist the fideral ageneias, and OKI, to addr.ass the problems

and ttut recoerendations tibia wa have enurerated here this morning and

tbanic'you for the OppOrtViaty to present this to you today.

Elmer D. Savilla, Executive Director, 11.T.C.A.
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TESTIMONY OF

THE OGLALA SIOUX TRIBAL COUNCIL

BEFORE THE

I SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE .ON INIAAN AFFAIRS

REGARDING

P.L. 93-638, THE INDIAN SELF-DETERMITION

AND EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1$75

AUGUST 12, 1982
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Ile do amierse the "stremalising" effort ef P.L. ff-lie in awing
the types of warts from "compacts' to "ceoperativt imamate
(vb. necessary) sad "groins". This is a vast Improvement. Is tbe
past. =tract* efforts braised liscessiag program with techalcal
perasamel, Gmattsitt Officers, Ile knew little or solitieg oboe '

the needs of the Ogiala Sioux Tribal governmeat ar its coastitsmats.
The discussioe teetered around techalcal terms see procedures.

Noe, we feel la "mare or "spoors " erne, will Igoe to expertise
and knowledge about reservatioe vroUaI.s end peoples needs.being
provided is P.i. 93.4.311 implasestst Ilse only pitfall to tbe rev
etreamlining method scald be If tbe It&rd system would dimdaisb
federal trust responsibility.

Aisle, re regret ve vete nest leotard of tbe major effects of

P.L. 95-2:24 me the F.L. 93.1I9 Castteets sad Program admisistrattem

0 Wilma PTIMPlom vitlin tbe ZIA smd tbe main animists:tiro clamps
to cammitt mere extensively. Ye sill, hesever,,Inevido more commemts opoe
publication of these proposed dirges in the Federal Register. /be
Ostlals Sioux ?rile! Council arts yon for your tIBP amd attention in Y
ois miter.

,

BEsi_copy AtiA1LABLE

5.
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, NO. 12-17

amnion OF THE OGLALA sum TRIBAL COUNCIL
'4""^'.-,OVIIIIEOGLALAS10141.211$if

(Asynincorporated Tribe)

RESOUSTION TO SUBMIT ristrows4 TO ERR SENATE SELECT CC4011IITEE

OM INDIAN AFFAIRS OVERSIGHT HEARINGS THE HONORABLE SENATOR WILLIAM

C0$1411, .CHA102tAN.

WHEREA5, Article TV -Pokers of t Council, Section 1. (a)

tf the -;111.2 Tribal Z7n;t1tua!-- nr!
0 '413 SW= LrIttal ..a.m.711 to :1st: Alt4

om 4F_Ithe

d toilful! memsbftdeftretiorow
Departme::: on all let tlex e. tbe Dersrtment.that nay effect

the Pine Ridge Reservhtion, and .

INEREAS, the Bureau of Indian Affair:within the Depart-

most ef-Interior is committed to'Mccept, support sie fund

.--tribal.progratts contracted-pursumot-to
Public Law 93-06v-sw1.-

WHEREAS, the_Oglala Sioux 41 Coopcil firmly ndorses

the concept7of P.L. 93-63$ and the satiOnal Indian policy

"Indian Self-Determination", ant .
. . .

'1411;iic iittTs:iii"iia'''Fotresal Grant

4ative Alimement Act" February
3,J971 requires chsnges in the

Sereatt of-Indian Affairs
regulations in carryincout P.L. 93-

ditt.respoesibilities, and

WHERBaS, the Oglala Sioux Tribal Conseil theses to subsit

the attaVded comaent as testImoly to tie Septe'Select Committee

es Indio* Affairs, oversight heatless, chaired by Senate William

. Cohen on the effect of P.L. 95-224 on P.L. 93-63$ tribal .

programs, mow

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, the Oglala Sioux Tribe submits

tbe attached comment as testimony to he entered in the over-

sight heatless record comducted by thnSenste Select Committee

on Indian Affairs, chaired by the Bojterable Senator Willies

Cohen on the proposed changes
prodded by P.L. 95-224 on P.L.

93-63$ adiinistration mad fowling of tribal progrmas.

C-E-1-T-I-F-1-C-A-T-I-0-A

_,I,..etundersigned, Secretary of the Ogleli Sioux Tribal Calpcil,

freby certify that this
resolution was adopted by a vote Of:

19 for; 0 agatesti sett -' not yeti's, during Regular

.U-iSion him on the 12fh aff of August, 1952.

414; .

Si .92 A: Iron ef-
, Secretary

Oglala Sion: Tribe

e r can orse

resIdinit
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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ROCK '4)Iri.r COMADR11( SCHOOL

(va) owe Az ti503

PHONE (602) 6594224
October 28, 1982

Ken Smith, Assistant Secretary
for Indian Affairs

U:S. Department of the Werior
1951 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20210

Dear Sec;etary Smith:

Enclosed please find a copy of our comments on the proposed regulation,
revision! to 25 CFR 271 and 276, implementing the Indian Self -Determinatiot
and Education Assistance Act of 1975, PL 91-638.

We are totally opposed to the change from a contract relationship,
wherein we as the contracted school board, are fulfilling at the operational
level federal responsibilities for the education of our children. We do not
perceive the relattonship between the Congress and Feaeral Government one
of the "provision of assistance." By receiving erants under the proposed
revisions, these reeulations suggest we are "establishing a relationship"
with the government. Mat has already been established, through treaty,
law, tradition, history.

Although there are a fen minor improvements in some regulatials, on a
whole, we believe there is a deception offered in these resulations, when no
mention is made of the loss of General Services Adminiitration (GSA)

services novprovided through the BIA under 41 cm 14B-70.501 and 502. The
regulations have not been offered through consultation with our people. You
have not sought our opinion wi;ether or not any changes were nieded, as
presently required by regulation.

We therefore request that our comment be seriously considered,_and we
,

expect to see your response to our objections. We strongly teem:end that
these regulations be withdrawn, and the Bureaucrats return to active consulta-
tion aboUt how the regs could be improved so that self-determination can be-
actualized. We fear in accepting these regulations, we are accepting self-
termination.

Resp.ktfully submitted by,

ROCK ?QiHT OMMUNITY SC L BOARD

4.,
e,. 4

.

Begay; Member r?
/7

A? .200
asas If: legay, Meab#

Ta Alice P. Wilson, Member
. .



Abstract of Comments on Proposed Changes in 25 CFR 271, 276

Rock Point Community.School
November, 1982

;

The Rock Point Community Sehool Soard objactvvehemently to the proposed

d .

changes in the Pt. 03-638 grant-remUlations forthc.following reasons:

1. The changes are not required by P1 95-224. And even if they wars required,

the Bureau has requested waiver authority to dismiss this law. It is a Bureau

initiative and not one of the Indian peoples affected.

2.. No consultation, ariequired by present regulations, hak taken place.

Indians have indieated for two years there is no need to make the changes that

are proposed. We have not been listened to.

3. With the loss of 41 CFR 14H-70 contracting remulations, contraetors will

loss the priviledge of using C.S.A. servi s: This vill cause .a significantly

increase in contract operation costs for se es, especially vehicles for

operating dii schools (in support of Sureau policy recommending day school

*
operations.)

4. Contractofs will lose thm benefits and protections found under-the

Contracts Disputes Act of 1978, not applicable to gCantees of the federal

government.

5> Significant changes in the regs require additional administrative effort

by contractors to meet unlimited demands of bureauerats who have the most to

a

loss when Bureau programs are grantod swiy.from Agency and Area,offices.
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6. The-Bureau proposes to utilize OMB Circulars A-102 and A-87 as essential

4grant documents; both can be amended with Indian review aad input, contrarY

to the provisions of the-Act itself.

7. The powers and authorities of loCil BIA line officers is increased, without

procedaal protecilng, contrary to the repeated recommendations of the G.A.O.

which has indicated that the conflict-of-interest potential within the Bureau

is too,etrong for local &wen officials to overcome:

8. The cha'nge to grants is a change in bailie federal polay toward Indian

peoples, wherein providing "assistance through grants will "establish relation-
.

ships" between the federgil government and Indians.
The relationship between

the federal government is already-established in history, laws and.federal

policies. We cannot accept the proposed changes that may undo hundreds Of'years

of federal responsibility to Indians. We see the revision as a proposed "Sielf7

termination" regulation.

P.

.9. The Bureau proposes to establish speCific criteria fOr new school starts

that would make applications for operating Indian schools much more difficult.

There are no propdtVrITtentions for dew law-and-order starts, new adult

education starts, neV community-controlled-college starts, etc. This is clearly

an ;tempt to discourage tribes from operating schools.

10. The Bureau has been severely criticized by the G:A.O. and the Interior

Inspector General on Bureau salusemene of 638 contracts. The results appear

co ,be: penalize.those Indians forBIA mistakes and errzrs.

5'

4 32
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11. The Bureau has t proposed a solution to the long-running problem of

indirect costs and ove head expenses for contractors/grantees. The Bureau

has rectvid policy reccemeodations WOW
the past years and has failed to'

4
editeee one substantial indirect cost issue in these regulations. This is

e
assumed to be intentional.

We fear the solution will be imposed upon contractors

without review and input, much,as these regulations have been iiposed.

4

'

12C. The regulations as published ate carefully constructed tot to inform

the reader of significant ehanges, deletions,
revfsions to the presenc regulations.

No mention is nada that under grants
Indian organizations will lose G.S.A. notot

pool'services. There are no explanatory comments to indicate why any partipular

cha2se is proposed. We art kept in the dark, while Central Office bureaucratfz,

manipulate federal policy to -control and dominate Indian affairs. Other igencies.

often wilioffer explanatiormt, to
clarify issues; the Bureau inrands fuse

and keep matters under cover.

5.

9

9.

AIMS
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Rock Point Community School Cosimeats on 25 crit 271, 276

REF: .FR p.j0326, Col. 1, Summary:

The Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act requires
that grants or cooperative agreements be used ,to adninister
programs in which the relationship between the Federal Agency
and the recipient is one of assistance.

COMMENT: The position of the Bureau and Interior that PL 95-224 requires

the uit of grints rather than contracts is extremely difficult to under-

stand. PL, 95-224 clearly staies:

Notwithatanding anY other provisions of law, each executive
ageocY authorized by law to enter into contracts..3rooro. or

'cooperative agreenents or similar arrangements....(enphasis
added)

There is clearly a provision of law that controls self -determination

activities of Indian peoples: FL 93-633.. In Sec. 102, the Secretary of

the Interior is directed to contract with Indians for prograns they wish

to directly qptrate. Sec. 104 of the Act provides the authority of issuing

grants. The Congress saw the eilmr separation of authorities.

In addition, the face that the Dept. of Health and Human Services had

decided not to :fiend its regulations implementing the same Sti astrpnglY

eguggasts 4lat the decision of.Interior to May this change is arbitrary and

capricious.

Furthermore, present regulation 25 CFI 271.3 directs tha.Secrcary to " )

consult with Indian tribest national and regional Indlan organizations "about

the need for revision or amendment" an activity that has not been performed;

Glis decision is simply a traumatic policy change by the present administration

td terminate the federal responsibility to care for Indian peoples.

RECCOENDATION: That taste proposed rules be withdrawn, and the Bureau

initiate dialogue, par 271.3 with Indian peoples about the peed to amend the

Indian (i.e., not ILA) Solf-DetirminstiOn Act.

I.

19-891 0 - 83 - 28
-4,

'44"c

.1
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REY: FR r. 40526, Summary, 1st tolumn, Supplementary Information

It (/.1. 95-224) provides that a contract be used only when
the principle purpose of the relatpnship is the acquisition
of property or services for the di t-benefit or Use by the
Federal governmend. , N

COMMENT. The relationship between the federal government and Indian peoples

is historically.uniquzi in nature, and has been viewed by the Congress as

such. In fact, when ttli federal government Contracts with a tribal

organization to have performed such services the Bureau would otherwise

perform, the government is purchasing those Indian people's services ss a

direct benefit to the governmerh. It relieves the kovernment of operationkl

responsibility gf such contracted programs. The Bureau is buying the

services of a contract school board tO educate, on behalf of the government.

Indian children who would otherwise be seried by khe Bureau.

io

In like fashion, the use of grant'instruments is rrrrr nted when the

government will provide assistance to receiving parties. 4n "assistance

relationship" is not the traditionally and historically perceived relationship

between the Federal government and Indian nations. The conclusion to the

arguments that the Bureau is assisting Indian peoples can only be that'of '

termination, when assistance ill no longer available to be provided.t
t '

RECOMENDATION. That contracts be considered the instrument of choice when

implementing the Indian Self-Natermination Act.

4

4
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REF: Revised Sec. 271.1(a)

The purpose qf the regulations in this part is to sat forth the
procedures for the application and award and administration of
grants under See. 102 of the Indian Self-Determination Act.

COMMZNT: This is a contradiction, as noted earlier. Sec. 102 of the Act

clearly states in distinctionMth Sec. 104 of the Act, that the lureaa will

contract with Indian Peeples.

RECOMMENDATION. That present 271.1(a) be left intact, and the term contract

be used in place of grant. The present regulation clearly distinguishes between

contracts and grants, and the intent of the Act and of Congress. Cf. 271.1(b).

Rock Point Community Seig. Comments on 25 CPR 271, 276

REF. Revised .271.1(c)(3) .Nothing in these regulations shall be construed as:

//(1) ***

(2) ***
(3) Permitting significant reduction in services in services to

Indian peoples as a result of this Part.

ti
COMMENT: It will be cleakly shown in the following comments, as we 1 in those

comments submitted by' Indians elsewhere that ;hese re4ised regulations will

significantly reduce services, and cause further decay between the government
"4

and Indian pc es. This proposed rule is initiating diiect.action to

terminate federal respoisibiliky to Indians.

. 4

RECOMHENDAhON. As recomnended elsewhere, these proposed rules be withdrawn

'and meaningful contultation between the Bureau and Indians affected by

PL 93-638 be started:

1

c 4 3 6-

tv
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REF: Revised 271.2(d) "Covmdssioner" means . . .

COMMENT: WeAre under the impression that the position of Commissional is

nO longer operatiVb. If this ir..so, this term should be deleted.

REF: Revised 217.2(p) "Grant" means an instrument of award in which substantial

involliement in not anticipated, establishing a relationship . . . .

217.2(q) "Cooperative Agreement" means an instrument of award

establishing a relationship . . .

COMMENT: llotkof these terns as used indicated that in the issuance of the

grant or cooperative agreement (CA) a relationship is established. The logical

conabsion would necessarily be that where there is no grant or CA, there is

no relatiohshipt And yat, the Bureau is responsible for such services to

Indian peoples as demanded by law and Congressional action. The implication

appears to be that when a grant or CA once issued and leter'no longer exists,

the relationship to Indian peoples will also evaporate. The relationship iv

made dependent upon theavailability of .v.grant ol CA.

Note well, however, that the definition of "contract under Revised 271.2(e)

does not proyide for the "establishment of a4relationship." It simply statet

time a contract. iv.an iovtrument of award. We argue that the federal iv, Ln

fact, purchasing the services of a contractor for the direct use of the government.

We are performing a service that is the fediral government's responsibility.

Therefore, a contract is the appropriate instrument under Pt 93-63E.

RECOMMADATION: that both terms be removed from the text as inapprOp'tiv:te in

the implementation under Sec. 102 of PL 93-638,

4
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a

RfF: Present 271.2(k) Re-contracting, deleted

4

COMMENT: It is unclear to Us how these tegulations propose to handle

multi-year grant awards. Subsequent regulation 271.22. "Continuation Grants"

appears to replace "Re-contracting." But we are not provided with direction

oniehat happens in the 2nd and Srd years of a multi-year grant.

RECOMMENDATION. That clear directions be provided fer grant continuations of

1

multi-year grant, and grant renewals for grants subaequent to an initial grant.

R ;71.22 should be re-named: Grant Renewal, and a separate instruction be

given called "continuation grants" for multi-year grants.

4

REF: Preaent 271.2(j) Previously private school, deleted

COMMENT. The Bureau provides no explanation for the deletion of the term

"previously private school". Does the Bureau intend to eliminate the

eligibility of previous private schools from participation in the Bureau's

self-termination grants?

RECQINENDATION: The term be left in the regs as presently'issued.

a

, 6.)
<5;38

L.

.41

4
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REF: Present 271.2(d) tusiness related function, deleted

Preaent 271.2(q) Tribal government function, deleted

,. COMMENT: loth of these above terns are presently considered significant

to have once.been a part of the regulations. Their removarcannot but be

seen as a means to confuse issue, and ideas about what functions tribes

can contract for under the Act. To remove them is to remove the elioibility

of these functiOns from the preview of contractability under the Act.

RECOMMENDATION: That these tun definitione,be kept in the definitions

section of the rags as is. .,

REF: Roevised 271.3 Revision or amendment of regulations

(a) Consult with Indian tribes and national adbl regional

organizations tq the extent practicableand consider their

views in preparing the proposed revision or amendment.

COMMENT: -This language deletes language
presently found in this section:

. .
about the need for revision or amendment . . .

Although this is les; critical than other
issues in these regs, we see no

Jilue in deleting the obligation that the
Bureau should consider Indian views

e

in whether or not the regs should be revised at all. Signif%cant Indian 1411)4--

has already been offered
to. the BEA suggesting that these regs not be amended

o't revised.

Subsequent regulation 271.3(o) states
that the Secretary shall annually

consult with the same414ups about the need to revise,or amend. We know of

no actions of the BEA that meet this requirement. Thar; has been no

consultetion with regional tribal organizations on these issues.

The problem lies not necesiarily
in thigregulation, but in obtaining

Bureau compliance with their own 'regulations.

4 3
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REP: Present regulation 271.4(f). deleted in the revision

Contracting is one of several mechanisms by which Indisn tribes
can exercise their right to plan, conduct, and administer
programs or portions thereof which the Secretary is authortzed
to administer tor the benefit of Indians . . . . (emphasis added)

COMMENT: Wedenderstand why the term contracting could be deleted, but fail

to see the deletion of the concept as underscored above. This present reg

strongly indicated that the Bureau is auttx;rized by the Congress_ro perform

certain services. 'This is not assistance. This is federal responsibiliv.

The deletion of the concept is suggestive that the Bureau intends to terminate,

through grants, their moral and legal responsibilities to Indian peoples.

6

RECOMMENDATION: Tliat this term be studied and considered by the Bureau

as further evidence that there La federal respOnsibility to Indian peoples,

not merely assistance to people, and that the Bureau withdraw the present

draft of the grant regs.

4

S
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REF: 27f.4(f) New Regulation

It is the policy of the Bureau to award funds for direct and
indirect costs for grants awarded under this part.

COMMENT: It must be admired that the Bureau has a policy to award funds

for indirect costs. However, che past few years have shown the_Bureau co

-
be incompetent in the estimation and administration of the Indian Contract

Support Funds. This policy statement nowIthscindIng, 1c Is extremely

difficult, al.24 sometimes impossible to obtain any indirect costs funds from the

Bureau, forcing many schools and tribes into severe under-recovery situations,

and becoming written up as incompetent fiscal managers.

The more serious objection here is that there is no further discussion

in the regulations about indirect costs. Revised 271.43 is labelled "Direet

and Indirect Costs," 2.21 fails to address one point on indirett costs!

The intent is clear. the Bureau will re-publish these regs as a final

rule. with .tne inclusion of new Bureau policies and regulations on indirect

co;te whichwili not receive the same review as this issuance of the revisions.

We suspect that negatively-charged indirect cost regs will be developed and

published as final. without Indian input, review, or consuitation.

RECOMMENDATION: That the gin coordinate itself with its previous reports on

indirect. costs (LC. American Indian 1..no Lenter's 3/82 repott that recommends

the elimination of the term indirect costs), and publish for comments any further

recommendations or politicu that it proposes to adopt fur d 66 day period prior

to finalization as a federal regulation.

ilf

4 4
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REP: Present reghlatioo 271.e(e),, deleted

Contracting by its very nature placed gureau officials in the
dual position of assistine Indian tribes, in many instances,
by furnishing technical assistance in preparation of contract
pioposals and of carrying out their fiscal and administrative
responsibilities as officials of the'Pederal Government. It
is recognized that very often these two positions are in
opposition to earl: otber. . . .

COMENT: ly deleting this provision, the.gureau now must he suggesting

that it gill no longer feel the conflict of granting away its programsyunds,

and authorities to Indians, while that conflict existed under the contracting

,authoraty of the Act. This is simply not credible.

Although it would appear that increasine the autho'rityof local

EU administrators might suggest a better communication between grantee and.

the BIA, the reality of the system clearly would not provide for this benefit.

.a. There is a conflitt*of interest in NIA employees contractine out to

Indian organizations its programs, when the loss of jobs, funds, power'

and influence will b'e realized. This has been highlighted in everal

G.A.O. audit reports on the MA's implementation of PL 93-638. The
A

reader should confer the following:

-"The Indian Self Determination Act-- Many Obstacles Remain"

(3/1/78)

-"Still No Progress in Implementing Controls Over Contraete and

Gran With Indians" (9/10/81)

igrief , we quote from this Latter report the following:

The Situation (implementing PL 93 -638) presents a dilema
or inherent conflict for BIA employees who, if they are
successful in implementing self-determination, may well he
eliminating their ova jobs. Therefore, it is not in
the NIA employees' hest interest to encourage tribes
to use self-determination contracts since by doing
so they may be putting themselves out of a job.
(9/10/81, p. 27)



We, at the local level, therefore see th'at in providing AgeticyCI

Area line officers with additional authority to decline grants, and to use

the ambiguities in regulatory language as noted atove at their discretion,

tribal organizations will undoubtedly continue tO suffer from the lureau's

reluctance to "cut itself off." The G.A.O. had recommended that a separate

office be established to assist tribes in taking over bureau prbgrame,

because bureau officials had continued to do such a poorjob in contracting
/

itself out in the.first place.

b. The Bpreau is presently not staffed or trained to handle the

committcmentsand responsibilities demanded by PL 93-638 and its

regulations under the preslent system. This is not only reflected

in the experience of many Indian contractors, as testimony to this

committee has indicated, but also in the G.A.O. reports listed above,

and additionally in the bureau's "Indirect Cost Report" prepared by

the Ameeican Indian Law Center.(May, 1981). There wore at least nine

specific recommendations in t'hat repOrt that the BIA get itsell trained

to provide accurate information, technical aisistance, and to clarify

the mess that has developed over indir,ect c0;til (see the secondpart

of this testimony, following.) SEaren though the present regs have been

operative for mote than six years, the Bureau has not developed the

expertise to dote .job right. Many trib:1 organizations are reluctant

to request ISLA 'technical-assistance, because of the ineptness, inadequacy,

and erroneows advice that comes from BIA field and central office staff.

It is anusing, and at the.same time discouraging to read of the BIA's

.

pride in nuw offering pre-applicJtion TA under these proposed gr.n.p.

rags, when,their perfugmance has been so inadequate in the past.

.443
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'
Should the DIA be allowed to implement these grant regulations, we

predict the DIA will prolilerate its personnel and resources to meet

these additional administrative needs within itself, absorbing funds

earmarked for Indians, rather than making them available for.additional
e.

contract support funding or for implementing new Indian prograna.

In its introductory remarks, (cf. FR 9/13/82, p. 40326), the Bureau

fplly acknowledges that it ts increasin&Ahe authorities of the Area and

Aiency officials, ". . . to permit more diiisionZmaking at field offices. .

than presently exists. This is completely contrary to the G.A.O. reports which.-
/

indicates that there has been too much abuse of discretion st the field office

level.

RECOMMENTION. That the authorities and responsibilities of ,field office

personnel of the Bureau be reduced and fiat increased, and that the present

17shguage be amended to change only the word contracting to scanting., as follows:

Grantin& by its very nature places Bureau offictals in
the dual position . . . .

REF: Present regulation 271.4(h), Eligibility Criteria deleted

:

COMMENT. We are irovided no guidance why this regulation wss not amended,

rather than being deleted. In so deleting, the Bureau weakens the available

guidance regarding wha; programs can be awarded grants. Combined with the

deletions of present regulations 271.2(d), (3), and (q), we interpret that

the Bureau is intending to reduce initiatives of Indian peoples to fulfill

the intent of PL 93-638. With.all the "talk" by Bureau staff about encouraging

self-determinatIon, we see little evidence in the regq changes that supports

that talk.

/4



REF: Revised 271.4(h)

In any conflictArtWeen the At and these.or other regulations,

the Act shall prevail.

440

COMENT: A wise regulation. We wonder why it is not heeded in this very

set of revisions. The whole notion of receiviet grants ana assistance to

Indian peoples is contrary to the letter and spirit of the Actl The Act

directs the Secretary to contract:and grant.liureau programs. These revisigns

change the intent of CoOgresk

RECOMENDATION: That the Bureau follow this good policy statement and with

draw this present set of reiulations, and amend the existing regulations upon

0 ionsultation with affected Indian peoples.

"It

443
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RE?: Revised 271.4(i)

The Commissioner may waive any provisions of grant laws or
regulations which he determines are,not appropriate for the
purpose of the grant involved or are inconsistent with the
provisions of the Act.

COMENT: We are unaware of any regulatory authority in any other agency

that provides to an agency staff officer unilateral authority to waive

Congressional laws and regulations under such other agencies. .We are shocked

that the Bureau could propose such wide-ranging powers._ Present authority

to waive rogulatil is found in ?resent 271.51, and applied only to federal

Contracting laws and regulations, as specified in 41 CFR I4H-70.

There is no guarantee provided that any waivers exercised by the

Commissioner would be made for the benefit of the Indian organizations affected.

Thig proposed authority could be invoked by a Bureau official to trim back

procedural protection presently found in the ruIesand make available

unlimitelhdiscretionary authOrity to impose any rule on a grantee whatsoever.

All of OHIS C. A-102 could be waived, and separate instructions could be mandated

on grantees, with the possibility of no recour'se. Could not the hearing and

appeals regulations be waived if the Commissioner 'felt that this would not be

supportive of tho Eureau's need to'control Indian programs?

Furthermore, we see I conscious effort of the authors of these regulations

to intentionally deceive and mislcdd the Indl'an constiLenn,y which 411 effected

by ethse changes. If, in fact:the Itureau is requesting unlinited waiver

authority to waive laws and retgulations thit do not setve the purposes of the

Act, we demand to know why ?L 95-224 has,ndtbeen waived already! The Bureau

has argued'in the regulations, and to the Congress that "we hav to make this

446
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change." Pt 95-224 "requires" that we change to grants. Yet with the waiver

authority requested, 95-224 could also be easily dismissed as not fulfilling,

the purpose of the Act. But this has not been.dune.

SECOMENDATION; That the following language be substituted for the above

revision:

The Commissioner may waive any provision of these
regulations upon the re uest of an Indian grantee or

applicant which ah cons ered la the Commissioner and

applicant/grantee not appropriate to self-determination
initiatives or are inconsistent with the provisions of the

Act.

4
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REF: Revise4 271.12(a)(4) Operation of or services provided by
previously private schools. Additional criteria for grantable
new school starts and program expansions are given in S 271.71
through 271.75.

COMMENT. We saw earlier that the definition of a previously privateochool

was eliminated in this draft of proposed changes. With the inclusitin here,

we remain confused why previously private schools are no longee defined

in,271.2.

The reference to the new school starts and program expansions should be'

deleted here. Cf. later comments on these regulations. These regulations

should not be made a part of the granting authority regutations but should

be entered into the revision of 25 CFR 31h regulations regarding education.

Nevertheless, it is not essential that the "lead time" required in the Revised

271.71 - .75 are really required at all. For example, the Bureau maintains a

separate pot of money to pey for the repair and maintenance costs for new BIA

schools and buildings that have not Seen made a part of the annual budget

appropriation cycle. In the Navajo Area, several new BIA-operated schqol

buildings/institutional buildings reeelved,separate H & 0 funding from Cunds

allocated speeifieally_fac,buildings not a part of the cycle. The Bureau

could, therefore, program a separate fund to account for the costs'nf new

schools not previously part of eho budget cycle: funds unused at year's nd

could be returned tu the Treasury, or carried forwaid and offset againsi the

subsequentear's budget needs. AltKough this suggestions in more appropriaspy

.a commeni on R 271-71, we add it Mere for emPhasis.

N

er

.0*
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REF: Revised 271.12(a) Tribal organizations are entitled to receive
grants froa the Bureau to plan, conduct, redesign and administer
all or parte of any program. . . .

COMMENT: We commend the,ureau for adding the term redesign to this

regulation, without adding provisos for the need for waivefs on the part

of the Bureau for an Indian organization to redesign a formerly Bureau

grogram.

REF; Revised 271.12(a)(5)

Alteration and repair of Berme property in direct support
of a granted progiam. ,Individdal construction and design
projects are not grantable under TITLE I of, the Act.

COMMENT; This revision adds the word Bureau before property, indicating

that alteration and repair grants will not be made available to previously

private schools, although the intent ofbmgress has consistently been ;het

previously pri;iate schools serving Indian children are eligible for Facilities

1160 funding under 63$ contracts.
.

Secondly, present regs indicate that construction projects, although

not available under TITLE I can be contracted for under other authorities.

This is deleted here, suggesting no other authority provides forthis act

of self-determination.

Thirdly, design projects is added, chanOng the intent qf the

previous regulation 271.12(n) (6), wherebyollow not allowing design projects

as a contractable activity.

This change is not justified or explained by the BIA. The abgence of Any

explanation sugiests that the BIA will not tell us why and what good'reason

it has to make such changes. It further reduces the self-determinntion

prerogatives of the Indians served by FL 93-638.

7 RECOMMENDATION: That II; roiision of this regAcrtion be made, and the

present regulation remain intact.

4 4
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REF: Present 271.13 Application information, Deleted

Application instructions and related materials may be
obtained from Superintendents, Area Directors', and the
Commissioner.

COMMENT: This has been removed. We ask: Why? There is no provision

in the revision to suggest where tribal organizations
may go. to gain the

initial packages of materials for preparing
either a section 102 grant

request/application or a section 104 grant application. It cannot be assumed

that all office$ previeusly indicated in the present regulation will have

such materials. The Bureau could narrowly provide such information only

through the office of the "638 Coordinator" or some other restriction!

RECOMMENDATION: That this regulation be placed once again in the revision,

at the sime spot.

45u
19-891 0 - 83 29
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REF: Revised 271.13 Pre-application technical assistance

(a) The Bureau will provide technical assistance to a

prospective grant applicant to assist it in the prepare--

tion of the formal application. A written,notice of

intent to 'apply for a grant and request for technical

assistance must be submitted at least 45 days before

the anticipted date of sub6ission of the formal,

completed application in accordance with 271.16. Technical

assistance shall include but not be limited to the following:

(1) Determining the appropriateness and feasibility of a grant.

(2) ***

(3) eee

(4) 0,5*

(b) The Bureau shall seek to make technical assistance

available to tribes and tribal organizations from any avallaPle

resource to the extent that funds and manpower are available.

COMMENT.:

a. Vith this levision, the Bureau places a timeline if notification

of intent to apply for a grant and formal request for assii'Eince in writing. ,

If the BUreau wishes to be so careful as to implement a timeline and require

official notifiCation in writing and requests in writing, then there should

also be added timeline requirements that
the Bureau will respond in writing,

to the request with a timeline-or
response with an offering of technical°

aisistance.

If has baen too often the experience
of Indian peoples that requests for

TX, simply go unheeded. Ve know that in many area offices, the capability

to provide TA is weak.
Nowevor, thisorevision should alma provide for a

timely Bureau response. .

b. In addition, there is something left out of the revisions that3tpld

have an explanation provided.
Thu Bureau deletes the priur offur in (b) to

find and assist in finding technical
assistance from other Federal agencies.,

I.

4 51
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c. Thirdly, it is unclear as written whether or not this regulation

requires an applicant for TA. ."The Bureau will provide technical assistance

to a prospective grant applicant to assist it in the prepration of the formal

application." As written, the reg does not indicate that it is an option for

an applicant to request. It would appiar that TA is a requirement, similar

to a pre-apPlication proposal.

Furthermore, the followrg sentence states, in part: "A written notice

. . . must be submitteA . . . at least 45 days before the anticipated date Of

submission" of the proposal. This appears to require pre-appllcation TA as

a matter of .regulatory procedure.

This may not be the intent of the regulation, but if not so, it should

dbe revised.

RECOIDENDATION: That the regulation ream as follows:

(a) Technical assistance to a prospectivelpplicant is
available, upon request. An applicant wishing technical
assistance must submit the appropriate request to the
Bureau official who would otherwise receive a proposal
for a grant at least 45 days before the anticipated date
of submission of the formal, completed proposal. Techni-
cal assistance may include, but not be limited to.the
following:

411 Determine the appropriateness of a grant;

(2) ***

(3) ***

(4) ***

(b)
ille-gueesu-shaik-seek-to-make-teehniesl-esststenee

eve4letb1e-to-ce4bes-end-te4bal-orgenisat4ons-from-sn-available-
restmmees-te7ebe-emeent-ehae-funds-ane-manpower-see-available,
Upon request of a tribe or tribal organization, the Bureau .
will also assist in obtaining technical assistance from other
Federal agencies.

0

4
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AEF:' Present 271.14 Contents of Contract Application, removed

-.1... e ,

. .

COMMENT: Thi's regulation has been remov:ed, and nothing really comparable

has been added to replace it: Revised 271.16, "Preparation'of initial '

o
Grant Application" does not address the specific details that the present

v 271.14 does. In Adition, ,critical language in present 271.14 is deleted in

the removal process. This matter will be addressed in comments on revised
,

v

271.16.

WECOHMENGATION:
111;t present 271.14 be left in the regulation, and revived

216 not be adopted (see later comments on 271.16),

,

v

A

4 5
S

4
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RIT: Revised 271.14 Access to Sureau Records

(a) *CC

(I) ICC

(2) *CC
(3) see

40) 'Data on the amount of funds which have been provided
or the.direct operation of the specific program(s) or

"' portions thereof by the Bureau durins the past fiscal year
and,proposod grant period;

'

(b) (1). (2).'(3). ***

4
(c) Cm*,

COMMENT: To clearly indicate that all Bureau fiscal data is available to

an.applicant. the following addition is recommended:

RECOMMEgDATION:

A

Q.

a

(4) Data on the amount of fundi uhich have been provided
for the difect operation of the specific prosram(s) or
portions thereof by the Bureau'during the past fiscal year

0and proposed *lint period;

(a) Fiscal information includes Bureau program fund levels,
admigistrative cost levels, and the dispoeition of the
Indian Contract Support fund. .

t. ,

rl

a

e

V I.

. 4

a

I ,.

4 4.

t

. 4

.

a
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t REF: Revired 271,15 Tribal resolutions

COMM: Although we find no major objections to the revision as prepared

and presented, we strongly object to what is deleted from the present regulation

Present 271.18, Tribal request for initial contract, offers in para.

(c) the flexibility of al'tribe to use the procedures for drafting tribal

authorizations accorting to a tribe's own internal procedures. This reg

reads, in part;

(a) Any procedure given in this section concerning the
manner in which a tribal governing body passes a tribal
resolution shall apply except where inco sistent with
the tribe's organic documents or in the 4bsence of such
organic docunents the tribal practice.

Me believe that this is a good regulation. Should a particular tribe nut

usa the procedural process of passing I-isolations, and uses in its place

the writing of a letter, or the passing of an authorizing approval nut in

standard resolution form, that procedure is acceptable. The revisioa

disallows this option, and could be used au a Bureau oLipultive procedure

to control the internal procedures of a tribe: you must use the resolution

lomat, or WO Will not accept your tribal wishes!

RECOHRESDATION: that para. prajzOomeg 271.18(d) be added and made (c) in

reyised 271.1$.

-1 .
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REF: Revised 271.16 Preparatiok of Initial Grant Applications

(a) * * *

(b) * * *

(c) Application for an initial grant under this part
shall be prepared in accordance with 276.16.

(d) Fart IV of the application form, SF-424 Federal Assistance,

shall list Bureau equipment, facilities, and buildings needed
to carry out the grant. Bureau programa or portions of
prograns which the tribal organization wishes to operate shall
be described and a plan shall be included for operating the
program(s). The plan shall describe the services to be
provided under the grant snd the organization, methods and
procedures to be used to accomplish delivery of services. It
shall include but not be limited to:

(1) A description of the personnel system and position
descriptions for key personnel.

(2)",...k12..taffing plan, ineluding extent, if any. that Bureau
personnel may be, utilized. (See Fart 275 of this chapter for
staffing options the applicant may wish to consider.)

(3) The evaluation criteria and contlool systems that the
tribal organization will use to measure progress and accomplish-
ment and to assure that the quality and quantity of actual
performance conforms to the requirements of'the plans.

(e) A copy of the tribal organization's travel policy shall
be submitted for.evsluation as described in 5 276.17.

,COMMENT; As indicated earlier, this section-does not adequately address the

contents'of an application as does the present 271.14. Several significant

.issues arise here, indicating tho loss-ef protection from overy-bearing

Bureau-crats who could use the revised regulation to possibly deny a giant

application,

1. We are referenced to use the requieml'ents of 276.16 'to guide the

application process. The substance of thiptequirement is to use ATTACH/MIT

M of OMB E. A-102.

4 5 6.
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_

This is a document-prepared forWe'withsall federal agencies for

routine grants management. As such, it is a document that delineates

requirements for all, Indian or non-. Therefore, it does not address any

* particular issue or concern reflective-6f the First Americans. Additionally,

it is a management document, which can be changed administrativelY, without

public in-put. This alone violates'the past ptinciples and practices that

dictate that the procedures under N. 93-618 will be published for public review

and will reflect Indianiconcerns. This loss of Indian input is a significant

change, as the Bureau iw well f. (Comments have been submitted to the

Bureau over the past year strongly objecting to the use of A-102 on these

grounds, and the Bureau is well aware of this deliberate change in

proceduces outlined in the Act.)

2. Section (d) states that Part IV of the apidication found

the liberating

in ATT. H

shall list buildirigs and property, and generally provide for the narrative of

a grant application.

As sated in section (c), 276.16, the SHORT FORM of ATT. M will be used.

Upoa checking PART IV o f ATT. M-5 (Short Form), we find Part IV to read:

ASSURANCES.

We assumi the Bureau meant PART III.of the short form. PART III states:

/4111miiIhe program niiratiVe should be brief, preferably one or tZo
paragraphs, which shows the need, objectives, apprqach, geo-
graphical location of the projeet and the benefits expected
to he ubralovd Irum thu Je.sistAnet..

It seems improbable that "one or two" paragraphs could suffice for the

amount of inlormatiun that tho BlA wants to havot It seems absured toerequire

the use of the SHORT FOHM when large amounts of information is required, and

vhua odditioa41 eunds uf information an bu asked in add'itiumto what lat required.

45- .1
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3. In the NORATIWE requirements under both the short form (M-5) and the

lc;ng non-constructin form (14-3), we find objectionable requests fOr informarion:

No tribal grintee deed explain and juenfra need for a grant.. 'It is a

right established by Congress, .oreover, a mandate for Indian peoples' to take

over the'operational responsibility :of Federal obligations. Again, A-102 is

L.
not appropriate.

No Indian grantee need explain te principal and subordinate objectives

of the project. Indian schools need mit operate on sta(dard white abstractions.

Schools have philosophies, and goals and objectives for student* and community

developmeni, We should not be required to establish goals for the grant itself!

The goals for a grant Ire stated clearly in the Act. Section 3(c) of the Act

as a goal that "ac7 is to provide the quantity and quality of educational

services and opportunities which will permit Indian children to compete and

excell in the life areas of their choice, and to achieve the measure of self-
. .

% determination essential to their social and economic well-being." This is the

goal of a grant!

No grant applicant need send in supporting documaatation or other testimony

. In support of a grant request. The Bureau falls to comprehend on the operational

that It Is law tcrcentraet/grant with Indians, and no testimonials are,required.

-

Noladian school need cite factors that will accelerate or decelerate the

work of educating Indian children1

The point: present regulations identify what is required for a contract

under the Act, not vague and unspecified requirenents as under'A-102. A-102 is

not appropriate.

4. In addition, para. (d) states, just prior to sub-section (1):

The plain atm operating the program7 shell describe
'

services to be provided.... 117t shell include,. but
not be limited to:

. 4 5s
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Although a short phrase, there are severe consequences for applicants

for g.rants that applicants fur contracts have not needed to face-- a

potentially endless request for application information, at the discret?on

of local officials. The present rgulation clearly states the limits of

bureaucratic requests:

Application for a contract under this Part shall contain the
following information in sufficient detail to permit
evaluation of the application in light of the declination
criteria set forth ip 5 271.15. No further detail is or

shall be, required., '

This cler loss of protection from godless requests fur a "complete"

application, which is a declination issue. The revision eliminates the mandatL

co relate the evaluation of an application to declination issues. This

guidance is lost.

5. Also lost is the availability of "getting established" under a

grant that is precent for contracts. Present 271.14(m) aces that a contract

applicant may "submit a written agreement to establish a ookkeeping and

accounting system that meets thd standards of S 276.7." P a. (n) allows

for an applicant "to establish tithin 90 days of contract execution a

satisfactory system'tfor managing property and keeping records." Para. (q)

States that if an applicant doei not have procedures to safeguard Indian rights,

"hot agreen to 1,1 diti,h them," it will wive the 11(10104 oi a unitraLt application.'

The revision eliminates all of these "flexible" requirements that would
0

allow for hLw smieractor,/grantees LO WA the Lihitract A% a OCAnu of

establishing its.identity and actually attempt self-actualization, or self-

determinttlon. The revas/on clearly discourages thlis by insisting that these

systems be in place prior to the receipt of Li grant.

liany of Us feel the Bureau should meet these standards set fur contractors!!

a
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REMCIENDATION: That this section be revised as follows:

271.16 (a) * * *

(b) * * *

(c) deleted

(d) deleted

(e) deleted, added tosthe following

A new 271.17 be added: S 271.17 Contents of a grant applicatiom

(a) through (r) of present,211.14 Contents of an appAcation,

with appropriate change of contract to grant;

new (s) The travel plan requirement of Revised 271.16(e), as noted

above.

REF: Revised 271.18 Notification of Recipe

(a) Withim five days . . . L17ncomplete applications will
not be accepied for processing.

COMMENT: Here lies a new declination criteria, not found in the para.

entitled declination.criteria. Someone, such as an Education Line Officer,

must decide to accept or decline to accept an application. The'ierm

-"complete" is not defined according to any standir,

)

and considering qua

vast amount of discretionary prerogatives availabl:: o Bureau officials,

contrary to Indian wishes and C.A.O. audit report (see above), virtually

any application could be refused as incomplete. In fact, an application that

is refused at this Lime may actually make the applicant a pait of the procedural

system altogether. There would be no recourse to hearings and,appeals, as, in

fact, the applic'ent may not 6en be considered an applicant, since the

application was never.accepted in the first place.

RECO.VIENDATION. This last sentence should be deleted, and addressed, if at

all as a declination criteria (as is also done).

4.6u
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REF: Revised 271.19 Initial review and action'

(a) AAA

(b) A**

(c) If within fifteen (1$) days the Area Director cannot
approvethe application, he/she must ç.Iecline the application

and so notify the tribe. The notice hall be in writing and

shall connain:

(1) Identification of the specific reasons that the grant

cannot be entered into.

(2) .Specific recommendations on actions required by the
applicant to overcome the deficiencies and a description of
the nature, scope and source of the technical assistance

which will be available to overcome the deficiencies.

COMMENT: A3 indicated My t in Ats opening reniarks (FR, p. 40326),

the Area Directors are giyen the powe and authority to deny,a04 reject grant

applications. As also nOted eLrlier, this is in direct conflict to repeated

objections by Indians and by the G.A.O. in its evaluation of the Bureau's

implementation of FL 93-638.

RECOMMENDATION: That Area Directors retain only the vesent authority to

recommend declination to Washington, so that a fairer rewiew can be made by

Bureau offiCials tot so doe at hand to the Indiana desiring to control

their own destinies.

461
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REF: Revised 271.20 Criteria for declining a grant.

31° (a) A grant may not be declined because of an objection that'
could be ovescome through the grant. The Area Director may
decline to award a grant only for the specific causes given
in paragraph (b) of this section. The Area Director shall
demonstrate, through substantial evidence, that gne of the
apecifiu grounds foe declination exists and that, therefore,
the applicetion mdst beadeclined.

CONMENT: beyond the objection of .the Area Director having the authority to

dec/ine an applicant, the revised language waters down present language,

which states: in present 271.15(0), "The burden of proof is pn the LCommissicniee

Not a ,e4.11 point! The English word "proof" is defined by Merriam-Webster',

New Collegiate Dict!onary as "the cogency of evidence that compels acceptance

by the mind of a truth or a fact."

Recommendation: That the original language of the present regulations he kupt

intact, ss followit .

(a) A grant may not be declined because of an objection that
could beiovercome through the grant: The-Ares-Direeter-mey

iee1ine-to-ever#14-grent-only4or-the-spee4f4e-eessee-g4ven
tri-pqrngrapft-40-04-thes-seette&--The-Aree-Dtreeter-shall
iemenseenter-threegh-webstenteel-evedeneeT-ebst-ene-ef-the

e-gremnio-foe-ieelinetien-exists-eni-thatT-thereforev
-epekieeteen-mmst-be-iee44nee, "The burden of proof is
thLa Armikplrector to 1emonstrnte through lobsyotip)

evLb,nco dust one 1:be souelficAreondu [Jr .doufistatiuir
exists'and that, therefore, the application must be declin'ed."

4 62
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REF: Revised 271.20(b)(2)(i)

(i) It will be presumed by the gureau that the program plan

and budget set forth by the tribal organization provides a

basis for the delivery of satisfactory services to the IndLj

people unless it can be demonstrated by the Bureau that the

program will yield results which may be harmful 0 the welfare

of the Indian people to be served.

COMMENT: There are two significant changes here:

1. The phrase "with substantial evidence".has been deleted in the

Bureau's requirement to show that Indians will be harmed by the proposed

grant program.
1

2. In the present regulations, the Bureau must show, with sutistantial

evidence, that "the program will yield vaults which will' be deleterious" to

Indians. (cf. present 271.15(b)(1)(iI7. The new language reads: "the program

yill yield results that !Abe harmful" to Indians. Talented bureaucrats

that have more time than applicants have to
demouatratQ such issues could

prove to be another roadblock to self=determination.

RECOMMENDATION: That the language of the present regs be left intact.

(1) It will be presumed by the bureau that the program

plan and budget set forth by'the-tribal organization provides-

, a basis for the delivery of satisfactory services to the

Indian people unless it ten be deionstrated by the Bureau

by substantial evidence that the program will yield result.

which will be deleterious to the welfare of the Indian

people to be served.
e.

REF: Revised 271.20(b)(2)tzi/.

The service to be provided shall be deemed satisfactory if

the applicant has established procedures. . . .

COMMENT: ?resent rags allow for flexibility, and for fulfillment of.,the

point of this regulation during and through the contract itself.

RECOMMUDATIONI That the present regulation,
271.15(b)(ii) be left iniact.

The Service to be provided shall be deemed satisfaceory

if the conti'act application indicates that the scant

applicant has or will astabliih procedures. . . .

mle

463.
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REF: Revised 211.20(b)(2)(6)

.1Ie additional requirements for new school starts and
program expanSions in Subpart G have not been met.

COMMENT: This regulation, as Well as all of Subpart G, does not belong

in the guiding general regulations for self-determination, These should

be published as a part of revision to 25 CFR 31h.

RECOMMENDATION: Delete this regulation, and make it a part Of 31h.

40,
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REF: Revised 271,20(c)(5)(0 / (ii) /

(i) The tribal organization has a personnel system that

prescribes minimum occupational qualification standards
which insure equal access to all qualified tribal menbers;

(iA) The tribal organization has procedures for the
selection of personnel oa the basis of such standards; and

(iii) The personnel,to be used under tho proposed grant

are to be employed under tha personnel system.

COMMENT: Again. a major difforince between this revision and its parallel in

present 271.13(c)(5)(i) / (il) is the inflexibility for a ,irantee to use the

grant as a ,.:ehlclu to meet the demandg of good personnel management. Para.

271..1.5(c)(5)(ii) states:

'AK

(ii) If there is no tribal personnel system, it Will be
assumed Opt the personnel to be employed under the proposed

contraet are adequately trained if the tribal organization
has established position descriptions fur key personnel to

be emPloyed under the contract and agreei to establish a

personbel system similar to the one described in paragraph

(c)(5)(i) of lhis section.

Thls allows for the establishment of a system that meets the requirements,,

-instw ea4of regulring that it all be in place on the opening day of the program.

Contract program funds are Limited enough, making 'it a tight squeeze to

provide adequate pro-li-ram services. The Bureau's Z'slahlishment ot the ludisu

Contract support Fund, and it subsequentalis-nanagenent. with no provision

foe rho adadnisrrativ costs similar to the Bureau's administrati4h coqts. makes

itl[rtually impossible for a contractor/grantee to provide for highly paid

sersoes,1 offkers, Joh-Oesctiption writers, etc,, al. the nia% Can alfurd. The

BIA can afford to provide for staff positions
whose only job is to write a

positaon and ovaloate a oqgelgradu level, etC. Cuattactuts are

more busy at providing services.

I

A
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REOIIHENDATION:. That pars. 271.15(c)(5)(II) as quoted above, be reinstated

as 4 provision of this regulation on personnel.

REP: Revised,271.20(c)(6)(i)

(I) Dogs not have an adequate personnel system that
provides selection standards which insure equal access

4 to all qualified tribal members;

1.
-

COMMENT: As noted in the previous revisions and comments, there is no room

for growth and development in these rags. The comparable present feg reads

as follows, at present 271.i5(c)(6)(1)(A):

(A) Dogs not agree to develop au adequate personnel
system that provides selection standards which insure
equal access to all qualified tribal members;

The key notion here is: "DOES NOT AGREE TO DEVELOP AN ADEQUATE PERSONNEL
I -

SYSTEM...." The assumption throughout thpag revisions nre that s tribal

1

k.-

organisation must be already established (without the assistance of start-up

,
grant funds, or course) prior to dealing with the government. If such were

ao, no need should exist for contracting with the Bureau!

-r-
RECOMMLIDATION:

That present reg 271.15(c)(6)(1)(A), as quoted above, rennin ns is nd

the proposed Tevision'not be adopted.

4 66._
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REF; Revised reg 271..20(c)(0)(ii)

(ii) Does not have management systeos that meet the
standards of Fart 276 of this chapter.

EXIMENT: Again, the lureau hasitietermiggd O/c5kC it as difficult as

3

possible for a tribal organization to exercise its rights under,lav; it

/

must have in Wee management sysiests that mee; certain reasonable

requireients. The present reg. found at 271.15(c)(6)(i)(13)4eads:

(it) Has not agreed to establish and maintain a property
management system s'rhich will adequately account for and

protect-government property.

The changes in these regs bbliere the distrust of ndians that the

3

lureau has, even though the lureau is staffed by Ind and should be

speaking on behalf of its clientele.

'

RECOHMENTATION: That,the present reg 21l.l5(c)(6)(iT(6) be left intact.

,

and nolthange be adopted.

a71
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REF Revised 271.20()(6)pi)*

(iv) das not submitted,a completed grant applicatiop.

COMMENT: This, regulation is found precisely as writteq in the present

regulation at 271.15(c)0)(0) except that the revision,deletes the following

extremely important limitaiion on the Bureau's discretion o require endles$

information in an application, which, if never met by the appli nt, would

result in a declined contract/grant.

'CD) Has not submitted a completed contract application.

(i1) All "other necessary components" have been specifically
identified in this section. No other components shall be
defined which may serve as a basis for declination unless
they are added to these regulations by revision or amendment
of the regulations,

The components for deelination'identified. Nothinvelse can be used,

or added to the review process, unless found 4n regs, passed through publication
$M11

and review by Indians. This deletion is a very secious fault in the reunion.

It does not biz:pear to tie accidental, when'viewed with all other changeg. When

this deletion is reviewed with the present 271.14 language that has been

deleted, it is clearly a move by the B1A to obstruct self-determination. That

language states.

Application (c a contract under this Part shall contain the
following into awn in suiflcient detail to permit evaluation
ol the applicat in light ol the declination criteria set forth
in 271.15% No furr detail is or shall be, required.
(emphasis added)

the eftSrt made by BIA officiwAS is coordinated. liminated the Bureau's

self-imposed restrictions, and increase the restrictions that can be imposed

by local BiA officialS, who can now decline to grant programs to Iftdians, whole

selfdetermlnstion lttempts would mince rm.% powers and authorities. W. view

this as a substantal'example of BIA-Vetermination!

-

4 6
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REODMOWATION:

Under para. 271.20(c)(6)(iv). add this paragraph, as in the present

regulation:

271.20(d) All "other necessary components" haveobeen
specifically identified in this section. No other

components shall be defined which may serve as it basis

for declination unless they'are added to these regula-

tions by revision or amendeenc'of the regulations. .

REF: Revised 271.20(c)(2)

It must be demonstrated by the &imam that the tribal

organization-which ,will undertake the grant does not have
an adequate accounting aod bookkeeping capability.

4

.-6,4010(g1ni, The gurealsietes terms tharliare supportive I* etitOUreIinrrtr",

tribal organizaticee to attempt to do it themselves. The luttau proposes
a

to delete "clearly" in demenstrating its objections to a fiscal syitem; an4

the deletion of the phrase". . . agr cannot have in place, using caeract

funds, an . . ." is discouraging to small Indian organizations that wish to

start up their own self-determination efforts. In so deleting this phrase,

the lUresu suggests a clear contradiction t the stated policy in revised

271.20(a) above, which states "A geant may not be declined because of an

objection that could be overcome through the grant."

RECOMMENDATION; That the Bureau leave the phrasing aod terminology of the

present regulation 271.15(0(2) as is:

(2) Bookkaepin& and accomnting procedures. It must be clearly

demonstrated by'khe Bureau that the tribal organization which
will undertake the contragt does not have or cannot set in
place, using the contract funds, an accounting and bookkeeping

system ! which will.be adequate.
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REF: Reviled 271.21 Approval and award

(e) Within sixty (60).days after receiving a formal
application the Bureau will approve the application
and award a grant (subjectito availability and amouilt

of funds if the award occurs in .advan:ce of the

allotment) so that the performance pariod coincides
with the beginning of the Fiscal Year or the beginning
date indicated in the application, whichever is later,

unless the applicant is notified before that time that
the application has been,declined.

COM4VT: The intent of this revision is clear: grant wards must coincide

conveniently with the f a tederal fiscal year. Therefore, a community

applying for a 31A program operated on a school year basis aay have to wait

,an4a4ditymalyeat,to assus a program. Mince the starting of a school year

program in October would provide =due disruption to the edjeation of students.

The Bataan is%well 'aware of tha,lapintanCe of starting sthoo/ (cf, Rim School

S t ). An applicant wishing to start a grant in August would be required

to.umit at least Until October 1 to start, and most likely be required to

.wait until the following AugUst, in order to effect an orderly tr Won..

The problem is with the instruction "whichever is later." grant for

school operations sliOuld ith the schoOl (or better, after $h. end of

/the.previous school year).

RECEOPIENDATION:

4

(a) Within sixty (60) days'after receivieg a formal
application the Bureau will spprove.the application
and award a grant (subject to availability and amount .

of funds if ch, award occurs in adience of the
allotment) so that the performance pefiod coincides
with the beginning of the Filial Year OT the beginhing
date indicated in the application. widtheveeisItter

-unless the applicaat is notified before that time ths?
the application has been declined.

so

C.

4 70
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REF:, 271.22 Continuatios Grants

(a) Continuation scant applications will be prepared using
th, standard application form, Standard Form 424,.Federal

Assistance, gad will contain:

(1) Evidence of authority to coniinuse, and

(2) An up/I-city description of any proposod program
changes, including a revised budget.

COMMENT: In conjunction with a prior recommendation, the Bureau should

not utilise A-102, and request simple listing of required information.

As noted previously', "foptinuation grants" is an unclear term. It

is intended to mesn tha rs.Aeldill of grants after the initial term of a grant.

It is unclear if a "continuation grant" as so named qualifies for sama time

frames as notod under 271.17.

RECOMENOATION: That this section be called: Grant Renewal, so that it is

clear that the section does not refer to the 2nd and 3rd years of a multi-year

grant.

4 71
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REF: 'Bevised 271.23 Cooperative agreements

(a) Under specified circumstances the CAmissioner may
prescribe the award of cooperative agreement rather
than a grant. In such cases, the application, review
and sward proc sssss 'shall be exactly the eauie as those

described for grants in this Part. However, coopera-
. tive agreement award sball.contain special terms and
conditions consistent, with the anticipated substantdal
involvement by the Bureau.

COXNENT: ?Tallinn regulations are specific and detailed enough, with caps

and linits defined, that Indian organizations can feel reasonably assured

of whalis required to meet performance. This reviaion allows for "under

specified circumstances" that are not specified! Some unknown and vague'

reasons can be used by ilocal Bureau official to continue Bureau presence

in tribal organizarion's affairs. While the imposition of such requirements

is =bigot ta the appeal 'rights, we forsee'"special cond " being individual

Bureaucrat's persoaal decisions about what he is likely not to support.

Whereas thiipresent rigs seek to ilmit this kind of influence, the revision

appears to increase it.

It is unclear what the appeal wights are under cooperative reemenis.

Wa are not informed what the procedures are if an applicant requests a grant,

and receives in return a cooperative agreement. With the broad waiver authority

'requested in the proposed revisions, such appeal may even be waiWed if in thiP

Commissioner feelings and opinion, it should be.

IUM0OKYLNMATI0N: This regulation be deleted, and the Bureau return to contract

under Section 102 of tho Act.

4

)1,

"
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REF: Revised 271.23(h)

(b) The Commissioner may order the use of a cooperative

agreement whes, in his Judgement, performance would be

improved by ihe use of a cooperative agreement and when

aay of the failowing conditions exists:

(1) Substantial bureau lnvolyement is required to

protect Trust reisources.

(2) Technical assistance req sted by the tribe can

best be provided through coot&nuedubstsnt ial
involvement of Rureau Personnel.

(3) The applicant's management eystems as implemented
do not meet the standards of Part 276 of this chapter,

but performance under the grant is not so deficient

as to he cauie for reassumption.

COMMENT: The Commissioner is given the same Authority as the local bIA staff
,

dv

Person is given, when "in his Judgment" performance would be improved. We

..4....44sirs4s.-4 -4.4. *4.4 441,4444.0),:V. itt A., qv,
are provided ao criteria for guidance on,what constitutes kosna. 64.ignt:

One would also have tb look at the G.A.O. audits of the pas years te

realize that there is considerable doubt about the bureau's avn hility tu

manage programs, and we cannot assume that the provision of services is of

that high a standard of quality to start Cf. the following list7 of

audit reports:

Concerted Effort Needed to Improve Indian Education (1-1-77)

The Bureau of Indian Affairs Should Do More TO Help Educate In4,ian',
s

Students (li -3 -77)
.

Questionable Need For All Schools Planned $y the !breeds' Of Indian

Affaiis (2-15-78) -

Bureau of Indian Affalra Not Operattng soirdioe Schools Efficiently

A (2-13-78)
e

;.

1

4'

e

t

.0 .

I

A
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More Effective Controls Over Bureau, of Indian Affaiis Administrative

Costs Are

The Indian Self-Determination Acc Hany Obst'aeles Remain (3-1-78)

RECOVIODATION. That this regulation be deleted as revised, no substitute.

. REF: Revised 271.26 Grant revision or amendment

COZEMTI. The bureau proposes to use the same procedures for a grant application

review process for grant ame rmr.4At the same time. Rev. 276.14 refers the

grantee.to A-102 for grant revision and amendment procedures. In Attachment K,

we find the Balm iMposing restrictions on the amounts of funds that can be

transfered without &IA approval, Le. up to 5% of the grant. EduCation programs

funded under the 25 CFR 21h formula disrribution sho-uld not be restricted by

Bureau ovoriight and approval. Such funds are provided to the'llutesu -operated

school board under the authority of the local BIA board's control. BIA schouls

are not reetired to live by this restriction. Contract schools should not be

given 4ddicion31 burdens BIA schools don't have.

It would also appear that the Bureau could unilaterally amend or revege

grant provisions, without the consent of a grantee. As this is not strictly

ada d, its absence may be construed as sufficie,4pthority to nllow

unilateral changes by a grants officer.

REMOMNDATION. tut A-102 be dcletud from the reuulatiuu, and thia regulatiCn

be revisedWithnut ref. to A-102.

4 711
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REF: Revised 271.41 Unif4m administrative requirements and cost principles

(a) The Provision of Part 276 of this chaver that
establishes uniform administrative requirements and
cost principles shall apply to grants under this part.
Special grant conditions pore restrictive than those
required by fort 276 may be deposed only when 06
Bureau determines that a grantee: " a .

(1) Has repeatedly violated established grant
performance requirements, or

COMMENT: This regulation appears to *give the Bureau unlimited powers to

unilaterally.add requirements to a gra ithout the consent of the grantee.

This appears to us to be an indication Oat the present contractual relation-

ship between a,tribal organization and the U.S. Government is being watered

down to some super11or-inferior relationship between a-patronist1c irandfather

and an il4esponsible child.

to special grant conditions should be able to be imposed upon a grantee

withmut full consent of the grantee., Arconditions exist that warrant Bureau

.control beyond what is not2Mally deemed necessary, then the Bureau has

declination or termination for cause procedures (except that in,the rdision,

termlnation-feF Cause has been eliminated.) The tureeu must be forced to

demonstrate, 1th substantial evidence, the need for these requirements.

this paragraph of the regulatigns reflects a presumption that the Bureau

itself is that much better at managing programs, finances, etc. than Indians

ate. we ..are very aware of the Bureau's grossomis -management of funds and

prograis:Wer yedrs. We ask: cah the Bureau have imposed'upon them

spec conditions,that will require them to:
I

1. Issue contracts/grants in a'timely gannet, bY Oct. 1 of the fiscal
y

year *for a grain?

4.73
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2. Issue contract mods in'a timely manner?
a.

1. Provide funding for a1,1 prograO elements

4. Process invoices in a timely manner?

in a_tinely marAter?

5. Comply with all federal rules and regulations koi financial

: management and administrative responsibilities/

We could accept the Proposed language if comparable langudge yes added to

require special conditions on the Sureau.,

*.

RECOK,ENDATION: That this psiragraph b. deleted es written. Alternatively,

the following language could be hdded,as paragraph (c)
, t

, .

o:
e Special grant requirements may be imposed on the Bureau

by a grantee when a grantee can demonstrate with substantial
..:

evidence that the Surest.; has failed to meet federl regulptiuns
p and procedures ilquired for proper grant management.

,. . .
,. ... i' V V

, %

%

% ,
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REF: Revised 271.42 Savings

(a) If.it becomes apparent during the grant period*
that the amount of a grant under this part will be
in excess of actual expenditures, the identified
savings may be used to provide additional services
or benefits under the grant and/or expand base giant
programs.,

CONANT: We have no major objection to this restatement of present 271.55,

excepting that as in.the pasi, it is extremely difficult to identify precise

amount of siVings in a contract/grant prior to final closeout of the

,accounts di that fiscal year. Final payments for some invoices and costs

may not be paid for up to 90 days past the ending date of the contract?grant.

ROMMENDAT10N.

replace,dt.

-That thc tare ,"identified" bc.4 lte4 mo4.te,s0aster.

(a)'.If it becomes apparent during the grant peri
that the amount of a grant under this pari will
in excess of actual expenditures, the Sieetif-iei

estimated saVings may.be used to provide additi
services or benefits under,th, grant and/or expand
base grant.programs.

A

4

4.

4

,
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REF: Revised 271.42(b)

(b) ;Shen both the tribal organization and the Bureau agree
that it is not practicable to spend the savings during ,the
grant period and the grant funds were appropriated pursuant
to the Act of Novembee 2, 1921 (42 State. 208), the savings
may be carried over into the succeeding fiscal year grant
period, except as, otherwise specifically provided in
appropriation acts. Savings carried over into a succeeding
fiscal year shall be added to the grant amount for the fiscal
year. The savings'shall not reduce the amount that would
have been made available if theye had.been no savings. Funds
available through savings shall be used before a tribe uses .

granC funds from the current fiscal year.

COMMT:

1. The author of the revision specifically changed the term "the

savIngs shall be carried over" at present 271.55(b17 to "the savings'may

he osrAed oyszTlo,;,111substicisrlres,. ,ye75uvittok this ohms., Tho

terms "shal "'mrsi."may" when used in the 7.4@al contexts as herein used have

recognize specific meanings. The former reg instruct:COI:A Bureau to carry
A

funds uver; Lhe rov/s/un givos .the Blfreall some discretion whether or nut to

carrffunds forward.

RECOMMENDATION: ihat "will" Ve filleted and "slull" be used in its place

sg. We commond the Bureau air identifying'tLe proper procedure' in pea,

ose of savings, i.e., that aivings shall be used prior to tho obligation

of new fiscal year monies. Thu problem still remains in the field: con the

bureau actually process the financial data'to show that the old money will

he used first prior to the use of the new money? We have seer; significant

problems in the fiscal year accounting of funds due to the Barash's inability

to follow the flow of funds from tho,contract, to the letter of credit, to the

Treasury ADO desbursement of those funds.

vs
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6

REF: Revised 271.43 Direct and indirect costs

rne tribal organization shall be entitled to be funded for
direct and indirect costs under the grant as follows:

COMENT:

1. It is interesting to note that in the FY 83 budget request to the

Congreas, the Bureau has justified its request for Indian Contract Support

Funds on the basis that Indian contractors are In need of funds for' "overhead

costs" and for the "incremental costs: of contracting Bureiu programs. There

is no,use of the term "indirect,costs." We therefore question why the Bureau

proposes to make "indirect costs" available when there is no requ t foy funds

to meet the indirect costs,of'contractors/grantees.

2. The Bureau has beer; instructed by theCongress to prepace.a planiand

impleftent a system that will prevent the short 4,in Indian Contract Support

Funds (ICSF) so that contractors will not fail to c Ilect the full amount of

funds required by indirect costs.' regulations. In March, 1982, the American

Indian Law Center reported several recommendations to the Bureau:at the BIA's

request, on how to deal with'the indirect cost problem. The first and major

recommendation is that the BIA eliminate the cOdcept of "indirect Costs" as

it may not best reflect the situation that tribal organization finds themselves

in when operating programs previously Operated by Oh Bureau. Since this was

such a strong recommendation in that report, we wonder why the Bureau continues

o use the terms indirect cost.

RECOMENDATION. That the Bureau coordinate itself and publish for comment its

recommendations on how the ICSF will be used and the mechanisms that will be

avaiiable to tribal organizations for collecting indirect, and administrativC cost

funds, prior to the final publications of these regulations.

^

4 7
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REL Revised 271.43 DiEect and indirece"coats

:

COMMENT. This revision suffers from the same mis-poTer/mis-conception as

does the original regulation, 471.55, in th'at both sectioa title indicate

that tho section Lill descuss indirect costs.. In fget, neither the old or

the new address indirect costs in any substantive manner.

We fear that the Bureau has already decided upon its recdmmendation that

will become Bureau reguLatiorf. and that those statements have not been

introduced in this Published proposed rule intentionally. We forsee that.

when these regulations ;re re-published after the comment period in over, the

final regs will inciude detailed indirect cost regulations. nese regulations

will not have been reviewed by the Indian public but will nevertheless be

mandatory and oblIging.al the ame time.

'RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. That the Bureau not re-publish any final version of those xegulatians

that include substantively new language dealing with indirect costs. without.

first proposing those rcgulations for public review and comments.

2. That the Bureau cnnsider the following suggested language in devising

their regulations for indirect costa.

(11.) The Bureau will _provide to trihal organizations

administrative funds ecnial to those amounts that the

Bureau would otherwise have spent on the granted program

had the Bureau continued to operate this program. This,

will IT determinud. decorAuaLlo ipe tinrean'at. own

.indirect-cost4rate for that program or function..

48u
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(j) Indirect costs vill be nade available to tribal

organization eith.er through tbe use of a negotiated indirect

cost rate, via the tribal organization's cognitant agency;

br upon the request of the tribal orgenization, a Wein sum

payment, made by rhe Bureau, to meet the indirect cost needs

of the organization. These funds vill meet the added costs

of contracting, and vill not take away from the administrative
ha

irda.available to the organization under paravaph (i) of

this section.

.14

.*
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a,REF: Revised 271.4% Use of government property

of

COMMENT: This regulation is a slight modification of the exiStiqg regulation.

* However. Part 276.11. applicable under this section. indicates that Attachment

)1 of A-102 will become the Bureau's policy document for property and the use

of proPerty.

ire have seriods misgivings about the use of A-102 as applied to Imdian
..

&Haire, for esti:pie:

Barn. 3(a) of Att. N of A-102 indicates that the requirements for

real property (such as land. buildings, structures. etc.) shill "at a minimum.

Cahalt7 contain the following:
e.

. % ..
...

/ (a) Title tt reel peoperty shall yap in the recepient subject-to
the condition that the grzintee *ball use the real property for the
authorized purpose of the ortnal grant as long al.needed.

We arc concerned that the Bureau, in preparing these revisions, may be

atteoptsn., to dump upon tribal contractorykrantees real.property (i.e. hutidins$'

and structures) that sre faAing ;part and wiiich are trinket(' of a grett deal of

repair. If thir attahment is to be read literelly. all grantees would assuca

title to federallirOperty, and Id subsequently become responsible for the

maintenance and repair of such prop rty. We are not clear that the government ,

i

will provide the 0 4 M funds to mairiCal ese structures. And trilml organization
'4

have.no indcmaskia yource of (mom_ in uritiLlt 10, ralittain thew structures.

At a training seSsan in WiAdoir Rock, AZ dn October 27. DIA representatives

clearly stated. and,circulated in a handua, that title to real property /rill

trAnsfer to the grantee, and.confirmed that this was the intent of this regulation.
a

i

RECOMMATION. Thmt the Bureau clarify its position re: the transfer of title

to'fedtral prom-rty, and clearly state the reamifitations of Att. N of A-102 in

this coneezt. .

I

4

a

4 82



REF: Revised 271.44

lb) Requests for the use of lureau property . . . interfere
with the administration of existing lureau'prograns.

COMMENT:

We Piesent no comment on ihat has been revised ibove: we eommeneon

what was deleted from the present regulation, 271442, last sentence.follmiing

the above clause:

The property at the timd of transfer must conforu to the
minima standards establiihed by the Occupational Safety
and Health Aet of 1970 (84 Stat. 1590), as amended (29
U.S.C. 651).

RECOMMENDATION:

We beliefe that this clause should be retained in the regulation,

pending the elafication Of the tr.ansfer of title of governuent property

to tribal organizations, and the consequences that tribal orgenixation

.undertake Oren "owning" glernsent property.

Ti

-

a.

N
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REF: Present 271.$1t4deral contracting laws and regulatlions

lk
(a) Contracts with tribal organizeons under this P.art
shall comply with the Bureau procurement regulations
contained in 41 CFR Part 14H-70, except at provided in
paragraph (b) of this sipction.

S.

COMMENT: We &Iliac that once transfeied to a grfint mechanism, federal

contiacting laws will.pot be applicable. There will be no final recourse

through the Contract's Disputes Act. However, as the Bureau states no

substantive ehattes are being proposdd Jn its pmm4ry comme'nts, we must

address the effett if the loss of the regulations under 41 CFR 14

A critical loss Ls noted Ln the deletion of the av4ifability of G.S.A.

. ,

sirvices now available u er 14H-70.501 and 502. The original intention of the

Act, and as mandatcd in Sec. 106(h) of the Act, Is that tribal organixatiol:,

'Will have made amailable to itself funding to meet the level of serviCiti'lac
e

th,.. Boceau would otherwisn provide. Buepau schools ipecacu and arc 'sery.d by

the federal G.S.A. motor pool and contracts services. An independent school

under a grant or contiact simply cannot meet the same program needs without%
. -

these services. ,Coniract schools arc implementing and fulfilling BIA educational e--

oi cduuating studentwobn a day school basis, near %heir hom,s. The

majority of Bureau schools appear to be operating dormitory 'progracis. Yet tie

rogilta,t wit! aiffi. tis. fit..a. with Ulu loct a Thilt

Is significant and substantial. 4
t

We have reviewed a letter signed by Mr. Jerry Jaeger, Acting Director, 011.1',

stating that G.S.A. would not provide any waivers of fedeLl regulations to

allow 6.b.A. scrviccs to contractorigrautces. Mr. Ken Smith, in his testimony

to the Sdiate Select Committee on Indian Affairs indicated that if the C.S.A.

/service "problem" were not corrected, these regulations would not be implomented.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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We wonder if Mr..Smith intends to keep his word to the Congress and to Indian

peoples, whem he is repregenting in Washington, and advocating for.

RECOMMENDATION. That the.grent regs be deleted, and that revition's

contracting regulations be started. leavfng G.S.A.Oeligibility to contractors

to the

as permitted in 1411-70.

REf: Revised 271..51 Retrocession

,

(a) TDUlai governing bodies and tritoll organizations my
receive grants to plan, cOnduct and administer Bureau '-
programs or po5tions thereof, and may request retrocession
fron any%rants.

4

COMMENT. It is clear from this revision th:t substantive and criticalehanges

are caking place in this chanie from contracts or glants. Although the revision

is clear in its simplicity, what it omits from the present regulation is

*reflective uf the phiiosophical2pOlicical change that is taking place throughuut.

14esent n 271.71(a) has an IlMonal sentence following the bash:

concept of reprocess n and reads: .1

Rectrocession specifically recAnizes the Federal
Goverament's unique and cuntiqping rellthonship
with and responsbility to Indian people.

The concen't is clear: the Federal Government has legal'and moral

responsibility co Indian peoples, ;nd legally binding concraccsp with all cht

protecclon,luund chcrein, are the appropriata. meChanism fur dtaling with thc

federal government under the Act. The change toltents is as reflective of

cite chance.in,relationship this. Administration envisions with Indisn peoples,

,as is thc deletion of this sentence and concept from the presekregulations.

RECOMMENDATION. Mat this sentence be added teethe revised paragraph, as
. 4

fo I low .:

10#
(a) Ttibal governing bodies and tribal organizations say
recedve grants tu plan, conduct and ndminister Korean
programs ur purtions thereuf, nnd,may request retroc'essiun

7" from any grants.. Retrocession specifically recognizes the
Federal Government's unique and.continuing relationship
with owl rogponsihillty to Indian propl.

4

/ 45-. ,
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REF: Revised'271.54 Reassumption

(f) Failure to comply with terms and conditions of a grant
award, which reiult in termination of the grant for cause
shall be considered to be gross negligence or mismanagement

pursuant to pargraph (a)(3) of this section.. Provam
responribility for such cancelled-for-cause grants shall be
reassgmed by the Bureau pursuant to the proviiigns of this
dectan.

4

COMMENT: As notedwarlier, the regS lack clear statements about termination

of a grant.' The refe;ence°is made to OMB C. A-102, ATT. L, which indicates

that termination for cause was at the discretionary decision maktug
of .41

grants officer. Paragraph (f) does ndt clarify what the grounds are fOr

;termination for cause.' The suggestlon that 'failure to comply with the

terms of the grant' cag be considered grounds for termination is yeti, scary)

Since when does the federa government and the ZIA cotp;y with all provisions.

of 'their responsibility? When Ire they terminated for cause? Do all 1IA

sschools meet the decan4s that they ark under, and are those,!chools terminated

when they faip ,Does the submission of a monthly invoice 2 days late (failure

to comply with I grant reggirement) mean that a school can be terminated?

dr,

es

RECOHNINDATION: That_the 111A states in clear terms what are the taimination-

for -Cause provisions that the will operate under, nd maka thews: part

of the regulations

19-891 0 - 31
-4 8 6
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REF.: Revised 271.56 Personnel for retrocetded programs

Updn cetrocession, the Bureau will assess the need for

.additional personnel and if necessary wilt meek such

perponnpl to ensure effective program operations.

COMMENT: It appears clear that im reviling the
retrocession procedure's and

regulations, there is little intent of the present Administration.to contfnum

services to Indian peoples once required as a pith of treaty obligations,

that 'unique and continuing relationship that was not included in an elder

regultion7

This regulation istso vague to be meaningless. For example:

. --the bUreau will assess the need for additional personnel.

If it is Bureau policy to terminate services to Indians.

to get out of ehe eduCation business as top lever BIA personne%

have indicated, then the outcomes of the assessmenrcan be

predicted: no need at all.

-- and if necessary, deck stich personnel

It is already clear that an committment4e resolve a problem is

t.
, of little

valoe;'we are preparing to lose GSA services, even though

we have had commitments from the 810t to de something about this

first!
C.

The present 'regulation tandates the Itureau

banX of positions. a 'culling reserve' (Nit can be tallied to mmet the needs Of

serving Indians under a retroceeded.or reassumed program. If the positions are

Mot there. the
pr4ram.will'end. qr be served so poorly ;lite warrant enditit.

eitablialeand maintain a reserve

REGOH1ESDAT1ON: IhSt tpe present regulation be continued
under the grant systim

,as a mandated responsiby.

.

.
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REF: Revised 271.60 Processing ofmppeals t

*

4'(b)(1) No extension of tine will be granted fOr filing
notice of intent of appeal. Notice which ire not 'timely
filed willow! be considered and the case will be closed
and writsen notice to'that effect will he given to the'
appellant.

(h) Lift - should read (h1,7 When a tureau official fails'
to act on an aPpeal within the prescribed time, the'

appellant hag the right to,Immediately forward.to the next
higher Bureau official a copy of such appeal and request
immediate actihn. 'This right is consecutive through the'
Area Director, Commissioner and/or Director of Education;
to the Aseistant Secretary,

COMMENT:

65,

,

We see a fundamental u nfairness in the proposed revision. Iq

4

no extension is availahle fora tribal organization to exercise

its appeal rights on any decision that the PIA mayismke. Yet in paragraph

(h); there is no loss of BIA Tights should ;HA official stall and waste

Wm, and fails to process an amp. properly. *The appeal is simply bucked

up to the next tevel.

REipOMENDATION:

1. That (b)(1).be stricken, and (b)(2) be renumbered as (b)(1). De'lete

"timely" from revised (b)(22.

Alternetively, thhureau could revise paragraph (h) to read as follows.
---*.e"

f
.

,

Failure df he Bureau to,process an appeal as outlined
.

in .
(c) to (g) above, the decision of the Bureau official
who rendered the decision which the tribal organization
initiaily appealed will Iv considered null and void, and
the tribal organization's application or proposal will bo0-
considered mot declined.
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SMART G Additional requirements for Neuf School Starts and Program Expagsions

COMMENT: We request that this subpart be deleted from the 25 CFR 271

regulatens, and pe added through publication and review in amendments to'
v

the 25 CFR 31h regulations.

This request is made bEcause there_is do sense in adding specific

. proiram type regulations to the isplementing rules of PL 93-638. There is

no counterpart for the restrictions placed herein for public heilth contracts

with the Dept. of Health and Hunan Sorvicd4. There are no uch ieirictions

, for other PIA-operated programa that ere subject to Indian Self-Determination.

Therefore, there should be no IpecifIc educational restrictIonal in these

regulations. ,0 I Ns%

In addition, it is fundamentally unfair for thn Bureau to imposn

restrictions.such as indicated on contract sFhooli, whom the law a6pports totally

and encourages, and at the same time, not be placed'on Bureau operat'nd ichoble.

ss By these regulations, Che Bureau can peoliferato schools or expand progress,

with no consideration of othex schools,'such as a conteact school, sdhlcii

mktht be negatively affected by a new BIX school start of school:expansion.

Therejs no,requiromenc on the STA to give 18 months notice; yot those Peuplos

who want to exercise self-datermination are given the greatest restrictions.

RECOMMENDATION: Delete in its entirety. -Add to 25 CFN 31h amendments.

ao



RM.' Revised 271.71 Applicability
- .

This aubpert eatablishes additional requirements Ix
applicable to the application and app6Va1s!nrocess for,s
grants requested ender this ptrt for new school starts
and program oxponsiolis to be funde'd under the Indian.,
School Equalization Program, (25 CFR Pan31h).

I
COMMENT,

We find Am rhyme or reason Eor this seotioq, Ni exilan;tory '

r
, A

comments Ae suggested. We find no,otter Burea9 program singled out for

consideration in tribal take Over. We demand Zo knoW what justificatiOn

, 0
the Bureaullas for. isilating school starts under the Act.

'

*b. We find that this whole 4ectiop :is designed to penalize Indian

tribes or organizations, rather than to support self-determinatiopl Bureau

schools'are not identified under ihit regulation. The Bureau cad &tart a

new school at its pleasure, without iestlnt. Indians, who should.be

4,..$04;i1ng in auchurity.and re nspqsibility to handle Indian'affairs are penalized

/.
Am.

f instead. .
.

e .

A 0
k

A;
'RECO: NDAT1ON.. That the regulation be re-written for both BlA operatedaad

I .1
Indian operated schools. la

REP; 271.72(a),

f ,
1,,,

(a) New school starts. 'The provision of education
serftees byia tribally-operated school which is seeking

la fl initial funding for school operational costs bor eligiblo
dian'students not previously served under tile Indian

SbJqu4lization Program. ....

COMNENT: It is unclear to u%wheiher or not Aoschool not previouslyt
operated by the Bureau will be designated a "new school start" if in'fact

<

^

when atablished, it serves students already served under ISEP.4 If so,

it Could not be regulated under this SubPart. We feat that anx new school

wi11 be classified a "new schopl start" by tha Bureau in order to discourage

tribal initiatives.
.

4

, RECOMMENDATION. This regulation'be clarified as.to what'w$11 not be.conaideted

a new school start.

4

(
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REt Revisei271.72(b)

(b) Program expansions.. The ehansion of existing
tribally-operated school prouams to provide additional.
educational services,to age groups already being served
under the Indian School Equalization Program or,to serve

additional age group,$)lot previously served.

486,

.

COMENT: This regulation is so vague as to give unlimited discretionary

judgement" to any Ha Education Line Officer to classify any change in a school

prdgram:as'a program expansion.
I'

This regulation contra4icts. Revised 271.421 which states in part that

-any savings realized by a tribal organization "nay be used to provide 6

additional services or benefits under the grant and/or expand base Brant

proBrams." We cannot in one place be lowed to da so, and elsewhere tad .

.ve can't do it for another two years ft!

Furthermore, there is no statutory requirement or provision that allows

or authorizes the BU'reau to limit a school's ability to serve its community.

childr2n: Rock Point has added one year at a time,fox a six-year period,

to establish a K-12 comprehensive school district. The.childran served each

successire ;40;40ere predominantly the sane c1,1)1dren served in the previous

grade level a year earlier.- There is no added costs to the formula-- these

aildren splicer to have gone to another BIA operated school if n4rsuccessiv'e

school year program was available at Rock Point'. 'We aro simply keeping the

children here, rather than requiring them.to'go to another Bureau school. iThiA

should not eregullted out of existence'under the requirements df ehia'subiart.

,

RECOMMENDATION: Delete thii regulatioqoin whole.

.1

4 N.

00
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REF: 271.73(a) i Service Popularion criteria

(a) gervice population criteria. All members of

Pi°

the proposediservic population must qualify As eligible
for services under TR 31a.4(z) and muse be described
in the aOplication sufficient detail and documenta-
tion to .enable them to be classified accurately under
ehe classification of new schdol starts and program
expansions as set forth in $ 271.72. %

COANEN/: This regulation is io vague, that one,would need to mind-read the

Bureau to,mnderstand what informatioq is being required. The only thing that

is ciear is tfirintent: eiake life so difficult that Indians will decide not
"g)4

to deal with thered-tape, and not take over their ed ational programs.
'

Totally v,lolates the mcal4ng of PL 93-638.

-"*-'..-AECOMMENDACION: Delete&its entirety; ix to be revised, the 'revision *'

*should specify in detail the rsufficient detail and documentation'the

Bureau would like. With the unlimited powers available under the revisions., J

elsewhere, there coulh be no end to what the Bureau intends to request fqr

support data.

.r

4 9 ,2
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SEviscd 271.73 (b) Program quality criteria

ix} (b) Program qui/Illy criteria. Propoaed programs and

:program changes shall be of sufficient quality to offer

,promise of providing educational benefits to the Indian

student recipients approxitiately equal to those provided

to ,like ribmbers of recipients under other parts.of the

Sureau educational program funded through the Indian

School Equalization Program. In deternining whether this 'k

criterion is met by an application, the Director of Indian

Education Programs, or his or her representailve, shall

consider at least thit following:

(1) Whether the new school start or program expansion

is likely to meet the appropriate edgcation standards '

, specified in Section 1121 of Pub. L. 95-561.

. (2) Whether the facilities, equipment, and other

supportive services of the applicant, or rhose incorporated

in the start-up dbst oz. temporary facilities part of the plan,

will pe adequate to support the program.

(3) Whether the proposcd.staffing is adequate to

achieve the objectives of the plan.

(4) Whether the size orthe student population to be

serve& appears to be sufficiently large and stable, or

increasing in numbers, to yairant initiation of a new school

start or expUsion of a program to serve them.

(5) Whether there is an apparent desire for the new

Nhool start or program expansion on the pact, of the Indian

tribe and/or community to be served.

(6) Whether the start-up costs arc disproportionate to

the numbers of students to be served, or the,potential benefits

of the.program, as compared with the start-np costs of Other

,applicanrs.

V.

(7) Whether there arc other adequate education alternotives

currently available to the students to be erved by the klew

.school start or progran expansion.

COMMENT: We guestion the lack of clarity and detail that ii anggested in

the ptoposed regulation, as written.

4 9 3
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a. We are told that the program shall be of "sufficient quality"

in providing educational services, to the standards of at least what the

Bureau offers elsewhere. In reviewing the G.A.O. reports .listed earlier

in thcso comments, we wonder at the use of other BIA-operated schools as a

standard. Most tribes and communities have taken over BIA schools precisely

duo to the lack of quality education provided by the government. The

regulation implies that the standards of BIA schools must be met in order

for a grantee to operate a tribal school. Yet the intent of PL 93-638 is

for tribes to "cle it differently," and not duplicate the Bureau. PL 95-561,

Sec. 1121(c) specifically indicates that Bureau standards will not be useil

as criteria for a contracted program.

b. The Bureau demands that we meet Bureau standards set by the Community

And appic. sthicational practices and procec_L_ures for Indian children. The

itlicau is prorating oppression with an implied demand that a tribal

'orfanization imitate a bureau standard.

AlliREGOMMENDATI .: delete in whole.

1S.

494
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.

REF: 271-73 (h)(l)

(1) Whether the new school start or Program
expansion ts likely to meet the appropriate education
Olstandards specified in Section 1121 Publ. L. 95 -561.

e

COMMENT: This regulation specifies the intent.of (b) -above. We ire

required to meet the standards of a BIA-operated school. This is insane!

,This is contradictory to 1.1. 93-6381 This is contradictory to I% 95-5611 And,

in fact, the Bureau has been unable to publish standards for its own schools

in the years that-have been given them to do so! Yet we are asked to meet

the undrafted/unpublished standards.that incompetents cahnot manage! We

are asked to allow a ZIA-official (already in a conflict-of-interest position)
A

to delermine the "14keliness" of a school (that Val post likely take students
. .

from IIA-operated school) .in meeting tome undefined standans, by way of

personak judgement! .

REOWSENDATION: Delete in whole this illegal. providion1

271..73(h)( facilities

(2) Whether the facilities, equipment, and other
supportive services of the applicant, or those incorporated
in the start-up cost of temporary facilities Part of the PlAn,

will be adequate to support the program.

COMMENT: Although noo an implausible co4ideration, v wOuld demand that

an evaluation of a IIIA-operaad sahool be made in the same context, to

determine if in fact BIA-operated schools meet ;he standards required for

new-school starts under this subpart.

4 cr;
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REF: 271.73(b)(4) size

(4) Whether ihe size of the student population to be

served appws to be sufficiently large and stable, or
increasing in numbers, tolrraqt initiation of a new
school start or expansion a program to serve them.

COMMENT: Here lies a declination crtieria not adppott by the act, but left

to someone% judgement. And the judiement is not based on identifiable

reality, but upon the "4pearance" of things. And not only a population need

be "sufficiently large," but.also increasing in size, to'merit operation

by a tribe.

AECOMMENKITON: Delete in whole.

s

REF: Reyised 273.73(b)(5) Desire

(5) Whether thet3'a an apparent desire for the
new school start or program expansion on the part of
the Indian tribe and/or community to be servid.

. .

,

COMMENT: The Sureau has statutory direction on what merits declination.

tie have now offered an additional declination criteria: a personal

'

judgement on someone's part on whether there,is an "apparent disireos for ,

a community-operated school! The request by a community, and a tribal

resoluçion ii tufficient "appearance" to make an organizapion eligible for

operating a new school.

RECOKHENDATION: Delete in whole.

#00

, 4 6
4
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REF: Revised 273.73(b)(6)

(6) Whether the start-up costs are disproportionate

to the numbers of students to be served, or the potential

benefits of the program, as coepared
with the start-up

costs of other applicants..

COMNENT: We are asked to give credence to some BIA official who has the

N17

power to determine the
coit-benefit of a 638 school, when no other criteria

are given for guidance. . We are left with the judgment of someone's feelings

about i new school starti This is not material for,federaleregulations.
This

t is material for game-playing, for decisieemaking
by "good ol' boys" in smoke-

.
filled back rooms!

RECOMENDATION: Delete in its entirety.

REF: 273.73(6)(7)

(7) ',Whether there are other adequate education
alternative currentlyavailable to the students to...

be served by the new school start or program axpaiglon,

COMMENT: °Other adequate educational alternatives" is a quality judgement

best not left in the hands of an antagonist (i.'., the BIA decision maker

is from the start against tribal control, and the conflict-or-interest

heightens here!). /f a comclunicy wishes to educate its children at home,

in.tho community, HO OTHER SCHOOL may be idequais to the task: A neighboring

BIA-operated school may be considered inadequate to the task. A neighboring

public school may be inadequate to the goals and Objectives of community-

/

controlled educatfon.

We cannot accept atideclination criteria any of,the "personal judgements"

provided i; this subpart.

RECOMMENDATION: Delete.,

s

.4. ,
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REF: Revised 271.75 Application procedures

COMMENT: De will all redo:nit thereality of the Bureau's funding cycles,/
tpe federa/ fiscal Year, and the conJuçioa of all.with the national school-

year cycle. Ho/ever, we do not find it quired by statute that a notice of

1$ monChs be given before a CIA-operated pr gram can be contracted (remember:

PL 93'638 is a sontracting law!) There is no requiremeL for such lead timeh .

for any other HIA-operated aontractable program. ,There is no lead tine

require'ment under the Dept. of Health and Human iervices for such lead times.

This requireant is.designed to curtail and discourage Indian self-

determination!

And it is not consistent with othel BIA operations. e Facilities

HanDgement program has established a contingrcl fund to meet,the H 4 0

cost% of maintaining new BIA buildings that have not been enter;asinto the

budget cycle. This separate fund provides flr the'costs to keep these

buildings, until they are a part of the cycle. De are sure that there are other

prograps that h$ve similar contingency funds. (Funds not used .can always

be carried over or returned to the TAasury until next cycle.)

RECOMMENDATLON: That this be revised and the timeline deleted. There is

stIfficient timelines in the prior regulations in ttas part tedeal with

self-determination. A separate fund should be established to assune.the costs

of new school starts, and to neet those costs Until a school can be enteied

into the budget cycle. If it works for other fp/federal programs, it can be

'made to work for new scliopls. J
sp

It
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!Testimony of the inzehone Bannock Tribes b; the Senate Select Comiatee cn Indian

Affairs, Dirksen Senate4Office Building, Washingtal, D.C. WAtten testimony as

fcdlm-up bp ccal presentation Jane 30 1982.
/ . t

It is cm desire bp present soMe aMitional testimony regarding the Bureau of

Indian Affairs proposed changes in 25 c.p.R. 271 - 277 regulattons implementing

P.L. 93-638. Indian Self-Determination and Assistance Act of 1975. The

BIA is proposing majom substantive chahges in the fedeial regulations affecting

Inia self-Deteriiination: by changing the relationsyp benieen the Federal

Govermnent and indiantrites fnmn a contraCt relationship bp a grant relation-

ship:

The BIA proposes bp revise.25 C.F.R. 271 ff bp bring the BIA into alignment with

with,P.L. 95-224 Federal Grants and Coorerative Agreements Act of 1978, aid bp

increase the self-determination of IOdian.txibes bp manage their own rrograms.

7"'"

First let us emphasize again that P.L. 95-224 does not apply bp the relationship

between the Federal Government and Aberican Indian tribes, rather it applies bp

the Yederal Government's relationship bp the states. Wien tribes are n6t

mentioned in the language of the Iwo ond there is no evidence of legislative

intent'bp include Indian tribes. It should also be pointed cut that even withiii

the Executive Branch of the Government there4is no agreement that P.L. 95-224

applies bp Indian Tribes since the-Secretary of Health end Human Services is

continuing bp omitract alder section 103 of P.L.93-638. P.L. 9i-638 directd the

Secretary of the Interior bp c6ntract with Indial'tribal organizaticets. The

Copgretui'oonsidered contracts at the passage of the act, and lmumringly &emitted

the government bp contacting with Indian trAbes. The BLA'd proposal bp zpply the

.\

: 5 0 u
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'provisions of P.L. 95-224 is based upcn. an 1:Tined repeal of the omitract

prc4isions of P.L. 93-638 and judicial interpretations have not generally favored

implied repeals. Tbe relationship between Indian tribes and the Federal

, Government is unique, and the adninistration of federal responsibilities as

provided Ader P.L. 93-638, involves special considerations not taken...into

account by the grant process. Substa*ive rights and obligations under P.L.

93-638 are being watered down if no/ elininated. vie zgree with the BIA that the

government is not buying services when contracting wigh tribes/organirations. we

disagree strongly with the Concept that government is sitriay providing "fin7cialli.

assistance to the tribes in the first paace. Tbe government is obliged 'to

provide certain services. P.L. 93-638 provided a mechanism for Indilns to

fulfill thiis federal responsibility. By proposing a grant relationship, the BIA
t

proposes to dramatically change the relaeronship of trust and .treatlIA'

'responsibilities to that of some bort.of discretioneoi financial assistance as..

defined under P.L. 95-224. It is dishorooraisae to lenge this historical

relationship.

It is the position of the Shcshcne Bannock Tribes,, that the inplenentation of the

grant proces4, under P.L. 95-224 violates the intent of P.L. 93-638 and inter-

leres with Indian self-determination:

We believe that the proposed changes are a part of the BLk's intent to dimie)ish

N,Sederal obligations to fulfill trust and treaty responsibilities. This would

appear to be a part of a greater plan to terminate 'services 'to Indian tribes.

The Consliidated'Trital Grant Programs (C1138) paans are also desigied to reduce

Indian initiative and are rejected by our Tribe. Tbe BLk proposed area office

realigroent is also structured to fragment tribal unity.

51)1
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1 The Blis proposes a new policy statement (271.4(h), that in any conflict kebmni

these or othei regulations, the 71ft. (93-638) shall prevail. We agree with this

policy statement. However, we,see an immediate conflict with these proposed reV-

isions bo a grant relationship. 'It is in direct conflict with the Congressional

mandate alder P.L. 93-638 bo contract for BLIs pm4ranm rather than bo establish a

grant relationship.

.' The BLIs proposes to utilize Cf43 Circulars, Ar102 and Pr.87 as the functional

administrative regulations for implementing this neti relationship. P. 93439

instructs the BLIs bo Fublish for review, request calmemts, and bo consu with

Indian tribes pricm to.amending,requirements alder the Act. By Faacing substan-

'tial authority In general tederal guidelines, the BIA diminishes the unique'rel-

.s

ationship between Indiar0 and the government. OMB circulars may be thaoged.any-
s

time without notice and without.mnsultation. Ibis effectively by-passes Indian

input and responsibility 5or self-determination. P.L. 93-638..does not require

uniformity with other federal agencies ;:s suggested by the Bureaact Indian

mi

Affairs. This proposed dhange hould reduce present . protectiOn and flexibility in

favor of greaterBIA contrca. Preed changes substantially increase the

authcmity of Bureau officials bo dellop grant conditions without regard bo
.

tribal wishes.'

.

The BLIs proposes bo eliminate protective language that limits BIA demands for

additional information cc "other components" not specifiot11117 eddiessed in the

regulations. Present regulation 271.5(c) (D) (ii) clearly statis that no other

conycntents can te used by the BM fom declination. The fevised grant regula-

tions eliminates,thls clause, leaving the door wide open fiX the BM bp create

new issues for declination. For example; sone schools have teen boll they muet

,502
19-891 0 - 83 - 32
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=ply with BIA educational standards, which P,L. 95-561 moe ally does not

require, but ciearly allows sd)colS bo establish their cwn standards. If the '

contract relationship is maintained the present regulaticos prescribe the clauses'

on which Bureau officials may insisU

The Bureau eliminates the requirements fcr an applIcaticn under P.L. 93-638 by

providing in part 276 the use cf standard Dmnm3 for federal assistance. Present

regulations wrier part 271 include-all details that udll be required udth the

stipulaticn the 'no futther detail is, or shall be required." This language has

A

been deleted. Indian contractop have had clear directions, now ugder per:posed

grant regulaticns, this sisplicity is lost. Part'276.16 instructs applicants th

use the short form for application, unless in the_judgement oi the graMts cfficer

. "supplementary pages are required for inproved program OK fiscal acoountability."

This leaves a great deal of discretion in the hands a lower level bireaucrats

who may mot te exerienced in cperating unique Indian programs, bo demand, Dor

examplè, additional information found eliewhere in the,BIA system,'such as in a

manual or memo instructicn. It is unclear if there are rights bo p hearing

. ,

problems cccur..

The Bureau ptcposes to alld "special conditicns" under a cooperative agreeepnt,

rev. sec. 27'1.23. Whdle P.L. 95-224 allows,for croperat:ive agreements' under cer-

\
tain congiticns, the BIA appears to have widened the scope cf diet providicn by

.

not indicating its cbdigatton bo prove with substantial evidengy; that such spe-

cial conditicns do, in fact, exist. pesently, under the dedlidation criteria,

the BIA has the ,turden of prcof. This change wmact'further reduce a *tribal ini-

tiative foroaelf determinaticn, wherein the government omald'issue a cooperativep

agreemynt, when in fact, the tribe,had applied for a =tract instead.

5y3
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.

.There.is wide imam fcc, bureaucratic =is:nation. Again tee right to eciaealever\e
% e

'a negativellIA division is trclear. '
4 .

' ..

The Bureau plans ma use grants rather than =tracts. The imFaication found be-

.
...tween the lines of the new regulaticns, and al using OMB circulars for grants, is

that grants alder P.L. 93-638 coUld become discretionary. If the BIA did not have

11 Increased ccntol over relf-determinatthh initiatives, the use cf the.grant

oiedvenian.increases ihat sense.of !be discretionary powers. S. 271.22 gives the
.

,BLA'-additional power nat.to ccntinue a grant that has been warded for three years

A with additional review and evaluation procedures not Fcesently allowed under the

accetract relaticelethip. Continuation grants could beccme discretionary.

A most signfficant issue nokoddressed by the grant pvess, is that of Mathis-
.

I ,

trative a:wet/indirect costa. Under the =tract made bf cperation, indirect
0 A

coet allocaticns Wee permitted tribes to Centralize aiministray.ve support

servioes in the follcwing areas to provide serVice tx ll of the programs of
0

Indian self determthinaticetha. are serving tribal probers on the nemervation:

e .

Financial Manageloint.s Accounting Servicee

II. Persondel Services

III. Property Management Services

TV. Contracting Service

V. Other Aaministrative Services. a
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This centialization has permitted.a nud gore efficient operation and provi.des

for tetter wooUntability of funds expended. Cn a project by project tesis it.is

often difficult to identify the amaunt of oda involved in providing these

twevices bo the project, but it is obvious that a program cennoe functicm'Without

hese services. Por exaxple: in PY-81 the Shoshone Sminalc Tribes expended

$656,712.D0 for administrative, support/indirect oast functions. $420,337.00 of

this came from indirect oast allodations from P.Lv 93-08'contracts. If this

allocation is not provided through the grant process, the centralized services

will have to te disorganized dr eliminated. This will rest:it s efficient

operation, less tribal control of monies exFended, and Deur ility. Yet

the proposed grant process fails bo address the issue and a clear understanding

of the indirect costs of operation is clearly ladking tedoeml tribes, federal

agengies, and federal officials.

The Bureau, in the written..rpePated testimony of Assistant Secretary Smith, states

the "consultation meetings were held with tribal leaders.'" The Shoshone 13;nnock

Tribe has testified that it has not been effectively consulted. Consultation

beoomes nothing mare than a superficial notifiaticn cf*what the Bureau has already

decided ba do, no matter what the Indian people desire. We know of no tribe or

contract school that airports this proposed dtange frxm contracts bo grants. In

meeting ind talking with other tribal officials and school board werbers, the

opinion.i; against these changes.
./

We ask that the camnittee assist the Indian people in returning the Bureau bo the

essentials of P.L. 93-638 and Indian Self-Determination. (Secreta'ry Smith dad

nct testify that Indian people wanted these changes, he argued that mother act

P.L. 95-224 ues forcing the BIA to do ea). As Secretary Smith testified, more

5
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an tribes are atieucting eelf-deterudnation and we know the rules and what is

expected. Making such a massive negative change at this time would discourage

-
further opntractingemd eelf-determinaticn.

We sequest the Causittee to require of the Bureau of Indian Affairs effective
-"N

consultaticn with Indian tribes who wculd te affected by these Changes. 'Listen #

to an acme= and do not adopt the pcopoeed changes as suggested by the EGA ane

4

P.L 9 4.

We suggest thst the Senate Select Coamittee cn Indian Affairs =ate a malcir4

group, including webers of the Idclian trites, whoee respcnsfbility will be tc:

resolve the issues and problems related to the proposed graitt powess. lb leave

this to the BIA alone will te to perpetuate the Atist*es and eproprieties

already made. 10 changes in the contract relaticnship should te sade until this

working grcup has resolved all issues and problem to the satisfe;ction cf the

Indian tribes.

Thank you for 491r azoern with having these oversight Hearings and for the we-

cern of this ccamittee for %ndian educaticn and Indian self-determination. We
o,

believe that P.L. 93-638 has been the test law for Indian people and that it ern-

tinues ba te the law that should determine the contracting relaticnship between

the Federal Govettment and thevIndian tribes.

I

oci
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SQUAXIN ISLAND TRIOS
iairbtrai miummazarm

.1;11Z1574V483 12

Senapor William Cohen, Chairman
Select Committee on Indian Affairs'
8317 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.c. 20510

Dear Senator Cohen:

July 29, 1982

The Squaxin Island Tribe is submitting this statement on the

oversight hearing held June 30, 1982 by the U.S. Senate Select

Committee on Indian Affairs, covering:

1) The new draft regulations which amend Bureau of Indian
Affairs regulations implementing P.L. 638.

2) Method for determining the secretarial level of funding

for a P.L. 93 638 contract.

3) Administrative incremental or indirect cost problems
associated with P.L. 93-838 contracts.
4

4) Problems ageodiated with the indirect cost rate amlrec-

ommendation for necessary changes.

The Squaxin Island Tribal Council lists ECCO of our concernkand
problems relating to the shift from contract to grants,formrk

as proposed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. These include:

1) Financial discrepancies and loses.

2) Administrktive and logistic entaglements at the Tribal

ahd Federal level.

3) An uncoordinated and contradictory
iddirect cost system.

4) Pnadequate approprietion leVeif.

5) TiMQ consuming negotiations ahd reimbursement.

8) Auditing procedures under P.L. 93-838, which create un-,

necessary and unfair burdens for tribal contractors.

All have become obstacles to tribes in fullfilling the essential

purposes of the law.

BO-
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Proposed yovidions within the 8.I.A. regulation which will
change P.L. 93-838 contracting to a grant process states that
these cfianges are mandated by P.L. 95-224 (The Federal Grants \and Cooperatives Agreements Act of 1977). Indian tribes are
not mentioned within the language of P.L. 95-224 and there

41114\

$ no evidence that Congress took into account its impact on
e unftwe coneiderations surrounding tribal adminstration of

o eral responsibilities as provided for under P.L. 93-638,
whi.h establishes a tribal right to contract for B.I.A. and
I.H.S. program and services. Section 106 (H) of P.L. 93 -
638 authorizes a funding level for B.I.A. and I.H.3. services
under specific contracts at not loss than tho sevetary would
have othdreise provided for his direct operation of the programs.

Also of vital concern are,the categories of direct and ipdiredt
costi, which to date have not been accomplished to insure that
all tribal contracting activities are fully supported. Indirect
cost has been given vastly different meaning and a common under-
standing has been clearly lackilig between federal agencies,
tribes and federal officials,

The Squaxin Island Tribal Council recommends that tribes retain .

the option of contradtingumder P.L. 93-638 as the most effective
approach for achieving the political and cultural self-determin-
ation of our Tribe. We further rem:mooed that *Soirees oppose
any attempts by the Bureau of Indian Affairs to amend existing
P.L. 93-638 regulations Marshy the contracting option Would
be eliminated without the consent of the effected tribes or to .

amend the implmintation and administration requirements of P.L.
93-638 allowing the B.I.A. to implement P.L. 95-224 (The Federal
Grants and Cooperative Agreement Act of 1977) that fails to men-
tion indian tribes within its language.

We further recomend that the Senate &sleet Comnittee on Indian
Affairs take every action a:unable to influence the Adminstra-
tion to create A workink group whose task would be the resolution
of these problems related to terminology and inter-agency coordin-
ation. This ffort should be conducted with the full support and
involvement of O.M.B. and its deadline should bo the beginning
of F.Y. 190. .

A more detailed description of our concros can bo furnished to
the Senate Select Committee by calling our office. (208) 426-9781

I hope-the above statement and recommendation can be supported.

Thank you:

Sincerely,

IdidIrte4
David W. Whitener Chairman
Squaxin Island Tribe
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usgrEnTMUSES EDUCATMAL TECHNICAL CENTER
3315 SOUTH AIRPORT 110A0
SISHAACK, NORTH DAKOTA uses PHONE su.misms

4IF _

July 23, 1982 4 '

Ronorabll Senator William S. Cohen
Chairman

United States Select Committee on
Indian Affairs

tarksen Senate Office Ads.,
Room 1251
Washington,'DC 20510

Dear Senator Cohen:
47.

Attached, herewith, is the testimony from the United.lribes
Educational Technical Centr in regard .to the recent hsacings
held on "indirect cost and ccatract support" for tribal organiza-
tions. We are requesting that the following statement be included
for the record of such a hearing. since-we were unable to person-
allx appear the day you conducted the session.

As a coittractor under P.L. 93-638 add an organization comprised'
ancrcontrolled by the f tribes from the-State bf North Dakott .
we are greatly concerned iout the issue of indirect costs. We
bolieve_tbat the gudelinek for recovery of indirect costs need
to be tdaressed and tailors to the unique needs of tribes and
their respective organizatins under the auspices of PA.. 93-638. .

Your consideration of this Ittat.ziisnt for the record will he
greatly appreciated. In e event you have questions or desire
edditional information. pl *se do not hesitate to

//i/k(

.

Executive D rector
U.T.E.T.C.

Enclosure

EINC:kt

!a
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United Tribds Edueitional Technical Center

TESTIMONY

on the Indirect Cost Problems
of Contract Schools and

other P.L. 93-638 Contractors

The system for deformining the.overhead or indirect costs. .

of contractors providiq goods and servicetto the Federal govern-

ment mas developed fOr use, primarily, with,non-Indian, private

vendors, government organizations and institutions of higher

education. These organizations traditionally have resources of

their "own" for both operating capital and some administrative

overhead operations. Regulations developed for funding the over-
-.

head operations assoCiated with administering Feolaral .contracts

and grants have been heavily influenced by efforts .to assure that
I Iv

the Federal government does not end up financing overhead opera-

tions that organizations would be conducting anyway, without the

Federal Income.

Indian contractors under P.L. 93-638 (especially the contract

schools) have no seperate exiatence aside from the administration

of Federal Progr\ilms for 'Indian peoples. Most are 1007. Federilly

funded, have no operating capital of their "own" and-no other

source of administrative overhead resourcesother than the Federal

government.

The use of regular Federal procurement procedures for P.L. 93-638

contracts,with Indian tribes and organizations,in view of the fact

that the purpose of P.L. 93-638'1s to enable Indian persons to

control their own programs, is a deviation fro's; the normal rulei

and regulations. The rational behind P.L. 95-224 (tfie Federal

tt%
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Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act) would suggest that these

ought to be Grant programs for assistance.to Indian people,'

rather than procurement operations for the benefit of the govern-
.

ment. However, the most damaging part of these procurement pro-

cedures, for Indian contractors, is their provisions f9r use of

Indirect Cost Rates to fund the overhead.operations of the.Con-

tractor.

The problem with the Indirect Cost procedure is that the

Andign Contractor will be offered an Indirect'Cost rate by the

Offic.0 of Inspector General based on a review of a proposal sub-

mitted by Uniied Tribes Educational Technical Center (UTETC) or

another Indian entity.

UTETC or another Indian/entity is then requixed to try to

receive the approved Indirect Cost rate from each grant or eontrapt

listed in the proposal. Federal policy, however, allows each

Federal agency to decide whether it wants to pay their share. Some ; 9

pay all of it. 'Some pay part, up to a pre-determined limit, or

"subject to ayailability of funds". Some pay nothing, holding

that their funds are appropriated only for'direct services.

. UTETC and other Indian entities have little or no control over

these policies,' They are caught between Indian people's need for

such direct services and institutional need for administrative func-

tions. UTETC has accepted funds from Federal agencies which did

and did not pay their share of administrative costs under the rate.

They did so in order to securC the direct services of these Federal

agenciel for Indian people.'

This HU: placed 11TETC and other Indian entities in the situa-

tion of a "theoretical over'and under-recovery". The key concepts,

involved are:

4 W.
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"Recovery"
Contractor receipt of payment for overhead opera-
tions at the indirect cost rate set by Federal
auditors, as a surcharge on the actual ,dirrect cost
expended in carrying out programs.

"Ueder-Recoverr
The situation when contractor recovery under the
rste.is less than the contractor's actual. allow-
able costs for overhead operations: Indirect post
carry-forward procedures use this situation as
Jevidence that the rate has been set too low, and
proVide for adjusting it upward in a later fiscal
period to compensate. It is asSumed that the con-
tractor has borrowed lunds to pay for operations
until compensated.

1007 Federally funded contractors cannot pay interest
in Order to borrow the operating capital until comp-
ensated later.

"Over-Recovery"
The situation when contractor recovery wider the
rate is more than the contractor's actual allowable
costs for overhead operations. Indirect cost carry-
forward procedures use this situation as evidence
that the ratp has been het too high, and require'r
adjusting it downward in a later fiscal period to
compensate. It is assumed that the contractor has
the over-period to provide overhead services.

If amounts over-recovered exceed amounts authorided
for the new fiscal period, the conv.actorWs obliged
both to administer the progra forfehat period.' and
to'pax baCk the surplus.

The contracter's obligation to "rim ovet" all amounts due

under an, indirect cost rate set by auditors.creatas the situa-
1

tion of a theoretical over-recovery under eh:iv: procedures.

1

Mont actually
l'aid by agencies

2

lomcdtate
Debt

3

Theoretical
Over-Recovery

Actual direct costs (the base to
uhich the rats S. applied)

Amount recoverable wider rate establiihed
(Auditors rust awn= it is recovered)

/count actually spent
in administering the
direct cost program

512
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1. 'the amult actually recO+.ered is limiterlby policies of the faxling
.ag$mcies. It may not be knack until the close of the fiscal period
due to "avails:bitty of ands" uncertainties. Cam:ere/al contractors

rake up the difference out of their own operating capital or profits.

2. If anmmt spent exceeds amount actually paid contractor by funding
agencies, an immediate debt is incurred. 1001 Federally fuxied

contractors have no source of ftods to over-mime this debt, They

carmot pay interest with Federal funds.

3. Federal auditors must hold the contractor liable for having recovered
this/arcane (even thmugh it was not recovered, endwas not spent, to
administer services) under the "fairness" principle (above). They

cyst &sane it'is available to administer future programs. If not
needed for this purpose, it moat be repaid by the contractor to the

Federal goverment.

Uhile "theoretical" this is areal, coforceable loog term_
obligation of the cCotractor. 1001 red.:rally ftraled con-
tractors have no others:cans of resolving it tut bariOptcy pro-

ceedings.

4. In a peculiarly perverse spin-off of these procedures, the more the 4

contractor tries to reduce administrative costs to cccpensate for .

failure of Federal.arencies to pay their share of these costs, the

griater theoretical overrecovery (and future contractor debt) becomes.

This problem is not limitod to CrEEPC alone. ,It is a prObleatbeing faced or

about to be faced.by every tribal entity in the country-using indirect costs idssre

the evailibility of the non-federal resatrces is lir:deed. This problem is e nation-

wide roblen. The deeree which the problem has affected the Tribal entity will

seryadth the individual situation. However, it is Mato say that cost Indian

country is in a terrible financial bind utdchlum been caused almost solely by

the Federal Coverrtoent policy co indirect costa.

The remameendations that ve Would lake the committee to take into consider-
-

ation are:

-

1. That thelump sum" basis for the indirect cost Immo& available
to Indian organizations and ask the committee's support for enabling
language and funds in the rt 1983 Appropriation Act, establishing it

as policy to provide this option.

2. That the Federal Government Chang* their Federal Policy so that all

Federal Agencies will pay their fk4r there ofAddinistrative costs

to all Indian Contractors' and entities.

4
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s.
3. That the Federal Govengent change their Federal Policy to allow the

indirect cost rate to ba based on actual indirect cost recovery for
Indian entities caw:ratting thder P.L. 93-638. -

.4. That the !mew of Indian Affairs agree to pay Indian entities con-
tracting under P.L. 93-638 the difference betwen theoretical and
indirect cost recovery for each fiscal: year. That the difference
could be determined by the Office of Inspector General.

5. Mat tha tarsal of Indian Affairs phase out the use of Intirect
Costs for Indian entities contracting tender P.L. 93-638. In its
place, eath tribal entity %rad apply directly to the tarsal of
Indian Affairs for =tract suprort costs on an annual basis,'with
no involvement with tha °lips of Inspector General.

011


